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take illustrations from their publications. For reasons which will become 
apparent to the reader, I have not reproduced the rhythmic signs which 
distinguish their books. 

I am very glad to include in this book two chapters that are closely re
lated to its main topic, and which put many of its aspects and problems 
into a new perspective: the chapter on Ambrosian chant contributed by 
Professor Roy H. Jesson, and that on Old-Roman chant written by Mr. 
Robert J. Snow, both of whom have studied at Indiana University. I hope 
that the results of their research will be as interesting to the readers as 
they were to me. 

No true admirer of Gregorian chant can help looking with dismay at 
present trends toward providing organ accompaniments for the liturgical 
melodies. This practice, although ostensibly meant to promote the chant, 
is actually bound to destroy it. To what extent it has dulled the minds of 
"those that should hear" became clear to me during a conversation with a 
group of young seminarists, whom I met in a train several years ago. When 
I mentioned my interest in Gregorian chant, one of them said, his face 
radiant with delight, "Oh, Gregorian chant is so wonderful in our church; 
we have an organist who makes it sound like Debussy." I know that it does 
not always sound like that. In another church it may sound more like 
Vaughan Williams, and elsewhere like parallel organum. Invariably it will 
sound like "something" other than what it really is and what it should be. 
Moreover, the very variety of possibilities inherent in this practice is bound 
to weaken the cathoLicity of one of the most precious possessions of the 
Catholic Church. I have no right to voice an opinion in matters pertaining 
to the Church, but I am saddened to see a venerable tradition, which has 
been restored to new life after centuries of neglect and indifference, sub
jected once more to destructive practices. 

Indiana University 
January I958 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Definition and Terminology 

'rH£ SUBJECT of this book is the traditional music of the Roman 
'--Catholic Church. Nowhere in music history is the term "tradi

tional" more in place than in connecL.ion with this music which, rooted in 
the pre-Christian service of the Jews, adopted distinctive characteristics 
as early as the third and fourth centuries of the Christian era, was fully 
developed in the seventh century, expanded during the ensuing four hun
dred years, deteriorated in the sixteenth century, was restored in the late 
nineteenth century, and is used at present in essentially the same form it 
had about a thousand years ago. 

While the first half of the two-thousand years' life of the chant was a 
period o£ continuous growth and all-embracing vitality, its existence dur
ing the second half was not without vicissitudes. From about 1000 on, poly
phonic music, its own offspring, began to challenge the sovereignty of its 
parent and, beginning with the fifteenth century, organ music became a 
successful competitor. Even more detrimenta l were ideas, arising in the 
sixteenth century, which led to a revision of the old melodies, a revision 
actually amounting to a complete distortion of their essen tial qualities. In 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries what wem under the name of 
"Gregorian chant" was only a shadow or its former self, and in the nine
teenth century the whole tradition was threa tened with extinction. For
tunately, rescue came from a group of scholars, mostly French, who devoted 
themselves to a study of the medieval manuscripts and immediately realized 
the supreme importance of their contents. One of the first in this group 
was L. Lambillotte, whose ideas were adopted and brought to final suc
cess by the monks of Solesmes. Owing to their endeavor-an endeavor which 
is no less a credit to musicology than the rediscovery of Bach, Palestrina, 
Schiitz, or Monteverdi-the old trad ition wns brought to new life and, in 
tgog, was officially adopted by the R oman ChtLrch through a decree o( 
Pope Pius X, a decree which may well be said to mark the beginning of 
the third miiJennjum of Gregorian chanL. 

What is the meaning of this term? Chant is the generic designation for 
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a body of traditional religious music, such as Hindu chant, Jewish chant, 
Byzantine chant, Russian chant, etc. Different though these various reper
tories are, they have one trait in common, that is, the purely melodic 
character of the music or, in other words, the absence of harmony, counter
point or any other kind of accompaniment, especially instrumental. The 
performance is exclusively vocal, either by one singer or by several singing 
in unison. In this respect chant is similar to folksong, from which, how
ever, it differs in the rhytfunk aspect, since it usually lacks the principle 
of strict meter and measure commonly found in folksong. 

The designation "Cregorian," generaJiy used for the chant of the Roman 
Church, refers to Pope Cregory I, who ruled from 590 to 604, and who is 
generally believed to have played a decisive role in the final arrangement 
of the chants, each of which he (or rather, those to whom he had entrusted 
the task) assigned to a specific occasion of the liturgical year, according to 
a broadly conceived plan. True enough, tl1e appropriateness of the term 
"Cregorian" can be (and has been) questioned. A first disadvantage of this 
term is that, strictly speaking, it excludes the early development leading 
up to the period o( Gregory as well as the changes and additions tl1at oc
curred later. Thus, some of tl1e best-known items of tl1e chant, the Kyrie, 
Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, and Agnus Dei of d1e Mass, are post-Gregorian. 
Moreover, Gregory's role in the development of the chant, as outlined 
above, is not certain beyond doubt and, in fact, has become highly ques
tionable in the light of recent discoveries and investigations which make it 
probable that the repertory, as we know it today, was actually formed after 
Cregory. However, this does not necessarily mean that the "Cregorian 
legend" is entirely witllout foundation. I t is possible that Gregory at least 
gave a decisive impetus and clear directions for a work tllat came to its 
fulfilment some time after him. Thus, even from tlle point of view of our 
present knowledge, the term "Gregorian chant" could be defended, and 
may well be retained, provided i ts ramifications are understood. 

Some scholars, however, prefer to use the term "Roman chant," which 
has the advantage of implying notl1ing but the incontestable fact of the 
chant's intimate connection with the Church of Rome, thus distinguishing 
it from other bodies of Christian chant: e.g., Mozanbic, MiJanese (Am
brosian), or Byzantine. Actually, this term is also open to criticism insofar 
as it carries the connotation not only of "Roman usage" but also of "Ro
man origin." Recent investigations have made it highly probable that the 
latter connottttion is not correct. The repertory in question developed 
mainly in France and was not adopred in Rome until the tllirteenth cen
tury, superseding an earlier repertory which could more properly be called 
"Roman" or even "Cregorian."l 

Yet another term. documemed as early as the tenth century and uni
J For a fuller explan:uion or Lhis queslion, see pp. 79fT. 
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versally employed in tlle later Middle Ages, is cantus planus,2 surviving 
in the French plain-chant and in English plain song. German writers fre
quently use the term Grego,·ianischer Choral. 

Cregorian (or Roman) chant is one of several branches of Christian 
chant that developed in the Western pan of Europe, probably all out of 
one and the same archetype characterized, first of all, by the use of the 
Latin language. Originally, the official language of tl1e Church, even in 
Rome, was Creek, and it was not until the third or fourth century that 
this was replaced by Latin in the Western pan of the Christian world. 
Very likely the just-mentioned archetype reverts to this period. Out of it 
grew the four branches or, as they arc often called, dialects of '\.Yestern 
chant: the Cregorian in Rome. the Ambrosian in Milan, the Gallican in 
France, and the Mozarabic (or Visigothic) in Spain. Only scant remnants 
of the Gallican chant have come down to us, and the Mozarabic repertory 
is preserved only in early manuscripts, tl1e musical notation of which can
not be accurately read.a The Ambrosian as well as the Cregorian repertory, 
on the other hand, are fully known tO us, and both are in use to the present 
day, the former in Milan, the latter in all the other churches of the Roman 
Catholic denomination. 

Recent scholarship has brought to light yet anotl1er d ialect of Western 
chant, the so-<:alled Old-Roman or City-Roman, a discovery which has shed 
new light on the early development of the chant and particularly on the 
long-disputed question as to the part that Pope Cregory had in its forma
tion. This most interesting question will be discussed in a later chapter 

[see pp. 741I]. 
2 The original meaning of cantus planus was to distinguish a "low chant" (planus, 

i.e., plane, lying flat) from a cant us acutus, a '"high chant." Thus, Oddo of Cluny (d. 942) 
employs the term planus synonymously with gravis or humilis, to indicate d1ants of the 
plagal modes: ··sin autem pla.nus fuerit camus, plaga dcutcri nominabitur·• (CS, I. 259a). 
Similarly Guido distinguishes graves et plani from ae~lli et alii (Micrologus, eh. Xfl). 

a Certain French Mss o( Grcgorian chant, e.g .. the Crndual of St. Yrieix (Pal. mus., 
Xlll) indude a number of melodies that arc foreign to the Roman repertory and have 
therefore been daimed as Gallican. See A. Gastou~. Le Cltarll ga/lican (1939; also in 
RCG, XLI, XLII, XLHI). Of Lhe Mourabic repertory. only twenty-one pieces are pre· 
served in a clearly readable notation. They are transcribed ln C. Rojo and G. Prado, El 

Canto Mo.zdrabc (1929), pp. 73lL 



CHAPTER TWO 

The Structure of the Liturgy 

IT coES without saying that a knowledge of the Roman liturgy, 
at least of its basic aspects, is an indispensable prerequisite for 

any study of Gregorian chant, not only from the historical but also from 
stylistic and aesthetic points of view. It may be possible to examine or 
listen to a chant like the Gradual Haec dies and to admire its beauty 
without even knowing what a Gradual is nor to which feast this particular 
one belongs. A full understanding, however, of its form, its style, its musi
cal values and significance cannot be gained without a knowledge of 
its liturgical function, and its relationship to other chants. To consider 
Gregorian chant as a ''purely musical" discipline would involve the stu
dent in the same difficulties which, for a long time and occasionally even 
now, have beset philologists who considered the songs of the troubadours 
and Minnesingers as a "purely literary" affair, completely disregarding 
their intimate connection with music. It is therefore only natural that our 
study should begin with an explanation of liturgical matters, insofar as 
they have a bearing upon our main subject. 

THE LITURGICAL YEAR 

The calendar of the Roman Church includes a great number of feasts, 
and these fall into two main categories: the Feasts of the Lord and the 
Feasts of the Saints. We shall first consider the former category, known as 
Proper of the Time (Proprium de Tempore, Temporale), "Time" mean
ing the time of the Lord. It includes all the Sundays as well as the special 
feasts commemorating the events of His life, His birth, death, resurrection, 
etc. 

The year of the Church starts, not with New Year, but with the First 
Sunday of Advent; that is, with the first of the four Sundays preceding 
Christmas (Nativity) which constitute a period in preparation for the 
arrival (L. adventus) of Christ. All the liturgical books, Gradual, Anti
phonal, Br~iary, Liber usualis, etc., open with the chants or prayers for 
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the First Sunday of Advent.1 Beginning with this day, the year can be 
divided into four periods: the first centering around the Nativity, the sec
ond leading up to Easter, the third leading up to Pentecost, and the fourth 
comprising the rest of the year. . 

The Christmas period continues with the Second, Tlurd, and Fourth 
Sunday of Advent, the last being preceded by the Ember Week of Advent. 
In this week three days-Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday-are set apart 
for fasting and prayer. Altogether there are four such Ember Weeks [L. 
Quatuor Tempomm], one in each of the four seasons o[ th~ calendar. year. 
Only the Saturdays of these weeks are represented in the Ltber usualts, the 
Wednesdays and Fridays being found in the Gradual and the Antiphon~l.2 

After the Fourth Sunday o( Advent comes the Nativity of Our Lord (Chnst
mas) on December 25, which is followed, a week later, ~y the Circ~cision 
of Our Lord on January 1 and, on J anuary 6, by the Eptphany, whtch com
memorates the adoration of the Magi (Three Holy Kings). The Sundays 
after Christmas are: Sunday within the Octave3 of Christmas, Sunday be
tween Circumcision and Epiphany, Sunday within the Octave of the 
Epiphany, and Second (Third, etc.) Sunday after the Epiphany. In the 
seventeenth century two feasts were introduced: that in honor o( the Most 
H oly Name of Jesus, and the feast of the Holy Family. T .he first of ~ese 
falls on t.he Sunday between the Circumcision and the Eptphany or, tf no 
Sunday occurs between these two feasts, on January 2. The s~~ond falls 
on the Sunday within the Octave of the Epiphany. The tradwonal for
mulary for this Sunday is transferred to one of the following ~\leek da~s. 

The second period starts with Septuagesima Sunday, that ts, the mnth 
Sunday before Easter. Since Easter is a variable feast, whose date depends 
upon the moon,4 the beginning of this period varies accordingly- from as 
early as January t8 to as late as February 21. As a consequence, the number 
of Sundays after Epiphany varies from a minimum of one to a maximum of 
six. Septuagesima Sunday is followed by Sexagesima, Quinq~agesima, an~ 
Quadragesima Sunclay.6 The Wednesday before Quadragestma Sunday ts 

1 The earliest liturgical books, Sacr:~mentaries and L.ectionarics, start with lite ' ativity. 
2 Except for the Ember Wednesday and Ember Friday after Pentecost. Sec the table on 

pp. llf. 
s Octave means either the eighth day after a feast or the entire week, witlt daily com

memoratlons. 
• Easter is the first Sunday after the full moon thac £ails on or next after lite twenty· 

fint of March. 
11 Quadragesima [Lat., tJ1e fortieth] is the name for the forty ·day period of Lent that 

Starts with Ash Wednesday. Actually. this period consists of forty·six days (six weeks plus 
four days). but is reduced to fort)' bee:~ use tlte six Sundays are excepted from the rule of 
futing. Quadragesima Sunday is corrc~clly named tlte First Sunday in Quadragesima. 
Dominica prima Qundragcsimae. Q.uinquagcsima (fiftieth), Sexagcsima (six.tieth), and 
Septuagesima (seventieth) are designations Conned in analogy to Q.uadragcsama. These 
Sunc:taya were gradually added, between c. <l50 and 6oo, to the original period of Corty 
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Ash Wednesday, the beginning of Lent, the long period of fasting before 
Easter. Quadragesima Sunday is therefore also called the First Sunday of 
Lent, and is followed by the Second, Third, and Fourth Sunday of Lent. 
The liturgical importance of the Lenten period is indicated by the fact 
that not only the Sundays but each week day has its individual liturgy and 
chants which, however, are found only in the complete books, t.be Gmdual 
and the Antiphonal. Between the First and Second Sunday falls the Ember 
Week o( Lent, represented in the Liber usualis by t.he Saturday only. After 
the Fourth Sunday o( Lent the next two Sundays are Passion Sunday and 
Palm Sunday, the second of which opens the Holy Week leading to Easter. 
This is indeed the most solemn week o[ the entire liturgical year; each day 
is filled with a ritual of steadily increasing importance, elaboration, and 
impressiveness, especiaJly Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, and Holy Sat
urday. The liturgy for these three days alone fills almost 150 pages in the 
Liber usttalis. The crowning point is Easter Sunday, celebrating the Resur
rection of Our Lord. lls miraculous evem continues to be commemorated 
in daily celebrations during the ensuing week, called Easter Week (Easter 
Monday, Easter Tuesday, Wednesday in Easter Week, etc.). 

The Saturday of this week marks the beginning of the third period, 
called Paschal Time. The next day is Low Sunday, also called Quasimodo 
Sunday, after the Introit Quasimodo which opens its Mass. This, being 
the first Sunday aCter Easter, is followed by a Second, Third, Fourth, and 
Fifth Sunday after Easter. The next Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday 
are the Litanies or Rogation Days [L. rogare, to ask, to beg], days of special 
supplication which are follm\led, on Thursday, by the Ascension of Our 
Lord. The next Sunday is called Sunday within the Octave of the Ascen
sion and precedes Whit Sunday (Whitsun Day) or the Feast of Pentecost, 
which commemorates the descent of t11e Holy Spirit on the Apostles. Simi
lar to (and in imitation of) Easter Week, each day of the following week 
is celebrated in commemoration of Pentecost. The fact that this is also 
an Ember Week explains tlle varying designations for t11e single days: Whit 
Monday, Whit Tuesday, Ember Wednesday, Thursday in Whitsun Week, 
Ember Friday, and Ember Saturday. This is the end of Paschal Time. 

The next day is Trinity Sunday, which marks tlle beginning of tlle fina l 
period of the year. The last major feast of the Temporale, Corpus Christi, 
fall s on tlle Thursday thereafter, and is fol lowed, on Friday of the next 
week. by the Feast of the Most Sacred Heart of J esus. The Sundays of 
this season are simply numbered as Sundays after Pentecost, Trinity Sun
day being the first in tlle series.e Since the date of Pentecost varies witll 

days. See Duchesne, Cllristiau Worsltip (5 th ed., 1951), p . 241; J. Froger, "Les Origines du 
temps de la septuag6imc" (RC, XXVl. 17). 

G According to :m eleventh·cencury Micrologus de ecclesiastici.s obsen.llltionibus [Patr. 
fat . 151. p . 1019]. the liturgy {or the Feast o£ the Trinity was written by Albinus, i.e., 
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that of Easter-it occurs exactly seven weeks after Easter, as is indicated 
by its name which is the Greek word [or "tlle fiftieth" (day)-the num
ber of these Sundays varies from a minimum of twenty-three to a maxi
mum of twenty-eight, a fluctuation corresponding to that of the Sundays 
after Epiphany: the fewer Sundays after Epiphany, the more there are after 
Pentecost, and vice uersa. In fact, the services for the additional Sundays 
after Pentecost are taken from those provided for the last Sundays after 
Epiphany [see L 1078]. The regular succession of Sundays in the final 
period is interrupted only by the Ember Week of September. 

The following table gives the feasts just described in the form of a sur
vey with page references to the L ibe1· usttalis, and also with the correspond· 
ing Latin names and page references to the Cmduale. The latter is indis
pensable for a full study of Gregorian chant because it includes a number 
of Masses of great antiquity and importance that are not included in the 
Liber, particularly those for tlle weekdays o( Lent. On the other hand, 
it has been deemed unnecessary to include the Antiphouale in our table, 
since the additional chants found in t11is book- mainly t.hose for tlle Office 
H ours of tlle weekdays o( Lent-are not of the same importance as are 
the Masses. Moreover, the student familiar with the Graduale will have 
no d ifficulty in finding tlle corresponding feasts in the Antiphonale. It 
should be noted that the Latin names for the days of the week, start
ing with Monday, are as follows: Feria I/, Fetia Ill, Feria IV, Feria V, 
Feria VI, Sabbato, and Dominica. Feria properly means (east day, and 
originally the term was indeed used for Sunday. Later it was employed 
for the subsequent days as well, Sunday being called Feria I; Monday, 
Feria II; Tuesday. Feria Ill; etc. Finall y, the name Feria l was replaced 
by Domin ica (Day o( t11e Lord), while for Saturday the old name Sabbato 
was retained. (For an explanation of tlle letters a, b, c, d, e, given with a 
number of feasts, see pp. s8f.) 

L G 
First Sunday of Advent !117 Dom inica I. Adventus 
Second Sunday of Advent 327 Domin ica 11. Adventus 4 
Third Sunday of Advent 334 Dominica lli. Adventus 6 

f eria TV. Quatuor Temp. Adv. 9 
Feria VI. Quatuor Temp. Adv. 11 

Saturday in Ember Week Sabbato Quatuor Temp. Adv. 13 

of Advent 343 

A_J cUin (755·8o4). and provided " 'ith music by Stcph:mus of U cge. who has been tcnta· 
tively identified with tcphen. hishop ot Liege from 903 to gzo. l11c author. like many 
~thers, opposed it as unnecessary since "all the Sund.tys abound with a111hentic Offices .•. 
m honor ol the Holy Trinity." ot until the twelfth ccmury was it officially adopted in 
the ~oman liturgy, replacing the First Sunday of Pentecost. the Mass {or whidt [C g 10; 
not Included in L] is shi£ted to Lhe next free wecl..day. 
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b. Fourth Sunday of Advent 858 b. DominicaN. Adventus l!J Founh Sunday of Lent 559 Dominica IV. in Quadragesima 138 

Christmas Eve 858 ln Vigilia Nativitatis Domini 24 
Feria II. p. Dom. I V. Quad. 141 

Nativity, Dec. 25 864 ln Nativitate Domini 27 
Feria HI. p. Dom. IV. Quad. 143 

S11nday within the Octave Dominica infra Octavam Feria IV. p. Dom. IV. Quad. 145 
of Christmas 488 Nat.Dom. 44 

a. Feria V. p. Dom. I V. Quad. 146 

d. Circumcision, Jan. 1 440 d . ln Circumcisione Domini 49 
Feria VI. p. Dom. IV. Quad. 148 

e. Sunday, Holy Name of JesllS 445 e. In Festo Ss. Nom. Jesu so Saturday before Passion Sabbato p. Dom. IV. Q11ad. 149 
Epiphany, Jan. 6 455 ln Epiphania Domini 57 

Sunday s6s 
e. Sunday, Feast of the Holy e. S. Familiae Jesu, Mariae, Passion S110day 568 Dominica de Passione 15t 

Family 467 Joseph 59 
Feria 11. p. Dom. Passionis 156 

Sunday within the Octave Dominica infra Octavam Feria 111. p. Dom. Passionis 158 
of the Epiphany 477 Epiphaniae 64 Feria IV. p. Dom. Passionis 159 

Second Sunday after the Dominica 11. post Epiphaniam 67 a. Feria V. p . Dom. Passionis 162 
Epiphany 484 Feria VI. p. Dom. Passionis 163 

Third Sunday after the Dominica Ill. post Epiphaniam 70 d. Sabbato p. Dom. Passionis 165 
Epiphany 488 Palm Sunday 578 Domi nica in Palmis 166 

Fourth, Fifth, Sixth Sunday Dominica IV., V. et VI. post Monday in Holy Week 603 r:eria II. Maj. Hebdomadae 185 
after the Epiphany 492 Epiphaoiam 78 Tuesday in Holy Week 6o6 Feria lli. Maj. Hebdomadae 187 

Septuagcsima Sunday 496 Dominica in Scptuagesima 73 Wednesday in Holy Week 612 Feria IV. Maj. Hcbdomadae 190 
Sexagesima Sunday 504 Dominica in Sexagesima 77 Maundy Thursday 621 Feria V. in Cocoa Domini 195 
Quinquagcsima Sunday 510 Dominica in Quinquagesima So Good Friday 665 Feria VI. in Parasceve 206 
Ash Wednesday 519 Feria IV. Cinerum 84 Holy Saturday 718 Sabbato Sancto 229 

a. Feria V. post Cineres 91 Easter Sunday 765 Domiuica RcsuiTectionis 240 
Feria VI. post Cineres 91 Easter Monday 785 Feria H. post Pascha 244 

d. Sabbato post Cineres 93 Easter Tuesday 789 Feria Ill. post Pascha 247 
First Sunday of Lent 580 Dominica I. in Quadragesima 93 Wednesday in Easter Week 792 Feria IV. post Pascha 250 

Feria II. post Dom. I. Quad. 99 Thursday in Easter Week 796 Feria V. post Pascha 252 
Feria ill. p. Dom. I. Quad. 101 Friday in Easter \\leek Boo Feria VI. post Pascha 255 
Feria IV. Quat. T emp. Quad. 102 Saturday in Easter Week 804 Sabbato in Alb1s 258 

a. Feria V. p . Dom. I. Quad. 104 Low Sunday SoB Dominica in Albis7 261 
Feria VI. Quat. Temp. Quad. 104 Second Sunday after Easter 816 Dominica 11. post Pascha 263 

Saturday in Ember Week Sabbato Quat. T emp. Quad. 106 Third Sunday aJter Easter 821 Dominica Ill. post Pascha :z65 
of Lent 541 Fourth Sunday after Easter 826 Dominica IV. post Pascha :z68 

d. Second Sunday o( Lent 545 d. Dominica 11. in Quadragesima 111 Filth Sunday after Easter 880 Dominica V. postPascha 270 
Feria JI. p. Dom. 11. Quad. 115 b. Rogation Days, L itanies 885 b. In Litaniis 274 
Feria ill. p. Dom. Il. Quad. 117 b. ln Vigilia Ascensionis 284 
Feria IV. p. Dom. Il. Quad. 118 Ascension 844 I n Ascensionc Domini 285 

a. Feria V. p. Dom. ll. Quad. !20 Sunday within the Octave Domi nica infra Octavam 
Feria VI. p. Dom. 11. Quad. 121 of Ascension Bss Ascension is 287 
Sabbato p. Dom. ll. Quad. 122 Saturday, Whitsun Eve ass Saubato in Vigilia Pentccostes 290 

Third Sunday of Lent 551 Dominica Ill. in Quadragesima 123 Pentecost, Whit Sunday 862 Dominica Pcntccostcs 292 
Feria II. p. Dom. Dl. Quad. 127 Whit Monday 887 Feria 11 . post Pen tccosten 297 
Feria 111. p. Dom. Ill. Quad. 130 Whit Tuesday 8go Feria n 1. post Pentccostcn 298 
Feria IV. p. Dom. Ill . Quad. 182 Ember Wednesday 8g2 Feria IV. Quat. Temp. Pent. soo 

a. Feria V. p. Dom. III. Quad. 134 
Feria VI. p. Dom.lll. Quad. I!J4 

7 ln Albis is short (or in nlbis dcfJOsitis, i.e., when Lhc white [vestments worn by the 

Sabbato p . Dom. Ill. Quad. 186 
newly baplired] w~rc laid off. 
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c. Thursday in Whitsu.n Week. 896 c. Feria V. post Pentecosten 302 
Ember Friday 897 Feria VI. Quat. Temp. Pent. 302 
Ember Saturday 900 Sabbato Quat. Temp. Pent. 304 

c. Sunday, Blessed Trinity 907 c. In Festo Sanctiss. Trinitatis 308 
Dominica I. post Pentecosten 310 

d. Corpus Christi 9•7 d. In Festo Corporis Christi 313 
Sunday within the Octave of Domi.o.ica infra Octavam 

Corpus Christi 960 Corporis Christi 320 
e. Sacred Heart o( Jesus 96s e. Sacratissimi Cordis Jesu 324 

Sunday within the Octave of Dominica infra Octavam Sacra-
the Sacred Heart 980 tissimi Cordis J esu 327 

Fourth Sunday after Pentecost 998 Dominica IV. post Pentccosten 330 
etc. to: etc. to: 

Seventeenth Sunday after Dominica XVII. post Pentc-
Pentecost 1047 cost en 365 

f eria IV. Quat. T emp. Sept. 368 
Feria VI. Quat. Temp. Sept. 370 

Saturday in Ember WeekS of Sabbato Quat. T emp. Sept. 371 
September 1052 

Eighteenth to T wenty·third Dominica XVHI.-XXIIl. post 
Sunday after Pentecost 1056 Pentecosten 372 

As for the Sanctorale, a few general remarks will be sufficient. The nu
merous feasts for the Saints of the Roman Church are grouped under two 
categories, Common of Saints [1111-1302] and Proper of Saints (1303·1762]. 
The latter includes the feasts in honor of a specific Saint or, occasionally, 
two specific Saints, e.g., St. Andrew, St. Lawrence, SS. Peter and Paul, etc. 
In the early medieval books the feasts of the Lord as well as those of the 
Saints (then much fewer in number than now) were arranged together 
according to their succession during the year, and it was not until the 
thirteenth century that the groups were completely separated.o When 
this was done, some of the feasts of Saims were left in their original place, 
mainly those that occurred right aiter the Nativity, probably because their 
association with the Nadvity was too close to be destroyed. To the present 
day the Proper of the Time includes five feasts of Saints: namely, St. 

8 T he Ember Week of September i$ fixed to follow after the Feast of the Exaltation 
of the Holy Cross, on September ' 4· It rnay fall as early as after the Thirteenth Sunday 
after Pentecost. 

o The normal arrangement in the early M ss is: 
(a) Advent to Septuagesima: Temporalt: and Sa1Jctorale mixed; 
(b) Scptuagesima to Fifth Sunday aJter Easter: Temporale only; 
(c) Sancloralt: from April 14 (Tiburtius aud Valcrius) to November go (St. Andrew 

Apostle) , also Ascension and Pentecost; 
(d) Trinhy Sunday to last Sunday after Pentecost: Temflorale only. 

Sec tlle table of the liturgical year (Crom St. Gall JJ9) in Wagner 1, 28o; also in Hesbert's 
A111iphonalt: Missarum Sextuplt:x, pp. 2·197· 
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Stephen on December 26 [414], St. John the Apostle on December 27 (42 1], 
Holy Innocents on December 28 [427], St. Thomas on December 29 (437], 
and St. Silvester on December 31 [440]. 

The Common of Saints gives the chants, prayers, etc., that are used for 
various Saints, these being grouped under categories such as Martyrs, Doc
tors, Virgins, Virgin Manyrs, etc. For instance, SL Jerome (S. H ieronymus) 
is a Doctor of the Church, and therefore the service for his feast is found 
in the Common of Doctors ( tt8g], his name being inserted at the place 
marked N., as in the Antiphon, the Prayer, and the Collect.1o 

T he two corresponding sections in the Graduate arc d1e P1·oprium Sanc
torum, starting on p. 390 after the Proprium cle T empore, and the Com
mu71e Sanctorum, starting on p. [1]. In the Antiphonale the three main 
sections are found on pp. 21ofE (Pmpriwn de Tempore), 578ff (Proprium 
Sanctorum) , and [ 1 Jff (Commune Sanctorum). 

THE LITURG I CAL DAY 

On any of the days of the liturgical calendar the service of divine wor· 
ship is organized according to a definite and nearly invariable plan, which 
we shall now consider. It will be best to deso-ibe this service first in its 
fullest form, as held on high feasts in great churches or monasteries, out
lining later the reductions that take place on other occasions and in other 
places. 

Eight times during the day a service for the offering o£ prayer and wor
ship is held. This is ca lJed the Divine Office (Officium divinum), Canonic 
Hours (horae canonicae, from canon, i.e., rule, lav•), or Office Hours. These 
are: 

1. Matins (matutinum) : before sunrise 
2. Lauds (laudes): at sunrise 
3· Prime (ad primam horam) 
4· T erce (ad tertiam horam) 
5· Sext (ad sextam ltoram) 
6. None (ad nonam horam) 
7· Vespers (ad vesperam): at sunset 
8. Compline (completorium): before retir ing 

Prime, Terce, Sext, and None take their names from the old Roman 
calendar, in which the hours of the day were numbered from six in the 
morning (prima hora) to six in the afternoon (duodecima hora), so d1at 
mid-day was sexta hora. Naturally, the time when these Offices are held 
varies somewhat wi th the seasons of the year. 

10 Collect. i.e .. the prayer offered by the priest at Mass, so·called because it represents 
the collected prayers or all p resent. 
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The hours from Prime to None are called Little or Lesser Hours, be
cause of the greater simplicity of their services. Also the term Day Hours 
(horae diumae) is used, properly, to denote all the Hours other than 
Matins, that is, from Lauds to Compline. 

The Office Hours were not instituted together at a given date, b u t de
veloped gradually during the first six centuries of the Christian era. The 
earliest was the Night Office, called Vigils (vigiliae, wakening), which had 
its origin in the custom of keeping watch the night before Easter, in ex
pectation of the reappearance of Christ. Later this custom was observed 
weekly, before each Sunday, though no longer as a continuous gathering 
during the entire night. In the (ounh century we find it divided into three 
separate Prayer Hours: one at sunset, when the lamps were lighted, and 
therefore called lucernarium (lux, light); one after midnight; and one at 
sunrise, called lattdes matutinae (morning praise). Eventually these re
ceived the names Vespers, Matins (subdivided into three Nocturns), and 
Lauds. Terce, Sext, and None originally had the character of private 
Prayer Hours, held in the family or in small groups. The Rule of St. Bene
diet, dating from c. 530, is the earliest document containing the complete 
course of all the eight Office Hours. 

In addition to the Office Hours, the daily ritual includes the Mass, which 
is of an entirely different character. The Office Hours are mainly occasions 
for prayer, similar to and, no doubt, partly derived from the prayer hours 
of the Jews. The Mass, on the other hand, is a service of distinctly Christian 
character, although it also incorporates elements of an ancient Jewish 
ritual.1 It is essentially the commemoration of the Sacrifice of Christ on 
the Cross, taking on the form of a mystic repetition of the Last Supper. 
Like d1e Last Supper, the Mass took place originally in the evening, was 
later shifted to the morning hours, and is now generally celebrated in the 
forenoon, between T erce and Sext. Originally called Eucharistia (Eucha
rist; Greek for "good grace"), it was later called Missa, a term derived (rom 
the words o( the closing benediction, "lte, missa est" (Depart, this is the 
dismissal), and used as early as 400 (Sl. Ambrose). 

As an example of a full service, that of Corpus Ghristi may be examined. 
1t contains First Vespers [917], Compline [917], Matins [9 •7], First Noc
tum [922), Second Nocwrn [928), Third Nocturn [934], Lauds [939], 
Prime [942], Terce [942], Mass (94_3] followed by the Procession (950], Sext 
[955], None [955), and Second Vespers [956]. Only a few other feasts, Na
tivity [364]. Maundy Thursday [62 1 ], Good Friday [665], Holy Saturday 
[713], Easter [765], and Pentecost [862] have retained a service of similar 
completeness. AU the others lack Matins, which, although one of the earliest 
and, together with the Mass, the most elaborate of the services, is now gen
erally celebrated without music. 

1 See pp. 23£. 
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THE LITURGICAL BOOKS 

The division of the liturgy into Office and Mass is of fundamental im
portance in the structure of the chant, so much so that from the earliest 
time to the present day these two categories were assigned to different 
books. The chants for the Mass are contained in the Gradual (Gmduale), 
those for the Office in the Antiphonal (Antip!tonale). There are also two 
corresponding books containing the complete liturgical texts, of the musi
cal items as well as of the prayers, lessons from Scriptures, psalms, etc. 
These are the Missal (Missale) for the Mass, and the B·reviary (B1·evim·ium) 
for the Office. This arrangement in four books has great advantages from 
the practical point of view, but it makes it difficult to gaiJl a clear insight 
into the over-all structure of the litmgical day. For this reason the Liber 
usualis (book for general use) was published in r8g6 (revised editions 1903, 
1934). This volume combines the main contents o£ the four books, giving 
the various items in their proper order as they occur during the day and 
the year. It also takes care of certain practical needs resulting from the fact 
that present-day choirs and singers often do not have the thorough training 
customary in earlier centuries. Thus the method of singing the Vesper 
psalms is indicated more clearly and in greater detail than is the case in 
the Antiphonal. 

It should be noticed, however, that the chants in the Liber do not tally 
in number with those of the Gradual and the Arltipllonal. A brief glance 
at the indexes shows that in the L iber a considerable number of chants 
found in the other tlVO books are omitted. Thus, the Gradual contains 
thirteen Tracts beginning with the letter A, the Liber only eight; the 
former fourteen Offertories beginning with the letter B, as against nine in 
the latter. The difference results from the omission, in the Libe1·, o£ a con
siderable number of services given in the Gradual and in the Antipltorzal, 
mainly those for the Feria days o( Lent and of the four Ember Weeks [see 
the table, pp. 9ffJ· Particularly d1e Masses for these days are of great 
interest and importance because Lhey belong to the oldest layer of the 
Gregorian repertory; they cannot be omitted in detailed studies such as 
appear later on in this book. Less consequential is the omission, in the 
Liber, of a number of Votive Masses, such as the Missa Votiva de Sancta 
Cruce (G [104]) and the one contra paganos (against the heathen; G [t31]), 
and of most of the !\'lasses pro aliquibus locis (for certain localities; G •••
us••).l 

The Antiphonal gives the cltants for all the Day Hours of the week, 
from Lauds of Sunday to Compline of SaLurday (A 1-2og), as well as (or 

1 A Votive Mass is a Mass that may be celebrated on any day, usually upon the request 
of an individual; as for instance, in honor of his Patron Saint. 
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the Feasts of the Lord (A 210-576), of the Saints (A 578-931), and of the 
Common of Saints (A [2]-[192]). In the Liber the ordinary weekdays are 
represented only by the Psalms of Vespers and Compline [280-316], and 
the service of Lauds is given only for some of the highest feasts, such as the 
Nativity [395] and Good Friday [689]. 

On the other hand, the Liber includes some very important chants not 
found in the Antiphonal, that is, those for Matins of certain of the highest 
feasts [see p. 14] as well as those for the Office for the Dead [1779]. The 
service of Matins differs considerably from that of all the other Office Hours 
(Day Hours). It includes two types of chant not encountered elsewhere, 
that is, the Invitatories and the Great Responsories. The latter in partic
ular are of the greatest importance in a study of Gregorian chant. The 
Liber includes a fair number of them, though not nearly enough to serve 
as a basis for a detailed investigation. For this one must turn to the 
medieval sources or, at least, to the Liber Responsorialis (LR; Solesmes, 
1895), which contains the Night Service for a considerable number of 
feasts, according to the monastic rites. Yet another book containing ad
ditional chants of great interest .is the Processionale Monasticum (PM; 
Solesmes, 1893), edited for the use of the French Benedictines who have 
preserved the medieval custom of solemn processions before the Masses for 
the greater Feasts of the Lord and of the Saints. Here again, the Responso
ries call for particular attention. Another special publication of great in
terest is C. Otl's Offertoriale sive Versus Offertoriorum (1935), which 
contains the Offertories with their verses such as were still in use in the 
tweULh and thirteenth centuries. Because of their many special traits these 
verses cannot be omitted from a study of Gregorian chant. Yet other Re
sponsories can be found in a collection entitled Variae Preces (VP; So
lesmes, 1901), which is also useful as a source for Hymns, Antiphons, and 
Sequences not included in the standard publications. 

The rite of Rome has not been completely adopted by some of the 
monastic orders, such as the Benedictines, Cistercians, Dominicans, and 
Premonstratensians, who have retained their individual medieval tradi
tion. The Office Hours especially, as observed by them, differ from the 
Roman usage in many particulars, liturgically as well as musically. The 
chants of the Cistercians, Dominicans, and Premonstratensians are of little 
interest from our point of view, since they represent late versions of the 
Roman chant, dating from the twelfth or thirteenth centuries.2 Of no small 
imporlance, however, is the Antiphonale monasticum .• . ordinis Sancti 
Benedicti (AM), which was published in 1934 by the same Benedictine 
monks of Solesmes who prepared the books of the Roman usage. This 
often gives more authentic versions, particularly for the Hymns, and also 

2 See, ~.g., J. Borremans, Le Chant liturgique traditionel des Prbnontrts (1914); D. 
Delalande, Le Graducl des Pr~cheurs (1949). 
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contains a number of Antiphons and Hymns not found in the standard 
publications. a 

The Gradual and the Antiphonal appeared in various editions which 
differ in many details: 

1. Liber GraduaTis a Gregorio Magno oTim ordinalus ... in usum Con
gregationis Benedictinae ... editus (Tournai, 1883). 

2. Liber GraduaTis juxta antiquorum codicum fidem restitutus .. . editi.o 
altera (Solesmes, 1895). 

S· GraduaTe Sacrosanctae Romanae EccTesiae de Tempore et de Sanctis 
SS. D. N. Pii X .. •. jussu restitutum et editum (Vatican Press, Rome, 
1908). 

4· GraduaTe [etc., as under 3·] et rhytlunicis signis a Solesmensibus mo
nachis diligenter 01"1latum (Desclee et Cie., Tournai, 1908, 1924, 1945). 

5· AntiphonaTe Sacrosanctae Romanae Ecclesiae pro diurnis horis SS. D. 
N. Pii X .... jusm restitutum et editum (Vatican Press, Rome, 1912). 

6. Antiphonale [etc., as under 5·] et rh)'thmicis signis a Solesmensibus 
monachis diligenter omatum (Desclec cl Cie., Tournai, 1949). 

Numbers 3 and 5 are known as the Vatican edition. Numbers 4 and 6 con· 
tain the "rhythmic signs" (episema, ictus, phrase marks, etc.) of Dom 
Mocquereau. All the other books were edited under d1e leadership of 
Dom Pothier. 

ORDINAR Y AND PROPER 

In our previous discussion of the liturgical day attention has been called 
to the division o( the services in to those of the Office Hours and those of 
the Mass. Another distinCLion, of almost equal importance, is that between 
Ordinary and Proper (Ordi11arium, Proprium). This results from the fact 
that a great number of chants exist which can be, and are, used on many 
different occasions, and that there are also numerous others which are sung 
on only one specific occasion. Both types occur in the Office as well as in 
the Mass, so that there results a four-fold classification of the chants (and 
also, to a certain extent, of the spoken texts): Ordinary of the Office, Proper 
of the Office, Ordinary of the Mass, Proper of the Mass. 

In the case of the Mass this distinction is well known and, indeed, of 
basic importance. Thus, the Kyrie belongs to the Ordinary of the Mass 
because it occurs in every Mass with t.he same text and with a limited num
ber of melodies which vary only according to certain general categories of 
feasts. The lntroit, on the other hand, is an item of the Proper of the 
Mass, because each Mass has its own lntroit with individual text and mel-

a See J. Gajard, '"Quclques prccisions au sujel de I'Anliphonaire Monastique" (RG, 
XIX, !O'J); J. J eanneteau, ··L·Antiphonaire Monastiquc·• (/lG, XXXI, 2og). 
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ody (aside from the possibility of an occasional transfer of an Introit 
melody from an older Mass to a more recent one). 

In tbe Office we find essentially the same distinction, though less clearly 
indicated and much more varied in detail. For instance, ilie four Antiphons 
to the Blessed Virgin Mary belong strictly to the Ordinary; they are sung 
at Compline of Sundays and Feasts with an invariable text and melody, 
one during each of the fou r seasons of the year [273-276).1 The Responso
ries, on the other hand, which are sung at Matins (e.g., Nativity [375ff] or 
Maundy Thursday [628ff]), usually three for each Nocturn, are strictly 
Proper. 

Greater variation exists in the H ymns. Those for the Lesser Hours and 
for Compline are strictly Ordinary; ]am lucis for Prime, Nunc Sancte for 
T erce, Reclo1· potens for Sext, R erum Deus for None, and Te lucis for 
Compline [224, 235, etc.). Lauds and Vespers, however, not only have a 
different Hymn for each day of the week,2 but also Proper ones for nearly 
all the feasts of the Temporale and the Sanctorale. 

Many Office chants are partly Ordinary and partly Proper, in that the 
melodies are standard but the texts variable. An example o£ tl1is kind are 
the Short Responsories (responsoria brevia, in distinction from the Great 
Responsories, responsoria prolixa, of Matins), which are sung at the Day 
Hours, from Prime to Compline. From the musical point of view these 
are Ordinary, iliere being mainly three melodies: one for Advent, one for 
Paschal T ime, and one for the remaining part of the year, with different 
texts for Prime [22g~. Terce [237!], etc. Many feasts, however, have their 
own Proper texts, particularly in the Sanctorale [e.g., 1174, 1175, 1244, 
1403, etc.]. 

Even more complex is the picture presented by the five Psalms of Vespers. 
Basically, these are Ordinary, Psalms 1og, 110, ~ 11, 112, 113 being assigned 
to each Sunday [25off], nos. 114, 115, 119, 120, 121 to each Monday [28off], 
etc. However, on some feasts the plan is varied to a certa in extent, as ap
pears from the following examples: 

Sunday, Holy Name [451] 
Sunday, Holy Family [467) 
Sunday, Holy Trinity [go7] 
Nativity, First Vespers [364] 
Nativity, Second Vespers [41 1] 
Ascension [850] 

Ps. 10g, uo, 111, 112,115 
Ps. 10g, 112, 121, 126, 147 
Ps. 10g, 110,111,112,116 
Ps. 109, uo, 111, 112, 116 
Ps. 10g, 110, 11 1, 129, 131 
Ps. 109, 110,1 11,112,116 

The last three examples show that the Psalms for Sunday (with 116 instead 
of 113) are also used on feasts such as ilie Nativity, which may fall on any 
day of the week, or Ascension, which always falls on a Thursday. 

1 These Antiphons are sung at the end of every Office Hour, un.less this is immediately 
followed by another Hour. 

2 The hymns for tltc weekdays are given in the Antipllonale. 
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Even more important than these deviations is the element of variety 
introduced into tJ1e Psalms through the Antiphons with which iliey are 
connected. For instance, for Vespers of Sunday there are five Ordinary 
Antiphons ''During ilie Year": Dixit Dominus, Magna opera, Qui timet, 
Sit 110men, and De us autem [ 251 ff]; these are used on most Sundays, an 
excepti_on being, e.g., the four Sundays of Advent which have Proper Anti
phons [323, 331, 338, 356]. Similarly, there are Ordinary Antiphons for all 
the days of the week, but many of the Feasts of Saints that occur throughout 
the year have their Proper Antiphons which replace the Ordinary ones. 

Jn conclusion it may be remarked that the term "Proper" is used in two 
somewhat different meanings; one in opposition to Ordinary, the other 
in opposition to Common. The former is indicated when we speak of 
Proper o( the Mass (or Office) as distinguished from Ordinary of the Mass 
(or Office), while the latter is indicated by the terms Proper of Saints and 
Common o£ Saints. Actually, all the chants of these two categories, as well 
as those of ilie Proper of the Lord, are "Proper" in the former meaning 
of the word. Were it not for the clumsiness of expression, one could desig
nate them as "Proper of the Proper of the Lord," "Proper of the Proper 
of Saints," and ''Proper of the Common of Saints"; or, to push the dis
tinctions even further, one might speak of "Proper of the Mass for the 
Proper of Saints" (in the Gradual), "Proper of the Office for the Proper of 
the Lord" (in the Antiphonal), "Proper of the Mass and Office for the 
Common of Saints" (in the Liber), etc. All these are in opposition to "Ordi
nary of the Mass" and "Ordinary of the Office," categories in which, of 
course, no similar distinctions are possible. 

THE OFF I CE HOURS 

In the earliest days of Christian worship the service consisted only of 
psalm-singing. Tbe Book of Psalms became the most precious heritage 
which the Christians received from the Jews. In fact, it acquired a much 
greater importance in Christian worship than it had ever had before. 
Among the numerous reports telling us about psalm-singing among the 
early Christians, that of St. Chrysostom (347?-407) is particularly im
pressive: 

When the faithful keep the vigil in the church during night, David is first, middle, 
and last. When hymns ar e sung at dawn, David is first, middle, and last. At the 
funeral p rocessions and burials, David is fu'St, middle, a.nd last. In the holy 
monasteries, among the ranks of the heavenly hosts, David is first, middle, and last. 
In the monasteries of the virgins, imitalOrs of St. Mary, David is first, middle, and 
last.l 

SuCh was the enthusiasm for psalm·singing that some oriental monks sang 
thirty and more psalms during one night. When, in the fou rth or fifth 

1 Cerbcrt, De cautu et musica sacra (2 vols., 1774), I, 64; Wagncr I, g. 
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centuries, the liturgy was regulated, Psalms were assigned to every Office 
H our in numbers varying from as few as three to as many as eighteen.2 

To t11e present day the Psalms form the nucleus of the Office H ours, there 
being nine for Matins, five for Vespers, four for Lauds, and three for each 
of the other H ours. Several of the longer Psalms, however, are subdivided 
into two, three, or more sections, each of which is counted as an individual 
P salm. For instance, for Vespers of Saturday [3o7] only two Psalms, Ps. 143 
and 144, a re used, bu t the former is divided into two parts, 143.!, 143.Il, 
the latter into three, 144.!, 144.1I, 144.lli, so that tl1e total number is five, 
as required for Vespers. With rare exceptions, the Psalms are connected 
wi th an Antiphon, that is, a short text sung to an ind ividual melody before 
and after each Psalm or, at the Lesser Hours and Compline, before and 
after the entire group of Psa lms. A special place is reserved for Ps. 94• 
Venite exsultcmus Domiuo, called In vitaLOry Psalm because it invites the 
failhful to "come and rejoice unto the Lord." It is sung a t the beginning 
of Matins. 

At an early time there were added to the Psalms a number of scriptural 
texts known as Canticles (cantica), which resemble the Psalms in their 
lyric and hym nic character. A distinction is made between the major 
Canticles, tha t is, those taken from the New Testament, and the lesser 
Canticles which are found in tl1e Old T estament. The major Can ticles are 
three, namely: 

I: Canticle o£ the Virgin Mary, Magnificat anima mea Dominum (My 
soul doth magnify tl1e Lord; Luke 1:46·55); also called Canticle of tlle 
B. V. M . (Blessed Virgin Mary) or Canticum B.M.V. (Beatae Mariae 
Virgin is). 

11: Canticle of Simeon, Nunc dimittis ser.mm tuum (Lord, now lettest 
thou tlly servant depart in peace; Luke 2:29-32). 

ID: Canticle of Zachary, Benedictus Dominus Deus Israel (Blessed be tlle 
Lord Cod of Israel; Luke ~:68·79). 

Each of these is assigned to a specific Office Hour: the Magnificat to 
Vespers, the Nunc dimittis to Compl ine, and the Benedictus Dominus to 
Lauds. They stand at the close o( the service, apart Crom tl1e Psalms (which 
stand a t its beginning), and are en framed by their own Antiphon. 

The lesser Canticles are (ouneen in number. T hey all belong to Lauds 
where, however, they occupy a dif£erent position (rom tllat of the major 
Canticles, being placed between the tl1ird a nd tlle fou rth Psalm and thus 
bringing up the "Psalms" for Lauds to the same tota l number, five, as for 
Vespers. Two lesser Canticles are assigned to eacl1 day of the week, a 

2 Castouc, Origir1es, p. 207. 
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normal one used throughout the major pan of the year, and a substitute 
employed mainly during Lem:3 

Sunday: 
I. Can ticle of Daniel (Canticle of the Three Children, second part): 

Benedicite omnia opera (Daniel 3:56·58) [A 4]. 
l a. Canticle of the Three Children, first part: Benedictu.s es, Domine 

Deus patmm (Daniel 3:52·57) [A 12]. 

Monday: 

ll. Canticle of David: Benedictus es, Domine Deus Israel (I Chron
icles 29: 10-1 3) [A 72). 

ITa. Canticle of Isaiah: Confitebor tibi Domine (Isaiah u: 1-6) [A 76]. 

Tuesday: 

Ill. Canticle of Tobias (Tobit): Magmts es Domine (Book of Tobit 
13: 1-10) [A to8]. 

llla. Canticle of Ezechias, Ego dixi (Isaiah 38: t0·2o) [A 11 2]. 

Wednesday: 

IV. Canticle of J uditll: H ymmun cantemus Domino (Book of Juditb 
16: 15-21) [A 127]. 

IVa. Canticle of Anna: Exsultavit cor metlm (J Samuel 2: 1-10) [A 130]. 

Thursday: 

V. Canticle of J eremiah : Audile verbum Oeremiah 31:10-14) [A 147]. 
V a. Canticle of l\foses: Cantemus Domino (Exodus 15: H 9) [A 151 ]. 

Friday: 

VI. Canticle of Isaiah: V ere tit es (Isaiah 45: 15·26) [A 167]. 
VIa. Canticle of Habacuc: Domine audivi (H abakkuk 3: 1-19) [A 171]. 

Saturday: 

VII. Canticle o( Ecclesiastes: Miserere nostri (Ecd. 36: 1-16) [A 189]. 
Vlla. Canticle of Moses: Audile coeli (Deuteronomy 32: 1·43) [A 192]. 

As mentioned previous ly, these Canticles are used at the b eginning of 
Lauds between the third and fourth Psalms; in other words, as tlle fourth 
of the five Psalms. Thus, for L auds of Friday we have: Ps. 98, Ps. 142, Ps. 
84, Cant. Vl, Ps. 147; and for tl1e same during Lent: Ps. 50 .• Ps. 142, Ps. 
84, Cant. VIa, Ps. 147." ln the Libe1·, which represents Lauds very in
completely, only four of the lesser Canticles appear; that of Sunday (I) for 
"Lauds of Feasts" [222], also for the Nativi ty (398] and the Buria l of 
Very Young Children [1 830]; that of Thursday in Lent (Va) for Maundy 

8 Since Lauds of ordinary Suudays and o£ weekdays arc not represented in Lhc Liber, 
reference is made to the Anti phonate. 

4 See A 164· 168; 170·17~. 
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Thursday [649]: that o( Friday in Lent (Vla) for Good Friday [692]; and, 
deviating from the general scheme, that of Tuesday in Lent (Illa) for Holy 
Saturday [736] and the Office of the Dead [ t8o3)-the reason for the re
placement being that this Canticle was considered as a prophetic descrip
tion of the suffering o( Christ. 

To the Psalms and Canticles were added, perhaps as ear1y as the th ird 
century, readings from the Scriptures, the so-called Lessons (lectio) and 
Chapters (capitulum). These tenns are somewhat conlusing, since actually 
a Lesson is a lengthy section from Scripture, while a Chapter is no more 
than a single sentence. Lessons and Chapters are always followed by a 
chant, usually a Responsory (responsorium ); the former by a Great Respon
sory (r-esponsorium p1·olixum), a chant oE considerable extension and 
elaboration; tl1e !alter. by a Short Responsory (1·esponsorium breve), a fa ir
ly short and simple l)'pe of cham. 

Lessons followed by Great Responsories form the major part of the 
liturgy of Matins, whjch normall y includes nine of them, three for each 
Nocturn [375ff; 626ff; 66gff: 715IT; 774ff; 873ff; 925ff; 1785ff).G In the other 
Office Hours reading from Scripture plays a mucb less prominent role, 
being limited to a single Chapter fo llowed by a Short Responsory, except 
at Lauds and Vespers, where it is followed by a Hymn. Short Responsories 
as well as H ymns arc concluded by a Versicle (ve1·sicu lum), a very short 
sentence with an answer. There is also a hymn in the four Lesser Hours 
and at Compline, but in a different posi tion, t.hat is, as the opening chant of 
the service. 

Psalms and Canticles with Antiphons, Lessons and Chapters with Re
sponsories, and H ymns constitute the nucleus of the Office Hours. lu addi
tion, there is an introduCLion consisting of prayers, Pater rzoster, Ave M aria, 
etc. [L xlix], fo!Jm.ved by the Versicle Deus in adjutoriwn [250 and else
where]; and a conclusion induding, among other items, the Benedicamus 
Domino [124], which was to play an important role in the early rlevelop· 
ment of polyphonic music.o Disregarding these items as well as others such 
as the Commemoration of Saints at Vespers [262ff], the structure of the 
Office H ours of Sunday is shown in the following table, in which the 
musical items are italicized:7 

5 On feasts not falling in I.cnt the last Responsory was followed. and later replaced, by 
!.he Tt Deum l:-.lalivity. 39~: Whit Sunday. 876; Corpus Christi. 939). Easter Sunday and 
Whit Sunday ha.vc only one Nocwrn. In early medieval practices the number oC Responso· 
rics \\"as often considerably greater. Thus. Lhc nimh·ccnrury AntijJhonal of Cornpi~:gnc [sec 
p. 53· no. 10] has sc1cutccn Rcspousorics for t11c Third :\oct111n llf the NativiLy (Patr. /at. 
78, p. ;34). The monastic rites usually have four Rc~ponsoric.~ for cad1 Nocwrn, at least 
for feast days. Sec. e.g-.. the AutiJ1ho11al o£ \\'orccster, Pal. m us., XH. Text, 14ff. Also !.he 
Liber rcspousorinlis (LR). 

o Sec Davison and Ape!. Historical AnlhoTogy of Music (HAM). I , no. ~8. 
1 The full Offices o[ all the weekdays arc given in the Antiplrorwle. 
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MATINS l nvitatory Ps. 94 with Antiphon-Hymn. 
Nocturn I: 3 Psalms with 3 Antiphons-3 Lessons with 3 Great 

Responsories. 
Nocturn Il: same 
Nocturn ill: same 

LAUDS 4 Psalms and 1 Canticle with 5 Antiphons-Chapter with Hymn 
and Versicle- Canticle of Zachm-y with Antiphon. 

PRIME Hymn-3 Psalms with 1 Antiphon-Chapter with Short Re· 
sponsory and Versicle. 

TERCE Same as Prime 
SEXT Same as Prime 
NONE Same as Prime 
VESPERS 5 Psalms with 5 Antiphons-Chapter with H ymn and Versicle 

- Canticle B.V.M. (Magnificat) with Antiphon. 
COMPLINE 3 Psalms with 1 Antiphon- Hymn-Chapter with Short Re

sponsory-Canticle of Simeon with Antiphon-Antiphon 
B.V.M. 

The last item of this list, the Antiphons of the B.V.M., also called Marian 
Anti phons, are fou1· chants of a relatively late date, probably not before the 
eleventh centUJ·y. These are of great beauty and importance, and have 
played a particularly prominent role in the field of polyphonic composi
tion. They are not Antiphons in the proper sense of the word, since they 
are not in any way connected with a Psalm or a Canticle. Rather they are 
independent chants of considerably greater extension and elaboration 
than the Antiphons proper, a characterization that also applies to the 
processional Antiphons sung during the Processions before Mass at such 
feasts as Palm Sunday or Purification [584, 1359]. Each of the four Anti
phons of the .B.V.M. is sung during one quarter o£ the year: the .dlma 
redemptoris mate1· (Gracious Mother of the Redeemer) from Advent to 
February 1; Ave 1·egina caelorum (1-Iail, Queen of the Heavens) from 
February 2 till Wednesday in Holy Week; R egina caeli laetare (Rejoice, 
Queen of the H eavens) (rom Holy Saturday till the week after Pentecost; 
and Salve 1·egina (Hail, ob Queen), the most celebrated of all, from then till 
Advent [273-276; the "Simple Tones" given on pp. 277ff seem to be melo
dies of a fairly recem date]. 

THE MASS 

The Mass has a considerably more complex, but also more fu lly in te
grated, structure than rhc Office Hours. ln contrast to their seriate form, 
the Mass has a centric plan, orga nized around a text commemorating the 
Last Supper during which Ch_rist referred to the bread and wine as eternal 
symbols of the flesh and blood of H is body which was to be crucified on the 
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next day. This is the so-called Canon of the Mass, beginning with the 
words: T e igitur, clementissime Pater, and culminating in Lhe sentences: 
H oc est e11im corpus meum (For this is M y Body) and Hie est e11im calix 
sanguinis mei, novi et acterni tcslamenti: mysterium fidei: qui pro vobis 
et pro multis efluudetur in remissio11em peccatorum (For this is the chalice 
of My blood, of the new and eternal testament: the myster y of faith; which 
shall be shed for you and for many unto the remission of sins). The Canon 
is preceded by the Preface, both of which constitute the Eucharistic Prayer 
(prayer of thanksgiving). They are separated by the Sa11ct·us, which forms 
the cond us ion of the Preface. 

T he Eucha1·istic Prayer (though not, of course, in its present-day form) 
is a very ancicm pan of the I\ lass. Perhaps even older are the items adopted 
from the J ewish ri tes, that is, congregational prayers and readings from 
Scriptule. T he fonner survive in the oratio or Collect (prayer of the col
lected faithful, offered by the priest), the latter in the L ectio, Epistle, and 
Gospel (Evangelium ), that is, read ings (rom the Old Testament, from the 
Epistles and from the four Gospels. 1 Normally the Mass has two readings, 
one from the Epistles and one from the Gospels, but on feria) days outside 
of Paschal Time the first reading is from tbe Old T esta ment [see, e.g., 
L Gog]. Originally there were three readings, but this full scheme survives 
only on a few occasions: the Wednesdays of the four Ember Weeks, the 
Wednesday in the Fourth 'Veek oE Lent, and the Wednesday and Friday 
of Holy Week. From its inception the Mass included the Offering of bread 
and wine, the Eucharistic Prayer, and the Communion. T he above items 
are very nearly those mentioned in the earliest description of the Mass 
by the Roman philosopher and martyr Justin,2 which dates from the mid· 
second cemury. 

At an undetennined time it became customary to sing Psalms between 
the three readings.3 The first Lesson, from the Old Testament, was fol
lowed by a Psalm sung responsorially and later called responsorium 
graduale or simply Gradual.• Another Psalm, sung entirely by a soloist, 
was inserted between the second and the third reading, the Epistle and 

1 Tite readings from the Gospels arc called Sequ<'nlia (continuation), because originally 
they followed in a continuous order. or which, however, very little has remained. 

:! Sec the LiSL of Data. p . 39· no. 7· 
3 According to Duchesne. Christian Worship, p . t68. the "practice of chanting psalms 

bc1ween the leCLions in the Mass is as old as these lcc1 ions themselves. and both go back 
in direct line 10 the religious service or the J ewish Synagogue:· However, no Psalms are 
ment ioned by J uslin. 

• The term groduale is usually explained as referring to the £ac1 that this chant was 
sung (rom the steps (grad us) leadiug to 1he pulpit. Castoue (Origi11es, p. 247) prefers to 
think that the original tenu. at least ro1 the collection of Mass chants, was Gradate, Liber 
groda/is, derived from an adjeclive grmlfllis meaning "distinguished." "more beautiful ." 
Cf. Oddo, De /l·f u.sica: in gradalibus (CS, I, 276a) and the Alia musica: antifJitona gradatis 
Cor Lhe lntroil (CS, I , ugb). 
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Gospel. This is the cantus tractus or Tract,5 which, in the fifth or sixth cen
tury, was largely replaced by the Alleluia. When, during the fifth century, 
the reading from the Old Testament was suppressed, both the Gradual and 
the Tract (or the Alleluia) were placed, in immediate succession, between 
the Epistle and the Gospel. 

In the course of time Psa lms were also introd uced to accompany the 
three main actions of the Mass-the entrance of the priest, the offering of 
bread and wine, and the distribution of bread and wine among tbe faith
ful. These are the Introit, the Offertory, and the Communion. Finally, 
there are a number of chants based on non-psalmodic texts, the Kyrie, 
Gloria, Sanctus, Credo, and Agntts Dei, which form the Ordinary o£ the 
Mass. Of these, the Sa net us is the only one which fonns an integral part of 
the early Mass and, at tJ1e same time, the only one whid1 has a text taken 
from the Old Testament (Isaiah 6:3). The Credo, on the other hand, is a 
very late accretion, dating approximately from tJ1e eleventh century. 

In its late-medieval (11th/ 12th-century) and present-day form the Mass 
includes ten musical items; five of these are Ordinary, being common 
to all Masses, while the other five are Proper, i.e., varying from Mass to 
Mass. The Ordjnary consists of the K)'rie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, and 
Agnus Dei; the Proper incl udes the Introit, Gradual, Alleluia (or Tract), 
Offertory, and Communion. Actual ly, there are t·wo more Ordinary chants 
of the Mass, the Asperges me and the lte, missa est, but these are usually not 
included among the 1\Iass chants because they represent a prelude and 
postlude to the Mass rather than a part of it. T he Asperges me, classified 
as an Ant iphon, is sung during the aspersion of H oly Water, a ceremony 
preceding tJ1e Mass on Sunday. The Ite, missa est is a closing benediction, 
interesting mainly for the fact that its word missa (dismissal) has led to the 
term Mass, replacing the older name Ettcharistia. 

In addition to these ten musica l items, the Mass includes others that, 
depending upon the solemnity and circumstances, are either said or sung 
to a recitation tone. Thus, there are "tones" for the Prayers [g8), the 
Prophecy [102], the Epistle [104], the Gospel [ •o6], and the Preface [109]. 

The full text of the Ordinary of the Mass is found in the Liber, pages 1 
to 7· The items with variable texts sud1 as the Imroit, Grad ual, etc., are 
mentioned in their respective places, except for the Communion, which 
comes after the second Ablution (before the rubric "After the last Postcom
munion"). The following table shows the items of the Mass arranged in 
fou r groups. 

a According 10 Wagm•r I, 87. the term is the Latin translation o£ the Creek word 
hirmos which in Byzantine liturgy denotes a model melody. Late medieval writers 
(Durandus, 14lh cenlUT)') interpret it to mean ··slow:· ;·urawn·OIIl'. (from Lat. tralterc, 
to draw). j . M. Tommasi ( t 6o~9· •7• 3: his OfJtra omnia, including Grcgori Magni opera 
omnia re·edited. in '747·55· IJ)' A. F. Venosi). interprets it as meaning tractim, continu· 
OUJly, i.e., wilhou1 interruption by an antiphon or respond, 
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1. Introit 

6. Gradual 
7· Allcluia 

or Tract 

10. Offertory 

18. Communion 
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CHA!\'TS 

ORDiNARY 

2 . Kyrie 
3· Gloria 

g. Credo 

14. Sanctus 

17. Agnus Dei 

SPOKEN OR RECITED 

PROPER 

1· Collect 
5· Epistle 

8. Gospel 

u. Secret 
13. Preface 

19. Postcommunion 

ORDINARY 

u. Offertory Prnyers 

15. Canon 
t6. PaterNoster 

0£ the ten chants of the Mass the five making up the Proper are not 
only much older than the other fi ve, but are also more important liturgically 
and more interesting musicall y. From the point of view of Gregorian 
chant, Mnss plain and simple invariably means the Proper, in opposition to 
the prevailing terminology of the past five centuries according to which 
Mass means the Ordinary, as, for example, Bach's B-minor Mass or a Mass 
by Palestrina. The change of meaning occurred about 1300, when the items 
of the Ordinary were preferred for polyphonic composition, obviously be
cause a polyphonic Kyrie or Gloria couJd be performed on practically 
every feast, while a polyphonic Gradual or Alleluia could be used only once 
a year. 

The items of the Proper were in general use probably as early as 500, and 
by the time of Gregory this pan of the Mass was full y standard ized . Quite 
a different situation is presen ted by the Ordinary. The Kyrie, Glo1·in., and 
Sar1ctu.s were known in the earliest centuries of the Christian era but were 
used in the Office rather than in the Mass. The inLroduction of the Gloria 
into the Roman Mass is ascribed to Pope Symmadllls (498·5 14); that of the 
Kyrie, to Pope Gregory I ; while the Sonctus is sa id to have been instituted 
by Pope Sixtus I (c. J zo). The Agmu Dei became a pare of the Mass under 
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the Greek Pope Sergius I (687·701 ); the C1·edo, although used at a much 
earlier time in the ~Iozarabic, Ambrosian, and Gallican rites, was not 
definitely inLroduced into the Roman l\lass until the eleventh century, 
under Pope Benedict VIIl (101 !!·!!4)- Considering this situation, it is no 
wonder that the chanr.s of the Ordinary are completely absent in the 
earliest man uscripts of Gregorian chant. They first appear sporadically in 
collections of tropes and sequences; later they form an appendix to the 
repertory of the Proper, and are usually given in separate divisions, one 
containing the K)'1·ies, the next the Glorias, etc., a practice preserved to the 
present day for the Credos. 

Most, if not all, o( the items o( the Ordinary originated in the Eastern 
Greek Church (Byzantium). Except for the Gloria, they were all originally 
sung by the congregation, a practice reflected in the simple style of the 
oldest melodies. Later, in the ninth century, they were taken over by the 
schola (church choir) and, in consequence, melodies of a somewhat more 
elaborate character appeared. The development and fixation of these 
chams remained largely an affair of individual churches or regional 
amhorities, dte Church of Rome being no longer interested in this matter 
or able to exercise control. As a rcsull, during the later Middle Ages, there 
accrued a large repertory of chants for the Ordinary. An idea of its size 
can be formed from the fact that, according to recent research, there exist 
almost 300 dillerent melodies for the Agnus Dei.6 Throughout this period 
only sporadic efforts were made to combine specific melodies into a fixed 
cycle, in other words, to fonn definite Ordinaries assigned to certain cate
gories of feasts [see p. 420). The li turgical books of the present day contain 
eighteen such cycles; one for Paschal Time, one for Solemn Feasts, etc.; 
but most of these were not fixed until the issuance of the Editio Vaticana, 
in 1908. Thus Pope Pius X, who authorized the publication, may be said 
to have played a similar role for the Ordinary of the Mass as did Pope 
Gregory 1 for tbe Proper, thirteen hundred years earlier. 

The present-day group o£ Ordinaries includes one for Paschal Time, two 
for Solemn Feasts, fi ve for Double Feasts, two for Feasts of the Blessed 
Virgin. one for Sundays throughout the Year, two for Semi-doubles, one 
during Octaves, one for Simple Feasts, one for Ferias throughout the Year, 
one for the Sundays of Advem and Lent, and one for the Ferias throughout 
Advent and Lent, with six Credos being given separ ately (G4, go]. A note 
on p. 73 says expressly that "this Ordinary is not meant to be a matter of 
hard and fast rule'' and that " in order to add greater solemn ity, one or more 
of the following 'Chants ad libil11m' may be employed." The names, such 
as Lux et origo, Kyrie fons bonitatis, etc., given eo most of these Ordinaries 
and to the ad libitum Kyries, refer to the fact that in the tenth and la ter 
centuries the Kyrie melodies were provided with additional words, such 

e Sec the article "Agnus Dci" (Stablcin) in M CC. 
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as Kyrie lux et origo eleison (Lord, origin and light, . .. ) or Kyrie fans 
bonitatis eleison (Lord, fountain of goodness . , .), the so-called tropes. 
Even after the tropes had been abolished the names survived. 

EXCEPTIO NA L MASSES 

The statement that the Proper of the Mass consists of five items, lntroit, 
Gradual, Alleluia, Offertory, and Communion, is not unreservedly cor
rect. There exist exceptions in greater number and variety than is com
monly thought to be the case. As was previously intimated, the chants of 
the Proper are of two types; those that follow a lesson and those that 
accompany an action. T o the former category belong the Gradual and 
Alieluia; to the latter, the lmroit, Offertory, and Communion. There is 
practically no variation in the action-chants. Introit, Offertory, and Com
munion form a part of every Mass, the only exceptions being those of 
Good Friday and H oly Saturday, which have none of them, and that of 
Whitsun Eve, which Jacks the Incroit. 

Considerable variation, however, occurs in t.he field o£ the lesson-chants, 
mainly in connection with three liturgical periods of a special character, 
namely, the Season before Easter, Paschal Time, and the four Ember Weeks. 
In the pre-Easter Season the Alleluia is omitted (or, to express it correctly 
from the historical standpoint, was never introduced), in conformity with 
the somber character of the period leading up to the "darkest days" of the 
liturgical year, Good Friday and Holy Saturday. On the Sundays, Mon
days, Wednesdays, and Fridays (Dominica, Feria ll, IV> VI) o£ this period, 
that is, from Septuagesima Sunday till Wednesday in Holy Week, it is 
replaced by a Tract, but not on the other week days (Feria Ill, V, Sab
bato)> on which there remains only one lesson-chant, tbe Gradual. An ex
ception to this organization occurs on the Wednesday before Passion 
Sunday (Fer. IV. p. Dom. IV. Quad.; G 145), which has two Graduals and 
a Tract. This is indeed a special day, the Day of the Great Scrutiny, that 
is, of examination of the catechumens for admission to baptism. The idea 
of replacing the Alleluia by a Tract was adopted for two special occasions 
of a somber character, the Feast of the Holy Innocents and the Mass for the 
Dead. 

As if in recompense for the omission of the Alleluia in the pre-Easter 
Season, there follows shortly, from Saturday in Easter Week till Friday 
after Pentecost (Paschal Time), a period during which two Alleluias are 
sung, one of them in the place of the Gradual. The underlying principle 
of the Masses for Ember Days appears most dearly in those of Advent and 
September. In both these weeks the lesson-chams are: two Graduals for the 
Wednesday; one Gradual for tl1e Friday; and four Graduals, a Hymn, and 
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11 Tract for the Saturday. In the Ember Week of Lent, which falls into the 
pre-Easter Season, the Wednesday and Friday each have a Gradual and a 
Tract, while in the Ember "\t\Teek of Pentecost these two days have the two 
Alleluias customary in that period. Finally, the Saturday of this week of 
Pentecost has five Alleluias and a Tract. The following table shows the 
lesson-chants of these twelve days. 

THE LESSON-CHANTS OF THE EMBER WEEKS 

FER. rv. FER. VI. SABBATO 

Advent 2 Graduals 1 Gradual 4 Graduals, 1 Hymn, 1 Tract 
Lent 1 Gradual, 1 Tract 1 Gradual, 1 Tract 4 Graduals, 1 Hymn, 1 Tract 
Pentecost 2 Allelu ias 2 Alleluias 5 Alleluias, t Tract 
September 2 Graduals 1 Gradual 1 Graduals, 1 Hymn, 1 Tract 

The use o( a hymn in the Mass is, of course, quite contrary to expecta
tion. Actually, tl1e chant in question is the B e11cdictus es Domine, which is 
not a hymn at all, in tl1e proper sense of the word, comparable to the 
hymns of the Office. While these have texts dating from the fourth century 
or later, written in strict verse, the Benedictus es is a scriptural text taken 
from the Book of Daniel. chapter 3, which (in an apocryphal section) tells 
the story of tlte tltree young Hebrews ("children") who were thrown into a 
fiery furnace because they refused to adore the statue of Nebuchadnezzar, 
and who were miraculously rescued by an angel, whereupon they sing an 
extended song oE praise, known as the Song of the Three Children (Cantus 
or H ymnus trium puer01·um). I ts first five verses (Daniel 3:52-56) form 
the basis for the Mass chant Benedictus es Domine, while the continu
ation ('/f. 57-88) is used for the Canticle of Daniel, Benedicite omnia opera 
[seep. !?1]. The use of the Benedictus in the above-mentioned three Masses 
is explained by the fact that their fifth Lesson relates the story of the 
three children, ending with the words et benedicebant Dettm in fornace .• 
diccntes (and they praised the Lord in the furnace, saying:), whereupon 
their song of praise follows in the form of a closing chant.l 

Whatever type the lesson-chants may be, their number depends upon 
the number o( readings, there being one chant between two readings. This, 
at least, was the original state o( affairs when the Mass normally had three 
Lessons separated by two cha nts, an organization which is still preserved 
on the four Ember Wednesdays, e.g., that of Lent: 

Lesson (Exodus)-Gradual-Epist1e-Tract-Gospel 

or in the i\-fasses of Wednesday in Holy Week [613] and of Good Friday 

I For J>pccia l studies of tlac Dtmedicws cs sec: IVagucr 1/f, 36•: Fcrrctti , p. 206; Pal. 
mus., XIV. ~~2 (Cnjnrd). 
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[694]. The connection ben\·een Lessons and ch ants is particularly evident 
in the Masses of the [our Ember Saturdays, whid1 have seven readings-five 
from the Old Testament, an Epistle, and a Gospel- with six chants between 
them. There are two orher Masses with sLx chants, on Hol y Samrday and 
on Whitsu n Eve. Tbe former has twelve Lessons (all "Prophecies" [rom 
tlte Old Testamem), the latter eight. OJ·iginaUy, Lhe four Ember Saturdays 
must also have had twelve Lessons, since in all tl1e earliest manuscripts 
they a1·c designated as Sabbato in xii lectionibus.:! 

The following table shows all d1.e exceptional Masses, arranged according 
to number o( Jesson-cham s. 

A. M ASSES WITH "'f\\10 LESSON·CHANTS 

( ·ormally) 

1. Sundays from Septuagesima to Palm Sunday} 
2. Mondays, \Nedne days: Fridays fJ·om Ash 

Wednesday to Wednesday in H oly Week 

3· H oly l nnocems3 
4· l\!ass of the Dead 
5· From Sawrd:~y after Easter to Friday after 

Pentecost (Paschal T iuae) 
6. Feria JV. Quat. Temp. Adv., Sept. 
7· Good Friday 

B. MASSES WITH ONE LESSON·CRA.l'IT 

8. F eriae ill., V., and Sabbato from. Feria V.} 
post Cineres to Maundy Thursday 

g. Feria VI. Quat. Temp. Adv., Sept. 
10. Christmas Eve3 
11. R ogauon D ays 

C. MASSES WITH THREE LESSON.CHANTS 

12. Feria IV. post Dom. IV. Quad. 

D. MASSES WITH SIX LESSON·CIIA1'i'TS 

13. Ember Saturdays of Advent. Lent, and 
September 

14. Ember Saturday after Pentecost 
15. Holy Saturday, Whitsun Eve4 

GRAD. tTYMN ALL.. TR.ACi 

( 1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

4 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5 

o) 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

1 

1 

5 
Feasts given with tl1cir English names arc found in t11e Libcr usualis; those with Latin 
names. In the Graduate. 

2 Hcsbcrt (Scxtuplcx , p. xl) offers lhe cxplan:ll ion that Lhc Ember SJturdars had six 
readings (no Gospel), each of which w:ls read in Latin as well as in Greek. 

3 The Masses of Holy lnnoccnu and Christmas Eve have an Allcluia ir thC)" fall on a 
Sunday. 

• By a recent decree Ihe Mass for WhitS\IIl Eve has been dungcd to a normal Mass. 

The Structure of the Liturgy 

The two main variants in the structure of the Proper are those given 
in the above table under nos. 1, 2, and 5, the first two being valid for the 
period from Septuagesima lO shortly before Easter, the third for the period 
of Paschal Time. Naturally these variants also apply to the Masses of the 
Common and Proper of Saints whenever they fall into these periods. Thua, 
for tl1e Common of Holy Popes there is provided a Gradual, an Alieluia, a 
Tract, and a second Alleluia, with the r emark that after Septuagesima d1e 
first Alleluia is to be replaced by the Tract, and in Paschal Time, the 
Gradual by the first Alleluia [ 1 1222 ff]. 

Yet another variation in the structure of the Proper of the Mass is the 
addition. on certain feasts, of a sequence. The present-day books contain 
five sequences, Victimae j;nschali for Easter and Easter Week, Veni Sancte 
Spiritus for Wl1it Sumlay and vVhitsun w·eek, Lauda Sion for Corpus 
Christi, Stabat Mater for the Feast of Seven Dolours, and Dies irae for the 
Mass of the Dead . These have not been included in the above tabulation. 
They are la ter add itions which do not occur in the earliest manuscripts 
(Sextuplex, St. Gall 359, 339). On the other hand, in tlle heyday of the 
sequence (twelfth century and later) practically every Mass had one, so 
that, in this period, its presence was as normal a feature as was its absence 
before that time. Only after the Council of Trent (1545-63), which abolished 
nearly all the sequences, did the sequence become an exceptional compo
nent of certain Masses. 

Regarding the Ordinary o[ the Mass, the only variants are the occasional 
omission of the Gloria and the C1·edo. The Gloria is omitted in Advent and 
Lent (except Maundy Thursday and Holy Saturday), on Holy Innocents, 
and certain other occasions; the Credo> on feasts of Martyrs, Virgins, Holy 
Women, among others. A few Masses, e.g., those of the Rogation Days and 
for the Dead, have neither Gloria nor Credo. 

Entirely di[erenc from all the other Masses are those of Good Friday and 
Holy Satw·day. The former is called J'vfass of the Presanctified, because the 
priest uses the Host consecrated on the previous day. It lacks all the action
chants as well as the chants o£ the Mass Ordinary. The Mass of Holy 
Saturday has none of the action-chants, and only the Kyrie, Gloria, and 
Sancttts of Lhe Ordinary. With its numerous readings (twelve Prophecies), 
~rayers and specia l ceremonies of the Blessing of the Paschal Candle, Blcss
mg of the Font, and Litany of Saints, the Mass of Holy Saturday is the most 
extended and elaborate of all. 

Finally, mention may be made of special ceremonies celebrated before 
or after the Mass on certain feasts, such as the Blessing of the Ashes on 
Ash W ednesday [523], the Blessing of the Candles and the Procession on 
~e Feast of Purification [ 1356], tl1e D.istri.bu tion of Palms and tl1e Proces
Sion on Palm Sumlay [583], dJC Adoration of the Cross on Good Friday 
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[7o4], and the Processions on Rogation Days [835] and Corpus Chris~ [950]. 
The chants sung during the ceremonies arc mainly elaborate Anuphons 
(similar to the Antiphons to the B. V. M. in that they ar~ not co~ected 
with a Psalm), Responsories, and Hymns, the latter espeCla.Jly dunng the 
Procession on Corpus Cbristi. 

CHAPTER THREE 

Origin and Development to c. 6oo 

A DETAILED description of the development of Roman chant or of the 
related bodies of Christian chant lies outside the scope of this book, 

which is primarily devoted to investigations of style and form; nor would 
such a description be in line with the genera l principles of research on 
which our studies are based. Because of the scarcity of factual information 
regarding the development of chant, a large amount of conjecture and 
inductive reasoning is necessary in order to fill the wide areas about which 
we have no certain knowledge, and to answer, at least with a certain degree 
of probability, the numerous questions about which we have no docu
memary evidence. In fact, the various books that have been written on this 
subject consist to a considerable extent of such conjectural material This 
in no way means that they are without validity or without value. One might 
single out for mention the first volume of P. Wagner's Einfiihrung in die 
Gregorianischen Melodien, entitled Ursprung und Entwicklung der 
liturgischen Gesangsformen (2nd edition, 1901) which contains an excellent 
description of the historical development, combining the actual data with 
sound reasoning. T he fact that this volume is available in an English 
translationt is one more reason for forgoing a presentation which, at best, 
would be nothing more than a rehash. The present chapter, then, is no 
more than a survey designed to provide the reader with the most neces
sary information about the evolutionary processes of which the Gregorian 
repertory is the final result. Short sketches dealing with the development of 
individual forms, such as the Responsories, Alleluias, etc., are included 
in the later chapters. 

11ntroduction to the Grcgorian Melodies (1907). Also very useful, and extremely 
tcadaiJlc, is Duchesne's Christian W'orshitJ, wbicb treats the development primarily from 
t~e liturgical point of view. More detailed, blll also more conrroversial, arc the cxplana
ltOJU offered in Gastou(:'s Lcs Origines du chant remain (1907). 

33 
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THE PRE-CHRISTIAN ROOT S 

The Christian rite and it d1ant are rooted in tllc Jewish liturgy.1 Dif
ferent though the new message was from the teaching o( the Synagogue, it 
was presented to the Jewish people in the forms to which they had been 
accustomed by a long tradition. Onl y a few of the many indications of this 
connection ca n be mentioned here. Thus, the Office Hours of the Church 
arc modelled after the prayer hours of the Jews, whid1 began with the 
evening prayer at sunset, the ancestor of Vespers in the Roman Office. 
Even the Mass, the main embodiment of the new faith, contains a Jewish 
element. It i the mystic repetition of the Last Supper which Christ cele
brated with his disciples in imitation of the Jewi h Passover. Perhaps the 
strongest and least varied bond ex ists in the Book of Psalms, which formed 
an important part of the Jewish service and was raised to even greater 
importance in the Christian liturgy. A number of Psalms actually retained 
their positjon, e.g., Ps. 91• Venite exsultemus, whid1 served as an in
troductory Psalm for the even ing service o[ the Jewish Sabbath, and which 
appears in the sa me funcLion at the Night Service (Matins) of the R oman 
l iturgy. I t is hardly necessary to point out that the Amen and Alleluia are 
of Jewish origin, but less known is the fact that the Sanctus o£ the Mass, 
with its triple acclamation "Sancws, Sat~ctus, Sanctus," is derived, LOgether 
with the Greek-Byzantine Trishagio11 ("H agios, hagios, hagios") from the 
Jewish Keduslla, "Kadosh, kadosh, kadosh." 

ln view of these numerous bonds between the two rituals, it is only 
natural to assume that there also existed a musica l tradition leading from 
the Jewish to the earliest Christian chant. This surmise, formerly based 
only on inductive reasoning, has been scienti fically established through 
the work of Idelsobn who, some thiny years ago, swdied the religious 
chan ts of Jewish tribes in various pans of the East, mainly Yemen (South 
Arabia), Babylonia, Persia, and Syria.:: An examination of these traditions 
revealed many striking similarities, clearly indica tive of a common bond. 
Since it is impossible to assume that these tribes, living in the strictest 
isolation and in widely distant places, could have had any contacts 
sufficient to establish cul tw·al relationships, the inevitable conclusion is 
that their musical tradition goes back to the time before they separated, 
that i , before the destruction of the second Temple of Jerusalem (70 
R C.) and the ensuing dispersion of the Jews. Thus we can form at least a 

l Sec. e.g., A. Castouc, "Lcs Odgincs hcbra"iqucs de li turgic cL du chant chrct icn" 
(RC\., XXXIV, XXX \ '); I. Stlllbtcr, "Delle oligini c dcllo sviluppo del canto liuugico" 
(l lrus. Crcg .. XI, XJ I); C . Vi\c ll, ··oircctc 1-. mwiddung des romi~hcn Kirchcngcsangcs 
aus dcr \·orchristlid1cn Musik" (K). XXI V): E. \\'crncr, "The Comuaon Crountl in tlu.: 

Chant of Churr h ami Synagogue" (ACI. p. af!l). 
:! ,\ . Z. ldclbohn, Tltcsa111 us of Jlcbrrw Olimlal M clodirs, 10 vols., 19 14·32. 
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general idea of J ewish chant as it existed shortly before the r ise of Chris
tian ity. Tl1e most important result from our point of view is the fact that 
there is a striking similarity of style between the ancient Jewish melodies 
and those of the Gregorian repertory, indicated by such basic traits as 
absence of regular meter, responsorial and antiphonal performance, pre
vailingly conjunct motion, psa lmodic recita tion, sy llabic style mixed with 
melismas, and use of standard formulae. ln the field o£ psalm recitation 
t11e principles and, occasionally, even the melodies themselves are prac
tically identical. The basic elements of the Gregorian psalm tones, that is, 
unison recitation (tenor) Cor each half of the verse with initial and con
cluding formulae before ?nd after each recitation (intonation, mediant, 
termination), are found particularl y among the J ews of Yemen, who em
ploy them not only for the Psalms but also for the Penta teuch and other 
books of Scripture. The Ycmenite psa lm melody shown in Fig. tas is prac
tically identica l with the first Gregorian psalm tone shown under b (termi
nation on f; see L 113): 

FIGURE 1 
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Another remarkable example of parallelism exists in the Lamentations 
of Jeremiah, which are sung at l\Iatins of the three days before Easter 
(Maundy T hursday, Good Friday, and Holy Saturday), the verses being 
numbered by the Hebrew letters, Aleph, Beth , Ghimel, e tc. [626). Manu
scripts of the twelfth to fourteenth cemuries give various recitation melo
dies for this text, and one of them (Fig. 2a), remarkable for its archaic 
flavor, is srrikjngly similar to a melody used by the Yemenite J ews Cor the 
same text (Fig. 2b)." 
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Several other J ewish para ll els for Gregorian melodies have been pointed 
out by E. Wcmer:G for example, the tonus peregrimts wh.ich is employed 

3 ldelsohn. Thesaurus, T, 64. ·n,c text is t•s. 8, beginning o£ 'fl· 2 . 

• Given in ll'agner Ill, !!3!)f, from (a) 0 . Flcischcr. Neumcnstudicn, 11 (1897) •• p ; and 
(b) Idclsohn, Thesaums, l, 88. 

IIScc£n. 1. 
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for the Psalm In exitu Israel and which recurs almost identically in a 
psalm formula employed by the Yemenite J ews for the same text; or the 
archaic melodies for the Te deum [Simple Tone; L 1834] and the Gloria 
XJl [57]. both wriuen in a pematonic £-tonality which Clement of Alex
andria (c. 15o-c. 220) calls tmpos spondeiakos, adding that it is in use in 
Jewish psalmody and recommending it as a model for Christian singers. 
Several other examples of this kind have been found. On the whole, how
ever, the main argument rests not so much on individuaJ examples as on 
the identity of the generaJ premises of musical style.e 

The vaJidi ty of this argument becomes even more apparent if we turn 
to the examination of another question, that is, whether and to what ex
tent elemems of ancient Greek music entered into the formation of Chris
tian chant. A Greek-Grcgorian line o£ connection exists, without doubt, 
in tbe theoretical field of the scale systems, aJtbough to the present day 
scholars disagree as to whe1her the "Greek'' end of this line is represented 
by pre-Christian Greek antiquity or by the Greek-Byzantine tradition of 
the sixth or seventh century after Christ. This fact has led to attempts to 
establish a similar relationship between the melodies of the ancient Greeks 
and those or the Gregorian repertory. Although only a few melodies of 
Greek amiqu ity have come down to us, they are sufficient to give a general 
impression of the stylistic principles of this tradition and, at the same time, 
show that these principles are almost diametrically opposed to those under
lying the music of Christian worship. Not only are the ancient Greek 
melodies strictly metrical and almost completely syllabic but also indic
ative of an entirely different approach to melodic design. A typically 
Greek melody, such as the Delphic Hymn or the Hymn to the Sun,7 is 
essentiaJJy a speed1 deli"ered in distinct musical pitches which are rather 
haphazardly selected and combined. The result is a musical line that is 
not (or only incidemally) subject to such general principles of melodic 
design as balance of rising and falling tendencies or reference to a tonal 
center, principles which are of basic importance in Gregorian chant. Pas
sages like the beginning of the H ymn to the Sun (Fig. 3) are as un-Gregorian 
as possible, not only rhythmically but also melodically. 

FICUR£ 3 
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Actually, the case made for the Creek-origin tJ1eory rests upon a single 
piece of evidence, that is, the melodic similarity between the Seikilos Song, 

a See pp. o(IQ, oSG. antl 362£. 
7 Sec HAM, nos. 7a, b. 
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Hoson r.es, and the Antiphon H osanna filio David from Palm Sunday.8 

However, in spite of a few striking details, the proof of identity is, on the 
whole, hardly more convincing than the attempt to derive the melody of 
God save the King from the Antiphon Unxerunt Salomonem [987].9 At 
any rate, it goes without saying that such an isolated case proves nothing. 

A somewhat better case can be made for the theory of a Graeco-Christian 
and, later on, Byzantine in1luence. An isolated example o£ a very early 
period is the Oxyrhynchos H ymn,to a Christian hymn in the Greek lan
guage, dating from the end of the third century: " ... Let all the waves of 
the rushing rivers give praise to our Father and Son and Holy Spirit, let 
alJ powers sing with them: amen, amen. Power, praise [and glory unto 
God], the only Giver of aJ l goods: amen, amen." On the whole, the music 
for this hymn (Fig. 4) is written in the anciem Creek style, with its strik
ingly "atomic" design resulting. as it were, from the mere addition of 
pitches. Formations such as the two descending fifths that occur in dose 
succession on hymnounton d'hemon or the leap of a sixth on pasai are as 
foreign to Gregorian style as can be. Different u·entls, however, are notice-

FICURE 4 
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able in the dosing pan of the hymn, particularly in the final cadence on 
"amen, amen," which shows an unmistakable similarity to a Gregorian 
cadence. 

In a recent publication, Eastern Elements in Western Chant (1947), E. 
Wellesz has tried to demonstrate the existence of musicaJ relationships 
between the Eastern (Byzantine) and Western (Ambrosian, Gregorian) 
repertory of chant, interpreting them as influence from the East to the 
West. !-lis proofs are rarely conclusive and his claims of priority on behalf 
of the Eastern chant are often arbitrary. We do not mean to deny that 
Eastern and Western chant have something in common, but this common 
bond must be sought not so much in tbeir finished repertories of the 
eighth or ninth century as in their primeval stages during the first four 
centuries of the Christian era. Thus we wholly agree with tbe following 

8 See RAM, no. 7c; L 578. Do1h melodies arc shown simultaneously in G. Recsc, 
Music in lhe Middle Ages (1940). p. 115. 

ll Times (London). Sept. 5· 1931. 
10 So called because it is comaioed in a group of papyri found near Oxyrhynchos in 

Middle .Egypt. Sec the artidc "Oxyrhyncho~ Hymn" in IID/11 . Our version is taken from 
E. Wellcn, A History of Byzantine Music and Nymnograplly (1919). pp. 12Gf. 
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statement found in Wellesz' A Histo1-y of B )'Zantine Music and Hymnog· 
raphy (1949): "It is obvious that the oldest versions of both Byzantine 
and Gregorian melodies go back to a common source, the music of the 
Chu.rches of Antioch and Jerusalem, which in their turn derived from the 
music of the J ews"' (p. 35). 

HISTORI CA L DATA FROM THE FIRST 

TO THE E IGHTH CENTURIES 

We have previously alluded to the scarcity of documentary evidence 
concerning the earl y development of Chr istian chant.1 What little there 
is, however, is all the more valuable and indispensable since it forms the 
basis for all inferences, conclusions, and hypotheses that can be, and have 
been, made in order to an·ive at a more complete and coherent picture. 
Following is a succinct presentation of these data, in the form of a chrono
logical list.2 

LIST OF DOCUMENTARY DATA 

FIRST CENTURY 

1. C. 6o: Philo o f Alexandria (born c. 20) , a Jewish chronicler, describes an tiph· 
onal singing, performed by men and women, among the Therapeutae, a Jewish 
sect whose (aith was a mixture of Biblical aod Platonic elements [W 14 (17); R 

6o]. See nos. 5, 17, 2t, 30. 
2 . C. go: Pope Clement I refers in a letter (written in Greek) to the use o f 

the "Hagios, Hagios, Hag ios" (Trishagion), the Greek fonn of the Sanctus [R 
115]. See nos. 6, 44· 

3· C. go: In the same let ter Pope Clement gives evidence of psalm-singing (in 

1 Perhaps we should say: scarcity of rclclllmt documentary evidence. Thousands of 
refeTenccs to singing exist in the writings of the Church F;1thers and of early chroniclers. 
In fact, Gerbert"s De ccmlu et musica socr11 (2 vols .. 17;4) is nothing but a gigantic corn· 
pilation (s till occasionall)' uscluJ) o[ such rderences. Very little o[ this, however, is of 
actual importance from our point of view. 

2 Compiled from a number of books which may be consulted for source indications and 
furlher cle1ails: D: Ducltesne, Christian W ors!ritJ ; G: Gastouc, Lcs Origines ... ; Gt!: 
Gcrotd, H istoire de la musiqrte (1936): Cer: Gcrbert. De Cantu; L: Lang, Music irt West· 
em Civililatiorr: M : G. Morin. Lts vt!rilaules origines du cl11mt grt!gorien (19 12); {{; 
Rcesc, Music in tire Middle Ages: IV: ' "'agncr, Introduction to Gregorian Chant, with 
page references to the German edition, Eilrfilhrung, vol. 1 (190 1), in parentheses. 

The present writer assumes no responsibility for llH: accuracy of these data or of the ir 
imerpretat ion . Some of ll1em may well turn out to be unrcliaolc. The most recent 
studies of rhe early development of Christian music arc: H. Hucke, "Die Entwicklung des 
christlichcn Kultgcsangs zum Grcgl)rianischcn C(~ang"' (Romisrill' Qu!lrtnlsrhrifl filr 
Chrrst.lichc A ltcrtumslwndc und 1\irchcngcschichte, XLVllll19!i3], 147): and Jl. Stablei.n, 
article ""Frllhchrisll lchc Musik"" {MGG). 
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Rome?) by warning the fa ithful not to sing the Psalms at the feasts of the pagans, 
Jest they should appear similar to the music of the kithara players and minstrels 

[G 45]· 
1· The Apocryphal Acts of John the .E\•angelist (died c. 100) contain a refer

ence to aulos playing and dancing in cotu1ection with the singing of hymns [Gt! 

135]. See no. 9· 

SECOND CENTURY 

5· C. 1 15: PUn)'. the Younger, in a letter to the Roman emperor Trajan, men
tions the Night Office (Vigils, Matins) and. possibl)', antiphonal singing among 
the Christians o f Bithynia [f.V 109 (127): R 6o; L 13: G 45]. Sec nos. 11, 23, 27, 4'· 

6. C. 120: Pope Sixtus I is reponed to have introduced the Sanctus into the 

Mass [W 99 (• t6)]. 
7· C. •so: Justin Martyr (d. 162) describes the Mass at R ome as consisting of 

readings from tht: Old and New T estament, a sermon, an offering of bread and 
wine, prayer o f t11e faithful , the "kiss of peace," eucharistic (thanksgiving) prayer, 
and communion [L 45; D 50]. Notice t11e a bsence of psalm-singing (lntroit, 

Gradual, etc.). See nos. 33· 34· 
8. Early Latin translations of the Bible, now collectively referred to as the Ita la. 

However , Greek remains the official language of the Church unril the third cen

tury, even in R ome. See nos. 12, 31. 54· 
g. Clement oi Alexandria (c. 15o-c. 220) forbids the use of instruments and of 

chroma tic musk in the churches [W 12, 13 (14, 16); R 61; G 45]· 
10. The Church Father Tertullian (c. 155-c. 222), active in Carthage, mentions 

responsorial psalmody (cantus responsorius), probably with reference to Rome 

[W 16 (19): R 62]. See nos. 15, 24, 53· 
1 1. T ertullian mentions the three earliest Office Hours, Vig ils, Lauds, and Ves

pers, in Canhage [L 44]; also Terce, Sext, and None as private prayer hours [D 
447]· 

TlURD CENTURY 

12. First indications of Latin liturgy i.n R ome [W 44 (51); L 49; G 46). 
13. The Syrian Bardcsanes (d. 223) and his son, Harmonios, write a Gnostic 

Psalter, i.e., hymn-like versions of the Psalms written from the point of view of 
Gnosticism (a combination of Christian doctrine with oriental and hellcnistic 
elements) [W 38 (44); R 70]. Sec nos. q, 20, 22, 25, 28. 

t4. 269: Council of Antioch. The great popularity of hymn-singing appears 
from the fact that the Council reproached the bishop Paul of Samosata for abolish
ing them in his church [W 37 (43)). 

15. Atl1anasius (259·3 13), o.o the occasio.n of a persecu tion of Christians in 
Alexandria, orders the singing of a Psalm with the people r esponding: "quoniam 
in aeternum misericordia eius." [W 15 £ ( 19)). 

tG. Athanasius (according to St. Augustine) insisted that the Psalms should be 
sung with such moderate inflex ion (lam modico flexrt vocis) that it sounded like 
speech rather than singing [W 27 (31 ): R 62]. This has been considered aa in· 
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direct evidence that fairly elaborate methods of singing existed at that time. See 

nos. 18, 32. 
17. Eusebius (c. 26o-c. 340), bishop of Caesarea in Palestine, mentions Philo's 

report (see no. 1) and says that the same practice exists among the Christians of 

his time [W 14 (17)]. . 
18. Eusebius bears witness that the Psalms were sung "in melodious tone," 1.e., 

not merely recited [R 62]. 

FOURTH CENTURY 

19. 313: Edict of Constantinople, which raised the Christian faith to t~e status 
of an official ly recognized religion, thus making an end to tJ1e persecuuons and 
removing any obstacles to free development in liturgy or chant. 

20. C. 340: St. Ephraim (306·73) o( Syria writes the first Christian hymns (in 
Greek), in order to combat tlle heretical hymns o( Bardesanes (see no. 1 3) (W 38 

(45): R 6g]. 
21. C. 350: Two monks, Flavianus and Diodorus, import antiphonal psalmody 

£rom the heretical Syrian Churd1 into the Christian-oriliodox Church of Antioch 

(Syria) (W 18 (22): R 68; L 46; G 50: D 111). 
22. C. 350: Hilarius (d. 367), bishop of Poitiers (France) writes ilie first Latin 

hymns, after tlle model of St. Ephraim (see no. 20) [W 39 (46); L 48). 
23. Hilarius mentions Vespers, Nocturns, and Lauds in France [W ttt (129)). 
24. C. 375: St. Basil (c. 330.79), in a le tter to the people of Caesarea, speaks of 

ilie singing of Psalms, both antiphonally and responsorially, in all parts of tlle 
Orient [W .21 (24i); R 63; Ge 137]. 

25. The Council of Laodicea (c. 360-81) forbids me singing of hymns [W 38 

(44); L 47]. 
26. The Council of Laodicea established a schola cantomm [L 52]. See nos. 36, 

49· 
27. C. 385: The Spanish abbess Etheria (formerly called Sylvia or Egeria) makes 

a pilgrimage to J erusalem and gives a detailed report ahour the l iturgy there, men
tioning a Cull Office (Vigils, Lauds, Terce, Sext, None, and Vespers) with Psalms, 
Antiphons, Hymns, Lessons, R esponds. and Collects; also an incipient cycle of 
the year including Nativity, Lent, Palm Sunday, Holy Week, Easter, and Pente

cost [R 65: L 44; D 54 1 ff; Ge 138]. 
28. St. Ambrose {34<>-97) introduces antiphonal psalmody and hymns into 

Milan [W 22 (26); R 104; L 46, 48]. 
29. Pope Damasus I (366·84), advised by St. Jerome (330·420), undertakes tlle 

first organization of the liturgy and chant in R ome, after the model of the Church 

of J erusalem [W 167 ( 191); R 119; G 51; M 79)· 
30. Damasus introduces antiphonal singing and the Allcluia into Rome [W 81 

(95): R 6g; L 46; see, however, pp. 376£]. See nos. 37• 45• 1.7· 
31. C. 400: St. J erome finishes the first complete Latin translation of the Bible, 

the Jlulgata (Vulgate), which supersedes the Ita/a. 
32. C. 400: Cass.ian gives evidence of ornate methods of singing in some mon

astedes of tbc Orient [W 29 (34) ; G 209], and mentions ilie Gloria Patri as a 
closing verse for antiphonal Psalms [Ger 48]· 
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33· C. 400: Augustine (354-430), bishop of Hippo in North Afrka, makes refer
ence to various Mass cltants: (a) ilie Gradual as a {complete) Psalm between the 
readjngs from Scripture and from ilie Gospels [W 72 (84)]: (b) ilie AlleJuia as an 
extended vocalization, though without specific reference to the Mass [W 32 (38)]: 
and (c) the chants of the O ffenory and the Communion which he introduced into 
Carthage [W 93, 103 (109, 120); R 64; D 173£). 

FIFTH CE.NTURY 

34 · Celestine I (422-32) is said to have ordered the singing of antiphonal Psalms 
before the Offering. T his has been ime:rprcted as the earliest, though railier ques
tionable, evidence of the lntroit (W 57 (67): R 11 9; G 81: M 54]. 

35· Pope Leo I (440-61) is said to have been the first to institute an annalis 
cant us, i.e., a cycle of chants for the whole year [W 167 ( 191 ); j\1( 79). Also ascribed 
to him is a Sacramentary, known as ilie Leonine Sacramentary [D •35ffJ· See nos. 

38, 89· !)0, 55· :;6. 
36. Leo 1 founded a monastery for the training of singers, the earliest indication 

of a schola cantorum in R ome [L 53]. See no. 49· 
37· The Greek churcl1 historian Sozomenos (c. 450) reports that the Alleluia 

was sung in Rome only once cacb year, on Easter Sunday [Migne, Patrologia 
graeca 67, p. 1475). 

38. J>ope Gelasius (49!!·96) is mentioned in connection with another annalis 
cant us [W 167 ( 192); M 79] and another Sacramentary, the Gclasian [W 167 (19!1); 
D 125ff]. 

SIXTH CENTURY 

39· Popes Symmachus (498-514), Johannes (523-26), and Bonifacius (530·32) 
all are said to have worked on a cantus annalis (or cantilena anni circuli), a cycle 
of chants for tJ1e whole year [W 168 (192): M 79]. 

40. C. 5 10: Pope Symmacbus extends the use of the Gloria o£ the Mass over 
the entire year, Sundays and Feasts o( Martyrs [W 67 (So)]. 

4-1. C. 530: St . . Ben edict (died c. 543) establishes a complete liturgy for the 
Offices of the entire year (Benedictine Rule) with Matins, Lauds, Prime, T erce, 
Sext, None, Vespers a.nd Compline [W 112 ( 13t)). 

42. St. Benedict mentions (introduces?) the psa lmus in directum [W 23£ (27£)]. 
43· 529: The Council of Vaison (France) introduces tlle Kyrie eleiso11 into ilie 

Gallican Mass, in a statement which implies that it had been introduced some 
time before into the R oman Mass [W 64 (75); D 165]. See no. 48. 

44· 529: The Council o{ Vaison orders the use of the Sanctus in all Ma.sses [W 
99£ (11 7)]. 

45· Cassiodorus (c . .j85·5So) describes the Allcluia as a jubilus, i.e., an extended 
vocalization (without mentioning a verse) [W 33 {39)]. 

16. 589: The Council of T oledo (Spain) adopts the Credo of the Greek Church 
for use in the l'vlozarabic liturgy (W 89 ( 105)]. 

47· C. 6oo: Pope Gregory 1 (590·604) orders tbc use of the Alleluia for the en
tire year, except for the period of Lent [ W 81 (95); R t8o ). 
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48. Gregory adds the Christe eleison to the Kyrie [W 65 (76)]. 
19· Grcgory establishes (or reorganizes; see no. 36) the Roman schola car~lomm 

[IV 172 (197): R 121]. 
50. Gregory is said to have edited a cantus anni circuli nobilis (a famous cycle 

of chants for tbe year) [IV t68 (192)]. 
51. Grcgory is said to have written a cenlo antiphonarius (compilation Qiter

ally, patch-work] o{ chants) [W 172 (197)]. 

SEVENTH CENTURY 

52. 6o8: Introduction or the Feast o( the Dedication of a Churcl1 [ W ·182, fn. 3 
(209)]. 

5S· Isidore of Seville (c. 570·636) gives a clear description of responsorial psalm
ody [IV 16 (2o)). 

54· Isidorc says that the Vulgate (sec no. 31) is now universa lly employed [M 
15]. 

55· Pope Martinus (649·55) is said to have edited a canlus annalis [W 168 
(•92)]. 

56. C. 650: Three Roman abbots, Catolenus, Maurianus, and Virbonus, are each 
reported to have written a can/us 01111alis nobilis [W 168 (192): M 81]. 

57· The Greek Pope Sergius I (687·701; Council of Trullo, 692) introduces the 
Processions for three FeastS of !he Virgin: Annunciation, Assumption, and Na
tivity [W 181: {!!og)]. 

58. Pope Sergius introduces !he Feast of the Exaltation of the Cross [W 182 
(209}]. 

59· Pope Sergius introduces the A gnus Dei into the Roman Mass [TV 101 (119); 
D t86]. 

EIGHTH CENTURY 

6o. C. 725: Pope Gregory li (7•5·3•) introduces the Masses for all the Thurs
days of Lent [IV 181 (207}: D 2.16]. 

It is understood that these data should not be taken at their face value. 
They must be carefully evaluated both as to their reliability ami as to their 
meaning before they can be used as the foundation material for a study o[ 
the development of chant, a study which also has to take imo considera· 
lion many other things, such as facts of a purely liturgical character or 
internal evide nce derived from an analysis of the melodies. Perhaps it is 
not superfluous to illustrate this situation by a few examples. A typica l 
case of que~tionable reliability is no. 6 of the above list, according to which 
Pope Sixtus I introduced the Sanctus into the l\lass. This information 
comes from a Libcr Pontificalis (a book describing the deeds of the popes) 
which was compiled £rom c. 6oo to c. Soo, that is, nearly five hundred years 
after the event to which it refers. Even admining the accuracy of the report, 
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we have no evidence that the Sanctus was sung a t this remote time or, if it 
was sung. that the melody had any connection with extant Sanctus melodies 
preserved in m an uscripts of the tenth or eleventh centuries. Another fact 
worthy of note is that in the chronological list hymns appear centuries 
before any mention is made of, for instance, the Graduals (see nos. 14 and 
33). They are indeed a considerably older item of the liturgy, at least in 
the East, but this statement implies nothing regarding t11e antiquity of 
their melodies as compared with those of the Graduals. The fact that 
hymns existed in the third century, Antiphons in the fourtl1 (see no. 27), or 
the Imroit in the fiftl1 (see no. 34) is of interest and importance f1·om the 
liturgical point of view, but is of little value for the investigation of the 
development of the musical repertory, for which we have to rely on en
tirely dilierent criteria. 

On the basis of historical data such as those given above and other con
siderations, scholars have been able to trace with a reasonable degree of 
certitude the development of liturgy and chant. For our purpose a sum
mary description will suffice. 

FROM THE FIRST CENTURY TO C. 380 
The earliest development took place in the East, particularly in Jeru

salem and Antioch. The most primitive service was the Night Office of 
Saturday (the Jewish Sabbath), held in the hours before dawn, between 
cock-crow and sun-rise. It was followed by the Mass, which therefore fell 
in the early hours of Sunday. Thus, Sunday became the D ay of the Lord 
and assumed the function of the weekly feast day. The Night Service con
sisted of readings, prayers, and Psalms, the latter of which were probably 
sung by. a soloist, with congregational responses. The Mass consisted mainly 
of readmgs from the Old and New Testaments, a sermon, offerings, and 
communion (see Data, no. 7), possibly without any singing. As early as 
~e second c~~tury we find three Offices: Vespers at the beginning of the 

111gbt, the V1gd (later called Nocturn or Ma tins) during the last hours of 
the night, and Lauds in the first hours of r.he morning. The Lesser Hours
Terce, Sext, and None--existed at an early time as hours for private prayers 
(as in a famil y), butlar.er became an official institution. 
. We are very fortunate to possess a detailed account of the complete serv-
1ce ~sit was celebrated in Jerusalem about A. D . 385, at the very end of the 
penod we are here concerned with. This information is contained in a 
uni.que. document known as the Peregrinatio Etheriae (formerly, Silviae) 
wh1cb IS the account of a pilgrimage to the holy places of the East under
taken by the nun Etbcria, who wrote the report for tl1e sisters of her nun
nery, w~ich was proba_bly in north-west Spain. After detailed descriptions 
of her JOUrney to vanous places (Mount Sicai, Mount Nebo, return to 
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Constantinople) she informs her sisters about the "operatio singulis diebus 
cotidie in locis sanctis," the order of the liturgy day by day in the Holy 
Places.! H ere we find most interesting details about the Daily Offices a t 
Matins, Sext, None, and Vespers; the Vigils and tbe Mass of Sunday; and 
the special celebrations for Epiphany (the seclion for Nativity is lost), the 
Feast of the Presentation of Christ in the T emple (not adopted into the 
Roman rite), the period of Lent with celebrations on all weekdays except 
the Thursdays [see Data, no. 6o), Holy Week, Easter Sunday, Ascension, 
and Whit Sunday. For roost of these services special places of worsh ip arc 
mentioned, such as the various churches in Jerusalem (Anastasis, Church 
of the Resurrection with the H oly Sepulchre; Cmx, Church of the Holy 
Cross; Mart)•rium, the Great Basilica; Sion, the Church on Mount Sion); 
or outside, in Bethlehem, Bethany, Cethsema ne, or on the Mount of Olives. 
Thus, at Epiphany the Vigils were celebrated in Bethlehem, the Mass in 
Jerusalem; on Palm Sunday the Vigi ls were held in the Anastasis and at 
the Cross, l\fass was celebrated in the Martyrium, and there was an evening 
procession to the Mount of Olives; Maundy Thursday had a night service 
on the l\fount of Olives and a morning service at Cethsema ne; etc. These 
customs had a profound influence on the organization of the service in 
Rome, where the feasts were also assigned to different churches. known as 
Stations (Statio ad Crucem, Statio ad Sanctam J\1ariam), some o£ them built 
in direct imitation of those of J erusalem. Finally, there ·was a special feast, 
celebrated with great solemnity, for the Dedication of Churches, in corn· 
merooration of the day when the churches of Anastasis and Martyrium had 
been consecrated (this, Etheria reports, was also the day when the Cross of 
the Lord had been found). 

While most of the information given by Etheria is of a liturgical char
acter, we also learn some thing about tbe music which accompanied the 
celebrations. Nearly every Office has the remark: "clicuntur ymni et anti
pbonae aptae diei ipsi" (H ymns and Antiphons proper for the day are 
said2) or a similar one to the same effect. Other remarks are: "dicuntur 
ymni et psalmi responduntur, similiter et antiphonae" (H ymns are sa id, 
and Psalms are sung with responses, and also Antiphons), or "dicuntur 
psalmi responsorii, vicibus antiphonae" (responsorial Psalms are said, in 
alternation with Antiphons). In connection with Vespers we hear that there 
was a memorial service during which a choir of boys always responded 
with Kyric cleison after each name. No chanting is mentioned in connec· 
tion with the Mass, except for hymns sung after Mass by the monks who 

1 W. 1-Jcrncus, Siluiac ucl potittS At!lilcriae percgtinatio ad /oca sancta ( ag2a); John 1-J. 
Bemard, Tile Pilgrimage of Saint Siluia ( t8gt). The description of the liturgy in Jcru· 
salem is reproduced in Duchesne's Christian W orsllifJ, pp. 492fT (Latin) and 541fT (Eng· 
lish). 

2 Dicurllur f'are said"'} does not mean that these items were spoken. 
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accompanied the bishop from the church of the Cross to the church of the 
A nastasis. 

Exactly what these terms mean is, of course, to a certain extent open to 
doubt. Probably the only unequivocal one is psalmus responsorius, which 
means that the Psalm was sung with the congregation responding after 
each verse. As to the ymni so frequently mentioned, the natural assumption 
js that these mean hymns, but this is not shared by Duchesne who remarks8· 
that ymni, far from being metrical hymns, are just another designation for 
Psalms or Canticles. I t is true that the term does occur in this meaning, 
e.g., in a passage from Augustine: "ut hymni ad altare dicerentur de 
psalmorum libro" (that hymns should be sa id at the altar from the Book 
of Psalms). H owever, it may also have the meaning of hymns (though not 
necessarily metrical, as are those of St. Ambrose), and Etheria's remark: 
"dicuntur ymni et psalmi responduntur" would be without point if ymni 
meant the same as psalmi. The great popularity of hymns is well attested 
in the third and fourth centuries (see nos. 14, 20); it is perhaps significant 
that hardly fifry years before Etheria"s pilgrimage St. Ephraim had written 
the first Christian hymns, which were so successful that a decade later 
hymns appeared in the western part of the Christian world (no. 22). It is 
true that at about the time of Etheria's journey the Council of Laodicea 
interdicted the use of hymns. It is reasonable, however, to assume that 
this decree had no immediate effect in Jerusalem, since it is well known 
that hymns continued to play a prominent role in the Greek liturgy (Byzan
tium), much in contrast to that of Rome, where the decree of Laodicea led 
to a complete suppression of hymns until they were reintroduced about the 
eleventh century. In sum, there is no reason to doubt that Etheria's ymni 
were hymns. 

There is less certainty about the meaning of Etheria's frequently men
tioned antiphonae. The question is whether antiphona means Antiphon 
in the later sense of the word, i.e., a short text and melody which is re· 
peated, like a refrain, after each verse of a Psalm (today only at the begin
ning and at the end); or whether it stands for psalmus antiphonus, i.e., a 
Psalm sung antiphonally by two answering choruses. T he former interpre
tation would, of course, indicate a more advanced sLage in the evolution 
of antiphonal psalmody, and scholar s usually consider the Peregrinatio as 
evidence that this stage had been reached near the end o£ the fourth cen
tury.• The situation would be clear if we found a reference such as psalmus 
cum antiphona, but this does not occur. We hear on ly about "psalmi 
responduntur, similiter et antiphonae" (Duchesne, p. 492), "psalmi lucer
nares sed et antiphonae" (p. 493). "psa lmi responsorii, vicibus antiphonae" 

8 Cltristiart IVorsllip, p. 492. 
• Cf. Wagner I, 23, fn . 2, referring to F. Cabrol"s Dictionnaire d'arcll~ologie chr~tiemu 

et de liturgie ( t!)O'J·53), s.v. '"Antiphone." 
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(p. so•), or "ymni et antiphonae" (p. 505, etc.); it is quite o~vious that in 
most of these cases antip!tonae means full Psalms sung anuphona.~ly, no~ 
just the short Antiphons, which were never sung alone. ~nly the psalm• 
lucernares sed et antiphonae" (Vesper Psalms but also Antiphons) could be 
interpreted as an indication that Antiphons in the proper sense of the word 

were sung in connection with the Vesper Psalms. 

FROM DAMASUS TO GREGORY 

With the beginning of the fifth century the cemer of attention shifts 
from the East to the West. The first general organization of Liturgy and 
chant at Rome is usually ossigned to the pontificate of Damasus I, who 
reigned from 366 to 384 [see no. 29]. Although this assignment is not co~
firmcd by con temporary documents, it receives some support from what IS 

known of ecclesiastical affairs of that Lime as well as from later documents. 
The clearest statement is contained in a report from the seventh or eighth 
century enumerati ng a number oE popes who had contributed to the 
(orm~uion of Roman liturgy and chanr. The list opens with Damasus who, 
we arc told, "instituted and decreed the ecclesiastical order with the help 
of the priest St. Jerome who, with the permission of the pope himself, ha~ 
transmitted it from J erusalem.''1 Although this is a relatively late testJ· 

1 This list appears at the end of the earliest Ordo Roman us, usually called Ordo 
Roman us Cerbert [see List o( Sources, p. 53· no. 4]. and also at the end or a report of a 
Frankish monk who, about Soo. visited monasteries in Rome and tells us mosLiy about 
tbe rituals at the meals or the Roman monks: De prartdio morraclwrum (Patr. /at. •38, 
p. •3-t6). As for its documentary value, this list of "musical" popes represents. one of. the 
most striking cases of disagreement among liturgical scholars. P. Wagner constdcrcd ll as 
a fairly trustworthy report of a Frankish monk (JVagncr I, t66). In •9:3· Sil\•a·T~ouc~ 
("Ciovanni ardticantor di S. Pietro a Roma e l'Ordo Romanus da lUI composta [AIIt 
del/a Pontifiria A.ccadcmia di orclteologia, Scrie Il l , Memoric, vol. I , parte 1, 1923. P· •59)) 
idcnlilied its alllhor with the Roman archicantor j ohannes w.bo, about 68o. wa.s scut 
to England by Pope Agathou. anti suggested that J ohannes wrote the Ordo at tlut tim<' 
as the resu lt of his teaching activities at Lhc monastery of Wearmouth . This theory was 
adopted U)' n. Staulein. who considered the list as the "bcdcutsamste uml gruncllcgen~ste 
Dokurncnt zur Friihgcsdtichtc des liwrgischcn Ccsangcs in Rom" (I:ICI, p . 273). paruc11 
larl)' in \'iew o£ the fact tltat its alleged author was an ard1icautor (we would say. cha~cl 
master) at St. Peter's, a man who ouviously was in a position to speak with authorny 
about musical matters. Siha·Tarouca's theory was regarded as doubtful by J. Froger 
(Us Cltaltts de la mcssc aux I'll le et IXc sicclcs l•95o]. p. 6) and complclcly rejected b)' 
M. Andricu ("Lcs Ordincs Romani" [SfJicilegillm sacrum Lovoniensc, fasc. 24, •95 1 

)). 

who considers the list in question as a rather worthless cighth·century compilation of 

Frankish origin. . . , 
We have reported in some uc•ail the ''case history" o£ this document, because tl ts •1 

rather typical example or a situation Erequcutly encountered in conncctiot~ wit~l earl)' 
liturgical .sources. \\'hcthcr Andricu's opinion is going to be the final word m thts q ucs· 
tion. I dare not predict. I consider Lhe repo1t as valid. although no more or less so tltan 
practically all Lhc other docuUlcnts concerning the early history o£ liturgical chant. 
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mony, there is no reason to doubt the correctness of this information. It 
tallies wit11 the fact that in 382, near the end of Damasus· pontificate, a 
Council was held in Rome--one of the first to take place in the western 
part of the Christian world-which was a uended by Greek and Syrian 
bishops. From this it is reasonably safe to conclude that under Damasus, 
and perhaps more specifically at tl1e Council o( Rome, the liturgy of 
Jerusalem was imroduced into the Roman usage. The above-mentioned 
report makes no allusion to chant, as it does in connection with later popes, 
who are credited with having instituted an annalis cantus. That tlte trans
mission from tl1e East to the ·west of an ordo ecclesinsticus also entailed to 
some extent the transfer of musical elements, can hard ly be doubted; per
haps the very absence of an :lllusion to cantus in connection with Damasus 
can be considered as an indication that whatever chant was necessary was 
adopted from the Eastern rites. To a certain extent this surmise is con
firmed in a famous letter of Crcgory I, in which Pope Damasus is said to 
have adopted from the Church o( J erus:llem a certain practice concerning 
the use of the Alleluia.2 Another explicit reference to musical matters is 
(oun~ in t.he Liber jJOnlifict~lis, a list of popes and t.hcir activities begun in 
the SJxtl1 cenwry and conunued, by a succession of d1roniders, into the 
eighth century. This work slates tl1at "He (Damasus) ordered that the 
psalm~ be su.ng day and nigbt in all churches; tl1is order was binding on 
all pnests, b1shops, and mooasteries.''S 

We may then assume that about A. D. 400 there existed in Rome an 
ecclesiastical order which in its organization of both liturgy and chant 
was s?mewhat similar to that known to us from the Peregrinatio Etheriae. 
Judgmg from the later development it is safe to say that one major dif
ference was the omission o( hymns, due to the decree of the Council of 
Laodicaea. 

While we .are thus fairl y well informed about the primitive stage o£ 
th~ Roman lnurgy, we know very little abour its development in the en
sumg two or three centuries. Aside from details mentioned in our List of 
Data, such as Lhe more extended use of the Gloria under Pope Symmachus 
(no. 40) and of the Alleluia under Cregory (no. 47), the only information 
comes once more from the previously mentioned report, which tells us 
that, after Damasus, a number o( popes-Leo I (440·6 1), Celasius (492·96), 
Symmachus (498-5 •.4), Johannes (523-26), Bonifacius (530-32), Gregory 
(590-604), and J\faru nus (649-53)-edited an anualis cantus omnis, a cycle 
of chants for the entire 1iturgica l year. If we accept tl1is testimony (and 
I see no reason why we should not) we may perhaps conclude that under 
Pope Leo 1, about tl1e middle of Lhe fifth century, a first attempt was made 
to replace the "Eastern" chant by a new cantus a11nalis, probably of 

2 FoT moTe dcLails see pp. !?G£. 
a Liber pontificalis, ed. by Duchesnes (2 vols., 1886, 18g2), I, 218. 
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Western origin; and also that during the ensuing centuries several popes, 
of whom Gregory was one of the last, contributed to the further develop
ment and consolidation o( this Roman cycle of chant. 

This, of course, leads us right into the "Gregorian" problem, so oft~n 
discussed with contradictory results. It is to Pope Gregory, and to lum 
alone, that the organiLation of the Roman chant is a~signed _by a tr~di
t ion, according to which Gregory was the author of a l1ber a7ltlphonanu~, 
i.e., a book containing the liturgical chants.4 The earliest testimony to llus 
effect dates (rom c. 750, when Egben, Bishop of York, teUs us in his De 
institutione catholica that certain English customs concern ing Len t and 
Ember Weeks were ordered by Gregory ''in suo antiphonario et missali" 
(in hjs book or chants and in his book of prayers) and w_ere brou~ht t~ 
England by his mission::u·y, SL Augustine. Probably next m success10~ ts 
a poem ascr ibed to Pope £1adrian I (772·95) which is found at the beginmng 
of several early Antiphonilries (e.g. the Gradual of M01na, late 8th cen tury; 
sec List of Sources, no. 7 [pp. 53f] ), which says that "h_ic libellus musicae 
artis" (this book of musical art) was composed by "Gregory, through deeds 
and name a wonhy leader, who has ascended to the highest honor at the 
place where h is ::Jnceswrs lived." Amalarius of Metz (c. 78o-c. Sso) says; 
"Gregorius ... ordinavit ord inem psallendi in psa lteria et antiphonario" 
(he ordained the order of the psalmody in the Psalter and in the Antiph
onary). Walafrid Strabo (c. 8o8·-tg), Abbot of Reichenau, mentions a tra
dition ("traditur ... ") according w which Gregory regulated not only the 
order of the i\lasses and Consecrations but also to a large extent the ar
rangement of the chants as it is now observed. Passing over some testi
monies of lesser importance we finally come to the crown-witness, Gregory's 
biographer Johannes Diaconus, whose Vita Sancti G1·egorii, written about 
872, contains a chapter inscribed: Antiphonm·ium ce11tonizans cantonun 
constituit scholam (He compiled an Antiphonary and founded a school of 
singers). The chapter begins with the sentence: "ln the house of the Lord, 
like another wise Solomon, he compiled in the most diligent manner a col· 
lection called Antiphonary, which is of the greatest usefulness." 

\1\fith J ohn the Deacon's biography the tradition implied in the term 
"Gregorian chant'' became so firmly established that it would be pointless 
to pursue it any further. It found an expression not only in such designa· 
tions as carztus Gregorianus and Ar1tiphor10rius S. Gregorii, but also in 
pictoria l representations showi ng Gregory sitting on the papal throne an~l 
dictating to a scribe the melodies that a heavenly dove, perched on has 
shoulder, is whispering into his ears. 

Aside from abortive auempts to deny it made in the eighteenth cen· 
• For more details, sec, e.g .. G. 1\forin, Lt:s ueriwules origi11es du chant grt!gorit:11 (•Boo. 

1912). 
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tury,tl this trarution remained unchallenged until t8go, when the Belgian 
musicologist Gevaert published a pamphlet, Les Origines du citant 
/iturgique de l'eglise latine, in which he severely attacked the "Gregorian 
legend," maintaining that its chief witness, John the Deacon, is entirely 
un trustworthy, and that the role traditionally assigned to Gregory I was 
actually performed by a number of Greek and Syrian popes-Agathon, 
Leo ll, Sergius I, Gregory 11, and Gregory Ill-who reigned Cram 678 till 
741. His ideas, however, were almost unanimously refuted by other scholars 
such as Morin, Cagin, vVagner, Frere, and Gastouc,e with the result that the 
old tradition was once more accepted as basically correct. 

It is only recently that several Jiturgists have adopted a different attitude 
in this question; they either deny Gregory the role traditionally assigned 
to bim7 or qualify it in one way or another. 1t is a n indisputa ble fact 
that, in all his volumjnous writings and numerous leuers, Gregory rarely 
makes any remark which could be interpreted as indicating an interest or 
activity in the field of liturgical chant. On the contrary, a rather hostile 
attitude is noticeable in one o( his decrees, issued in 595· in which be 
speaks about the "reprehensible custom" of selecting deacons only because 
of their musical skill and beautiful voice, and in which he orders that all 
chants, except for the recitation of the Gospel, be sung by clerics of a 
lower rank.8 As for the exact nature of Gregory's alleged role in the forma
tion of the chant, the older notion that he had actually composed the 
melodies as found in the manuscripts of the ninth or tenth centuries had 
long been abandoned if only for the obvious reason that it would be im
possible for one man to write the several thousands of chants that are re
quired Cor the Office Hours and the Mass, even if he could devote all his 
life to this task. No less improbable is the notion that this (eat was achieved 
by a number of men working under his d irection. The analytical and 
comparative studies of chant that have been made during the past fifty 
years show beyond any doubt that the melodjes of the Roman repertory 
were not written at one given period, but are the result of multiple evolu
tionary and cumulative processes which must have extended over several 
centuries. 

There remains the possibility that Gregory took an active and decisive 
part, either personally or through directives given to his subordinates, in 
the final organization and codification of the chant, continuing and bring· 

11 Pierre Cussnnvillc, in an edition of 1he works of Pope Crcgory (1670), and Ccorg 
von Eckhart in De rcbru Frar1ciac orientn/i.f (1729), I, 718. 

6 Sec, e.g., Wagnt:r I, s6g; Gastouc':, Origiucs, pp. 85rt. 
1 Wilhou1, however. accepting Gcvaen's theory rcgurding the later Crcgorys or the 

C~kpopcs. 
11 Reprinted in Castouc':'s Lcs Origines, Appendix A. 
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ing to a certain conclusion the work to which a number of earlier popes 
had already made some contribution. This theory would, at least, be in 
keeping wilh historical possibilities. It would mean tl1at a considerable 
repertory of melodies had accrued during tlte centuries before Gregory. 
for whom it remained to collect lhe melodies, to assign them a definite 
position in the cycle of t11e year, and possibly to add some new ones for 
feasts tllat he introduced; all tl1is, of course. with tlte proviso that these 
l.hings were done under his direction rather than by himself in person. 

This, indeed, seems to have been t11e view held by the aforementioned 
"Gregorianists" (Morin. Cagin. and others) who rose in opposition to the 
iconoclastic ideas proposed by Gevaert. Plausible and sensible though this 
view is, and in spite of t11e numerous "proofs" adduced in its support, it 
has been considerably shaken. if not definitely refuted, by recent investi
gations which make it high!)' probable that the melodies of the Roman 
chant, as we find them in the earliest manuscripts, are post-Gregorian, dat
ing from a period at least fifty, if not a hundred or more, years after 
Grcgory. We shall return to this interesting question at the end of the 
next chapter. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

The Development after 6oo 

IN THE period after Gregory we find ourselves on more solid 
ground owing to the fact that from tlle seventh century on there 

exist sources in the proper sense of the word, that is, manuscripts that 
provide fuiJ information about the liturgy and the chant, rather than docu
ments conta ining isolated historical data, as is largely the case in the 
first six centuries. These sources are important not only for the present 
purpose of outlining the development of liturgy and chant but also in 
connection witl1 specific problems of form and style such as will come up 
in our analytical investigations. A brief description of the various types 
of sources and a list of the most important among them follows: 

THE SOURCES 

The.se can be divided roughly into five groups: (A) purely liturgical 
manu~cripts; (B) collections of chants without musical notation; (C) 
tonanes; (D) theoretical writings; and (E) musical sources . 

. A. A_t the beginning stand certain documents which, although they con
tam netlher tlle texts nor the music of tlle chants, are nevertheless impor
tant because they throw a clear light upon liturgical matters, mainly the 
order and number of feasts during the year. To this group belong the 
Sacr~m_enta~·ies, books written for ti1e special use of the priest or the 
offioaung btshop, and which contain on ly the texts spoken by him, such as 
the prayers and the variable Prefaces for the Canon of the Mass. These 
texts are ~v:n in their proper liturgical order, beginning with ti1e Nativity 
~nd c~nunumg through tlle year.1 Thus, they furnish a clear picture of the 
ht~rg•cal calendar as it existed from the fifth century on. The Sacramen
tanes have been tlle subject of numerous studies on the part o£ liturgical 
scholars who have tried to strip off later accretions and to determine ti1eir 
original contents. They are usually, though not very properly, designated 

1 The early liturgical Mss start with t.he Nativity, except those containing the chants 
(Grad1tals, Antiphonals). 
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as the Leonine, Gelasian, and Gregorian Sacramentaries, referring to the 
Popes Leo I (440-6 1), Gelasius (492·96), and Gregory I (590-604).2 

Another group of liturgical documents are the Lectionaries and Evangel· 
iaries, which contain respectively the readings from Scripture (Lectio 
libri Sapientiae, L ectio epistolae, etc.) and from the Gospels (Sequentia 
Evangelii) for the Mass, arranged in the same manner as the Sacramen· 
taries. The oldest o( these is the Comes (companion, instruction book) of 
Wurzburg, whose contents go back to the seventh century. 

Of a different character are the books commonly referred to as Ordo 
R omanus. These contain detailed descriptions of the liturgy as celebrated 
by t11e pope, descriptions not only interesting in themselves but also impor· 
~nt in our attempts to detem1inc the early fmm of Mass chants, such as 
the lntroits or Offertories witll their verses.s 

B. The second group o[ manuscripts is much more intimately con· 
nected with our subject. These are essentially Graduals, i.e., collections 
of the chants of tl1e r.tass, but without musical notation. Their value lies 
in the fact that they are considerably earlier than the Graduals provided 
with music. The oldest of these is the Gradua l of M onza, written in the 
eighth century witll gold and silver letters on purple parchment. Another, 
the Gradual of Compiegne, also includes an Antiphoual, the earliest known 
collection of chants (texts only) for the Office H ours. 

C. Equally valuable for the study of the earlier phases of Roman chant 
are tlle Tonaries (tonarius, tonale) of the eighth, nintl1, and tenth 
centuries. These are essentially catalogues in which a number of chants 
are listed according to their mode, and often with furtller distinctions 
within each modal category. They furnish important information about 
the Antiphons and Responsories of the Office, although some of them also 
include certain antiphonal Mass chants, that is, lotroits and Communions. 

D. This group comprises the theoretical writings of tlle Middle Ages, 
which are best known as a source of information regarding the develop· 
ment and establishment of the system of the eight church modes. Not a few 
of them, however, contain interesting and remarkably astute stylistic 
analyses o£ individual chants. ln fact, it is here that for the first time we 
encounter efforts in the direction of style criticism, not dissimilar in 
essence to those of Glareanus or of modem musicologists. 

E. The last and, of course, by far the most important group is formed 
by the musical manuscripts, ilie Graduals and Antiphonals with musical 
notation. Aside from a few eighth-century fragments, the earliest of these 

2 For a summary of the Sacramentarits and the problems presented by them, sec 
Duchesne, lVorsllip, pp. 12off, and panicularly J . A. Jungmann, Missarum Solemnia (~ 
vols .. 1948). I, 771! [English edition, The Mass of the Roman Rite, I. 6ofT). 

8 The definite edition of the Ordines is M. Andrieu, Lt:s Ordines romani du Ita ut 
moyen dge (3 vob., •95• ·35). See also J. Froger, Lt:s Clrants de la messe, pp. sff. 
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is the Codex 359 of St. Gall, dating from c. 900. This, as well as those from 
the tenth century, is written in st.affiess neumes which represent only the 
general melodic motion, low-to-high, high-to-low, high-to-low-to-high, etc., 
but without indication of tlle pitches or intervals involved. It is only in the 
sources of the eleventh century that the neumes become djastematic, so 
that tlle melodies can be accurately read. 

The following list of sources indicates the most important representatives 
of the five categories just described. 

LIST OF SOURCES 

A. Liturgical Sources 

1. Leonine Sacramentary. This is an extensive and rather disorganized col
leclion of prayers preserved in a single seventh-century manuscript. It is 
thought to represent the state of affairs at about A. D. 450 and later. 
Reproduced in M igne, Patrologia latina 55· pp. 21 ·156. 

2. Celasian Sacramentary. This is a well organized book of Mass texts, pre· 
served in an early eighth-century manuscript. Its earliest contents go back 
to the time of Pope Celasius (492-96). Reproduced in Patr. lat. 74• pp. 
1055·12'14· 

g. Gregorian Sacramentary. This is essentially a colleclion of prayers, etc., 
that was sent in 785 by Pope H adrian I (772·95) to Charlemagne upon his 
request for a Sacramentary by Gregory. Formerly it was thought to repre
sent a period considerably later than Gregory, but today liturgists are 
inclined to accept it as written by him or in his time. It is also referred 
to as the Sacramentary of Hadrian. 

4· Ordo Romanus Gerbert (c. 700?), so called because it was first published 
by Gerbert in his Monumenta veteris liturgiae alemanniae (1779).• 

5· Ordo Romanus prim us (c. 775). 
6. Ordo of St. Amand (9th century). 

B. Graduals and Antiphonaries witllout Musical Notation 

7· Gradual of Monza (near Milan; late 8th century). 
8. Gradual of Rheinau (abbey in Zurich; 9th century).:! 
9· Gradual of Mont-Blandin (abbey near Ghent; c. Soo). 

10. Gradual and Antiphonary of Compiegrre (nonh of Paris; c. 870), also 
known as the Antiphonary of Charles the Bald (d. 877). 

11. Gradual of Corbie (near Amiens; c. goo). 
12. Gradual of Senlis (north o( Paris; late gth century). 

The six manuscripts of tllis group form the basis of an extremely im
portant publicaLion by Dom R.·J. Hcsben, entitled Antiphonale Missamm 
Sextuple.-.: (1935), in which tlleir contents are shown in comparative tabu-

• Concerning this Ordo and the list of popes appended to it. see p. 46, fn. 1. 

5 Accordlng to Hcsbcrt (Sextuplex, p. xii) the Gradual of Rheinau was written for the 
abbey of Nivelles in Belgium (south of Brussels). 
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lations. Aside from the Grn(lrwl of M onza (which is often designated as a 
Can ta torium, because it includes only the solo chams-Graduals, Alleluias, 
and Tracts) the manuscripts are called, somewhat misleadingly, Anti

phonals. This is an abbreviation of Antipho'llale missanan, the old name 
for the books containing rhc chants of the Mass, in distinction from 
Arrtipho11ale Officii, the present-day Antiphonal. The Codex of Compiegne 
(no. to) contains, in add ition to the Gradual section , a full AnlifJhonal 
which has been published under the very confusing title o£ Liber respon
sa/is sive Antiphonarius S. Gregorii Magni.0 

C. Tonaries 
v\fe include here only extensive catalogues of chants. Rudiment<U)' 

tonaries occur also in some of the treatises under D (nos. 21, 22).
7 

13. Tonarius of R egino (abbot of Pri.im in ' Vcst·Gcrmany, near Luxem
bourg; d. 9 •:>)· Published in CS, II, 1ff, in facsimile and rcprinl). Because 
o r its comprehensiveness and early date, this is the most important o( all 

the tonarics. 
14. l ntonarium of Oddo (either the abbot of Cluny who died in 942, or. 

more probably, a ninth-century abuot of St. ~faur-des-fosses, in Paris). 
Published in CS, Il, 1t7tf, aher an elcventh·cenrury copy with staff 

notation. A shon Tonarius also in GS, I. 248. 
15. De modorum fo rmulis (by Guido of Areno?). CS, ll. St. 
16. T onarius of Berno (Augiensis, i.e., from Reichenau near Constance; 

d. 1048). GS, ll, 79· Prologus ad tonarium, CS, Il, 62. 

D. Theoretical Writings 
The following list includes only treatises dealing with some aspect of 

chant, not those concerned only with the old Greek modes. 
17. Alcuin (753-814): Musica. CS, I, 26£. A short report including the earliest 

mention o£ the eight church modes. 
18. Amalarius of Met.z (c. 780-850), author of two extensive and very impor

tant works on liturgical matters: De ecclesiasticis officiis and De ordinc• 
antiphonarii. Published in Pair. lat. 105, pp. g8sff and 1243ff; also in J. 
M. Hanssens. Amalarii ep iscopi opera omnia liturgica (1948), vol. Il (UJ1-

der the title Liber officialis) and vol. ill. 
19. Aurelianus o£ Rcomc (mid-ninth century): Musica disciplina. CS, I. 27. 

An extended treatise containing, after a discussion of the Greek modes. a 
full explanation o r the church modes with numerous examples (pp. 39-5~1). 
as we ll as a final chapter (Caput XX) about the liturg ical position o( the 

various chants. 
20. Hucbald o( St. Amand (near Valenciennes; c. S.Jo-930): De hrmnonic11 

institutione. GS, I, 104. Deals with the various intervals, citittg c.xamples 

from lntroits, Responsories, etc. 

6 Pntr. /11/ . 78. pp. 7~6ff. 
7 Recently a COtlsidcrably earlier tonary. dating from c. Boo. has been found . See M· 

Huglo. "Un Touaire du Gradud de la fin du VUic sicclc·· (RC . XXXI, 224). 
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21. Musica enclziriadis (c. goo; formerly ascribed to Hucbald). CS, I, 152. 
This treatise. famous as the earliest source for polyphonic music, also con
tains importam information pertinent to Gregor ian chant, e.g., chromatic 
tones. Tbe few melodies which it includes (in daseian notation) are the 
earliest that can be read. 

22. Alia musica (formerly ascribed to Hucbald; c. 900). GS, I, 125ff; see W. 
Miihlmann, Die Alia Musica, 1914. This very conrused treatise, often 
quoted in connection with the problem of the transition from the 
Greek scales to the church modes, also conta ins a more realistic description 
of the individual modes with examples [rom Gregorian chant, as well as a 
commentator's Nova expositio of the same matter . German translation o( 
these two portions in Mi.ihlmann, pp. 62·G9 and 71-74· 

23. Commemoratio brevis de tonis et psa/mis modulendis (formerly ascribed 
to Hucbald; c. goo). CS, l, 213. Contains valuable information about the 
early stage of the psalm tones as well as a tonary which, though limited in 
scope, is important because 1.he melodies, which are given with dearly 
readable mus ical n ota tion (in daseian symbols), date from almost two 
hundred years before the earliest manuscripts with clearly readable 
neumcs. 

24. Regino [see no. 13]: De harmonica institutione. CS, l, 230. Contains 
an initial paragraph important for its references to anomaliae modorum, 
that is, Amiphons that do not fit within the modal system. 

25. Odd.o of Cluny [see no. 14]: Diologus de musica (perhaps written hy a 
puptl of Oddo). CS, I, 252. This treatise is important because it contains 
the earliest use of the modern scale letters (Oddonic letters), additional 
examples of anomalous chants, and detailed explanations of the ambitus 
of the various modes. German translation, by P. Bohn, in Monatshefte 
fiir Musikgeschichte, XII (188o), 24, 39· 

E. Musical Manuscripts 

The following list includes only those that have been published, for the 
most part, in the Paleographie musicale (PM).s 

I. Graduals (Antiphonale missarum): 

26. Cod. 359 of St. Gall (9tb -1 oth century). PM, Second Series, vol. 11; also 
P. Lambillotte, Antiphonaire deS. Gregoire ( 1851 ). This is a Cantatorium, 
containing only the solo chants of the Mass, the others (lntroits, Offer· 
tories, Communions) being indicated on ly by their incipits. 

27. Cod. 239 of Laon ( tolh century). PM, X. 
28. Cod. 339 of St. Gall (loLh century). P/11 , I. 
.29. Cod. 4i of Chartres (1oth century). PM, XI. 
30. Cod. r21 of Einsiedeln (10Lh century). PM, IV. 
81. Cra(Lual of St. Yrieix (Cod. /at. 903 of the Bib!. nat., Paris; l tth century). 

PM, Xlll. 

d 8 ~or fuller lists sec, e.g., Gastouc, Origi11cs, pp. z5ofT: Wagner TT, xifi; G. Sunol, Intro· 
llctaon d la paiCograpllie rnusicale grcgorit:nrtc ( •935). pp. 64off. 
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32. Cod. H 159 of l\lontpellier (1 1th century). PM, Vill. This i! unique be
cause it contains the chants o£ the Mass arranged accordi~ to modes 
(hence the name Antipltonarium tonafc missarum), and :>ecause the 
melodies are notated in tv:o ways; by means o£ staffless nel:mes and of 
letters. each written in a separate row above the text (hence the name 
bilingual Gradual). 

33· Beneventan Gradual (Cod. ro673 o( the Vatican Library; early 11th 

century). PM, XIV. 
34· Codex VI. 'J4 of B cneven to (1tth·12lh cenwry). PM, XV. 
35· A mbrosian Gradual (Cod. J4 209 of the British Museum; 12th century). 

PM, V (facsimile) and VI (transcriptions). This is the earliest among the 
few sources for Ambrosian cham. 

g6. Gradual of Salisbury (13th century). Ed. by W. H. Frere, GraduaTe 

Sarisburiensc ( 1894). 

11. Antiphonals: 

37· Codex Hartltcr (Cod. 390·91 o£ St. Gall, 10th century). PM, Second Series, 
vol. I. Named after the monk Hanker of St. Gall, who wrote this famous 
manuscript. 

38. Cod. 6or of Lucca (1 llh· J2th century). PM, IX. 
39· Cod. f. r6o of Worcester (13th century). PM, XII. 
40. Antiphonal of Salisbury (13th century). Ed. by W. H. Frere, t1ntiphonale 

Sarisburie11se ( 1 got-25)· 

THE CYCLE OF FEASTS 

While in the pre-Gregorian era our knowledge is limited to a succession 
of widely separated and often unrelated [acts-small luminous points scat
tered over a wide expanse of dark territory- we are now entering a period 
in which documentation is considerably more comprehensive and coherent. 
Although the emerging picture is far from being as complete as we would 
like, it nevertheless shows fairly well defined contours and some clearly 
recognizable lines of development. It seems advisable to divide the whole 
field of investigation into three areas: the first, concerning the cycle of 
feasts throughout the year; the second, dealing with the texts of the chants 
for the Masses and Offices of these feasts; and the third, with the melodies 
for these chants. The failure to distinguish clearly between these three 
aspects of the development has caused numerous erroneous conclusions 
on the pan of the scholars or, at least, erroneous impressions among their 
readers. We may be able to show that a certain feast existed in the fifth 
century, but this fact in no way implies that the Mass for this feast con· 
sisted of the same lntroit, Gradual, etc .. as in the eighth century. Nor can 
we take it for granted that, assuming it did have these items, they were 
sung to the same melodies Lhat we find, for the first time, in manuscripts 
of the tenth or elevenlh centuries. To assume that the lntroit Ad te levavi 
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dates (rom the same time as the institution of the First Sunday of Advent 
would be gratuitous; to assume that its melody is of Lhe same or of similar 
antiquity would be fooli sh. 

The cycle of feasts as it existed at the time o£ Gregory is well known 
to us from liturgical books of the seventh and eighlh centuries such as the 
Sacramentaries, Lectionan'es, and Evangeliaries. T hrough careful examina
tion and comparison of these sources liLUrgical scholars have been able to 
establish wh ich feasts were celebrated at the time of Pope Gregory. The 
annual cycle consisted of a T emporale of circa ninety-five feasts and a 
Sa11ctomle o£ about sixty. 

The Temporale covered the year so completely that only a few additions 
were made in subsequent centuries. It is generally assumed that before 
Gregory i t was considerably less complete and tha t the form in which we 
find it about 6oo is the result of Gregory's work. Thus he would fully de
serve his legendary fame in the field of liturgical organization. This 
"Gregorian Temporale" is represented in our table of the liturgical year 
(pp. gff] by all feasts not marked by a letter. No losses ever occurred in 
it, but a number of adclitions were made, and these concerned, for the most 
part, a number of Sundays and Thursdays. The Sundays are those follow
ing the four Ember Weeks; in other words, the Fourth Sunday of Advent, 
the Second Sunday -of Lent, the First Sunday after Pentecost, and the 
Sunday after the Ember Week of September. According to an old tradi
tion, the Saturdays of Ember Weeks were the proper time for the ordina
tions of priests, a ceremonial which greatly lengthened the liturgy so that 
it lasted until early Sunday morning. The Mass was celebrated at the end of 
the ordinations, so that no Mass formulary for the Sunday was needed. 
It was not until after Gregory that this custom changed and that special 
Masses for the Sundays were introduced; first for the two Sundays after 
Pentecost, then for that in Advent, and finally, in the tenth century, for 
that of Lent. It is perhaps not without significance that the process of filling 
in these gaps (in the old books they are frequently marked: Dominica 
vacat) started with the period after Pentecost, which liturgically was of 
least significance. 

As for the Thursdays, it should be noted that the Temporale, although it 
consists essentially of Sundays, also includes a number of more or less com
plete weeks with special Masses and Offices for all or some of their days. 
These are the four Ember Weeks, the half Week before Quadragesima, the 
five weeks after Quadragesima (to Palm Sunday), Holy Week (before 
Easter), Easter Week (after Easter). and Whitsun Week (after Whit Sun
day). Originally, Thursday (Feria V.) was excluded from all tl1ese weeks. 
By the time of Gregory, only two of them included Thursday as a liturgical 
day, that is H oly Week (Ma undy Thursday) and Easter Week. The five 
weeks of Lent were complete except for the Thursdays, and the four Ember 
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Weeks included only three liturgical days, Wednesday, Friday, and Satur
day. The process of adding the Thursdays to the liturgical calendar started 
with the six Thursdays of Lent, introduced by Pope Gregory 11 (715·31), 
and came to its conclusion with the introduction, about 900, of the Thurs
day after Pentecost. It never affected the Ember vVeeks. Two of ll1e above
mentioned weeks, that before Quadragesima and the fifth week of Lent, 
also lacked the Saturdays, which were not added until the eleventh cen
tury. 

A final group of accessions is fom1ed by a number of special feasts; 
namely, the Vigil (Eve, day before) of Ascension, Trinity Sunday, the Feast 
of the Circumcision, the Rogation Days, Corpus Cbristi, and ll1e Feasts 
of the Holy Name, ll1e Holy Family, and the Sacred Heart, the last three 
being late accretions from the seventeenth ot· eighteenth century. 

There remains the question as to when these various accessions to the 
T emporale were introduced. In some cases, for instance, for the Thursdays 
of Lent and for Corpus Christi, the dates are known. Jn other cases they 
can be determined approximately by comparing the calendars of Craduals 
from different centuries, which represent the liturgica l year in successive 
degrees of completeness. The following chronological list is based on the 
Craduals of Monza, Compicgne, and St. Call 339,1 which indicate the 
statP. of affairs at about 750, 850, and 950 respectively. The [eam of each 
group are marked in the table of the liturgical year (pp. gff) by the corre
sponding leuers, a, b, c, d, and e. 

ADDITIONS TO THE GRECORJAN TEMPORALE 

A. 6oo·750 (additions found in the Gradual of Monza): 

Six Thursdays of Lent (Sextuplex nos. 38, 44, 50, 57, 61, 71). I ntroduced 
by Gregory li (715·31) 

B. 75o-85o (additions found in the Gradual of Compiegne): 

Fourth Sunday of Advenr (Sext. no. 7 bis) 
Vigil of Ascension (Sext. no. 101 bis)2 

Rogation Days (In Lelania; Sext. no. 94). Adopted in Rome c. 8oo3 

C. 8so·gso (additions found in St. Call 339): 

Trinity Sunday. The Mass formulary De Sancta Trinitate occurs for 

I For Moma ami Compil:gnc. see the tables in Hcsbcn's Sextuplex; for St. Call J)9• iu 
W agrzer I, 28olf. 

2 Slill abscm in the Gradual of Corbie (Sextuplex) as well as in the Cantntorium St. 
Call 359 (J>nl. muJ., Second Series, 1), bolh from the end of Lhc niuth ccnwry. 

s The Litanies of the Rogation Days were introduced In Vicnnc as early as <!70, under 
the bishop l\lamcrtw. and were widely celebrated in Gaul long before they were officially 
adopted in the Roman rite. Sec Sextuplex, p . Jxv, fn. 2. 
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the first time in the Gradual of Senlis which dates from the second 
h alf of tJ1e ninth century (Sex t. no. 172 bis)• 

Thursday in Whitsun Week 

D. After 950 (feasts not included in St. Gall 339): 
Second Sunday of Lent 
Saturday after Ash Wednesday 
Saturday before Palm Sunday 
The Circumcision of Our Lord 

Corpus Christi. The liturgy was written by St. Thomas Aquinas (d. 
t 274), and the feast was universal ly introduced in 1264, under Pope 
Urban IV 

E. After 16oo: 

The Holy I'l:ame of Jesus. Universally adopted in 172 1 by Pope I nno
cent Xill 

The Holy Fami ly. Universally adopted by Pope Benedict XV (1914-22) 
The Sacred Heart of Jesus. Approved by Pope Clement Xlll in 1765, 

and uni versal ly adopted by Pius IX in 1859. In 1929 Pius XI intro
duced a new Office and Mass (Jotroit Cogitationes) 

ll remains for us to add a few remarks about the Snnclora /e. This pre
sents an infini£ely more complex situation than Lhe Temporale be~:ause of 
the numerous additions, deletions, and replacements that took place in 
the calendar of the Saints. 1t is impossible (and, in fact, unnecessary from 
our point of view) to indicate even the main outlines of this involved 
process. Suffice it to say that the original nucleus, at the time of Gregory, 
consisted of about sixty feasts for the Saints, that at the end of the ninth 
century it had increased to about one hundred, and that it continued to 
increase until it reached ll1e present-day number of close to four hundred.r> 
It may also be noticed that tl1e entire Common of Saints, which contains 
services for group!i (e.g., J\fru·tyrs, Virgins, Abbots) rather ll1an for in
tlividuals, is a later runngement, which begins to appear in the twelfth 
century. 

As lor details, we shall confine ourselves to a consideration of the feasts 
ll1at were added during the seventh cenwry, namely, the Dedication of a 
Church, the Feasts of the Virgin, and me Feasts of lite Cross. 

The Dedication of a Church [L 12.11 ff; G [71]) originated with the con
secration, on l\Jay 13, A.D. 6og, of the ancien t Roman Pantheon as a 

4 cc p. 8, fn . 6. 

, 
5 For the Cregorian Sanctorale sec C:•~touc. Origine.r. pp. 257·270 (c. 50 feasts). and 

V, H. Frczc. The Snrum Grarlun/ (•895). pp. xxiilf (c. Go feasts); !or rhe period about 
900. see S~xtuplex, p. :zr,.,. :md Wng11er I , ~SoiL The Inner list gives a good survey of the 
increase m the number or fca.su, since the post·Crcgori:m accre tions are marked by 
parcmhescs. 
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Christian church, renamed BasilicaS. Mariae ad Martyres. It is the earliest 
feast definitely known lO be post-Gregorian. 

As far as can be ascerta ined, no feast of the Virgin Mary existed at the 
Lime of Gregory, a fact all the more noteworthy since several (emale SainlS, 
for example, S. P.-isca, S. Agnes, S. Agatha, had specia l feasts as early as the 
third or fourth century. The fir t feast of the Virgin that was introduced, 
probably shortly after Gregory's death, was a Natale S. MariaeG celebrated 
on J anuary 1 , one week after Chrisllllas [Se.~t. 16 bis], at the stational 
Church o£ St. l\fary, and therefore called Statio ad Sanctam Mariam.7 This 
disappeared in the tenth century. when it was replaced by the Feast of the 
Circumcision. The fou r feasLS of the Virgin which attained permanent im
portance are: the Purification, on February 2; tl1e Annunciation, on 
March 25; the Assumption, on August 15; and the Nativity, on Sept. 8. 
All of these were imported from the Greek Church, and already existed in 
the time of Pope Scrgius I (68i·iO • ), who ordered tl1at solemn processions 
should be held on each of tl1e e days.s Very likely, the Puri fi ca tion is the 
earliest of these feasts. Originall y it was the feast of S. Simcon, commemo
ra ling the day when the aging Simeon, shortly before his dea th, went to 
the temple tO embrace the chi ld J esus (L uke 2:26-29). The Communion, 
Responsum accepit Simeon, and the TracL Nunc dimittis (from the Canticle 
of Simeon; Luke 2:32) still remind us o( the o riginal meaning of the Feast 
of the Purification. The Feast of the Nativity of the B. V. M., although it 
existed in the seventh century, was not generally accepted until the 
eleventh century. It does not occur in the Sextuplex nor in St. Gall 359 or 

339· 
Also of Greek origin are the two FeaslS of the Cross, the Exaltation 

(Exaltatio Crucis) on September 14, and the Finding (f11veutio Crucis) 
on May 3· The former existed a lready under Pop e Sergius, while the latter 
seems to be of a somewhat more recent date. Both of them, however, were 
celebrated centuries earlier in Jerusalem and Constantinople.o 

G Natale (old term for Nativitas) does not necessarily mean "birth" !Jut possibly also 
"death" (hea\'enly binh) o r, as a ru le, an y feast in honor of the Saint. The old manu· 
scnplS indicate severa l Natale S. Mariac on dill'crent days. 

7 Stational Church is the name for the o ld churches in Rome in whirh the pope used 
to cclebnte :\lass on a gi\·cn day. In commemoration of this usage many Masses s1ill 
carry designa tions sud1 as tat ion at St. Mary Major (First Sunday of Advent and others). 

tatiou ::H t. J ohn of 1he Latcran (Holy :nurda) ). Station at the Holy Cross in Jerusalem 
(Cood Friday) . etc. Sec C . Ldcbvrc. Sflillt tludreru Daily Missal (19'1!;). pp. Golf. with city 
plan o r Rome. As mcn1ioncd hcfore [p. <loJ ]. the t:uioual Churchc~ o( Rome were buill 
in imitation of those a t Jerusalem. 

8 The statement, occasionally found. that the feas ts themselves \\'ere introduced by 
Pope Sergius is not correct. Of the proccs,ions only that £o r Purification survived. 

11 cc St:xtuplex, p. lxxxii. The Feast o£ the Finding of the Cross is mentioned by 
Elhcri:t [sec p. 40, no. 27). 
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THE MASS FOR MULARIES 

We shall now begin the discussion of the second aspect, that is, the texts 
of the musical items for the various feasts. At Lhe outset it may be remarked 
that we have to limit ourselves to the Mass, because of the almost com
plete lack of information concerning the development of the items of 
the Office. First of all, sources are considerably more scarce in this field 
than in that of the Mass repertory. The earliest collection of Office chants 
(texLS only) is found in the Manuscript of Compicgne (ninth century) 
which actually consisLS of a Gmdual and an Antiphonal. Although the 
Gradual is included and examined in H esbert's Sextuplex, the Antiphonal, 
available only in Migne's Patrologia latirza,' has received practically no at
tention on the part of musico-liLUrgical scholan. Much beuer known is the 
tenth-century Antiphonal commonly referred to as t11e Codex H anker, 
or the eleventh-century Codex L ucca and the Antiphonals o{ Worcester 
and Salisbury, both from the thirteenth century.2 H owever, no auempt has 
been made in tbe direction of a detailed comparative study of these 
sources. Such a study would be immensely more laborious than that of the 
Mass chants, not only because of tl1e mucl1 greater number of Office chan ts 
(in Lhe Codex of Compiegne the Gradulll comprises thirty folios, the Anti
phonal seventy), but also because of the much greater variabili ty that 
existed in this field. 

Turning to the Mass, we find oul'Selves in a rather fortunate situation 
since manuscripts containing the Mass formularies-tllat is, the texts of 
the Proper chants of the Mass-occur as early as the eighth century. The 
most ancient o£ Lhese, the Codex Mom.a, is a Cantalorium, containing only 
solo chants, Graduals, Alleluias, and Tracts. For the Introi ts, Offertories, 
and Communions we have to turn to the slightly later Graduals o£ Mont
Blandin, Compicgne, and the others now conven iently available in Hes
ben's publication, which forms the basis of the subsequent study. 

There is good reason to assume that the Mass formularies given in these 
sources are, on the whole, those o£ the Gregorian era. W e have no positive 
proof of this, to be sure, and therefore the sta tement remains to a certain 
extent hypothetical. H owever, considering the highly au thoritative char
acter of Lhe Gregorian refom1, it is very unlikely that changes were made 
in the matters he had fixed. Although his role in the purely musical field 
has often been regarded as uncertain, few schol.ars have seriously ques
tioned that he cod ified not only the liturgical year but also the Mass 
formularies for it. An internal a rgument, often adduced to "prove" Greg-

1 Patr. lat. 78. pp. 725-Bso. 

2 Sec Ust of Sources (p. s6], nos. 87· 38, 39· 40. 
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ory's role as "father of the chant," carries much more weight in connection 
with the texwal aspect of the ~lass. It proceeds from the fnct that almost 
all the texts of the ~la s chants are taken from the earliest translation of 
the Bible, the Itala of the second and third cenlllries [see List of Data, p. 
gg, no. 8), not [rom the Vulgate of c. -100 [see ibid., no. 31]. The latter, 
made by St. Jerome and supported by Pope Damasus, enjoyed uncontested 
authority in Rome and was universally u~ed in all the churches about 6oo, 
as we know from the testimony of l sidore of Seville [see ibid., no. 54). It is 
therefore practically out of the question that J\Iass items with an Itala 
text could have been introduced after 6oo.3 

A basic traiL o( the Gregorian l\1 ass repertory is its stability, at least in 
the Temporale. lL is a most interesting and rewarding experience to ex
amine sources dating from widely different periods, a purely texltlal Grad
ual of the eighth or ninth century, a musical source of the twelfth, or the 
present-day books, and lO find them in full agt·eement as to the Mass 
formularies of the various feasts. \ V. H . Frere has succinctly summed up 
the mauer by saying that "fixity means antiquity,"• and this statement is 
fully borne out by a comparat ive study of the oldest extant Mass formu
laries, contained and conveniently arranged in the Sextuplex publication.G 
Actually, these Mass formularies show a few cases of variability; but these 
confirm rather than comradict Frere's statement, since nearly all of them 
occur in feasts which, although forming a part of the Gregorian Ternporale, 
are nevertheless of "lesser antiquity." In fact, these cases are of particular 
interest since they permit us to set apart certain feasts that represent addi
tions to a still older nucleus, additions that must have been made shortly 
before Gregory or, more likely, by him. 

Particularly revealing in this respect are the Graduals of the four Ember 
Saturdays. Each of these days had four Graduals [see p. 29], but the Satur
day in Ember \Veek of Advent is the only one for which they are given 

a An example is the Cradual !Torn the First Sunday of Advent, which has the text: 
Urlirtcrsi qui le cxfJUIOIII, non confrmdentur. 'if· l' iliJ tuns, Dominc, 110tas fac milri: et 
umitas lllaJ cdocc me (320]. The \'ulgatc text is found in l's. 24.y.:! and 4 (1788]: Etenim 
unirttrsi qui srutim:nt tt' non confrmdcnlllr. J"in1 l11as. Domine, demonstrn milri: et umitns 
tuns t>dou me. Some of the texts o( rhe 1\f:t~s chants, p01r!icularly rhose borrowed fro111 
rhe Psalms. arc taken. nor from the l tnln. b111 from Jerornc·s first translation (made in 
338) "·hich is \'Cry similar to rhc ltnla and which is known as Psnltcritun romtmum. 
because i1 was immediately imroduccd inro the Roman liturgy by Pope Oama.sus. The 
\lulgate is Jcromc's scconcJ 1ransl01rion. also known as P.fn/terium gnllirllllll/11, because 
it was first adopted in Caul. jeromc·.~ third 1ranslation. made djrcc1ly from the Hcllrc,~. 
was not adopted for liturgical use. Cf. C. Marbach. Carmina Scripturanwr (19<17), p. 33 "· 
In this most valuable book the sources for all the scriptural chants of the liturgy arc 
i11dicatcd. 

4 Craduale Sarisburicnsc, p. x. 
G See the Table par Cenru, pp. 231ft 
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identically in all the manuscripts.6 The other three Saturdays often carry 
only general indications such as "Resp. Crad. quatuor quale voluer.is die 
a~ hunc diem peninentes" (say [i.e., sing] whichever four Graduals you 
w1sh that pertain to this day); it is therefore not to be wondered at that 
this early ad libitum practice led to a certain amount of disagreement 
when, at a later time, specific Graduals were selected. Also of interest is 
the fact that these selections were limited to a nucleus o£ five or six graduals 
and that, in the eleventh or twelfth century, those for the Ember Saturday 
of Pentecost were replaced by Allel uias. The following table shows the 
Graduals given in the Mss Rheinau, Senlis [see Sextuplex nos. 46, 11 t, 
192; the other sources either omit the feast or have no specific indication of 
Craduals], St. Gall 359, and St. Gall 339.1 

GRAOUALS FOR EMBER SATURDAYS 

Rhcinau Senlis St. C;~ll 359 St. Call 339 Liber usuali~ 

Lent Miscrcre milli Propitius Protector Dirigatur Propitius 
Estn mihi Protector Dirigatur Convert ere Protector 
Oculi omnium Dirigntur Propitius Propitius Co11vertcre 

Salvum fnc Salvum Jac Salvum fac Dirigntur 
Convcrtere 

Pent. no M a.~~ given no !iratlual~ Re~p. iiii ProfJI"tiu.s All. Spiritus est 

Sept. no Mass gi\·eu 

indicated Cradualiacu Protector All. Spiritrts ejus 
]acta cogitatum All. Dum complerentur 
Ad Dominum All. Benetlictuses 

Rcsp. iiii Rcsp. iiii Propitius 
Propitius Cradualia'bl Protector 

(others not Dirigatur 
indicated) Salvum fnc 

Propitius 
Protector 
Convert ere 
Dirigatur 

(a) later entry: All. Emitte spiritum; All. Spiritus domini; All. Parac/itus; All. Jlerti 
sancte; All. Benedictus; All. Snncti spiritus. 

(b) later entry: Gr. Propitius; Cr. Protector; Cr. Dirigatur; Gr. Snlvum fac. 

Almost complete fi.xity exists in the Introits, Offertories, and Commun
ions. A special case of great interest is that of the Communions for the 
weekdays of L ent, from Ash Wednesday to Palm Sunday. We have seen 
that Lhe series of feasts during this period of five and a half weeks originally 
did not include any Thursday nor the Saturdays after Ash Wednesday 
and before Palm Sunday. If we disregard these la ter additions (as well as 
the Sundays which stand outside the series), and consider the Communions 

8 :he Craduals of l\fonza and Rhcinau have only three, the former omiuing Excita 
Domme, the !alter, Domine Deus virtu trwa. Sec Sextuple:(, no. 7; also the explanatory 
remarks. p. xl. 

7 The contents of St. Call 339 are given at the end of Wagnu 1. 
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of the remaining twenty-si.x Masses, a most interesting fact appears: their 
texts are taken in numerical order from the first twenty-six Psalms. These 
Communions offer the most striking example of unified organization in the 
entire Mass repenory. It is perfectly obvious that they were intro~uced 
simultaneously, perhaps under Gregory, and that they represent an mter
mediate layer between lhat of the Sundays (except for the Sunday after the 
Embe.r Days) and that of the Thursdays and the two Saturdays. 

Actually, the original series of twenty-six Communions taken from Ps. 
1 to 26 did not remain entirely unchanged. Even in the earliest Graduals, 
such as Mont-Blandin or Compiegne, as well as in all the later sources, five 
of these psalmodic texts are replaced by texts taken from the Gospel read 
on that day. These changes must have taken place some time between 
c. 6oo and c. 8oo. At a still later time, a similar substitution was introduced 
for Monday in the First \Neek of Lent. This, being the third day in the 
series, still has its orig inal Communion, Voce mea, [rom Ps. 3· in all the 
Graduals of the Sextttplex as well as in St. Gall 359 and 3~9· In tl1e la~er 
sources, however, it is universally replaced by the Commumon Amen dtco 
vobis, taken once more from the Gospel (Mattl1ew 25:31-46) read on that 
day. The following table, although not complete,8 ~il~ suffice to .illustrate 
the principle of organization as well as the later dev1auons from 1t. 

COMMUNIONS OF THE WEEKDAYS OF LENT 

1. Feria IV. Cinerum 
2. Feria VI. p. Cin. 
3· Feria 11. p. Dom. I. 

later: 

8. Feria ll. p. Dom. IT. 

12. Sabbato p. Dom. 11. 
13. Feria 11. p. Dom. Ill. 

16. Feria VI. p. Dom. Ill. 
17. Sabbato p. Dom. Ill. 
18. feria II. p. Dom. IV. 

20. Feria IV. p. Dom. IV. 
21. Feria VI.. p. Dom. IV. 
22. Sabbato p. Dom. IV. 
23. Feria 11. p. Dom. Pass. 

Qui meclitabitur 
Servite Domino 
Voce mea 
Amen dico vobis 

Domine Dominus 

Oportet te 
Quis dabit 

Qui biberit 
Nemo te condcrnnavit 
Ab occultis meis 

L11t11rn fecit 
Videns Dominus 
Dominus regit me 
Dominus vinutum 

Ps. 1 

Ps. 2 

Ps. 3 

Ps. 8 

Ps. 13 

Ps. t8 

Ps. 22 

Ps. 23 

26. Feria VI. p. Dom. Pass. Ne trad idcris Ps. 26 

Matt. 25 

Luke 15 

John 4 
John 8 

John 9 
John 11 

8 For the complete list see, e.g., Wagner I, 28gff; Sextuplcx, p. xlvii. The weekdays of 
Lent arc not included in the Liber, but are found in the Craduale romanum. 
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lf considered within the ample framework of the Gregorian Mass items, 
the few changes described only serve to give additional support to the 
previous sta tement regarding the fixity of the old repertory. The only 
chants that do no t a t all conform with this principle are the Alleluias, as 
distinguished from each other by tl1eir different verses. In this category 
variability prevails ro such an extent, not only in the oldest sources but 
also down to the thirteenth and fourteenth century, that there are probably 
no more than a dozen feasts in the Temporale which have the same Alleluia 
in all the manuscripts. One has to turn to such truly old feasts as the first 
three Sundays of Advent, Nativity, Easter Sunday, Ascension, and Whit 
Sunday in order to find fixed Alleluias. Great variation exists in Easter 
Week, as well as in the Sundays after Easter to the end of the year.o 
Several of the older sources simply prescribe for a number of feasts Alleluia 
quale uolueris (whichever you wish), to be selected [rom a list of Alleluias 
added in an appendix.to All this clearly indicates that the Alleluias, at 
least in their final form with verses, represem a relatively late accretion 
to the Mass repertory. We know that in the fifth and sixth centuries the 
Alleluia was used very sparingly, at one time only once a year [see List o£ 
Data, no. 37], and that it was Gregory who made it a standard item of the 
Mass. While it is usually stated that he extended its use over the entire 
year [see List of Data, no. 47], there is reason to assume that he introduced 
it only for the period from Advent to Lent, and that its general adoption 
is of a still later date [see pp. 38of]. 

In addition to their fixity, the Gregorian Mass formularies are char
acterized by what may be called "properness," this term being understood 
to mean that there exist individual ("proper") items for each liturgical 
day; in other words, that items are not borrowed from one feast to serve for 
another. Actually, there are not a few cases of bonowing in the Gregorian 
Temporale, and at least some of these provide additional evidence for the 
distinction between an old nucleus and more recent (though still Grego· 
rian) accretions. Thus the assumption of a relatively recem elate £or the 
Ember Saturdays of Lent [541], Pentecost [goo], and September [1052] is 
confirmed by the fact that tl1ey all have the same Offertory, Domine Deus 
salutis, and the same Tract, Lau.date Dominum, the latter originally from 
Holy Saturday [76o] and also transferred to Whitsun Eve [86o]. 

Even more remarkable in this respect are the Sundays after Pentecost, 
nearly a!J of which borrowed their Graduals and Offertories £rom the week· 
days of Lent.t• Following are some examples: 

0 Sec the tables in Wagner /, 300 and Sextuplex, pp. lxiv, lxvii, lxxiii. 
10 See Sextuj,/ex, pp. cxix, tg8. 

1i C hns the reverse indication of borrowing. giving the chaniS in full for the Sundays 
[e.g., C su] and referring 1.0 tltem on the weekdays [e.g., G 12t), because the former are 
liturgically more important than the lauer. 
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Dom. ll Grad. Ad Dominum dum from Fer. VI. p. Dom. 11 Quad . 
Off. Domine convertere Fer. ll. p. Dom. Pass. 

Dom. lll Grad . )acta cogitatum Fer. Ill. p. Dom. II. Quad. 
Off. Sperant in te Fer. Ill. p. Dom. V. Quad. 

Dom. IV Gr:~d. Pro fJitiu,s esto Fer. I V. p. Dom. Il. Q uad. 
Off. Jl/umina oculos Sab. p. Dom. 11. Quad. 

Dom. V Gr:td. Protector noster Fer. II. p. Dom. l. Quad. 
orr. Benedicam Dominum Fer. H . p. Dom.ll. Quad. 

Needless to say, transfers are qujte frequent in the AJieluias. On the 
other hand, they are practically non-existen t among the lntroits and Com
munions, wh.ich, as we have seen, are remarkable for their fixity . All the 
above-mentioned feasts have new l mroits and Communions, in troduced 
at a time (probably very dose to or under Gregory) when the Graduals 
and Offertories bad already become a closed repenory which could be 
expanded only by transfers. 

The principle of borrowing, which makes its appearance toward the 
end of the Gregorian period, assumed much greater importance in the 
post-Gregorian developmen t. Indeed, in turning to the :Mass formularies 
for the feasts that were introtluced after Grcgory [sec pp. sSCJ, the most 
significa m face is that nearly every one of them borrowed its items from 
the J\fasses of older feastS. This fact clearly sh ows that after 6oo the entire 

repertory was considered a fixed form ulary which was expanded mainly by 
borrowing. T he following list is designed to provide a detailed insight into 
this process (for the meaning of • see p. 6g, under c). 

BORROWL'IG OF MASS ITElllS IN THE POST-GREGORIAN TE.MPORALE 

A. 6oo-7so 

1. Feria V. post Cineres [Sext. no. 38; G 91 ]. 
I ntr. Dum clamarcm Dom. X. post Pen t. 
Grad. )acta cogitatum Fer. Ill. p. Dom. II. Quad. 
Off. Ad te Domine levavi Dom. J. Adv. 
Comm. Acceptabis Dom. X. p. Pem. 

2. Feria V. post Dominicam I . in QuQdragesima [Sext. no. 44; G 104). 
Intr. Confessio S. Laurentii Manyris 
Grad. Custodi me Dom. X. p. Pent. 
OfT. lmmitlcl Dom. XIV. p. Pent. 
Co~m. Pan is quem Dom. XV. (orig. XIV.) p. Pent. 

3· Ferra V. post Dominicam ll. in Quadragesima [Sext. no. so; G 120]. 

Intr. Dert.S in adjutorium Dom. XII. p. Pem. 
Crad. Propitius esto Sabb. Q. T. Quld. 
Off. Precatus est Moyses Dom. XII. p. Pent. 
Comm. Qui manducat Dom. I X. (orig. XV.) p. Pent. 

T he Development afler 6oo 

~ Feria V. post Dominicam Ill. in Quadragesima [Se:d. no. 57; G 134]. 

I mr. Salus populi Dom. XIX. p. Pent.l2 

Grad. Oculi omnium Dom. XX. p. Pent. (and others; today 
for Corpus Christi) 

Off. Si ambulavero Dom. XIX. p. Pent. 
Comm. Tu manclasti Dom. XI X. p. Pent. 

5· Feria V. post Dominicam IV. in Quadragesima [Sext. no. 64; G 146). 
I ntr. Laetetur cor Feria Vl. Q. T . Sept. 
Grad. R espice Domine Dom. Xlll. p. P em. 
OIL Domine in auxilium Fer. VI. p. Oom. 11. Quad. 
Off. • Domine ad adjuvandum new (in Mont-Biandin and Senlis) 
Comm. Domine memorabor Dom. XVI. p. Pent. 

6. Feria V. post Dominicam Passion is [Sext . no. 7• ; G 162). 
lntr. Omnia quae Dom. XX. p. Pent. 
Grad. T o/lite hostias new (early 8th cent.; cf. Sext . p. I vi) 
Off. Super {lumina Dom. XX. p. Pent. 
Comm. Memento verbi Dom. XX. p. Pent. 

B. 75o-8so 

7· Dominica I V. Adventus [Sext. no. 7 bis; G 21).1a 

l ntr. Ven i et ostende (R) Sabb. Q. T. Adv. 
lntr. Memento nostri (C, G1) new 
I ntr. •R orate caeli (S) Fer. IV. Q.T. Adv. 
Grad. A summa celo (R, G1) Sabb. Q.T. Adv. 
Grad. • Prope est (C, S, G2) Fer. IV. Q.T. Adv. 
Off. Exulta (R ) Sabb. Q. T. Adv. 
Off. • Ave Maria (C, S, G1, G2) Fer. IV. Q.T. Adv.H 
Comm. Exultavit (R ) Sabb. Q. T. Adv. 
Comm. • Ecce virgo (C, S, G 1, G2) Fer. IV. Q.T. Adv. 

8. I n Vigilia Ascensionis [Se:ct. no. 101 bis; G 284). 
lntr. Omnes gentes (C, S) newHi 
l ntr. Narrabo (R) new 
l m r. • Vocem jucunditatis Dom. V. p. Pascha 

l2 Since the Mass formu laries £or 1he 19th and 2oth Sundays after Pentecost may also be 
post-Gregorian [sec p. 71]. there could be some doubt as 10 the direclion o[ harrowing. 
also for Feria Jl. t>ost Dornir1icnm Passionis (above table. no. 6). rn view of the general 
situation. as shown in lhe table, the borrowing indicaled is much more likely than lhc 
reverse. Probabl) the complt:te series o£ Mass formularies for the Sundays of Pemecost was 
comple1ed (wilh one exception, lhe Mass Omnes gentes) about 700, shortly before lhe 
Thursdays of Lenl were introduced. under Pope Gregory 11 (715·!!1)· 

13 See the cxplannlions below, Ullder (c). 
14 Originally (seventh ccn111ry) for the fcasl of Assump1lon; cf. Sextuplex, pp. xxxviiif. 
I G The lnlrolt Omnes genies is also used for the Mass of the Seventh Sunday after 

Pentecost which, according to rcccn1 rcscardt, is the la1cst of all 1he Mass fonnularics of 
the post·Pcmccost series [sec p. 70]. The question whe1hcr the Jntroit was originally 
destined for this Sunday or for the Vigil of Ascension is discussed in an article by Hesbcrt, 
" La M esse Omt~ es gentes" (RC, XVII, X Vlll), and resolved in favor o£ the lauer. 
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Off. Tliri Galilei (C, S) 
Off. Deus deus meus (R) 
OfT. • Benedicite gentes 
Comm. Pater cum essem (R, S) 
ComnL Non vos relinquam (C) 

Ascensio Domini 
Dom. II. p. Pascha 
Dom. V. p. Pascha 
Dom. inira Oct. Asc. 
Sabb. Q. T. Pent. (today Feria VI. Q. 

T. Pent.) 
Comm. • Cantate Domino Dom. V. p. Pascha 

g. ln Litaniis (Rogation Days) [Sext. no. 94; G 282). 
lntr. Exaudivit de templo new 
Off. Confitebor new 
Comm. Petite et accipite new 

c. 8so·950 

10. In Festo Ss. Trinitatis [Sext. no. 172 bis; G 308]. 
Intr. Benedicta sit new; after lnvocabit me from Dom. I. 

Grad. Bencdictus cs 

Off. Bcncdictus sit 

Comm. Benedicimus Dcum 

11. Fnia Tl. post Pcntccosten [G 302). 

D. After 950 

in Quad. [G 93] 
new; after Constitues from S. Andrcae 

Aposroli [C 392) 
n ew; after Constitucs from SS. Apost. 

Petri et Pauli (C 532] 
new; after Feci judicium, originally 

from S. Prisca, now Commune Vir· 
ginis (G 59] 

all items borrowed from Dominica Pen-
tccostes 

12. Dominica IT. in Quadrages ima [G 1 11). 

All items borrowed from Fer. IT!. Q. T. Quad. [G 102]16 

13. Sabbato post Cincres [C 93). 
All items borrowed from Fer. TIT. post Cineres [C 91] 

14. Sabbato post Dominicam Passionis [C 165). 
All items borrowed from Fer. VI. p. Dom. Pass. [G 163] 

15. In Circumcisione Domini [G 49]. 
All items borrowed f:rom In Die Nat. Dom. [G 33] 

16. Corpus Christi [G 313). 
lntr. Cibavit eos 
Grad. Oculi omnium 
Ofi. Sacerdotes 

Comm. Quotitmscumquc 

Fer. II. p. Pent. 
Dom. XX. p. Pent. [sec under no. 4) 
new; after Confirma hoc from Dom. 

Pent. (G 295) 
new; after Factus est from Dom. Pent. 

[G 296] 
16 Once more, the reverse borrowing is indicated in C. Benevcntan manuscripts have a 

new, proper Mass formulary for lhis Sunday as well as for the two SalUrdays, noJ. 13, q, 
ol our list. See Pal. mus, xrv, 23•1· 

The Development after 6oo 6g 

Since this table involves a fairly large number of items, it may be ad
visable to sum up some of its contents. 

a. The main sources for bonowing are the Sundays after Pentecost. This 
is interesting because the individual Mass formularies for these Sundays 
represent a relatively late accretion which, in its final form of twenty-three 
Masses, was not completed until perhaps c. Soo.n It would then appear 
that items of a fairly recent date were considered more readily transferable 
than those which for a long time had been associated with an old feast. 

b. Next in importance as a source for borrowing are the weekdays of 
Lent. 

c. A case of special interest is that of the Fourth Sunday of Advent, for 
which the M ass formularies from the immediately preceding Ember Days 
of Advent were drawn upon. The borrowing, however, was far from uni· 
form, and we have thought it worthwhile to present a complete picture of 
the slate of a ffairs as it existed in the ninth and tenth centuries. The letters 
R, C, S, G1 and C2, indicate respectively the Craduals of Rheinau, Com
picgne, Senlis, St. Gall 359 and St. Gall 339,18 while items marked • are 
those of the later manuscripts and of the present-day books, which simply 
transfer the entire Mass of the Wednesday to the Sunday. It appears that 
here (as well as in many other cases) the Codex Rheinau represents an 
exceptional usage. 

d . A similar situation exists for the Vigil of Ascension. H ere also the 
borrowing is far from uniform. The two St. Gall Mss do not give a Mass 
for this feast. The late-medieval and present-day books simply prescribe 
the Mass of the Fifth Sunday after Easter. 

e. The Mass for Rogation D ays, a feast that was probably introduced 
in the eighth century, is remarkable because its Mass formulary is entirely 
new, a fact for which the very special character of the occasion provides a 
plausible explanation. 

£. The Mass for Trinity Sunday, which probably dates from the second 
half of the ninth century, is interesting because it is the first indication of 
another procedure to provide Masses for new feasts, that is, to use new 
texts suitable for the occasion and combine these with pre-existing melo· 
dies. This method, known as adaptation, was also used for t..he Offertory 
and the Communion of the twelfth-century feast of Corpus Christi, and 
was extensively employed in the nineteenth century (Dom Pothier and 
others) in connection with feasts of a recent date such as the Feast of the 
Holy Name of Jesus: 

17 Seep. 71. 
18 The other Craduals of the Sextuplex do not include this feast. 
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In Festo Ss. Nominis ] esu [G 50] 

Intr. In nomine ) esu 

Grad. Salvos fac 

Off. Confitebor tibi 

Comm. Omnes gentes 

new: after In nomine Domine from Fer. IV. 
Majoris Hebd. [G tgo] 

new; after Denedicite Dominum from In Dedi
catione S. Michaelis [G 6oS] 

new; after ]ubi/ate Deo universa from Dom. 11. 
p. Epiph. [G 6g] 

new: after Domine memorabor £rom Dom. XVI. 

p. I'em. (G 365) 

g. A special explanat.ion is needed for the Sundays after Pentecost, a 
series of feasts that underwe nt many changes and which has been the 
subject of numerous slUdies on the pan of liturgists as well as m usicologists. 
H ow involved the problem is appears from the (act that only a few years 
ago, in 1952, it was re-ex:tmined by A. Chavasse on the basis of all the 
available sources, such as Sacmmentaries, L ectionm·ies, and Craduals. 10 

In its fina l form, the series consisted of twenty-three formular ies, a differ
ent one for each of the minimum number of Su ndays a fter Pentecost. T his 
stage was reached shortl y before Soo, as appears from the fact that the full 
series is found in the Craduals of Corbie and Senlis. In earlier cenwries. 
however, it was less complete. The Celasian Sacmmentary, which goes back 
to a period a hundred years before Gregory [see List of Sources, p. 53· no. 
2], contains prayers for sixteen Masses only. Very likely the corresponding 
musical items were those of ~I asses nos. 1 to 6 and 8 to 17 of the final series, 
Mass no. 7, with the lnc:roit Omnes geutes, being a considerably later addi
tion. An important characteristic of this original nucleus is that all of its 
l nuoits and Graduals have psalmoclic texts, and that those o£ the lnuoits 
strictly preserve the order of the Psalter, beginning with Ps. 12, 17, 24, e tc. 
The same principle of ascending numerical order prevails in the Offer
tories and Communions which, however, include a few non-psalmodic 
texts.20 

To these sixteen ~lass formularies, which can be considered as pre· 
Gregorian, Gregory added two: four more were added during the seventh 
century, so that about 700 the series numbered twenty-two. The last addi· 
tion, made in the eighth cemury, was the Mass Omnes gentes which, ac· 
corcling to recent research, is of Frankish origin and was not used in Rome 
umil the thirteemh ccntury.2' In fact, this is the only l\l ass in the entire 
series concer·ning wh ich the o ld Cradrwls show variation: some lack it 
completely (e.g., the Codex Monza and the Old-R oman Graduals); others 

10 A. Chavassc, "Lcs plus nncicns types du lcctionnairc el de l'antiphonairc romains de 
la messe" (Uevue Dt!nt!dictine, LXU [ 1!)!)2], s·94). 

!!O For more details, sec pp. 91 rr. 
2 1 Sec Hesbert, "La ll·lessc Onmes gentes'' (RC, XVII and XVIU). 
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list it as no. 22; still others have it in two positions, as no. 7 and 22, while 
the majority have it only as no. 7· 

As for the remaining Masses of the Pentecost series, that is, nos. 18 to 
23, there is a cert.1in probabili ty that the two Masses added b y Gregory 
were nos. 18 and ' 9· but no definite informat.ion about this seems to exist. 
Whichever they were, they do no t seem to present special features dis
tinguish ing them from the other four. 

Fi nally it should be noticed that the ra ther blurred picture of the post· 
Pentecost ~lasses is further complicated by a purely liturgical (actor, that 
is, the presence within this period of two Ember Weeks. As was previously 
explained [p. 57), tl1e Sundays after these Ember Weeks, that is, the first 
and (normally) the eighteenth in the series, were originally without a Mass 
formulary of their own, so that the series started on the second Sunday 
after Pentecosl. At a later time, when the old tradithm was changed, no 
new Mass formularies were introduced: the series W<'.S simply shifted back, 
so that the Mass for the Second Su nday became that of the First,22 and 
those for the end of the series (if they a lready eY.isted at that time) were 
emp loyed two weeks earlier than originally. U nfonu na te ly, we have no 
information as to the approximate time when this took place, except that 
it was completed before c. 750, as a ppears from the fact that in the Codex 
Monza the series starts with the First Sunday. Assuming, for the purpose 
of illustration, that lhe filling-in took place early in the seventh century 
and that the Ember Week of September falls between the Sundays XVII 
a nd X VI1I, the various shifts can be illustrated as follows (the Masses are 
identified by their presem-day numbers): 

Sundays A B c D E 
I vacat vac at 1 1 

11 to VII 1 to 6 1 to 6 2 to 6: 8 2 to 6; 8 2t07 
VIU to XVII 8to 17 8 to 17 9to 18 9 to 18 8 to 17 
XV1ll vacat 19 19 18 
XIX, XX !8, 19 20,21 19,20 
XXI, XXII 22,23 21, 22 
xxru 23 

A. Before Gregory: 16 Mass formularies: 2 Sundays vacat 
B. Under Gregory: 181\ lass formularies; 2 Sundays vacat 
c. After G regory: 18 Mass formularies; no Sundays vacat 
D. c. 700: 22 Mass formularies; no Sundays vacat 
E. C. Boo: 23 Mass formul:~t· ics; no Sundays vacat 

We turn finally to a brief consideration of the Mass formu la ries for the 
feasts of the Saints. ln its general aspect, the Sanctorale differs from the 

22 Eventually replaced lJy Trinity Sunday. The original Mass formulary for Dom. I. p. 
Pent., now used on the nexr (rcc weekday. is suppressed in L, but given in C 310. 
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Temporale by its considerably lesser degree of fixity and properness, even 
in its early ponion as it existed before and under Gregory. Not infrequently 
the same formulary or, at least, the same item is prescribed in different 
manuscripts for differem Saints, or in one and the same manuscript for a 
number of Saints. Nearly always, however, such variability is coafioed to 
Saints of the same rank or ca tegory. lt wiiJ suffice to mention two examples, 
the Gradual Dilexisti and the Gradual Gloriosus. The former occurs in the 
~Masses for three female Saints, S. Lucia, S. Pudeotiana, and S. Praxedis, 
while the lauer is prescribed for several feasts of two Saints-SS. Fabian 
and Sebastian, SS. Gervasius and Protasius, SS. Abdon and Sennen, 
SS. Felix and Adauctus, and SS. Dionysius and Rusticus. This practice is 
of interest because it foreshadows and represents the root of the formation 
of the Common of Saints, which began in the twelfth century. In fact, both 
the above mentioned Graduals now belong to the Common of Saints, 
Dilexisti being t11e Gradual of the Mass for a Virgin Martyr [1216), 
Gloriosus that of the M"ss Cor Two Martyrs [1163].23 

As for the post·Gregorian Snnctorale, we shall consider only those feasts 
which were imroduced shortly after Gregory, that is, the Dedication of a 
Church, tl1c Feasts of the Cross, and tl1e Feasts of the Virgin. The Mass for 
the Dedication [ 1250), the earliest feast definitely known to be post-Grego
rian (A.D. 6oS), is emirely new, and is often cited in modern writings as 
evidence that tile "creative period,'' usually supposed to have come to its 
conclusion under Gregory, extended three or four years after his death 
(A. D. 6o4). As a matter of fact, creation continued sporadically tllrough· 
out the seventh and eighth cemury, as will be seen from our table of the 
post·Gregorian Temporale [pp. 66ff]. This contains a complete Mass, that 
for RogaLion Days, and a number of single J\fass items which, at least to 
the best of our knowledge, are "new." 

The Masses for the two Feasts of tile Cross are to a certain extenl identi· 
cal, and are largely borrowed from Maundy Thursday: 

Exaltation and Finding of the Cross (r62g, 1454] 

lntr. Nos autem (Exalt. and Find.) Maundy Thursday 
Grad. ChristuJ factus (Exalt.) Maundy Thursday 
All. Dulcc lignum (Exalt. and Find.) new 
All. Dicite in gentibus (Find.) Friday in Easter Week 
Off. Dextcra Domini (Find.) l> laundy Thursday 
Off. Prot('gc Domi11c (Exalt.) new 
Comm. Per signum (Exa lt. and Find.) new 

23lt may be nor iced that most of tl1e Mass items or the old Slllrctora/e have been trans· 
£erred to tJ1e Co111mon or S:~ints which, therefore. represents :m ancient layer of tlte chant, 
while the Proper or Sainu includes numerous cltants o{ a late medieval dale and even 
modem compositions (Potltier). 
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The original Communjon for both feasts was Nos autem gloriari opor
tet. This was borrowed b·om the Mass for Tuesday in Holy Week, in 
which, however, it was at an early date replaced by ilie present-day Com
munion, Adversum me.24 

The Masses for tile (our (originally five) Feasts of the Virgin present an 
interesting process of borrowing and exchange. The original material came 
from the Feast of S. Agnes on January 21 [Sextu.plex no. 25; G 416; L 1339) 
and its Octave on J anuary 28 [Sextu.plex no. 28: G 42 1). Their items pro
vided the material for the old Statio ad S. Mm·iam, Cor tile new feasts of 
the Virgin, as well as, at a later time, for the Commons of a Virgin [1215, 
1220, 1225). The details are shown in the following table. 

MASSES FOR THE FEASTS OF THE B.V.M, 

1. Statio adS. 1\lariam [Sext. no. 16 bis and :~g bis] 
I ntr. Vullttm tuum S. Agnes, Octave 
Grad. Ditfttsa est S. Agnes 
Off. Otferentur (now Afferenttlr) S. Agncs 
Comm. Simile est S. Agncs, Octave 

2. Purification [Sext. no. 29; G 428; L 1 g6 t] 
lntr. Suscepimus Eighth Sunday alter Pentecost 
Grad. Suscepimus new 
Oil. Ditfusa est S. Agnes, Octave 
Comm. R esponsum accepit new 

!I· Annunciation [Sext. no. !1!1; G 461; L 1415] 
I ntr. Vultum tuum S. Agnes, Octave 
Grad. Diffusa est S. Agnes 
Off. Ave Maria new 
Comm. Ecce virgo Fer. IV. Q . T . Adv. [G u], transferred 

to Fourth Sunday of Advent [356] 

4· Assumption [Sext. no. 140; G 582; L t6ot]25 

l ntr. (originally) Vultum tuum S. Agnes, Octave 
(later) Gaudeamus S. Agatha 

Grad. Propter veritatem from a Natale S. Mariae represented 
only in Cod. Monza [Sext. no. 144 bis] 

Off. Asmmpta est new; after Atzgelus Domini from Easter 

Comm. Optimam partem 
5· Nativity [not in Sc:a.; G 59g; L 1624} 

Intr. Salve sancta 
Grad. Benedicta et vertcrabilis 

24 Sec Sextuplex nos. 97 bis and 150. 

Monday 
new 

new; after Ecce aclvenit from Epiphany 
new; after Domine praevcnisti, origi· 

nally Eve of St. John, now for the 
Common of Feasts of the B.V.M. 

25 An entirely new Mass For Assumption was adopted in 1952, in connection wilh the 
definition o( Ll1e dogma of the Assumption o£ che Virgin. 
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Off. Beata es Jlirgo 
Comm. Beata viscera 
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new; freely after Angelus Domini 
new2G 

Further details regarding the formation of the post-Gregorian Sancto· 
rale are beyond the scope of this book. In order to illustrate some of the 
processes involved, it may be mentioned that the ~lass fo_r St. George _the 
f\fanyr became the !\lass for the Common of One l\fan yr m Paschal Ttme 
[1146], while that of SS. Abdon and Sennen, two third-century martyrs of 
Persian origin, was transferred to the Common of Two Martyrs ( tt 62], .e~
cept for the Communion, Posuerunt, now used for the !\lass of the Vtgtl 
of the Apostles Simon and Jude [G 644]. This l\fass originally had a dif
ferent Communion, ]ustorum animae, which is now used for the Octave 
of SS. Peter and Paul (tS.J7].27 

THE MUS I C 

From its inception tl1e development that has just been traced in its 
liturgical and textual aspects was accompan ied by music. Every writer who 
mentions the Psa lms, whether Pope Clement in the first century, Se. 
Athanasius in the third, or the abbess Etheria in the fourth, states that they 
were sung; and prob:tbly as early as the fifth century thera ex isted an 
armalis canlus, a cycle of chants for the entire year which may have in
cluded Antiphons, Responsories, and other items of a musical nature. 
'What do we know about the melodies that were used for the delivery o[ 
these texts? From our point of view this is the most interesting, the most 
burning of all the questions pertaining to the development of the R oman 
liturgy. Unfortunately, it is also the most difficult to answer. 

We may begin with an attempt at a critical evaluaLion of the evidence 
mentioned at a previous occasion (p. 48), according to wh ich the ec
clesiastical cham of the Roman Chmch goes back to Pope Gregory. The 
most obvious objection that can be-and has been-raised against this 
evidence is that it is not contemporary and therefore lacks documentary 
value: the earliest wi tness, 13ishop Egbert, Jived 15 0 years after Gregory. 
H owever, the admission of nothing but contemporary documentation 
would invalidate practica lly all our source material concern ing the early 
history of the liturgy and the chant. In fact, one may wonder what would 
become o[ medjeval research in genera l-and not only mediev:tl- if such 
a rigid and somewhat peda ntic yardstick were used. We may well aclmit 

26 According to Castouc, Origitus, p. 269, fn . 6, all the chants ot this Mass :~re "adapt a· 
tions postcricurs," but I have been unnblc to find a model for the Commun ion llent~r 

viscera [1268]. except Cor an identical beginning in the Communion Quicumque (uerrt 
[C 456) from the feast of SS. Qrwdraginta Martyrum, originally of SS. Sepwn Frntrum 
[Sextuplex no. 126). 

21 For more details, see Wagm :r I, 178, !n. 1. 
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that there is sufficient documentation to warrant the assumption that a 
liber antiphonarius of Gregory did exist. The main difficulty, it seems to 
me, is one, not of documentation but o( interpretation. What was this book 
like, and in which relationship does it stand to the earliest Antiphonals 
that are preserved? Can we assume that it had music in some primitive 
~ort of notation? This is very doubtful indeed, since as late as the eighth 
and ninth cemuries Antiphonaries included onl} the texts. Moreover, Isi
dore of Seville, who lived about 30 years after Gregory (c. 570-636) says that 
"unless the musical sounds are retained by the human memory, they perish, 
because they cannot be written down" (Nisi enim ab homine memoria 
teneantur soni, pereunt, quia sctibi 11on possunt; Patr. lat. LXXXII, 163). 
Obviously, no nota Lion existed at that time. But even regardless of whether 
"Gregory's" melodies were notated or orally transmitted, what reason do 
we have to assume that they were the same as those known to us from the 
extant musical sources? 

The earliest manuscripts showing the melodies in a clearly readable no
tation (diastematic neumes) date from the mid-eleventh century. H owever, 
there exist manuscripts of the tenth century [see List of Sources, nos. 26-30] 
which enable us to trace the melod ies back to a considerably earl ier time. 
Extended comparaLive studies have shown that the stafficss neumes of these 
sources fu lly agree with the diastematic neumes of the later sources as to 
type (e.g., ascending or descending), number o{ notes, grouping in ex
tended melismas, etc. Clearly, the melodies are the same, although the 
possibility o£ minor changes, concerning ornamentations or the pitch of 
this or that note, ·will have to be admitted.l On the whole we are justified 
in assuming that the majority of the melodies existed about goo or Sso in 
nearly the same form as they appear in the later medieval sources and in 
the present-day publications. We might well be satisfied with this state of 
affairs, were it not for the fact that we have considerably earlier documen
tation for the existence of the texts, and even earlier evidence for the 
feasts. We have seen that ilie former can be traced back to the middle of 
the eighth century, the latter at least to the time of Gregory. It has always 
been the aim of musical scholars to match this record, and to show or, more 
p roperly speaking, to maintain that the melodies are equally old, except for 
those that are connected with post-Gregorian feasts. 

Obviously, this argument proceeds from the premise that the develop· 
ment of the liwrgical calendar, of the liturgical texts, and of the liturgical 
music are strictly synchronous phenomena, in other words, that the perma
nent institution of a certain feast entai ls and insures equal permanence of 
the texts and t11e melodies tltat were originally used. Actually this is a 
highly uncertain and, in fact, entirely unwarranted premise. In spite of 

I Such changes are dcn1onsLrable panicularly in the Communions, which are often 
classified diiTercmly in the various tonaries. See pp. •67 fT. 
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the close relationship that, no doubt, existed benveen the various layers 
of the liturgy, it would be nothing more than wishful thinking_ to assume 
that a liLUrgical melody is necessarily as old as the text to wh1ch, or the 
feast at which, it is sung. By its very nature a liturgical calendar has a much 
higher degree of fixity than a collection of prayers or other ~exts for the 
Masses and Offices, and this, in turn, has an incomparably h1gher degree 
of fixity than a collection of melodies, at least in a period in which, to the 
best o( our knowledge, the preservation of music was exclusively a matter 
of oral tradition. It is entirely unthinkable that a collection of melodies 
even approximating the size and elaborateness of the "Gregorian" reper
tory could have been transmitted-to say nothing of "preservcd"-orally 
over two or three centuries. The trul y Gregorian and, even more, any pre
Gregorian repertory must have been of a much more elememary character. 
Possibly the melodies even for a Gradual were of a very simple type; pos
sibly only one or a few melodies served for all Graduals: possibly the 
melodies were not fixed at all or only in their main outlines, much be
ing left to improvisa tion; possibly only the Psalms and other bas~c. scri ~
turaltexts had a musical delivery regulated to some extent by tradition: H 

is idle to speculate about these mauers. If we rely on evidence rather than 
on wishful thinldng or fantasy we cannot but admit that we know nothing 
about ~he l iturgical melodies until we approach the period from which we 
have the earliest musical manuscripts, that is, the end of the ninth century. 

Naturally, we cannot assume that the earliest musical manuscri pt that 
has come down to us from these remote times was actually the earliest ever 
written. The highly complex and intricate notation of a manuscript such 
as St. Gall 359 [see pp. 120f] marks it beyond doubt as one that was 
preceded by others, now lost. On the other hand, it is very unlikely that a 
fully developed system o£ neumatic notation existed long before the year 
850. Otherwise it would be difficult to explain why all tl1e eighth- and 
nintl1-century Gmduals (those of the Sextuplex publication) are written 
without music, or why such a thorough treatise as Aurelian's Musica dis
cipli11a (c. 850) Lacks a chapter on notation. Only in his chapter XIX, deal
ing with the problem of distinguishing between high and low tones in the 
verses, does Aurelian mention the tenns ac~ttus accentus and cirCtlm{lexio, 
thus indica ting that he is still concerned with a primitive system of 
ekphonetic notation which may have served fairly well for simple recita
tion formulae, but was totally inadequate for the written fixation o[ such 
elaborate melodies as are recorded in St. Gall 359· Thus it would appear 
that the evolution of neumatic notation can hardly have begun much 
earlier than 8oo. All in all, it is safe to say that paleographic evidence per· 
mi ts us to trace the Gregorian melodies back to the period around Soo, 
and to think of tl1em as having received their final form during the cen
tury from c. 750 to Sso. 
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T o sum up: it is a matter of scientific caution and prudence to assign 

to the liturgical melodies, as we have them, a considerably later date than 
has generally been done before. True enough, caution and prudence are 
negative rather than positive virtues, preventing us from committing mis
takes rather than helping us to establish the truth. In the present case, 
however, they seem to have the latter property as well. Within the past few 
years the Gregorian question has once more been scrutinized by various 
scholars with entirely novel and most interesting results. Although the 
results vary, they all agree in one aspect, that is, to assign to the "Grego
rian" melodies a post-Gregorian date of origin. 

About five years ago, B. Stablein presented a theory proceeding from two 
facts, both known for about fifty years but now for the first time brought 
into close relationsbip.2 The first of these is that the famous list of men who 
"edited an annalis cantus" [see p. 47 ; Stablein considers it as the work of 
John the Archicantor] does not close with Gregory. There follows not only 
Pope Martinus (649-53), but also, after him, three abbots of St. Peter's in 
Rome-Catolenus, Maurianus, and Virbonus-whose activity in the field 
of the ca ntus annalis is mentioned with especially distinctive words of 
praise, "diligentissime," "nobile," and "magnifice."a The second fact is 
that there exist, in addi tion to the numerous manuscripts of "Gregorian 
chant," four (or possibly more) manuscripts of tl1e eleventh to thirteenth 
centuries which contain essentially the same liturgical repertory but with 
noticeably different melodies. These form a striking contrast to all the 
other sources in which the melodies, except for occasional minor variants, 
are absolutely identical. Dom Mocquereau, who was the first to call atten
tion to this special group of manuscripts,• considered and dismissed them 
as variants from a decadent epoch. This assumption, however, is contra· 
dieted by the fact that their liturgical repertory is that of the oldest sources, 
excluding, as it does, the feasts that were added in the ninth, tenth, and 
later centuries. Dom Andoyer was the first to maintain that these special 
manuscripts contain a musical repertory which, far from being "decadent," 
is actually older than the standard repertory commonly referred to as 
Gregorian. He therefore designated it as "pre-Gregoriao."6 For the pur
pose of non-committal reference we shall distinguish the two repertories 
as the "standard" and the "special." 

2 Sec "'Zur Entstehung der gregorianischen Mclodicn" (K], XXXV, 5); "Zur FrUh
geschichtc des romisd1en Chorals" (ACT, p. 271); article "Choral" (MGG, U, 12721f). 

8 Catolerws abba, ibi dt:serviens ad sepulcltrum sancti Pet·ri, et ipse quidem an11um 
circu_li cantu~n dil~gentissime cdidit; post lumc quoque Mauriarws nbba, ipsius stmcti 
Petn opost.olt servtens, onnalem suum catttum et ipse ttobile ordinovit; post !tunc vero 
domruJS Jl~rbonus obba et omttem contum ormi circuli magnificc ordinavit (Patr. /at . 
138, p. 1346; reprinted in Gastou~. Origirtes, p. 110, fn.s). Cf. Data, nos. 55· 56. 

4 Pftl. m us., 11. 4, (n. a. See the musical example on pp. 611. 
6 ""Le Chant romain ant~c!goricn" (RCG, XX, 6g, 107). 
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Stablein (in common with all modern scholars) agrees with Andoyer's 
conclusion that the special repertory is older than the standard repertory, 
but changes their relative historical positions from "pre-Gregorian" and 
"Gregorian" to "Gregorian" and ''post-Gregorian." According to him, the 
standard repertory is the work of the above-named abbots Catolenus, 
Maurianus and Virbonus, whom he believes to have been active between 
653 and 68o. This period coincides with the ru le o£ Pope Vitalian (657-72), 
and Stablei n adduces some additional evidence for musical activity under 
Lhis pope.o H e concludes that the special repertory represents the chant 
that was used in Rome shortly before and at the time of Gregory, and that 
half a century later, under Pope Vitalian, the melodies received the form 
in which we find them in the standard repertory. He distinguishes the two 
versions as Old-Roman and New-Roman, associating the former with the 
service in the Basilica of the Lateran, the lauer with that in the Papal 
palace.7 

Stablein 's provocative theory is a most important contr ibution, because 
it once more brings the Gregorian problem into the open. I do not, how
ever, believe that it represents the ftnal answer. A weak spot is the terminus 
ad quem for the activity of the three Roman abbots, the year 68o. This date 
is based on Silva-Tarouca's theory that the list of musical popes and abbots 
wa$ written by John the Archicantor, a theory which is no longer con
sidered tenable [sec p. 46, (n. 1). However, even if we admit Stablein's 
dates as approximately correct, the main difficulty is not removed: we are 
still faced with a gap of 200 years between origi n and wrinen fixation
in other words, we still have no way of knowing what relationship t11e 
"Vitalian" melodies had to those that have been transmitted. Even greater 
difficulties exist with the Old-Roman repertory, if this is supposed to 
represent the true "Gregorian" chant. H ere the gap amounts to almost 500 
years, since the ear liest manuscript containing the Old-R oman melodies 
is dated 1071. 

A more promising avenue of investigation is suggested by a recent article, 
"Le chant 'vieux-romain'," by M. H uglo [Sae1·is entdiri VI (1954), g6], at 
the end of which he suggests the possibility t11at the two repcrtories might 
be representatives, not primarily of different periods, but of different 
locales. Thjs remark may well turn out to be of crucial imponance. I t is 
highly significant that the manuscripts containing the special repertory 
are all of Roman origin, having been written Cor local churches such as St. 
Cecilia and the L a teran. T hus there can be no doubt tha t we are in the 

8 Ekkchard V o£ St. Call (fl. c. 1200) spea.ks of cot~tores flitaliani. Radulph de Rivo 
(fl . c. 1400: dean of Tongem. near Liq;e), the last liturgist of the Middle Ages, says that 
borh Crcgory and Vitalian " received the Roman chant" (cantum romauum reccperrmt; 
see MCC, 11, lZ72). 

T Sec IICI, p. 275· 
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presence of a chant that originated and was mainly employed in Rome and 
therefore is properly called Roman Chant. 

As for the early sources of the standard repenory (that is, of "Gregorian" 
chant), it has often been noticed, tl10ugh onJy grudgingly admi tted, that 
none of them was written in Rome or, for that mauer, in Italy. They all 
come from such places in \\"estern Europe as St. Gall, Metz, Einsiedeln, 
Chartres, Laon, and l\lontpellier, in other words, (rom the Franco-German 
empire. Surely this [act is also o£ the highest significan ce, particularly in 
connection with-or in contrast to-the exclusively Roman origin of the 
special sources. 1l leads to the conclusion t11at the standard repertory 
is of Frankish origin or, at least, that it received its fina l fom1-the only 
one known to us-in places of the ·west. 

There is, indeed, a great dea I of historical evidence in support of the 
view L11at what we call "Gregorian chant" represents an eighth-to-n inth
century fusion of Roman and Frankish elements. This fusion is of pa r
t icular interest because of its political implication and motivation : it was 
one of the chief means by which the Frankish rulers tried to strengthen 
their relationship with the Church of R ome. The main evems were:s 

1. In 75~-3 Pope Stephen Il visited Gaul, accompanied by Roman 
clergy who celebrated Mass according to the Roman usage. Pepin (752· 
68), father of Charlemagne, determined to gain the support of the pope 
by introducing the Roman usage in his kingdom, in place of the old 
Gallican rites. 

2. In 753· bishop Chrodegang o£ Metz was sent by Pepin to Rome and, 
upon his return, established the Roman use in the cathedral of Metz. 

3· Abom 760, Pope Paul I sent to Pepin, upon the latter's request, an 
AntifJhonale (Cmdual) and a Responsale (Antiphonal). 

4· Charlemagne (768-814) issued numerous decrees designed to pro· 
mote the introduction of the cantus Romanus and to protect it against 
becoming "corrupt." 

5· C. 825 the abbot Wala from the monastery of Corbie went to Rome 
and received a copy of a R oman Antiphonal revised by Pope Hadrian 
(772·95)· 

6. In 83 1 or 832 Amalarius of l\fetz went to Rome in order tp obtain 
an authentic Antiphonary. The pope (Gregory IV) informed him that 
he had none to spare, but referred him to the one a t Corbie. Upon his 
return to France, Ama larius went to Corbic and found, to his great 
surprise, tl1at it differed from the usage of Metz: " I compared the above
mentioned volumes [of Corbic] with our antiphonaries and I found them 
di£Ierem not only in their [liturgical] order but also in their words and 
8 See, e.g .• R. van Doren, £tu de sur /'in{luet~ce m usicole de l'abboye de Sai11t Gall 

(192!)). pp. !14ff. 
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in the great number o£ responsories and antiphons which we do not 

sing."• 

One thing is certain: the efforts to introduce the Roman usage into the 
Frankish empire met with the strong resistance of the Gallican cler~ and 
brought about a great confusion. The reports about Charlemagne s at
tempts to protect the cantus Romanus against becoming corrupt spe~k 
eloquently enough. Equally illuminating-if '~'e ma_y us: such a word m 
this connection-are the reports about the vanous hturgtcal books (prob
ably without musical notation) that were b~ought _from ~ome to Fra~ce, 
one in 750 to i\feu, the other in 825 to Corb1e, obv1ously m order to bn.ng 
about greater conformity with the Roman use. Yet, when AmaJarms 
studied the book of Corbie, he found that it differed in many respects from 
the liturgy of Meu. How can we explain this? One explanation would be 
t!1at the cl1ange took place in Rome, in other words, that the book sent to 
Meu was an Old-Roman, the one sem to Corbie a New-Roman (standard 
repertory, "Gregorian"). H owever, Huglo has shown conclusively that 
the Corbie book. was of the Old-Roman type. 10 Perhaps a more plausible 
explanation is that Amalarius based his comparison, not on the book s~nt 
to Metz in 760, but on more recent Mcssine Antiphonals that already Ul· 

corporated numerous cllangcs. H ow confused the situation_ becam~ appear.~ 
from an interesting passage in Amalarius' L iber de ordme an~1plwnant 
concerning the difference between the Roman and the Frank1sh use of 
Gospel Antiphons after the Feast of Dedication [ed. H anssens, Ill, gg): 

Deus scit si isti [Romani) fallant, aut si ipsi [nostri magistri] [efellissent qui 
gloriati sunt se eas [antiphonas de evangelio] percep~ a magis~!s Romana~ 
ecdesia, aut si Romani propter incuriam et neglegenuam eas ammssent aut SI 

nunquam cantassent eas. 
(God knows whether the Romans are in error; or whether our masters have 

erred, who boast of having learned the Gospel Antiphons from the masters of the 
Roman Church: or whether the Romans have omitted them because of careless· 
ness and negligence; or whether they have never sung them.) 

If even a contemporary observer like ArnaJarius despaired over the con
fused situation, how can we ever hope to untangle it? 

One other thing is certain: although the Roman rite emerged from this 
struggle victorious, it certainly did not emerge unscathed or intact. Liturgi
cal scl10lars have long been fully aware of this (act. Thus, J. A. Jungma~n, 
in his standard work, The Mass of the R oman Rite (Missm·um Solemnw), 
discussing the Roman Mass in France, says (p. 76): "Unconsciously of 
course, but nonetheless surely, profound alterations were made from the 

o Sec Huglo. in Sacris erudiri, Vl. 120. 

10 See Sacris erudiri, VI, 1201£. 
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very outset in the Roman liturgy, especially in the Roman Mass-in fact, 
fundamental transformations. The exotic seedl ing, when planted in a new 
soil and in a new climate, was still pliant enough to be reshaped and modi
fied by these influences." And later (p. 95): "Thus we come to that episode 
which proved to be of such incalculable importance for the entire sub
sequent history of the Roman liturgy. About the middle of the tentll 
century the Roman liturgy began to return in force from Franco-Germanic 
lands to Italy and to Rome, but it was a liturgy which meanwhile had 
undergone radical changes and a great development. This importation 
entailed supplanting the local form of the Roman li turgy by its Gallicized 
version, even at tile very center of Christendom." 

It would be more than wishful thinking to assume that during this 
process of profound al terations in the liturgy the melodies remained un
cllanged.'1 Yet ic is to the ·west that we owe the written fixation and 
preservation of what is now called "Gregorian chant." The conclusion is 
almost inescapable that this chant, as found in the manuscripts of St. Gall, 
Einsiedel n, Metz, Chartres, etc., received its final form in France, in the 
period about Soo, a form that differed considerably from its Roman model. 
A very interesting confirmation of this state of affairs ex ists in the report of 
an anonymous monk of St. Gall who, about 885, speaks of the "exceedingly 
large difference between our chant and that of Rome" and tells us that, 
through the endeavours of a singer whom Charlemagne had sent to Rome 
for instruction and later assigned w the cathedral of Metz, the chant spread 
over all France, "so that it is even now called ecclesiastica cantilena 
Metensis.l 2 Moreover, the non-Roman cllaracter of the Mss of St. Gall, 

11 There exist a number of reports which, taken together, give an interesting picture 
ol the altercations and frictions between Roman and Frankish singers, panicularly in the 
time of Charlemagne. See, e.g .. H. Huckc, "Die Einfilhrung des Crcgorianischcn Cesangs 
im Frankenreidt" (Riimisdre Quartalschrijt fur Christliche Altertumslwnde und Kirchen
g~chichte, Band 49 [1954), pp. 17211). 

1:! Monadtus Sangalliensis (Notker Balbulus?). De vita Caroli magni; see Ph. Jalfe, 
Bibliotheca rerum germatzicarum, IV (1867), 639,641. Monachus' book is to a large extent 
a collection of legends aboUI Charlemagne and therefore of little historical value (e.g .. he 
says that Charlemagne-who died in 814-assigned the singer to the cathedral of Mcu at 
the request of his son Truogo, bishop of Meu; actually, Truogo did not become bishop 
of Metz until 823). However, this is no reason to doubt the accuracy of in[ormation that 
refers to his own lime. Equally relevant is the following statement oC Johanncs Diaconus: 
"As much as, untiJ now, 1hc d1ant of Meu is inferior to that or Rome, so mud1 arc the 
chan1s of [the other] German and French churches inferior to that oC Metz, as is conceded 
by all those who esteem the plain truth" (Patr. /at . 75· col. gd). Of particular interest 
is Lhc somewhat reluctant recognition ("until now"l) of the superiority of the chant of 
Rome, and :tlso the remark about dilferences among 1he various churches in Germany 
(St. Call?) and France. ll is very unfortunate that no document of the cantus Metensis 
has been preserved. Long before lhc recent re-examination or the Cregorian problem 
the importance of Men (ralher than St. Call) had been emphasited by R. van Dorcn 
(see fn . 8). 
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Einsiedelo, etc., is clear!)' demonstrated by the fact that they a ll include 
chants for the Feast of the H oly Trinity, a feast of unquestionably Western 
origin whid1 was not officially adopted in Rome until the twelfth century 
[see p. 8, fn. 6). None of the Old-Roman manuscripts include this feast. 

DifferenL though the theory of Stablein and the one just outlined are, 
they agree in one point: the standard repertory of cbant is not ''Cregoria n" 
in the historical sense of tl1c word. This does not necessarily mean to dis
miss tl1e evidence proffered by ~lorin, Cagin, Wagner, ami others [see p. 
49]. to show that a repertory of chant was formed at the time of Cregory. 
This may well ha\'e been the case, but we have no infom1ation as to what 
it was like; for instance, whether it was essentially identical with the Old
R oman d1ant. !\or can we say anything definite about the chant that was 
formed, fifty years later, under the R oma n abbots Catolenus, l'vfaurianus. 
and Virbonus. The chief difficulty in both cases is the absence of con
temporary or approximately comemporary documentation by musical 
sources. Any attempt to relate repcnories of such early periods to manu
scripts at least two hundred years later in d:ne is fraught with uncertaitH)' 
and danger. This element of risk is almost completely eliminated if we 
regard the standard repertory as one that was formed in France between 
750 and Sso. A manuscript such as the Codex St. Call 359 is close enough 
both to the lime and to the place of origin to be considered as an authentic 
and reliable testimonial. 

'We may then assume that what we call Cregorian chant is the result of 
a development that took place in the Franco-German empire under Pepio, 
Charlemagne, and his successors. Tills does not mean to say that all the 
many tl10usands of melodies of the present-day repertory were composed 
during this time, in the same way as the symphonies o( Mozan and 
Beetlloven were composed during the fifty years from ' 7iO to 1820. lt 
means tl1at they represent tl1e final stage, and the only one known to us, 
of an evolution, the beginnings of which may go back to tile earliest Chris
tian period and even to the chJnt of the S)•nagogue. \Vhar changes touk 
place during the numerous prc-formati\'e stages we ca nnot say. Some duw ts 
may have changed relatively little, others so much that their original forlll 
was obscured or complerely lost. On grounds of probability and plausability 
we may assume tl1at the simpler chants were much less affected by thr 
vicissitudes of a purely oral tradition than those of a highly ornate char
acter. We shall come back to tl1is question in the final chapter of this book. 
For tl1e present time it will suffice to say tlnu it is probably safe to think 
of certain very rudimentary types, uch as the psalm tones or tltc arch:tiC 
Clo1·ia XV [56] as being a heritage from ettrly Christian, and ultimate ly 
pre-Christian days; of simple Antiphons as dating possibly from the time 
of Cregory; and of an Introit, a Gradual, a Tract as being, in its presettt· 
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day form, a product of the eighth or nintll century. With such general 
ideas in h is mind the reader may now turn to a study of "Cregorian 
chant."1a 

. l3 The readcr:s attention is called 10 H andschin's interesting discussion of "La Ques
tton du .chant 'v1eux-roma.in' ··in Annates mu.sicologiques, II {tg54; published after the 
compleuon of our manuscript), 49ff. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

The Texts 

THE PSALMS 

N OT WITHOUT justification has the Book o( Psalms been called the 
most influential single source of texts in all music history. In

deed it is by far the most important textual source in Gregorian chant. 
Our previous expLanations have made it clear to what an extent the Psalms 
prevail in the Office Hours; they are no less important in the Mass, al
though here their presence is less obvious. In the course of the centuries 
various methods of psalm-singing developed, leading to modifications 
which, in their fmal stages, bear scant resemblance to a PsaJm. An histori
cal analysis. however, clearly shows tha t nearly all the chants of rhe Grego
rian repertory have a psalmodic background, the main exceptions being 
the Antiphons, the R esponsories, and the H ymns. 

The early custom of singing complete Psalms is fully preserved in the 
O ffice H ours, ro every one of wJtich is assigned a definite number of Psalms, 
as shown in the table, p. 23. The distribution of the PsaLms among the 
various Hours is a mauer of no small interest. The basic principle was that 
the entire Book of Psalms should be sung once every week. When the 
details of the distribution were worked out, the Hours of Matins and 
Vespers received primary consideration. The 150 PsaJms were divided 
into two groups roughly corresponding in size to the number of Psalms, 
nine (originally, twelve) and five, prescribed for these two Offices. Thus, 
the group for Matins comprises approximately the first hundred Psalms, 
that for Vespers, the remaining fifty. To put it more precisely, the Psalms 
for Matins comprise Ps. 1 to 108, those for Vespers, Ps. 109 to 147. In both 
groups, a number of Psalms are omitted, and these occur in the other 
Office Hours, e.g., the long Ps. 118 which, divided into eleven parts, pro
vides nearly all the material for the Little Hours, from. Prime to None, of 
Sunday [226ff]. 

The distribution of the Vesper Psalms, as sung during the week from 
Sunday to Saturday, is as follows: 
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Sunday [250]: Ps. JOg, 110, Ill , I 12, 113 

Monday [28o]: 
Tuesday [285]: 

ll4, 11 5· ug, 
122, I 23, 12-J:, 

120, 121 

125, 126 

W ednesday [2go] : 
Thursday [295] : 

127, 128, u g, 

132, 135·1, I 35·11• 

130, 131 
136, 137 

Friday [301]: 140, 141 •sS.r. 138.n, 139· 
Saturday [307]: 113·1• 143·11, •44·' · 144·u• 144·m 

It should be noticed that the numbering of the Psalms in the Latin version of 
the Bible (the so·called Vulgata, Vulgate) differs from that o£ the English King 
J ames version, since in a few c..-lses two successive Psalms of one version appear 
as one Psalm in the other. The concordances are as follows: Lat. 1 to 8 = Engl. 

1 to 8; L1t. 9 = Engl. 9, 10; Lat. 10 to 1 1.2 = Engl. 11 to 113; Lat. 113 = Engl. I 14., 

1 15; Lat. 11 4, 11 5 = Engl. 1 16; Lat. J 16 to 145 = Engl. 117 to 146; Lat. 146, 

147 = Engl. 147: Lat. 148 to 150 = Engl. 148 to 150. 

On certain bigh feasts t.he above plan is slightly varied through t.he 
partial substitution of other Psalms, a fact a lready mentioned in our dis· 
cussion of the Ordinary and Proper (p. 1 8). Invariably, however, the sub· 
stitutions are made in such a manner that the ascending order of numbers 

is preserved. 
At Matins, Ps. 1 to 108 were originally distributed over the week accord

ing to a plan similar to that for Vespers. On high feasts, however, the 
scheme underwent rather considerable variations, as appears from the fol
lowing table based on the Psalms of Matins given in L: 

NOCTURN I NOCTURN ll NOCTURN lil 

Nativity [371]: 2, 18,44 47·71,84 8S,g5,97 

Maundy Thursday [622]: 68,69,70 71,72·73 74· 75·76 

Good Friday [666] : 2, :1!1, 26 37·39·53 ss.87.93 

Holy Saturday [713]: 4· 14· 15 23, 26,29 53· 75·87 

Easter Sunday [77 1]: l , 2, 3 
Whit Sunday (868]: 47· 67. 103 
Corpus Christi [923]: 1, 4' 15 19· 22, 41 42,80, 83 

Office for the Dead [ 1782 J: 5·6·7 22,24,26 119· 40,4 1 

The original plan of successive numerical order is most fully preserv~d 
on Maundy Thursday. The principle of ascending numbers is never VIO

lated. 
A special place is reserved in the service of Matins [or Ps. 94• Veni.te~ 

exsultemus Domino, which is sung, as an Ordinary chant, at t.he very begm· 
ning of every Matins. Inviting to worship with the words, "0 come~ let us 
sing unto the Lord," it deserves this place as well as the name lnvrtatory 

Psalm. 
In the foregoing explanations we have considered the singing of c?m· 

plete Psalms in the Office Hours. ln the Mass, this ancient method surv1ves 
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only in the Tracts, all the other psalmodic chants having undergone drastic 
reductions, which will be considered subsequently (p. t8o). As a matter of 
fact, this tendency toward reduction has also atiected the Tracts, though 
not to such an extent as to obliterate t.heir original character. Each Tract 
consists of a number of verses, all taken from a single Psalm. Among the 
most complete Tracts are Qui habitat, which omits only yr. 8 -10 of Ps. go; 
E1ipe me, which omits yr. 11-1 3 of Ps. 139; and Deus Deus meus, which has 
twelve out of the thirty-four verses of Ps. 21. • Many Tracts, however, have 
retained only three or four verses, some only two. A few Tracts are derived 
from Canticles, namely, Cantemus Domino (Canticle of Moses), Domine 
audivi (Canticle of Habacuc), and Nunc dimittis (Canticle of Simeon), t.he 
first two much shortened and with altered versions, the last one complete 
and with the original text. In addition to the Nunc dimittis, several other 
Tracts, all of a later date (twelfth, thirteenth centuries, modern), use texts 
from the New Testament (Ave Maria, Luke 1; Tu, es Pet1·us, Matthew 16), 
while non-scriptural texts also occur, as in Ga.ude Maria and Tu es vas. 

PSALM VERSES 

The use of a single psalm verse as text for a chant is of very frequent 
occurrence, particularly in the oldesr layer of the Mass chants, that is, in 
the lntroit~. Graduals. Alleluias, Offertories, and Communions of the de 
tempore. Especially informative in this respect are the Graduals. Each of 
these consists of two sections, the respond and the verse. The very name for 
the latter suggests that it is a psalm verse, which indeed it is. However, the 
text for the respond also is nearly always a psalm verse, and iJ so, both 
respond and verse are taken from the same Psalm.1 Only a few Graduals 
of the old, Gregorian repertory are non-psalmodic, the reason being that 
for certain feasts of a very distinct nature a particularly suitable text was 
found in other parts of Scripture. Thus, in the Mass of Christmas Eve 
the respond of the Gradual has a text, H odie scietis [36o], modelled after 
Exodus 16:6-7, which provides a most appropriate commentary for the day 
preceding the anniversary of Christ's birth: "This day you shall know that 
the Lord will come and save us: and in the morning you shall see his 
glory." Similarly, for t.he Mass of Epiphany, commemorating the arrival of 

• It should be noticed that the indication of "Verses" in the Tracts, as given in the 
liturgical books, is somewhat misleading. Properly, the "ff· should appear also at the very 
beginning of the text, since this is a verse of the Psalm (often the first) like all the others. 
Briefly, each Trace has one more verse than the number suggested by the signs fi· 

1 A rare exception i.5 the Gradual To/lite hostias [G 162), with the respond taken from 
Ps. 95• the verse. Reve/avit Dominus, from Ps. :t8. For all the questions concerning the 
texts of the chanu, whether from the Psalms or other parts of Scripture, C. Marbach's 
Carmina Scripturarum is an indispensable tool. Also useful is the table of contents, given 
in W agner I, 280, of the Codex St. Gall 339, where the textual source is indicated for each 
chant. 
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the gift-bearing kings, no more suitable text could be imagined than the 
one from Isaiah 6o:6: "All they from Saba shall come, bringing gold and 
frankincense, and showing forth praise to the Lord." 

In the lntroits the selection of texts is guided by the same principles. 
These chants also consist of two sections (disregarding the addition of the 
Gloria Patri; see p. uS), the antiphon and the verse. In the old Introits, 
the latter invariably is a psalm verse, and a great majority of the antiphons 
are also psalmodic. If so, they arc, without exception, taken from the same 
Psalm as the verse. Non-psalmodic texts for the antiphons occur in about 
one-third of the Masses (thirty out of eighty-six found in the Proper of the 
Time as given in L). The percentage of non-psalmodic texts is somewhat 
less in the Alleluias and Offertories (about one to five), and only in the 
Communions is the majority of the texts non-psalmodic. This reversal of 
preponderance is mainly due to the tendency to take the text for the Com
munion from one of the Lessons prescribed for the Mass, particularly from 
that of the Gospels. Thus, the text for the Communion of Holy Innocents, 
Jlox in Rama [430], forms part of the reading from .Matthew on the same 
day [429], and that for Whit Sunday, Factus est repente [882], occurs near 
the beginning of the reading from the Acts of the Apostles in the same 
Mass [879]. 

In the manuscripts of the tenth and eleventh centuries the Offertories
which today consist of only one section, the antiphon (or respond; see p. 
363)-have a number of verses, two or sometim es three, added to the anti
phon. Without exception, these verses are taken from the same source 
(mostly a Psalm) as the antiphon. Therefore, these Offertories represent 
the Psalms in about the same stage of reduction as do the Tracts with three 
or four verses. 

For more complete illustration, the table at the top o( p. 91 gives tl1e 
textual sources for the chants of a number of Masses from the Proper of 
the Time. Plain figures signify Psalms, while other books of Scripture are 
expressly indicated. 

A perusal of this table shows that on not a few occasions two or more 
chants of a Mass draw upon the same Psalm (sometimes even the same 
verse) for their text, examples in point being found in Advent I, Ember 
Saturday of Advent, the three Masses o£ Nativity, etc. The most striking 
example of a textually unified Mass is that of the First Sunday of Lent, 
based entirely on Ps. go. This, however, is a unique case. Usually no more 
than two or three chants are based on the same Psalm, and even these cases 
occur in a minority of perhaps no more than ten per cent, if the entire 
cycle of Masses is considered. 

Even more interesting than the examples of "horizontal" unification arc 
some instances of seriation which appear if the Masses are considered 
"vertically," from one to the next. The most striking of these concerns the 
Communions of the weekdays of Lent. As has been explained previously 
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INTitorr GRADUAL ALLEL. OFF. COMM. 

ANT. v. RESP. v. 
Advent I 24 24 24 24 
Advent U Ua.30 ?g 4g 4g 
Advent Ill Phi I. 4 95 79 7g 
Ember Sat. of Advent 7g ?g 18 18 

84 14 84 
121 84 Bar. s 
?g 84 Isa. ~5 

(Tr.•) 7g Zach.g 18 
18 18 
7g ?g 

Advent IV 
79 7g 

lsa. 45 18 144 144 
Vigil of Nativity Exod. 16 2!J Exod. 16 7g 
Nati\•ity, Mass 1 2 2 10!) lOg 
Nativiry, Mass 2 Isa. g gz 11 7 117 
Nativity, Mass 3 Isa. g g7 g7 g7 
St. Stephen 118 118 118 118 
St. John Eccles. 15 gl J ohn 21 21 
Sunday after Epiph. Apoc. 4 99 71 71 
Fint Sun. of Lent go go go go 
Ember Wed. of Lent 24 2.} 24 24 
Wednesday Holy Week Phil. 2 101 68 68 
Easter Sunday 138 158 117 117 
Ascension Acts 1 46 
Whit Sunday Wisd.1 67 

105 Luke a ha.7 
Esdras IV 25 Isa. 40 

2 95 aog 
gz g2 Zach.g 

? 88 g7 
Acts7 Acts6 Acts7 

J ohn 21 91 john21 
g9 99 Luket 

(Tr.) go go go 
(Tr.) 2.1 118 5 

(Tr.) 101 101 101 
1 Cor.5 75 I Cor. 5 

46;67 Acts 1 67 

• Tr. indicates Tract instead of Alleluia. 
103; 67 67 Acts2 

(pp. 63£), the original series of twenty-six days had the texts of its Com· 
munions taken in numerical order from Psalms 1 to 26. In order to illus
trate this once more, the first seven Communions, with translations, are 
here reproduced. The verse indications are those of the King J ames version 
of the Bible. 

a. Ash Wednesday 
[529: C go] 

2. Feria VI. 
[G 93] 

3· feria ll. p. Quad. 

4· Feria Ill. 
(C 1011] 

5· Feria IV. 
[C 101) 

6. Feria VI. 
[G 106) 

7· Sabbato 
[G a11 ] 

COMM UN ION 

Qui meditabitur 
in lege 

Servile Domi11o 
in timort: 

Jloce mea ad Domi-
11Um clamavi 

Cum invocarem le, 
exaudisti me 

l11tellige clamorem 
meum 

Erubescant et con
lttrbet~ tur omrzes 
inimici mei 

Dom ine Deus meus, 
in te speravi 

PSALM 

Ps. 1:2. He that shall meditate 
in the Jaw 

Ps. 2: 11. Serve the Lord with 
fear 

Ps. 3:4. I cried unto the Lord 
with my voice 

Ps. 1: a. When I called upon 
Thee Thou didst hear me 

Ps. 5:2. Hearken to my cry 

P3. 6: JO. Let all mine enem.ica 
be ashamed and troubled 

Ps. 7:10. Lord my Cod, in Thee 
have I put my trust 

Another case of "vertical organilation" is presented by the Masses for 
the Sundays after Pentecost, particularly the group of the first seventeen 
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Sundays up to the Ember Days of September. The basic principle exhibited 
here is not the strictly numerical succession which we found in the Com· 
munions of Lent, but an ascending numerical order, similar to what has 
been observed in the organization of the Psalms for Matins of the high 
feasts (seep. 88). This principle is most clearly evident in the Introits, the 
first ten of which have texts taken from Ps. 12, 17, 24, 26, 26, 27, 46, 47, 53• 
and 54· It also prevails in the Offertories and Communions in which, how
ever, a few substitutions occur, from Daniel, Matthew, etc. As for the AJ
leluias, the great fluctuation that existed in thjs field must constantly be 
borne in mind, as well as the fact that in some of the earliest sources they 
occur as a separate group, without assignment to individual feasts. How
ever, the tenth-century Codex St. Gall 339 contains at the end a group of 
Alleluiae in Dominicis diebus per cirwlum anni consisting of twenty-six 
Alleluias whose verses are once more taken from the Psalms in ascending 
numerical order: Ps. 5· 7• 7, 17, 30, 46, 58, 64, 77, etc.2 Essentially the same 
arrangement occurs in most of the later sources and in the present-day 
books, although with some modifications resulting from various shifts and 
insertions that took place in the series of Sundays after Pentecost, so that 
what formerly had been the Mass formulary of the Second Sunday became 
that of the First, etc.3 The only chants which stand completely outside this 
plan are the Graduals, as appears from the fact that the series of Psalms 
from which their texts are taken begins as follows: Ps. 40, 119, 54, 78, 83, 
8g, 33, 70, 8, etc. This series occurs as early as the eighth century, in the 
Codex Monza, as well as in all the later sources. There is, however, one 
exception, the Codex Rheinau (only slightly later than Monza), which has 
an entirely different group of Graduals for the Sundays after Pentecost, 
and this series shows the same organization according to ascend ing Psalm 
numbers as do the other chants for these Sundays. There can be hardly 
any doubt that this series is o£ a more recent date, resulting from an inten
tion to make the Graduals conlorm tO the other chants.• Although the 
Rheinau series did not attain permanent significance, it i.s interesting 
enough to justif)' inclusion in the subsequent table showing the first ten 
Masses after Pentecost.5 

2 Reprinted in Wagner 1, tgS. Per drculum anni (for the cycle of the year) means 
here, aJ elsewhere, the finaJ part of the year, after Pentecost. 

8 See the explanations, pp. 70£. 
• Cf. Sextuplex, p. lxxviii , where Hesbert points out that there is no reason why an 

originaJ series showing psalmodic order ahould have been "volonticrement brouillt.'' 
nor, if this was done, why the Graduals only had been thus ueated. However, Chavassc 
ICCIIlS to consider the Rheinau series of GraduaJs as the old one (Rroue Binidictine, 
LXII, 62). The Rl1einau series ap~ars aJso in the Code Mont-Blandin, together with the 
normal series of Craduals; see Sextuplex, nos. •n· •gS. 

o ltenu no longer in use for that day are in italics. For the complete series of post· 
Pentecost Masses, see Wagner /, :zg6; Sextuplex pp. lxxv, lxxviii; RC, XVII, 172 (Hesbcrt, 
"La Meue Omnes gentes"). 
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The various instances of, shall we say, ''psalm arithmetic," whether 
wi thin one Mass (use of the same Psalm) or within a group o~ Ma~ses (suc
cessive or ascending order of Psalms), are not only interestmg m lhcm
selves but a lso of importance for the study of the historical developm~nt 

9r the Mass repertory. They show beyond any doubt that ~e formauon 
of this repertory was the result, not of a single act , but of muluple processes 
!>£one kind or another. Some of these processes had taken place before the 
:ime o£ Gregory, whose book, as Peter Wagner has pointed out, fully de-. 
;erves its early title, Antiphonarius cento.s Others occurred later, between 
the seventh and ten th centuries. It is not impossible to separate these layers 
and thus gain a certain insight into the his torical development of. the l\,fass. 

As has been previously pointed out, the earliest components ol the !\ ~ ass 
are the Lesson-dlants, that is, the Graduals and the Tracts. We have JUSt 

seen that, in the group o£ Sundays after Pentecost, the Graduals are the 
only chants that do not participate in the scheme o( ascending psal"_t num
bers. This statement is also true of the whole series of Graduals, wh tch fol· 
low each other in an irregular manner from the beginning to _the ~nd of 
the liturgical year. As Cor the Tracts, the few that have surv1ved m the 
Proper of the Time are not sufficient to justify definite statements. Those 
that remain show no evidence of numerical order, except perhaps the five 
Tracts for the Sundays of Lent and Passion Sunday, wh.ich are taken from 
Psalms go, 116, 122, 124, and 128. As Cor "horizontal" agreement between 
Gradual and Tract, our table on p. gt shows three instances: Ember Satur
day of Advent (Ps. 79). the First Sunday of Lent (Ps. go), and Ember 

Wednesday of Lent (Ps. 24). 
When the other Mass chants, lntroits, Alleluias, O ffertories, and Com-

munions, were introduced, their Psalms or psalm verses were selected to a 
certain extent in accordance with that of the Gradual of the same day. 
The result of this procedure is evident in a few Masses: e.g., that for the 
First Sunday of Advent (lntroit, Offertory); for Ember Saturday o~ Advent 
(lntroit, Communion ; also Tract); for Nativity, Mass 1 (Commumon) a~ll 
Mass 3 (lntroit verse, Communion): for the Feast of St. Ste~hen (lmro1t) . 
and for that of St. John (Allcluia, Communion): for the Ftrst Sunday ol 
Lent (all items); and for Ember Wednesday of Lent (lntroit; also Tract). 
In Wednesday of Holy Week it seems to have been the Tract, from Ps. 101, 

which influenced the selection of the lntroit verse as well as of the Offertory 
and the Communion. Possibly the same situation existed in other Masses 
in which it is no longer evident because of the replacement of the Tract ~y 
an AlJeluia. In some cases the Tract mat have been replaced by an Alleluw 
taken from the same Psalm; this surmise would explain the agreement that 
exists between the Alleluia and some other chants in Mass 2 of the Nativity 
and that for the First Sunday after Epiphany. . . 

Yet another step in the formation of the Mass formularies was the assum· 
11 & e List o{ Data, p. <(t, no. 51. 
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lation of some of the Communions to the texts of one of the Lessons, 
particularly those from the Gospels (p. go). 

Finally, there are the two vertical series which obviously represent 
separate layers in the formation of the Mass formularies; that of the week
days of Lent and that of the Sundays after Pentecost. The weekdays of Lent 
are a very old component of the liturgical year, and there is n o doubt that 
the series of the Communions for these days was introduced before Gregory. 
As for the Sundays after Pentecost, a plausible assumption would be that 
the original Graduals are Gregorian and that the other chants were i ntro
duced after Gregory. 

NON-PSALMODI C TEXTS 

The foregoing considerations have shown that, aside from a negligible 
number of e-xceptions, the texts of the Mass chants are psalmodic. In a 
striking con trast to this are the Office chants, the great majority of which 
are non-psalmodic and even non-scriptural. One can hardly go wrong in 
interpreting this as a deliberate effort to provide a certain balance against 
the Psalms, which comprise the major part of the Offices. 

The chants to be considered in this context are the Antiphons of the 
Psalms, the Responsories of Matins, and the Hymns. The Hymm are, of 
course, strictly poetic texts of a character entirely djlferent from that of all 
other chants. A brief description will be given later (see pp. 423ff). 
As for the Responsories, they constitute a literature "the critical study of 
which has yet to be undertaken."t It is unfortunate that this statement, 
made in 1898, is still valid wday, so that we have to confine ourselves to a 
few random remarks which do not give a complete and probably not an 
entirely correct picture. Very few Responsories a re psalmodic. Many take 
their texts from the historical books of the Old Testament, such as 
Genesis, Kings, Esther, etc. Thus, a Responsory for Septuagcsima Sunday 
[LR 398] begins with tlte first sentence of Scripture: ltt principio creavit 
Deus caelum et ten·am (Gen. 1: t) and cominucs with a later verse describ
ing the creation of man: et fecit i11 ea hominem ad imaginem et similitu
dirtem suam (Gen . 1 :26); while the verse, Formavit igitur Deus hominem de 
limo terrae, et inspiravit in faciem eius spiraculum vitae, is taken from 
Gen. 2:7.2 Other Responsories of the same type arc Lowtus est Dominus 
ad A bt·am (Gen. 12: 1) for Friday and Saturday after Ash Wednesday 
[LR 402]; Dixit Dominus ad Noe (Gen. 6: 13, 14) for Scxagcsima Sunday 
[LR 399]; and the first three Responsories from the Feast of St. Joseph 
(Spouse of the Virgin) [LR 305ff] which are taken from the story of Joseph: 

l P. Batilfol, History of the Roman Brev iary (1898). p . 106. Sec, however, the remarks 
in Marbad1's Carmina Scripturarum, pp. 75 • (£. 

2 In che Arlliphonal of Compi~e this is the first Responsory of Sexagesima Sunday, 
and is followed by eleven oth ers based on the story of chc Creation of Man, Adam, Eve, 
Abel, and Cain. &e Patr. /at. 78, pp. 748f. 
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Fuit Dominus cum ]oseph (Gen. 39:21), Esuriente terra Aeg;ypti (Gen. 
42:56), and Fecit me Dominus quasi patrem regis (Gen. 45:6, 7). Such 
"historical" Responsories were used panicularly [or the Sundays after 
Pentecost and were actually called H istoriae. The Antiphonal o£ 
Compiegne includes, at the end, a number of Responsories for post-Pente
cost Sundays, grouped together under such titles as Responsoria de libro 
regum (from the Book of Kings), Responsoria de beato ]ob, de Tobia, 
de ]udith, etc.s 

A number o£ Responsories belong to ecclesiastical literature of the fourth 
and fifth centuries and are of great interest as such. Written in an ecstatic 
language of great beauty, they often provide vividly impressive commen
taries on a liturgical event, for instance, the Nativity: 

Bodie nobis caelorum [375]: Today the King of Heaven has deigned to be 
born unto us, so that He may redeem the lost man into the heavenly 
kingdom. The host of angels rejoices, for the eternal salvation has ap· 
peared to mankind. -y;. Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace 
to men of good will. 

Hodie nobis de caelo [376]: Today the true peace has descended from the 
heavens, today the heavens have been made Bowing with honey through
out the world. y;. Today there shines for us the day of new redemption, 
of old reparation, of eternal felicity. 

Quem vidistis [377]: Whom have you seen, oh shepherds? Tell us, announce 
unto us, who has appeared on earth? We have seen the Lord who has 
been born, and the choirs of angels praising Him. y;. Tell us what you 
have seen, and announce umo us the birth of Christ. 

As for the Antiphons, the general aspects o£ their textual sources are well 
known, owing mainly to the investigations of Gevaert who has used the 
textual categories as a basis for a chronological classification of the melo· 
dies.• A small number o£ Antiphons borrow their text from the Psalm with 
which they are, or originally were, connected. Following are some examples 
(full verses are indicated by numbers, 1, 2, etc.; ta indicates the first, t b the 
second half o£ the verse): 

Tamquam sponsus (372] 
Veri tas de terra [38o] 
Laetentur caeli [387] 
Notum fecit Domir1us [388] 
T ecum principium [412] 
R edemptionem misit [412] 
Exortum est [412] 
Apud Dominum [412] 
De fructu ventris [412] 

a Patr. /at . 78, pp. 851ff. 

Ps. 18, y-. 5h [372] 
84, y;. 12 [381] 
95· from Yf. 1 1, 12 [388) 
97• Yf. 3a [388] 

109, Y-4 [128] 
11 0, y;. 8 [•34] 
111, Yl·4[141] 
129• y;. 7 [179] 
131, y;. ub [179) 

'La Mtlopee antique dans le chant de N glise la tine (18g5), pp. a 6oft. 
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These examples illustrate a practice which, no doubt, is very ancient 

and which, at an early time, may have been almost universal. However, it 
survived in only a few instances, such as the Nativity, from which all the 
above examples are taken.5 The great majority of Antiphons, according 
to Gevaert more than three-fourths of the total, borrow their texts from 
other parts of the Scriptures, majnJy the Prophecies, the Histories, and 
the Gospels. In the Prophetic Antiphons the scriptural text is often con
de~sed, mo~ified, or ~mplified; .as, Cor instance, in Urbs fortitttdinis [332], 
wh1ch combmes porttons of Isa1ah 26:1, 2 (Sion is the city of our strength, 
the Savior will be appointed in it as a wall and bulwark: open ye the 
gates) with a free "refrain," quia nobiscum Deus (for the Lord is with us). 
For the purpose of additional illustration it may suffice to mention the 
five Antiphons for Vespers of the First Sunday of Advent [323£], the first 
four o.f which are taken respectively from Joel 3: 18, Zechariah 9:9, 
Zechanah 14:5, 7 (condensed), and Isaiah 55: 1, while the last, Ecce veniet, 
s~ems to be a new _text. As for the Gospels, they are drawn upon par
ticularly for the Anuphons of the Magnificat. Thus, the first three Sundays 
of Advent have the following Magnificat Antiphons: 

N e timeas Maria [326]: 
Tu es qui venturus [333]: 
Beala es Maria [339]: 

Luke 1:3ob, 31a 
Matthew 11:3-5 (condensed) 
Luke 1:45 

Finally a word about strictly poetic texts. These are, of course, omni
present in the hymns, but othen\lise so rare that they are noteworthy only 
as curiosities. Among these is the verse of the Gradual Benedicta et venera
bi lis [ 1264]. a distich: 

Virgo Dei Genitrix, quem totiLs non ctipTt orbits 
in tua se clausit viscera fiictii.s hOmo. 

The same Mass, for the Feasts of the Virgin Mary, has an Introit with a 
hexametric text, from the Carmen paschale o£ Sedulius: 

Salve siinctil Parens, enixa piierpera R egem 
qui caelti.m terrfzmque tenet per siieculii cuius.e 

While these are probably the only poetic texts of the Mass, a few more 
occur in the Office, among the Antiphons and Responsories. It will suffice 
to mention two Magnificat Antiphons, Hie vir despiciens [t199]. a distich, 
and Cum peruenisset [1 308]. which contains the rhymed stanza: 

G The same practice exists in a he Vesper Psalms of Sunday, where Lhe Psalms 109 10 115 
:ue.su.ng with Lbe Antiphons Dixit Dominus (Ps. 1og. -p. t), Magna opera (Ps. 110, 'fl· 2), 
Qtu llmet (Ps. 111,11. t). Sit nomen (Ps. 112, -p. 2). and Deu.s autem (Ps. 115, y. 11). 

a The conclusion of the second line is modified Lo: regit in saecula saeculonw1. 
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0 bona crux, diu desiderata 
et jam concupiscenti animo praeparata: 
securus et gaudens venio ad te: 
ita et tu exsultans suscipias me, 
discipulum ejus qui pependit in te.1 

'1 For a Responsory with a poetic text, see p. !!40. 

CHAPTER TWO 

The Notation 

~HE traditional notation of Gregorian chant employs a number 
'--of symbols called neumes. T his name is derived from lhe Greek 

word neuma which means something like "a nod" or "a sign," a term that 
probably refers to the fact that originally these symbols were written 
representations of manual signs by which lhe up-and-down motion of the 
melody was indicated. In fact, the main difference between the neumatic 
notation and that of the present day is the employment, in the former, not 
so much of signs for single pitches as for groups of two, three, or more 
pitches in various combinations of upward and downward motion. 

Anolher difference is lhat the neumes have a primarily melodic signifi
cance and lack the ind ication of rhythmic values which, in the modern 
system, is as basic as lhat of pitch. This does not necessarily mean that 
different note-values were non -existent in Gregorian chant; rather that 
they are not clearly and explicidy indicated in the notation, as is amply 
demonstrated by the fact that to the present day the problem of "Gregorian 
rhythm" remains disputed [see pp. 126fT]. In the following d iscussion the 
neumes will be considered exclusively as S) mbols of melodic motion. 

All the hundreds of manuscripts of Gregorian chant, dating from the 
ninth to the thirteenth century or later, and written in France, Italy, 
Germany or other countries, are notated in neumes. This wide dissemina
tion in time and space naturally entailed numerous modifi ca tions of the 
basic system. In the various localities where chant was cultivated we en
counter notations showing strongly individual traits, and each of these 
was also subject to temporal changes. Some of the differences are differ
ences of penmanship only, but there are also others of an essential nature. 
This opens up a wide and highly interesting field of investigation, a field 
that has been explored in great detail by a number of scholars. 1 NaturaLly, 
no attempt at a sLUdy even approximating completeness can be undertaken 
here. We shall begin with an explanation of what may be called tl1e 

1 The basic books are P. Wagner's Neumenkunde (Wagner 11; 2nd ed., 1912) and G. 
Sufiol, Introduction d la paUographie nuuicale gregorienne (•935)· 
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standard system of neumatic notation, that is, the system which is em
ployed in the present-day books and which is essentially identical with 
one that evolved in France during the tweUth century. To this we shall 
add a survey of the earliest development as it manifests i tself in the manu
scr ipts from the ninth through the twelfth centuries, and shall dose with 
a brief discussion of the problem of rhythm in Gregorian chant. 

THE STAN DARD NOTATION 

The neumatic signs can be divided into three groups: the basic neumes, 
the liquescent neumes, and the repercussive neumes. 

THE BASIC NEUMES 

The following table shows the symbols of this group, arranged accord
ing to the number of notes they contain.2 

FICUR£5 

One note: punctum • 
virga , 

Two notes: podatw (pes) =I= 
clivis (/lexa) :t'!: 

Three notes: scandicus ~ 
climacus ~ 
torculus (pes {lexus) ..,.. 
porrectus (jlexa resupina) :N: 

Four notes: scandicus flexus ~ 
porrectus flexus ~ 
climacu.s resupinus ~ 
torculus resupinus :;.Q: 
pes subbipunctis ~ 
virga s-ubtripunctis ~ 
virga praetripunctis ~ 

REMARKS: 

a. Strictly speaking (that is, from the arithmetical point of view) there 
should be only one sign in the one-note category, as against two in the 
two-note, four in the three-note, eight in the four-note, sixteen in the five
note group, etc. However, even the earliest manuscripts employ two signs 
for single notes, one in the form of a slanting or vertical stroke (virga, i.e., 

2 The rudiments of the neum<~tic not<~tion. staff, cJeu, etc., are explained in L xviilf. 
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rod, line), the other in the shape of a short horizontal dash or of a point 
(punctum), and it is from these that the two signs of our table developed. 
Originally the virga served to indicate a tone of high pitch or one reached 
in ascendjng motion; the punctum, a tone of low pitch or one reached in 
descending motion. Such a distinction was useful and necessary at a time 
when the neumes were not yet clearly notated on a staff. When this was 
introduced, the distinction lost its significance and, as a result, the virga 
tended to disappear. The process of its gradual elimination may be illus
trated by an example, the Antiphon Assumpta est Maria [16o6). In a Ms 
of the early eleventh century (Paris, Bibl. Nat. Cod. lat. I26or; see Wagner 
11, 187) this Antiphon has virga signs on all the single notes of higher 
pitch: 

• . . I I 11 . I . I I · · · I· 
Assumpta est Maria in caelum . . . . angeli .... benedicunt. 

In a codex from the early twelfth century (Paris, B. N. lat. r2044) only 
two of these virgae are left, the one on "cae(lum)" and that on "(bene)di
(cunt)," while in the Liber usualis they are all replaced by the punctum. 
In the modem books the virga is found very rarely, and without a distinc
tive significance. It never occurs singly, but only within a melisma, as in 
the Kyrie XI [46; last "Kyrie"] or, more often, at its beginning: e.g., in the 
Tract Ecce sic [12go; on "(Ec)ce"], the Gradual Lawlate [1275; on " (cae)
lis," "(excel)sis"], or the Alleluia Du ice lignum [ 1456; initial melisma ]. 
Only in two of these instances does it represent a higher note . 

b. The podatus (pes) has two squares written vertically one above the 
other. These are invariably to be read in an ascending direction, beginning 
with the lower note. 

c. In the porrectus the frrst two tones are indicated, not by separate 
squares, but by a slan ting stroke starting and endi ng at the pitches to be 
represented. This form is a mere convenience of writing, and should not 
be interpreted as involving any sort of glissando. 

d. The designation of the torculus as pes flexus shows that this three
note neume was considered as a sort of combination of the pes and the 
flexa or, more proper, as a pes followed by a (downward) inflection. Simi
larly, the porrectus is a flexa rempina, that is, a flexa followed by an up
ward motion. The same terminology is used for the building-up of neumes 
with four notes, such as the scandicus flexus and the torculus resupinus. 
It can also be used for the formation of neumes with five notes. Thus, in 
the Grad ual Benedictus es Domine [910] the first neume on "(Cheru)bim" 
is a torculus resupinus flexus. 

e. Another method of building u p complex neumes is indicated by the 
affixes subbipunctis and subtripunctis, terms which signify the addition, 
to a simple neume, of two or three notes in descending motion. These 
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invariably appear in the form of lozenges, as in the climacus. Such descend
ing formations, usually in scalar succession, are extremely frequent in the 
Gregorian melodies, as a glance at almost any page of the Liber usualis 
shows. In fact, the addition of sub-puncti is the most common way of 
building up many-note neumes. Neumes with four sub-puncti are by no 
means rare (e.g., the porrectus subquadripunctis in the Alleluia L oquebar 
[1369), or the podatus subquadripunctis in the Alleluia Non vos relinquam 
[8s6]), and occasionally one finds examples of five sub-puncta, e.g., in the 
Alleluia Levita (1595) and in the Alleluia Stabat sancta Maria [1633•]. As 
will be seen later (p. 389), it is no mere chance that all these examples 
were quoted from Alleluias. 

f. In striking contrast to the frequency of fairly extended groups of 
descending notes, ascending motion within a neume is usually limited to 
three degrees, as in the scandicus and the scandicus {fexus. The virga 
praetripur1ctis, which consists of four ascending notes, is rather rare and, 
in fact, is not included among the neumes explained in L , although it 
occurs, without a special name, in the table of neumes found on p. x of G. 
Examples occur in the Antiphon 0 sacmm convivittm [959, "me(moria)"] 
and in the Alleluia Manum suam [1695• "pal(ma)" and "su(as)"]; these 
are always written in the form of two closely joined podatus rather than 
of a virga preceded by three puncta. More frequent is a modification of 
this neume in which one of the two inner notes is replaced by a quilisma, 
an omamenting sign to be explained later (pp. 1 13ff). See, e.g., the 
lntroit In nomine Domini [6 12] on "id(eo)"; the Responsory Angelus 
Domini [774] on "(No)li(te)"; the Offertory Holocaustwn [974] on "ca
(pite)" etc. The Alleluia Tota pulchra [1318] has, in the opening section, 
several examples of what would have to be termed a virga praetripunctis 
subbipunctis, as well as a virga praequndripunctis. 

g. Among the eight possible combinations in the four-note group there 
is one, high-low-high-high, which never seems to have received a status of 
recognition and a name. It could be called porrectus resupinus. It is, in 
fact, exLremely rare, and the few examples to be found in the Liber usual is 
(Tract Qui confidrml [56 1), on "Ueru)sa(lem)" and "hoc"; Alleluia Ex· 
sultate Deo [1026], middle of the first line) all involve the quilisma modi
fication. It will be noticed that this form closes with three ascending notes, 
and its scarcity (which is particularly striking if compared with the fre
quent occurrence of its inverted cou nterpart, the pes subbipunctis) is, no 
doubt, caused by the same disinclination for ascending motion which re· 
sults in the virga praetripunctis being so much less frequent than the virga 
mbtripunciis. 

A special case of some importance is the succession of two oeumes joined 
by a common pitch, e.g., of two clivis such as a-g g-e, or a podatus and clivis 
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f-a a-g. or a punctum and podatus f f-a, etc. Such ncumes (more correctly, 
combinations of two neumes) are known as pressus neumes. They are in
teresting mainly because they have been the subject of rather heated con
troversies among modem Gregorianists. The question involved may be 
illustrated by Fig. 6, showing three possible methods of performance: 

FlClJRf: 6 

c ~ ,. • iJ II 

The first of these possibilities (a) would seem to represent the "natural" 
method of performance, but this rarely enters into the discussion, it usually 
being assumed that the common pitch is held over from the first to the 
second neume.s The real issue is one of accentuation, Lhat is, whether the 
accent should fall on the first note o( the group (b) or on the joining note 
(c). The fom1er interpretation was advanced by Pothier, whose general 
view was that in every oeume a slight emphasis should be placed on the 
first note. Consequently, he explained the pressus ncumes as an excep
tional suppression of the normal accent, in other words, as a syncopation.4 

This view was strongly opposed by Mocquereau who, as we shall see later 
[p. 127). introduced a 11ew theory of rhythm and accent in Gregorian chant, 
and stated tl1at "the effect of syncopat ion is foreign to the Gregorian art."Ci 
Consequently, the Liber usualis (p. xxv) says that the accent (ictus) should 
fall on tl1e doubled note. Gastaue and ' •Vagner more or less adopt Moc
quereau's view which, however, was vehemently attacked in a more recent 
publication by JugeLo We cannot help feeling that the whole comroversy 
is, historically speaking, without point, since the two opposing camps take 
it for granted that the common pitch is to be performed as a sustained 
note, an assumption which can hardly be proved. At any rate, controversies 
about such fine details are somewhat in the nature of "much ado about 
nothing," particularly if we realize that we arc ignorant about so many 
problems of infinitely greater importance concerning the performance of 
Gregorian chant. 

3 cr. Mocqucrcau, .. ttudc Cl cxcculion tic !'Apostrophe prcssus ..... (Rass. Greg., VI , 
199). an attempt to prove the correctness of this assumption, hy ci ting examples where 
a jJrcss rls of one manuscript is represented ln ano1hcr manuscript as a single pitch of 
marked by lhc sign eo, i.e., con jrmctim. Sec. however, the exceptions mentioned on 
pp. l!rgff. 

4 Pothicr, Lcs t.U/odics grt!goriemw (•88 1), p. 46: "un effct analogue ~ cclui de la 
syncope en musique." 

11 Le Nom/Jrc musical grt!gorien (2 vols., 1908, 1927), I , 128. 
o Gastouc. Cours lht!orique cl pratique de chant grt!goricn ( •9 •7), p. l8 (exceptions, 

p. rg): Wngncr. Elemenle des grcgoriattischen Gt:sangcs (2nd edition, 1!)t6), p. 19: Juget, 
D u Signes rylltmiques de Dom Mocqucrcau cl rle /cur ma/faisance (1931), pp. Off. 
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THE UQUESCENT NElJMES 

This is a group consisting not so much of new symbols as of variants of 
the basic neumes, characterized by the use of a smaller head for the last 
note. Some of these modified symbols received individual names, as fol· 
lows: 

FIGURE 7 

epiphonu.s (liquescent podatus) :1: 
cepha/icu.s (liquescent flexa) ::lt: 
ancu.s (liquescent c/imacu.s)1 1t 
pinnosa (liquescent torculu.s) :;:. 
porrectu.s liquescens * ...--
scandicu.s liquescens f 

The liquescent neumes are also called semivocales, and both terms sug· 
gest that a special kind of voice production is involved, with the last note 
sung in a "fluid" or "half-voiced"' manner, somewhat like a grace note that 
is only lightly touched upon. Their nature appears clearly from the fact 
that they are used almost exclusively when the text presents certain special 
phonetic conditions: either two successive consonants as in angel us, inferni, 
ubertas, mundi, hosanna, tollis, or two vowels forming a diphthong, as in 
autem, euge, also alleluia. Obviously the liquescent neumes were designed 
to facilitate the correct pronunciation of such words. In the case of two 
successive consonants this may have been done by the insertion of a mute e 
(half-vowel, semivocalis), e.g., an(e)gelus, in(e)fer(e)ni, which received the 
liquescent note. In the case of a diphthong the phonetic process obviously 
involves a separation of the diphthong into its component vowels, the sec· 
ond of which was pronounced weak: a-u instead of au, or e-u instead of eu. 
This, of course, is the correct Latin pronunciation [see L xxxvii). It is in· 
teresting to notice that the liquescent neumes in a way form an exception 
to (or, at least, a borderline case of) the basic principle that a neume can 
never fall on more than one syllable. Actually, what appears in writing as 
a single syllable with a neume, is separa ted into two syllables, the second 
of which receives the last, liquescent note of the neume.s 

7 ln the table o£ tlte Liber u.sualis (p. xxii) the ancu.s as well as the Jiqu~nt fJorrectus 
are represented by the nonnal. non-liquescent forms. The correct form of the liquescent 
porrectus occurs on tlte first line of p . gG1, while that of the ancu.s seems not to have 

b«n used. 
8 Cui do of Arezzo gives the following description: Liquescunt vero in multis voces 

more lillerarum, ita ut inceptw modus unius ad olteram limpide transiens, nee pniri 
videotur (Often [the neumes) are made liquescent according to the letters [of the text), 
10 that there ~ms to be a limpid transition from one pitch to another, without a finish); 
ace Pothier, ""La note liquescente d"aprH Guy d"Areuo"' (RCG, IX. 3). 
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Examples of liquescent neumes occur on almost any page of the Liber, 
e.g., in Benedictus es Domine (348ff] many times on "la-udabilis" as well 
as on "patrum(e) nostrorum," "tem(e)plo," "sanctum(e) reg(e)ni," "in
tuen(e)s," "om(e)nes," etc. It is not always used if one or both of the two 
consonants is a sharp labial (especially t), as in benedictus, patrum, sane· 
tum, _n~stro;u~, bec_ause these combinations present no difficulty of pro· 
nunctauon. Fmally 1t may be noticed that, while a liquescent neume nearly 
always occurs in connection with the above·described phonetic peculiarity, 
the reverse statement is not universally correct. First of all, there are numer· 
ous cases in which a syllable of the type under consideration has a single 
~ote (not a two- or _three-note neume) which, of course is not capable of 
hques_c~nce. Thus, _liquescence hardly exists in chants which are strictly or 
prevatlmgly syllabic, such as simple Antiphons, Hymns, the melodies for 
th~. Credo, e~c. In the hymns the very fact that they are strophic chants 
IDihtates agamst the consistent use of liquescence even when a syllable is 
sung to a podatus or c/ivis. However, the more elaborate chants also show 
not a few instances of inattention to liquescence. It will suffice to mention 
the Antiphon and the lntroit Dum medium silentium, both for the Sun
day after Christmas [433]; the Antiphon opens with a liquescent neume 
("Dum(e) medium"'), the lntroit, with a normal podatus. 

Particularly instructive for a study of the liquescent neumes are the 
cases in which one and the :.ame melody is used (or several chants with 
different texts. Such a situation exists in the verses of the Introits of a 
given mode which, as will be seen later (p. 228), are all sung to the same 
melody. The following table shows the beginning of the second half of the 
melody for the third mode, with different texts. Those in the left column 
employ the normal neumes, clivis and podatus, whjle in the others the 
clivis is replaced by its liquescent variant, the cephalicus, in accordance 
with the phonetic peculiarity offered by the words. 

FlCUR£ 8 

£ r. ~ ••• c e ~ •• 
L 901: ~om-ni·• LB93: ~()fu · 

1239: qui am·bu·lant 1020: · ~ · ~'"'1111 
WB: his qu.i 1292: :; ( ) Gn· e 
1481: pa. uu UH: 1,".~~;:"wr 
1683: qui • a U94: a.n(e)·l>. te 
1709: ~ ju·ali·d·am 1608: in(<) mart<la·tlJ 

A more extended table, from the Introits of Mode IV, is given in wa,ner 11, 28. 

. Atte~tion may be called to an interesting study by H. Freistedt, Die 
l1quewerenden Noten des G1·egorianischen Chomls ( 1929), in which the 
customary explanation of the liquescent neumes, as outlined above, is re· 
jected. Freistedt points out that the term semivocalis as employed by the 

11 See the detalled study in Pol. m us., 11, 57ff. 
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Latin grammarians denotes, not a "half-vowel," but a certain group of 
consonants, namely, those that can be sustained in pronunciation, as f, l, m, 
n, r, and s (voiced consonants). Accordingly, he maintains that in a word 
like angelus the liquescent note fallS, not on an inserted (e), but on the 
consonant n which is slightly sustained. This theory provides an explana
tion for the fact that in not a few cases a liquescent neume occurs in the 
early manuscripts in connection with a single consonant, e.g. in dom-inus 
or tim-ore. It also provides a more sensible explanation for the numerous 
cases involving a doubled consonant, e.g., swnmo, which according to 

the customary explanation would require the rather awkward rendition 
sum(e)mo . However, Freistedt fails to give a satisfactory explanation for 
the frequent occurrence of liquescence in connection with explosive (voice
less) consonants like t and d, which, of course, cannot be sustained. 

THE REPERCUSSIVE NEUMES 

Normally, a neume is a symbol for melodic motion, that is, progression 
from one pitch to anothe1'. There are, however, a few neumes involving 
the immediate repeat of a pitch, an effect known as repercussion. The most 
important of these are the bistmpha (distropha) and tristropha, represented 
in the modern books by two or three p uncta written close together and 
placed on one syllable. In tl1e early St. Gall manuscripts, however, they 
appear not as two or three puncta but as two or three little hooks some
what in the shape of an apostrophe: " or '". In a few recent publications, 
particularly the Ambrosian Gradual (Antiphonale Missarum juxta ritttm 
Sanctae Ecclesiae M ediolanensis, 1935) and the Antiphonale monasticwn 
( 1934), the early form has been restored by the introduction of a special 
form for these neumes, a method that is, no doubt, preferable to that of the 
standard publications. Fig. 9 shows the various forms o£ the bistropha and 
tristropha, together with a few other neumes of the strophicus-iamily. 

FIGURE 9 

St. Call Mss. Stand.a.rd Special 

1. bistropha (distropha) .,, .... 
2. tristropha '" ..... 
3· ?? ,,, ,,, .... ...... - -4· flexa stropllica I'> :t; 
5· torculus stropllicus tiJ, ..;-
6. bivirga " ~ 

REMARKS: 

a. Examples of the bistropha and tristropha can be found in practically 
every Gradual. Occasionally several of these neumes occur in immediate 
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succession, resulting in a six- or seven-fold repercussion on the same pitch, 
as in the phrase E1 of Fig. 106 (p. 354). This is a standard formula em
ployed for the close of many Graduals of the third mode, e.g., Exsurge 
autem [6o4], Salvos fac [447; also end of the respond], Eripe me [570; end 
of the respond], Benedicite [ 1654], etc. Another repercussion of seven notes 
occurs at the beginning of the Offertory R eges T harsis [ 46 J ], and one of 
nine notes in the Gradual Quemadmodu.m [1478] on "(sili)vit." 

b. The neumes given under no. 3, although not infrequent in certain 
chants (see, e.g., the Offertory Exaltabo [528] and the Tract Qui habitat 
[533· lines 2 and 4]) do not seem to have received an individual name. The 
editors of the Liber usualis consider the form as a variant of the tristroplza 
(p. xxiii), while P. Wagner designates them respectively as apostropha with 
bistropha and apost1·oplta with tristmplta.1o Apostmpha is the name for 
the single hook of the St. Gall notation, exactly like our apostrophe. All 
the various strophici are derived from this sign which, however, hardly 
ever occurs singly. 

c. The neumes nos. 4 and 5 show the addition of the apostmpha at the 
end of some of the basic neumes, apparently only those that close in 
descending motion. Such formations are also referred to as oriscus neumes. 
Originally the sign of the or£scus was different from the apost1·opha and 
probably had a somewhat different meaning (see p. 11 J ). At an early time, 
however, it disappeared and became identified with the apostroplia. 

d. The bivirga represents the high-pitch counterpart of the bistmpha, 
to which it stands in the same relation as the v£rga to the punctum. It occurs 
very rarely in the old manuscripts as well as in the modern books. Examples 
are found in the Responsories .Jerusalem surge [7t8]. Tenebrae [68o, 
"(excla)ma(vit)"], and Animam meam [681, "(adver)sa(rii)"], as well as in 
the Alleluia Beatus vir SancttlS Martinus [1747, in the melisma]. 

There can be no question that in medieval practice these neumes were 
performed as a real repercussion, that is, a fairly rapid reiteration of the 
same pitch. On this point we have the express testimony o( a ninth-century 
writer, Aurelianus of R eomc, who tells us that the tristrof>ha was sung as 
a rapid pulsation like a vibration of the hand. 11 Thus, the bistropha and 
tristropha, particularly if they occur in lengthy combinations as in the 
example given in Fig. 10, represent a true vocal tremolo, comparable to 

10 Wagner 11, 123. In Sui'iol's Pateographie, p. 5· the name distroplla (tristroplla) 
praepuractis is u.sed , which describes the neume very well. 

lt Referring '<> the triSlropha in the third introit tone, on "Sancto" and "semper" 
[•4] Aurelianu! says: Sagax ctmtor, .wgaciter intcnclc ut ... tri11um, ad instar manus 
revtlrberantis, facias cc/P-rem ictu.m (Wise singer, undcrsrancl wisely Lhat you should make 
a quick pulsation, similar to the reverberation of the hand: CS, I, 57a). Sec C. Vivell, 
"Lcs sons rcpercutes dans le chant grcgorlcn" (TC, XVffi, 4S• 107); A. Mocqucrcau, 
":£tude des strophicus" (Rass. Creg., VU, g6). 
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the violin tremolo. In modern singing this effect is never used, being 
contemptuously referred to as "goat's trill" (in German, Bockstriller; in 
French, chevrotement). I t is not without interest, however, to notice that 
it was generally employed, under the name of trillo, as one of the most 
important ornamentations of the monodic style in the early part of the 
seventeenth century. 12 In the Solesmes books with modern notation the 
strophici are reproduced as shown in Fig. 10 under (a), and a note in the 
preface of the Liber usualis (p. xxiii) says that the most perfect manner 
of rendition would be a soft and delicate repercussion on each single note 
(apostropha). In actual practice, as taught by the Solesmes school, the 
reiterated pitches are combined into a single sound of double, triple, 
quintuple, etc., duration, with a slight emphasis (ictus) on the first note 
of each group, as shown under (b). Aside from the more or less complete 
suppression of the repercussive effect, this manner of rendition results in 
an undue prolongation of the sound. Aurelianus' reference to a "rapid 
vibration of the hand" dearly shows that the historically correct per
formance would be approximately as shown under (c). 

FIGURE 10 

I ' - ~ •-- b•~•~t ( '}: u .. w 11 r r- r· 11 bl w W 11 

There is reason to assume tha t at a certain period the tristropha involved 
a lowering of pitch on the middle note (e.g., f-e-f), since in not a few cases 
later manuscripts with diastematic notation reproduce it as a porrectus. 
Similarly, the distropha is sometimes reproduced as a podatus (e.g., e-f). 
Probably the interval involved was not exactly a full semitone, but smaller, 
close to a quarter-tone, so that in diastematic notation the group could 
with equal j ustification be represented as f-f-f (f-f) or f-e-f (e-f).1a 

THE EARLY NEUMES 

Various theories have been offered in explanation of the origin of the 
neumes. The one generally accepted today interprets them as being derived 
!rom the grammatica l accents of Greek and Latin literature, the same ac
cents that survive to the present day in the French language as accent aigu, 
accent grave, and accent circo11{lexe. Originally these signs seem to have 
indicated not so much accentuation (dynamic stress) as slight inflect ions 
of the speaking voice. In fact, Lhe very term accentus suggests such a seroi-

u Caccini, in the pref2ce to his Nuove mwiche of 16o2. See HD!If, under "Tremolo." 
18 See P. Wagner, "Die Diatonisierung des gregorianj5Chen Gesangcs durch du 

Uniensystem" (Ross. Creg., m [•gos], 215: also in Creg. Rundschau, Ill [1904]. 140, and, 
in French, in TC, X (t!)04], 144). 
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musical connotation, being derived from ad cantum (perhaps signum ad 
cantum, sign for the song). Thus, the accentus acutus (high accent) indi
cated a raising of the pitch, the accent us gravis a lowering, and the accentus 
circwnflexus a combination of both, perhaps with the voice going first 
above, then below the normal pitch level. Some of the Latin grammarians 
of the fifth and sixth centuries also mention the accentus anticirwmflexus, 
which would be the inversion of the circumflexus. Although the anti
ch·cumflexus played onJy a minor role in declamation, it survived in the 
neumes of Gregorian cl1ant. The resemblance between the accents and the 

a. ' 
b. I 

F IGURE I I 

' V 

v 
a. Accents I . acutus 2 . gravis s- cirwmflexus 4- anticircumflexus 
b. Neumes 1. virga 2. punctum S· clivis 4· podatus 

early forms of the neumes is so striking as to constitute convincing evidence 
of the evolutionary connection between the former and the latter. In fact. 
an anonymous writer of the ninth century tells us that "the notational sign 
called neuma originated from the accents."1 The only sign that underwent 
a noticeable modification is the accentus gravis, obviously because it en
tailed a left-to-right motion of the pen which proved inconvenient in fluent 
writing. In the earliest neumatic manuscripts !rom St. Gaii it appears as a 
little horizontal dash,2 while later it was written as a dot or little square, 
hence the name punctum (point). It is easy to see how combinations of the 
four elementary signs led to the symbols for the various three-note and 
four-note neumes. All the "basic" neumes are nothing but combinations of 
the accent signs, and are therefore usua lly referred to as accent neumes. 

In addition to these, the early manuscripts, particularly those from St. 
Gall, employ a number of symbols of a somewhat different graph, character
ized by the use of rounded lines in the form of a hook or of a half-circle. 
These have been called hook neumes (G. HakemJCumen; Wagner), but 
actuaiiy only some of them show a graph reminiscent of a hook. Perhaps 
the term round neumes (G. R undneurnen) may be somewhat more appro
priate, at least for those that do not clearly belong to the hook family. 

1 Vatican Library. cod.lat. p11lat. 'JJ, f. 38': Dt accmtibus toni oritur no111 quae dicitur 
neuma (cf. Wagner 11, 355). Handschin, in an article entitled "Einc altc Ncumcnschrift" 
(Act11 musicologica, XX11 , 6g) has called atten tion lOa ninth-century fragment in which 
the accentw acutus indicates, not a high tone. but a pod11tus. 

2 This sign has played an important role in the controversies about Crcgorian rhythm. 
Wagner considered it as a variety of the virg11, called it virga jacens (horizontal virga), 
and interpreted it as a sign for length (quarter-note: sec Wagncr 11, ,!1St). Mocquereau re
garded it as an e2rly £orm o{ the punctum, called it pwzctum planum (level punctum), 
and opposed Wagner's rhythmic interpretation (Nombre, I, 159). 
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In this group we find the various strophici already mentioned as well as 
the early forms of the liquescent neumes shown in Fig. 12. 

FIGURE 12 

c/ 
(/ . 

1. epiphonus 2. cephalicus 3· pinnosa 4· scandictiS liquescens 

Finally, there are a few signs calling for special consideration, mainly 
the salicus, oriscus, pressus, quilisma, and trigon [see Fig. 13]. 

FIGURE 13 

salicus oriscus press us franculus qui/isma trigon 

r.r.r.r. /" ww!cr . . . 
'~51 .. .. . . . . . Early 

Modern :]: :/::. • ~ --#-

At the outset it may be remarked that all these neumes are of a more 
or less uncertain nature, as appears clearly from lhe conflicting interpre
tations they have received at the hand of modern scholars. We shall en
deavor to present the different views as objectively as possible. 

a. The salicus indicates three pitches (sometimes four, very rarely five) 
in ascending motion, as does the scandicus. It occurs almost exclusively 
in the St. GalJ manuscripts. Its graph differs from that of the scandicus in 
that the middle pitch (in the four- or five-note forms, the penu!Limate 
pitch) is represented, not by a dot, but by a book opening toward the 
bottom. Very likely this middle pitch was a "forbidden" chromatic tone, 
for instance, in d-f#-g. or even a quarter-tone, as in e-e+-f. This assumption 
would explain the fact Lhat the diastematic manuscripts represent the 
salicus either as a normal scandicus (changing d-f#-g into d-f-g) or as a 
group with a unison at lhe beginning (changing e-e+-f imo e e-f). Both 
these forms appear in the Liber usualis under the name of saliws [p. xxi], 
but a remark on p. xxiv warns the reader not to confuse the (ascending) 
salicus with the scandicus, the difference being that the former has the 
vertical episema placed under the middle note and that the note thus 
marked should be emphasized and lengthened. This interpretation goes 
back to Mocquereau, who explained and defended it in his Le Nombre 
musica,/ (vol. 1, 385ff). lL is, however, open to doubt, and has indeed been 
rejected by such scholars as Wagner and Gastoue. lt certainly cannot be 
reconciled with their supposition that this middle pitch was an unstable 
tone, chromalic or enharmonic. Such a tone would suggest a raLher quick 
passing over, a manner of performance which is perhaps also implied in 
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the term salicus, derived from Lat. salire, to jump. Gastoue, seconding 
Wagner, calls dte SoJesmes view a "fausse imerpretation."3 

b. The oriscus is a strange sign; in name as well as in meaning. The 
name has been explained as being derived from Greek horos, Umit, end 
(cf. horizon). I t is indeed usually a sign (or a note added at the end of a 
neume, either in unison with the final note or a step above it. The sta ndard 
Solesmes books represent the oriscus by the nom1a l punctum, while a spe
cial sign, reminiscent vf the early oriscus, is used in the Antiphonale 
monasticum [see p. xiii] and other publicalions. I t is shown in Fig. 13. 
According to Mocquereau.~ the St. Gall manuscripts employ most fre
quently the upper-degree oriscusJ that is, at a pi tch a semitone or a tone 
above that of the preceding note. However, the unison oriscus is also very 
common and occurs frequenLiy between two torculu.s neumes, particularly 
on the sub-semitonal degrees, c' and f, e.g., c'-d'-c' c' a-b-a or £-g-f f d-e-d 
(oriscus in italics). Fig. 14 shows some examples from St. Gall 359, together 
with the modern equivalents.:; 

FIGURE 14 

Grad. Gloriosus, "sanctis" ?.·~' / 4 ~ I, ••••• 

Tract Commovisti, "mota" t'A'/ I ~~~ 
~ .... 

Grad. Tribulationes, "-nes" .1'> .1' 

Grad. Tribu/atiofles, "(rne)·i" /'V'' cl" 

Exactly what the oriscus means is very uncertain. Several scholars have 
come to the conclusion that, once more, an unstable p itch is involved, not 
in the oriscus itself but in the note that precedes it, because in a number 
of cases a torwlus-plus-oriscus appears in the diastematic sources either 
as a torculus-plus-punctum (e.g., f-g-f f) or as a torculus t·esupinus (f-g-e-f). 
It is therefore generally assumed that the note preceding the oriscus was 
midway between thee and the f, so that it could be reproduced either way 
in diastematic notation.G 

It is obvious, however, that there is more involved in the or£scus than 
this. To ascribe to a neumatic sign a "retroactive" function is certainly 
not a very plausible explanation in itself. Moreover, it applies only to the 

8 See Wagner 11, 144; Origines, p, 175• fn. 2. 
' Nombre, I, ~71. 
IS For others, see Nombre, I, 571 f. 
e Wagner 11, 1~5; Origim:s, p. 174, fn . s; Nombre, I, ~75· 
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unison oriscus, but does not account for the numerous cases where the.' 
oriscus is a degree higher than the preceding note, as in the first two 
examples of Fig. 14. Finally, it should be noticed that the oriscus, though 
normally attached to a neume, also occurs as an indivi~ual sign, ?laced 
alone over a syllable. Several examples of this usage occur m the Anuphons 
of the Codex Hanker, e.g.: 

.FIGURE 15 

T Ts - IT T 

• I I • i i 

• •• • 
splendo-ribus sanctorum, ex utero 

Ant. Tecum principium [412; .Pal. mus., IlJ, 52] 

Other examples are found in Adhaesit, on ' '(De)us" (ibid:, p. 59); i~ 
Lapidabant judei, on "Qe)su" (p. 59); in the Responsory Ish sunt sanctz, 
on "su(a)" (p. 67), etc. . 

The striking and peculiar shape of this enigmatic symbol certamly sug· 
gests that it had a special meaning of its own, probably that of a short 
ornament. The frrst scholar to propose such an explanation was Houdard, 
who described the oriscus as a "broderie d'echappee," as an ornament in
volving the upper and the lower neighbor note, e.g., f-g-e for an oriscus on 
£.1 He based his explanation on the form of the oriscus, saying that the 
symbol consists o£ an epiphonus and an inferior apostropha: " ' = ~. 
Wagner tried to show that the oriscus consists of two notes, a main note of 
normal duration and a short passing note at the lower second.8 Fig. 16 
shows an example of a unison -oriscus and its various interpretations. 

FIGURE 16 

Houdard Wagner Solesmes /' ~ ~ 4 .--._/?; •4 • 11 • i . ; ..... 11 • • • • .• ';, 11 

8 

c. The pressus was previously explained as a combination of two neumes 
joined by the same pitch [p. 1 03). Originally this effect was expressed by a 
special sign, in the general form of an angular or wavy line with a dot 
underneath. Mocquereau, who devotes an extended chapter to the study 
of the "apostropha-pressus,"11 always represents the prcssus by the forD1 

· · th - of 7 In Le Rythme du chant dit gregorien ( t8g8). pp. IO!III. Concemmg the mam ests · 

this study. see p. 129. . . . 
8 See his article, "Quelques remarques sur la notation du Manwcrlt 6or de la Btblto-

th~ue Capitulaire de Lucques" (TC, XIV. 148). 
11 Nombre, I , 300-332-
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with the wavy line, while Wagner considers only the other form, which 
seems to be the one more widely used in the early manuscripts.l0 The 
pressus was known in two varieties, major and minor, the former distin
guished by the addition of a little dash. In nearly all the tables of neumes 
these are listed at the very end, for instance, in a crude hexameter: Et 
presstls minor et mdior, non plu.ribttS titor (and finally the minor and 
major pressus, other [neumes] I do not employ).u 

According to Wagner, the pressus is derived from a more elementary 
symbol consisting of a virga with a hook attached to the upper end, and 
called franculus (from Lat. frangere, to break?). From concordances be
tween chironomic and diastematic manuscripts it appears that the fran
culus is nearly always replaced by a podatus, occasionally by a single note. 
This would seem to indicate that the original franctt!tts consisted of a main 
note and an omamenting upper neighbor note, thus forming the counter
part of the oriscus which is characterized by an ornamenting lower neigh
bar note. The pressus results from the addition to the fmnculus of a dot, 
which always indicates a lower pitch. Accordingly, the pressus should have 
about the same significance as a torculus, e.g., a-b·g. Actually, its equivalent 
is always a bistroplta flexa, e.g., a-a-g. Very likely, the seeming contradiction 
between the "a-b" o£ the franculus and the "a-a" of the presms can be ex
plained by assuming that the upper note of the franculus could vary from 
as much as a whole-tone to as little as a quarter-tone. Possibly it was such 
a microtonic interval that distinguished the pressus from seemingly identi
cal forms. 

Neither the franculus nor the microtonic intervals enter into the ex
planations given by Mocquereau. He adduces numerous examples show
ing that the special pressus symbol of the early sources is replaced, in other 
manuscripts, by an ordinary newne, e.g., a clivis, joined in unison to the 
preceding neume-in other words, that it is iden tical with the pressus 
forms of the modern publications. Fig. 17 shows an example from the 
Communion Video [418].12 

J"' 
I J!f 

I ie- I 

fa<i- unt 

FIGUR£ 17 

The neumes in the upper row are from Einsiedeln r2l, those below 
from St. Call JJ9· ln the Solesmcs editions Lhc press1JJ formation is 
replaced by a !imple torculus, g-a-g. 

d. The quilisma is, no doubt, the most important among the special 
signs we are considering here. It is very frequent, particularly in the oldest 

10 Wagner ll, 155!f. 11 Cf., e.g., Wagner 17~ to6f. 12 Ncmbre, I, lPO-
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manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh centuries. Accordingly, it '~as 
introduced into the modern editions, where it is represented by a spectal 
sign in the form of a jagged note occurring within a n~ume in ascending 
motion. Usually the neigh boring notes are each at the dtstance of a second 
(e.g., f-g-a), but there are cases in which the lower neighbor is a thir~ belo_w 
the quilisma (e.g., e·g-a). Examples showing the upper note at a wtder dts-
tance than a second apparently do not exist. . . 

As for the performance of the quilisma, the L iber usualts, followmg 
Mocquereau,l3 makes the unqualified statement that "it must alw~y~ be 
rendered lightly" and that "the note immediately before the qwhsma 
should be notably lengthened and emphasized" [p. xxv]. This interpreta
tion is, no doubt, entirely gratu itous, particularly in its first part. To _c~n
sider the quilisma as a "lightly rendered" passing tone is a suppos!Uon 
that is refuted by the notational symbol itself. It is impossible to assume 
that a sign of such elaborat ion and striking appearance cou.ld have been 
used to indicate nothing but a single tone to be rendered hghtly. There 
can be no question tllat it stands for a short ornamentin~ gr?up i_nv?lving 
several pitches, in other words, that it is a stenographtc stgn stmtlar .to 

those employed in modern notation to indicate a mordent, a turn, a tril!, 
etc. Its exact meaning cannot be determined '~ith cen ai.nty. The ~e~m. ts 
undoubtedly derived from the Greek word kyltsma (rolhng), an~ tt ts m· 
terest.ing to note that among the notational symbols o£ Byzanune chant 
there is a hylisma which shows a somewhat similar design (Fig. t8a~ and 
indicates an ornament, perhaps a trill. Fig. t8b shows a number of mter· 
pretations given by Gastouc: 14 

FlCURE 18 

a. ~ 

A different explanation has been given by C. Vivell,15 who obse~ved that 
in early I talian manuscripts the quilisma is written in an ascendmg form 
(see Fig. 1 3), and that in later Italian manuscripts (eleventh·to-twel£~ _cen· 
tury; transi tion from chironomic to diastematic notation~ the qwltsma 
sign is replaced by two dots in ascending position. Fro~ thts he concludes 
that the quilisma was an ascending portamenlo touchmg upon the chro· 

13 Nombre, I, 404; see also his "La Tradition rylhmiquc gr~oriennc ~ propos du 

quilisma" (Rass. Creg., V, 225). 
H Cours, p. •g. 
15 "Das Quilisma" (Greg. Rundscllau, IV, V, !eVcral inslallmcnts). 
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malic, or possibly even enharmonic, pitches between t11e fixed interval of 
the third: 

FIGURE 19 

As for the lengthening of the note(s) preceding the qttilisma or, as 
Mocquereau puts it, the "effect rctroaclif de retard ou meme de prolonge· 
ment,"lO this view is, on the whole, well supported by numerous examples 
from early manuscripts (St. Gall, Metz) in which the note before the 
quilisma canies a sign of pro longation, such as the Romanus letter t 
(tenere, to hole!), the horizontal episema, or actual doubling of the pitch. 
vVhelher it is as universally valid as Mocquereau claims when he says "cette 
regie ne souffre aucune exception," is another question. Certainly there 
are cases where the "retroactive" prolongation is not indicated in the 
source, as in St. Gall 359, where repeatedly the quilisma is preceded by a 
clivis (sometimes a clivis with episema which, however, affects only its first 
note, not the one before the quilisma): 

FIGURE 20 

a. Pnl. mus., IT.i i, 25·-fJ, line 1 1 (bonum); line 12 (regt) 
b. ibid., 1 J ·p, line 2 (egressio); t2·.p, line 1 (first ncume) 

At any rate, the question concerning the note before the quilisma is, it 
seems to me, of minor importance compared to that concerning tl te qttilis
ma itseU. 

e. The trigou (L. trigonum, triangle) is a neumatic sign consisting, in 
its simplest form, of llu·ee dots ouUining a triangle. Composite forms are 
the t1·igou rmt preceded andjor folJowed by one or two dots (praepunctis, 
subpunrtis), in which one or both of the two sides o( the "triangle" consist 
of four or even fi ve dots. The trigonum, with its unusually "graphic" de· 
sign, clearly suggests a melodic motion identical with that represented by 
the to1·cu/us, e.g .. b·c'-a. The d ifference between the two signs may have 
been one of performance, tha l is, legalo for t11e tol'cttltts and staccato for 
the trigonum, or one of note-va lues, shoner in the latter than in the former. 
Of greater importance and of more lasting sign ificance, however, was a 
difference of melodic description. While a torcu/us may indicate any 
pitches ou tlining a low-high-low motion, the trigonum is much more lim· 

16 Nombre, I, 399· 
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ited in this respect. A comparison with its diastematic equivalents shows, 
first of alJ, that in the great majority of cases its highest tone is one of the 
subsemiwnal degrees, £, c', or b-flat. This suggests that its initial interval 
was always a semitOne, e-f-(d), b-c'-(a), or a-bb·(g). Actually, there is good 
reason to assume that it was a microtonjc interval, approximately a quar
ter-tone. This is proved, almost beyond doubt, by the fact that the djaste
matic manuscripts nearly always represent the trigonum as a bistrop!ta 
flexa, that is, as f-f-(d), c'·c'-(a), etc. Fig. 21 shows two examples of the 
trigonum (lrom St. Gall 359), together with their later equivalents. 

F1GUR.£ 21 

de-du- cis 

b n. ·. '1 11, /..IVT 
a ~·~ .. "--• n 14 14 =--l 0 .,_. 

ml- eus 

a. Gradual Qui sedes, if· [336] b. Gradual lnvcni, if· [ 1130] 

T he first example is interesting because it shows one of the very rare 
examples of a single apostropha. 

The early neurnes that have just been discussed represent the Franco
German notation of the ninth to eleventh centuries, best known through 
the M ss St. Gall 359, St. Gall )J9, Einsiedeln r:u , and St. Gall 39o-;gr 
(Codex H anker), all published in the volumes of the Pateographie mu.si
ca/e. It is mt~inly in these sources that we find the "special neumes," salicus, 
oriscus, pressus, franculus, quilisma, and trigonum, each of which involves 
a peculiar effect such as microtonic intervals, staccato, portamento, or 
ornamentations in the character of a trill or a turn. Such effects are also 
indicated in the case of neumes that are on ly recorded in medieval treatises 
under strange names such as tremula, vinnula (charming; pleasanl; {rom 
vimws, lock of hair?), conci1ma (well put together, elegant), cincimmrn 
(from cincinnus, lock of hair?), sirenimpl!a (like the song of the sirens?), 
etc.17 Naturally it is impossible to determine the meaning of these terms, i( 
they ever had a defirute one. There can be no doubt, however, that at a 
certain time and in certain localities the chant was performed in a manner 
which the later manuscriptS and present-day books rel1ect only fa intly. 

17 In c. 1028, Adhtmar de Chavanncs (also known as Lhe Monk of Angoull:me) wrote: 
"All the French singers have learned the Roman notes (nota m romanam) which they noW 
call French (franciscam), except for the voces tremulas or vinuolas or collisibiles (from 
collidere, c!. collision) or sccabilcs (hom secare, LO cut apart?). T hese the French ha,•e not 
been able to express perfenly in their song, since, with their natural and barbaric voice. 
they break the sounds in their throa1 (fraugeutes in guuure) rather than bring it forward 
(exprimentes)." See, e.g., J-Handschin in Acta musicologica, XXll, 72. 
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Finally, we must mention certain subsidiary signs that are frequenll 

added _to the ~eumes in ~e above-mentioned sources in order to clarify th~ 
melod1c mouon or deta•ls of rhythm. These are the so-called Romanus 
letters and the episem~. The former are named after a somewhat legendary 
Romanus who, accordmg to the St. Gall chronicler Ekkehard IV (d. 1oso), 
came lrom Rome to St. Gall at the time of Charlemagne and transplanted 
the Roman cham to th_e German monastery. A letter written by Notker 
Balbulus ~d. 912)_comams a table in wruch practically every letter of the 
alphabet ts explamed as the abbreviation of some significant worcl,ts but 
only a few of these letters a.re actually encountered in the musical sources. 

MELODIC LETTERS 

a ut altius elevetur admonet (warns to raise the voice) 
levm·e neumam (lift the neume) 

s sttrsum scandere (step upward) 
d ~t deprimatur (should be depressed) 

wsum v~ inferius insinuat (insinuates "below") 
e ut equahtur sonetur (should be sung in unison) 

RHYTHMIC LEITERS 

trahere vel tenere (to drag or to hold) 
x expectare (to await, to retard) 
m me~iocriter mo~erar~ melodlam (moderation, retard?) 
c ut czto vel ce/enter d1catur (should be sung quickly) 

These _Ie~ters occur in St. Gall 359 and, with particular frequency, in 
Co~ex ~ms1edel~ 121 (Pal. mtts., IV). The melodic signs are, on the whole, 
o~ l_tttle mterest s1~ce they clarify only the direction of the motion without 
g1vmg t~e ex_act ~ntervals, for which we have to depend upon the later 
manus~pts m dtastematic notation. The only exception is the sign e 
(eqt~nltt_er) for a unison, and this has indeed proved valuable for the in
vesugauon of certain questions.'ll The rhythmic letters, on the other hand, 
hav_e played a prominent role in the attempts to solve the problem o( Gre
gonan rhythm, which will be discussed later. 

Of as great significance as the rhythmic letters is the episema, a hori
zontal dash on top of a neume, especially a vi1·ga or a clivis. Several ex
~ples o_ccu~ in the illustrations previously given, e.g., the virgae with 
epzsema m Ftgs. 14 and 15, or the clivis with episema in Figs. 17, 2o, and 
2t. S~olars are genera~y a!P"eed that this indicates a prolongation. A pro
Iongauon may also be tnd1cated by the use of a horizontal stroke in the 

J8 CS, l. 95· Also Pal. m us., lV, ao; Nombre, l . 164. 
19 See R. J. Hcsbert, "L'intc.rpn!tation de !'t:qualiter dans les manuscrits sangallicns" 

(RC, xvm. 161). 
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place of a dot, the pzmclum planum or virga jacens, as it has been called 
(seep. 109, £n. 2). This occurs not only as an individual sign (e.g., in Fig. 15 
on "ex" or in Fig. 2 1 on "(dedu)cis'"), but also in scandicus and climaClls 
neumes, where frequently one or several of the dots are replaced by a stroke 
(cf. Fig. 22, p. 120, first column). 

The extended use of such peculiarities as highly specialized neumes, 
significative letters, and episematjc modifications occurs particularly in the 
St. Gall manuscripts, and sets them apart from other sources, wriuen in 
llaJy, France. and England, which employ a much simpler notation, often 
nothing bill the basic neumes and their liquescent varieties. The historical 
evaluation of this contrast is one of the points of contention among scholars. 
Jn an interesting reversal of national imerests, which certainly is to their 
credit, most French scltolars-Houdard, Dechevrens, i\Iocquereau-have 
placed the greatest confidence in the St. Gall tradition, while some Ger
mans, such as 0. Fleischer (in his Neumenstudien) and Wagner, have 
considered them as hardly more than curiosities of local interest. \Vhatever 
their value is, they do, o( course, represent a tradition, if only a special one, 
that cannot be disregarded. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEUMAT I C NOTATION 

Aside from a few eighth-century fragments, the earliest musical manu
scripts date from the ninth centu ry. Jn these, as well as in those o[ the next 
century, the neumes are written in such a manner as to represent only the 
general contour of the melodic motion, uch as high-to-low (clivis), low-to 
high (podatus), etc., withou t in any way indicating the pitches or intervals 
involved. Thus, in the case of a podatus we can be sure that an ascending 
motion is involved, but we ca unot tell whether this motion comprises the 
interval of a second, a third, or a fifth, nor whether it starts on c, on f. or 
on some other pitch. Evidently these signs erved only as a guide for singers 
who knew the melodies more or less by heart, or Cor the choir leader who 
may have interpreted them to the singers by appropriate movements of 
the hand. Such neumes are called staiTlcss, oratorical, cheironomic (Greek 
for hand sign), or in campo aperto ("in the open field," i.e., without clear 
orientation). 

Shortly before the year 1000 we find the earliest traces of a more careful 
manner of writing, designed to give a clearer visual indication of pitch~s 
and intervals. Without actua lly writing a staff, the scribes imagined hori
zontal lines representing lower or higher pitches, and wrote the neumes 
not only in lower or higher po itions, bill also to a certain extent in various 
degrees of elongation, so that a fJodtllus standi ng for an ascending fourth 
would reach up higher than one indicating an ascending second. Such 
neumes are called diastematic, heightened, or intervallic. Notation of a 
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tentatively diastematic character appears for the first time in I talian and 
Aquitanian (southern-French) manuscripts of the late tenth century.I 
Later sources of this type often have one or two lines scratched into the 
parchment, lines which, however, have no fixed meaning, representing the 
pit: hes d, f, g, etc., depending upon the range of the melody. According to 
a Sixteenth-century chronicler this innovation was made at the monastery 
of Corbie under its abbot Ratold (972-g86): "In this time there started in 
our monastery a new method of singing, f.rom signs arranged by means of 
lines and spaces ... . Until then lhe Graduals and Antiphonals of our church 
had no lines.":! This primitive method of diastematic notation persisted in 
som~ countries. long after Guido of Arezzo (died c. 1050) had brought 
prev1ous expenments to their final solution by introducing a system of 
four lines representing in tervals of a third, and by indicating the pitch 
through colored lines (usually red for £, yellow or green for c') or clef let
ters, mostly f and c'. To the present day, Gregorian chant is notated on a 
four-line stali, with the clef-letters C and c'. 

As was pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, the numerous 
manuscripts of chant fall into national groups with strong characteristics 
of penmanship a nd notational details. And even withln t11e same coun
try there were individual schools centered around monasteries where the 
chant was especially cuhivated. Thus in France we have to distinguish 
between neumalic manuscripts [rom Metz (in the East), Chartres (in the 
West), and St. l\fanial at Limoges (in the South, Aquitania); in Italy, 
between those from Novara (North-West), Nonantola and Bologna (North
East), and Benevento (South). Fig. 22 serves to illusu·ate the characteristic 
traits o( five important scl1ools: St. Gall (German neumes); Metz (Mes
sine neumes); St. Martial (Aquitanian neumes); northern France (square 
neurnes); and Benevento (Beneventan, Italian neumes). 

The early neumes, particularly those [rom St. Gall and Metz, occur in 
varied forms which have rhytJ1mic significance, indicating that one or an· 
other of the pitcl1es involved is of longer duration. Especially conspicuous 
in this respect are the various forms of the climacus in the St. Gall manu
scripts. The Messine notation indicates the tendency to dissolve the neu
matic signs into signs for individual pitches, a tendency which was fully 
reaJized in the Aquitaruao notation. Whenever single signs (dots, etc.) are 

1 Wagner believes that the diastematic notation is the original system, developed in 
Italy, and that the St. Gall l\fss represent a deterioration of it . Sec Adler's Raudbuch der 
Musikge~cltichte, I (2nd cd., 1929). g6. 

:l Gerber1, De Cnntu. ll , 6t. In an anicle, "The iMusical N01:11ion of Guido of Areu.o" 
(MD. V, t5). J. Smits van Wacsbcrghe declares thi~ text to be "not of ll1c slightest histori
cal ' ·aluc" (p. 49). 1L certainly lacks lllc authority of a comcmporary documcm, and is in· 
cluded above 011ly with the necessary reservation. Ou the o1hcr hand. it should he noticed 
that the report m<tkcs no claim for the fully developed Guidoniau system with four lines, 
but only Cor a tentatively diastematic notation, such as p robably existed before Guido. 
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wrinen in a strictly vertical arrangement, they are to read b-om top to 
bouom [see the clirnacu.s under 11 and lll]. For further details the reader 
is referred to the P'Jates, which show the l\Jass chants for Easter Sunday as 
they appear in manuscripts from the ninth to the twelfth century. The 
following remarks are designed to faci lita te their study. 
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PLATE 1. St. Gall 359 (c. goo). The earliest complete manuscript preserved. A 
Cantatorium, which gives roe (uJJ text and music only for the solo chants. Grad
uals, Alleluias, and Tracts, the Introits, etc., being indicated by their indpits. 

Tncensum tantum (only incense to be used) 
Statio ad Sane/am M aria m (Stational Church) 
A(ntipho n) Resurrexi et adiJUC (lntroit) 

Psalmus. Dom ine probasti me (verse of the Introit) 
R (esponsorium) G(raduale) Haec dies ... 

V(ersus) Confitcmini Domino . .. 
Alle/uia Pascha nostrum ... 

The neumes o£ the first row are: cliuis with letter t (tenere); climacus (wili1 

episema?): clivis; a special form o[ d1c podatus, sometimes called pes qua.ssus 
(Nombre, l , 159); bistropha; climacus; /JOI'Tectus; virga with episema; po~atuJ; 
bivirga; bistropha; torcu/us; climacus; v irga with cpisema; porrectus with eprsema; 
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tristropha. Middle of l ine 2, on "(exul)te(mus)": clivis; climacus praebipunctis; 
trigon (in later sources modified into a prcssus, c'-c'-b). Line 3, several instances of 
c (celeriter) . Beginning of line 4: two virga jacenJ (punct.um planum) with e 
(equaliter), probably meaning an a (today a c'); epiphonus; two virgae; clivis with 
c (celeriter); climactts praebipunctis. Line 5· on "bonus": virga (with episema?); 
trivirga; two climacus in which the puncta are replaced by virga-jacens fonns; 
c/ivis with episema. Line 7· last neume, quilisma with episema. 

A lle/uia, line 1: three puncta; pes quasms with episema, t, and f (cum fragore, 
with a loud noise); torcrtlus resu.pinus (probably b·d'-c'·d'; today b ·d' d' d'); 
pressus with t (today omitted). L ine g: several climacus wilh one punctum and 
one virga jacens. Line 4: punctum; salicus "cum jragore." 

PLATE n. St. Gall 339 (tenlh century). 

In die ad missam (on the day for the Mass) 
A. Resurrexi et adhuc . . . a(ll)e(l)ttia a(ll)e(!)uia. 

Ps(almus) D(omi)ne p(ro)ba(sti) 
RG. Haec dies •.. V. Confitemini ..• 
Alleluia Pascha nostrum ... 

V. Ep~tlemur in azimis sinceritatis et veritatis.B 
Of(Certorium). Terra tremu.it . .. 

V. Notus in ]udca . . . V. Et jactus est •.. 
V. lbi confregit . .. 4 

Co(mmunio). Pascha nostrum •.. 

The significant letters have completely disappeared, and only the episema is 
retained. The notational symbols are practically lhe same as in St. Gall 359· Note 
that the second clivis on "(exul)te(mus)" (after the trigon) has an episema, wh ich 

is missing in St. Gall 359· 

PLATE m. Codex Chanres 47 (c. 10oo). Contents are the same as in St. Gall 339· 
The captions R., V., Of .. Go., are written in color. which hardly shows in the 
photographic reproduction. Note that the Allelttia Pascha nostrum, Yf. Epulemur 
is only indicated, wilhout music (line 7). The marginal signs indicate the mode 
and probably lhe initial tone, for example, for the Communion Pascha nostrum: 
ut in vi, that is: start with the first tone (ut of the hexachord) of the sixth mode.Ci 

The notation shows tl1e characteristic traits of the French system, particularly 
in the tendency to dissolve tl1e neumcs into single signs. Thus, the initial clivis of 
Hec dies is wriuen as two dots placed in a vertical line; the first neume on 
"(exulte)mus" (beginning of l ine 5), a podalti.S subbipunctis, appears as a single 
dot followed by three dots wriuen vertica lly (rom top to bottom: and the scandicus 
on "et" (same line) is given a.s two puucta and a virga. Of special interest is the 
transformation of the trigon into a rectangular rorm. Note that dots written in a 
vertical position are always to be read downwards, in conu·ast to those appearing 

a For Alleluias with two verses. see p. 185. 
• For Offertories wilh verses. sec pp. 1921£. 
G The abbreviation em in Lhe marginaJ note for the verse lbi con fregit stands perhaps 

for emmelts, an early term for l11e sublinal. 
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in a slanting position. I n order lO save space, longer melismas frequently extend 
beyond the syllable to whid1 they belong, as for instance that for "(fe)cil" (line 1). 
which continues abo"e t11e neumes for "dominus." Obviously, the nota tion is com
pletely non-diastematic. 

PLATE IV. British Museum. Egerton 857 (late eleventh century). Contents are 
the same as in St. Gall JJ9, but without tl1e Offertory verses. 

The neumes show a noticeable tendency toward diastematic writ ing. The nota
tion is Frend1 (probably northern French). but does not show the dlaracteristic 
traits noticed in the Chartres manuscript. The climacus, in particular, is always 
written in the earlier manner. This specimen is also interesting because it illus
trates the beginning of the square neumes, particularly in the podatus, whid1 
always has a little sq uare for each of the two pitches, the lower one to the left, the 
upper to the right of the connecting stroke (see, e.g., "quam" of H ec dies). ln the 
twelfth century it became customary to place both squares to the left of the stroke, 
and this became the final form of the podatus. The clivis, on the other hand, ap
pears in a strange form (somewhat like the figure 7) which completely {ails to 
indicate or suggest the pitches involved . This appears from a consideration of 
the beginning of H ec dies, where t11e ftrSt clivis stands for a-g, the second for a-f.o 

PLATE v. Paris, Bibl. naL fat. 776 (from Albi, 11th century). The beginning of 
the lntroit, R esurrexi et adhuc, is written in a highly decorative manner, with 
the letters interspersed, Cor instance, u and r within the S. T he Alleluia includes 
two tropes, which are designated as P(ro)sa.1 

This is a pure example of the Aquitanian notation. Neumes of the earlier type, 
written in a continuous graph, have almost completely disappeared. The dots, into 
whiclt they are segregated, are carefully arranged on lines scratched into the 
parchment. 

PLAn: VI. Montpellier H . 159 (1 1th century). This is a famous manuscript, 
unique in its tonal arrangement of the .Mass chants (tona/e missarum), its " bilin
gual'" notation, in neuroes as well as in letters, and its signs Cor quarter-tones. Our 
page contains chants of tl1e fourth mode, as indicated by the inscription deuterus 
and the marginal indication pl(agius). The first complete chant is the lntroit 
Resurrexi, with the remaining portions of the Easter Mass, Ps. Domine probasti, 
~- Hec dies, A /1. Pascha nostrum, Of. T erra tremuit, and Co. Pascha nostrum, incU· 
cated on the right margin. 

The neumes are similar to those of Plate IV. Notice the incipient square form 
of tlte podatus, e.g., on ··sum" (line 2 of the page) and on "(mi)ra(bilis)" at tlte 
beginning of Hne 4- The most important feature is the letter notation, which 
transcribes the non-diastematic neumes in a clearly readable form, making this one 
of tlte earliest manuscripts that can be accurately deciphered. The letters have 
their presem-day meaning, but continue, above g, with the subsequent letters of 

6 T he ccplwlicus appears in the shape of the figure g. Rcpe:uedly there occurs a 
strange symbol in the fonn or a reclining 8, whidt is always followed by a punctum in 
lower position. Both signs together replace a cliuis of other Mss. 

7 See pp. 4!!111 for a discussion of Allcluias with tropes. 
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the alphabet, so that h, i, k, 1, m, n, o, p stand for a, b, c', d1 , e1, £1, g', and a'.s 
For instance, the letters fgh hg on "(posu)isti" (line 3) indicate f g a a g. The 
ornamental signs of the neumatic notation are reproduced in an interesting way, 
the quilisma by a short wavy stroke, [see "(su)per" on line 3), the oriscus by a 
small hook [see "(volunta)ti" at the beginning of line 7). At the beginning of In 
voluntate (Introit for the Twenty-First Sunday after Pentecost [1066]) repeated 
use of the sign -t is made, which indicates, without doubt, the quarter-tone or 
some micro-interval below f.O 

PLATE vu. Rome, Vatican Libr. lat. 5JI9· This is one of the four sources of the 
Old-Roman d1ant mentioned on p. 77· The Introit has two verses, Domine 
probasti and Ecce a Domine, the first, as usual, designated as Ps(almus). The 
Alleluia Pascha nostrum has the verse Aepulemur, as in St. Gall 339 (Plate 11) 
and in most of the earlier sources . 

The notation is an example of the Beneventan neumes, completely diastematic 
with lines and clef letters. In the original the F-line is red, the C-line yellow, 
the others are scratched in without color. The melodies, as will easily be seen, 
are completely d ifferent from those of the other manuscripts. (See the t.ranscrip· 
tion of R esttrrexi, Fig. 167, p. 488). 

PLATE vm. Paris, Bibl. nat. lat. 17436 (Antiphonal of Compiegne, with musical 
entries of the eleventh century). This facsimile is given chiefly as an example of a 
sequela with verba [see p. 449]. It is written in an early, non·diastematic type of 
Aquitanian neumes, which may be compared with the later, diastematic type of 
Plate V. The elongated scrolls are signs of repeat, probably meaning denuo (again, 
twice). For further details the version of Fulgens praeclara in A. Hughes, Anglo
French Sequelae (1931), p. 41, may be consulted. 

We need not carry this survey any farther, because with the beginning 
of the thirteenth century the square neumes were universally adopted. 
Only in Germany a special type of over-decora tive script was cultivated, 
the Gothic neumes, also called Hu[nagelsclu·ift because of their resem
blance to horse-shoe na ils.1o 

THE NOTATION OF THE SOLESMES BOOKS 

We owe the present-day books of Cregorian ch ant, such as the Graduale 
Sacrosanclae R omanae Ecclesiae, the Antiphonale SacTosanclae Romanae 
Ecc/esiae, and the Liber usualis, to the Benedictine monks of Solesmes 
who, under the leadership of Dom Cucranger (1805·75), Dom Pothier 
(1835·1923), and Dom Mocquereau (1849·1930), did the spadework which 

8 See p. 152, system Anonym us ll . 
o See J. Cmelch, Die Jlierteltonstujen im Messtonale von Montpellier (1911). Also, e.g., 

G. Reese, Music in the Middle Ages, p. 136. 
10 See the table of neumes in Grove's Dictionary, Ill, 648 (omitted in the new edition, 

1954) or in HDM, s. v. "Neumes." They are obviously derived from the late (twelfth
century) Messine neumes. 
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led to the restoration of the medieval tradition. Without their efforts the 
study o£ Cregorian chant would be immensely more difficult, as would, 
Cor instance, tl1e study of the works of Bach without the volume:J of the 
Bach Gesellschaft, or that of Macham, Josquin, and P alestrina without 
the modern editions of their complete works. Although none of these pub
lications can wholly replace the original sources- least of all in the field 
of chant, the com plete repertory of which fa r exceeds the contents of the 
modern books-they provide a reliable basis of ample proportions which 
the student may safely use for numerous investiga tions. 

There is, however, a certain difference between the editorial principles 
and methods employed in the volumes of the Bach Gesellschaft (as well as 
in the other musicological publications just men tioned) and those adopted 
by the monks of Solcsmes. Aware of their primary obligation which, of 
course, was to the Church rather tl1an to musicology, they aimed at an 
edition that would not onl>• restore the medieva l tradition but also make 
it a pan of the present-day liturgy. so tha t the old melodies would be sung 
again after more than a thousand years, as indeed they now are. Conse· 
qucntly it was felt necessary that some iJlclications which would facilitate 
their performa nce by prcsent.<]ay singers and choirs should be added to the 
original melodies. Usefu l and perhaps indispensable though they may be, 
they tend to put the Solesmes books into the same category as, for example, 
a practical edition of Bach with its customary trappings of phrase marks, 
dynamic signs, e tc. In either case it is inlponant for the student to know 
what is authentic and what is an editorial addition. 

The series of modem publications o[ Cregorian chant started with the 
Liber grndualis prepared by Dom Pothier and published, in two editions, 
in 1883 and t8g5.1 Here the only editorial signs are vertical strokes of two 
different lengths designed to indicate the end of phrases or of sections. 
T hey more or less agree with the full bar and the half bar of the later 
editions, prepared under the direction of Mocquereau, the author of a 
special theory and practice of Gregorian rhythm generall y known as tl1e 
Solesmes method. He obtained permission from the Sacred Congregation 
of Rites in Rome to incorporate his method in to the new editions (Solesmes 
edition) which, consequently, contain considerably more materia l of an 
edi toria l nawre. ln addi tion to the above-mentioned phrase marks the 
Solesmes editions make consistent use of fi ve other signs: the quarter bar, 
the comma, the dot, the horizontal episema, and the vertical episema. Fol· 
!owing is a brief expla nation of these signs. 

a. The full bar, half bar, q uarter bar, and comma are signs for phrasing 
or breathing [see, for example, the Cradual/n sole, L 344]. Without ques· 
tioning Lheir practical usefulness, we may well (and often have to) disre· 
gard them in our analytical studies, except for the full bar, extending 
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through the entire staff like the modem bar line. This bar often serves to 
separate melodic units which are of basic importance particularly in the 
Tracts, Responsories, and Graduals, as will be seen later.2 None of these 
signs occur in the medieval manuscripts. 

b. The dot, called punctum-mora (L. mora, length, duration), is placed 
after a note or, occasionally in neumes, above it. It doubles the value of the 
affected note, making it a quarter-note ra ther tl1an an eighth-note. Like 
the phrase signs, the dot does not occur in the early sources. 

c. T he horizontal episema (Gr. adclitional sign) is a horizontal stroke 
placed over a note or, occasionally, a group of two, three, or four notes 
[see the end of the Offertory Posuisti, L 438]. In the Solesmes system it in
dicates a slight .lengthening of the notes above which it appears [see L, p. 
xx]. These honzontal episemas are not editoriaJ marks, as a re the other 
signs. They were adopted from the early St. Call manuscripts which, as we 
have seen, frequen tly employ the episema-particularly in connection with 
the virga and the clivis-and also letters that pertain to details of rhythm. 
Mocquereau and his followers have given a prominent role to these manu
scripts, which they have termed "rhytl1mic manuscripts."a T he Solesmes 
episema is also used where the rhythmic manuscripts have the letter t or a 
specially formed neume believed to indicate lengthening o{ a note. For 
instance, in the Gradual H aec dies [778] the episema over the initia l neume 
reproduces the t of the Codex Sr. Gall359 [see Plate I]; that over the fourth 
neume stems from the special form of the podattL.Sj those over the two 
climacus groups in the melisma "bo(nus)" stem from the climacus Corm 
wi th horizontal strokes (punctum planum) instead of dots. Now and then 
a rhythmic ioclication of the original is reproduced as punctum-mora, e.g., 
in the "special podatus wi th episema" near the beginn ing of the final 
melisma on "(e)jus." 

d. Finally, extensive and consistent use is made of the vertical episema, 
a short vertical dash placed above or, occasionally, beneath a note. More 
than any other sign, this is bound up with Mocquereau's interpretation of 
Cregorian chan t and tl1e Solesmes method of singing derived from i t. This 
method employs, in a very prominent position, the so-called ictus, i.e., a 
subtle emphasis or impulse which recurs on every second or third note, re
sulting in small rh ythmic enti ties (feet) of two or tluee notes, often in 
irregular alternation. The rules for the placemen t of the ictus are fully 
explained on p. xxviii of the Liber usualis. The vertical episema serves 
to indicate the position of the ictus in all those cases in which it is not 
apparem from the general rules. Needless to say, there is no trace of the 
vertica~ episema i n any of the medieval sources, and the historical validity 
of the tctus theory is, to put it mildly, highly questionable. We shall return 

2 See, e.g .. the tables on pp. 271, 273· 
3 See. e.g .. Suflol, Pafeograpllie, pp. •s•ff. 
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to tltis problem in the next section, dealing with the rhythm of Gregorian 
chant. 

THE PROBLEM OF RHYTHM 

Some time ago, when I told a friend of mine about my work on the 
present book he said : "H ow can you write a book on Gregorian cham; you 
don't know anything about its rhythm." It is true tbat I don't know any
thing about Cregorian rhythm, anything certa in, that is-nor does any
body else. In comrast to my J:riend, however. I do not consider a knowledge 
of this matter a sine qua non, or ignorance of it a serious obstacle to fruit· 
ful and valid investigation in our field. On the contrary, I cannot help 
feeling that the importance of the rhythmic problem has been somewhat 
exaggerated. The numerous efforts made in this direction appear to me 
like so many answers to a question that was never raised. T h is does not 
mean to say that Gregorian d1ant had no rhythm. Music without rhythm 
is obviously a con tradiction in itself. However, rhythm is not the same as 
a fixed rhythmic system, that is, a dearly formu lated and consistently ap· 
plied set of rules governi ng the tluration o[ the notes and other matters 
pertaining to rhythm in the most genera l sense of the word. It is toward 
the disco\'ery of some such system that the effor ts of so many scholars have 
been directed-without any incontestable or generally accepted result. 
Could it be that they were chasing a phantom, that they were trying to 
find something that never existed? I believe so, for at least two reasons. 
One is that the melodies of the chant, in their specific melodic design, lend 
themselves to a rhythmic (or better, a-rhythmic?) rendition o£ the greatest 
flexibil ity and variability, similar to what we find in so many folkmelodies 
(e.g., American Ind ian) of a "rhapsod ic" character. In such [olkmelodies 
rh ythm is present only as an accessory, not as a preconditioning element as 
it is in tunes penainjng to dancing. Their rhythm ic structure, if that is 
what it should be called, is so evasive that it is bound to undergo variations 
from individual to individual, and even more so from generation to genera
tion. It seems to me that Gregorian chant is equally susceptible to such 
vicissitudes. 

The other reason is, that I am convinced there would be some tangible 
evidence of systematic rhythm ei ther in the musical sources or in the 
medieval treatises if there ever had been a stable trad ition in this field 
comparable to that which we find in the purely melodic aspect of th e 
chant. True enough, there are the "rhythmic manuscriJ.HS" such as St. C:tll 
359, which, no doubt, represent an dlon in the direction of indication of 
some rhythmic details. However, they arc extremely limited in number 
and locale, their importance as testimonials of the "true chant'' has been 
contested, and their indications more than anything else have been the 
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source of disagreement and controversy among scholars. The latter remark 
applies also to the few hints about rhythm that have been found in 
medieval treatises. Every one of them has been interpreted as evidence of 
opposite theories. 

In view of this state of affairs-at least, the way l see them- I would like 
nothing better than to close this chapter right here. Since, however, the 
problem sti ll looms large in the minds of scholars and students, it cannot 
very well be omitted i.n a book on Cregorian chant without inviting strong 
criticism. We shall therefore give a short resume of the various theories 
that have been proposed. 

lt is customary to group these theories and their proponents into two 
categories-equa list and mensuralist. The chief difference is that the 
former admit only one basic time-value, while the latter insist that various 
time-values are involved. T o the former group belong Pothier and Mocque
reau; to the latter, Houdard, Riemann, Decl1evrens, Fleury, Jeannin, 
Wagner, and, more recemly, Lipphardt and J ammers. 

I . Pothier. Pothier developed his ideas about Gregorian rhythm in his 
Les Melodies gregoriennes ( t88 t).l It is difficult to gain an entirely clear 
picture of h is ideas from th is book, and even more so from the writings of 
the few followers be ha<.l.2 Although he is usually, and to a certain degree 
perhaps properly, considered an equa list, he repeatedly speaks about "des 
notes plus longues et d'autres plus breves" (p. 184), and even says that 
there are "plusieurs sortes de longues, comme aussi plusieurs sortes de 
breves" (p. 185). Obviously what he had in mind is a "free rhythm" ad
mitting numerous subtle deviations from the basic time unit. Beyond this, 
he considered the Latin text with its accents a basic factor of the rhythmic 
life, particularly in the syllabic and neumatic chan ts or passages, in which 
the textual accent should make itseU felt in the performance as a stress of 
the correspond ing note of the melody. In melismatic passages the accent 
falls on the ftrst note of each neume. His theory has been termed: "free 
oratoric rhythm." 

Il. Mocquereau. In opposition to Potbier, Mocquereau developed what 
has become known as the Solesmes system or, in distinction from Pothier's 
theory, as "free musical rhythm." He proposed this first in vol. VII of the 
Palt!ographie musicale and elaborated it in great deta il in h is Le Nombre 
musical. His system is incorporated in the modem publications of the 
Solesmes edition, which usually carry the remark: rhythmicis signis a Soles-

l Dom Gajard, in an article "Le Chant gr6goricn et la Mcthodc do Solesmcs" (RG, 
XXIX. u, etc.) mentions a book by Gonlicr. Methodc raisotmd de 1' /ninchnut (•859) as a 
first aucmpt in this dircctjon (pp. 27f). This may have been in opposition to others who 
interpreted the neumes in terms o£ sixteenth-century mensura! notation, e.g .• the c/imacus 
;u a louga followed by two semibreves. 

2 For instance. Oom Lucicn Oavid, Le Rythme verbal et musicnl dans le chant romain 
(1953). For a relatively clear summary see Gajard's article (fn. 1), p. 29. 
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mensibus monachis diligenter ornalllm (carefully provided by the Monks 
of Solesmes wilh rhythmic signs). He is much more an "equ<~list"" than 
Pothier, insisting, as he does, on a "rythme precis'" as the foundation of 
the performance. All notes have equal value except for those marked by 
the horizontal cpisema, which are to be slightly lengthened, and those 
marked by the ptmctwn-mora, which are to be approximately doubled. 
The latter occur only at the end of phrases or sections. However, doubled 
and even tripled values also resu lt from unison groups, as in the pressus 
or in the dist,.opha and tJ·istropha. More fundamemaUy different and novel, 
however, are his views about accentuation. Completely discarding Pothier's 
idea of the te..'<t and of stress (itllensiti) as governi ng elements, he considers 
the rhythm as a purely musical phenomenon, as a motion consisting of 
elan and repos (arsis and thesis; approximately, up-beat and down-beat). 
These follow, not in regular patterns, but in irregular successions of groups 
of two or three notes. The constantly recurring "impulse" involved in this 
performance, the ictus, is indicated by the vertical episema whenever 
necessary. These elementary groups, always binary or ternary, are com
bined into rhythmic division of higher orders, incises, members, phrases, 
and periods. For the clarification of these .ideas and for teaching purposes 
extensive use is made of cheironomic drawings (chironomie), wave-like 
lines drawn between and above the notes in order to give a visual impres
sion of the mouvement rythmique. 

Mocquereau's system has not only been universally adopted in the 
churches but has also found ardent admirers elsewhere. Perhaps itS main 
merit lies in the field of musical education, where it has effectively counter
acted the mechanizing influence of time-beating. In fact, Mocquereau him· 
self seems to have considered it as such, rather than claiming historical 
correctness for it. Certainly, tl1ere is no hjstorical foundation whatever for 
the central part of his theory, the binary and ternary groups with the 
ictus.s He devoted painstaking research to the "rhythmic manuscripts," 
from which he adopted the various signs for prolongation (episema, letters 
t, x, m), disregarding, however, the signs for acceleration (c) or those that 
indicate various degrees of intensity (f, cum fragore; k, clange). Thus, his 
work represents a mixture of historical exactitude and ingenious fancy. 
Considered aesthetically, its aim is to avoid manifest effects by introducing 

3 Among his mo,t outspoken critics were M. Emm:muel and C;utouc \~ho, in a re· 
view of Le Nombre musical (TC, XIV, 258) said: "La tolerance que Dom M. a obtcnuc de 
Rome pour scs signcs rythmiques lui pcrmct- par un abus singulier-d"allcr au bout lie 
son dcssin, qui est d"imposer 'au monde cnticr' son interpr~tation pcrsonclle des rythmes 
mtdi<!vaux. 11 est temps de proLCSter comre ccue pretention, pcu justifi(;c. 11 ne fnul pas 
que les practiciens du plain-chant se lais..~n t r~entcr par un savant qui defend sa 
proprc gloire. avec trop de pntialitc." An excellent presentation and well-balanced 
~Titicism of Mocquereau's method is found in C. Reese, Music in the Middle Ages, PP· 
t.p IT. 
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various layers of emphasis that balance each other, such as the textual 
accent, the ictus, and the episema. In an ideal case (which is often realized) 
tllese three kinds of ''stress" would appear each at a different place. 

ill. As for the mensura lists, we can only briefly indicate the appallingly 
different results they have arrived at, often upon the basis of the same 
sources (St. Gall 359; Codex Hanker) and the same theorists (e.g., Guido). 

a. Houdard. Each neumatic symbol has the same temporal value (quar
ter·note). Thus, the punctum and vi1·ga have the duration of a quarter· 
note; in the podatus and clivi.t each tone is an eightl1·note; a climacus, etc., 
is reproduced as eighth·note triplets; a four-tone neume as sixteenth-notes, 
etc. See Le rythme du chant gregorien (1898). 

b. R iemann. Transcription in strict 4/4-meter and phrases of four 
measures, on the basis of the text, which is arbitrarily forced into Am
brosian·hymn meter [see H andb uch der M usikgescltichte I.ii, ( 1905), p. 34]: 

. I 1. I I I. I I I 
Da I mi- hi in I dis· co I capu.t ]o· annis bap·/ ti· stae I 

I I. I·· I I I· I I 
jet contri-1 status est re.-.: 1 propter jusju· j1·an· dum I 

c. Dechevrens. After an ea rly attempt (Etudes de science m.ttsicale, 1898) 
he proposed in Les vraies melodies gl'egoriennes (1902) a rendition of the 
Vesper Antiphons in regular meter (4/4, 2/4). The rendition is based on 
the neumes of the Codex Hanker, which are interpreted as variable de· 
pending upon the neighboring neumes. Thus, a virga with episema is a 
half·note if folJowed by a virga (quarter-note), but a dotted quarter-note 
if followed by a punctum (eighth·note). He makes extended use of grace 
notes, e.g., for the quilisma and for the liquescent podatus.~ 

d. Fleury. He emphasized the importance of the St. Gall episema and 
the Roman us letters for prolongation, interpreting them as indications for 
exactly doubled values (half.notes), the sign c (celeriter) as an indication 
for halved values (eighth-notes). The three note values are combined ac
cording to principles of the metrical feet. He gives no examples of tran· 
scription. [See Ueber Choralrltythmtts (transl. by Bonvin, in Publikationen 
der Internationalen Musikgesellschaft, Beihefte, •907).] 

e. Wagner. Originally a champion of the Pothier-type o£ free rhythm 
(Neumenkunde, 1st edition, 1905), he later proposed an interpretation in 
measured values (eighth·note, quarter·note, dotted quaner·note), but with
out meter. His main tenet was that the virga as well as the punctum 
planum (whjch he called virga jacens) indicate doubled values, whid1 are 

• ln the appendix to Les vraies mt!lodies, Dcchevrens gives two transcriptions of the 
Jlesperol, In Notation rythmique ancierme (I) and in Notation rytltmique modeme (11). 
Both are practically identical. save for Lhc addition of bar-lines and meter in the latter. 
He revised h is theory once more in Composition lillt!raire et composition mu.sicale (agao). 
For an example see Cajard"s anicle ((n. a), p. 2!J. 
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increased to triple values (dotted quarter-note) by the episema. H e also 
assigned a fixed meLricaJ scheme to eacl1 neume. [See Wagner II, 353££; aJso 
AdJer's Handbuclt der Musikwissenscltaft I, (1924), 93 and 102ff.] 

f. ] emmiu. He admits only two time values, quarter- and eighth-note, 
which are arranged in irregular measures, 3/8, 4/8, s/8, etc., at least for 
simple chants sucl1 as Antiphons. [See Etudes sur le rythme gregorien 
(1926).] 

g. Lipphardt studied the Antiphons on the basis of the Codex Hanker, 
and, in contrast to Dechevrens [see under c.], arrived at a rendition in 
triple meter, essentially an alternation o£ longs and short in the manner 
of the first rhythmic mode. [See "Studien zur Rhythmik der Antiphonen·· 
(Die M usikforsclnmg II I, ( 1950), 47, 224).] Similar results had been formu
lated by Sowa, in Que/len zur Trar~sformation der Antiphonen (1935). 

b. ]ammers also studied the Antiphons as found in the Codex H anker, 
with more carefu l auention to the neumatic symbols. Like Dechevrens, he 
concludes that all the Antiphons a.re essentiaJly in 4/ 4-meter. [See Der 
Grego1'ian isclte Rh)lthm us ( 193 7).] 

For the purpose o( further illustration, examples from the various men· 
suralists are given in Fig. 23. In one case and another it has been possible 
to show the same melody in differem rhythmic interpretations. These are 
grouped together. 

If, in conclusion, 1 am permitted to express my own views, I would say 
that for the over-all tradition of the chant the method of Pothier comes as 
close to being a plausible and practicable solution as may be expeCLed. It 
recommends itself by the fact that it involves no "difficult problem" and, 
for that reason, no •·ingenious solution." Its main premises, the importance 
o[ the textual accent and of the first note of each neume, are clearly im
plied in, and easily intelligible from, the notation as we find it in the great 
majority of the manuscripts. I would not, however, advocate a strictly 
equaJistic performance of the melodies. In the neumatic and melismatic 
chants particularly I would admit subtle nuances of rhythm on the basis 
of Houdard's theory, the merits of which, it seems to me, have been sligtued 
or altogether overlooked. I would not go as far as to maintain that a five
note neume should be sung in exactly the same time as one of two or three 
notes, but tl1e idea of subtly varying the speed according to the number 
of notes found in a neume appeals to me, because it is as simple and 
natural as the principles advocated by Pothier. 

In offering these suggestions I do not mean to exclude the possibility o£ 
seeking. and perhaps finding, special sol utions for individual rhythmic 
manuscripts, sucl1 as St. Gall )59 and 339, Einsiedeln 121, or the Codex 
H artker. H ere the main question is whether the rhythmic signs or leuers 
indicate only nuances (Mocquereau) or really different note values (men
suralists). I agree with the position taken by practically every musicologist 
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c:u . ir c • i Do mi • out ce • •""mm • wm 

a. Houdard (after Caudeamus, in Le Rythme du chant grt!gorien, p. 195) 
b. Riemann (Handbuch der Musikgeschichte, l.ii, 34) 
c. Decbevrens (Les vraies mt!lodie.t grt!goriennes, Vespcral I, p . 78) 
e. Wagner (Adler, H a11 dbuch, I, 112) 

f. j eannin (£tudes sur le rylhme grt!gorieu, p. 26) 
g. Lipphardt (Die 1\lusikforschung, Ul. 235) 
h. Jammers (Der gregorianisclre Rll)'thmus, Examples, p . 46) 

that the latter interpretation is correct.5 or all the various renditions listed 
above iLSeems to me that those given by Wagner are by far the best, because 
they are free from preconceived notions such as regular meter, notions 
which belong to a considerably later period of music and whid1, if a(;)plied 
to the Cregorian melodies, always involve some deviation from, or forced 
interpretation of, the original. Wagner, on Lhe contrary, has given rhythmic 
interpretations which reflect every detail and nuance of such highly com-

n To quote only one of the most recent statcmeuts: .. The ouutanding trnit o£ Cregorian 
canril lation, mentioned through all lhc Middle Ages, though neglected today, is the 
mingling of short and long notes; the contemporary writers insist again and again on a 
carerul disrinction between the two values:· (C. Sachs, llhythm and Tempo, 1953, p. 152). 
See also the remarks in Stablcin's article ··choral"' (MCC, especially pp. 1288fi). 
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plex notations as that of St. Gall 359 and of similar manuscripLS of the 
nimh and tenth centuries. By the consistent application of the principle 
that the stroke (virga or virga jacens) represems a long value, the dot 
(punctum) a short one, he has succeeded in giving plausible explanations 
for the various modifications of the neumes, for instance, the d ilferem 
forms o( the podatus or the climtzcus to which we have called auention in 
our description of Plate J [sec p. a !!o]. His t<~ble showing the rhythmic 
equivalents of all the neumes0 provides a solid basis for the interpretation 
of the early manusa·jpLS, aod his transcriptions of the Graduals Sciant 
genies and Specie tua, as well as of other melodies, demonstnte the prac
tical applicability of his method.7 

I am less confident about Wagner's auempLS to apply the same rhythmic 
imerpretation to such a late source as a German manuscript of the fifteen th 
century.s All evidence points to the fact that the rhythmic performance of 
chant was an early practice which was lost after c. 1000. One of the most 
eloquent testimon ies comes from Aribo, who, in his De Musica of c. 1070, 

says: "In earlier times not only tJ1e inventors of melodies but also the 
singers themselves used great circumspection that everytrung should be in
vented and sung in proportion (proportionnliter et invenirent et cancrent). 
This considera tion perished some time ago and is now entirely buried."0 

G ll'agner 1/, 395fi; a short e.xcerpt also in Adler·s Handbuch der /ll usihgeschichte, I 
(2nd ed .• 1929). 93· • 

7 See Wagner 11, 405; Adler·s Handbuch, pp. 105. tt2f. Wagner points out that different 
early manuscripts, such as St. GalJ ;;9 and Einsicdeln ru, o£Len show different rhythmic 
readings [Handbuch, p. 112]. This f:~c1, however, does not invalida.te the premise of 
Wagner's research. It only shows that rh)•thrn (in 1he sense as we understand it here) 
was an accessory element which was greuly variable in time and locale. Each of the early 
manuscripas has its own rhythm. 

B See Adlcr's HrwrliJIJcil, p. 107. 

tl CS, fl , 22;a; also J. Smits van Waesberghe. Aribonis De Mu.1ica ( '9!;t), p . 19· Unless 
we admit the possibility that the melodies ahcmselvcs underwent fundamental changes 
tl1at caused them to lose aheir "proporaion·• (of phrascs?)-a surmise never seriously con
sidered by Gregorianists-Aribo·s remark can onl) refer to proportional nole-values. 

CHAPTER THREE 

The T onality 

THE CHURC H MODES 

"'r-HE tonal basis of Cregorian chant is a system o[ eight tonalities, 
'-..known as churd1 modes. Each of these is an octave-segment of the 

diatonic (C-major) scale, with one of its tones playing the role of a central 
tone or tonic, comparable to the tone C in the C-major scale. The octave 
range is called ambitus, the central tone, [i.11alis. There are four such finales, 
namely, cl, e, f, and g. To each of these belong two modes which differ in 
their ambitus: one of them starls with the final and extends to its upper 
octave, while the other starts a fourth below the final and extends to the 
fifth above it. Those o( the former type are called authentic, of the latter, 
plagaJ.l For the complete system, two sets of names were used. The older 
terminology employs the Creek terms protus, deuterus, tritus, and tetrar
dus (first, second, third, fourth ) for the finals and uses the terms authentic 
or plagal for additional distinction. The other terminology, more com
monly employed from the tenth century tO the present day, simply num
bers them from one to eight: 

MODE FIN A LIS AMBITUS 

Protus authcnticus Prim us tonus d d·d' 
Protus plagius Secundus L 2 d A·a 
Deutcrus auth. Tcnius t. 3 e e-e' 
Deuterus plag. Quanus l. 4 e B·b 
Tritus auth. Quintus t. 5 f £-£1 
Tritus plag. Scxws t. 6 f e-el 
Tctrardus auth. Scptimus t. 7 g g-g' 
Tctrarclus plag. Octavus t. 8 g d-d' 

Yet another terminology reverts to ancient Greek theory, in which the 
n ames Dorian, Lydian, Phrygian, Mixolydian, and others were employed 
to designate octave species or complete scales. Modern sdtolars have made 

I Fom Cr. plagios, slanaing. sideways, subsidiary. The Commemoratio brevis employs 
the terms auctoralis and subjugalis. 
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numerous auempts to solve the problem of the relationship between the 
two theoretical systems, tl1e Greek and the medieval, without having been 
able to arrive at a uni\·ersa lly accepted answer. For our purpose it suffices 
to say tltat the abo\'e names were applied in Greek theory to octave seg
ments starti ng respeclively on e, cl, c, and ll; while in tbe system of the 
church modes they denote Octaves Sl.1rting re pectiveJy on cl, e, f, and g, 
so that they are synonymous witl1 pro/us, deuterus, t ritus, and tetra rdus. 
The plagal varieties are indicated by the prefix h)•po-, so that hypodorian 
is ilie second mode, hypophrygiml the fourth, etc. Considering everything, 
it is probably best not to use the Greek names at all in connection with 
Gregorian d tant.2 

It is hardly necessary to point out that eadt of the eight modes represents 
a tonal realm of individual structure, the basic difference being the posi
tion of the ha lf-tones with regard to the final. Thus, in mode 1 the half
tones (e-f and b·c') begin at tlte second and sixth degrees; in mode 3 at the 
first and fifth ; in mode 5 at the fourth and seventh; and in mode 7 at the 
thjrd and sixth; while in the plagal modes one is above, the other below 
the final. 

The four authentic modes are sometimes ca lled Ambrosian, the others 
Gregorian, with the implica tion (or explicit statement) that the former 
were " invented" by St. Ambrose, the lauer "added" by St. Gregory. There 
is not tlle least bit of evidence to support trus story, nor even to make it 
appear probable or possible. First of all, tltere is no difference, as to tonal 
structure in general, between the Ambrosian and the Gregorian reper· 
toTies, both o£ which employ the complete system of eight modes in gen
erally tlle same way. Botll repertories, moreover, give clear evidence of 
having been formed some time before the system of the eight modes was 
established. Otherwise there couJd not be so many melodies as there actu· 
ally are tl1at do not conform in one way or another with the theoretical 
system. The earliest allusion to tl1is is found in a fragmemary trea tise by 
Alcuin (735·801J), friend and adviser of Charlemagne [see List of Sources, 
p . 54· no. 17]. Very likely it was in tl1is period, sometimes called the 
"Carolingian Renaissance," tlla t the tonal aspect of the Gregorian reper
tory became the subject of in vestiga tion and classification. The im pulse 
for this may have come from Byta ntium whidt exercised considera ble 
influence on Western thought during the eighth cen tury. Not only are the 

!! Most of the important theorisLS employ the names fJrollls, dt:uterus, etc., or jJrimus 
secrmdus, etc. The earliest mention of the Creek ~ea le designations is in the M usira 
enclririadis: ·· •.. pro/ us aut~ntus or f>lagis, deutrrus 1111/t:nlus or j1lngis, or mod rH Dorius, 
Phyrgius, Lydius, etc., names that have come from the vocabulary or the gentiles" (GS. I, 
159b). Exceptional. because of iLS c.xclusivc use of rhc Creek names. is a tcnth-ccnlllry 
treatise wri llen in Old H igh German and ascribed to 'otkcr. in which. however, the 
terms Dorian. Phl")•gian. Lydian, and Mixolydian denote the scales respectively on c, d, c 
and f. not on d, c. r. anc.l g (De- octo modis; CS, I, g8). 
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early designations, pmtus, deuterus, etc., authenticus, plagius, all derived 
from Greek words, but the system of eight modes has an exact counterpart 
in Byzantine theory, where it is known as octoechos (eight tones). In short, 
the term "tonal basis" used in tlle first sentence of this chapter is correct 
only in the technical, not in the historical sense of the word. 

Occasionally we shall employ a term wlticb occurs in some of the medi
eval treatises and which, although rarely used by modern musicologists 
and Gregorianists, nevertheless is not devoid of usefu lness. This is the term 
mrmeria, which implies a classification, not of eight, but of four categories, 
one for each of tlle finals. Thus, the four maneriae are tlte protus, deuterus, 
tritus, and tetrnrdus, without Lhe subdivision into authentic and plagat.s 

The previous statement that tlle ambitus of each mode is an octave, is a 
somewha t artificial simplification, for most of the Gregorian melodies re· 
quire the addition of one degree below the bottom note of the octave seg
ment, whid1 thus becomes extended to a nimh. This additional tone is 
required especially in the au thentic modes, in which it represents the 
degree below the fiual, a degree often touched upon in cadential or semi
cadential formulae, but which may also occur elsewhere during the course 
of the melody. It is called subfiualis or subtonium modi, the former name 
being less commendable beca use it properly applies only to the autbemic 
modes. 

While the earliest medieval theorists recognize only the octave ambitus
dividing it into a filth plus fourth (diapen te, diatessaron) in the authentic 
modes and into a fourtll plus fifth in the plagal modes-a more realistic 
point of view prevails in tlle tenth-century Dialogus in musica o£ Oddo of 
Cluny (or one of his pupils; see List of Sources, no. 25). Here we find the 
octave ambitus enlarged not only by the mbtonittm modi, in all the modes 
except tJte sixtll, but also often by one degree above the octave, so that 
the total range becomes a tenth. The following table shows Oddo's ex
planations in a condensed form:• 

AMBlTUS ACCORDING TO ODOO 

AUTH ENTIC 

Mode: a. c-d' (ninth) 
3· d-e' (ninth) 
5· e-[' (ninth) 
7· f-a' (tenth) 

Pt.ACAL 

2. G-b (tenth) 
4· A-c' (tenth) 
6. c-d' (ninth) 
8. c-e' (tenth) 

In modern explanations the modes are usually described as having yet 
another characteristic propcn y, i.e., the so-called dominant, a secondary 

3Sce C. Recsc, Music in tltc /\fiddle Agrs. p. '53· CL GS, Jl , :166a (T onalc S. Bernardr) 
and CS, 11, 157:1 (Cuido clc Caroli-Loco, Cuido of Chcrlieu). Probably the T oua/e is also 
by Cuic.lo (d. rr sS); sec "Bernhard von Clai revaux" in M CC. 

• CS, l, 2591L 
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tonal center which, as a rule, is a fifth above the final in the authentic 
modes, and a third above it in the plagaJ modes. However, the dominant 
can hardly be said to be a characteristic o( the mode, because the great 
majority of the melodies of a given mode fail to show any clear evidence 
of the dominanL !'or does the dominant occur in any of the medieval 
descriptions of the modes. Actually, the dominant is a characteristic prop
erty, not of a mode in general, but of a few special melodies associated with 
that mode, s11ch as the psalm LOnes or other recitation tones. In these the 
dominant (more properly called te11or) does play a prominent role as the 
pitch for the recitation while, on the other hand, the basic d1aracteristics 
of the mode, fina l and ambilus, are often absent. Naturally, among the 
many thousands of chants there arc not a few in which the dominant is 
clearly recogn izable. Particularl y among the melodies of the second mode 
there are a number which emphasize the f as a recitjng pitch, e.g., the Anti
phon Dominus Jesus [66 1]. the Imroit Dominus dixit [392), the Com
munion Dominus regit [567], or the Offertory Ad te Domine levavi [321). 
M:my others, however, show no evidence of it. 1\loreover, in some chants 
with a recognizable recitation tone or p itch of emphasis this is not the 
pitch o( the psalm-tone tenor. Thus, sever:~! lntroits o( the fourth mode, 
e.g., Accipite [Bgo], lnvo/untate [1066]. ]udica me [603), or Misericordia 
[8t6], show recitation on (or g, rather than on the tenor of the psalm LOne, 
which is a. On the whole, it cannot be said that the dominant is a char
acteristic of the mode; it is a characteristic of the recitation tones associated 
with tl1e mode and of a number o£ melodies derived from or related to 
lhese recita6on tones. 

Finally, mention may be made of attempts to describe and define the 
church modes, not as abstract scale formations determined by final, am
bitus, and possibly pitch of emphasis, but as categories characterized by a 
number of standard formulae or motives recurring in the melodies of that 
mode. Trus phenomenon, often referred to in modern musicological 
sllldies as "melody type,"5 is fairly clearly evident in various musical cul
tures of the East; e.g., in the Byzan tine and Armenian echoi (octoechosJ 
system of eight echot), in the Syrian ,-isqoloJ the J avanese patet, the Hindu 
ragn, and the Arabian maqam. Whether a similar state of affairs existed in 
R oman cl1ant at an early time, as some scholars have maintained, is en
tirely conjectural. The repertory as we know it shows hardly any evidence 
Cor such a surmise. True enough, standard formulae play a prominent 
role in certain types of chant, particularly in the Tracts, R esponsories, and 
Graduals; but the method employed in them seems to have li ttle more in 
common with the "mclod>'·type'' phenomenon than the genera l principle 
of standard fonn ulae which, of course. can be applied to widely different 
procedtucs. At nny r:ue, the standard-formula method is a characteristic 

r; Sec 1/DM, s.v. '"Melody Type:· 
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only of certain special categories, not of a mode. T he Tracts of the eighth 
mode have d ifferent formulae from those of the Responsories of the eighth 
mode; and neither o( these, nor any others, recur consistently in the over
all repertory of this mode. 

MODAL CLASSIFI CATI ON AN D DI STRIBUTION 

Wi th the exception of some very simple chants such as the recitation 
tones for the prayers and readings [gSfiJ, each Gregorian melody is assigned 
to one o( the eight modes. The basis of this classification is tl1e fi nal note 
of lhe melody. According to wh ether this is d, e, f, or g, the chant is in lhe 
category of protus (modes 1 and 2), deuterus (3 and 4), tritus (5 and 6), or 
tetrm·dus (7 and 8). The range of the melody determines the choice be
tween the authentic or plagal variety. In the modem books tl1e mode is 

indicated by a figure placed underneath the title, e.g.: Offert. or Comm. 
5· I. 

[480, 48 1 ). T he modal classification is also indicated in the 1ndex (by lhe 
figure preceding the initial word of the chant), and th is makes it easy to 
examine the frequency of each mode in the over-all repertory as well as 
in the various types of ch ant. The following table provides an insight into 
this question. 

TABLE OF MODAL DISTRIBUTIONl 

Maneria: Pr. Dt. Tr. T et. 
Mode: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

J. Imroits (L) 29 18 34 18 12 12 16 18 
2. Introits (Cod. Einsicdeln) 29 t8 26 20 10 12 19 13 

3· Graduals (L) 15 23 14 !) 57 0 14 

4· Graduals (St. Ga ll Mss) 35 13 47 15 

5· Alleluias (L) 48 25 14 23 6 2 28 24 
6. Allcluias (different mclodjes) 33 14 8 13 ~ 2 23 18 

7· Tracts (L) 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 29 
8. O ffertories (L) 22 21 15 24 8 12 I 27 

9· Offertories (Codex Einsicdcln) 27 27 17 go 
10. Communions (L) 39 17 10 17 14 18 16 29 
11. Communions (Cod. Einsiedcln) 25 18 9 18 14 21 15 25 
12. Antiphons (Cod. Lucca) 369 132 go 167 32 73 ll!)2 449 
13- Antiphons (Rcg ino) 336 55 99 137 go 34 tg6 348 
14- R esponsories (Codex I Tarrkcr) 9 1 79 62 78 g8 22 125 139 
15- H)•mns (L) 32 20 ' 5 21 0 2 3 35 

1 The labulations marked L arc taken from the Liber usua/is. Those rdcrring to 
medieval manuscripts have been taken from the following books: nos. 2, 1· g, 11, 12 [rom 
P. Ferretti , E.stll~tique grt!gorie111re (1gg8), pp. 276. 161. 195· 276, 247: no. 12 from 
Wagner Ill, 303; no. 13 from MCG, s.v. ""Antiphon" (B. St!lblcin). 
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To start with the most numerous chants, the Antiphons, a glance at the 
table shows two fac ts: a decided preference for the modes 1 and 8, and a 
relatively weak representation of the modes 5 and 6, that is, of the f-wnality 
(tritus). Very close to lhe Antiphons in regard to modal distribution are 
the Alleluias, as appears from the following lable showing the peYcentages 
for the four maneriae, i.e., authentic and modal combined in one group: 

Antiphons 
A11eluias 

D 

32 
44 

E 

t6 
20 

F 

7 
5 

G 

45 (%) 
32 (%) 

Most of tl1e other chants show essentially the same picture, though with 
a tendency toward a more even participation o( all the modes, a tendency 
which is particularly evident in the lmroits and Communions. A striking 
contrast, however, is presented by tl1e Gratluals, Tracts, and H>•mns. ln 
the Graduals the trilus tonality, usually the weakest, becomes by far the 
strongest, represented by almost one-half o( t11e rota!. No less striking is 
the complete absence within this maneria of the plagal variety, that is, of 
mode 6. Mode 8, which has a full share in all the other chams, is repre
sented by only one example, Dilexisti justitiam [1216).2 Yet another plagal 
mode, mode 4, i s very rare in 1.he Graduals. The five examples given in L 
are actually reduced to two melodies, that o£ Domine pmevenisti [ 1207] 
which is also used for Benedicta et venerabilis [1264] and Dolorosa et 
lacrimabilis [1 633'], and that of Tenuisti manum [591] which recw-s, with 
some omissions, in M emor fui [158o]. 

A very peculiar siLUation exists in ilie Graduals of mode 2. This mode 
seems to be rather full y represented, its number being second only to that 
of mode 5· From the musical point of view, however, this number is highly 
deceptive, since all fue Graduals of mode 2 employ one and the same 
melody or, to put it more correctly, a small number of fixed melodic phrases 
that recur in various combinations. T hey are all representatives of one 
and the same melodic type, usually referred 1.0 as the .. Gradual-type ]ustus 
ut palma" [seep. 357] · An exception is the Gradual Adjutor meus [G 115), 
which, together with its modern adaptations~ lmpmpet·ium and R epleta 
est, is assigned to 1.he second mode. Acrually it is vaguely related to the 
Graduals of ilie fu·st mode and could just as well be classified as such [see 
pp. 35 1l]. in any case, iliis does not affecl the general picture of modal 
distribution in lhe Graduals, which can be briefl y described as one in 
which the plagal modes are represented only by a very small number of 
melodies. lt is tempting to speculate ou the historical significance of iliis 
fact by interpreting it as evid(!nce of an early slage of Grcgorian tonality 
in which this was limited to the authentic modes, jn olher words, as evi-

2 In C also Deus vitam [C 128] and Deus exaudi [C •56]. both having t.be sam.c melody. 
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dence in favor of the "Ambrosian-versus-Gregorian-modes" theory previ
ously alluded ro. However, it should be noticed that the Gradual of Easter 
Sunday, Haec dies-unquestionably one of the oldest in the whole group 
-belongs to the second mode. Moreover, an entirely different picture of 
modal distribution is presented by anomer type of cl1ant no less ancient 
ilian the Graduals, that is, the Tracts. 

Turning to these, we are confronted with the most striking aspect of 
Gregorian tonality, there being Tracts in no modes other than the second 
and ilie eighth. As in the case of the Graduals of mode 2 , the figures given 
in our table-eighteen for mode 2 and twenty-nine for mode 8-are de
ceptive, since in each of these two modes we find a situation quite similar 
to that presented by the Graduals of mode 2, characterized by t11e exten
sive use of standard phrases which recm in all the melodies [see pp. 315ff]. 
This method of "composition," of1.en referred to as centonization, is the 
very opposite of .. original creation" and unquestionably represents a very 
archaic technique. It bears a striking resemblance to the ta' amim tech
nique which plays an important role in J ewish chant [seep. 363]. On the 
basis of these considerations P. Wagner has come to the conclusion that the 
plagal scales of ilie deuterus and tetrardus are the "urchristliche Tonarten" 
(arcl1-Chris1.ian tonalities).s In iliis connection it is i11teresting to notice 
that centonization plays an importa nt role in yet anotl1er category of 
chants, the Responsories of Matins. Unlike the T racts, Responsories exist 
in all the modes, but those of modes 2 and 8 stand apart from the others 
because of their much more extended and consistent use of standard 
phrases and centonization technique. Thus, ilie Responsories provide ad
ditional evidence for the ilieory iliat the plagal scales of the deuterus and 
tetmrdus occupied a special place in tbe formative process leading to the 
full y developed system of the church modes. 

The tendency, previously noticed in 1.he Antiphons and Alleluias, to 
avoid the t1·itus is most fully rea lized in the hymns. Not a single hymn in 
the fifth mode is found in the Liber, and the more complete collections 
given in the Antij,ltonals include only one such melody, Aeterne rector 
[AR 867] = Orbis pat1·ator [AM 106g], obviously of a late date, as appears 
from its cadential (onnula, e-c-d-e-f (e-c-d·f-f in AM). The two hymns in 
the sixth mode which are given in the L iber a1·e Slahat mater [1424) and 
Vi-rgo vi1·ginum [1424], bo1.h sung to the same melody, for the late Feast 
of the Seven Dolours. Originally, 1.he Stabat mater (text by Jacopone da 
Todi, d. 1306?) was composed as a sequence [1634'']. The Antiphonals 
have three other hymns in the sixth mode. 

The question is o{ten raised as to whether there exists in Gregorian 
chant a tendency toward tonal unification between the chants sung during 
one and the same service, for instance, at Mass or at Matins of a given 

3 Jillagner Ill, 525. 
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feast . The answer is an unequivocal "no." As a rule, the chants show no 
attempt whatever at tonal organization. The only exceptions are certain 
Offices of late feasts, for which chants were occasionally written in a seriate 
arrangement of modes, staning with mode 1 and continuing with modes 2, 

3, etc. Thus the five Antiphons for Vespers of Trinity Sunday [914] as well 
as those for Lauds and Vespers of Corpus Christi [939, 956] are successively 
in modes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5· The same principle occurs in the nine Respon
sories of Matins which, for both feasts, employ the order of the eight 
modes in the first eight Responsories, the ninth being in mode 4 (for 
Trinity) or in mode 1 (for Corpus Christi).4 In the present~ay liturgy for 
Corpus Chrisd [926ff] the original order is somewhat modified, as shown 
here: 

4· 
Original: Panis quem (4) 
Present: Coenantibtts (5) 

5· 
Coenant1:bus (5) 
tlccepit (6) 

6. 
Accepit (6) 
Ego sum (7) 

The last Responsory of the original series, Unus pan is ( 1 ), is replaced by 
the T e Detun. 

MODAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MELODIES 

On the basis of the above·described system of the church modes and 
classification of the chants, we shall now turn to the important question 
concerning the "praclical application of the system" or (to avoid any 
implication of precedence) the relationship between the modal theory 
and the melodies themselves. A comprehensive investigation of this prob
lem would involve the individual consideration of nearly all the chants 
of the Gregorian repertory and, therefore, would require not only an ex
cessive amount of labor and rime but also a much greater portion of this 
book than can reasonably be allotted to it. On the other hand, to base 
the study on a limited number of examples picked at random here and 
there may mean to admit the dangerous element of chance or, even worse, 
of preconceived notions. Probably the best way out of this dilemma is to 
investigate the problem on the basis of a clearly circumscribed segment 
of the repertory, such as exists in the various types o£ chant. We shall 
select the Communions, which commend themselves for this purpose be
cause oi the relative shormess and simplicity of their melodies as well as 
by the fairly even distribution of the modes. Using these chants as a point 
of departure, we shaH draw on other chants in order to make the picture 
more complete. 

It may be stated at the outset that the answer to our initial question 

• Sec. e.g., Wagt•c:r Ill, 349, 351. 
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will be far less simple and unequivocal than may be expected; far less so, 
indeed, than would be the answer to an analogous question in a more 
recent period of music-for instance, the question as to the relationship 
between the system of major-minor tonalities and the compositions by 
Haydn or Mozart. While there are numerous chants that readily fall in line 
with the theory of the church modes, there are many others that do not. 
Examples of non-conformity are especially frequ~ent in the Communions, 
and this fact is an additional reason for selecting them as the basis of our 
study. They represent, in a convenient frame, nearly all the aspects of 
Gregorian tonality, from the simplest to the most perplexing. 

In the subsequent study we shall start with a consideration of the regular 
chants, those which fully conform with the theoretical system, proceeding 
thereafter to those that show some irregularity of tonal (or modal) be
havior. Such irregularity may result from one or several of the following 
factors: limited ambitus, excessive ambitus, use of b-flat, transposition, 
each of which will be considered in a separate section. The material for the 
investigations are the cl1ants as given in the modern publications, par
ticularly the Liber usu.alis. This remark is not quite as superfluous as it 
may appear to be at first thought. It means that we shall rely on the 
Solesmes editions not only for the melodies as such, but also for their 
modal assignment. Can we assume that these data are entirely reliable? 
In general, the answer to this question is undoubtedly positive, since in 
the great majority of cases the mode is clearly apparent from the final 
and the ambitus. There are, however, not a few melodies, probably more 
than two hundred, whose modal assignment presents problems of one 
kind or another. The most problematic are those considered in our last 
section, entitled "Modal Ambiguity."! 

THE REGULAR CHANTS 

As a point of departure, there is indicated below for each mode one 
Communion which fully accords with the theoretical requirements of 
finalis and ambitus. 

Mode t: Viderunt omnes [410] 
2: Ego sum pastor [439] 
3: Gustate [1015] 
4: Quod dico [1 173] 

Mode 5: Dico vobis [984] 
6: Exsultavit [35~] 
7: Dicite [337] 
8: Modicum [824] 

1 To my knowledge, this is the first attempt at a detailed description of Gregorian 
tonality, assuredly one of the most difficult problems of the chant. I am fully aware of 
its limitations, but I hope that it will provide a basis for further studies of a more ample 
scope and of a more definitive character. A very useful study of some of the aspects in
volved, especially of the theoretical foundation, is F. S. Andrews, Mediaeval Modal 
Theory (unpublished dissertation. Comell University, •9!5)-
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Although these eight melodies are certainly not sufficient in themselves 
to prove anything, t11ey are nooetl1eless indicative of cenain traits which 
we will find confirmed by the investigation of additional material. One of 
these is a contrast between the authentic and the plagal modes in the 
extent to which they utilize the degrees of their respective ranges. The 
melod ies of the authentic modes move free ly within their full ambitus, 
witl1 perhaps the exception of the subfinal and the octave above tlte final, 
which are only occasionally LOuched upon . In tl1e plagal melodies, on the 
other hand, the upper fifth is the only part of the ambitus fully exploited, 
while cite notes below the final are rarely used, in some cases only once. 
The difference can be conveniently indicated by the modern term tessitttrn 
which "differs from range in that it does not take into account a few 
isolated notes o£ extraordinarily high or low pitcb."2 The difference, tl1er1, 
is that in the authemic modes t11e tessit11ra comprises most of tlte ambirus, 
while in the plagal modes it takes up on ly its upper fifth. 

Another important trait, no ticeable at least in some of the examples, is 
the tendency toward what may be called LOnal (or modal) instability. The 
meaning of this term will become clear if we draw upon a modern (tl10ugh 
not too modern) example for comparison. 1n a melody by Bach, Mozart, 
Beeth oven we can take it for gramed tllat i tS tonality is established not 
only by the final cadence but from the very outSet, being achieved by the 
constant emphasis on the characteristic degrees of the scale, LOnic, fifth, 
third, etc. Nowhere in the wide boundaries of major-minor tonality is 
there place for a melody such as shown here: 

FlCURE 2.i 

$ J J I r r I ! e I r I H I J J I J J I J 11 

It is precisely tllis tonal behavior to which the term "tonal instability" 
refers, and which, though impossible in music o( a more recem period, not 
only occurs frequent ly in Gregor:ian chant but actually forms a character
istic trait of some of i tS modes. As the reader may perceive from a pe
rusal of the above eight Communions, and as can easily be confirmed by 
many other examples, the melodies of the deutems, witl1 tl1e final on e 
(modes 3 and 4) are the ones most liable to tonal instability. There are 
numerous chants in this group whose opening phrases, tllrough tlleir out
line and cademial points, suggest any olher tonality than E: among the 
shorter chants there are not a few in which this tonality is never estal>· 
Jished until tbe very last note appears, the Jntroit /nl re/ oratio [541] being 
an example in point. In fact, it is quite difficult to find a chant such as the 
Responsory Om11cs amici [671] in which the £ -tonality is indicated by the 
first cadence at least, t110ugh hardly by tlae opening notes. 

2 Hnllf • v "Tr.c;.•iflor:l ." 

The Tonality 

In contrast to the peculiar evasiveness of the deutems. tonal stability 
prevails in tl1e tetranlus, particularly in tlte melodies of the seventh mode 
which, it will be noticed, comes closest of all the modes to the modern 
major. Of tltis, the Communion Dirite indicated above is a characteristic 
example, with its cadences on g, d', b, and g. In the two other groups, 
protus and trit.us, the situation is more ambivalent although tonal stability 
seems to prevail Possibly a detailed study of the complete repertory, di
vided according to types and modes, would lead to more definite statements 
than we are able to make. As a modest comribution to such a study, tlte 
Alleluias of mode 1 may be considered briefly. Each of these begins with a 
well-defined opening phrase accompanying the word "Alleluia." Among 
the thirty-three different melodies found in this group there are e ighteen 
in which this opening phrase ends on d, seven on a, three on £, and five 
on g. The general impression is tltat of tonal stability established at the 
very beginning of the melody by a cadence eitlter on the "tonic" or on 
tlle ' 'dominant." 

We must leave it to the reader to examine other chants of the "regular" 
type which will serve to put the previous explanations on a fuller and 
more secure basis. In order to facilitate t11is important task, there follows 
a list of additional examples for eacb mode. 

Mode 1: Antiphon Apertis thesauris [463); Alleluia Laud em Domini 
[448); Introit Exsurge [504]; Hymn Deus tuorum militum [4•9]· 

Mode 2: Antiphon Ante luciferum [463]; lntroit Veni et ostende [343]; 
Alleluia Dies sanctificatus [4og]; Offertory Ad te Domine [321]; R e
sponsory Comedetis [927). 

Mode 3: Antiphon Adhaereal [297); Gradual Adjutor [498]; Alleluia 
Cognovenmt [8 17); Offertory Domine exaudi [620]; Responsory 0 
magnum mysterium [382). 

Mode 4: Antiphon Candor est [ 1380]; Hymn Ad 1·egias [814]; lntroit 
Reminiscere [545): Responsory Quem vidistis [377). 

Mode 5: Antiphon Domine l1l mihi [6Ga]; lntroit Loquebar [1215]; Of
fertory Expectans [1013]; R esponsory Plange [722). 

Mode 6: Inu·oit Esto mihi [51 1); Offertory Domine in auxilium [1046). 
Mode 7: lntroit Puer natus [408]; Gradual Benedictus Dominus [478]; 

Alleluja Exivi [831 ]; Responsory Beata (383]. 
Mode 8: lntroit Ad te levnvi [318); Alleluia Angelus Domini t'786]; 0£

fenory Beata es [1272]; Responsory Astitenmt [732]. 

The reader wishing to en large this list will soon discover that, except 
Cor a few groups such as mode 2 and mode 7, it is not too easy to find 
perfectly regular examples, that is, melodies fully conforming with tlle 
theoretical system. In the field of tlle Communions, which we selected as 
the basis o[ our study, an examination of the complete repertory shows 
that in two modes, mode 4 and mode 5· the examples previously given are 
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the only ones that could be called regular; and that in all the other modes, 
with the sole exception of mode 7, the number of regular examples is less 
than that of melodies showing some irregularity of their tonal (or modal) 
behavior. We shall now turn to a consideration of the various aspects of 
this phenomenon. 

LIMITED RANCE 

The distinction between the authentic and the plagal mode of the same 
final (maneria) is based on the ambitus. Common to both is a range ex· 
tended from the sub-final to the fifth above the final. T herefore the dis· 
tinction depends upon the degrees above the fifth or those below the 
sub-frnal. lf none of these degrees occur in a given melody, the situation 
is. a priori, ambiv:tlem, as, for instance, in a melody closing on cl and 
confined to the range from c to a (schematically represented by the symbol 
d :c-a), which theoreticall)' could be assigued to mode 1 as weU as to mode 2. 

One may be inclined to dismiss the whole question as ra ther moot, pre
ferring in such cases simply to indicate the mane1·ia, about which there 
is no doubt. Actually, the question has practical significa nce for chants 
such as Antiphons, Jnu·oits, and Responsories (formerly also Communions), 
since these are connected with a Psalm or a psalm verse sung to a standard 
"tone" (psalm tone, etc.), which is selected according to the mode of the 
chanL 

As early as the beginning of the eleventh century, theorists discuss the 
problem presented by the small-range melodies, and inform us that they 
should be considered as plagal. Thus, Berno of Reichenau says: "If a chant 
does not reach up to the fifth nor include the lower fourth, it is customary 
to consider it as plagal because o£ its shortness and imperfection."S This 
means that chants o( the type d:c-g and d:B-g should be regarded as plagal, 
as indeed they always are.4 A liule treatise, Quomodo de arithmetica 
procedit musica, states that a chant is authemic if it d escends one or two 
degrees below the final and ascends one or more degrees above the fi fth 
(e.g., d:c-b); plagal if it extends more than two degrees below the final, 
even though going up one or two degrees above the fifth (e.g., d:A-<:'); and 
also plagal if it has a small range, not exceeding a fifth (e.g., d: c-g or 
d:d-a).l'l 

An examination of the cl1ants shows that these rules are by no means 
regularly observed. To start with the last statement, it suffices to point out 
that among the chan ts of the type g:g-d' there are two, the Allel uia Crastiua 
die [361] and the Antiphon Terra lremuit [641], whjch are assigned to 

3 CS, 11 . 72b. 
4 Wilh Lhe possible exception of some Antiphons, sin.ce .in tltis ca tegory modal assign· 

ment depends primarily on melodic l)'pes. See pp. 223. 394ff. 
G CS, 11. 6oa. 
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mode 8, while the Antiphons Magnificatus est [364] and Responsum 
accepit [1366] are assigned to mode 7· The second statement of the Quo
modo treatise concerns melodies with an excessive range (more than an 
octave), wruch will be considered in the next chapter. As for the first state
ment, we sh~uld like to postpone its consideration until after the study 
of a type which, although the most interesting of the various small-range 
configurations, is not mentioned by Berno nor in the Quomodo treatise: 
these are melodies which extend from the sub-final to the upper fifth 
(d :c·a), thus employing exactly that range common to both authentic and 
plagal ambitus. Turning to a study of these chants, we may begin once 
more with a list of the Communions that fall under this category: 

Mode 1: Petite l843]; Amen dico [r:w6]; Visionem [•587). 
2: Dominus Jesus [657]; Vos qui secuti [1614]. 
4: Memento verbi [ro65]. 
8: Introibo [508]; Pater si non [6o 1 J; Spiritus ubi vult [go6]; 

Panem caeli [1495]. 

It appears that most of the subfinal-to·fifth Communions occur in the 
protus and tet?·ardus, while, on the other hand, there are no examples of 
the tritus. This means that all the Communions with the final on £ have 
an ambitus clearly indicative of either mode 5 or mode 6. As £or the modal 
assignment, this is exclusively plagal in the deuterus (mode 4) and tetrardus 
(mode 8), but predominantly authentic in the prottLS (modes 1, 2). 

Naturally, the number o£ chants included in this list is too small to 
serve as a basis for general conclusions. Interestingly enough, however, a 
ful!er investigation confirms each of these findings. Following is a tabu
lauon based on all the chants of the Liber ttsualis:s 

Protus 

Deuterus 

Tritus 

Tetrardus 

CHANTS WITH SUBFINAL-TO-FIFTH RANGE 

MODE TOTAL 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

C-35 
c. 22 

0 

c. 10 

0 

0 

0 

ADVENT TO EASTER 

10 [33•: gg8; 36s: 373; 41!1; 463; 466; 468; sso; 771] 
7 ~27; sgo; 651; 657: 663; 736: 770] 
0 

2 [336; 443] 
0 

0 

0 

17 [333; 376; 406; 474: so~ 513; s8o; 622; 624; 63o; 
61o; 666: etc.] 

_8 Hymns _and Short Responsories have been disregarded. The preparatory work for 
lhts t~bul~uon was_ done during a Seminar on Crcgorian Chant (UCLA. Summer 1954) 
by Mtss Dtane Kesun and Messrs. Sidney H. Applcrnan, William P. Malro, and Clyde E. 
Sorensen. The figures of the .. Total .. column nre approximate, while those from Advent 
to Easter have b<."ell checked and can be assumed to be correct. 
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REMARKS: 

a. Chants of this type are completely absent in the t1·itus, relatively rare 
in the deuterus, and particular!>• frequent in the protu.s and tetrardus. 
T heir absence in the tritus results largely from the fact that the subtonium 
below f is practicall}' never used, so that cha nts in the tritus either stay 
above the fina l, in which case they are authentic, or go two or more de
grees below it, thus becoming plagal. Naturally, for a proper evaluation 
of the figures given in the tabula tion, the fact should be borne in mind that 
in the total repertory of chants the protus and tetrardus occupy a consider
ably more prominent place than the other two, there being approximately 
750 chants in the protus, 450 in the deutems, 250 in the lritus, and goo in 
the telrardus. This, however, changes the result only by degrees, without 
affecting its general validity. Percentage-wise, chants of the type under 
consideration are most IreCJuent in the protus (c. 12 % ). about half as 
frequent in the tetrardus, and half again as frequent in the deuterus. 

b. Another question of interest concerns the distribution of the small
range melod ies among the various types of chant. As may be expected, the 
largest share, approximately one-half of the total, is held by the Antiphons 
which, because of their shortness and simplicity of style, are bound to 
include many melodies of a limited range. Contrary to expectation, how
ever, the chants next in fret]uency are the Alleluias, with close to one-fifth 
of tl1e total. The Alle luias are commonly thought of as highly ornate, 
melisma tic chants. This they are indeed; nevertheless a surprisingly large 
number of them are confined to a rather small range. 

c. As for the modal assignment within each maneria, our figures con
firm what was suggested by the Communions, thar is, a near-exclusive 
preference for the plagal assignment, except in the protus where assign
ment to the autl1entic mode clearly prevails. I t is not easy to find a con
vincing reason for the strikingly different procedure encou ntered in the 
protus. Nearly all the "au thentic" melodies arc short Antiphons which 
move to a large extent within the third or founh above the final , touching 
the fifth only a few times. as Erre iu 11ubibus [331), Levate capita [365; 
same melody], or Erat Pater [468]. In some cases the authentic assignment 
could perhaps be defended because of certain de ta ils o£ the melodic design, 
such as the ascending motion, [rom d to a, a t the beginning of Germi11avit 
radix [443] and of Posi~tlavi [77 • ); the high beginning, with f-a, in Dif]usa 
est [373]; or the jump d-a thar occurs twice in Tribrt.s mirawlis [4uG]. 

Vve can now return to the statement of the treatise Quomodo, according 
to which chan ts ascending one or two degrees above the fifth arc to be 
considered as alllhen tic, even though they descend one or two degrees be
low the final. v\litl10ut examining al.l the various configurations referred 
to in this statelllent, we shall confine ourselves to the simplest of them, that 
is, the one with an ambitus fl'om the subfinalup to tl1e sixth above the fina l 
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(typ~ d :c-b). Considering the fact that the sixth lies outside the plagal 
ambllus, one would expect to find the judgment of the treatise fully borne 
out by the facts. Actually this is far from being the case. The over-all 
picture presented by the subfinal-to-sixth chants is not much different from 
that of subfinal-to-fifth chants, onl y slightly more balanced in favor of the 
authentic assignment: 

Protus 

De uterus 

Tritus 

Tctrardus 

CJJAl'\"TS WITH SUBFINAL-TO-SfXTH RA!"\GE 

MOD£ 

1 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

ADVENT TO EASTER 

13 [356; 357; 357: 412; 420; 426; 483; 491; 494; 515; 652; 
6g2: 6g.J] 

2 [-J05; ·174] 
I [333] 
6 [128; 162; 48,1; 654; 7o8; 781] 
0 

0 

6 [398: 49 1: 578: 5ss: 726: 782] 
6 [320; 37•; <j82; 557; 76t; 783] 

The strikingl y la rge number of examples in mode 1 is explained by the 
facr that nearly all of them arc Antiphons modelled after exactly the same 
standard theme which is cl1aracterized by a rising fifth (usually: c-d-a-b-a) 
at or near the beginning, and often by a recitation on the fi(th degree.7 By 

con~ast, the two examples of the second mode, the Antiphon Et Jesus and 
parucularly tl1e Alleluia Dominus regnavit, show an emphasis on f, which 
is the reciting note (tenor) of the second mode (more correctl y, of the 
second _ps~lm. tone). ~hus tl1e distinction between authentic and plagal 
chants •s JUSLlfied by mner criteria, that is, certain character istics of the 
melodic line which often assume decisive importance in cases where the ex
ternal criterion of the ambitus fa ils. 

As for the assignments in the deutems and tetrardus, most of thern can 
be explained in a similar way. ln tl1e deuteru.s group, the Antiphon Ecce 
Domznus [333] is the only melody which shows an emphasis on the fifth 
degree (b), while all the others move mainly around the lower pitches, a, g, 
and even f [see the lntroit Omnis terra, 484], tOuching only occasionally 
upo~ tl1e c' and upon tl1e b which, moreover, is usua lly lowered to b-Oat. 
SJmll(lr distinctions prevail in the telrardus group. Several melodies of 
mode ? begin wi~1 a rising fifth (An ti phon Facta est [398]; R esponsory 
~ec~sstl [7~6)), whdc others begin direcLly wich the fifth degree and empha
SIZe H durtng the further course of the melody (An tiphons Cum angelis 
[58~] anti Et ecce [782]). The melodies of mode 8, on the other hand, move 
mamly around the fourth degree, c', whicl1 is tl1e tenor of the eighth psalm 
tone. 

?Gevaen, M~lopt~. theme 4 (p . :!36) Jnd theme 5 (p . 238). The opening motive fTe
quemJy appears wilh b-llat, sec p. ,55. 
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The foregoing explanations will suffice to illustrate the importance of 
the internal criteria in the question of modal assignment for melodies of 
an ambivalent ambitus. We may only add that occasionally they assume 
the decisive role even against the clear evidence of an unequivocal ambitus. 
An example in point is the Offertory Benedixisti [337] which, in view of 
its ambitus (e:d-<1'), is clearly authentic; nevenheless it is assigned to mode 
4 because of its imernal characteristics, which are the same as tl1e ones 
shown by the fourth-mode melodies of the above table. 

Although in the great majority of cases the modal assignment of the 
smaJI-range melodies is corroborated by internal evidence, this is not a l· 
ways so. There are a number of chants in which the inner criteria them
selves are uncertain or ambivalent, so tltat t11ey fail to provide a basis for a 
clear-cut decision. Moreover, in some cases the assignment is rather clearly 
contradicted by the melodic design, a striking example being the Corn· 
munion MirabantUl· [49•), for which mode 8 would seem to be much more 
proper than mode 7· Following are a few other chants whose modal assign· 
mem could be challenged: 

Mode 1 or 2: Antiphons Venit lumen [463]; Postulavi [771]; Erat Pater 
[468]. 

AJ!eluias Repleti fntetu [1545]; Ego sum pastor [818]; 0 
quam bonus [8g8): Dominus ,·eg11avit [405). 

Communion Vos qui seculi [1392). 
Mode 7 or 8: Alle luias V os estis [1548); Videbitis [1483). 

Most o£ these chants contain some phrases suggestive of the authentic, 
others of the plaga l, mode. UsuaJiy tlle decision is made in favor of tlle 
mode indicated by the opening phrase. We shall see later [p. 173] that in 
the ninth and tenth cemuries the mode of a cllant, particularly of the 
Antiphons, was determined by its beginning, even if this was in contradic· 
tion to the mode (or rather, mancria) indica ted by the final. 

EXCESSIVE RANGE 

This category includes chants whose range exceeds the authentic as well 
as the plagaJ ambitus. The minimal range for such melodies is that of an 
octave starting n\•O degrees below the final and going up to the sixth above 
it-for instance, from c to c' in the deuterus, where the low c is outside the 
authentic ambitus, the high c' outside the plaga l. By going one or two 
steps below or above t11e octave the range may increase to that of a nintl1, 
tenth, or occasionally even an eleventll, as in tlre Gradual Qtti scdes [335].8 
As may be expected, the modal assign ment, whether authentic or plagal, 
of these chants is as variable as in the fi eld of chants with a limited range. 

8 \Ve arc nor comidering here the case o£ ~n extended arnbitus rcsuhing from the 
combination of a lower-range respond and a higher-range verse, frequently encountered 
in tl1e Cr3duaJs and Offenorics. Sec pp. 150f. 
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No end would be served by entering into a detailed consideration of this 
question. We shall limit oursel£ to a list of examples which will enable the 
reader to form an idea as to whether, or to what an extent, the assignments 
find their justification in specific traits such as have been indicated (or the 
small-range melodies. 

CHANTS WITH EXCESSIVE RANGE 

A. Extending Two Degrees below the Final 
Pro ius: none 
Deuterus: 

e:c-c' AIL Beatus quem [1479] Modes 
Corn. Exsulta (406] 1 
Off. Docl'ri11am ( r513] 4 

e:c-d' Ant. Dixit autem [1409] 3 
Com. Jerusalem [563] 4 
Ant. Postquam sttrrcxit [66o] 4 

Trilus: 
f:d-d' Com. lntellige clamorem [549] 5 
f:d-e' Corn. Dicit Dominus (487] 6 
f:d-£1 Corn. Quinque prudentes [ 1228] 5 

Grad. Exaltent eum [1331] 5 
Tetrardus: 

g:e-e' Ant. Dixi iniquis [640] 7 
Corn. Hoc Corpus [573] 8 
All. Haec est vera (1508] 8 

B. Extending Three Degrees below the Final 
Protus: 

d :A-b(b) All. Qui docti [1466] 1 
I nrr. De ver1tre [ 1499] 1 
Corn. Contra spem ( 1353'"] 2 
Corn. Tu pue1· [1502] 2 

d:A-c' Grad. Timete Dominum [1726] 
Off. Stetil Angelus [ 1656] 

Deutems: none 
T rittu: 

f:c-d' Grad. Qucmadrnodum desidernt (1478] 5 
Corn. Ecce sic (1292] 6 

£:c-c' lnrr. R eJpice in me [98 1] 6 
f:c·f' Corn. Qui mihi [rLp) 5 

Com. Laetabitur (r t.J9] 5 T etrardus: 
g:d-e~ Ant. Ecce apparcbit [332] 7 

Corn. Video cnclos [4 r8] 8 
AnL Fili quid [•177] 8 

g:d-{1 Off. Precatus est [ togo] 8 
Ant. Deata Agnes (1338] 8 
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A separate and particularly interesting category of melodies with an 
excessive range is formed by chants consisting of two or more disti nct sec· 
Lions, each of which employs a different ambittts. Quite a number of 
examples of this type are found among the responsorial chants, consisti_ng 
of a respond sung by the choir and one or more verses sung by a solotst. 
The types we have to consider in this connection are tl1e Graduals and the 
O ffertories.& The normal phenomenon in t11ese chants is tllat the range of 
the verse is one or two tones higher than that of the respond. A typical 
example is the Gradual Beat us vir [ 1136), mode 5, which has the range d-e' 
in the respond, f.f' in the verse. Here, as in most of the Graduals of this 
mode, the difference in range is apparent to the eye by the use of two 
different positions for the c-def. ln a few cases the difference of range is 

more considerable: 

MODE R.ESPOND VERSE TOTAL RAI\C£ 

Cr. ]acta cogitatum (982] 7 g:f.£1 d·gl eleventh 

Sciant gentes [506] d:C·C1 d·f' eleventh 

Suscepimus [1 362] 5 £:c-c~ £.{1 eleventh 

Univwi [~20] d:A·b C·C' twelfth 

Domine praevenisti [1207] 4 e:c-c' A-cl tenth 

In two of these Graduals, Sttscepimus and Universi, the respond moves 
as clearly in the plagal ambitus as does the verse in the authen tic. Natu· 
rally this precludes a "correct'' assignment to either variety. The mosl 
sensible thing to do is to renounce this distinction altogether and indicate 
only the maneria-protttS, deuterus, etc.-following the precedent o£ the 
Codex Montpellier [see p. 167]. More than any other Gradual, Universi, 
which stands at the very beginning of the liturgical year, has presented a 
thorny problem. Pothier, in his Liber gradualis o£ 1895, marked it :z.et 1.; 
Wagner su·ongly insisted that it is in mode 2;10 and in the Graduate 
Romanum it is given as mode 1. Perhaps it is not merely a printer's error 
that on p. 320 of the Liber wualis it is marked 1, whjle in tl1e Index (p. 
1895) it appears with the symbol 2. We shall briefly return to this question 
in the chapter on the Graduals [p. 352]. 

In the Offertories a difference of range between the respond and the 
verse or the verses (not a few Offertories have more than one verse) is even 
more frequent and more pronounced than in the Graduals. lt will be suf· 
ficient to indicate a few particularly striking examples: 11 

9 From the stylislic point of view. the OIIcnorics have to be considered as rcsponsorial 
chants, although originJily they belonged to the Jntiphonal type. 

10 Wagn~ Ill, "5· 
11 Page rcJerenccs arc to C. Ott, OQerioriale sive Jlt:rsus OUertoriorum (1935). 
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T OTAL 

OFFERTORY MODE ~- }7. I "/1. 2 Y-~ RANCE 

Super {lumina (p. 119) d:c-c-' c-e' g·g' a·g' twelfth 
Ad te Domine (5) 2 d:G-g d-e' d-e' thirteenth 
Laudate Dominum (40) 2 d:G-g C·d' f·d' e-e' thirteenth 
Deus Deus meus (66) 2 d·C·a A·a C·C1 twelfth 
Anima tiOslra (145) 2 d:A·bb d-e' e·g' fourteenth 
Tol/iu portas (14) 2 a:e-[' f-c' F·g two octaves 
Dexlera Domini (25) 2 a:d·d' G-a c-d' twelfth 
Sicut in holocausto (92) 5 f:f-c' C·d' ninth 
Desiderium (go) 6 f:d-c' C·bb c·a £.£1 twelfth 
Gloriabuntur ( 1 ~5) 6 f:d·C' f·e' f .[l tenth 
lmmittii angeltLS (102) 8 g:f·d' f-d' £-d' g·g' ninth 

Nowhere in the entire repertory of Gregorian chant (except in the late 
sequences) do we find melodies o£ such a wide range as among the Offer· 
tories of the second mode. Some o£ these, e.g., Ad te Domine, Laudate 
Dominum, and Anima nostra, exploit the lower part of their gamut in the 
respond, the higher part in the verses. Even more exceptional and remark
able are Tollite portas and Dextera Domini which start with a respond 
transposed to the upper fifth, and therefore moving in a high range, but 
descend to the lowest pitches in one of the verses. To/lite portllS is u nique 
in the entire repertory of Gregorian chant because of its two-octave range 
and of its use of the low F, a pitch not admitted by any of the theorists of 
the tenth or eleventh centuries: 

d·Bb c-Bb·A·G A·Bb·G G G-F Bb c-<i·c 
Yl· 2 . e· urn et su-per 

In some Offertories the contrast between the various sections becomes 
even more striking if we consider tl1e tessitura ra ther than the range. For 
instance, in Deus Deus mcus the last verse touches upon the lower notes of 
the range (c, d, e) only at the beginning and at the end, moving mainly 
within the fifth from f to c', while the second verse rarely goes beyond the 
for g. ln chants like this one is almost led to assume that the verses were 
sung by different soloists. 

Naturally, no "correct" modal assignment can be expected in chants of 
such an excessive range. Confronted with the problem of accounting for 
melodies moving in the authentic as well as in the plagal ambitus, la ter 
theorists coined the terms tonus plusquamperfecltts, mixtus, and commix· 
lltS, thus merely conceding that the system of the eight modes is not appli· 
cable.'2 For melodies with an excessive range the simpler system of the 
four maneriae: protus, deuter11s, tritus, and telrardus provides a much 

I2 See, e.g., MJrchcuus de Padua·s Lucidarium of c. 130!) (GS, Ill, 101). 
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more su itable basis of tonal classification. True enough, the modal system 
does not work too well either for melodies with a limited range, but here 
it is indispensable because this group includes a considerable number o£ 
Antiphons, lnu·oits, Communions, and Responsories-chants which have 
to be classified according to modes because of their connection with a psalm 
tone, introit tone, etc. Finally, the fact should not be overlooked that the 
chants with a limited or excessive range, numerous though they are, con
stitute only a fraction of the total repertory. In the great majority of chants 
the eight-mode system does provide a workable and valuable basis for tonal 
classification and investigation. 

THE B-FLAT 

Considering the admirable variety o( tonal realms afforded by the eight
mode system on a strictly diatOnic basis (a variety mudl greater than the 
major-minor system was able to eUcit from the much fuller material af
forded by the chromatic scale), one cannot help pondering about the rea
sons that led to the addition of the b-flat, the single "black sheep,'' as it 
were, among the "pUl·e-white" flock of the Gregorian pitches. Whatever 
answer may be given to this question-the most obvious one being that it 
was added in order to avoid tbe tritone above [- it is interesting to notice 
that the b-flat is not officially recognized in the earliest treatises containing 
information about the tonal material of the chant. This appears most 
dearly from a consideration of the various systems of letter designation 
advocated by the theorists of the ninth century:1B 

Modern: 
Scholia tnchiriadis: 
Anonymus Jl: 
Hucbaldi MU1ica: 

A B c d e f g a b c' d' e' f' g' a' b' c" 
A BCDE F GH IKLMNOP 

ABCDEFG HIKLMNOP 
F G A B C D E F G A B 0 D E F G 

The first indication of the recognition of the b-Aat occurs in the Divisio 
monochordi of the so·ca lled AnonymttS de la Fage, which employs the 
system of Anonymus ll1 adding the letter R (or the b-AatY• The tenth
century Dialogus de musica generally ascribed to Oddo of Cluny [see List 
of Sources, p. 55· no. 25] is the earliest treatise to distinguish the b-flat 
from the b-natural by the use of two shapes of the letter b, the b rotundum 
(round b) for the former, and the b quadratum (angu lar b) for the latter, 
forms which persist in our present-day signs b and ~· Does this mean that 
the b-Oat represents an innovation of the ninl11 century? We can only raise 
this question without trying to give an answer. At any rate, it should be 
realized that absence of official recognition does not necessarily mean ab
sence de {acto. As we shall see [pp. 162f], there is good reason to assume 

13 GS, I , 2og, 542, and 118. 
14 J. A. de la f'agc, Essais de diplrterograplrie musicale (1864). p . 7!· 

ne Th~~ tg 

that originally the tonal material of the chant included also other chro
matic notes, mainly thee-flat and the £-sharp, which, however, were never 
adopted into the theoretical system. 

Turning from the theoretical to the practical sources, it is hard ly neces
sary to state that the earliest musica l manusa·ipts, that is those wrinen in 
neumes without indication o( pitch or intervals, never prescribe a b-Aat. 
Perhaps the first manuscript to do so is the Codex Montpe!Jier of the 
eleventh century which, in addition to staffiess neumes, notates the ch ants 
by means of the leuer system of Anonym us !1, in which the degree of b is 
represented by the letter i. Sit:Itilar to Oddo's two shapes of the b, the Codex 
Montpellier employs two shapes of the i, an upright (i) for the b-na tural 
and a slanting (i) Cor the b-flat. 15 Diastematic manuscripts dating from 
about the same time, sucl1 as the Benevcntan Gradual and the Codex Lucca 
of the eJevemh century, indicate the b-fiat in the usual manner, as do all 
the later sources. 

. ~comparative SlUdy of these sources revea ls a situation disconcertingly 
stmtlar to the one that exists in polyphonic music of the thirteenth through 
the sixteenth centuries, where lo the present day scholars argue abou t 
musica fictn and editorial accidentals. A detailed investigation of the b-flat 
in the medieval manuscripts of Gregorian citant still remains to be under
taken, but tl1ere can be little doubt that it would reveal hundreds of cases in 
which one manuscript shows a b·flat at a cenain place where il is absent 
in anotb~r source of equal aul110rity. An important preparatory slUdy is 
J. ~eanmn's :·nu si bemol gregorien" [TC xxv, 1928, pp. 143, 175], i n 
whrcll he pomts to the numerous "contradictions ... entre exccllen ts 
t6noins de la tradition," the contradictions between equally excellent 
sources. 

T~e similarity between the Cregorian b-Oat and that of early polyphonic 
mustc also extends to the modern publications which , in either case, show 
~ tcnden:y to conform with nineteenth-century principles of tonality by 
mtroducmg numerous chromatic alterations tllat are, to say l11e least, o£ 
doubtful authenticity. Certainly, the basic Solesmes editions, Liber usual is, 
Craduale, and AnlifJhorwle, contain numerous b-flats which cannot be 
jus.t ifi~~- In a recent article, "Du role des principales families de manu
scrtpts [RC xxx, 1951, p. 6], J. Cajard reproached the editors for their 
' 'deference pour les habiwdes de l'oreille modeme," the deference to the 
habits of the modern ear. The ea e most frequently noted is the formula 
c-d-a-bb-a found at the beginning of many lntroits and Antiphons of the 
first mode. According to the best manuscripts this should read: c-<1-a-b·a. 
The faulty version of the standard Solesmes books has indeed been cor
rected in more recent publications based on more exacting principles of 

. 
1 ~ ~·e.g .. the facsilnile in Suilol's PallogrnjJiri~. p. S95: g h i h (line 1, "populi"): h i 

k 1 h (lrnc S· "e·os'). 
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research and scholarship: e.g., in the Antiplwnale monasticum (1934), 
which contains the Office Hours according to the Benedictine (not the 
official Roman) rites; the O fficium et M issa ultimi Tridui Majoris Hebdo

mndae ( 1947), containing the Office and ~lass for the la~t t~uee days of 
Holy Week (also Easter Sunday) according to the monasuc rtte~; ~nd th~ 
In Nocte Nativitatis Domini, juxta ritum monastiwm (1936), a s1mdar edt· 
tion of the liturgy of the Nativity. In these books the Antiphons Traditor 
autem [652], Posuerunt [694], Tecum principium [412], and others_appear 
without a fiat. Similar corrections should be made for many Introm, e.g., 
Rorate [353] and Gaudeamus [437), not only at the beginning but also at 
other places where the Liber usualis has a b-Bat.16 

• • • 

Nor a re the Solesmes editions always consistent m the appltcauoo of 
the b-flat. This appears particularly (rom the study o£ chants employing 
standard phrases, that is, complete melodic units that are transferre~ from 
one chant to another, a procedure which is of basic importance m the 
Tracts, Responsories, and Graduals. 17 Occasionally such a ph~ase a_pp~ars 
with a b-flat in one chant, without it in another. An example 10 pomt IS a 
phrase employed for the close of several Responsories of the f~~rt~l mode 
(end of the respond), e.g., in A estimatus sum [732], Quem vrdrstzs [377J• 
Qui LaUlrum [1786]. and Subvenite [J76S]· In the first two ~hants th1s 
phrase appears with a b-nawral, resulting in a tritone formauon, f·g·a-b, 
which is changed into f-g-a·bb in the last two. . . . 

Earlier editions of the chant are even more maccurate m th1s respect . 
Thtts, the Liber responsorialis, published in t8gs, shows_ the Res~onsory 
Sicut ovis (p. 339) with a flat for every note b, while the Lrber usualrs [7 16] 
and the Officium ... Tridui (p. 196) have it entirely without b-fiat, a 
version born out by the medieval manuscripts such as the Codex Worcester 
[Pal. m us., XII, Plates, p. 126). There are many similar cases in '~hich future 
research will lead to a correct version. i\hny others, however, wtll probably 
always remain doubtful because of the lack of agreement between the 

sources. 
In spite of the great uncertainty in details, some general principles con· 

ceming the b-Rat can be unequivocally stated. First of a ll, the us~ of the 
altered pitch does not aiiect the classification according to mane~tae and 
modes, which rests on the final. Thus, a melody on d was cons1dered a 
protus, regardless of whether it employed the b-natural, ~he b-~at, o~ both. 
Theoretically speaking, each of the four standard scales ts avatlable m two 
varieties; one with the semitOne b-e', the other with the semitone a·bb, 

JG In the Codex Lucca the Antiphon Hodie ChrislttS natus [4•!1] does not have a 
single Oat (sec Pal. mw., IX. facsimiles, p. 59). The flal is extremely rare in this manu· 
acript. but not entirely absent. Thus, it does occur in the Responsory OremttS omnes 
(ibid., p. 494) in connection with a direct tritone, on ""Dominum: .. f· bb bb·a·g • · • 

11 See PP· !Psr. ss•lf. 545ff. 
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the former a fifth, the latter a fourth above the fixed semitOne e-£ (or, if 
th is occurs in the higher octave, e'·f', tbe former a fourth, the latter a fifth 
below it): 

FIGURE :!5 

D-natural B-flat 

protus 4 -==-. • 11 4 ---;z:-· • 11 • * 
; • e;rp: 

8 8 

deuterus ~ . • • 1f4 f%£1• • • • 11 £:;Pi 
8 8 

tritus g £[ ( • 
11 6 

..... 
11 ~~· ; • • • • • ~,eh ~ 

8 8 

tetrardus ' 
-. • 11~ ·? • 11 • • &;; ; • =i·p 

8 8 
,, 

It wiiJ be noticed that each of these eight scales represents a different 
tonality, if this term is understood to indicate the position of the two 
semitonal intervals with respect to the final. The only exception is lhe 
b-Rat tetrardus which, aside from a transposition at the distance of a 
fourth, is identical with the b-natural protus. However, this does not mean 
that, owing to the addition of the b-Oat, the number of maneriae is raised 
from four to seven or that of the modes (rom eight to fourteen. Such an 
increase of tonalities would presuppose the existence of a number of chants 
making consistent use o( the b-fiat, side by side with others which employ 
the b-naturaJ exclusively. Actually there is no such dichotomy. Practically 
all the chants are either strictly diatOnic or show a fluctuation between the 
b·natural and the b-flat. There are a few chants in the tritus (particu larly 
in the sixth mode; see P- I s6) there arc "comple tely flattened ," but prob
ably all of tl1em are either of a l;ue date or owe tl1eir "F-major" tonality 
to the conforming tendencies of modern edilOrs. At any rate, their number 
is so small as to be negligible. 

In order to provide a basis for the stud y of tbe b-fiat, as it occurs in the 
various modes, a list of Communions follows: 

Mode 1: Data est [8o3]; Amen dico [ ton]: Ecce vh·go [356). 
2: Mult itudo [1337]; Potum meum [6:w]; Tu pue1' [1502]. 
3: Qui meditauitur [5:19); Scapulis suis [537]. 
4: Semel juravi [••32]: Tanto tempme [1450]. 
5: Adversum me [6••]: Non vos relinquam [Sgg]: lntellige [549]. 
6: De fructu [103t); Di0ttsa est [•572]. 
7: none 
8: Domine memornbor [1046]; Onmes gentes [449]; Dum venerit 

[828]. 
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From these examples, together with others found in various categories 
of chant (Graduals, Antiphons, etc.), the fo!Jowing general conclusions 
can be drawn: 

Motle 1 shows fluctuation between b-naLUral and b-flat, the latter being 
often introduced when the b occurs as a peak tone (a-b-a) or in a tritone 
position (f-b orb-f). As was indicated previously (p. 153), the beginning 
of Amen dico, where Lhe b occurs above the ascending fifth (c-d-a-b-a) 
should probably have a b-natural. 

ln mode 2 the b lies outside Lhe proper ambitus. Whenever it occurs, 
as a peak tone, it is invariably b-flat. 

The occurrence, not at all infrequent and documented by the best 
sources, of the b-flat in modes 3 and 4 is the strangest phenomenon in the 
field under consideration. In both these modes the b (natural), situated a 
fifth above the final, holds such an important position in the scale that it 
cannot be altered without impairing the very nature of the mode. How
ever, we have already poimed out (p. 142) that the two modes of the 
deulerus are greatly given to instability and variability of tonal structure. 
Internal cadences on f are found in practically every melody o( some ex
tension, and these account for many of the b-flats, e.g., t.hat. on "ve-(ritas)" 
in Scapulis sttis. Howe\'er, even cadences on e quite frequently have a 
b-flat because of a preceding f, as on "ac nocte" in Qui meditabitur [529], 
or on "a!Jelu ia" in Tanto tempore [1450]. In fact, cadential formulae with 
the general outline of f-bb-e are among the most characteristic trai ts of 
nearly all melodies in the modes 3 and 4· One of the most striking instances 
of the use of the b-flat occurs at the end of the initial phrase of Tanto 
tempore, which closes on the low b-flat (B-flat), thus employing for its 
cadential point a note foreign not only to the mode but a lso to the medieval 
gamut. Parenthetica ll y, it may be remarked that the B-Bat occurs in a stand· 
ard formulae of the Responsories of mode 2 (see Fig. 94· p. 333: Gt). 

Mode 5 presents a situation similar to mode 1, that is, fluctuation be
tween the b-natural and the b-flat. Not a few melodies employ the flat 
throughout, in which case the resulting tonality is the modern major. A 
nearly perfect example is Adversum me [6tt], the only b-natural occurring 
in the liquescent clivis (cephaliws) on "mul(titudine)."18 l ntellige [549], 
on the other hand, has b-natural throughout, except for the final cadence. 
The Responsory P/ange quasi virgo (722] may be cited as one of the rela
tively few examples of an extended chant of mode 5 without ab-flat. 

Mode 6 seems to be very similar ro mode 5 in its use of the b-fla t. Two 
extreme examples are the Responsories Tmdiderunt [686] and Acccpil 
Jesus [932], both of which are completely "flauened," the former by trans· 
position on c!, the latter by its having (at least in L) a b-flat signature. 

18 For lhe rules governing the validily of the flat in the Solcsmcs cdilions, see L, p. 
xviii. 
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Mode 7 is the only one that remains virtually untouched by the b-Bat, 
thus retaining its characteristic interval, the major third. The special 
problem presented by the Antiphon Urbs fortitudinis (332] will be con
sidered later (p. 177 f). 

Mode 8, for which the major third would seem to be equally typical, 
does not show the same resistance. The difference is caused by the fact 
that, in the plagal mode, the subfinal frequemly serves as an inner caden
tial point. These cadences on f entail the b-flat, as is shown by the Com
munions mentioned in our table as well as by numerous other chants, 
e.g., the Tracts of the eighth mode. One of the srandard formulae of 
these Tracts (ga of Fig. 89 on p. 320; see Nunc dimittis ( 1363], on 
"(popu)lo(rum)") shows the b-flat and the b-natural in such dose succes
sion as almost to convey the impression of true d1romaticisrn. 

TRANSPOSITION 

The system of the church modes is built upon the foundation of four 
final notes, that is, d, e, f, and g. Properly, every chant should close on one 
of Lhese pitches. There are, however, not a few melodies which employ 
higher notes for their finals, namely the so-called a(Jinnles (eo-finals) a, b, 
and c'.19 This phenomenon is generally referred to as transposition, the 
surmise being that originally such chants did close on one of the £our basic 
finals and that, for some reason or other, they were later sung and notated 
at a pitch different from the original one. The evidence for this surmise 
and the reasons why some d1ants were transposed are questions to be con
sidered la ter. Our first task is to acquaint ourselves with the facts, thus 
providing a basis for the discussion of the various problems involved in this 
matter. 

The only transpositions that can cause a chant to close on a, b, or c' are 
those to the upper fiftlt or upper fourth, for instance, from d to a or from 
e to a. Theoretically, the eo-finals cou Id also be reached by transpositions 
up a second (from g to a) or up a major third (from C to a, or from g to b). 
However, these are impossible because of Lhe chromatic tones that would 
result. For instance, transposition up a second would entai l an (-sharp 
(for e) and a c-sharp (for b), or wou ld presuppose an e-flat and b-flat in 
the original position. We shall see later that such transpositions probably 
did occur. However, they always involved a modification of some intervals 
and therefore are not transpositions in the strict sense of the word. More
over, they seem to have taken place only within the four basic fina Is (e.g., 
from f to g), and therefore need not be considered here where we are con
cerned with transpositions leading from a finalis to an alfmalis. 

19 A few d1ants, probably all of a late date, close on lhc low c, e.g .• the Alleluia 
Beatus vir Sanctus Martinus [1747] a.nd lhc processional Antiphon Cum audim:t fJopulus 
[s86] {or Palm Sunday. 
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Naturally, transpositions to the upper fourth and fifth also produce in
admissible chromatics, namely c-Oat (upper fourth o( b-Oat) and [-sharp 
(upper filth o( b-natural). The difference is that here the chromatic tones 
have their origin in the degree of b, and therefore disappear if this is 
chromatically altered. Thus, transposition to the upper fourth is possible 
if (and only if) the basic scale has ab-natural, while transposition to the 
upper fifth is possible if (and only if) the basic scale employs the b-Oat. In 
addition, certain transpositions are ruled out for other reasons, for instance 
inadmissible finals (b-Rat, d') or a range exceeding the Gregorian gamut. 
The diagram, Fig. 26, serves to illuSll·a te the possibilities of transposing 
the modes (the symbols 1 : q, etc., stand for mode 1 with b-natural, etc.). 

FICUR.E 26 

Transposing to Fourth 

t . l:~; 2:- ---------~(,) 

2. 1 :~; 2: ~ ---------~(·)~(<) 

4. J:~; .,~ __________ _:;:(<) 

~ ,,~ 6:~ ---------~(d) 

6. ,,~ 6:~---------~(<):!:!(d) 

8. 7:~; ·=~----------~<·> 

Notes: 

a. final would be g 
c. scale would have e-flat 
e. mode 3 too high 
g. mode 7 too high 

Transposing to Fiflh 

8 4:~ 

b. scale would have £-sharp 
d. final would be b·flat 
f. mode 5 too high 
h. final would be d' 

(•) 

(b) 

(b) (h) 

To sum up: modes 1 and 2, with b-flat, can be transposed to the upper 
fifth; modes 3 and 4• with b-natural, to the upper £ourth; mode 4, with 
b-Aat, to the upper fi(th ; mode 6, with b-f!at, to the upper fi(tb; and mode 
8, witb b-natural, to the upper fourth. Modes 5 and 7 cannot properly be 
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transposed because the resulting range exceeds the Gregorian gamut. 
Transposition would be possible only for specific melodies with a limited 
ambitus. vVe have seen, however, that such chants are likely to be classified 
as plagal rather than as authentic. By grouping the transposed modes ac
cording to a{finales, we arrive at the following picture: 

Go-final a: 1\,focles t:b; 2:b; 3:q; 4:q 
b: Mode 4:b 
c': Modes 6: b; 8: q. 

T urning now to the melodies themselves, we find the preceding theoreti
cal demonstration fully borne out. There ex ist examples for each of tl1e 
transpositions represented in the diagram, while, as far as I can see, there 
are none for those that have been ruled out.20 A seem ing exception is the 
Offertory £ripe me . .. Dom.ine [6o5] which is in the third mode and closes 
on b. Actually, this is not a transposed d1ant a t all, as appears from its 
range which extends from d toe'. The fi nal b results from the incomplete 
reproduction in modern editions, which omit the verses o( the Offertories. 
The complete version, given in Ott, p. 30, shows, after the second verse, a 
restatement of the respond wiLh a different ending which correctly closes 
on e. As for the truly transposed chants, the following list of examples will 
suffice to give a general view of the situation. 

TRANSPOSED CHANTs21 

FlNAL a 

Mode t: 

Corn. • Passer invenit {556] 
Intr. • Exaudi Domine [854] 

Mode 2: 

Corn. • Cnr1tabo [g6g]; Can/ate Domi110 (833] 
I ntr. J1 enile adorem us [G 371) 
All Craduals, e.g., • Haec dies [778]. • just us ut palm a [ 1201 ]. etc. 
All. Confitemini . . et i11vocate [ 1060] 

Off. Tol/ite [362]; Exa/tabo [528]; De:clera [656]; Jlir erat [106g] 
Resp. Sancta et immaculata [38~]; Loculus est [LR 402] 

Ant. Magnum haereditatis [·114] 
Mode g: 

Corn. • Beat us serous [ 1 !!03] 

20 D. j ohner, in his A New School of Crcgorian Chant ( •9•4). p. 57· includes mode 5 
a_m~ng those rhat can be tnnsposed to 1hc fifth . Perhaps there are wmc examples with a 
hnutcd range, from b or c' to g'. On the other hand, he omits mode 8, for which t.here is 
at least one example, indicated in our list of T ransposed Chants. 

21 The alterisk indicates chants having a b·natural as well as a b-Oat; sec p. •65. 
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Mode 4: 
Ant. 

FlNAL b 

Mode 4: 
Com. 
Off. 

FlNAL c' 

Mode 6: 
Corn. 

Off. 
Rcsp. 

Mode 8: 

GREGORIAN CHANT 

• Factus sum [730]; • flpud Dominum [412]; • Ecce veniet [324]: Ex 
Aegypto [1081]; and many others of the same type.22 

Tol/itc hostias [1058]; Dilexisti [lll•tJ]; Per signum (1457] 
Domine fac mecum [G 133] 
Gloria I [16] 

• Circuibo [ 1 oog] 
• In virtute [ 1205] 
Tradiderunt (68G]; • Gaude Maria [PM 146) 

Resp. • ]esum tradidit [687] 

I t may be noticed that nearly all the transposed chants are plagal, and that 
transpositions to the final a are by far the most Crequent. 

We can now turn to the various questions and problems arising in con
nection wi th Lhe transposed chants. The most urgent, of course, is: are we 
justified in considering the chants closing on a, b, and c' as "transposed?" 
If so, why were they transposed? The obvious answer to the second question 
would be that this was done in order to bring them imo a more conven ient 
range; but this answer is hardl y satisfactory since hundreds of other ch ants 
continued to be sung at the lowest part of th e medieval gamut. As for the 
first question, one might be inclined to answer it in the posi tive because the 
eo-finals lie outside the system of the church modes. Once more, this argu
ment carries little weight since it is universally recognized that this system 
is not the historical basis for the Gregorian melodies, but represents a 
relatively late attempt at tonal classification. 

Fortunately, we can give a very definite answer to eacl1 of these questions. 
The question as to whether the chants are transposed is to be answered in 
the positive, provided this term is properly understood. It does not neces
sarily imply that they were originally sung at a lower p itch and later 
brought up to a higher one. In order to understand the issue involved we 
have to bear in mind that originall y the chants were not notated at all, 
or if they were, that this was done in a staffiess notation which, aside from 

22 This group of Antiphons (theme ::g of Gevaert's Melopee, pp. 3:!2·30) will receive 
our attention on several other occasions: sec pp. 1li2, !199· They l"CI"(nire for the Psalm the 
fourth tone in "another position o£ the same tone" [L 115], specified by the terminations 
c, A or A • (the nomul terminations or the fourth tone arc g and E). In l11e index o[ 
AM these Ant iphons arc distinguished by the use or the italic figure 'I· The correspond· 
ing psalm tone is called Quartus mod11S "alteratus'' seu cum alteratiom: cllromatica 
[AM 121:;]. Actually, the "chromatic alteraLion " is present, not in the psalm tone, but in 
tJte Antiphon$. 
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many other uncertainties, con tains no indication o( pitch whatsoever. This 
means that they could be sung at any pitch that was convenient or cus· 
tomary. The only d1ings that mattered were the intervallic relationships
in other words, the position of the sem itones with regard to the final-but 
these are, of course, entirely independent of the pitch, whether (to use 
modern cqujvalents) d, e, or £-sharp. This state of affa irs underwent a radj
cal change with the introduction of the staff and of diastematic notation. 
This made it necessa ry to allocate each chant in such a way that its semi
tones were properly represented on the stalE The majority o£ the chants 
apparently offered no great problems in this respect, or if there were 
problems (e.g., quaner-tones) they were solved by some compromise. In a 
number of cases, however, a satisfactory solution could be found only if 
the chants were notated at a higher pitch, so that they closed on one of the 
eo-finals, and these are the chants that we usually ca.ll "transposed." Some
what more properly we mjght say that they were notated so as to appear 
in transposition. 

As for the reason for the "transposiLion," tills was done, not in order to 
bring th em into a more convenient range, but because of the intervallic 
structure of the melody, which cou ld be represented in staff notation (or 
letter notation) only if the melody was interpreted as closing on one of the 
eo-finals. The most com·incing proof of this exists in a passage found in the 
P-rologus ad to71m-ium by Bemo [see L ist of Soukes, p. 54· no. tG]. Because 
of their unusually inlonnative character, we quote the major part of 
Berno's explanations:2s 

I t should be noticed that there exists sud1 a concordance between the lower 
finals and those a fifth above Lhem t11a t certain melodies arc found to close on 
the latter as if they were regular finals .... In a miraculous way it happens that 
the [basic] finals have associates no1 only :11 Lhe upper fi(th , as we have said, but 
aJso comparable ones at t11c upper fomt11.:!4 ... lncleed, each mode, whether 
authentic or plagal, is found to recur in a miraculous :llld divine concordance if 
considered at a fourth from its location, ... in such a manner that a good number 
o£ melodies, i£ begun on their (proper) final-or. as the case may be, at some 
other tone above or below it- do not come out weiJ becnuse of the lack of semi· 

za GS, 11 , 74b: "Notandum vcro est . .. " We offer a somewhat simplified translation, 
in which. e.g .. the Creek terms mc.rc, etc .. are replaced by their modern equivalcnu. The 
basic work on chromaticism in Crcgori:~n chant is G. Jacobsthal, Die chromatische 
iflteration im liturgischcn Ccsaug der abclld/ii,disclten Kirche (1897)· More than twenty 
years earlier, R. Sd1lecht had called attention to chromaticism iu the cham. in Caecilia 
(ed. H ennesdorff, Trier), 1874. Chromaticism also plays a role in several art icles by J. 
Borremans (7'C, XlX, XX [1913/14]). in '~hi ch he discusses Allcluias in versions of 
Cistcrcian and Premonstratcnsian manuscripts. Apparently he had no knowledge of tlte 
studies b)' Schlccht and Jacobsthal. since he S3)S in conclusion: "11 y a dans la thooric 
actuelJe du ch311l gr~oricn une lacunc gr.IVC IJU'iJ impOrtC de COiliUier a tOUt prix." 

2• The "concordance" at the upper fourth J)l'esupposcs, of course, the use of the b·flat, 
e.g., d ·c·f·g = g·a·bo·C' (or, of the £-sharp, e.g., d·c·f#·g = g·a·b·C'?). 
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tones; if, however, they are begun :u the higher level. then they continue smoothly 
without derrimcnt to any pitch and close quite properly on the associated final. 

l n order to illustrate this more clearly, let us take as an example the following 
antiphons of the fourth mode: Factus sum, 0 mors ero, Sion renot~aberis, Sion 
noli timert:, and Vade iam. If you try to begin these antiphons on g, a third 
above their [proper] final [that is, c], your melody will be defective because you 
will not find a semitone a t the place \Vhere it should be. If, however, yotL consider 
the tone a [as a final] and if, through the interposition of the b-Rat and b-natural, 
you begin these antiphons on c', you will notice that the entire melody can be 
sung without any damage, until it closes on the associate final a. Similarly, if you 
insist on beginning the antiphons of the same mode, Ad le Dominum levavi and 
Ex Aegypto vocavi on their (proper) fin al, you will see that in the middle part 
they won't come out right. If, however, you begin them on a. they can be sung 
without distortion (dispcndium, loss) of the neumes, until they close on the same 
note [on which they began]. People who don't sec this maintain that these anti· 
phons and similar ones belong to the seventh rather than to t11e fourth mode, 
although they don't deny that they dose in the fourth. 

The same defect of notation (defectus neumarum) occurs in the communion 
Beatus servus of the third mode, unless it is transposed from e to a .... If you 
start to sing the communion of the eighth mode, De fructu operum, on its final 
[i.e., g). you will see that in the middle the melody does not come out properly, 
because of the semitones. If, however, it is started on c', you will notice that the 
entire series [of tones) of this melody is related, in an orderly progression, to its 
associated final [i.e., c']. 

The same thing may happen at the distance o( a fifth. Unless the antiphons of 
the sixth mode, Alias oves habeo and Domine qui operati sun t, are transposed 
to the upper fifth (in quintum transponantur locum), that is, from f LO c1, they 
in no way re tain their order in the regular monocl10rd. 

The meaning of these explanations becomes immediately clear if we 
consider one of the transposed modes of our table, for instance, the deu
tems raised to the fourth, and replace in this the b-Oat by a b-naturaJ. 
This means, in the original position, to replace the C by an £-sharp, and it 
is tl1is f-sharp to which Berno alludes when he says, in connection with the 
Antiphons Factus sum and others, that "you wi ll not fLlld a semiLOne at 
Lhe place where it should be." Obviously, there existed melodies wnich 
involved, at different places, progressions such as e-C-g and e-f#·g, thus 
presupposing the avai lability of a sem itonal cluster (e. f, f#, g) which 
occurs in the medieval gamut only at a place a fourth above (a, bb, b q, 
c'). Thus it is only by transposing the entire melody to the upper fourth 
that the pitches in volved can be expressed in the "regu la r monochord" 
and in writing. Conversely, it appears that orig inally these chants were 
sung a fo urth below their notated pitch, e.g., Factus sum:~~ 

25 Factus sum as well as the other An1iphons rnen1ioned by Demo together with il be· 
long to tl1c previously mentioned tlthnr ~9 or Gcvacrr 's Mclopt!e. Gevaen changes them 
into what he believes to be their original !orm, with a close on b instead or on a. 
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Perhaps it is not superfluous to remark that expressions such as "sung 
a fourd1 below" do not have quite the same meaning here as they have in 
present-day practice. The d ifference is in the frame o[ reference, which 
consists not so much o£ actual pitches but o( the theoretical degrees of 
the diatonic scale as represented by the tone-letters. 

If we apply tl1e same line of reasoning to a trallsposition o[ a fiftl1, our 
table shows tl1at nonnally all the modes involved include only £he b-natu
ral, tbe fifth above e. It is possible, however, to introduce into such a 
transposed mode a b-Aat which, in the original position, would correspond 
to an e-fiat. Assuming that there were melodies including d-e-[ as well as 
£-eb-d, it appears that the degrees involved (d, eb, e. f) are available only 
in the semitonal group a, bb, bq, c', in other wonls, only by transposi· 
rion to the upper fifth. Since the examples, Alias oves and Domi11e qui1 

cited by Berno are not found in the modern books.~o we reproduce here 
two relevant passages from the Communion Circuibo [wog]: 

FIGURE 28 
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We can now make the following generaJ statement: If a chant transposed 
to the upper fourth (modes 3 and 4 on a, mode 8 on c') contains ab-natural, 
this indjcates an £-sharp i n tht: original melody. 1f a chant transposed to 
the upper fifth (modes 1 and 2 on a, mode 4 on b, mode G on c') contains 
a b-Rat, this indicates an e-ffat in tl1e original melody. Our table of Trans· 
posed Chants (p. 159] includes a number of additional examples, marked 
by an asterisk. 

The earliest clear evidence of chromatica lly a ltered tones is found in 
the Scholia enchiriadis of c. goo, in which a considerable number of penta· 
chords (scale segments comprising a fifth ) are accurately indicated by means 

2G,d{' • · 
1as ()l)es is g1ven 10 If and AM, but as an untrnnsposed melody of the cighLh mode. 

See, however. Gevacrt, p. '99· Domit1e qui opcroti sunt occurs in lhe Codex Lucca (Pol. 
rnus., IX, Plates, p. 47!)). transposed on c' buL wit.hout b-Oat. 
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of daseian signs.27 In addition to diatonic pentachords.such as c-d:-E-g and 
d-e-f-g·a (both upward and downward) the au thor descnbes formauons such 
as c-d-eb-f·g (up and down), c·d-e-f#-g (up and dow~), as :-vel! as ot~ers of 
a mixed type, e.g., ascending with e-fiat and dcscend mg w1tl1 e-nannal. ~e 
calls r.bese chromatic variants absonia. '"' e may therefore assume mat m 
the ninth century and possibly even earlier si ngers made use o( the e-flat 
and £-sharp, probably without fully realizing that, in. doing so, they were 
transgressing the boundaries of the tonal ~ystem which, ~or that matter, 
may not as yet have existed or have been uruversally recogmzed. ?radually, 
musicians must have become aware that such usage was not quite proper . 
The very name absonia (off-sound) which the aut~or o~ the S~holia enchi-
1·iadis uses indicates a slight disapproval, and this attitude IS even more 
evident when he calls them vitiu.m (vice) and compares them to "bar
barisms and solecisms" in poetry. Such design ations are on a level with 
the terms musica freta and musica {a/sa by whicl1 writers of the fourteenth 
cen tury condoned the use of chromatic alterations in polyphonic. music. 
After all, it was not until the twentieth century that the chromauc tones 
received a status (ully equal to that of the diatonic tOnes. . 

Whatever the attitude toward the e-flar and £-sharp may have been m 
those early days, the development of musical theory was not Iavorable to 
them. The first obstacle must have occurred when the tone-letters were 
introduced. We have seen (p. 152) that the earliest systems of le tter desig
n ation were purely diatonic. The first indication of recognized cluo
maticism ex ists in the addition, to the diatonic series A toP, of the letter 
R for b-Rat. It would have been easy to add Lhe letter S for e-flat and T 
for £-sharp, but apparently these tones were so rare. in c?mpa riso~ with 
the b-flat (which, we must remember, is almost a d1atomc degree m the 
t1·itus) that tl1is was not done. When Oddo (who seems to have taken a 
hostile a ttitude toward the chromatic tones) introduced his new system of 
letters, from a to g, he provided for two b's, the b rottmdtun and tl1e b 
quadratwn, but neil.her for two e's nor for two f's.28 The general accept
ance of this system more or less implies the abolishment of the e-fla t and 
the f-sharp.ln many cases !.hey were probably modified into some adjace1~t 
degree. Transposition into the recognized chromati.cism o( ~he b was their 
only means of survival, and ir is in the few meloches of th1s type that we 

can trace them. 
21 CS, I, , 75ft. For an explanation of the daseian signs, see, e.g., W. Apcl. Notation of 

Polyphonic Music {1942), p. 204. 
!!S i n his t.1blcs showi r1g the transpositions of the diatonic scale, C to a'. Oddo con

sistently uses the letter m (mysticum?) whenever a chromatic 10ne ocCllTS, e.g .• A B m d 
£or G A n c transposed a second upward [CS, I, 274). Later he speaks abouc '"quampluria 
m)'Steria'" which he disregards "ne tcnerum lt'Ctorem magis suliocarc supcrOuis ci.bis, quam 
Jactc nuu·ire vidcrc.mur·· (lest we shou ld seem to suffocate the gentle reader With super
fluous food, ralher than nourish bi.ro with milk). 
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A second obstacle, even more definitive, was the staff notation which 
developed shortly after the le tter notation. Essentially dia ton ic, l ike the 
oldest systems of letters, it bonowed from Oddo the two shapes of the 
letter b (b and q) which, whenever necessary, were p laced in front of the 
note indicating the pitch b. Altl10ugh the same signs could have been used 
equally well for the pitches e and f, tl1is was never d one in Gregorian 
chant.29 

The theory that chants closing on an affinalis are transposed in order to 
accommodate (or disguise) dll'omatic pitches, does not necessarily apply 
to every chant closing on a, b, or c'. Our table of T ransposed Chants con
tains a number of melotlies (those lacking the asterisk) that do not include 
the crucial pitches- b-flat for transpositions of a fifth, b-nawral for trans
positions of a fourth-indica tive o£ hidden chromaticism. It is perhaps 
no mere coincidence that most of d1ese are Offertories, a type of chant 
characterized by numerous exceptional traits, among them a tendency to 
move iJl unusual ranges. It is entirely conceivable that some of the Offer
tories were originally and always sung at a high level of pitch and that, 
strictly speaking, they shou ld not be listed with the chan ts which \VC have 
good reason to assume were transposed. The same line of reasoning applies 
even more cogently to certain chants o£ a late date, sucl1 as the Kyr£e IV 
or the Antiphon Ave regina [274], the former closing on a, tl1e latter on c'. 
W ith other melodies closing on one of the affmales Lhe question of "trans
posed or not transposed" is difficult to decide. Examples in poin t are the 
numerous Graduals or tl1e type ]ustus ut palma, all in the second mode 
and closing on a. In the Solesmes version each o( tl1ese closely related 
melodies has one b-flat, e.g., ]ustus ut palma [t2o1] on "cedrus," Haec dies 
[778] on "Haec," and it is this b-flat that accounts for their being con
sidered as transposed cl1ants.ao However, Ferre tti states that the b-Oat or 
Haec dies is not authemic, an assertion that would remove tl1e only tangi
ble evidence for transposiLion.s1 There is no point in quibbling over single 
examples. What matters is the general principle, and this is placed beyond 
doubt, mainly by Bemo's testimony.a2 

29 The only exception I have found is an e·fl at in the fina l melisma of the second 
verse of t11e Offertory In virtute: c'-a·f f·g·eb f·d (Otl, p. 153]. 

ao Sec Wagner 111, 370. The b-Oats occur in standard phrases, A, and A, of our table 
on p . g6o. 

Sl Esthetique, p. 163. 
32 J.n an article, '"L 'lnsuffisa.nce d.n sysrcme d'ccriture guidonien"' (AC!, p. 202), D. 

Delalande aucmptS to prove the cxiste11 ce of chromatic tones on t11e basis of evidence 
provided by certain variantS found in German rn:muscrip ls. particularly the replacement 
of a second by a third (e.g .. e'-f'·c' by e'·g'-e'). which have long been recognized as a 
peculiarity of the '"German chorale dialect'" (Wagner). AccordiJlg to Delaland.c, this 
phenomenon shows tbat originally t11c.rc was a "'note mobile"' (f·sharp), 1~hich was low· 
ercd (to f) in the L atin, but raised (to g) in the German sources. 
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MODAL AMBIGUITY 

In the preceding explanations we have considered what may be c~l~ed 
"open transpositions," this term referring to the fact that the u_ansposlt1on 
is apparent from the use of the eo-finals, a, b, and c'. There ts reason to 
assume that transposition also occurred within the (our basic finals, d, e: £, 
g, and these could be termed "hidden transpositions," beca_use the melodtes 
do not show any ounvard sign of being transposed. Obvwusly each such 
case involves a change of mode, a modal ambiguity. \.Yhat we are con
cerned with, actually is not the problem of authentic-versus-plagal arising 
with melodies of a limi ted or excessive ambitus, but ambiguity of maneria. 
This is a most interesting, but also rugh1y complex phenomenon. The 
whole problem arises from the fact that, in a considerable number o( cases, 
the medieval sources show a striking disagreement of modal assignment, 
one and the same chant being classified as mode 1 in one source, 3 in an
other, 6 in a third, and 8 in a fourth (to quote an extreme example). 

Before emering upon our explanations, it will be well to describe the 
source material peninem to the question at hand. It falls into three cate· 
gories: theoretical treatises, tonaries, and liturgical books (Graduals, An
tiphonals). A typical example of a theorist providing iniormati?n ab~ut 
modal assignment is Aurelianus, who in Chapters X to XVIII o£ hts Mtwca 
disciplina33 discusses the eight modes and indicates ind ividual chants rep
resentative of each mode. Significantly, he limits himself to Antiphons, Jn
troits, Offertories, Responsories, and Communions, that is, to those chants 
for which, because of their connection with a recitation tone (psalm tone, 
introit tone, ere.), the modal assignment is of practical significance, but 
excludes the Graduals and Alleluias for which it has only theoretical 
interest.s~ Considerably more extensive is the material provided by the 
tonaries, e.g., the TonaritLS of Regino, (rom c. goo. They contain more or 
less complete lists o£ Antiphons, lntroits, Communions, etc., grouped ac
cording to modes. Again, Gradua1s and Alleluias are disregarded, but also 
the Offertories. As for the liturgical books, the earliest source of informa
tion is the Gradual of Corbie of c. goo which, although without musical 
notation, inclicates the modes of the lntroits and Communions by marginal 
signs, AP and PP for authenticus protus and plagis proti (first mode, second 
mode) and similar ones for the other six modes.35 In the neumatic Codex 
Einsiedeln 1 21 (Pal. mus., IV) the modes of the ln troits and Communions 
are identifiable through their psalm verses, while the Codex Chartres 47 
(Pal. mt1s., XI) has marginal indications of the mode, as can be seen on 
Plate m [see the explanations, p. 121]. A central position in this question 

83 See Lhe List of Sources. p. 54· also for the tonaries. etc., mentioned subsequently. 
84 The f.act that Aurelianus includes the Offertories in his "catalogue of modes" is of 

great historical interest. Sec p. 512. 

a&~ Sextuplex, p. cxxiii. 
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is held by the Codex Montpellier, in which the Mass chants are grouped 
according to their modes. H ere we find modal indications for all the Mass 
chants, Introits and Communions as well as Graduals, Alleluias, and Of
fertories. The Graduals are grouped, not according to modes, but accord
ing to maneriae, and in many cases the respond and the verse carry in
dividual modal designations, Pl. (plagiu.s) and At. (authenticus), e.g.: 

Pl. :ijl. Acliutor meus. At. 1f. Confundantur. 

The main source for the modal assignment of the Office chants is the 
Codex Hanker, in which the mode of each chant is indicated by Latin 
or Greek letters: 

a =Mode 1 

e =Mode 3 
i =Modes 
o=Mode7 

u =Mode 2 

"1 = Mode4 
y = Mode 6 
w =ModeS 

The Codex Lucca adds to each Antiphon the E u o u a e, that is, the 
termination o( the psalm tone,86 thus giving an indirect indication of the 
mode of the Antiphon. 

In the great majority of cases these sources agree in their modal desig
nations, but the number of chants carrying different assignments is by no 
means inconsiderable. As for the Mass chants, a comprehensive study of 
modal ambiguity has been made by U. Bomm, in his important study, 
Der Wechsel der Modalitiitsbestimmung in der T1·adition der Messgesiinge 
im IX. bis XIII. ]ah1·lwndert (1929). This deals with close to one hundred 
Mass chants which occur with different designations of the mode, a num
ber which represents a little less than one-renrh of the total Mass repenory 
(c. 1100 chants). No similarly complete study ex.ists for the Office chants, 
but the number of cases is here probably even higher. Thus, there may be 
three hundred or more chants the modal assignment of which is prob
lematic. lt may be noticed that, at least in the Mass chants studied by 
Bomm, the ambiguity does not (or not primarily) involve that of authentic
versus-plagal, which we have considered in connection with the chants of 
limited or excessive ambitus, but rather a decision between different 
maneriae. The problems presented by these chants are not onJy of practical 
significance (in the lntroits, Communions, etc.), but also imponant from 
the historical and analytica l point o£ view. Their examination affords an 
interesting insight into the evoiULionary processes of the chant and illumi
nates certain special traits of its tonal behavior. 

For some unexplained reason, modal ambiguity prevails in the Com-

ae See p. 220. 
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munions to a much larger extent (about one-fifth of the total) than in any 
other type of Mass chant. It is least frequent in the Graduals. The list 
of chants included in Bomm's study consists of fourteen lntroits, four 
Graduals (excluding duplications of a melody with different texts), seven
teen Alleluias, nineteen Offertories. and thirty-eight Communions. From 
tllis ample material we shall select a few examples which illustrate the 
causes and reasons for the variation that exists in the fi eld of modal assign
ment. In many cases these reasons are by no means clear, and we can 
only speculate upon what tl1is or that writer had in mind when he 
ascribed a chant to this or that mode. One of the most striking examples 
in point is the Communion De fructu [ 1031 ], which appears in the modern 
books as an (:c<' melody properly assigned to mode 6. The medieval 
sources. however, are by no means unanimous on this point. Both Aure
lianus and Regino ascribe the melody to mode 3· as does also the Gradual 
o( Corbie. In Bemo's Tonarius and in the Graduate Sarisburiense it ap
pears as mode 8, and in Guido's T onm·ius as mode t, while the designation 
as mode 6 occurs in the Codex Montpcllier. It is very difficult, if not im
possible, to say what caused such an appalling disagreement. The extended 
commentaries which jacobstl1al and Bomm devote to this melody (tl1e 
former on pp. 52-58 and 136- 178: the latter on pp. 6o-6 t and 97-103) are 
sufficient evidence of ilie highly problematic character of this Communion 
which, no doubt, undenvem certain changes during the ninth, tenth, and 
later centuries. Fortunately, t11ere exist some examples of a less complex 
nature, and it is on these t11at we shall draw for the subsequent explana· 
lions, which are designed to expose some of ilie reasons for differences in 
modal assignment. 

By far the sim plest case is that of melodies with a small range. We have 
already noticed that a sma ll range is bound to lead to uncertainty in the 
distinction between the authentic and the plagal mode of the same mnneria 
(p. 144). It may, however, cause more essential variations of modal assign
ment, involving a shift from one moneria to another. A case in point is that 
of a melody using the sca le segTI'elll known as the hexachord, that is, six 
notes wit11 a semitone between the third and the fourth degree. I£ this 
hexachord occurs in the position g-a-b-c'-d'-e' (hexachordum durum), the 
melody would be a tetmrdus, on g. However, the same hexachorcl occurs 
on f: f-g-a·bb-c'-d', and in this position the melody would be a tritus. An 
example in point is ilie Communion Tu mandasti [1062] which in L as 
well as in most of the medieval sources (Corbie, Regino, Berno, Guido) 
occurs as a tritus (mode 5). notated in f, g, a, bb, c', and d'. However, two 
sources (Mompellier, Salisbury) have it notated on g, so that it becomes 
a tctrardus (mode 7). The latter notation and assignment would seem to 
be preferable because it does away with the continuous b-Rat of the tritus
version. Since, however, ilie tritus-designation is by far the older of the 
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two, we have to accept it as the origina l and proper one. Possibly, the Com
munion was not always sung with a "b-fiat signature," but wiili vacillation 
between b-flat and b-narural, in which case it would have to be a tritus. A 
similar example is the Alleluia Benedictus es [904, 911 ), a purely penta
dlordal melody which occurs in L as mode 8 (g-a-b-c'-d'). in Montpellier 
as mode 6 (1-g-a-bb-c'). The same ambiguity exists in its musical model, 
the Alleluia Cmstina die [36 1), which, however, seems to have been uni
versa lly assigned to mode 8. 

The same ambiguity may occur in melodies of a more extended range, 
if the tonal material witl1in this range shows a gap. Thus, c-d-/-g-a-bb (f is 
the final) is equivalent to d-e-g-a·b-c'. An example in point is the Com
munion flenite post me [1306), ,,•hich L as weU as most of the medieval 
sources notate as a tetra rdus on g (mode 8). Corbie, however, designates it 
as authenticus tritus, and Berno lists it under the Communions of the 
plagis triti, which means that ilie melody is interpreted as being on f. 
Probably a number of similar examples occur among the Antiphons, many 
of which have a limited or defective range. 

1I a melody exploits the full range of a mode, ambiguity of assignment 
often involves some melodic variant or hidden chromaticism. The Anti
phons Postquam surrexit and Si ego Domi71US from Maundy Thurstlay 
[66o, 662) are given in the standard Solesmes books as melodies with a 
raoge from c to d' and closing on e. and assigned to mode 1· In an appcnc.lix 
to the more recent Officium ... Tridui, containing the chants of Maundy 
Thursday "ad fidem cotlicum restitutae," t.ht:y appear u·ansposed to the 
upper founh and are labelled: 1 transp. The transpo~ition alone wou ld 
not, of course, accou.ot for t11e change o( mode, from 4 to 1. This results 
£rom the fact that in the new version (which appears to be ilie original 
r~ading) the final is lowered (rom a to g or, if we disregard the transposi
tiOn, £rom e to d, as shown in Fig. 29 (Antiphon Postquam): 
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T he difference of assignment not only extends to the maneria, which 
changes from the deutems to the prolus, but also involves a change from 
the plagal to the authentic variety. The plagal designation of Lis obviously 
based on the fact t11aL the melody, although ex tending as high as d', touches 
(only once, in ilie closing cadence) upon the c, which is a third below the 
final. With ilie final lowered from e to cl, this c becomes the subfinal, with 
the resu lt iliat the authentic designation becomes imperative. 

As has been mentioned before, in many cases of multiple assignment 
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its raison d'tUre cannot be definitely ascertained, particularly if the differ
ing designation occurs in sources that fail to give the melody (as, e.g., the 
Gradual of Corbie or the tonaries) or whkh have it notated in nondiaste
matic neumes (e.g., the Codex Einsiedeln). To this group belong many 
of the examples discussed by Jacobstha l and Bomm, whose explanations 
are often necessarily tentative and inconclusive. There are, however, some 
chants in which the situation appears to be reasonably clear and un
equivocal, among them the following: 

1. Communion Principes. L [1238]: mode 1; Regino, Corbie, Einsie-

deln: mode 3· 
The melody, as it is given in L, extends £rom d to d', with b-flat and 

b-natural. The assignment to the third mode probably means that it was 
considered as extending £rom e toe', a position which requires the £-sharp 
for the second degree. Strictly speaking, a c-sharp would be necessary in 
place o( the b-natural, but probably the c-natural was used throughout: 

Liber 
mode t 

F ICURE 30 
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2. Communion Ego clamaui. L [•073]. mode 8; Montpellier: mode 6. 
In Montpellicr the melody is a fifth higher, but with a different end

jng which closes, not on d', but on c'. Since the melody is assigned to mode 
6, it will have to be transposed to close on {, that is, a fifth below the 
nota Led pitch. This leads ro the same version as in L, except (or the cadence. 
l\1forcover, this cadence includes a b-llat, which becomes an e-llaL in the 

transposition: 

Liber 
modeS 

Monlpcllier 
mode 6 

transposed 
mode 6 
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Thus, the transposition involves here a melodic variant as well as a duo
malic degree. 
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3· Alleluia Laetatus sum. L [329]: mode r; Montpellier: mode 3· 
As in the previous case, ~fontpellier shows the melody notated a fifth 

rugher, but otherwise identical (aside (rom minor variants), thus closing 
on a. Because of the designation as a deuterus, with a fina l on e, transposi
tion tO the lower fourth is required. In addition, the Mompellier melody 
fluctuates between b-flat and b-natural, the latter being used for the initial 
section of the verse, from "Laetatus'' to "domum," the former, for the 
opening "Alleluia" as well as for the close of the verse, from "Domini" to 
" ibimus" (as in most of the Alleluias, the close of the verse restates the 
melody for the Alleluia). This "modulation," from b-fla t to b-natural to 
b-Aat, appears in the transposed version as one £rom {-natural to £-sharp to 
f-nalUral: 

Libtr 
mode 1 

Montpellier 
mode 3 

transposed 
modes 
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A comparison of Lhe first and the third version shows that the middle 

section (B) is transposed (rom d to e, while the first and last sections (A 
and C) change (rom the d-mode (prolus) to thee-mode (cleuterus). Exactly 
the same situation occurs in the Alleluia Timebtmt ge11tes [ •os6], which 
Montpellier notates on a, with b-flat from the beginning to "reges," b-natu
ral for ' 'terrae gloriam wam," and return to b-llat for the final mclisma. 

4· Communion Circuibo. L [1oog), Cuido, St. Call ;81: mode 6; Cor
bie, Berno, Einsiedeln , Montpellier: mode 8; Regino: mode 2. 

Although this example is somewhat more problematic than the others, 
it is wonh considering because of the multiplicity of assignments and 
transpositions involved. Both L and Montpellier have it in transposed 
notation, on c!, with alternation of b-Aat and b-natural, and with the same 
melody, except for an extra note on b-llat near the end, on "(di)cam," 
which does not occur in L (nor in Einsiedeln). However, while Land some 
of the medieval sources assign the melody to mode 6, ~ l ompellier and 
OLhers characterize iL as mode 8. The former designation implies trans
position to the lower filth, 011 r. with a lternation ore-flat and e-natural; 
the l:mer, to the lower fourth , on g, with (-natural and (-sharp. Finally, 
Regino assigus the melod y to mode 2, which may mean that he hea~rd it 
on d, a fourth below the g-position which perhaps could be considered as 
the original one. Thus, the melody may have occurred in four different 
positions: 



Liber, Montpellier 
notatcd 

transposed to f 
mode6 

transposed to g 
mode 8 

transposed to d 
mode 2 
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The presence, in Montpellier, o£ the b-Rat (transposed: f), i.e .• _ of _the 
subtonium (whole-tone below the tonic} shortly before the close JUS~tfi~s 
and, in fact, demands the assignmen t to the g-mode. Whether Regmo s 
indjcation, mode 2 , actually means that he beard the melody transposed 
down to d, is not certain.ar I£ so, there is little doubt that the passage o? 
"cantabo," which in strict transposition would show a c-sharp, was modt-
fied, perhaps as is indicated by the "edi torial" acci?entals. . 
ll will be noticed that all our examples o£ ambtguous modal classtfica

tion, whether resulting from incomplete range or from ~hrornatic a lte~a
tions involve transpositions between neighboring manenae, more spectfi
cally: between protus and deuterus, or between tritus and. tetrardus, an~ 
this statement can be extended to all the melodies fallmg und:r thts 
classification. The reason is, of course, that the two former manenae are 
related to each other by having a minor third, while the other. two have 
a major third. The essential character of these degrees practtcally ~re
eludes exchange from one pair to the other. The only exchange posstble 
would be between the protus and the tetrardus with b-flat, but these scales 
are actually idendcal, so that, at least theoretically, any melody of t:he 
protus (particularly mode 2) could also be assigned to the tetrard.us WJ.th 
b-flat (particularly mode 8 in which, as we have seen, the b-flat Js qutle 

common). . 
This does not mean that modal ambiguity ben\'een protus and tntus or 

between deuterus and tetrardus never occurs. ActuaiJy a number of sudl 
cases exist. but probably all of these belong to a different category, to 
which we shall now turn. 

As has been pointed out previously (p. 142), a considerable number .of 
chants show a vacillation between two or more tOna l rea lms, a tonal tn· 

stability which expresses itself most clearly in the use of intermediate 
cadences that are totaUy unrelated to the final cadence. This phenomenon 
is particularly frequent in, in fact characteristic of, the deuterus modes, 
but not at alJ confined to these. 

sr Cf. Jacobsthal. pp. 5off: Bomm, pp. sBft. 
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Less obvious than the phenomenon itself is its connection with the 
problem under consideration here, that is, ambiguity of modal assignment. 
No transposition is involved in the melodies of this group, nor variants of 
transmission resulting in a different final. What is the reason for assigning 
different modes (properly speaking, different maneriae) to a chant with an 
unvariable final? The answer is that in the earliest period of modal theory 
it was the beginning rather than the end of a melody which determined 
the modal assignment, at least in the Antiphons, lntroits, and Commun
ions. Strange though tills may at first seem to be, there are good reasons fo r 
it. A!ter all, the beginning of a melody is at least as important (rom the 
point of view of "tonal impression'' as its conclusion, and if we consider 
an example such as the Offertory Laetentur caeli (394), which from the 
beginning almost to the end is a dear example of a second mode, iL is 
rather incongruous to label it: mode 3, only because the final note is e. 

There was, however, a more cogent reason for considering the beginning 
of a melody as the mode-determining factor, a reason most clearly apparent 
in the Antiphons of the Office Hours (Vespers, etc.), which today are sung 
before and after a Psalm, but originally were repeated after each of its 
verses (see p. 187): 

In tbis rondo-like concatenation foremost attention was given to tonal 
unity of the whole. This was achieved by providing, for the verses, eight 
recitation melodies (psalm tones). one [or each mode, and by selecting 
the psalm tone according to the mode of the Antiphon ; for example, the 
first psalm tone for an Antiphon in the first mode, tl1e second tone for an 
Antiphon in the second mode, etc. Moreover, most of the psa lm tones were 
provided with a number of difierent closing formulae (terminations) de
signed to make a smooth transition to the initial note of the subsequent 
Antipbon.ss From this it appears that an important part of the scheme, 
namely, the selection of the psalm tone, depends upon the mode of the 
Antiphon. In the majority of the cases this poses no problem. If, however, 
the Antiphon is of instable tonality, starting in one mode and closing in 
another, a decision has to be made. The present-day practice, which de
veloped in the mid-tenth century, is to consider the end of the Antiphon, 
in particular the final note, as the decisive criterion, a procedure which 
connects the Antiphon with the subsequent verse and gives the Antiphon 
somewhat the character o( an introduction. Originally, however, it was 
the beginning of the Antiphon which determjned the psalm tone, so that 
the Antiphon appears as a postlude to the verse, which, no doubt, is its 
proper function. Indeed, one might perhaps conclude that originally the 

88 for mor~ deuils, se~ pp. 218ff. 
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Antiphon was not sung at ::~11 before the Psalm, and that the performance 
consisted purely of verse plus Amiphon: 

v1 + A, v2 + A, ... vD +A. 

This arrangement clearly reveals the importance of the beginning of the 
Antiphon, since it is this section that forms the point of connection with 
the preceding verse. Essemially the same situation existed in the lntroits 
and Communions which, probably as late as the ninth century, were sung 
with a more or less complete Psa lm exactly like tl1e Office Psal ms.39 

The theorists of the ninth century speak very clearly about this point. 
Boll1 Aurelianus and Regino insist that in ilie ::~ntiphonal cha nts it is the 
beginning that determines the mode, and that only in the elaborate chants 
of the rcsponsorial type is the mode determined by the final. 

AURELIANUS: 

It should well be noticed that in the Offertories, R esponsories [i.e., R espon
sories of Matins as well as Graduals] and I nvitatories the mode (tonus) should 
be sought only at the point where t11c verses are inserted [i.e., a t the end of the 
Offertory, Gradual, e tc.] .... In the lntroits, however, as well as in the Antiphons 
and Communions the mode should ah,·ays be looked for at the bcginning:10 

JU:ClNO; 

The wise singer should observe most diligently to pay attention to the be· 
ginning of Antiphons, Imroits, and Communions rather than to tl1eir end, in 
respect to their mode. In the Responsories, on the contrary, he should consider 
the end 3J1d close rather than the beginning.41 

It is perhaps significant that Aurelianus, who wrote about 850, speaks 
only about the beginning of the Amipbons, etc., while Regino, some forty 
years later, mentions both the beginning and the close, although insisting 
that the former should be regarded as decisive. Yet another thirty or forty 
years later, Oddo clearly pronounces the modern point of view in the fol
lowing words, placed right at the beginning of the Prooemium (Introduc
tion) to his tonary, in which be obviously addresses himsell to the monks 
of his abbey: 

The formulae for t11e chant, which I have procured for you in writing, designed 
to show how every singer of the church should execute the tones for the Anti
phons. I m roits, or Communions, should be most diligently studied by whoever 
wantS to attain the peak of mastery in the ecclesiastical chant .... Whoever 

39 Sec pp. 1 goff. 
40 CS, I, 44b: Notandum sant ... The somewhat punling ubi fines vtrsuum intromit· 

tuntur has been 1ranslatcd as "where the verses arc inserted.'' Cf. Bomm, p. 176. 
• 1 CS, I, 25 1b. 
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wishes to gain full knowledge of the d1ant, should read these formulae [i.e., the 
psalm tones and their terminations (differenlias)] every day. and when he is 
about t~ begin the An.tiphon, he should not look :n its opening, hut quickly 
run to ItS end, and wh1chever tone he finds there, in that he should begin the 
psalm .... c 

Later wriLers are unanimous in adopting this view: 

GUIOO: 

If you begin a chant, you don't know what will follow; if, however, you have 
finished it, you know what has preceded. Therefore, it is the final tone which 
should rather be considcred.43 

CO'ITO: 

One should not make hasty judgment about the modes, but ra ther should he 
cautiously wait until the end upon which all judgment a'bout the mode depends. 
Ot11en,•ise, if he has judged the mode prematurely. he may repent not to have 
remained silent when the end refutes his pronouncement.H 

From Cotto's statement it would appear that still in his day (c. w8o) 
there were musicians who considered the beginning of an Antiphon as the 
decisive mark of modality. 

Regino's De Harmonica Inslitutione is particolarly revealing for the 
question of tonal instabili ty <tnd the moda l ambiguity that resu lts from 
it. The above·quoted remark is only the concluding sentence of a whole 
paragraph in ·\vhich he discusses Antiphons called nolltae (bastards), that 
IS, "degenerate and oon·legitimate Antiphons which begin in one mode, 
belong to .anoll1er in Lhe middle, and finish in a third. " For the purpose 
of illus tration he enumerates fourteen Antiphons and twelve Introits, 
adding with each a remark sud1 as: "a tenio tono incipiunt, sed octavo 
fi~iumur." Among the Amiphons we find Ex Aegypto, Ad te Domine, 
Sro~ re710vaberis, 0 mors, and Vade iam, that is, the same group of 
Anuphons which Berno uses in order to illustrate the presence of a chro
matic {-sharp, saying that "some people maintain that they belong to the 

42 CS, I. 248:1. 

~ 3 Micrologus. cap. xi: l tl ccpto cui m ... (CS, 11, r~a : cd. by Hermesdorff, p. 68; cd. by 
Smus van W aesberghc, p . 1.1-1). 

44 
De 1\tri.Jica, cap. xvi: Ctmtus toni . .. (CS, Il , 251 b). Sec also J. Smils van Waes· 

bc.rghc, ]oll!lnncs AOiigemcusis. De i\lusico c rtl/1 Tonario ( rgso), p. 1 11. Waesberghc main· 
l3uu that j ohanncs. usually caUcd Couo and regarded as an Englishman (Cou on), 
actually w:u a Delgi:m connected with the abbey o£ Affiighem, Tbjs tJreory has been dis · 
P\~~d by Elliuwood [Notes, VIII ( r!)!lo). 6;,.o] bur once more defender! by Wacsbcrghc 
[t ' VI (1952). rgg). AILhough Wac>hcrghc's arguments have considerable weight, we 
see no reason to drop the name Couo by which t11e author o£ the treatise h:u been known 
for a long Lime. 
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seventh rather than to the fourth mode, although they don't deny that 
they close in the fourth" [seep. 162]. This remark is dearly addressed to 
Regino (or his disciples) who, about a hundred years before Berno, says 
indeed: "a septimo tano incipiunt, et in quarto finiunLUr tono." The 
ambiguity of his modal assignment finds its justification in the fact that 
in all these Antiphons the first and second phrases of the melody definitely 
suggest the seventh mode, the cadences being respectively on d' and g, 
while it is only in the short concluding phrase that the fourth mode makes 
itS appearance:•~ 

Cadence on: d' 
Factus sum sicut homo 
Ex Aq;ypto . . . meum 
Sion renovaberis 
0 mors, ero mors tua 
Sion noli timere 

g 
since adjutorio 
veniet ut sa/vet 
et videbitis .. . tuum 
morsus tuus 
ecce Deru tuus 

b!ra 
inter mortuos liber 
populum meum 
qui vcmtttrus est in te 
ero inferne 
veniet, alleluia. 

Regino's interpretation is entirely convincing if we read these Antiphons 
in their present·day notation. It is rather less so if, following Berno, we 
consider this as a transposition from an original notation a fourth below, 
as we did in the section on T ransposition [p. 162]. Here the cadential 
points of the beginning change to a and d, tone.~ both of which are foreign 
to the seventh mode. However, the melodic line, with its characteristic 
f·sharp, remains, of course, the same, regardless of the pitch. In this con
nection it is interesting to notice that in the Commemoratio brevis [see 
List of Sources, no. 23] the Antiphon Ex Aegypto is assigned to the second 
mode.40 The simplest explanation for such an assignment is to consider 
the melody transposed to the lower founb [as in our illustration for Factus 
sum, p. 163], but with an £-natural instead of the £-sharp and, of course, 
with the beginning as the mode-determining element. 

In addition to the group of Antiphons we have just considered, Regino 
mentions several others as "imbued with ambiguity and doubt"' (ambigui
tatibus et dubietatibus permixtae), but judging from his description all of 
these must have existed in his day with melodies d ifferent or varying from 
those that have reached us. Relatively clear cases are the Antiphons Qui 
odit [262] and Et respicientes [783], both of which he describes as beginning 
in mode 3 and closing in mode 8 (final g), while the preserved melodies close 
on e. We must assume that there existed an earlier version in which they 
had g as a final. Similar examples arc mentioned by Aurclianus who says 
that the Antiphons Puer Jesus [437) and Vobis datum est [5 10] begin in 

45 See lhe reproduction of Factus sum, Fig. 27, p. 16~ ; also p. 16o. fn . u. 
40 GS, I, 217. Later manuscripts. such as the Tonary or Oddo, the Codex Hartker. and 

the Codex Monrpcll.ier assign Lite Antiphons or lhis type to mode 4· See Melopee, pp. 205-

u. 
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mode 6 but dose in mode 1 (final d), in contrast to the present versions 
which have them in mode 6 throughout, with f as a finaJ.4i Actually, these 
versions are suspicious because they involve a cadential motion from the 
lower fourth, c-f (c-d-f for Vobis datum est), which is extremely rare in 
Gregorian chant48 and which strikes one as being out of place, especially 
in such simple chants as these Antiphons. Fortunately, Aurelianus' ex
planations permit us to state with a high degree of probability how these 
changes came about. H e says that, as long as the Psalm is sung, the Anti
phons should be sung with their proper ending which, in his day, was in 
the first mode, hence on d. For the last repeat, however, i.e., a(ter the last 
verse of the Psalm, they should close in the same mode in which they begin, 
that is, on f. T he reason for this modification is obvious. Since for him (as 
well as Regino) it is the beginning of the Antiphon which is the decisive 
tonal criterion, the Antiphons Puer Jesus and Vobis datum est both require 
the sixth psalm tone (actually that of the Magnificat) for each verse. Thus, 
the entire chant, with itS alternation of verses and Antiphons, proceeds 
in the sixth mode, except for the d-cadences of the Antiphons. These mat
ter little as long as they occur in the middle, where they have the function 
of an inner cadence, resulting in a momentary modulation which actually 
introduces a rather desirable element of tonal variation. In the last state
ment, however, the inner cadence becomes the final cadence and, as such, 
constitutes a violation of the basic principle of tonal unity. It is therefore 
necessary to change the final note in the last statement of the Antiphon: 
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It is only natural that, wiLh the omission of all the inner repeats of the 
Antiphon, itS melody survived in the varied form o£ the final statement. 

One of the thorniest problems (discussed at lengLh by Jacobsthal) is pre
sented by the Antiphon U1·bs fortitudinis [332], a chant of mode 7 with 
b-flat in the first half, b-natural in the second. Oddo lists it under the 

41 GS, 1. 5oa. b. 
48 See p. 266. 
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''Quinta differentia septimi toni," but Regino assigns it to mode 1 (there
fore with f and f-sharp), and in the Alia musica it is said to begin in the 
first and to end in the eighth mode (CS, I , 14oa). Perhaps we have here a 
similar case to that of Puer Jesus: Originally Urbs fortitudinis started on d 
and closed on g, but a modified ending was employed for ils fina l state
ment, after the Psalm (sung to the first psalm tone). It survived with this 
modified ending as an Antiphon of mode 1 (Regino), but since it a lso had 
an f and £-sharp, it was finally transposed to mode 7 (Oddo). 

It remains to consider briefly some of the other cantus notlti mentioned 
by Regino, namely, the Introits. As with the Antiphons, severa l of his 
examples are no longer clear to us, no doubt because o( changes that oc
curred after him. Four or five of them, however, are quite clear, and these 
are listed below, together with two Communions that belong to the same 
class of cant us nothi, although they are not mentioned by Regino: 40 

l ntr. Deus dum egrederis (892]: 
Yictricem manum (796): 
Accipite jocunditatem (8go]: 
Eduxit Dominuj (8o4]: 

Corn. Domu.s mea [1253]: 
Unam petii [1005]: 

Modes 8 and 4 (or 3) 
Modes 3 and 8 
Modes 8 and 4 
Modes 4 and 8 (as to mode 4, transpose lhe 

beginning to tl1e lower fifth). 
Modes 7 and 5 
Modes5 :md7 

T o conclude these lengthy and often involved explanations we should 
like to call auenlion to a relatively little-known treatise of the late eleventh 
century, preserved in the Codex /at. 1492 of the University L ibrary of 
Leipzig, and published in H. Sowa, Qrtellen zur Transformation der Anti
phonen ( 1 935). Its first part is a tonary of Ami phons, a number of which 
receive commentaries indicative of modal changes.5o The tonary is fol
lowed by a short treatise, in which the author distinguishes between lrans
formatio and trmJSpositio, saying that there is between these "a great but 
rather useful difference." Transpositio is caused by the "lack of a semi
tone" and involves change into a eo-final (a{fmis), while transformatio 
means a change "into the final of another mode" (vox allerius modi). lt 
appears that what we have called "modal ambiguity" could well be sub
sumed under the term "transformation." 

49 Additional examples arc given by Berno [see CS, 11, 73b]. Sec also Pal. mus., XTV, 
208, 211, for l n1roits and Communions which occur in .Bcnevcntan Craclua/s "'ilh end
ings and, therefore, modaJ indications different from those of tl1c Roman books. 

60 Some o( these "ambiguous" Antiphons are discussed in Sowa's publications, "'hich 
thw forms a counterpart to Bomm's study of Lhe Mass d1ants. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

Methods and Forms of Psalmody 

I N A PREvrous chapter we have discussed the importance of the 
Psalms as a source of texts for the Gregorian repertory, Office as 

well as .Mass: We shall ~ow examine the musical aspect of this phenomenon, 
as reflected m the vanous methods of psalm singing and in the resulting 
forms. 

DIRECT PSALMODY 

~he simplest method of psalm singing is the so-called direct psalmody, 
wh1ch means that the Psalm is sung straight, without any additional text 
such as ~ccurs in me other types of psalmody. Natural though it is, this 
method 1s rarely employ:d in Gregorian chant. It is most clearly repre
sented by the psalmus d1rectaneus (psa./mus in directum, sometimes mis
spelled indire~tum) which is used for some Psalms su ng during the Little 
Hours of cer_uu~ days of a somber character, for which an especially simple 
manner of smgmg was deemed proper: 

Ps. 145, Lauda anim~ m ea: Vespers of the Office of the Dead [1776] 
Ps. 129, De p~·ofw~dts: ~auds of the Office of Lhe Dead [ 18os] 
Ps. 6g, Deus zn adJulorwm: Procession of Rogation Days [839) 
Ps. 4· go, and 133 at Compline of Holy Saturday [762)1 

In all of these cases Lhe music consists of a very elementary recitation 
formula which is repeated for every verse, somewhat similar to a strophic 
song. The resulting fom1 can be indicated by the scheme: 

AAA ... A. 

In additio 1 • £ d' . 
th . n to t11s type o 1rect psalmody, wh1ch belongs to the Office 

ere •s anothe h. eh . th , r w 1 occurs m e Mass, namely, the Tracts. O riginally, 
1 According to Fe · E tl ' · · J> 1 rreltl, s tdtque, p. 15'i· chrect psalmody was also prescribed for the 

~a ms of the Les H f M . • 
Which . ser ours o aundy Thursday, Cood Friday, and Holy Saturday. 

an present-day usage arc merely said [L 654, etc.]. 
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each Tract also was a complete Psalm sung in essentially the same manner 
as the Psalms in directum of the Office. However, in keeping with the much 
gTeater liturgical imponance of the Mass, the melodies were, or be~ame 
considerably more elaborate and ext.ended, including numerou~ ~ellsmas 
and showing only scant traces of the recitation styl: character.ISUC of the 
Office Psalms. With melodies of such richness~whtch, for a s1ngle verse, 
easily take ten times as long to perform- it. became impossible to sing 
complet.e Psalms, not a few of which have twenty_ or more verses. The 
resulting confl ict bet.ween music and text. was solved m favor of the former, 
as i t. was also in all the other depart.ment.s of psalmody where a similar 
situation arose. As the melodies grew more and more elaborate, the Psalms 
were reduced by omitting more and more verses, so that none of the extant 
Tracts, except. the very sl1ort Lnudate Dominum (Ps. II 6), represents a 
complete Psalm; most of them consist of four ~r fi~e \'erses. As for the 
music, the simple repeat scheme of the psnlmus m dzrectum \~as replaced 
or, at. least greatly modified by a complex process based on the mterchange 
of standard phrases, which will be studied in detail later [see pp. 315ff]. 

RESPO NSO RIAL PSALMODY 

This is a type of psalmody characterized by ~1e alternation of a soloi~t 
and a group o[ singers, originally the congTegauon, l_a ter the church cho1r 
(schola cantorum). The ancient J ewish roots of ~1s method are .. clearl_y 
recognizable in Ps. 136, whose every verse closes w1th the words:_ for h1s 
mercy endureth for ever''; in Ps. 118, which has Ll1e same refra1~ at. the 
end of y. 1 to 4 and 29; or in Ps. 32 an~ Si: se.veral verses o.r \~luch close 
with the word "Selah." That responsonal smgmg was not. hmued to the 
choral-refrain practice nor to the few Psalms for which_ this is express~y 
indica ted, appears from a number of passages found m the Taln:ud1c 
writ.ings in which various mell1ods of singing a Psalm with con_grcgauonal 
participation are described.! One method is for tl1e leader to smg the first 
hal£ of each verse, while the gTOup anS\"ers with Ll1e second. Another is to 

have each half-verse immediately repeated by the gTOup. Yet another is 
the use of a choral refrain consisting of a short exclamation such as 
"Allcluia" or "Selalt." Finally there is the possibility of having the first 
half-verse restated by the group after each of the subseq uent half-verses. 
H ere the congregation participates by singing a refrain which is taken 
from the Psalm itself. This method is of particular interest because 1t IS 

the one that was adopted in Christian practice. I n t11e earliest. examples 

1 Sec A. z. lci<'Jsohn, j~islr M ttsic in its Dn,dopmttll, pp. 20! and, particularly, H. 
Avcnary, "Fonnal SLrucJurc of Psalms and Canliclcs in Early Christian and J ewish 

Chant" (MD, Vll, 1). 
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of Christian responsorial psalmody, especially in the Graduals, the choral 
refra in (respond) is indeed taken from t.he Psalm itseJ£.2 L ater, however, 
sentences from other parts of Scripwre were used for t.he responds. 

T urning from Jewish to early Christ. ian sources, the Church Father 
Tertullian (c. 155·c. 222), St. Athanasius (d. 373), the Spanish pilgrim 
Etheria (fl. c. 38o) and St. Basil (c. 330-79) are among those who tell us 
about responsorial psalm singing in Canhage, Alexandria, .Jerusa lem, and 
other places of d1e Orient.a Particu larly illuminating a1·e the words of 
l sidore of Seville (c. 570-636): "Responsorial songs were adopted by the 
h alians a long time ago, and are thus called because the chorus in con
sonance gives answer (respondent) to t.he solo singer (uno cancnte)."• Such 
psalms must have been performed according t.o a rondo-like scheme such 
as: 

R VI R v2 R Vs .. . R VD R, 

where V1, V2, etc. are the verses of a psalm, sung by a soloist, and R a 
refrain sung by the chorus. 

At some time, possibly as early as the fourth century, when the Church, 
having been officially recognized by Constantine the Great (ruled go6-337), 
entered into its fi rst period of flowering, elaborate methods of singing 
developed, resulting in more extended melodies not only for tl1e psalm 
verses but also for the respond which, originally sung by the congregation, 
was now entrusted to the trained church choir. Also from the textual point 
of view there was a tendency toward extension, since responds in the 
character of short. exclamations such as "For his mercy endureth forever," 
or "Selah" disappeared, being universally replaced by complete sen1ences 
a_dopted. from, or simi lar to, a psalm verse. Obviously it was impossible to 
smg enure Psalms, with ten or more verses, in this manner. The remedy 
taken was the same we observed in t.he Tracts. that. is, a reduction o[ the 
number of psalm verses. Probably because of the presence of the respond, 
the reduction here went much further, o that in most cases only one 
~aim. verse remained. JL is in this stage that responsorial psalmody sur
vtves. m the Office, where it is represented by L11e Responsories o( 1\'la tins, 
:md 111 the Mass where it is represented by the ,-esponsorium gmduale, tha t. 
Is, the Gradual. The latter consists now of a respond followed by a single 
verse •. R. ~· but the fuller form R V R, which represents the medieval 
practice, 1s also permilled [sec I . g:w]. The R esponsories of Mnlins have 
forms such as R V R' (Jmmolabit, 926), R V R' R (Plange, 722), R V1 

:!Se e the table on p. 91. 
8 

Sec Ust of Dn1a, pp. !9C. nos. 10, 15. 2,1, 27. 
• Ibid., no. 53. 
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R ' V2 R" (Subvenite, 1765), R V R ' D R (Hodie, 375). or RV R ' D R' 
(Quem vidistis, 377V' 

R', R", etc., indicate successively shortened versions of the respond, resulting 
from tl1e omission of its first half, two-thirds, etc., so t.hat only the concluding 
section is retained. The corresponding places arc indicated in the text of the re· 
spond by the signs •, t• t· Rat.her confusingly, the asterisk is also, and more 
generally, used in the modern books (or an entirely cliHerent purpose. that is, to 
indicate where in performance a solo incipit comes to an end and the chorus 
picks up. This is the meaning of the first asterisk in Subvenite, while the second 
(at "Suscipiemes") indicates the beginning of R'. The leuer D in tl1e above and 
in several subsequent schemes stands {or t.he so-called Doxology (word of praise): 
Gloria Patri et Filio et Spiritui Sancta: Sicut era/ in principio, et nunc, et semper, 
et in secula seculorum. Amen (literally: Glory be to the Father, tl1e Son, and the 
H oly Gbost: as was in the beginning, and [is] now, and always. and in the ages of 
ages. Amen). At an early time this was added to Psalms as a final verse, and it 
survives in this position in various types of psalmody. In the Responsories it oc· 
curs in its older form, comprising only the first sentence, Gloria ... Sancto.a 

Among the various forms given above for the Responsories, the shortest, 
R V R ', is the nonnal one. The more extended forms are usually reserved 
for the last Responsory of each NoclUrn, as appears from the following 
table: 

R V R' R: Nos. 3, 6, g of Maundy Thursday [62811], Good Friday 
[67 di], Holy Saturday [7 t6ff) 

R V R' D R': Nos. 3, 6, 8 of Na livity [375ffJ and Corpus Christi [926ff]; 
Nos. 2 of Easter Sunday [775] and Whit Sunday [875]7 

R Vt R' V2 R ': Nos. 3, 6, 9 of the Office of t.he Dead [1785ff] 
RV R' D R: No. 1 of Nativity [375] and Easter Sunday [774] 

The L iber ,·esponsorialis, which contains the service of Matins for 
numerous feasts, usually in the fuller, monastic structure with four Re· 
sponsories for each Nocturn, has the form RV R' for the first three, and 
R V R' D R' for the fourth R esponsory of each Noctum. 

There survive a few chants showing the rondo structure of responsoria l 
psalmody in a more complete form. One of the most interesting examples 
occurs in Easter \'\feek. There are six Graduals in t.his week, from Easter 
Sunday [778) to Friday [8o 1 ], each showing the simple form RV (R). The 

6 Properly speaking. the Responsories do not [all under the category of responsorial 
psalmody, since their texu, responds as well as verses, a.re rarely taken frona the Psalms. 

See pp. 95£. 
6 This tcx.t is known as rhc Lesser Doxology. in distinction frorn the Grca1er Doxology, 

the Gloria in excelsis from the Mass Ordinary. 
1 On these fca6ts the last Responsory is replaced uy t.he Te Dcrmr. Sec p. 22. fn. 5· 
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remarkab_le fact, _however, is that they all use the same respond: Haec dies, 
quam fecit Dommus: exsultemus and laetemur in ea, and tha t this, as well 
as all the verses (except for one), is taken from the same Psalm, Ps. 117: 

Respond: 
Verse, Sunday: 

~fonday: 

Tuesday: 
Wednesday: 
Thursday: 
Friday: 

Haec dies 
Confitemini Domino 
Dicat nunc lsrad 
Dicant nunc qui redempti sunt 
Dcxtera Domini 
Lapidem quem reprobavcrunt 
Benedictus qui venit 

Ps. 1 17:23 
I 17:1 

117:2 

106:2 
11 7:16 

117:2 1 

11 7:25 

Moreover, ~e m~lodies us~d for the different verses are nearly identical. 
The conclusiOn 1s a lmost mescapable that originally these six Graduals 
formed one extended respons~riu~n graduale with six verses Lhat was sung 
on Easter Sunday, but later d1stnbu ted over the whole Easter Week. Un
equivocal confirmation of this theory is found in the Gradual of Mont
Blandin, which indica tes for Easter Sunday the Haec dies with six verses 
as above, the only difference being that the third verse is Dicat nunc 
dom~ Aar~n, that is, Yf. 3 of Ps. 117, so Lhat we have here the original 
form m wbtch a ll the verses are taken from the same psalm in ascending 
order.s 

Ano~er i_nter~s~ng cas~ is the Gradual Tem~isti [591 J (rom Palm Sun
da!, wluch IS strtkmg for HS unusually long verse, Quam bonus. Actually 
thJS _verse comprises Y!· 1 (Quam bonus Israel Deus rectis corde), Yf. 2 

(Me~ autem .P~nt: mott s~nt pedes, pene effusi stmt gressus met), and Yf. 3 
(Quza zelav1 m peccatonbus, pacem peccatorum videns) o£ Ps. 72, while 
th~ ~espond is Yf. 23 of the same Psalm [see L 635£]. Probably these weYe 
ort~mally treated as separate verses, with repeat of the respond, either full 
or m part, after each verse.o 

Nor are these the only indicalions of an early Gradual with several 
verses. The Gradual Ecce quam bonum (t071] from the Twemy-Second 

8 
Sec Sextuplex, p. 100, no. So. The theory reg;trding the Easter Gradual was ad· 

vd~ncc~ by Wagner (J, 79). However. his statement (ibid., {n. a) U1at U1e complete Haec 
les walh all i ts 0 · · 1 . · 

lat" rrgtna verses occurs rn the Graduate Compendimse of Migne's Patrolotria 
uru vol 78 p 678 ·s Tl o· Ph . · . • · ' • erroneous. 1e tc.xl given in Migne under the title f.ibt:r anti· 

Coon~ us rs. actually taken [rom the Codex of Mont·Biandin, not from the Codex of 
mp•egne rn spite of M " • d f back •. •gr•c s repcatc re ercnccs to Com pc111iicmis. The mistake goes 

10 ea rh er editions •h "cl ~~ · d · 
Plex . " 1 1 1 •gne use as hrs source. See U1e explanations in Sextu-

' p. xva, rn. I. 

8 Castou<!, who pror>osed th. . 
Tent · . .. · ts reconstrucuon (Cours. pp. a.p 1). states that the Gradual 

llS/1 £ut au moye • , " (: r autam de re 'ri .. n age. exo.;cut: con ,onn~ment ~ la coupe du tcxtc original. et avec 
uncq . P ses. I am not aware of any documentary evidence that would J·ustify the 

uavocal statement .,. , . 1.. • 
Only on 1 

1 was execute<· stncc all the early manuscripts give it with 
probable 

00~ verse. I lowcver, Gastou<!"s interpretation is certainly a plausible and even 
e COnJecture. 
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Sunday after Pentecost was sung with two verses, Sicut unguentum and 
Marzdavit Dominus, as late as tJ1e eleventh century.to Only the first of these 
survived. Furthermore, there is good reason to believe that originaUy a 
number of Tracts of the second mode, perhaps all of them, were Graduals; 
in other words, that they were sung, not in directum as they were later, 
but with the first verse repeated, like a refrain, after each of the subsequent 
verses. The dearest example occurs in the Mass of Wednesday in Holy 
Week, which today has the Gradual Ne avertas and the Tract Domirle 
exaudi [6 •4]. However, the Ordo Officii in Domo S. Benedicti says that at 
this Mass there were "read two lessons, and sung two graduals, ead1 one 
with five verses." No traces of a five-verse Gradual Ne avert.as survive, but 
the Tract Domine exaudi has indeed five verses and is actually called 
graduate in the Gmduals of Moma and Compiegne. Moreover, one of lhe 
most important early liturgists, Amalarius, in describing the ceremony o£ 
Wednesday in Holy Week, cal ls the Domine exaudi a responsorium and 
states that it has five verses. I n the Cousuetudines of lhe monastery of 
Corbie this chant appears already under the name of tractlLs, but is de
scribed as having the form of a Gradual, with repeats of the initial verse 
sung by the entire "conventus monachorum." Similar evidence exists in 
the case of other chants, now classified as Tracts of mode 2, which origi
nally were Craduals with several verses, as appears from the designations 
responsorium or resporuorium graduate with which they occur in the 
earliest manuscripts. From this it has been concluded that the whole 
group of Tracts of the second mode originally were Graduals, with several 
verses and choral refrains, and that at some time before the ten th century 
the repeats of the first verse were omiued, a process by which the chant 
adopted a form similar to that of the real and original Tracts, that is, those 
of the eighth mode.u 

Among the Responsories there are several with more than one verse 
(not counting the Doxology verse). Three examples with two verses, all 
from the Office of the Dead, have been mentioned previously in our table 
showing various forms of the Responsories [p. 182]. The most complete 
Responsory on record is the Libera me ... de morte from the Burial 
Service which has five verses in the Codex Hanker, six in the Codex 
Worcester, and seven in tl1e Codex Lucca.l2 In its late-medieval and 
present-day form it has three verses. Next in completeness is the Aspiciens 
a longe from Matins of the First Sunday of Advent, witJ1 three verses and 
the D oxology. Following is a list of R esponsories with two or more verses: 

10 Thus in lhe CradtUJ/s of Compil!gne. Senlis (Sextuplex, p. •sG, no. 12ob), St. Call 
JJ9 (Wagncr I, 296). Lucca (Pa l. mus, IX}. e tc. 

11 For fuller discussions of this question see Wagner I, 78; ferrttll, £st1Jt!tiquc, pp. 
1481£; Scxtuplcx, p.li. 

12 Cf. Pal. m us., Ser. 2, I (Hanker) . s92; X! I (WorCClitcr). 4S8; IX (Lucca). 557· 
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Domine quar1do veneris [1787] : R V1 R' V2 R' 
Ne recorderis [1792]: R V1 R' V2 R' 
Libera me •.. de viis (1798]: R V1 IV V2 R' 
Aspiciens a longe [Pi\1 18]: R V1 R' v. R" "• R"' D R 
Libera me ... de morte (1767]: R V1 R' V2 R" Va R 
Isle ]ohannes [PM 33]: R V1 R' V2 R' V3 R' 
Media vita (PM 45): R V1 R' V2 R' D R' 

Brief mention only need be made here of the short Responsories (respon
soria brevia or responsoriola), which are sung after the Chapter o( the 
Lesser Hours and of Compline. These are short chants in a simple style, 
with repeat forms such as R R V R ' D R or simply R V D. The complete 
form is used Cor Prime [229], Compline [26g], and normally for Terce 
[237]. the short one for Sext [243], None [247] and T erce during Advent, 
Lent, and Paschal Time [238f). The short Responsories of the Proper of 
the Time generally follow the same scheme, e.g., on Christmas Eve [359· 
363, 364] and Nativity [407, 41 1, 411). Each R esponsory is fo llowed by a 
so-called verside, consisting of two short sentences sung to the same melody, 
a very simple recitation formula. These versicles, however, are not really 
a part of the R esponsory, since they are aJso sung after hymns [see, e.g., L 
uS]. 

In ad_dition to the Craduals and Responsories, the Alleluias are usually 
placed m the c:Hegory of responsorial psalmody. They have the form A' 
A V A, where A' stands for the word "Alleluia," and A Cor the same word 
(and melody) foJJowed by a melisma, the so-called jubilus. It shou ld be 
noted, however, that in the Alleluias the verse is probably not a remnant 
of an earlier, more complete form (as is the case in the Craduals and 
Responsories), but results from a later addition. Originally, Lhe Alleluia 
was not a psaJmodic chant. As late as tJ1e sixth century it was nothing but 
the \:ord Alleluia itself followed by an extended jubilus, as we know from 
Cass10dorus (c. 485-c. 580). 13 Perhaps it was not unti l the time o£ St. 
Gregory that a full text, usually taken from the Psalms and therefore called 
verse, was added to the Alleluia. In the earliest Mss we find a few Alleiuias 
With two verses, as, e.g., in the Codex St. Call 359 which contains twelve 
such AJleluias, mostly for high feasts. Thus tJ1e Easter Alleluia has lhe 
verses Pascha nostmm and Epulemur [sec Plate 1], that for Easter Monday 
the verses Angelus Domini and Be11edictus es, and that for Holy Innocents 
~e verses Laudate pueri and Sit 11omen Domini. None of these Alleluias 
Wlth two verses survived in later practice. 

ANTIPHONAL P SALMODY 

While direct psalmody is entirely soloistic and responsorial psalmody 
calls for alternation of a soloist and the choir, antiphonal psalmody is 

13 Sec List or Data, P· 4 I' no. 45· 
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characterized by the use of alternating half-choruses. Such singing is occa
sionally mentioned in the Bible: for instance, after David's return from 
the victory over the Philistine.s, "And the women answered one another 
as they played" (Sam. 18:7); or at the celebration after the w~l of Jerusalem 
had been built, "Then I ... appointed t'\10 great comparues of them that 
gave thanks, whereof one went on the righ t hand upon the w~ll ... and 
the other ... went over against them ... " (Neh. 12:31-38).1 Ph1lo of Alex
andria (born c. 20 A.D.) gives an interesting description of amiphonal 
singing among the Therapeuts, a Jewish sect near Alexandria: "After the 
meal ... they form two choruses, one of men, the other of women .... Then 
they sing hymns to God in many meters and melodies, part!~ toge~1er and 
partly alternating (antiphonois)." About A.D. 300 Eusebws, b1shop of 
Caesarea in Palestine, mentions Philo's report and says that the same prac
tice exists among the Christians of his time. In the early fourth century, 
antiphonal singing flourished in eastern Syria in the secluded Christian 
communities that form the root of monastic life. Two monks transplanted 
it to the orthodox Church of Antiod1 in order to combat the Arians who 
had found in the hymns of Bardesanes (d. 223) a very popular form of 
worship. Apparently antiphonal singing, with its characteristic element of 
liveliness and active participation, proved effective. Near the end of the 
fourth century St. Basil introduced it in Nicea, St. Chrysostom in Con
stantinople, and Ambrosc in Milan, whence it spread to all the other 
centers of the Latin church.2 

The traditional term for this method of singing, antiphony, is derived 
from the Greek word antiphonos (literally, counter-sound), which in Greek 
theory denoted the octave in contradistinction to symphonos, the unison, 
and paraphonos, the fifth. The original meaning of the term suggests t~at, 
in the earliest days of antiphonal singing, the second of the nvo alternaong 
groups consisted of women or children singing an octave higher than the 
men. In fact, Philo expressly says that one dlorus was formed by men, 
the other by women. 

Aside from this, nothing specific is known about the early manner of 
antiphonal singing. St. Basil is the first to mention it as a method o( singing 
the Psalms. It is plausible to assume that all the verses of the Psalm were 
sung to the same melody, probably nothing more than a simple recitation 
formula, and that the two dloruses. under tl1e guidance of their leaders, 
alternated either from verse to verse or in hal£-verses. It is this method 
tlut survived in tl1e psalmus in directum, whidl at an early time may well 
have been performed by two groups. . 

At some time, possibly as early as the fourth century, the cantus antl-

1 There is, however, no evidence for the antiphonal singing of Psalms. Sec the article 
by Avenary mentioned on p. t8o, !n. 1. 

2 See List of Data. pp. 3Bf£. nos. •· 17, 21 , 30. 
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phonarius was enridled by the addition of a short text sun~ be.fore and 
after eadl verse, and called antiphona. There resulted a refram-hke struc
ture similar to, and· perhaps suggested by the cantus responsorius: 

A Vt A V2 A Va ... A Vu A. 

Usually, the report of Etheria (c. sSo) is regarded as the first evidence for 
tills stage of antiphonal singing. Previously [see pp. 45£) we pointed 
out that the evidence is not entirely convincing, but there can be hardly 
any doubt that the metl10d of singing Psaltns witl1 an interspersed Anti· 
pbon originated at about this time. In fact, the church historian Sozomenos 
informs us tl1at c. 362, because of the anti·Christian edicts of Julian the 
Apostate (361·363), d1e reljcs of the Martyr St. Jhbylas were brought to a 
safe place in Antiodlla, and that during the accompanying procession the 
"experts" sang a Psalm (Ps. g6?), while the people repeated after each 
verse: Confusi sunt omnes (Ps. g6, y.r. 7).3 This report is also interesting 
because it shows the popular, one might almost say, "activistic" nature 
of early antiphonal psalmody. 

The introduction of the additional text (and melody) brought about a 
noteworthy change in the meaning of the term antiphonal psalmody, that 
is, the dlange from a term descriptive of performance (alternating dloirs) 
to one indicative of structure (refrain form). How completely the original 
meaning of the term was lost appears from the fact the psalmttS in directum 
is generally considered as a type in opposition to anLiphonal (as well as 
responsorial) psalmody, although actually it is the purest representative 
of antiphonal psalmody in the proper meaning of the term. 

While in responsorial psalmody the refrain is a natural part of the 
structure, it forms a ratl1er extraneous and arbitrary element in antiphonal 
psalmody, a willful addition which may well be regarded as the earliest 
instance of troping. Responsorial psalmody is impossible without a re
frain, the respond, which provides that contrast between solo and choral 
performance that is essential in responsorial singing. Antiphonal singing, 
on the other hand, is in no way predicated upon the use of a refrain. ln 
fact, it is not at all clear how this refrain, the Antiphon, was fitted into 
the antiphonal (that is, double-chorus) method of performance. We can 
only speculate whether it was sung by both dloirs combined, or wheLher 
it was also sung amiphonally by being divided into two phrases, a method 
which seems to have been practiced in the ninth or tenth century under 
the name of ad antiphonam respondere. 

a Mignc, Pair. graeca 67. p. t!!75· Sozomcnos also reports Lhat under Thcodosius (!179· 
95) the Arians, divided into groups, sang Psalms anliphonally. with the addition of 
"'clcning sentences·· (akrolt:ieulia) written according to their dogma, and that St. John 
Chrysostom (d. 407) ··urged the people of his flock to sing Psalms in a similar way•• (Pair. 
graeca 67, p. 1535). Perhaps akroteleulia is the Doxology. 
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The extraneous character of the Antiphons is also clearly noticeable in 
their musical style. In the responsorial chants both the responds and verses 
are rather similar to each other and, in fact, are often closely related 
through the use of identical or similar musical material. No greater con
trast, on the other hand, can be imagined than that between the monotone 
recitation of a psalm verse and the free melodic flow of an Antiphon. It is 
this very contrast which provides both an historical explanation and an 
aesthetic justification for the introduction of the Antiphons. 

As in the case of responsorial psalmody, the full form of antiphonal 
psalmody, with its refrain-like repeat of the Antiphon, proved too long; 
therefore it was reduced by omitting either verses of the Psalm or repeats 
of the Antiphon. The full form, however, may still be seen in a few spe· 
cial cha nts, such as the Invitatory Psalm, Venite exsultemtts, of Matins 
[368, etc., with varying Antiphons]; the Canticle Nunc dimittis as sung 
during the distribution of the candles at Purification [1357; with the Anti
phon Lumen ad reve/ationem]; or the Versus Psalmi 44· cum Antiphona, 
in tono olim usitato (in the tone formerly used) as given in Variae Preces 
for the Feast of Assumption [VP 201]:4 

Jlenite exsultemus: A A Vt A V2 A' Vs A V4 A' V11 A D A' A 
Nunc dimittis:IS A V1 A V2 A Va A Dt A D2 A 
Eructavit COT meum: A VI V2 A Vs v. A VG Ve A v7 Vs A Dt D2 A 

By far the most frequent type of antiphonal psalmody is that represented 
by the Office Psalms sung during the Office Hours, from Matins to Com
pline. Here the Psalms are sung complete, with the Doxology added at the 
end to form two additional verses; but the Antiphon is sung only before 
the first and after the final verse: 

A V1 V<J V3 . .. V0 D1 D2 A, 

and its initial statement is often reduced to an incipit [see p. 217]. How
ever, even in this greatly curtailed form the Office Psalms betray their 
original refrain structure by an interesting detail, that is, the diQerentiae, 
a number of differellt formulae provided for the conclusion of the psalm 
tone (i.e., the recitation melody employed for all the verses) for the purpose 
of making a smooth connection between the end of the Psalm (Dz) and 

4 Fcrrctli (Esth t tique, p. 215) and others (e.g., Batiffol. History of the Roman Breviary, 
p. aoo) consider the lnvitatory as a rcsponsorial. not an antiphonal Psalm. True enough , 
il is sung today (and prollably was in medieval practice) in a responsorial manner, but so 
are all the antiphonal Psalms. Certain ly, from the point of view or musical style lhe 
Jnvltatory is as dose to antiphonal psalmody :u it is diiTcrent from the rcsponsorial 
types. Moreover, all lhe rcsponsorial types are post-lesson chants. while the l nvitatory 
has the function o£ an "introit'" for Matins. 

11 D, and D, stand for the 6rst and the second la :all of the Do:-tology, each of whjcb is 
tre:atcd as a single verse. 
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the beginning of the Antiphon sung thereafter [see p. 218]. According to 
this function, the specific differentia would be required only for the last 
verse of the Doxology. Actually it is used at the end of every verse, thus 
showing that originally the Antiphon was indeed repeated after each 
verse. 

The antiphonal chants of the l'vfass are the Introit, the Offertory, and 
the Communion, or, as they are occasionally called in the early books, Anti
phona ad Introitum, Antipltona ad Offertorium, and Antipltona ad Com
munionem. Each of these items is a chant accompanying a liturgica l ac
tion: entrance of the priest, offering of the gifts, and d istribution of the 
Holy Wafers. This puts them into a marked contrast to the responsorial 
chants, the Graduals, Alleluias, and Responsories (as well as to the purely 
solo Tracts), which are contemplative postlucles to the reading from 
Scripture. T here ca.n be no doubt tha t this distinction is the result, not 
of coincidence, but of careful planning guided by a fine feeling for the 
liturgical property and propriety of each type, a feeling which also mani
fests itsell in a basic difference of the musical styles: the responsorial "les
son-chants" are highly melismatic, while the antiphonal "action-chants" 
employ a relatively sjmpler sty le. An excep tion are the Offertories which, 
in the course of time, acquired richly ornate melodies so that from the 
stylistic point of view they belong to the responsorial ca tegory. 

Considering the fact that the melodies of the antiphonal Mass chants 
are simpler (and, consequen tly, shorter) than those of the responsorial 
group, one might expect to find here fuller forms, with several verses and 
refrain-like repeats of the Antiphon. Such forms d id indeed ex ist at a 
relatively late date, between the eighth and twelfth centuries, when the 
responsorial chants had long since been reduced to their simple form. 
Eventually, however, the tendency toward reduction caught up with the 
antiphonal chants as well, leading to even more severel y curtailed forms. 
The lntroit was reduced to one verse and the Doxology, preceded and 
followed by the Antiphon: A V D A. In the Communion the Psalm was 
completely elimi nated, so that on ly t11e Antiphon remained-a complete 
reversal of its original function. The Offertories retained their verses, from 
one to four, throughout the Midd le Ages, and did not lose them un til the 
twe!Ith century. T oday the Offertories are similar to the Communions 
in that they consist only of the Antiphon. Onl)' in the Mass of the Dead 
do we find a Communion, Lux aetema, and an Offertory, Dornine ]esu 
Christe, with a verse. 

Evidence of the early, more complete forms just alluded to is found, first 
of all, in certain literary documents called Ordo R omarms, which contain 
rather detailed descriptions of the Mass as celebrated by the pope. The 
earliest of these, usually referred to as Ordo R omanus Gerbett, dates from 
the early eighth century (c. 700-730); the next, universally called Ordo 
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R omanus primus, was written in the second hall of the eighth century; 
and the third, known as the Ordo of St.-Amaud, dates from the ninth cen
tury.6 The first of these sources describes the Jntroit as consisting of the 
first verse of a Psalm, the lirst and second half of ilie Doxology, and another 
psalm verse, each of these in alternation with tlle Antiphon which is also 
taken £rom the same Psalm: 

The Ordo R omanus primus contains a minute description of the cere
monial that opened the pontifica l Mass: t11e pope arriving at the sacristy 
anti being clotl1ed with the sacred vestments; the dignitaries gathering 
tllere and en tering the nave of tlle church; the solemn procession to the 
altar; the pope inspecting the "Sancta" (consecra ted bread), prostrating 
himself in prayer and giving the kiss of peace to the priests, after which 
he gives the sign for the Gloria, that is, the beginning of the Doxology; 
another prayer by the pope who kneels before the a ltar togetJ1er with the 
priests; tlle priests rising and saluting the altar, during which ceremony 
the Sicut ernt, t11at is, the second part of the Doxology, is sung by the 
choir; fina lly Lhe pope also rising, kissing tlle Gospel and tlle altar, and 
returning to his throne. No doubt the major pan of this long ceremonial 
was accompanied by tlle singing of the lntroit, and it is obvious that even 
the fuller form indicated above would not nearly have sufficed to fill the 
time. Probably the lntroit started with an indefinite number of verses 
of the Psalm, sw1g in alternation witll the Amiphon until the pope gave 
tlle signal to sing tlle Gloria and, somewhat later, tlle Siwt emt. The final 
part of the ceremony was once more accompanied by psalm verses, the 
so-called versus ad repctendum (or, simply, 1·epetenda), that is, one or two 
additional , ·erses added ad libitum dependjng upon the time required to 
fini sh the action. An Introit sung accord ing to this scheme must have had 
a fornJ somewhat like the following: 

A V1 A V2 A Vs A D1 A D2 A v. A V5 A (V., Vr. = repetenda) 

It is interesting to notice that this form shows the same structure as the 
one actually described in the earlier 01·do R omnnus (the Anonymus Ger
bert), but in greater fullness. In each case t11e Doxology appears in the 
middle, preceded and followed by one or se\•eral verses of the Psalm. 

Naturally, the elaborate ceremony of the pontilicall\Iass in Rome was a 
unique phenomenon. Jn other churches the introductory celebrations were 
mud1 simpler and less time-consuming, so that considerably shortened 
lntroits were sufficient. The early form is still part1y preserved in the 

0 Sec List oC Sources, p. !i!l· nos. 4 to 6. The following explanaLions are taken Crom 
J. Froger, Les Chants de la messc aux VI/le et IXe siecles (1950). 
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eleventh-century Ms St. Gall JBr, in which the initial Psalm is already 
reduced to a single verse, but one or two verses ad repetendum after the 
Doxology are fuUy indicated.7 ln the later cod ices these disappear, but 
occasionally we find evidence that the Antiphon was repea ted, not only 
at the end, but also between the verse and t11e Doxology: A V A D A.S 
Finally it may be observed that to the present day the verse of the Introit 
is marked, not y.r. (Verse), as in the Graduals, Responsories, Tracts, etc., 
but Ps. (Psalm), a last reminder of the fact that originally it was a com
plete Psalm. 

The magnificent prelude of the pontifical Mass, as described in the 
sources of the eighth and ninth centuries, is matched by a scarcely less 
impressive postJude, tlle Communion, during whid1 everyone present 
received a piece of the consecra ted bread and a sip of the consecrated 
wine, in representation of tlle fl esh and blood of Christ. First the pope, 
seated on his throne, received the communion from the archdeacon (archi
dinconus); then the bishops received theirs £rom r.he pope; the first bishop 
ar.tended to the other members of r.he dergy; and finally tlle bread and 
wine was given to the people. Except for the communion of the pope, 
which took place in silence, the whole ceremony was accompanied by the 
choir singing the cham called Communion. Like the Introit, this con
sisted of a whole Psalm or as much of it as was needed, followed by tlle 
Gloria Patri anrl a final verse ad ,·cpetcndwn, the whole enframed by the 
Antiphon: "If there are many clerks pardcipating in the communion, the 
entire Psalm is sung witll the Antiphon, until r.he priest makes the sign 
o£ the cross on his forehead to sing the Gloria Patri. And after the G/oria 
a verse of the Psatm is repeated and finally the Antiphon is sung."o Al
though this description does not specify rhe repea t of the Antiphon after 
each verse, there is liule doubt t11at tll is was actually done. The early 
Corm of the Communion, therefore, corresponded in every detail to that 
of the Intro.it. Like this, iL was greatly curtailed in the ensuing centuries, 
because the practice of giving Communion individually to every member 
of the clergy and to the people was abandoned. For a while me Com
munion undenvem the same process of reducr.ion as the lntroit, as ap
pears particularly from the previously menr.ioned Codex St. Gall )81, in 
Which the Communions have exactly the same form as the Introits--one 
verse, the Doxology, and one or two verses ad repetendum. For instance, 

b 1 The Gradual of Laon (Pal. m us .• X) had a uer.ws (1(/ refJetendu m for eveq• lntroit, 
E. ut th~e. were carefull y erased at a later time. Some or thc111 arc still visible, e.g., Jntr. 

sto mrhr; Ps. /n te Domine; Ad R. /rr c/irl(l (p. 31)· 
th 

8 Th~ Consuetudines arrt iquae Clunit~cmsium preset ihecl for the Mass oC Sunday that 
c: Anhphon should be sung ha!C after the verse, and Cull after the Doxology. 

8 Froger {fn. 6J, pp. 37r. 
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the Communion Circuibo from the Sixth Sunday after Pentecost [10og] 
appears there in the following form: 10 

C(ommunio): Circuibo et immolabo ... 
(Ps.): DomintLS illuminatio mea et salus mea quem timebo. 
ad R(epetendum): Dominus protector vitae mene a quo trefJidabo. 
ad R .: Exaudi domine vocem meam qua clamavi: miserere mei et exaudi 

me. 

The Doxology is not indicated, but its insertion after the Psalm was 
taken for granted, as well as the repeats of the Antiphon. For the Com
munion of Easte.r Sunday, Pascha nostrum [781 ], the same codex prescribes 
as many as six versus ad repentendum, after the initial verse (Ps.) and the 
Doxology: 

A~ AD A ~ A~A~A~A~A~A 

In the twelfth century only the in itial verse (Ps.) and the Doxology 
remained, at least in some sources, leading to a (orm exactly like that of 
the present Introi t. Moreover, the parallelism between the l ntroi t and 
the Communion is enhanced by the fact that the verses of the latter were 
always sung to the same eight recitation melodies (one for each mode) 
that were, and still are, used for the verses of the former [see p. ~228). 
Eventually, however, the Communions lost the last vestiges of psalm 
verses, the only exception being that of the Mass for the Dead, Lux 
aeterna, which to the present day has retained a verse, R equiem aeternam, 
as well as the repeat of the second J1al£ of the Antiphon, Cum sanctis 
[1815].11 

Finally we have to consider the Offertory, that is, the chan t which ac
companies the offering of bread and wine at the altar. Originally every 
member of the clergy and of the congregation participated in this pious 
act by bringing gifts which were consecrated and of wh ich they received a 
part during the Communion . The usage of singing a Psalm during this 
action existed in Carthage as early as tl1e fourtl1 century, as we know 
from St. Augustine who speaks about "the custom, just started at Carthage, 
of singing hymns from the Book of Psalms, ei ther before the offering or 
d uring the distribution of what has been offered."12 The Ordines romani 

10 See lhe facsimile reproduction in Wagner 11, 264. In the Cradunl of St. Yricix. 
(eleventh century) Lhe Communion Yideru nt Olllltts [410] appears in the fo llowing form: 
Jlidenmt omnes fi•lts terrae salutare Dei nostri. rs. )ubi/ate Domino omnis terra, c<mlate 
et exultatt et psatlite. Jliderunt ( . .. nostri). (Cloria Patri .• . ) seculorum amen. Salu tart 
( ... nostn): A V A D A• (Pal. m us., XIII, Plates, p. :11). 

11 The Sacred Congn:gation of Rires has recently approved the reintroduction of the 
full lntroit, with several ver~ (see RC, XXVI [19-17]. 146). Attempu in the same direc
tion arc made for the Communion. 

12 See List of Data, p. 41, no. 5!1· 
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give little specific indication about the chant of the Offertory. All we 
hear is that " lhe pope descends to receive the offeri ngs of the people, and 
gives a sign to the archdeacon of the schola (choir) to say the offenory" 
[Ordo of St. -Amand], and that for the conclusion, "the pope indines a 
little to the altar, looks at the sclwla, and gives them the sign for silence" 
[Ordo Romanus prim us]. The express re~erence to the scltola suggests d~a t 
at this time the Offertory was still an anuphonal chan t, probably an enttre 
Psalm or the major pan of it sung antiphonally, similar to the I ntroit 
and the Communion. In the earliest musical manuscripts, however, it ap· 
pears already as a responsorial chant, with highly florid melodies, and with 
from one to three verses. I t was not unti l the twelfth century that the 
Offertories lost their verses, the onl y exception being that of the Mass 
for the Dead, Domine ]eSit Cltriste, which to the present day has retained 
one verse, H ostias et preces [18 13]. 

T he Offertories wilh their medieval verses have been published by C. 
Ott under the title of Offertoriale sive versus Offertoriomm (1935). Among 
the 1 1o Offertories o£ this collection, we find abom a dozen with one verse, 
c. sevem y with two, twenty-five with three, and one, Vir era.t from the 
T wenty-first Sunday after Pentecost, with fo ur. J n most of them repeat 
of the Amiphon or, usually, of its second ha lf is indicated, so that the fol
lowing form emerges as the normal one: 

A Vt A' V2 N 

Those for the h ighest feasts usuaUy have three verses, e.g.: 

NATIVITY: Tui sunt caeli, y.r. 1. Magnus et m.etuenclus, 'fl. 2. Misericordia, 
yr. 3· Tu humiliasti 

EPIPHANY: Reges Tharsis, Yf. 1. Deus judicium, y.r. 2. Suscipiant montes, 
yr. 3· Orietur in diebtLS 

SEPTUACESi liiA SUNDAY: Bonum est confiteri, y.r. 1. Quam magnificata, y.r. 2. 

Ecce inimici; Yl· 3· Exallabitur 
ASH WEDNC:SDAY: Domine exaudi, Yl· 1. Ne avet·tas, Yf. 2. Qu ia oblitus sum, 

y;. 3· Tu exsttrge7JS 
EASTER SUNDAY: Terra t1·emnit, yr. 1. Notus in judaea, Yf. 2. Et factus est, 

yr. 3· lbi confregit [cf. Plates 11, HI, IV, etc.] 
PENTEcosT: Confirma hoc, 'fl. 1. Cantate Domino, Yf. 2. In ecclesiis, y.r. 3· 

R egna terrae 
Also tl1ose (or the oldest of Saims, e.g., St. John the Baptist. 

ln a number of Offertories with several verses tl1e repeat of the Antiphon 
is not indicated, or not indicated after each verse. I n the great majority of 
the cases, this is probably due to scribal negligence. For instance, it can 
safely be assumed that in Scapulis suis [Ott, p. 32] the second part of the 
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Antiphon, from Scuto, is repeated, not only after yr. 1 and yr. 3, where it 
is prescribed, bu t also after Yf. 2, where it is not. ln other cases the repeat 
is necessary in order to bring the piece to its proper close, on the fina l of 
its mode. An example in point is Bonum est collfiteri [Ou, p. 26) which, be
ing in mode 8, requires gas the final, which indeed appears as the last note 
of the Antiphon. The last verse, however, closes on e, an obvious impos
sibility for a composition in the eighth mode. It appears tltat the Antiphon 
has to be repeated after the last verse, as well as aiter the two otl1ers which 
employ the same cadential formula as the final verse. Still other Offertories 
reveal their repeat structure through the presence of a peculiarity that 
could be called musical rhyme. This consists in the use, at the end of each 
verse, of the same cadential formula which, in the Antiphon, immediately 
precedes its second part (that is. the part which is repeated after each 
verse), as follows (A', A" are the first and second part of the Antiphon): 

A'+ e~ A"; Vt + e-+ A"; V2 + e~ A" 

Thus the repeated refrain (A") each time is introduced and announced 
by the same connecting formula. An example is the Offertory Cot1for
tamini [Ott, p. gJ, from wbicb the three passages pertaining to the present 
question are reproduced in Fig. 35· Others are Deus tu convertens, Laeten-

FIG URE 35 
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tur caeli (in which each verse terminates with the complete A'), Tui stmt 
caeli, Domine vivifica (Y.'· 1 only), Domine foe mecum (Yf. 2), Eripe me ... 
Domine, etc. While in these Offertories tltc repea t of the Antiphon (or, 
rather, its second hall) is properly indicated, there are ot.lters lacking r.his 
indication but showing exactly the same peculiarity of identical cadential 
formulae in the middle of the Antiphon and at the end of the verses; e.g., 
De profundis [Ott, p. 126), from which three passages are reproduced in 
Fig. 36, the first from tlte inner melisma, "mca.m," of the Antiphon, the 
otl1ers from the close of the two verses. le is obvious that the respond 

A. 

y.t 
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FIGURE 36 
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should be repeated, not from the beginning but after the melisma [for 
more details regarding this Offertory see p. 37 t ]. A similar exam pie is 
Super [lumina [Ott, p. 119], the first verse of which botTows its ending 
from the melisma "flevimus" of the Antiphon, thus suggesting repeat of 
its closing section, "dum recordaremur tui, Sion." 

Finally it should be noticed that in a few Offertories the refrain is taken, 
not from the Antiphon, but from the closing section of the first verse. 
Thus, after the third verse of Benedictus es ... in labiis [Ott, p. 28] the 
indication for repeat reads: " • In labiis vel • Aufer a plc be," giving an 
option between the repeat of the closing section of the Antiphon or that 
of the first verse. 1s Similar cases are Super [lumina (Ott, p. t tg], where the 
repeat " • Qui dixerun~" after Yf. 3 refers to the closing seClion of y.r. 2; 
Mihi autem (Ott, p. 128; repeat "• Nimis" from yr. 1], and Anima nostra 
[Ott, p. 1 45], where the melody indica ted for the repeat "• Laq ueus" shows 
that this is the "Laqueus comritus est nos, liberati sumus" from the end o{ 
yr. 1, not from the end of the Antiphon which closes with the same words, 
but set to a different melody. 

These and other structural peculiaritiesl4 place the Offertories in a 
category a11 their own. No other type of chant shows so many variants 
of its basic structure. I n reality tltese variants arc even more numerous 
than appears from a study of Ott's publication, since not a few Offertories 
occur in different manuscripts witl1 d ifferent numbers of verses or with 
diver~ent indications for the repeat of the Antiphon. It is not easy to give 
a satisfactory explanation for the great amount of structural variability 
fo~~d in these chants. Froger tries to account for their "physionomie si 
oragmale'' by considering them as representatives of "pocsie lyrique," 1G 

fu 
13 

Musically, the refrain " In labiis"' i.s preferable, since it starts with e. thus making 

l
r a smooth conncc1ion with the verses, all of which close on e The refrain "Au!er a 

P ebe" · · 
14 

srans Walh C' and therefore would produce an upward leap of a sixth. 
IG For more dc1ails, sec pp. 370fT. 

Froger [Cn. 6J, p. 29. 
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but it is difficult to see how this designation, if at all applicable to Grego
rian chant, could serve to distinguish the Offertories from the Introits or 
Graduals, in which we find texts no less "poetic" and "lyrical" than those 
of the Offertories. A more prosaic, but probably more reasonable, expla
nation is that the Offertories have su rvived only in a relatively late form, 
dating from the second half of the ninth century [see pp. 375· 513]. 

QUESTIO NS OF PERFORMANCE 

Originally and properly, the temlS responsorial and antiphonal pertain 
to matters of performance, the former indicating the alternation between 
a soloist and a choir, the latter, between two choirs. In later usage they 
acquired somewhat clifferent meanings, becoming primarily associated 
with clifferentiations in the field of musical style (responsorial =elaborate; 
antiphonal = simple) or of forms and types (responsorial = Graduals, 
Alleluias, etc.; antiphonal = In troits, Communions, etc.). The question 
arises whether and to what extent the original meaning survived in the 
practice of the Middle Ages and of the present day; in other words, whether 
all or some of the responsorial chants continued to be sung responsorially, 
the antiphonal chants antiphonally. 

As for the responsorial chants, the answer is clearly in the positive. As 
far as can be ascertained, the Graduals, Alleluias, and Responsories of 
Matins were always, and are at present, sung responsorially, the verse or 
verses being entrusted to the soloist, the respond to the choir; e.g., 

~ .~. _B. .P.. R. 

(straight lines indicate choral, dotted lines solo performance). In the twelfth 
century, if not earlier, this method was modified in such a way that the 
beginning of the respond was sung by tlle soloist, and L.be cond usion of the 
verse by the choir. Each of these contrasting sections comprise (rom one 
to three words, marked off from the rest by an asterisk, e.g. [409]: 

lf. Viderunt omnes • fines terrae ... omnis term. Yf. Notum fecit 
DomimLS . .. ante conspectum gentittm revelavit • justitiam suam.1 

The use of a solo opening means that the chant is imoned by the solo 
singer, a practice which is justifiable not only aestltetically but also from 
a practica l point of view, the soloist assuming the role or one who gives 
the pitch to the choir. lt is equally imperative, on aesthetic grounds, that 
each chant should be closed by the choir, and t11is principle is also uni
versally observed. lL operates automatically if the Gradual is sung in its 

I This manner of perfom1ance is of basic importance in Lhc org;~na or the School of 
NoLrc·Dame (Leoninus. Perotinus: c. 1200). in whidt the solo sections only have poly· 
phonic music, the choral sections being sung in plainsong. 
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early, full~r form, ~th the respond repeated after the verse. In this case 
the verse IS sung entuely by ~he soloist. _The later custom of omitting the 
repeat of the respond necessitated tlle Introduction of a choral close for 
the verse. The present-day Roman rite permits both u1e full and the 
short~r form of the _Gradua l. Following is a schematic representation 
show1~g the a! te~nauon of soloist an d choir in the responsorial chants 
(tlle s1gn ·.-- mdtcates a choral section wi th solo opening, the sign .. ·
a solo sectton with choral close) :2 

Gradual: R V or R V R 

Responsory: R Y. R' or .E:_ .Y. R ' R 

Alleluia: -~- ~ + l_ _'(._ .~.+ l_ (A= Alleluia; j = jubilus) 

Turning now to the question of antiphonal singing, we face a more d if
ficu_lt problem. As far as the authorized present-day practice is concerned, 
anuphony has completely disappeared in what is called "antiphonal" 
chants. The. Psalms are sun? i~ alternation between the cantor (soloist) 
and the cho1r, the former smgmg the first, tbe latter tl1e second half f 
each verse.3 Some monasteries, pa~ticularly in Germany, employ an antip~
onal. perfo~mance-two half-chous alternate with full verses, while the 
Antaphon ~ ~ sung by both groups together, except for a solo incipit. As 
fo~ the med1eval_rractice, _Lhi~ seems to have varied. As has been previously 
pomted out, anuph~nal s1ngmg was introduced as a decidedly " popular" 
(per~aps, more preosely, popularizing) method of worship. It found its 
way 1 ~t~ tl~e Church because of its acti vistic, even propagandistic qualities. 
not dtsstmilar to those fou~~ today in the Salvation Army. It is easy to 
understand tllat tl1ese quahttes were o{ the highest value for the Church 
;;:~n sh_e ~as fighting for survival, but it is also understandable that they 
eh thetr unportance when Lhe victory was won, and when the general 

a_racter of the worship changed from exuberant j ubilation to pious de
v~uon. According to recent investigations, the PsalnlS were sung in the 
SIXth centur d 1 · • ' d ~ an ater, m a responsonal manner, the verses by a soloist 
~~~he Anuphon after each ver~e by the entire group of monks.• In the 

. century, however, Amalanus says that "the antiphon is begun by 
one smger of on h · 1 • d b t1l _e c .Otr, anc 1n. accor ance willt its mode the psalm is sung 
. ~ .. e two cho1rs (m alternauon); but in the antiphon itself both choirs 
JOtn. 

5 
Thus, both the "responsorialists" and the "an tiphonalists" of the 

:See the indica tions L, p. xv, also pp. g2off. 
Sec L 251. 

• Cf. C Cin le! "D cl 1 
lchung vi [ ( e. opp clOT und Psalmvonrag im Fr(lhmittcla ltcr" (Die Musikfor-

~ ' 1953]. 296). 
De £ cc/esiastico Offi ·o IV · A 1"·1 1 · 

~mph . " ' • 7· 71 1P rona m choawr ab 11110 uuius clrori; et ad eius 
. Omam psalm tu cantatur per d 1 . · . . . '"nut d 1 . uos' toros, tpsa em m, td est anttplto11a, co11iungu11 tur 110 cIOn (cd. Hansscns, IJ, 4gg). 
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present day can cite historical authority for their views, the former from 
the sixth to the eighth, the latter from the ninth and possibly the fourth 
century. 

Turning to the antiphonal chants of the Mass, the lntroit is the only 
one of sufficient extension to permit alternation of performing bodies. 
Nothing definite seems to be llnown about the medieval practice. At pres
ent, it is performed responsorially; e.g.: 

Cantor Choir 

Am. Ad te levavi • animam meam . . • non confundantur. 

Cantor Choir 
Ps. Vias tuas, Domine demonstra mihi: • et semitas tuas edoce me. 

Cantor Choir 

Dox. Gloria Patri .. . Sancto. • Sicut . . . saecula saeculo1·um. Amen. 

Choir 

Ant. Ad te levavi ... non confundantur. 

The Roman usage prescribes one cantor on weekdays and Simple Feasts, 
two on other Feasts and Sundays, and four on Solemn Feasts.o Thus, on the 
last-mentioned occasions, the effect approaches antiphony. 

Antiphonal singing is employed today mainly for chants that have no 
connection with antiphonal psa lmody; e.g .• the Kyrie, the Gloria, the 
Hymns, the Sequences, or the bilingual Sanctus o£ Good Friday [705]. It is 
also used for the Tracts which have completely lost their solo character. 
The verses of the Tract are sung alternately by two choirs (or by the cantors 
and the full choir), except for the opening and the closing passage (marked 
off by an asterisk), the former of which is given to a soloist, the latter to 
both cl1oirs combined. 

0 L,p. xv. 

3 
Stylistic Analysis 



CHAPTER ONE 

The Liturgical Recitative 

GE NERAL OBSERVATIONS 

'W rrH this chapter we turn from a consideration of the more basic 
and genera l aspects o( Gregorian cham- liturgical structure, no

tation, tonality, types, and forms- to the study of its inner organism, in 
other words, of its style. 

T he basis of stylistic analysis o£ Gregorian chant is the customary dis
tinction of three styles, sylJabic, neumatic (group), and melismatic. The 
syllabic chants are those in which each syllable of the text receives one, 
occasionalJy two or three notes. In a neumatic chant the majority of the 
syllables are sung to a group of two, three, four, or more notes, each group 
being represented by a single neume (hence the name neumatic style for 
this class). In a melismati.c chan t there are a number of syllables carrying 
a true melisma, consisting of ten, twenty, thirty, or more notes. As is im
plied in these definitions, the neumatic chants also include syllables hav
ing only one note, and the melismatic chants consist of a mixture of single 
notes, short groups, and extended melismas. If we select an example of 
each class and count the number of notes appearing with, e.g., fifteen 
syllables, this number may be about twenty in a syllabic, thirty to forty in 
a neurnatic, and close to one hundred in a melismatic cl1ant. 

The style of a given chant is determined by the liturgical category to 
Which it belongs. Each category, whether part of the Office or of the Mass, 
has its distinct style from which there is a harclly ever a deviation, and 
~hich conforms with its liturgical importance and solemnity. Thus, start
x.ng with the Offices of weekdays and going on to the Day Hours of Sun
da)'s and feast days, to Lauds and Vespers, to the night service (Matins), 
and finally to the Proper of the Mass, we proceed from the simplest to the 
lllost elaborately adorned melodies. 

Following is a table which iJlustrates this point in greater detail, the 
Various types of chant being listed a pproximately according to the position 
they hold in the stylistic order of rank: 
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Lesson and Prayer Tones 
Psalm Tones; Tones for the lntroit Verses 
Psalm Antiphons; Short Responsories; Hymns; Sequences; 

Syllabic: 

Glorias; Credos 

Neumatic: Sanctus; Agnus Dei 
lntroits; Communions 
Processional and Marian Antiphons 

Melismatic: Kyries 
Great Responsories; Offertories; Tracts 
Graduals; Alleluias.t 

The statement that the individual chants closely adhere to the general 
style of their class is particularly evident in the psalm Antiphons, Short 
Responsories, H ymns, and in the Proper o£ t~1e M~s. Some of the. Great 
Responsories show neu:matic rather than melismattc style;. e.?·• Qw Laz~
rum [1786]. Particularly striking is the co~siderable. vart~uon f~und m 
the Kyries, as, for inst.ance, between the htghly mehsmauc .Kyne I and 
the very modest Kyrie X VIII. With good reason the former 1s used today 
(and probably was in medieval practice) for Solemn Feasts, the latter for 

the weekdays o£ Advent and Lent. . . . 
Although the classification according to syllabtc, neum~uc, and mehs-

matic style is basic, it is, needless to say, by no m:ans suffic~ent to account 
for the whole range of stylistic variety found m G:egonan chant .. We 
have only to consider the fact that the syllabic group mcludes such "ndely 
heterogenous chants as the lesson tones, the ps~ Anti~hons, and. the 
Hymns in order to realize that many other pomts of v1ew enter 1~to 
the picture. The most important of these asFcts ~re thos: resultmg 
from the innumerable manifestations of melodic mouon: wh1ch may be 
stationary, oscillating, or scalar; narrow or wide in range; conjunct or 
disjunct, the latter with intervals ranging from a third .to a .si.xth. or m~re, 
with or without leaps in the same or in a changed direcuon; mvolvmg 
variation of a basic design, recurrence o( standard formulae, etc. On an
other level we have to consider structural elements such as over-all length, 
division into phrases, repeat of phrases and sections, syr~etry of phrase
ology, etc. Finally, as to the relationship betwe.en the mustc and ~e text, 
the consideration of the number of notes asstgned to a syllable ts only 
the beginning o£ investigations of a more subtle nat~re.' such as accentua
tion, emphasis placed on important words, word pamnng, and others. 

1 A famous example illustrating the clo~ relationship between musical style and 
liturgical category i; provided by the psaJm verse }tutus ut palma which, at different 
occasions, is sung to melodies ranging from a monotone recitation to th e: most profuse!~ 
omamentcd type of chant; L 1125: Versicle (tones on p. 118); 735: psalm tone (y. 12), 

1204: Introit; ugs: Offertory; 1201: Gradual; 1207: Alleluia. Sec Wagner lll, 7ff. 
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Turning now to a study of all these aspects, we shall largely follow the 
outline of Wagner's Gregorianisc!te Fonnenlehre) in which the repertory 
is divided into two categories, the "Gebundene Formen" and the "Freie 
Formen." The former category incl udes the chants having the character 
of a recitative; the latter those having (or, a t least, including) freely in
vented melodies. In each group we shall proceed from the simplest to the 
more complex types, in somewhat the order given in the table shown. on 
the preceding page. 

THE TONES FOR THE READINGS AND PRAYERS 

The most elementary stage of t11e liturgical recitative i& represented by 
tbe melodic formulae used for lhe musica l delivery of the read ings and 
prayers that form a part of the Olllce and of the Mass. In view of the close 
relationship which generally exists between degrees o( musical elaboration 
and degrees of liturgical significa nce, it is perhaps surprising to encounter 
such rudimentary types of chant not only in the Office Hours, but also (in 
fact, much more prominently) in the solemn liturgy of the Mass. The 
explanation is that these are not musical items in the proper sense. They 
are essentially spoken texts, the meaning of which would be destroyed by 
any but the simplest manner of musical delivery. Here, as well as in the 
slightly more developed formulae used for the Psalms, the music has no 
independent significance and value, but only serves as a means of obtain· 
ing a distinct and dearly audible pronunciation of the words, so that they 
will resound into the fanhest corners o( Ll1e church. Today, these texts are 
often recited 1·ecto tono) that is, on one unchanged pitch, and with a slight 
pause to mark the end of phrases or sentences.' This, however, is not a 
medieval practice. lt was introduced, together with many other modiftca
tions, through the re(orming work of Ciov. Guidetti (1530·92), whose 
Dhectorium chori of 1582 is perhaps the most important of the various 
reform editions of that period, much more so than the notorious Editio 
Medicea o£ 1614. 

The formulae used for the musical delivery of such texts as readings and 
prayers (also the Psalms; see p. 208) are called tones, in translation of the 
Latin term tomts commonly used for them in the Midd le Ages. As may be 
expected in t11e case of such semi-musical chants, the medieval books show 
considerable variation to the details of the various toni. These variants 
have been fully studied by Wagner,!! but they aYe hardly important enough 
to be included in L11e present book. The basic principles are always the 

1 See L, p. 99· 
2 See Wagner Ill, 37·82. 
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same, and become sufficiently evident from a consideration of the tones 

given in the modern books of chant. 
The Liber usu.alis prescribes tones for the prayers (collects) and the read-

ings from Prophecy, Epistles, or Gospels that form a part of the Mass, as 
well as for the shorL Chapters of the Day Hours and the more extended 
Lessons of Matins.3 All these tones are essentially monotone recitations 
sung at a certain pitch called teno1· (i n medieval books also tuba, in char
acterizing reference to its loud ness, like that of a trumpet), and with down
ward inflections at the various points o£ punctuation, as indicated in the 
text by a comma, colon, semjcolon, interrogation mark, or period. In the 
earliest manuscripts the recitation is made preferably on a, with inflections 
down to g and f. In tweHth-cemury sources we fi nd the first examples of a 
tenor on c', with inflections down to b and a, or on f with inflections down 
to e or d. This change is an indication of a tendency, often noticeable in 
Gregorian chan t, to replace a subtonaltenor by a subsemitonaltenor; that 
is, a tenor having a whole·tone below it (g, a, b) by one forming a semitone 
with its lower neighbor (f, c'). We shall see later that the tendency toward 
subsemitonal tenors also plays an im portant role in the formation of the 
psalm tones. As (or the wnes of the prayers, etc., the liturgical books of the 
present day prefer the subsemitonal tenors, listing the others as "Ancient 
Tones." Nearly all the tones given in L have a tenor on c', the only excep
tions being the ancien t tones for the Prayer given on pp. IOOf, for the 
Gospel on p. to8, and for the Lessons of Matins on p. 121. 

The melodic punctuations where the singer deviates from the mono· 
tone recitation are called positurae or pausatimtes. T hey are chiefly four, 
n amely, flex <flexa, originally punctus circumflexus), metrum (usually called 
punctus elevatus in medieval sources), the interrogation (Punctus interro
gationis), and the full stop (Ptmctus vetsus, i.e., final stop of the verse). The 
flex usua ll y involves a simple downward motion to the lower note, such 
as a·g, and roughly correspon ds to a comma of the text. The metrum in· 
volves a down-and-up motion, as a·g·g-a or a-g-£-a, and generally occurs at 
the place of a colon. Interrogative sentences usually call for a recitation 
at the pitch below the tenor, but with a final rise up to the tenor, for 
example, g ... g-a, or g ... g-£-g-a. The full stop normally involves a fina l 
motion down to a lower pi tch, e.g., from a tenor on a to g: a-g-f-g, or down 
to d: a-f·g·d. Most of the tones also provide a somewhat more extended 
formula for the Conclusion, that is, the very last words of the text. 

For further illustration a table follows which shows the punctuation 
formulae for some of the ancient tones given in L.4 

a Sec: L, pp. g8ff, 12off, etc. 
4 The: dashes serve to indiote the: position o( the accented syllable. Cf. Wagr~er III, 

i 6, for a number o£ instructive: examples. 
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1 
1. I • • 

2. 

3. '· l 
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Fl CUR.E 37 

Mctrum 

(./ 

• 

• • ! . 

I I .. • • • 

I ! I 

Interrogation 

~ 
• 

I {. -• • ; • 

I 

e 

I 

I . Prayer [too) 2. Gospel [to8] !l· Lessons [t!!!!] 

Full Stop 

• • . ; . 
I 

• • I I 

t -• • 

Th . ' b k e s•g_ns ~wen at the t~p of the figure arc the ones used in the medieval 
oo s to. mdtcate the vanous punctua tions-punctus (lexus, elevatus in

te;ro~at.wus-an~ the corresponding inflections of the melody. The re~der 
;vtll ea~Ily recogm~e that the sign for the punctus intenogativus is an early 
orm o ou~ ques.uo~ mark, which thus reveals an in teresting musical an
ces~ry· Wh.Iie tins sign only underwent a modification of its form the 
me Jeval stgns for the flex and Ule metrum were abandoned about : oo an;. w~~e replaced by the signs + and • which are still in use today s 5 ' 

ma y, we. reproduce in Fig. 38 [from L 108] an excerpt showin. how 
the punctuauon formulae were applied to a text in th. fr g 
Gospels: . ' Is case om the 

FlCUR.E S8 

Mttru-,. I ~~ 

. · . . · ~ ~ · ·· · ..... . , ... . ! § 
In illo ·tempore : Di-xit Jesus disclpu·lis su- is : V os est is sal terrae. 

Quod SI Sal evanu-e-rit. in QUO Sa·li-e-tur? 

On the three d d' Friday, and H I ays prece mg Easter, Lh:n is, on Maundy Thursday, Good 
fonn th o y Satu_rday, t11e lessons of Matins take on a more solemn 

an usual. On each of the d· 1 1 are taken f th . se ,Jys l1e t tree lessons of lhe first Nocturn 
rom e Lamentauons of J ere · h d G.,__ 011a , an are sung to a tone o( a 

~L, p. 1:4-
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slightly more elaborate character than the one normally employed for the 
lessons of 1.\fatins.a The recitation is made tltroughout on the sub10nal 
tenor a, with three inflections which can be said to represent the flex (F), 
the metrum (M), and the full stop (S). The normal succession of these 
inflections within a verse is F l\[ : F S, the verse being d ivided, in the 
manner of the psalm verses, in hal\'es, the first of which closes with the 
metrum, the second with the full stOp, both o( t11em being subdivided by 
the flex. ln verses whose text is not long enough to accommodate t.he fu ll 
scheme, either the first or the second half is sung without the llex, so that 
the inflections occur in the succession M : FS or FM: S. A specia l fea ture, 
adopted from the original text, is the enumeration of the verses by tl1e 
letters of the Hebrew a lphabet: ALEPH: Quomodo sedet sola ... BETH: 
Plorans ploravit in nocte ... , e tc. Each o( these letter names is sung to a 

special formula. 

F: Flex 

I •• b I • • • 

FICUR£ 39 

M: Metrum 5: Full Stop Lcuers 

•• r. • 
e • , •• r. 

ALEPII. 

Brief mention only need be made of the tones for the Absolutions and 
Blessings [119). which are sung at Matins [e.g., 375], and whi~ are. very 
similar to the tones just described. They are preceded by a vers1cle, 1.e., a 
short text consisting oi two lines of similar length design2tted Y1 (verse) and 
:ijr (respond), which are sung to Lhe same melod ic formula consisting of a 
straight recitat.ion with a closing melisma o[ eight to ten notes [374]: 

FICUR£ 40 

I • • • • ,,,,A 11 

"jf. T amquam sp6nsus. 

c I I I • I I • I I I I I , • • , A 11 

~- D6minus proccdens de th:ilamo su-o. 

Similar versicles, usually sung to the same tone, occur a[ter each Vesper 
hymn [e.g., 259], and after each Short Responsory [e.g., 22~]. A .mor~ ex· 
tended versicle, concluded by the Gloria Patri, is the Deus m adJILtonu~n, 
which is an invariable opening cha nt of every Office Hour. Three melodtes 

6 See L, pp. 6~6. 66g, 715. A detailed stUd)' of the LamenLations is found in Wagm:r 

Ill, 235([· 
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are provided for it, a Simple Tone for the Liule Hours and Compline [263], 
a Festal T one for Matins, Lauds, and Vespers [250), and a Solemn Tone 
for Vespers of very solemn feasts [ 11 2 J. The last differs from the others (in 
fact, from all the tones we have so far considered) by its having an in
tonation, that is, an initial motion, f·g-a, leading up to the tenor on a. In 
this respect it resembles the psalm tones and other tones of a more elabo
rate character which wiJI be studied later. Another tone opening with an 
intonation is that of the Prefaces [ •og], which serve as introductions to 
the reading of the Canon of the Mass [S]· An extended study of the various 
melodies with which the Prefaces occur in the medieval books is g iven in 
Wagner lJ I, 6g-8o. 

Among the various other recitatives used for special occasions-the T e 
Deum [1832], the Exsultet [739).7 e tc.-we shall consider only one which 
is interesting. and unique in Cregorian chant, because of its dramatic 
character; that is , tbe tone (or tones) for the Passions. The four versions 
o£ the Passion story arc recited during l\fass on four d ays shortly before 
Easter: that from Matthew on Palm Sunday (596], from ·Mark on Tues. 
day in Holy_ Week [607), from Luke on Wednesday [616), and from John 
on Good Fnday [7oo]. Today these are generally read, but the rneuieval 
pract.ice was to sing them in a manner designed to bring out the contrast 
between the participants of the story: Christ, the Jews. and the Evangelist 
who narrates the events. T his was done by providing for a recitation at 
three different pitch levels and speeds, low and slow for the words o£ 
Christ, high and fast for those of the Jews, and medium for those of the 
Evangelist. The earliest manuscripts (n inth and tenth century) d istinguish 
only between the words of Christ and the rest of the text by marking the 
former t (tarde, slowly), the latter c (celeriter, quick). Later the letter s 
(sursum, high) was added to characterize the turba ]udaeontm, the crowd 
of the J ews. Finally, the letter t was interpreted as the sign of the Cross, t . 
and the two others adopted a different meaning, that is, C Cor Cf11·onista 
and S Cor Synngoga . 

!he complete chant for the Passion according to St. J ohn, on Good 
Frtday, is included in the Officium et Missa tdlimi tridtti Mnjoris Hebdo
madae (1947), pp. 149-169. The Cftronista has a recitation on c' with a 
tnediant down to a (c' b a cJ) and a termination down to C (c' g a f o;, before 
~e words of Christ, c'-bb-a g £).The words of Christ are recited on f with 
tnfl · ' h" ecllons down to c, while those of the Synagoga are sung an octave 

•gher. Fig. 1 1 shows a sect.ion of this dialogue chant, wh ich contains the 
roots of the liturgical drama. 

b 
7 

The Pracconium Paschatc (Paschal laudation) , a fJJalmus idioticus similar to the T e 
'flleu'!', sung on Holy Saturday during the Blessings of the Paschal Candle [L 739]. For Lhe 

USit SCC 0{/icium ..• Tridui, p. 2~7. 
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F IGURE 41 

. "'" 
I I I I 

• 11 • 

• I • I I • 
• • • 11 c • 11 

regnum mt- u.m non est htnc. c. Di-~it i-toque e- i r l- la· IUS : s. £ri)O Ru CS tu? 

c • . " ,., . . 11 ~ s~ . • • ... I I I I I I 

--~---------·~· I I 

C. Respondit Jr · sus · + Tu di· cis, qui· a ltex ~um t-go. F.go in hoc na-tus sun1 etc. 

As early as c. 1300 Johannes de Grocheo remarked that lectio, epistola, 
evangelium, and oratio "ad musicum non peninet" (does not concern the 
musician), because they are governed only by the rules of accent and 
grammar.s ln particular, they are practically the only chants that stand 
outside the system o( the church modes. The very narrowness of their 
range, often including only three pitches, prevents their being assigned to 
a definite mode. In spite of their primitive style and limited tonality, how
ever, they are not without artistic interest and significance. They certainly 
represent an admirable solution of the difficulties involved in the loud 
and clear delivery of a prose text, achieving, as they do, with a minimum 
of means a remarkably high degree of liturgical propriety, artistic order, 
and aesthetic satisfaction. Needless to say, they are exuemely interesting 
from Lhe historical point of view. They represent a stage in which music 
is shaped exclusively and in every detail by the requirements of textual 
pronunciation. Forgoing any attempt at musical elaboration (or its own 
sake, they are the purest embodiment of that principle which, more than 
a thousand years later, when the recitative was reborn, Momeverdi ex
pressed in the famous words: L'orazione sia padrona clell'armonia. e 11 0 11 

serva (The word should be the mistress o( the music, not the servant). 

THE PSALM TONES 

The psalm tones are the melodic formulae used £or the singing o[ the 
complete Psalms which form the nucleus of the service in all the Office 
Hours. In their essential traits they are very similar to the tones discussed 
in the previous cltapter, consisting of a tenor recitation with inflections 
at the places o( punctuation. The similarity is particularly striking in the 
case of one special psalm rone, the so-called tonus in directum (tomts 
clirectaneus), employed on a few occasions for a Psalm sung without and· 
phon [see p. 179]. It consists of a recitation on c' or on f (in medieval 
sources also on a ) with two inflections identical with the flex and the 
meuum of the lesson tone shown in Fig. 37 [p. 205). lt is even simpler than 
this tone, because it lacks the interrogation (hardly ever required in 

3 

Psalm) and employs the formula of the flex also for the full stop. Fig. 42 

8 E. Rohlof:T, Der Musilctraklat des ]oharmcs de Grocheo (1943), p . 59· 
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shows ~e elements of the tonus in di?·ectum [see L 1776; the white notes 
are designed to take care of exua syllables in dactylic words). As in all 

Flex 

-e • 

FIGURE 42 

Mctrum 

• • 

Full Stop 

• 0 • -1 I I a 

Psalms, t~is formula is r~peate~ (or each verse, the flex being used only for 
~e relauvely few venes m which the length of the text requiTes a division 
~nto three phrases. 
~salms without an Antiphon also occur around Easter, namely, at Com

pbne of Holy Saturday [762] and at Lhe Little H ours o£ Easter Sunday 
and Easter Week [777 784] AI · 1 d d · 1 · . , · so me u . e m t us group are the Psalms 
of_ the Lnt.le H ours (Prime to None) o( Maundy Thursday and Good 
Fnday, which, however, today are merely said [654]. All these Psalms are 
sun_g to ~ne and Lhe same tone, also called tonus in directum [see L, p. u S], 
wh1.ch diff~rs from the one previously mentioned mainly because it has 
an mtonatwn: 

FICURE 43 

I • • • I I a . I I I - I I I • a a a 11 • • a • 

~e same melody is also employed for the Canticle Nunc climittis at Com
p me of Easter Sunday r7s4]. 
p W

1 
e now tu~ to the regular psalm tones, that is, those employed for the 

sa ms sung With an Antipho c 'd d · · · n. ons1 ere mdlvldua lly these tones closely 
~esembl_e those for the lessons, etc. True enough . the/ all begin with an 
mtonat1on but tll's · d f h fi ue . , I . IS use . or t e rst verse on ly, so that all the subse-
ln_~t veises sta.rt d1Tectly With Lhe renor and thus employ formulae very 
pr l ar to t.hose considered above. As a group, however, the psalm tones 
o£ e~nt a new aspect because they b ecame an integral pan of the system 
for e _church modes .. Even the earliest sources containing detailed in-

mation about the smging of p 1 h c . · tonis et . . sa ms, e.g., t e ommemoratw brevis de 
as a r lipsalmts modu/andts o( the ninth century,l present the psalm tones 
forth: ~rdev~_Io~ed ~ystem o( _eight toniJ one [or each mode. The reason 
A.ntiph gantzauon IS the ancient usage of connecting the Psa lm with an 
bet we o~ sung at t.he beginning and end of the Psalm ori(Tinally also 
\vhichen e verses [seeP· 187]. T hese Antiphons are freely ~om;osed chan ts 
istics svary fr~m f~ast to feast and which show definite modal ch aracter· 

1 
~ 0~1e bemg m t.he first mode, others in the second, etc. It was con-

tfln..._. Lts~ of Sources, p. 55· no. ~3- The musicaJ e 1 r 
...._.,bed m Ferretti. £stht!tique. PP· 303ft. xamp cs or I he psalmody arc 
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sidered necessary to sing t11e Psalm in such a way as to produce a tonal 
unity of the two constituent parts. By devising a different psalm tone for 
each mode a very ingenious solution was fotmd for the problem presented 
by the combination of a fixed element, the psalmodic :recitative, and a 
variable one, the Antiphon. Eight psalm tones were suffiCient to accommo
date the several thousands of Antiphons. 

Each psalm tone consists of a tenor w~th .three main ~nflections: t~e 
intonation (intonatio, initium) at the begmnmg, tlle. mecliant (rnedt~tw) 
in the middle, and the termination (te1·minatio) at the end. The medtant 
corresponds to tlle metrum, the termination to th: full st~p ~f the prayer 
and lesson tones, while the consistent use of the mtonauon mtroduces a 
new element into tlle liturgical recitative. As is well known, nearly. every 
psalm verse falls into b~lves, which often expre_ss the sa~~.~~ught 111 two 
different ways (parallelLsnws membrorum), as 111 Ps. 83.1 1• Let them be 
confounded and troubled for ever; yea, let them be pul to shame, and 
perish." The tenor recitation with th~ee infi~ctions fully cor~·e~~onds to 
tllis binary structure of the text. The m tonatton [aUs on the uuual sylla
bles (usually the first two) of the verse, the mediam on the closin~ syllables 
of its first half, the termination on those of its second half, whtle all the 
other syllables are recited on the tenor note. Occasionally t.here are psalm 
verses of such length that a strict applicat.ion ol the general method would 
lead to an overly protracted recitation. For these the first half of the verse 
is subdivided by a small inflection, the flex. The general scheme of a psalm 
tone therefore is as follows: 

Intonation-Tenor-(Flex-Tenor)-Mediant- Tenor- T ermination 

e.g., in the eighth tone: 

FIGURE 41 

• I a • I. I 

11 

I • 
I I D I 

lot. Tenor FJ. Tenor Mcd. Tenor Term in. 

The previous statement, that the psalm tones are integrated into the 
system of t11e eight church modes, should not be in~erpreted to mean ~h~t 
a given psalm tone is a melody o[ the correspond•ng mode. That th1s IS 

not t.he case appears from the fact t.hat often a psalm ton.e does not con· 
form with t11e most basic requirement Cor a melody of a gtven m~de, .tha~ 
is, t.hat it close on its finaL As we shal l see later (p. 219), the termwatw~s 
of the psalm tones are variable, and if one or the othe~ close~ on the tontc 
of the mode, this results from entirely different consttlerauons than ad~ 
herence to modal characteristics. The decisive element of the psalm tone~ 
is not the final, but the tenor, which is determined by tl1e rule that it falls 
on u1e fift.h above the final in the authentic modes, and on the third above 
the final in tlle plagal modes: 
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fina l tenor 
Mode 1 protus auth. d a 

2 plag. d £ 
3 deuterus auth. e b• 

4 plag. e g• 

5 tritus auth. f c' 
6 plag. f a 

7 tetrardus auth. g d' 
8 plag. g b• 

This, however, is not entirely the actual state of affairs. In present-day 
practice as well as in the common usage of the Middle Ages tbe three tenors 
marked by an asterisk are each a tone higher; for the third psalm tOne the 
tenor is on c', for the fourth on a, and for the eighth on c'. The reason for 
this deviation from the regular scheme is perhaps to be fou nd in the aver· 
sion to making prominent use of the tone b, a scale degree suspect to the 
medieval mind because of its association with tl1e tritone (£-b) and because 
of its chromatic variability (b-natmal or b-fiat). This line of reasoning 
would explain at least the change of the two tenors on b into tenors on c', 
in the tbjrd and eighth psalm tone. As to the fourth tone, it has been sug
gested that its tenor was raised in consequence of the raise made in the 
third tone, in order to preserve in the deuterus group the normal relation· 
ship between the plagal and the authentic tenors, at the distance of a 
third. We shall, however, see soon that this explanation is not tenable. 

The present-day system of the psalm-tone tenors, as just described, ap· 
pears as early as the eleventh century, in the De M.usica of J ohannes 
Cotto,2 and remained unchanged thereafter. It is only when we turn to 
the earliest source, tl1e Commemoratio brevis of c. goo, that we get an 
insight into t11e original state of affairs. The Commemomtio describes 
two series of psalm tones, one requiring a "slower tempo, as in the canticles 
of the New T estament" (ubi mon·osori canltL opus est, utpote ad cantica 
Evangeliorum), and another, somewhat simpler in style, for the Day Offices 
(ad cw·sum canendum). In both of these tl1e third psalm tone has a recita
tion on b, not on c'.a The fourth psalm tone of the firs t series has a tenor 
on a; but for tllat of the second series a recitation on g is clearly indicated, 
at least for the first half of the verse, while a similar indication for the 
second half is unfortunately missing because of the shortness of the text, 
SO that it is difficult to decide whether, (or a more protracted text, the 
recitation would have been made on g or on a. We reproduce here the 

2 CS, IT, 243. Also vVncsbcrghc, ]oh a titles 11{fligemensis, De Musica wm Tonario 
( 19so), pp. 81di. 

8 See the tables in Wagner 11 l, Sg, go. and in Ferretli, Esthetique, pp. gag and 307. 
:XOe recitation on b for the third psalm tone has been restored in 11M, p. 1212: "Tonua 
tn tenore antiquo." 
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original notation (replacing the daseia signs by their equivalents in staff 
notation) together with two interpretations for the second hal£.4 Both 

CHIIItttr.UJiio 

-e)~ M M M 
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Wagner and Ferretti [p. 308] imerpret the second haH as under (b), so 
that the psalm tone has two diiTerent tenors, as in the touus peregrin.us. 
The fact that in Lite original notation the tone a appears twice in succes
sion (in Wagner's transcription tltrce times), while the pitch g is reached 
onl)' once, would seem to favor this interpretation. It should be noticed, 
however, that this interpretation leaves onJ y two syllables, nimis, for the 
termination, while the terminations or all the other psalm tones in the 
Commemoratio have four or five S)'llables, either the standard (secu.)lormn 
am eu, or lege Domini, (man )dala lua, etc. T his certainly is a fa irly con
vincing argument in favor of tlte interpretation (a), witlt the termination 
-diri tlimis and, consequenLly, witl1 the recitation on g in the second as 
well as in the first haH of lhe psalm tone. At any rate, it appears lbat at 
the time of the Cornmemoratiu tl1c tenor ol the founh psalm tone was 
either g or g-a. It also appears that tlte change to a, adumbrated here ancl 
eswblishcd not long tl1ereafter, could not possibly have been made in 
consequence of the raise of the tenor in the tllinl psa lm tone, since thi:. 
tenor had not yet changed. Finally, as to tl1c eighth psalm tone, all tJ1 e 
examples o( the Commemoratio ha,·e the tenor on c'. However, traces of 
a recitation on b occur in certa in chants of psa lmodic derivation, e.g., 
in the verses of tl1e Responsorie:..G 

ln addition to the eight regular p::.alm tones there is the touus peregrinus 
(foreign, strange tone), characterized by the use of two different tenors, 
on a for tl1e fu-st ha I ( of the verse, and on g for the second [ 1 17): 

4 The tr:mscripljon in lVnguer Ill, go, wilh a recitation on a in the first half and wirh 
the mediant dosing on a, is wrong. 

fl Sec p. 1136. There can be no doubt th:tt in I he Tracts or the cightl1 mode lhc recit:t · 
tion was origin::Uly on b, not on e [sec, e.g., the Tract Cnulcmus, L 745· on "Dominus 
contcrcns"]. The dearest evidence for the recitation on b is found in the Bcncvcntan Mss 

g -a·b·c' b b b b c' 
published in Pal. m us .. XJV, in which the above passage reads: Do· mi-nus con-te-reuS 
[Pal. mus., XIV, Pl.ltcs, p. 67: r1. xix, xxiv; also XV, Plates, p . ta!)•) . 
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This tone is used today for Ps. 112, Laudate pueri [152] and Ps. 113, In 
exitu Israel [1 6o], on ccnain occasions, e.g., Vespers of Sunday [254], 
Vespers of the Common of Two or i\fore i\fartyrs [1154], and Second Ves
pers of _t11e Dedication of the Church of St. ~1 ichael [ 1 G6o). Actually, its use 
is predtcated not so much on liturgica l occasions or specific Psalms as on 
the Antiphons witll which these Psa lms arc sung in the cases just men
tioned. All these Antiphons, Deus aulem, Mm·tyres Domini, Angeli Do
minij as ~'•ell as others no longer in general use, belong to tl1e same melody 
type ':"h1ch escapes moda_l classification and which was considered prob
lemattc as ea_rly as the ntmb century.o Aurelianus [CS, I, 51 b] lists this 
group of Anophons under the eighd1 mode as an "eleventh division which 
in all respects stands apart from Ll1e normal track (m·bila, wheel-rut) of 
th_e ei~hth mode." Indeed, it is easy to see that the eighth psalm tone, 
w1th 1ts g-a-c'-b·c'-a-g outline, does not ham10nize at all with a melody 
such as that of Deus aulem [256], which starts on the low c and includes 
~ characterisri_c a-_bb-a near the end. Obviously the tonus peregrinus, with 
1ts a-bb-a begmn tng and its close on d, was "made to order" for these 
Antiphons. In fact, Aut eJianu~ (GS, I, 52a] refers LO it, with obvious dis
ap.prov?l, as a neophytus l~nus (a new-fangled tone), thus indicating 
thatthts tone, gener:1Jiy considered by modern scholars as an archaic for
mula,' was a late addition to the system of psa lm tones. The author of the 
~ommemoratio reproduces it [CS, l, !! t8] under tl1e name of tonus novis
suniLS. This tone, shown in Fig. '17• differs from Llle later version not only in 
the mediant_but also in the re nor of the second half, which is predominantly 
011 a. T hus ll appears that th e distincLive trait of the tonus peregrinus is 
(or was) not the two different tenors, but the Si)ecial intonation and 
te · · ~tnat1011 fonnulae made to harmon ize with Llle melodic outline of the 
Antiphons. 

FIGUR£ 17 
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Afft!rte D6min.o, 11-li- i De- i : • aff~rte D6mino fi·li· os a-rl · etum . 

The med· 1 1 Whicl teva >ooks contain severa l otl1er "irregular" psalm tones, 
car .1 apparemly were 11 ed onl y for cen ain occasions and in certa in lo

llies. The Antiphonale monasticum indicates a tonus irregulm·is [AM 
8 Ce,,~ · 
T nC~t S theme 28: SI!C p . ·100 . 
li. Caas~er ·11 "L'O · · 1 . ' 90o • L n gmc tu IOIIIIJ flcrq ,rm us" (Congrcs d'lai.<toire de la mu.rique, 

In "ked. by Combarieu [191H), p . •~i) · dcri"es it from B)•zantinc modch, while c. Vivell, 
the lt tonus pcrcgrinus" (RCC. XVI II . "IX), decla res iL to be of Hebrew origin. See also 

Udy oC IJ1e tonw peregriuw in Ferrcni 's Esthctique, pp. 5114ff. 
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121 9] which, like the tomts peregrinus, is used in connection w ith a few 
An tipho ns of a certain type, e.g., the Antiphon In matutinis [AM 372]. 
Panicu la rly interesting are two psalm tones r eproduced in the Variac 
preces collection. One o[ them-used [or Ps. 50, M isereTe mei De us, du-ring 
Lent- is a tonus in directu,m (without Antiphon) with two different tenors 
(like the tonus peregrinus), on f and on e [ VP 108]. The o ther is a tonus 
solemnis Cor Ps. 46, Omnes gentes, on the Feast o[ the Ascension, which 
actually employs two different psalm tones, both of the double-tenor type: 
one, with recitation o n e and f, for the odd-numbered verses; the o ther, 
with recitation on a and g, for the even-numbered ones [VP 153]. Fig. 48 
shows the beginning o[ this Psalm, in which the Anliphon, Alleluia, is 

repeated a fter each verse. 

c 
,•l fti .·•• ~ •• 11 I • • ••I =·· •• fti • • ' • • -

Alle. tu-b.. Allt·hi- i>. >1·1•- lu·l~ . Omnes grntts plaudi-t< m•·nibus : ju-bi-b-te De- o 

I 11 • I • 11 'r:-· . . . I • • ....-n: 
I • I 

in vo-<c 

}?· . . . . . . ,.. ·r- 11 •• I fti I i • I • • r'8 •• 11 • I • • • I 
rex magnus su-per omnem temm. Alle-lu- I> : all<·lu-il. alle- lu· i>. Subjr-<il popu-los etc. 

PSALM TO NES AN D PSALM TEXTS 

As was stated at the beginning of the preceding section, the psalm 
tones are the melodic formulae used for the singing o£ the complete Psalms. 
This is done by repeating the formula for every verse of the Psalm, as well 
as for the two verses of the Gloria Patri added to it as a conclusion.

1 
Thus 

the over-all form of a Psalm is not unli ke tha t of a strophic song, a hymn, 
for example, every stanza of which is sung to the same melody. In the 
hymns the repeat of the melody presents no problem, since they h ave 
poetic texts with identical versification in every stanza. The Psalms, how
ever, are prose texts, and eacl1 verse differs greatly from the other as to 
number of syllables and distributio n of accents. In order to sing all these 
verses to the same m elodic formula (we purposely avoid using the term 
"melody" in this context), specia l methods o( adaptation have to be de· 
vised . lt is not within the scope of this book to enter into a detailed ex· 
pia nation of a ll the rules pertaining to this m atter, since they are important 
chiefly from the practical point of view.2 The genera l principles will ap
pear from the consideration o f a typical example, that is, the first psaltu 

tone applied to Ps. JJI, Beatus vir [140f; sec Figure 49]. 
l T he Doxology is omiucd from P;mion Sunday LO Easter [sec t 568]. 
2Sce, e.g .. L ••3fT and D . J obncr, A Neru Scftool o f Cregoriou Chant (•9•4)• pp. 6gff. 
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REMARKS: 

(a) The intona tion of this psalm tone takes care o[ tht first two syllables 
of the first verse, the first syllable being sung to the initial pitch, f, the 
second to the podatvs g-a. \Vi tb the third syllable the recitation on the 
tenor begins, anclthis continues un ti l we come to the flex or, it there is no 
flex, to the mediant. The intona tion is employed only (or the first verse. 
All the subseq uent verses start directly with the tenor recitation.

3 

(b) The flex is used only for unusually long verses, such as yr. 5 of the 
Psalm under considera tion. It may be noticed that in Ps. 115, Credidi 
propt.er quod [ t6 t f], -y;. 7 has a flex while Yf. 8 has none, although this 
actually has a consiJerably longer text. The reason is Ll1at this verse cannot 
be readily divided imo three distinct phrases. The Hex calls for a lowedng 
o( the pitch on the last two syllables of the phrase if the third syllable 
Crom the end has an accent, so that the phrase closes wiLb a dactylic group 
of syllables, f .. , such as D6mino or (pau)peribus ('YI· 7, 8). Here the flex 
takes on the form o( a-g·g. In all other cases the pitcl1 is lowered for the 
last syllable only, so tha t the flex appears as a-g. Usually this means that 
the phrase closes with a trochaic group of syllables, / ., such as (iras)cetur 
('YI· g). H owever, the two-note fl ex is tO be used also [or a phrase end ing 
with a group, such as vivifica me or th-ipe me, in which the last accent is 
further away from the end than the third syllable. !.11 other words, the flex 
can have no other form than a-g or a-g-g, the latter <!.'<elusively for dactylic 
groups of syllables. The extra tone required in the latter case is indicated 

by a white note. 
(c) The rules governing the mediant are essentially the same as those 

given for the flex. The tones 2, 5· and 8 have a "mediant o£ one accent," 
and tl1is is treated exactly like the flex. Tone 4- has a "mediant of one ac
cent with two preparatory syllables," which means that the two syllables 
preceding the accent are sung to the pitches g-a. Tone 1 (as well as g, 6, and 
7) has a "mediant oE nvo accents," and the rules to be followed here can 
be most easily understood if such a medjant is considered as consisting of 
two successive Bexes, first from bb down to a, then Crom g up to a. The 
second "flex" takes on the form g-a-a or simply g-a depending upon whether 
the last three syllables form a dactyl or not, and the same criterion is ap
plied to Lhe preceding syllables in connection with the fu·st "flex." Usually 
the textual accentuation clearly indicares the form of the mediant, e.g.: 
bb-a-a g-a-a for D6mine Dominus or sacculum saeculi Cf!· 8); bb-a g-a-a 
for time/ D6minum ('YI· 1) or (mise)rtilor Dominus; bb-a-a g-a (or Domino 

3 Origimuly, particularly a t tlle time when the Antiphon was repeated alter cJch 
ve1-sc, all tJ1c vcrsc::s started with the intuJI:ttion. Th is practice is sti ll preserved in the 
Commfmt>rtl lio, where tJ1c three first vcr~cs o[ Ps. 97, Cm11<1tc Domi11o, are given each 
with the intonation; sec CS. I. 217. and Fcrrctti. p. 309· T he custom disappeared later 
(eleventh ccmury?), but survived In tJH: Canticles [M:c p. ~26) . 
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meO OT SCilO C~T mettm; bb-a g-a for domo ejtts ("f!. 3) Or nunc, et semper 
Cfl· 11). Occaswnally, however, the textual accen ts cannot be used as a 
~ide, b~~use r_hey ar~ more than two syllables apart from each other, e.g., 
ID exaltabLtw· m_ glOna. Here the last three syllables are dactylic, while 
the tluee precedmS: syllables ru·e nondacryUc. The meclian.t therefore is 
bb-a g:a-a, for -tur m gl6ria. In diligentibus te or in singulariter in spe 
there 1s no dac.tyl at the end. Therefore the mediant closes with g-a, pre
ceded by bb-a m the former case, by bb-a-a in the latter.4 

(d) T~~ tennin_ation of our e~ample ~s "of 1 accent with 2 preparatot·y 
syllables. I t conststs of f~w- umts, ~he s~ngle note g, the single note f, the 
podatus g-a and the vtrga subtnpunctis g-E-e-d, with an optional g 
placed between them. These two neumes are u·eated like the flex. They are 
sung to the last two syllables except in the case of a dactylic group at the 
en~, which calls for the interpolated tone, so that the clivis falls on the 
third syllable from .the end. The two preparatory notes are sung to the 
two syllables prec~d~ng the one that falls on the clivis, regardless of their 
accents. From tlus JL appea.1·s that the termination covers the last five 
syllables ~f there is ~ ~acrylic group at the end, as in (sde)culum sacculi 
err. 3) or •.n commov~~ltw· ("f!. s); otherwise the last four, as in volel nimis 
<"ff.· 1) or m_(be)nedtcctur ('f!. 2) or in (saectt)l6rum. Amen ("/f. 11). In the 
Ltber usualtS all syllables fa lliJ1g on what is called an "accent of the medi· 
an~ or ~e termination" (not identical with an accent of the text) are 
~n~ted m boldface, and the prepa.~.·atory syllables of the termination in 
ttalics. I t may be noticed that the fourth psalm tone has a mediant with 
~wo preparatory syllables, which is treated exactly like the termination 
JUSt described. 

PSALM T ONES AN D ANTIPH ONS 

Aside from a few cases mentioned on pp. 2o8f, each Psalm is sung in 
connection with An · 1 Tl sin . an ttp wn. 1e standard medieval practice was to 

g the Aouphon before and afte1· the Psalm, omitting all the internal 
~thestatements mherent in the original form of antiphonal psalmody In 

e late M'ddl · · 
t 

. . . 1 . e Ages Jt became customary to reduce the initial Antiphon 
o Its mczp I . . f ' 

th 
' ' conststmg o ten of no more than one or two words This 

rne od has b d d · · een a opte m present-day practjce [see, e.g., L 224-228], al-

4 According to Wa Ill ., I . . . . the Sol gnc.r , 1-4· I IC SLnCI applicauoo of these rules is an innovation of 
of two cosmcsh School, denved from their principle of the ictus which permits only groups 

r l ree notes in the mclod 11 [ ' twecn th >'· as we as rom their propensity for a conllict be· 
aCCent ru~d~xtua_l and the musical accent. .In medieval. practice the two accents of a two· 

tant Stmply fell on the two last accents or the text: 

. bb a a a g a a a bb a g a 
Medieval: D6minum de c6cJis Solcsmcs: 06minum de c<>elis 
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though it amounts to a mutila tion generally deplored by liturgist.s. Only 
on feasts of the doubl e class (m:uked d. or D. in the Roman Calendar 
[pp. xliifl]) is the full Antiphon sung a t the beginning. 

From the earliest lime about which we have documentation, the con
nection between the Antiphon and t.he Psalm was made with a distinct 
view toward tona l unity. Each Antiphon was assigned to one of the eight 
modes, and the Psa lm wa.s sung to the correspond ing psa lm tone. Thus, if 
the Antiphon is in the first mode, the P alm (or Psalms, if several of them 
are grouped together under one Antiphon, as is the case in the Little 
Hours) is invariably sung in the first tone. 1l was this close connection 
between Amiphon and Psalm that led to the establishment of the two 
para llel systems, that of the eight modes and that of the eight tones. 

It appears tl1a t in the case of the Antiphons the modal classification is 
not only o( theoretical interest (as it is, for example, in the Graduals or 
h ymns), but also, and primarily, of practical imponance, serving to indi
cate the correct psalm tone. An interesting illustration of this aspect is 
provided by the tonaries of tbe nintl1, tenth, and later centuries, such as 
the Tonarius of Regino, tlle l11tonarium of Oddo, and the De modorum 
formulis ascribed to Guido. 1 These arc catalogues in which the Antiphons 
are grouped according to tlleir mode, in order to enable the singer to 
select the proper psalm tone. Such assistance was, of course, particularly 
important at a time when the chants were still written in staffiess neumes, 
so that the singers were largely dependem upon their memory. Usually 
the tonaries group the Antiphons not only according to the ir modes but 
also in subdivisions-tluee, four, or more for each mode-which, as we 
shall see, served a no less important practical purpose: that is, to bring 
about a smooth transition a t the points where the Antiphon and the Psalm 
are joined. 

As appears from the general scheme Antiphon- Psalm plus Doxology
Antiphon, there a.re two places of joining: one at the beginning, between 
the end of the Antiphon and the intonation of the psalm tone, the other 
at the end, between tl1e termination of the psa !m tone (sung to tlle last 
words of the Doxology, secu/orum. Amen) and the beginning of the Anti
phon melody. The first of these presents no problem, si nce all the An
tiphons of a given mode close at the same pitch, the final of tl1e mode. 1t 
can easily be seen that in every mode tl1e ill tonation does indeed ma ke a 
smooth connection between tllis final tone and the recitation pitch o{ the 
psalm tone:!! 

I Sec Lisr of Sources, nos. 13 to t G. 
2 This simple and natural s tate o£ aiT3irs is, o[ course. completely destroyed i£ the 

Antiphon is reduced to its beginning. so that it ma> well close on a dHTerent pitcll, a 
tl1jrd, a fourth , or even u fifth higher than the final. 
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The other connection, however, at the end of the Psalm, does present 
a difficully since it invoh·es the beginning of the Antiphon, which is not 
at all an unalterable pitch. An Antiphon of the first mode, for instance, 
may start on such differem notes as c, d, f, g, or a, and similar divergences 
occur in most of tlle other modes. Obviously, no one termination can 
serve satisfactorily in all these cases. T he problem was ingeniously solved 
by providing, under the name of differentiae, a number of terminations 
dosing on different pitches, and by selecting Cor a given Antiphon that 
termination the closing notes of whid1 harmonized with the initial notes 
of the Antiphon. The number of terminations varies greatly (roru mode 
to mode, there being as many as ten in the first mode, three or five in 
otllers, while a few have only one ending. All the terminations are fully 
listed in the Liber usualis on pp. 1 13ff, and are identified by a letter in
dicating the final note, this letter being written as a capital if the fi nal 
note is the final of the mode. Thus, for the first psalm tone there exist 
terminations labelled D, £, g. etc., while the tl1ird tone has terminations 
E and g. Some tones have several terminations ending on the same pitch, 
and Lhes .. e are distinguished from the main termination by superior figures, 
e.g., a, a-, a3, etc. 

Accordingly, each Antiphon carries an indication not only for !.he psalm 
tone but also for the termination. For instance, the five Vesper Psalms of 
Sunday [251U] are sung with five Antiphons ( 1. Ant, 2. Ant., 3· Ant., etc.) 
each of which is accompanied by a symbol such as 7.c2, 3.b, 4.g, etc. This 
means that the first Psalm is to be sung in the sevcntl1 tone with the 
second termination on c; the second Psa lm, in the third tone with the 
termination on b; the third, in tl1e fourth tone with the termination on g 
etc Aft h . • ' · er eac Anuphon the Psalm follows, with the psalm tone and its 
proper termination given in full, and with the formula for tl1e fiex added 
at the end for those Psa lms in which the fl ex is needed for one or more 
vle.rses, as, for exam ple, in Ps. 110 (:!52]. Properly speaking, only one of 
t le two ways in which the psa lm tone and its termination are indicated 
Would be re . I 1 ( I · · · · · 

1 qu1re(. n act, t1rs double metl1od IS used 1n the Ltber usualts 
~n Y for Vespers and Compline of Sunday and Saturday, in order to facili
a te the psalmody at these Offices which arc of greater importance and more 
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regularly observed, even in small churches, than the others. Another con
cession to "popular demand" is the exact .indication as to ho': and when 
the Antiphon should be sung; i.e., partly before the Psalm and m full after 

the Psalm, e.g. [252]: 

2. Ant. Magna opera Domini. 
3·b 

Psalm 11 0 

Ant. Magna opera Domini, exq11isita in om11es volrmtates ejus. 

A more common way of writing Antiphon and Psalm is that ~sed, f~r 
instance, for the Vesper Psa lms of i\fonday [28off]. Here the Annphon ts 
given only once, before the Psa lm, witb an a terisk marki~g off that sho~t 
ini tial portion that is to be sung bc[ore the Psalm. Followmg ~n .old. medt· 
eval tradition, the termination to be used for the psalm tone 1s mchcated, 
aside from the figure·and-leuer symbol, a t the end o( the Antiphon, no
tated above the le tters E. u o u n e. Tbese are the traditional abbreviation 
of secttlorwn. Amen (represented by the vowels), the last words oE the 
minor Doxology, Gloria Patri, '"hid1 is nearly always added to each Psa~m 
and forms its last two vcr es. Thus, the words seculorum. Amen are In
variably sung to the temlination formula and have therefore become asso· 

FIC UKE 51 

37 ~t. c. P.' • s • I r- I : I I 11" I I I • I 11 

C Lama- vi, • et Dominus exaudl-vit me. E u o u a e. 

ciated with it. The above example illustrates this manner of writing which, 
it is perhaps not superlluous to state once more, does not mean that the 
entire melody is sung as it sta nds. The performa nce starts wid1 the passage 
Clamavi, then follows the Psa lm with every verse employing the ternlina
tion indicated above E 11 o u a e, and after this the entire Antiphon is sung 
(of course, without the E u. o tt a e). 

In the Proper of the Time, th e Common or Saints, and the Proper ~f 
Saints, i.e., for individual feasts, the Psalms are sung with proper Anti
phons. Here tlle Psalms are not printed, but are only indicated by their 
number, with the termination to be used and with reference to the page 
where the complete text can be found; e.g., lor Second Vespers of the 
Nativity [41 1]: 

Psalms. 1. Dixit Dominus. 1.g. p. 128.-2. Confitebor tibi. 7.a. 
p. 139.-3. Beatus vir. 7.b. p. 146-(etc.). 

Then the five Antiphons fo!Jow in the same style as in the above example. 
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The usage of prescribing for a given Antiphon not only the psalm tone 
but also its termination is as old as the earliest documents about psalm 
singing, such as tlJe Musica disciplina, the Alia musica, or the Commem
oratio brevis. Although the details underwent some d1anges and fluctua
tions, there has never been a deviation from the principle that special 
terminations should be used in order to provide for a smooth transition 
from the end o( the Psalm to the beginning of the subsequent Antiphon. 
This raises the question as to what methods were employed in order to 
effectuate this smooth transition, in other words, wruch rules govern the 
relationship between the end of the psalm tone and the beginning of the 
Antiphon. A possible solution wou ld have been to make consistent use of 
one interval, such as the unison or the upper second, and to provide a 
different termination for each initial note that may occur in the Antiphons 
of a given mode. For instance, in the first mode we find Antiphons starting 
on c, cl, f, g, and on a. Consequently, a "smooth transition" could be 
effected by providing five terminations closing on the same tones or, per
haps, on their upper seconds. lt is easy to see that no such methodical pro
cedure was followed. The mere fact that in some psalm tones the number 
of terminations is considerably greater tl1an that of initial notes in the 
Antiphons (e.g., in Tone t), in otl1ers smaller (e.g., T one 5), shows that 
the situation is more complex than outlined above. Moreover, an inspec
tion oi a handful of Antiphons shows that the intervallic relationship 
between the two crucial notes is far from being uniform. The juncture 
can be made by any interval from the unison to the fifth, most of them 
either ascend ing or descending. A tabulation o( about one half of all the 
Antiphons in the Liber usualis shows that the connection is made most 
frequenuy by the unison or by the descending second, the former account
ing for about one half, L11e other for an additional one third of L11e total. 
The remaining pan, about one fifth of the total, includes junctures at the 
ascending second, descending and ascending third, descending fourth, and 
descending fifth. The ascending fourth and fifth do not occur: 

INTERVALS FROM TERMINATION TO ANTIPHON 

Unison 287 Fourth down 27 
Second down t8o Fourth up 0 

Second up 64 Fifl11 down 26 
Third down 77 Fiflh up 0 

Third up 23 Total 684 

The general condusions to be drawn from this t:tbulation are: ftrst, that 
the Wider an interval is, the more rarely is it used, except for the fourth 
and nfth which are about equally frequent; second, tllat every interval is 
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used much more often to make a downward connection than one leading 
upward, the fourth and fifth occurring exclusively i~ downwa~d ~otion. 

As to funher details, an e.xamination of the mcchcval treauses 1s very 
informative and ime,resting. An early de cription of the diUerentiae is 
found in the Alia musica of c. goo, panicubrl)' in iLS commentary entitled 
Nova expositio [see List of S~urccs, p. 55· no. 22]. Here each tonus is 
described as having a number o[ diUcrwtitlC as well as loca .3 The loca 
(places) turn out to be the initi al notes ~f the A~tiphons, as appears from 
the examples given. For the purpose of dlusmwon we reproduce here the 
detailed indications for the first mode: 

DiQ. I. doses on a locum 1 on a: Jfeniet Dominus (338] 
forum 2 on £: llpertis thesauris [.J63] 

Diff.ll. doses on g locum 1 on g: Canite tuba (356] 
locum 2 on d: Ecce nomen [317] 
lowm 3 on c: l ntt:mpesla riOcle 

DiQ.Ill. doses on f locum 1 on c: 0 beatum ponti{icem [1750) 

DiQ.IV. doses one locum 1 one: Jnclinnns se Jesus [tO!)!!] 

DiU. V. closes on c locum 1 on c: Eugeserue [tt8t or 1195] 
locum 2 on d: Sint lumbi 

The archaic character of this system appears clearly from the fact that 
i t includes only live terminations for the first tone, while the later sources 
indicate ten or even more. :\loreover, it does not give the impression o( 
being a workable solution, because it does not provide an unequivocal 
correlation between the loco and the diUerentiae. Our table shows that 
for an Antiphon beginning with c there was a choice of three different 
terminations, 11 , lll, and V; and for an Antiphon beginning with cl, a 
choice of two, IJ, and V. Unless there were additional rules or practices 
not mentioned by the author of the Nova expositio, his system was bound 

to be ambiguous and confusing. 
The later treatises reveal quite a (lifferent and more realistic ap· 

proach to the problem. The underlying principle of the system as it appear~ 
in the tenth century and later wa:, to make a connection, not so much be· 
tween two notes (which seems to have been the governing principle of th~ 
Alia musica), as between two group of notes. that is, the tern1inat~o~t 
formula of the psalm tone and the initial passage o( the Antiphon. Ev•· 
dently such a method would be impossible or, at least, highly impract ic~tble 

3 For instance, the first tone "habet 5 <liiTcrl'ntias et 9 loca in nocLUmis" (C . I. 130:1)· 
"In noctumis" seems to rc£cr to Lnuds. Vc~pcrs. Complinc. :md Matins: "in diu1·nis" 111 

the Day 1 !ours. In this treatise tltc pi1chcs are indicated by the so-called Bocthiun ltucrs. 
A 8 C E 11 1 M 0 , etc .. an early designation for An c tl c C g a, etc. C1mitt tulJn bcg~us 
in L on [, in AM 226 on c, in Codex Lucca (Pnl. m1u., rx. 21 ) on g. £ugt serot hcgtll~ 
(in all these sources) on c. Incliunru st } l'fliS (later lurlinat1il se Jesus) on d. Siut 111111/ll 

vtslri begins in Cod. Lucca (p. 53-1) on g. The Indication "scsquioctavum rcmissum" for 
Sirll lumlJi ~hould probably read: "sesquioctavum clevatum" (a wholc·tonc up). 
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if the Anti phons were entirely free melodies, each beginning (and con· 
tinuing) in its own way. Actually, this is not the case. As has been shown 
in a famous study by Gevaert,4 the many thousands of Antiphons can be 
grouped into a relatively small number of types (called themes by Gevaert), 
perhaps tl1irty or forty, each of which includes many Antiphons of some
what similar design and, in particular, with an identical or nearly identical 
beginning. It is therefore possible to classify the Antiphons not only as to 
modes but also, within e:tdt mode, in subd ivisions characterized by a com
mon initial motive, wiLich we shall ca ll incipit. The basic principle of the 
standard system of terminations is to assign to each incipit a suitable 
termina tion. 

The clearest evidence of this principle is found in the medieval tonaries. 
In these the Antiphons (occasionally also lntroits and Communions) are 
arranged, within each mode, according to subdivisions, one for each dif
ferentia. These tonaries, therefore, are a very convenient and indispensable 
tool for the study of the Antiphons and of their connection with the psalm 
tones. Particularly useful is the aforementioned Intonarium o£ Oddo which 
seems to have had considerable au thority in the tent11 and eleventh cen· 
turies. The copy (probably dating from the twelfth century) which Cousse
maker used for his edition bears the inscription: Jncipit intonarium a 
Domno Octone (Oddone) abbate diligenter examinatum et ordinatum, a 
Guidone sauctissimo monaco, optimo musico, examina.tum, probatum 
legitime, a.pprobatum et autenticatum ... (Here begins the tonary dili· 
gently exami ned and put together by the abbot Oddo, and examined, 
legitimately approved and authenticated by Guido, most holy monk and 
exceJient musician.)5 We have used it as a basis for the subsequent study 
of the termination-incipit question. 

Significantly, Ocldo prefaces his catalogue with the motto: Omnes an.ti
phone habentes tale pdncipium debcnt habere talc seculorum (All the 
antiphons having sud1 an incipit must have such a termination), thus 
cl.early indicati ng iLS aim and purpose.o Minor variations notwithstanding, 
h1s system of terminations is mucl1 the same as that of presen t-day use. For 
the first mode he lists nine differentiae, saying, however, t11at often ten or 
el~ven are prescribed. ln accordance with t11e late medieval practic~, the 
Llber usualis has ten terminations for this mode. For the modes g and 4 
Oddo indicates four terminations, while the Liber usualis has live; for 
Inode 7 he has six, two of them nearly identical and treated later as one; 
d' 

4 La McloptltJ antique, pp. 2~51T: "Catalogue tlltmatique des antlcnncs." Cevaert 
Utlnguishcs 47 tlldmes. Seep. 39·1· 

11 CS, II, tl 7. 

di; l n ~uido's Tonarius (CS, n . Sob) tltc same principle is stated as (ollows: "The 
( trentlat of tltesc modes arc disposed according to the beginning of the antiphons 
::ntuum) .•• so that thc:re may be a good connection (pulcltra connexio) between the 

0 pans through an appropriate intervallic motion (motus)" [free translation]. 
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and for mode 5 be indicates two, only one of which has survived. The 
other three modes have the same number of tenninations as today, one 
for modes 2 and 6, and three for mode 8. As to the formulae themselves, 
most of them are identical with those of present-day use, the greatest 
variation being found in mode 4· which in every respect is the most ir
regular of all the modes. Nearly complete agreement as to number and 
design of differentiae exists in mode 7• and it is for this reason that we have 
selected the seventh mode for a detailed presentation of its psalm-tone 
terminations and the Antiphon incipits connected wi th them. Fig. 52 
shows Oddo's six terminations (with their present-day d esignations) as well 
as the incipits associated with them.7 

7.b 

~ s ... (U · lo·rum . ... . mea 

.. 11 7. c 

·~ 

.. nt 7. (' 

7 . • 

.1f 
V. 7. d 

y 
.. Vl. 7. c' 

REMARKS: 

FICURE 52 

Tenninations and l ncipit.s, mode 7 

Lb. 2} YU. 

• Tb. 2} b Tb. 24 c 

Th. 21 

• Tb. 19, 19 vat. b Tb. 27 c 
• l 

Tb. 26 

Tb. 20 

Tb. 22 

Tb. 2' d Tb. 21 Yat. 

a. Following Gevaen, we have indicated subdivisions for the two termi
nations most frequently employed, 11 and IV, in order to illustrate the 
modi fications that occur within the basic design of the incipit. Although, 
from his point of view, Gevaen was justified in distjnguishing between 
groups such as his themes 22, 23, and 24, the close relationship of their 
incipits is apparent, as is also the case with the groups under l V. 

b. Some of the Antiphons in group Ila start out with the note d' rwice, 
three times, four times. and even six times in succession, e.g., Ecce sacerdos 
[1176] with d'-d'·b, Amwlo suo [13.t0] with d'-d'-d'-b, and Cratias tibi 

1 CS, 11, 131a. For a List of Antiphons Cor the various groups, see pp. sgGf. 
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[t371] with d'-d'-d'-d'-b. For such cases Oddo allows special divisions en
titled ad duo, ad tres, ad quatuor, ad sex. They also occur in other grou ps. 

c. Oddo's sexta differencia (VI) was later identi£ied with his tertia dif· 
ferencia (Ill ), from which it differs only in the grouping of the last rhree 
notes. Today all the Antiphons or group VI and group Ill have tl1e same 
termination, 7.c2, altl10ugh the former begin with b, the latter, with c'. 
Gevaert considers them, not without reason, as two different groups 
(themes 20, 21), as does Oddo. 

d. Oddo's quinta differencia (V) is slightly different from the present
day 7.d, whid1 closes with b-d' instead of c'-d'-hardly an improvement, 
whether considered in itself or in relationship to the subsequent incipit. 

e. Naturally, the incipits also undenvent modifications in the course of 
time. For instance, the Antiphon Magnificatus est appeal's in L [364.] with 
the beginning g·b·c'-d'-c'-a, while in Oddo's T onarium this is given as 
g-a·c'-d'·c'-a. For tl1e sam e incipit Oddo gives three more examples, De 
celo veniet, Cantate Domino, and Aflerte Domino.s None of these are in 
general use today. The fi rst two are included in the Benedictine Anti· 
phonary (Ar1tiphonale Monaslicum, pp. 199 and 202) but with the incipit 
g·b-c'-d'-e'-d' (group rva of our tabulation). It seems that Oddo's formula, 
so interesting for its archaic flavor, has completely gone out o( use. It is 
perhaps also worth noticing that, on the other hand, the most "modern" 
of all the incipits, that o£ our group IVc, does not occur among the ex
amples given in the T onarius. 

By way of a summary it can be said that in the seventh mode the incipits 
of the Antiphons and the terminations of the psalm tone form two very 
closely corresponding systems. One cannot help feeling that in every in
stance the termination is well adapted to the ensuing incipit, somehow 
anticipating its outline and indeed providing a "smooth transition" be
tween the Psalm and the subsequent Antiphon . 

It is not necessary to consider the corresponding formulae of the other 
modes, since they genera lly follow the same principles. We cannot, how
~er, pass over the question as to why tl1ere exists such a striking variation 
10 the number of terminations, ranging from a single one in mode~ 2, 5· 
and 6 to as many as ten in mode 1. Although there is no entirely satisfactory 
ans\ver to this question, it is not difficult to see that, in general, the 
number of terminations provided for a given psalm tone agrees with 
the number of different i11cipits found among the Antiphons of the cor
responding mode. This appears from the subsequent table showing the 
number of terminations in various sources as well as the number of themes 
according to Gevaert.D 

8 
CS, 11, lll!l· 

8 
For possibilities of revising Cevaert's c::nalogue. see p. !195· fn. 8. 
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MODE NUMBER OF TERMINATIONS TH£io.U:S (Gevaert) 

L Od Re L ulO 

1 10 9 5 10 12 (Th. 1· 11 , 31) 

2 1 3 (Th. 45·47) 

3 5 4 6 5 5 (Th. 34·38) 

4 4 4 5 8 4 (Th. 29, 30, 32, 33) 

5 !! 3 3 3 (Th. 42-41) 

6 l 3 (Th. 39-•11) 

7 5 6 6 7 9 (Th. 19·27) 

8 3 3 3 3 7 (Th. 1:H8) 

THE TO NES OF THE CANTICLES 

T he method used for the chan ting of the Canticles is very similar to that 
employed for the Psalms. The main diiierence is that the intonation is 
used not only for the beginn ing of the fi rst verse but for that o£ all the 
o ther verses as well. Obviously the Canticles were considered as a some
what more soletnn type of chant d1an the Psalms. 

This special character is also apparent in the med"ieval tones for t:be 
Canticles, eigh t recitation formulae sim ilar to but slightly more elaborate 
than the psalm wnes, as are also the Amiphons for the Canticles. Today 
these medieval canticle tones are used for the h ighest feasts only. ln the 
Liber they are given under the tide of Solemn Tones for the Magnificat 
[213·218), but are also used for the other major Canricles on high feasts, 
e.g., for d1e Benedictus at Lauds o[ Nativi ty [402] and o( Maundy Tlmrs
day [652]. Actually therefore these are the solemn tones for all the Can
ticles, of which the Magnificat is tbe most important and the only one 
fully represented in the Libe,·.l A sim ilar remark applies to the simple 
tones for the Mognifical (lW7-212]. which are used for the Magni{icat 
throughout the year, but also for the other Canticles except at the highest 
feasts. They are identical with the psalm tones, except for a somewhat 
more elabora te intonation (borrowed from the solemn tones) of the second 

and the eighth tone. 
The solemn (or medieval) tones employ the same tenors as the psalm 

tones and also the same tenninations, but have more ornate formulae for 
the intonations and panicularly for the med iarus, with fJodatus and clivis 
groups instead of single notes. Fig. 53 shows the various formulae of both 
systems, together with d10se of the ln troit tones, which will be studied 
later (p. 228). It will be seen that the essential outlines are the same. The 

to L = Liber usualis; Od = Tonarius of Oddo; Re = T onary of Rcgino; L u = Codex 

Lucca. 

tJn the Roman and Bcncdict.inc Antiphonale t.hc Dcnedicltu of Lauds is as fully reprc· 

scmcd as is the Magnifrcat of Vespers. 
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substitution of two-note neumes for single notes is especially evident in the 
intonations of modes 2 and 8, and in the mediants of modes 3 and 7· In 
modes 1, 4• 5· and 6 the mediant is expanded by the addition of one unit, 
while in modes 2 and 8 the number of units .is increased by three. A strik
ing exception occurs in mode 5, whose formulae were taken over, virtually 
without change, for the Canticles as well as for the Introits. The accentual 
structure of the mediants is the same in the psalm tones and canticle tones, 
except for modes 1 and 6 (which employ identical formulae). Here the 
two·accent mediant of the psalms is changed into a one-accent mediant 
with three preparatory syllables. T he rules for the adaptation to dactylic 
and non-dactylic groups of syllables are the same as in the psalm tones. 

FICUR£ 53 

/JtWf4tiMJ MrJra•IJ 
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_lt may be noticed that on three occasions the Nunc dimittis appears ;Itb melodies differem (rom those just described. At Compline of H oly 
~tttrday [764] it is sung to the psalm cone 8.G., that is, without the more 

e aborate intonation prescribed for the canticle tones (bot11 normal and 
solemn) o£ this mode. On Easter Sunday [784] it occurs with that special 
t~nus in di,·ectum which is employed for the Psalms (su ng without Anti· 
~ ons) at Compline of Holy Saturday and at the Day H ours o( Easter 
~nday and Easter Week (see p. 209]. At Compline of the Commemoration 

0 All the Faithful Departed (All-Souls' Day, November 2) the Nunc dimi t-
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tis is sung to a special tone [ 1735] which is also indicated (ad libitum) for 
the Psalms sung at that service [ 1733]. There is some logic in the last case, 
and it is interesting to notice that the same logic would also prevail in 
the two other cases if the nvo tones (or the Nunc dimittis were exchanged, 
that of Holy San1rday being employed for Easter Sunday, and vice versa. 
As it is, the Compline Psalms of Holy Saturday are sung in the tonus in 
directum and the Canticle Nunc dimittis in the psalm tone S.G., while on 
Easter Sunday the Compline Psalms are sung in the psalm tone S.G. and 
the Canticle in the tonus in d.irectum. 

THE TONES FOR THE INTROITS 

As was pointed out in our study of the psaJmodic forms [p. 190], the 
Introits originally were full Psalms combined with an Antiphon which was 
repeated after each verse. Later the Psalm was reduced to one verse and 
the Doxology, the Antiphon being sung only at lhe beginning and at the 
end: A V D A. The reduction, however, did not affect the musical style 
of the Introit. It always was, and still is, sung essentially like an Office 
Psalm, that is, with a free melody for the Antiphon and with a recitative 
formula for the verse and the Doxology. The analogy goes even further. 
Similar to the psalm tones and canticle tones, the melodies for the verses 
of the Introits form a system o£ eight tones, organized along the same lines 
as the other systems. Until the twellth century the Communions had the 
same form as the lntroits, with a verse and the Doxology. H owever, no 
new system of "Communion tones" was ever used (as far as we can ascer
tain), since the Communion verses were always sung to the tones of the 
Imroits. Thus, the author of the Commemoratio brevis, after having 
briefly enumerated the eight toni (meaning here modes), says: "According 
to the properties of these eight modes (tonomm) we employ individual 
tones (modulationes) for the responsories, and others for the major anti
phons, that is, those sung in the introit of the Mass or at the end of the 
celebration in the communion."1 Only one of the Communions, Lux 
aeterna of the Mass for the Dead (t8 15] retained a verse, Requiem acter
nam dona eis Domine, et lux perpetua luceat eis (not a psalm verse), but 
this is sung to the eighth psalm tone, not to the eighth tone for the ConJ· 
munions (or lntroits). 

The structure of the lntroit tOnes (more correctly, of the tones for the 
verses of the Introits) is essentially the same as that of the psalm tones. 
The main difference is that an opening formula is provided not only Cor 
the beginning of tlte verse but also for its second hali. These formulae are 
usually distinguished as intonation and second intonation. The general 
scheme lherefore is: 

1 GS, 1, 215. 
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Intonation-Tenor-Mediant; Second Intonation-Tenor-Termination. 

As for tl1e Doxology, this is treated as a single verse (not as two verses, as 
in the psalm tones and canticle tones) divided into three phrases: 

Gloria Patri, et Filio, et Spiritui Sancto. 
Sicut erat in principio, et nunc, et semper, 
et in saecula saeculorum. Amen. 

Consequen~y the melody. falls into three d istinct sections, each consisting 
of an openmg and a closmg formula with a tenor recitation in between. 
Properly such.a scheme would require six different formulae, but actually 
the four mentioned above are made to serve for all the sections, the second 
intonation being used for sections 2 and 3· the mediant, for 1 and 2. This 
tripartite scheme is employed only for the Glm·ia, never for the verses, 
although some of tl1ese are at least as long as the Doxology, for example, 
Dominus regnavit from the Introit Dum medium (433]. Following is an 
example illustrating the method of singing the verse and the Doxology 
(l1 =intonation; 12 =second intonation; M = mediant; Tr = termination; 
T = tenor): 

It T M 

1 
"//: Dominus regnavit, de- corem indutus est: 
D: Gloria Patri et Filio et Spi- ritui Sarzcto: 

lz T M 
D : Sicut erat in principio et nunc et semper 

lz T Tr 

~ Y/: indu- Ius est Dominus fortitudi- nem, et praecinxit se. 
D: et in saecula sae- culorum. Amen. 

. A minor deviation from this method is encountered in the sixth mode, 
~ce h~e ~e intona tion for the middle phrase of the Doxology (Sicut) 
15 not tdenuca1 with the second intonation, only similar to it. As we 
shall see later, the sixth introit tone differs in various respects from the 
nonna) scheme. 

Sine th · · e e mtrolt tones are convenien tly arranged on p. JA of the Liber 
Usual' · · ·t , 

th 
Is, lt 1s unnecessary to reprod uce them here in full. The pitches for 

e teno · · r reatauon are the same as in the psalm tOnes except for the sixth 
tone which . ' 

• we shall constder separately.2 The formulae for intonation 
and .mediant show a degree o£ elaborateness very similar to that of the 
eanttcle to · h 1· · nes, Wit c tvts and podatus groups. In fact most of them are 
near] 'd · ' 
«!4senr 1 e~t1cal, as appears (rom the table, Fig. 53· on p. 227. The only 
and tal ?lfference occurs in mode 6, where the mediant for the Psalms 

Canttcles doses on a, that for the Introits on f. As in the psalm tones 
2~ pp. 233f. 
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and canticle tones, the intonations o( the introit tones are invariable, that 
is, they are sung to the first two or three sylla bles regardless o[ the textual 
accents. The mediants are variable, depending upon the textual accents, 
as are those o( the psalm tones and o( the canticle tones. ln Fig. 53 the me
diants are given in their simplest form, as used in connection with two 
trochees, e.g., el lllinc et sempel', If the passage in question (that is, the 
end of the first half of the verse) includes one or two dactyls, one or two 
notes are added, but the rules concerning these additions are not as simple 
and uniform as they are in the psalm tones [seep. 216]. This will appear 
from Fig. 5 1-· showing the media m of the first and o( the eighth tone, each 
with a number of different texts: 

FIGURE 54 
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I t appears that in both cases additiona l notes are provided to account 
for a maximum of six syllables, as required by two dactyls. Aside from this, 

the two methods of adaptation are slrikingly different. The mediant of 
the eighth lOne clearly represents a formula of "one accem with three 
preparatory syllables," like the mediants of the canticle tones 1, 2, 4, 6, 
and 8 [see p. !!27]· Unit 4 invariably receives the last accent, while the 
preceding syllabl es are underlaid without regard to accent. The mediant 
of the first tone, however, is treated in a very special manner, not en· 
countered elsewhere in the Gregorian recitative. The only regularly ac
cented unit is the first (1), bearing the penultimate accent, while the 
position of the last accent varies. lithe final group of syllables is trochaic, 
it falls on the clivis 5, if liactylic, on the additional note preceding it. For 
texts ending with two dactyls the formula provides for the use of two 
additional notes in succession, in conu·ast to the psalm and canticle 
formulae which never ha\•e more than one additional note at a time. Per
haps the mediant under consideration cou ld be described as having "one 
accent with three, four, or five sub equent syllables."3 

To the type of mediant 1 belong also mediants 3 and 7; to the otl1er, 
mediams 2 and 4· All the mediants of the first group (authentic modes) 
close with rwo neumes, while those o[ t11e second group (plagal modes) 
close with one neume and a single note. Very Likely, this is tl1e inner reason 

a Ferrelti (p. !!84) describes the metli:m1 of tone 1 (as well as s :md 7) as "ll deux ac· 
cenu, sans prcparatiOI\." 
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for the different treatment. The mediants of the tritus, 5 and 6, present 
special cases:' 

Vve tum finally to the terminations of the introit tones. Here we find a 
situation considerably simpler than in the psalm tones. Diffe,·entiae, that 
is, different terminations for one tone, do exist, bnt to a much lesser 
degree: three for the first tone, two for the tones 1· 5· 6, and 8, while the 
remainjng three tones have only one termination. The medieval sources 
show some fluctuation in the number of diDerentiae of the introit tones, 
but always wi thin the same limits-never more than three.5 The formulae 
are more elaborate than those previously encountered, some of them in
cluding neumes of three, four, and occasionally even six notes. Their 
main interest, however, lies in the field of relationship between text and 
music, where they represent a new principle, that of non-adaptation. Tlus 
places them in a different category from the tenninations of the Psalms or 
Canticles (as well as from the mediants), which admit modifications ac
cOJ·ding to the prosodic structure of the text. Such formulae are called 
tonic. The terminations of the lntroit, on the other hand, are invariable 
formulae o£ five units which always accommodate the last five syllables of 
the text, regardless of its prosodic structure. Formulae of this type are 
called cu:siv~. Fig. 55 illu~trates the principle of cursive formulae, showing 
the termmauon of the th11·d tone with a number of texts. 

FIGURE 55 

4 

• iA 11 
8 

•·' • Domi ·no 6m· ais cb • n fU94] 
• •• •• • fi · ci· t ~- jUJ 893} 
'• •·• In lE· ge 06· mi· nl 12391 
•··•- Jli. cu· lwn uE· cu· li 11)0 

tc •· r!· pt me !897} 
COO· gre• g>· ti· 6- ne IH4J 

. In such cursive formulae the consideration of t11e textual accent, which 
18 a~ essential u·ait of the tonic formulae, is not present. The music be
co~~s autonomous and follows its own course, forcing the te.xt into sub
lnJsston. In order to justiry such a role of leadership, the music mus~ offer 

4 Mediam h · . a ftex .' 5· 1 e s1mplest or all , consiSts of three elements, d' d' c', and is trealed like 
e g . · With Lhe accented syllable on the second d• and with an inserted c' Cor dactyls 
· ·• rn D6•nino· d• d' • ' [ J "1 d' 6 h I · ' Well · c c 970 . •• c 1ant • on 1 e 01 •er hand, 1s the most complex as 

as the most va · bl · · tcctJ . rra c 111 1rea1ment. Accordrng 10 Ferretti (p. 284), it is not always cor-
G Y treated rn the Vatican edition. 

See Lhe table ' IV • J • • • llin1h tn flg!ICI 11, •67, comprlcd from mne sources rang1ng from the 
·cen1ury A r thev . urc ranus 10 the scl'enleclllh·ccnwry Craduale Medicncum (1614. 15) and 
atrcan editio f 8 Tl I . letond n o I!JO • l C :rtc mctheval and prcscnl·r.lny practice is 10 employ t.he 
ary endings If 11 I r clOSe$ . • at a • on )' or 1he Doxology, 1101 for the psalm verse which always 

W!th lhc: m a. . . Se . 
lioncs" · Ill tcrm1natron . c. e.g .. the IIHrOil Exclamavcrunt [ q .1SJ. at "collauda· 

and at. "E u o 11 a c." 
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sufficient interest of its own, and it is hardly necessary to say that this 
aesthetic law is carefully observed in Gregorian chant. Without exception, 
the cursive formulae show an elaborate musical design (particularly in the 
tones o( the Responsories; see pp. 235f), while the elementary formulae, of 
little interest in themselves, derive their validity largely from the careful 
attention to prosodic declamation. l n fact, it is this princi ple which ac
counts (or an exceptional case among the lntroit terminations, that of the 
fifth tone. This is purely syllabic, c'-d'-b·c'-a, consequently it is treated as 
a tonic formula, as may be seen (rom the following examples: 

c'c' d' b c' a 
libc- rd- tor mt· us [497] 

d' b b c' a 
fd-ci-e e·jus [1024] 

d' b c' a a 
col- lau· dd· ti- o [970] 

d' b b c' a a 
Do-mi-ni i- bi- mus [56o) 

A formula like this is "tonic" in the proper sense of the word because, 
as they frequently do in Gregorian chant, t~e accented syllables _£all_on 
higher pitches, a phenomenon known as tome accent.0 If the ten:runauon 
of the fifth tone were treated cursively, like the others, the tome accent 
would disappear in the case of daCLylic groups: 

c' d' b c' a 
col-lau- dd- t i· o 

c' d' b c' a 
fd· ci- I! e- jus 

c' c' d' b c' a 
Do- mi· ni l· bi· mus 

I t is more difficu lt to accotuH for the fact that tonic tr eatment is also 
used, at least partly, for the termination of the eighth introit tone, as the 
following table shows: 

2 3 4 5 
c' c'c'b ga c'b a (a) g 
tL· 111· ver- sa tl r- ra [910] 

fortitu di- ncm et prae· cin· xit se [404] 
Domi· no in lae- ti- ti· a [478] 

CIIC· /i corn- mo· rd- bi· tur [&32] 
in d· tri- a Do· mi· 111 [1645] 

H ere the five-syllable termination is extended into one or sLx units for 
texts closing with a daCLylic group, so that the last accent always fails 0 11 

unit 4· Judging from the few avai lable examples, the termina~on or th~ 
sixth mode is treated in the same manner [see L ••33· ttgo]. One ts temptc. 
to explain this pecu liar method by the fact that the two final units of thtS 

· · thiS 
8 See p. 27;. Jt may be noticed that most of the ps:~lm·tone fo~ul:l~ arc tonac m. or 

specific sense of the word, though not all of Lhem; e.g., the termmauons t .a and ·• 

tlte meclianLS 6 and 7· 
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termination are single notes, not neumes. However, the termination of the 
fourth tone, which also closes with two single notes, is always treated as 
a cursive formula [see, e.g., L 1067, 11 62, 1433]. The only noticeable dif
ference is ~at_in te~a~ions 6 and 8 these two notes form a descending 
second, while m tennmauon 4 they are a third apart.7 

We close our study of the introit tones with an examination of the sixth 
tone which holds a special position within the system, mainly because it 
e111ploys two different tenors, a in the first half, and £ in the second half 
of the verse. In this respect it is similar to the tonus peregrinus and other 
early psalm tones with two recitation pitches, and even more so to the 
plagal tones of the Responsories [see p. 235]. because the second recitation 
takes place on the tonic of the mode. Also exceptional is the second in
tonation, which consists of four units, f-ga-ac'-g, while all the other tones 
have only two units for this formula, e.g., gf·ga in the first tone, fd·df in 
the second.8 Since the termination has five units, the three components of 
the second half of the verse, i.e., second intonation, tenor, and termination, 
require at least ten syllables. In not a few cases the second half of the 
verse simply is not long enough for this scheme. Here the second intonation 
is reduced to a-ac'-g, occasionally even to a two-unit formula, ac'·g, or com
pletely omitted. For unusually long verses, on the other hand, it is ex
panded by the insertion of a tenor recitat ion on a between the second and 
the third unit, f-ga-a ... -ac'·g, wi th the result that the second half of the 
verse has two tenors, first a, then C. I t will be noticed that all these ir
regularities occur in the second half of the verse. Fig. 56 shows a number 
of typical examples. 

Second Intonation T ermination 

~ M •"* M I M M • 
M • • • • • • 11 

Id· tJ. a N• I U• be. ra me (Hl) 
Rcx mi· gnus IU• pet 6m· ne~~~ clr· ram (1010) 

• ID iu· 

psaJ jubib· cc Dl· o J•. cob {809) 
•mum dlcice ooml· Ill E· j111, d1te gloti· am llu· di· E· )Ill (G 398) 

Addi · 
zi ) ~on~l exam~l~s _(from .th e_ 13th-century Gradual of St. Thomas,.Leip-1: owmg the mtual recllauon on a are given in Wagner's vol. lii, p. 
~:· Unfortunately these are incomplete, and do not show to what an 
tha~~ the sec~nd recitation, on f, is employed. Finally i t may be noticed 
Ploys a ~.:.ntrou of.~hc ~ass for ~e Dea~· l!-cquiern aetcrnam [t8o7], em-

7 1Xth tone alltts own, wtth recJtatJon on a throughout, and with 
1 atn not • · . ctpuonal 10 a pos111on to say whether this is the explanation, nor whether the ex-

llledl~val treatment of tenninations 6 and 8, as evidenced in the Solesmes editions hu 
• hlh~~ • 

l'be 6ftb tone has only one, g. 
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special formulae for the mediant, the second intonation, and the termi-

na tion. . 
A study of the medieval sources shows that the tones of the lntrO.IlS are 

nearly identical in all the m anuscripts.n They were much less subject to 
fluctuations than were those of the Psalms. It was not until the sixteenth 
century tha t the old tradit ion deteriorated and that many variants were 
introduced which, fortunately, were eliminated in the Solesmes editions.l0 

THE TO N ES FOR THE GREAT RESPONSORIES 

The Great R esponsories (responsoria prolixa) o£ Matins c~nsist. o[ an 
opening chaJH, the respond, and one or several verses allernaung wtth the 
repeated re ponse in schemes such as RV R ', RV R' V R ', RV R' D ~~ ·. 
etc. [pp. 1S1f]. While the re ponds (like the antiphons or the J ntro~~) 
belong to the catecrory of (ree melodies, the verses are sung to fixed recna· 
tives similar to th~se for the Yerses of the Psalms or Imroits (though con
siderably more e1abora re), and form a comple te sysr:m of ~ight ton:s· o•.•c 
for each mode. FuU tables of these tOnes are avatlable m Groves Dlc
tiorwry, under "Psalmody'' (vol. IV, 266); ~ W. Frere's ~n.tip!wnalc 
Sarisburiense (I, 4); in the Solesmes books, L1ber 1·esponsonalts .<LR, P· 
50) and Processionale monastiwm (PM . p. l.J) with the text ~Iona Pall_~ ; 
in Wagner's Gr·egorianische Formenleltre (pp. tgoff); and Ill Ferrelll 
Esthctique grcgorienne (pp. 2-1 fi). The fir t two tab~es, b~th prepared b\ 
Frerc, a re essentially idemical, as are also those glVen m t~1e Sol~ mes 
publications. Aside (ram the e duplications, a ll the tables dtffcr sltghli~ 
in some particular or o ther because the~ arc base~ _ on diiTerent source.:' 
Thus they illustrate the (act that t11e rocd1evaJ trad1Uon o( the. rcs p?nsOlt:•.' 
tones is not entirely uniform. lt is less swble than tha t o( the tmroll tone~, 
though not as variable as tha t of the psalm tones. The subs_equ.cnt ex plana· 
tions are based on the version given in the Solesmes publtca uons. . 

Structurally, the responsorial tones are similar to those of the ln troll · 
They consist of two phrases: intona tion, tenor, and mediation for the fi~-:.t, 

- · f th d An tul· and second intonation, tenor, and termmauon or e secon · 

Q That is approximately from the ele,cnth century on. Howe1·er, AuTeli:uws ((; • :· 
•sb) gh·cs a. description of Lhc Gloria for the lu troit\ of the first ~~ode 1\'hich. :JI.~h0''G 

1 

~:uhcr vague. clca.rly results in a strikingly different melody. tcntaUI'cly as follows. 

, • · , • • • ....-. • m...-• .&Siljjj #)• • ? • • • - ---~-

Glo-ri· a P•· ui ~ Fi·ll· o <t Spi • ri · tU. I Sw· CIO 

· f d · Jl' >t1Cf J[/. 
10 A detailed study of the 1-icissi tudcs of the lntroit psalmody tS oun tn ag 

1!19' 175· ·•·I 
• (:s (firu ' 

1 Frcre: A uliplrouale Sari.burienu: Wagner: Antiphonary of St. ~bur-des· Foss 

Nal. r:ou ); Ferrcni: not indicated. 
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portant difference, however, is that there are two recitation pitches, one 
for the first half and another for the second half, similar to the tonus 
peregri11us and to the exceptional introit tone of the sixth mode. The basic 
principle is, that in the authentic modes the first tenor is at the fourth 
above the tonic, the second at the fifth, while in the plagal modes the first 
tenor is at the third, and the second at the tonic. It will be seen that the 
sixclt introit tone, with its tenors on a and f, conforms to the rule for the 
plagal tones of the Responsories. The principle just indicated is not 
strictly observed in the fifth mode, for good reason-the fourth degree 
forms a tritone with tl1e tonic. H ere cl1e b is invariably replaced by the c', 
so that this tone has the same recitation pitch in both parts. Recitation 
on b is also required in cl1e second half of tone 3 (fifth above e) and in the 
first hal£ of tone 8 (third above g). In both of these cases it forms a normal 
and permissible interval with the tonic, and is therefore often employed. 
However, the tendency toward elimination o( b as a tenor, which played a 
decisive role in the final formation of the psalm tones [pp. 21 1 f), made 
itself felt in the responsorial tones also, with the result that in most Re
sponsories the recitation takes place on c' rather than on b. Probably as 
a concomitant of this change, the second tenor o( the fourth tone was 
usuall y raised by a semitone, from e to f. No plausible explanation, how
ever, can be given for the fact that the first tenor of the sixth tone is a 
tl1ird higher than it should be, c' rather tl1an a. In the following table 
the original tenors are given in parentheses. 

TENORS OF THE RESPONSORIAL TO!\'ES 

AUTHENTIC PLAGAL 

1. g a 2- I d 
g. a (b) c' 4· g (e) £ 
5· c' c' 6. (a) c' £ 
7· c' d' 8. (b) c1 g 

_ Since the responsorial tones have extended formulae for their intona
tions, mediant, and termination, orten only one or two syllables, sometimes 
none, remain for the recitation. An example in point is the Cloria Patri 
text • · h · b wn1c 1s used in the tables of the responsorial tones in LR and PM, 
ut which is too shon to show all the details of these tones. It is only in 

conne · · d . _cuon Wllh e.:xtended texts that their structure appears clearly. An 
~ dn•onal difficulty encountered in the study of the responsoria l tones is 
~ e fa~t tl1at only a sma11 fraction of the R esponsories (c. 70 out of more 
than ~~ght hundred found in the medieval manuscripts) are reproduced in 
C e Lzber usualis and that not a few of these have their verses set to dif
c~ten~ melodies o( later origin [pp. 239f]. For instance, the Liber usualis 
t e ntams not a single good example or the first tone. For this reason we 

Ptoduce in Fig. 57 the verses of Lhree R esponsories of mode 1: 
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FIGURE 57 

2 . 0 6· • • fundOIU 0 ·I<·Um de ·SU· per; 
I Aedili -d-vit ex la·pl ·dibus ·al·ti. ': an hon~ncm muu. m• in jus. d ·<i- "' 

De i • nun cruvat pen ·LO fit De· i: 
2. ·liS pudici pc • etoris ~mplum re· 
3. 06-mus 

Ttnr:iaaticlt _ -. 
•"' . - ~ ~ F?\ • • *4ll - • • -~ ... - --=-....,.~ :B C.f. 

i} •1 • •• 
l. ec be:· nedixir c · 
2. u op• prehendit m•· 
},. in· m· aa oesci · 

wn 
DUID ID~ • am. et 
ons vi· Nl11. v«bo con· «· 

D~ .au. 
scr • vi· 
pit (i. 

dJ. 
vit 
U· 

ccns. 
mo. 
wn. 

l. Dum iret ]acob [LR ·to6] :.!. Ego ex ore [LR 266) 3. Confirmatum est [PM t66) 

This figure illustrates a typical trait of th~ resp~nsoria~ _tohn~~v~~~:b~~ 
the animation of the recitative by means o[ wAecuons w IC n three 

d 11 bles The first tenor may have one, two. or eve 
~~:ho~n~~~~~~s. 5Je; endi.ng upon the length of the text, while the second 

tenor rarely has more than one. . 'd rable im or-
The ''original" tenors mentioned previOusly are o£ const e dp . 

th {ew remnants of that early psalmo y m 
tance because they are amo~g el fifth or a third above the final of the 
which the tenors were conststent y ~· . ver rare but the few 
mode Responsories showing the ongma1 tenors are . y ' . all 

. . . d f r that reason of great interest. Followmg are 
whtch are prese1ve are o 
the examples I have found: 2 

Tone 3, tenors a and b: .. 
JV. Omnes amici, y;. Inter 1mquos [67 1] 

Tone 4• tenors g and e: 
W· Ecce quomodo, y;. !~m~uam agnus [728] 
JY. Sictlt ovis, y;. Tradldtt m mortem [?t6f] 

Tone 8, tenors b and g: . . . . 
W· UntLs ex discipulis,_Y_· Qut mtmgtt [64°] 
:ij!. Vinea mea, 1f. SepwL te [675] 

. f und in L LR and PM. with occasional con· 
2 The study is ba.sed on the Responsones o ' H • a.s in all studies concerned 

h A ·pi Is of Lucca and Worcester. ere, t 
sultation of t e nil Iona 1 d reliable modern edition is a grca 
with the Responsories, the absence of a comp ete an bl" ·ons which probably do not 
handicap. Both LR and PM a~~ early Solesm;:/~n~~~~~ to find an example of thC 

always represent the best tradiuon. I ,have b in the sixth tone. Ferretti (p. 250) gives 
"original" tenors, a and f (rather. than c a~~ ~-. the first haH includes a recitation ofl 
a fonnula for the sixth respo~nal tone w IC ' Ill . E ce in ~lvere (from W· Pauci tn~ 
c• followed by one on a. and g•ves three ex~ples,1' · d~c ~ Si ascendero (frotll ?. 

dlerum), V· Supra montem (from W· Clama m for~afylu F:::~~~~ v!r~ions have been unsttC· 
the responds are not indicated). My auemplS to ven 

cessCul. 
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It is interesting to notice that all these Responsories belong to the 
triduum before Easter, Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, and Holy Satur
day. Even such an old feast as the Nativity did not remain immune to the 
chaJlge, as appears from the Responsory of mode 4, Quem vidistis [377], 
whose verse, Dicite quidnam, has the recitation on f (rather than on e) in 
the second half. In Hodie nobis [376] of mode 8, however, a trace of the 
original tenor seems to have survived on the word "illux.it" (ab-b-ba), 
while the continuation, "nobis dies" shows the raised tenor (c'd'-c'-c'd'· 
c'<'). This intermediate stage, with a recitation starting on b and con
tinuing on c', is more clearly indicated in the version of Hodie nobis as 
given in LR, as well as in a few other Responsories of the eighth mode 
shown in Fig. 58: 

=J lnt. r, .... 
:.,"· !•·· 
81· U• lu· 

z. U· Juxit no • 
3. In· /•dnont mwus 
.C. In· v<ne • 
'- ma· •• una 11b . 

FIGURE sS 

xit n6· bis 
bis di · cs aedtm • 
i.a Jl· sum er 
nant p6 · <.rum cwn Mtri • 
ba· 16· nam veniuar ad moau· 

/tfJJi11111 

ii • • • --;; • • ...-- ... 
d!. es re. dem - ptionis 

pa:ionis 
cc • ouiJ·KDt 

• mauc 
mta- rum ono jam 

1. Hodie nobis [376) 2. Hodie nobis [LR 57] 
4· Stella quam [LR 78] 3· Tamquam latronem [679] 

5 · Ma.ria Magdalt:na [LR 85] 

The foregoing study oi the tenors of the responsorial tones may be sup
plemented by a brief consideration of their opening and dosing formulae. 
Because the Liber usualis includes a relatively high number o£ Respon
sories of the eighth mode, we shall use the eighth tone as the basis of our 
discussion. Fig. 59 shows its four formulae in connection with the verse 
Insurrexenmt of the Responsory Animam meam [681 ], with fragments of 
other texts added underneath. A is the intonation, B the mediant, C the 
second intonation, and D the termination. Each of these four formulae 
consists of several units which are here numbered successively for con· 
venient reference. 

FIGURE 59 

mi· se- ri . c6r· di· 
-11· 6· Dls o6-

a, er non ,. 
vac(m) 

A. Intonation. In its shortest form this consists of the two units 2 and :·as Used for the word Qud-t·e. If the text starts with a dactylic word, the 
0
llnUla is amplified by a prefixed c' (unit 1), as in Hcl-di-e. For one or 
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more syllables preceding the first accent this initial c' is repeated, so that 
the intonation starts with a short recita tion, as in lnsurre-xi-mnt. Not a 
few R esponsories reveal a tendency to postpone the main units, 2 and g. 
so that the}' appear on the second rather than on the first accented syllable, 
a practice which leads to a fairly extended initia l recita tion. Thus, in the 
verse Et intrdntes d6mum [LR 79] the unit 2 falls on do·, preceded by a 
four-note recitation on c'.3 An extreme example occurs in the Responsory 
Constantes estote,4 where the verse, Vos qui in ptilvere t!stis, has initial 
recitation for six syllables, '" ith unit 2 falling on t!s-. 

B. Media m. The mcdiam belon~ to the t ype of formulae with "one 
accent and three preparalOry tmits" wh id1 we have repeatedly encountered 
in the tones for the Canticles and the imroit verses [seep. 227). The three 
syllables preceding the last accent fall on units 4• 5· and 6. II the accent 
is followed by two syllables (dact} lie), units 7• 8, 9 are employed, otherwise 
only 8 and 9· All the mediants of the responsorialtones show this structure. 
Actually the mediam of Tone 8 forms to a cenain extent an exception. 
since it often occurs with four preparatory syllables, i.e., with a clivis c'·b 
(rather than the simple reciting note c') on the fourth syllable before the 
accenL Once more, the medieval sources are not consistent in this detai l. 

C. Second Intonation. This is a very simple formula, always consisting 
of two units ( to, 11) for the first two syllables o( the second hall of the 
verse. 

D. Termination. The terminations of the responsorial tones are fi,·c· 
unit formulae o£ an elaborate design, often with seven or eight n otes to one 
unit, and with as man y as twenty-five notes for the whole group. Their 
structure is in\'ariable and strictly cursive, without regard for the prosodic 
accents of the text. Within the Gregorian recitative they represent the 
clearest manifestation of the principle of musical autonomy. It is very in· 
teresting to observe that tllis principle was fully recognized in the ni~th 
and temb centuries, and perhaps more generally pracliced in this penod 
than later. Thus, the anonymous author of the Imtituta patrum de modo 
psallendi vel cautancli says:5 

3 tn LR the intonation starts, not wit11 c', but with a fJlldatus g·C' (in the Clorin Pntri 
verse on p. 51 as well as in the individual psalm verse.<S). This variant , obviously intcnde~ 
to make a connection from the end of the respond, is, on the whole. not borne out by 1~ 1 c 
medieval sources. The Liber wualis has the g·c' beginning only for the Rcspon>o~•cs 
from tl1e Office of the Dead. Credo quod [•785). Domine quaudo f1787), and D<111111:e 

I h . •-~ • · . the Co<JCX .secundum [•-98]. Only the first and second or Ll1e e 1ave L ts ""gmmng 111 
Lucca whil/ in t11c Codex Worc:c.ster all three swn without the fJodcttus. In ll'agntr 

• . I · "'-·• £ h Bihl n~•· Ill 197, tl1e cighlh tone sta rts w1th a podatu.s a·C', fo low111g '"'-"'· 12014 o t e · 
, . . ( ' tl ... I p d t c') \Vorcc>tcr. • From the Vigil of tbc Nauvuy; Lucca, p . 29 w1 1 tmua o a us g· • 

p. 25 (suning directly with C'). . . . . . 
1 

~11) 
G CS 1 6b/7n. Smits van Waesbcrghe (Mu:rekgescluedenrs der Mrddclecuwen, rt . 9's 

J , . • t O l· 
considers the lmtituta as a work of Ekkchard V. while S. A. van Dijk ascribes 11 't 

Demard ( •091-1153) (sec A!D. IV, 99]. Judging from its comenu, 1 have no doubt tJ.:tt l 
actually describes a considerably earlier practice. 
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We shall now say how the tones should be treated in their cadences (in {inalibus) 
with ~egard to ~arying accems (diverso.s accentus). All the adaptations of tbe 
tones m the mecllants ~swell as terminations (ill finn fibus mediis vel tdtimis) are 
to be made, not a~cordmg to th.e word accent, but according to t11e musical melody 
of the to ne (mu.nrafem me!odram toni). as Priscius says: "Music is not subject to 
the rules o f Do na tus, as lm1e as are H o ly Scriptures."a If accent and melody 
agree, they sho uld be treated accordingly; if no t, the tone of the chant or psa lm 
should be concluded according to the melod)'· Nearly nil the to nes are treated in 
such a manner that the music, thro ugh its melody, disregards (supprimit, sup· 
presses) the syllables and obscures (soplristicnl} the accent in the cadences of tbe 
verses, and this particularly in the psalmody. If therefore the close of a verse is 
~ad~ according to a tone (depon~tur tonn~iler), it is o ften necessary to infringe 
(mfnngatu r) upon tl1c accent. for Hlstance. •f we have the six syllables saeculorum 
ame11, they have to be adapted in the treatment (depositione) of words and sylla
bles to six notes of the tone. 

It is very unusual, as well as highly interesting, to find in so early a docu
ment such a clear staremem about a specific detail. From the author's in· 
sistent reiteration o[ the same point one has the impression that he worked 
~n a pla~e (St. Gall?) where a differen t practice prevailed. Of particular 
mterest 1s the fact that he spea ks about toni in general and that he ex
pressly mentions the mediant together with the tetmin::~tion as formulae 
not subject to the rules of the word accent. Very likely in his time the use 
of cursive terminations was much more common than is indicated in the 
musical manuscripts of the twelfth century. Another interestino- detail is 
~e fact that he describes the saeculorum. Amen as a six-syllabi; formula, 
tn contrast to the later (and present) practice o( trea ting it as one of five 
syllables (u o u a e), the fLTsl syllable of saeculorum being included in the 
tenor recitation.7 

Th~ classical system of the responsorial tones does not include any dif-
ferentiae There · 1 . · · f 
d. . · ts on y one termmauon or each tone. Attempts in the 

•rectton to\ •at·d ·" a d. b . ,. . \ uJUerent en mgs ca n e traced m some o[ the earliest 
n nt1phonar · · tJ· 1 · F • les, e.g., 111 1e twe ftlHentury A nt1phonal of St. Mam·-des-

osses (Paris B N ) . . OCc • · · I2044, m which the temlination of the founh cone 
e urs not only with the normal dose on d, but also in variants clostng on 
sa or f.& T_hat this was not a general practice appears from other Mss of the 
~~ penocl (~.g., the Codex Lucca) in wh ich these differences are absent. 

ttn 1 greater rmportance and of lasting significance was the tendency to 
P oy for the verses of the R esponsories free variants of the responsorial 

• Don at us a R . 
1'ri1Ciu 1• • ' omnn grammanan of the late fourth century, teacher of St. Jcrome. s tvcd c •00 7ln . :> • 
,.,__ us Aurelianus· "W b eh •• · 1 · 
~ o{ aJt · e escc utc smger t lat Ill Lhe nocturnal responds be stan tlte 
"'~~.r ... ) U1e verses at Lhc fifth syllable before the !:ut" (CS, 1, 58a: Id autc:m 0 ,.

0
• • • 

Wagncr 1/1, :uo. 
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tones or new melodies of a completely different design. A decisive impulse 
for this practice came from the introduction, in tb~ ~inth century and 
later of new feast such as the Annunciation o[ the Vll'gm Mary or Corpus 
Chri~ti, and of special r ites such as the Burial Service and the Offic~ and 
~fass for the Dead. The most striking examples are the R esponsones of 
Corpus Christi. Not a single one of their verses is_ sung to the standard 
tones. Two o[ them, Comedetis [927] and Coenantzbus [93 1 ]. employ th~ 
fint half of their responsorialtones, but continue ' vith considerable mod•· 
fication in the second half. In Accepit [932] the ent ire rnelod)' of the verse 
is a free variant of the responsori;~l tone (the sixth) or, at least, _cou ld be 
interpreted as such. l n all tlte others the verses are_ sung to _enure.ly r:ec 
melodies, conspicuously different from the responsonalton~s ~~ their w1de 
range and nuctuating design which sho~,,~ no trace of reatauon. An 

1
ex_· 

ample is the verse of the Responsory Mwt me [938]-adap~ed (rom_ ~ el· 
bum caro [LR 67] (or Nativity-which ma) be con:pared w•t~ the :•gh~h 
responsorial tone that would nonnally be used tn connecuon w1th · ~· 
Even more radically (ree is the melody used for the ve~se of Imm~labz t 
[g26]. Its unmistakable emphasis on the degrees of tonic and dom•n ant 
(cl, a, d') clearly marks it as a late product. The Office for tl1e Dead has a 
Responsory, Peccantem [1797], whose verse em~loy~ th~ se~ond half of d~e 
first responsorial tone but has a different rec1tat1on In 1ts ~r~t . half,. 1n 
opposition to the just-mentioned Responsories of Corpus Chnsu m wh1ch 
the second half of the tone is modified. The last Responsory of the sa~e 
Office, Libera me ... de viis [1798], has a free melody, used for both of 1ts 
verses, Clamantes and Requiem, while the celebrated L ibera _me_. · · de 
morte [•76· ] has a different melody [or each verse, Tremens, Dzes tlla, and 

I • J!' 
Requiem. Another famous example is the Responsory Caude !I~! ana t~·go 
for the Annunciation of the Virgin [PM 146£]. Its verse, Cabnelem AICh· 
angelum, is remarkable not only for its free melody but also for its rhymed 
text, consisting of three extended lines: 

Cabrielem Archangelum scimus divinitu.s esse affatum: 
uterum tuum de Spiritu Sancto credimus impregnatum: 
erubescat judaerLS infelix, qui dicit Cln·istum ex ]oseph semine esse natum. 

Yet another example of a free verse occurs in Descendit de caelis frotn 
the Nativity. Famous for the neuma triplex in the repeats of the respond 
[seep. 3'13], this Responsory is also unique in having a lon_g melisma at the 
beginning o( the verse, T amquam sponsus, and cbe Clona:0 

FICUR.E 60 

'• I 
Glo- rl· a Paul 

o &e PM 27. In LR 5g all tlte melisma.s are omitted. 

The Liturgical Recitative 

Less exceptional but also in teresting is the verse of Ecce jam for the 
Feast of St. Stephan [PM 31]. It is sung to a recitative showing the general 
characteristics of the first responsorial tone, but with a tripartite structure 
(sinLilar to the Doxology of the lntroits) and with individual formulae for 
intonation, mediant, and termination. Other examples of a "free" recitative 
occur in the R esponsoria de T empore (Responsories for Sundays); e.g., in 
Jerusalem cito veniet for ilie Second Sunday of Advent [LR 392], Domine 
ne in ira for the Sundays after Epiphany [LR 398], Cum turba plurima 
for Sexagesima Sunday [LR 400], and Videntes ]oseph for the Third Sun
day in Quadmgesima [LR 408]. There is no reason to assume iliat these 
are melodies of "decadent days."10 Their liturgical connection as well as 
their style suggest that they come from a preparatory period in which cbe 
system of responsorial tones was not yet fu lly established and standardized. 

Finally, mention may be made of a number of Res~~msories which ap
pear in early manuscripts with two verses, the first 

1
0£ which is set to a 

standard tone, while the second is Cree. An example in point is the :ijr. lste 
est ]oannes from the Feast of John the Apostle and Evangelist [PM 33]. 
for which there exist three verses, Fluenta Eva11gelii, ]oarmes hie Theo
logus, and Cloria sit Altissimo. The first verse is in prose and is sung to 

the first responsorial tone. The two others, however, are hymn stanzas, 
textually as well as musically, e.g.: 

Gloria sit Altissimo 
genitori ingenito 
ingenitique Genito 
et flamini Paraclito. 

These, of course, are additions from decadent days, probably not earlier 
than ilie twelfth century.u 

THE TONES OF THE I NVITATORY PSALM 

The Night Office, during which the Great Responsories are sung, in
cludes another chant representing the Gregorian recitative in its most 
elaborate form, that is, the l nvitatory Psalm, Ve11ite exsu/temtLS Domino 
[~ pp. 20, 88]. The special esteem accorded this psalm is evident in its 
~tque li_turgical position , at the very beginning of what was formerly 
d e ~ost Important Office Hour, as well as in the fact that to the present 

ay lt has retained its full rondo form, with repeat of cbe Antiphon after 

~0 
As Frerc implies (Grove's Dictionary, IV, sOgb): "In decadent days even the respon

ton ~. of the Office have lheir verses set to a special melody and not to the common 
e. 

~The lfntiphonals of Harrker, Lucca. and Worcester have only one \•erse, Jlalde 
randu.s, sung to the standard tone. 
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each verse [see p. 188]. It also stands apart from the other Office Psal~s, 
e.g., those of Vespers, in having a set of special tones for the verses, dif
ferent from, and much more elaborate than the ordinary psalm tones. 

In the medieval sources the Invitatory is represented b y numerous An
tiphons, one for each feast, and a number of tones ~or the Ps~ lm. For 
insta nce, the eleventh-cenwry Codex Hanker contams over s1x~y, the 
Codex 'Vorcester of the thirteenth century dose to one hundred InvJtatory 
Antiphons. The lauer also has thirteen Invitatory tones. In other manu· 
scripts the number of tones is sometimes smaller, sometimes greater. In 
fact, the lnvitatory tones never became organized into a stantlanl system 
of eight tones, one for each mode, as we find it in the tones of the ordinary 
Psalms, Canticles, lntroits, and Responsories. Several modes are repre
sented by a number of tones while, on the other hand, there are n~ tones 
for t\\"O modes, the first and the e ighth. Their absence con(orms With the 
fact that there exist no Invitatory Antiphons in these two modes. Mosl 
sources have one tone for modes 2, 3· 5· and 7, but severa l for modes 'I 
and 6. The Liben·espomorialis [pp. 6ff) restricts itself to eight tones, three 
for mode 4 (distinguished as 4.g, 4.£, and 4:·d). and one for each of the 
other modes (except, of course, 1 and 8), as does also the Codex Lucca 
of the t"'velfth century. Since this set is fully sufficiem for a study of the 
methods employed in the lnvitatory tones, we have selected it as the basi 
o[ the subsequent presentation.1 The Liber ttsualis includes only four In· 
vitatory tones: 4.g. for Nativity [368; Antiphon Chistus natus), 4.£. for 
Corpus Christi [918; Anti ph on C h ristum re gem], 5· for Whit Sunda Y 
[863; Antiphon A lleluia Spiritus Domim], and 6. for Easter Sunday_ [i65; 
Antiphon Sunexit Dominus], and the Office o( the Dead [1779; Anuphon 

R egem cw].2 

The archaic character of the Invitatory appears also from the fact that 
its text is taken, nor from the standard Latin translation of St. Jerome 
known as the Vulgate, but from an earlier translation referred to as the 
Itala. Aside from several variants, this includes the words "Quoniam non 
1·epellet Dominus plebem:' which are missing in the Vulgate (as well ~s 
in the English translation, 0 come, let us sing, Ps. 95). Also different 15 

the division of the text imo verses, the ltala text having on ly five verses, 
each of which corresponds to two or three o( the eleven verses of the Vul· 
gate. As a re ult, the verses of the Invitatory psalm are considerably more 
extended than the ord inary psalm verses, and are therefore treated :~s. a 
tripartite recitative, simil:lr to the Doxology of Introits, with an inttwl 

I Ferrelli. EsthetiqutJ, pp. 22;1T. offers a list of fHteen tones; Wagm:r Ill, 177) gives ~,,e 
of ten. A olcsmcs public.ttion. Psa/mus J!enite exsullemus per varios tonos wm iuv•1'

1
• 

toriis ( t8g:;). has not IJcen :tvailnble for the present study. Sec also Pal. mus., IV. tGsiL 
2 Because ur its jor£ul character, the Invitatory is urnitted during Holy Week. e.g., 011 

Maundy Thursday. 
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and a clos_ing fo~ula_ for each of the three sections. We have seen [p. 
229) tltat m the mtroJ£ Doxology only four different formulae are em
ployed, the 6nt imonation (l1) bei11g used for the opening of the first sec· 
cion. the second intonation (h) for the openings of the second and third 
section, the mediant (M) for the close of the first two sections, and the 
termination (T) for the close of the third section. Several of the In vitatory 
tones follow a similar procedure, but with tlte first intonation used twice. 
Others, however, have three intonations, a different one for each section 
(Is, 12, ls). There is always only one mediant, but in some tones this occurs 
in two modifications (M, M') differing in their final notes, not dissimilar to 
the ouvert and clos enclings of the fourtee nth-century ballades and virelais 
(l\facbau t) or to the modern prima and seconda voila. The two final notes 
are always at the intervallic distance of a second, as is also normally the 
case in the ouvert and clos of the fourteenth century. 

Berween eacl1 opening and closing fonnula the tone continues with 
recitation. This shows not only occasional inflections such as occur in the 
responsorial tones, but also major deviations suggestive of half-cadences 
in tlte middle of a section, or fluctuations from one tenor pitch to another. 
No other type of Cregorian recitative shows such varied modulation such 
flexible treatment of the reciting voice as is found in the Invita tories.; The 
foJio,~iog table sho,~s ~e outlines of tl1e eight Jnvitatory tones given in 
the Lzber responsorzahs. The closing notes of the mediants are added in 
parentheses. 

TENOR TENOR TENOR 
Tonc2 11 f M (d) It f M (d) 12 d T 

8 It a M (c') h d'-a :M' (b) la c' T 
4-g It a·g M (g) 12 a-g M (g) la g T 
4.E I t a M (e) It a M' (d) 12 £ T 
4-d 11 g M (d) h g M' (e) la £ T 
5 I t c' M (cl') 1:! c' M' (c') la c' T 
6 lJ c'·a M (f) !1 C'·a M (f) 12 c T 
7 !1 d' M (c') h d' M (d') la d' T 

tiN For the purpose or more detailed illustration it will suffice to consider 
Coo examples, tones 4.E and 5· The former is used in the Night Office of 
sh tpus Christi [g s8], the latter in that of Whit Sunday [863). I n order to 

l.t ?w all the details, it is best not to use the first verse, Venite because 
IS rei· · ' 

In Fi auvely short and tb~refore. lacks the recitation in the third section. 
its .L~· 6 1 bot11 tones are gweu wtth the fourth verse, Hodie, divided into 

'-'ll"Ce sections. 
8 
l'he versio 1 · r F · · ( · · tl thOse! . • s o encw gtvcn wt 1out sources) have even more inflections thnn 

o( LR and the Liber usualis, particularly the version o( the third tone. 
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FIGURE 6 1 

Invitatory T one 4.E 

•• M 

c • • • • • • • • • • § • r· • • • • • • ,.. = ,.. : ,. I • • • 
bd d tra sicut in Hodi- e si vocem c-jus audi- e-ri- lis, no-li-te o ura- re cor a vcs • 

I • • • I • I • I • • 15 1 •• I I I I I I I I I 

• • 
exacerba-ti - one secundum dl- cm tcnta-ti- onis in dc-ser- to : ubi tentave-runt 

~ ~ T 

G I ,.. = I ~ • • • • ; rll • • ~ , ••• 11 ,t, - l'a • . 
me patres vcstri, probaverunt, et v1de-runt ope-ra me- a. 

Invitatory Tone 5 

r, M 

I • • ""'·,. • I I I I I I I lliii I I I I I I I I - - !--= • 
I' ,.. .. 

Hodi- e, • • 11 obdura-re corda vcstra, sicut in exa. si voccm cjus audi- e·n-t•s, no- ·te 

M' 

c I I I I I I I I I . . . .... I I I I I . . • . . • •• r-
• 

cerba-ti-one secundum di-cmtenta ti-onis in de-scrto: ubi tentavc-runt me patresve-

£ ~ I • • I • I I 

• • 
stri, probaverunt, et viderunt o- pe-ra me- a. 

It is not necessary w enter into a detailed analysis ~( the intonations, 
mediants, and terminations of tllC invitatory tones, as this would a~d n?d11~ ing new to our previous explanations. Suffice it to say that the termmauo~ 

are all cursive, applied to the last five syllables of the text (opera ~e~ ::: 
the verse of our illustralion). For some reason, tone 2 has two d tffere 
terminations one for the odd-numbered verses, the other for the even· 
numbered v:rses. This probably has to do with the fact that. the Ami pi~~~ 
is repeated in full after yrif. 1, 3· 5, while after the othe~s rts_ sc~ond ~IJ1i· 
only recurs. However, there is no obvious reason why thts pm1C1 ple, e of 
versally observed in all the lnvitatories, should have affected only on 
its tones. 

THE S HORT RESPO NSORIES 

M · d the other The difference in liturgical importance, between atms an . 
' · • cl t thCnl· Office Hours is clearly reflected in the R esponsones asstgne o · 

The Liturgical R ecitative 

Those of Matins, the respor1soria prolixa or Great Responsories, are ex
tended and elaborate chants which, at least in their responds, often ap
proach the highly melismatic character of the Graduals. Quite different 
from these are the responsoria brevia or Short R esponsories, which are 
sung after the Chapter of the Lesser Hours, from Prime to None, and of 
Coropline. 1 These are extremely short and almost completely syllabic, in 
their responds as well as in their verses. Their norma l structure is R R V R' 
D R or simply RV D [seep. 185]. As in the Great Responsories, the Dox
ology is reduced to its firs t half, Glon·a Patri el Filio et Spiritui Sancto. 

The music of this rubric follows principles quite different from those 
encountered in tl1e previous categories. In the Office Psalms, Ca nticles, 
Jntroits, and Great Responsories the music for the verse is prescribed by 
a standard formula, while that of the antiphon or respond is essent ially 
free. The Short Responsories, however, have fixed melodies for the respond 
as well as the verse, the text being the main element of variety. Three 
main melodies are provided and assigned to different seasons, one being 
used "during the year," the other during Advent, and the third during 
Paschal Time [22gf). The Paschal melody is also used for high feasts, for 
instance, Nativity [407, iJ.tt], H oly Name [446, 450, 45 1] Epiphany [458, 
462, 463], and Corpus Christi [942, 955]. 

In addition to the three standard melodies, each of which is used for a 
considerable number of texts, there are a few special ones which seem to 
be limited to a single text. Two examples of this kind are prescribed for 
Sunday at T erce; namely, lnclina cor meum for "During the Year" [237] 
and Erue a fmmea for Passion Sunday aod Palm Sunday [239]. The medi
eval books of chant contain numerous other melodies for the Short Re
sponsories, often more elaborate than those in present-day use, aod oc
casionally approaching the ornate design and extension of the Great 
Responsories. Liu1e is known about the metlieval repertory of the Short 
Responsories, except for a brief, but very informative study contained in 
Wagner's Fomzenlehre [pp. 217ff]. 

1 
At the other Hours the Responsory is replaced by a hymn. See the table on p. 23. 



CHAPTER TWO 

The Free Co1npositions: General Aspects 

I
N THE. foregoing chapter w~ h.ave stud i~d the !iLUrgical recit.a ti·v~. 
that is, fixed me lodies conSISll ng essenually o( a monotone tecn.t-

tion with opening and closing formulae, each des~~ed to serve for~ gt:~at 
nwnber of texts. Turning now to the free compostuons, we sha ll deal \\tth 
chants having a rustinctive and inclividual melodic line, and each com
posed (or one specia l tex t. The lau er sta tement coul~l be ch allenged by 
pointing to the fact that some of these chants, parttc~dart~ .a~ong the 
Alleluias and H ymns (later also the Sequences), occu r wnh ddfe1ent tex1s, 
sometimes as many as ten or more. T his, however , is not pan o(. ~he 
original intention but rather the result of a subsequent emergency, an smg 
from the inu·od uction of new feas ts for Saints in the e leventh century and 
later. F or these the older melodies were used, and provided with a ne'" 
text suitable lO the occasion. As was observed in a previous chapter, the 
earliest indications of this method, known as adaptation, occur in the 

Mass for the Feast of the Holy Trinity [see p. 6g]. . 
At the outset it should be noted that the designation "free" applied to 

the chants of the Gregorian repcrtory should not be taken .a~ its face value: 
that is in the sense it would have in the case o( a composwon by Bacll 0 1 

Beeth~ven. Some of the cha11ts have melorues which, in spite of their se~m· 
ingly free design, may be elaborate versions of a. re~tative. Such ~elo~hc~: 
then would be "free" only at the level of vanauon or decorauon. reel 

' h · · (f· nvcn· n.ique not of their thematic subst.ance. Anot er restncuon o 1ee J 
' · · li ) · ph n ses tion exists in the use of standard phrases (tn~gratmg me smas , 1.e., ' · 

recurring in numerous chams of a certain group (as in the Tracts .or 
GraduaJs of a given mode), sometimes to such an extent that the entJrC 
cl1ant consists oi a succession of sud1 £ormulae.1 Finally, it should be born~ 

· • £r L · to t>a tchwork Att/1· 
1 This technique is commonly called cen tomzauon . om · cell -• • . ·. J'ifll 

phonar·ius cento is the term used by Johannes ?iaco~~s ~ohn tbe Deacon) 
1~1 • 1~:~nu.:n · 

s. Grcgorii u 11gni o£ c. 870 10 describe Grcgory s acl ti'I IY tn t.hc !ic.lu of must~. cottr · 
in the house of the Lord like another wise Solomon, because of the compuncu on. ( rs 

. ' · · ' I d . I· C • llCfCSL of the sll tgC • 
punclio) inspired by the SWCCLIICSS Of mUSIC, he compt C • Ill I I 11 . · .:· 

the antiphonarius ct.:nlo [i.e., collection c:lllcd llrtliJJIIOrw l], which is of the greatest 
11

s 

ful ncss" (Pt~tr. lat . 75· p. go: Deinde in domo Do~ttwi) . 
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in roind that in several liturgical categories each chant is a combination 
of a free melody and a recitative, the former being the respond or the 
antiphon, the latter, the verse. I n tl1e Introits and Great R esponsories the 
verses are recitatives and, therefore, have been studied in the previous 
section o£ this book. Their antiphons or responds, on tl1e other hand, are 
essentially h ee compositions and tl1Us find their place in the present chap
ter. T here is, of course, a certain awiC\vaTdness in this method o£ dividing 
a chant 1nto its two constituent parts and treating each separately. How
ever, the advantages of this procedure outweigh its drawbacks, in spite of 
the (act tl1at in not a few instances the free and the recitative sections of a 
chant are musically related to each other. Moreover, the opposite pro
cedure also leads to some awkward consequences, for instance, in the case 
of the Office Psalms where it would mean that the Antiphons should be 
sturued simultaneously with the psalm tones, obviously a highly imprac
ticable proposition. 

A different situation exists with the Graduals, Offertories, and Alleluias, 
since here botb (he respond and the verse are freely composed melodies 
(within the limitations outlined above). Musical correla tions between the 
two sections a re quite frequently encountered in these chants, and actually 
are a normal feature in the Alleluias. It is therefore necessary to study 
these chants as a unified whole. The same remark applies to the Tracts 
which are psalms in directum, without antiphon or respond, and, of 
course, to the various types o£ non-psalmodic chant, such as the H ymns, 
the 0Idinaries of the }.!lass, the Sequences, etc. 

CHARACTERI STICS OF MELODIC DESIGN 

. The free cl1ants of the Gregorian repertory cover a wide range of forma
liOns. At one end of the gamut we find Antiphons consisting of no more 
than a dozen notes, one for each syllable of the text; while at the other 
ther~ are Tracts occupying more than two pages and including many 
:ehsmas, ead1 of which has more notes than are found in one of the 

Ortest chants. Whether short or long, simple or elaborate, they all exhibit 
~keen feeling for melody as a living organism or, to use anoth er metaphor, 
or llle kinetic and dynamic q ualities of the musical li ne. These qualit ies 

are, of course, present in a ll great melodies, whether by the unknown 
~a~ters of the R oman ch ant or by outstanding composers of later cen-
urJes Iro L . . . 

\Y . 'k • m eonmus to th e present day. T he untqueness of the Gregonan 

P
or consists in the fact that here dynam ic melody is created out of a 
ureJy m I I ' . by e oc JC substance, unasststed (or, should we say, unencumbered) 

te t~o other (actors esscmia l in the shaping of later melotlies, that is, 
gu ar meter and harmonic implications. 
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TOTAL RANGE 

The over-all range in which the Gregorian melodies move is essentially 
that of the combined eight modes, that is, from the low A of the second 
mode to the high g' o( the seventh. Examples o( the low A occur particu
larly in the Tracts of the second mode, moSt of which start wi~b t~e for
mula d-e-d-e-A ... , and occasionaUy a I so touch upon the low pach m the 
further course of the melody as, for instance, in Qui habitat [533]. There 
are a few chants, natura!Jy all in the second mode, in which the melody 
descends to the low G, a pitch first recogni1ed in the Dialogus de musica 
by Oddo of Cluny (d. 942), who designated it by the Greek lene_r r (!famm_a; 
gamma-ut in the terminology of Guido of Arezzo). Followmg IS a hst 
which, altl1ough not necessarily complete, probably includes most of the 
chants in which the G occurs: 

TRACTS: 

Emitlc Spiritum [ 1 279] 
Gaudc Mnria [1266] 
Tu CS va.s [1346) 

RESPONSORiES: 

Collcgcrunt [579] 
Repleti nmt [875] 
Emcndcmus (524] 
Obtulerunt [ 1 g6o] 

OFFERTORlES: 

Votive Mass of t11e Holy Ghost 
Feasts of the Virgin Mary 
Conversion of SL Paul 

Palm Sunday (Proccssjon) 
Whit Sunday 
Ash Wednesday (Procession) 
Purification (Procession) 

De profundis (>"'. 2: Ott, 127] 23rd Sunday after Pentecost 
Protege [Y. 1; Ott, t6g) Exaltation of the Holy Cross 

ALLELUlAS: 

Stabat Mater (t63!l'J Feast of the Seven Dolours 

All these chants belong to later feasts or tO ceremonies of a la ter date, such 
as the Processions on Palm Sunday and Ash Wednesday. The only excep
tion is the Responsory R epleti sunt of Whit Sunday, but in view of all 
the other evidence it is probably admissible to imerpret the single G of 
this cham (on "dicemium") as a later variant, all the more since it occurs 
in a formula which appears in other Responsories of tl1e second mode 
without this low tone.' It seems reasonable to conclude that the G was 
added to the Gregorian gamut a t a relatively late date, perhaps some t_irne 
during the ninth centur·y, not too long before it was officially recogmzed 

by Oddo. . . . I 
There is one single chant (at least, no other is known to me) m wh1C 1 

the melody descends to the low F. This occurs in the second verse of dtC 
Offertory T ollite portas, where the word "et" is su ng to the clivis G-F [Ott, 

1 Cf. the standard ph ruse F, in Fig. 9'1• £1· 33!1· 
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p. 15]. This is one of the many traits indicative of the exceptional tonal 
behavior of the Offertory verses, for which we shall encounter numerous 
examples in our further studies. 

T~rning n~w to the upJ~er Limit of the gamut, there is no need to give 
speaa~ attenuon to the hrgh g', because this occurs very freq uently in 
roelodtcs of the seventh mode. Of greater interest is the fact that not a few 
chants go up £O the a': 

CRADUALS: 

Laetalu.s sum [56o] 
Dirigatur [to6o] 
Liberasti [ 1 075] 

ALLELUIAS: 

Pascha nostrum [779] 
Domine exaudi [10tJ9] 
De profundis [ 1 076] 

INTROJTS: 

Aqua sapientiae [789] 
Exsultet [470] 

Fourili Sunday of Lent 
19th Sunday after Pentecost 
:~grd Sunday after Pentecost 

Eas ter Sunday 
17th Sunday after Pentecost 
23rd Sunday after Pentecost 

Easter Tuesday 
Holy Family 

There is at least one chant whose ambitus extends one or even two de
grees higher, namely, the Responsory Gaude Mnria from tl1e Feast of the 
Annunciation [PM 146], the verse of whicl1 includes the following passage: 

FIGURE 62 
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e-ru·besc.tl Ju~us ln·fe-lix 

In the thirteenth-century Codex Worcester this passage reads: e' e' g'·a'-b' 
a'~' a'-r g',2 but probably there are some manuscripts showing the version 
W~ch IS reproduced in the Solesmes publication. It may be noticed that 
thts chant is not in the seventh mode but in the si.xth, transposed a fifth 
up, from f to c'. 

PiiAASE STRUCTURE 

. The basic design of a Gregorian melody is that of an arch whose apex 
~s reached and left in wavy lines formed mostly by ascending and descend
~~ seconds, but often a lso including larger intervals, particularly thirds. 

~ ~ost elementary embodiment of this design exists in the psalmodic 
recttau ve WI'tl1 ·~~ d 1 d' . . . . . d ,..., u pwar ·ea mg mtonatJon, ItS tenor recrtatJon, and its 
ownward-lcading termination. Jt represents tl1e prototype of the Grego-

S ~ i>al. m us., XJI, Plates. p. 271 .. Similarly in the Codex Lucc:a, Pal. m tu., IX, PlaLes, p. 
Si· C' e· £·-g'·a'· b· a• a• a• g-. 
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rian phrase, from the analytical and probably also from the historical point 

of view. . 
Some oE the shortest chants consist of only one arch, e.g., the Alleluta 

Antiphon [3o4] shown in Fig. 63, while the Antiphon Ange fi eoru.m [431) 
may be cited as an example of a double arch. Among the more extended 

~ I I ~ I 
~ ,.. . . 

Alle-Ju-ia, alle-lu-ia, alle-Ju- ia. 

c ..... ~ r- ~ j!\1 • I I 1 1 11 

Ange-li e-orum semper vident faci- em Patris. 

chants there are many which consist of a succession of such arc~1es, for. in
stance the R esponsory Emendemus [52 1~]. the Introit Miserens ?mnwm 
[
5

25], the Alleluia Domi11us regnavit [405), or the Offertory Domzne Deus 

[544)·3 
• . 

Side by side with such curves, however, there are others.of a ~Jf'Eer~nr 
desjgn, suggesting an inverted arch or a more or less stratght lme wllh 
wave-like inflections. T he prototype for the latter design could be found 
in recitatives such as the 6rst phrase oE the lnvitatory T one 5 [see p. 2Hl 

· · th b · · ( the It occurs occasionally in free compostttons, e.g., at e egmmng o 
Communion ¥ox in Rama [430] from the feast of the Holy Innocents 

FIG URE 64 
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Vox in Rama audi·ta est 

(see Fig. 64). Other example.s are the phrase. "p~suisti super ma~u~ tua:•~~~~ 
from the Introit R esurrext [nS], the begmmng o[ the Offet tm y Ou 
[1050), or that of the Gradual Domine 1·e[ugium [ • oG7).4 

The inverted arch is found at the beginning o[ several d1ants, e.g., the 
Responsory 0 vos omnes [727]; the Antiphons Ecce Dominus veniet [324]. 

FIGURE 65 

c I I I I 3 • • •• 
• I • • 

Ecce Dominus veni- et, et omnes sancti ejus cum e-o : 

E d 't c·twvir cos, 
s OLher examples, quoted from Wagner Tll , 286f.are: Jmr. ccc, a. veru .' • 'n Beat us 

Repleatur os meum: Crad. E.cce saccrdos: All. n.cucdu:t1u cs; 0 1!. Mec/tltiiJOr, CoL· 

serous, Confrmrlantur supcrlii . See also Ferrctu, PP· 43IT.. . . (oflll 
4 ferrcui (Estht!tique, p. 46). following Gcvacrc (Meiopcc, p. 126), calls thiS 

"circulairc," i.e., cirding around a ccntcr tone. 
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Stephanus autem [413], and Hoc est pmecepturn [1111]; the Communion 
Domine Deus [544]; the lnrroit Exa'!ldi [1 oo2]; the Alleluia L oquebar 
[ 1369]; or the Communion C01· meum [1474]. Other chants start with a 
downward motion without contin uing into a reversed arch; e.g., the An
tiphons Ecce quam bonum [295] and 0 magnum pietatis bonum [1459), 
or the l ntroi t De us in loco [ 1 024]. Sud1 downward motions occurring at the 
beginnjng of chants have been explained by Wagner and Ferretti as a 
deliberate means to emphasize an initial word of particular importance, 
a "bedeutsames Anfangswort" or an "affirmation ou une pensee solennelle, 
energique.":; We find it difficult to accept this explanation, because of its 
vagueness (what is an "important" word?) and because there are, of course, 
hundreds of chants starting with an equally "im portant" word set to a 
melodic line oE an ascending motion. 

We also would prefer to avoid the term "law" in connection with this 
phenomenon of the Gregorian arch, as well as with others to be discussed 
subsequently.6 There is no question that we are concerned with a very im
portant principle of R oman chant, but to call it a law would mean to 
confer upon it the appearance of a universal validity ·which it actually 
does not have. li we interpret this law to imlkate that all Gregorjan 
phrases show the design of an arch, it is simply not correct. lf we adinit 
variations such as the reversed arch, descending motion at the beginning 
of a phrase, or wavy motion, then the law becomes commonplace because 
such designs are common characteristics of practically all musical phrases. 
Finally it should be borne in Inind that definite statements regarding the 
design of phrases in a chant are often difficult to make because it is not 
always easy to say what constitutes a phrase in a given d1ant. It is obvious 
that by combining and dividing melodic units in different ways various 
kinds of basic design can be consu-ued. As we shall see later, the indications 
of phrases or periods given in the Solesmes books are based on the divisions 
o( the text [see pp. 267~ . H owever, there are cases in which the "law of the 
arch" would suggest a different division. An example in point is the sec
tion "et judic.1. causam tuam" from the verse of the Gradual Respice me 
Domine [ 1033~. reproduced in Fig. 66. Here we find a sweeping ascending 

FlGUitE 66 

! 11 I ·I,~A , .. ,.. ~ ~~ I 1 "-r- ·"'r- 1"-r-.~ ,. 
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et ju- di-ca eau- sa m tu- am 
11 Wag11er T1 T, 287: FctTetti, p. 45· Even more untenable is Wagncr·s statement (Ele

ment.: des gregorianischen Gesanges, p. 159) that " the end of the period moves upward 
~nty When Lhe text closes with a question.'' Of lhe four examples he adduces (Corn. 
0~i,lUs Jesus (657]. at "Magister?"; Com. Quis dobil [G 129) al "Israel?": Ant. Fili 

9UJd /tcisti [47i] at "quaercbatis?"; Ant. Dixit paterfamilias [503] at "otiosi?') only one 
Or P0 SSibly two are convincing. Moreover, there are the numerous examples of the in
Verted arch, all dosing witl• an upw:ll'd motion without involving a question in llle text. 

0 Rragner Ill, 286. In.: "Konstructionsgcsetz aller choralischen Mclodik.'' 
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motion to the words "et judica," an inverted arch for "causam," and a 
descending motion for "warn." However, two perfect arches would result 
if we were to divide the melody in the middle of the meljsma for "causam.'' 
\\'helher s11ch a purely musicaJ imerpretation of the melody is admissible, 
it is difficult to say. 

ln the syllabic and neum:uic chants the principle of the arch is generally 
valid at least to the ex tent that the musical line approaches a major 
clivi ion of the text in desceniling motion and continues in ascending 
motion, forming LJ1e beginning of a new curve. Occasionally one encounters 
an exception to this rule, fot· instance. in the Introit !11/ret 01·atio [541], 
in which a mcloclic arch encompasses both the end of one textual division 
and the beginning of the next, so that LJ1e apex of LJ1e bow coinciclcs with 
lhe dividing point: 

F1C\JR~: 67 
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in conspe· ctu tu- o : incll- na aurem tu· am 

Considering tJ1e entreating character of lhe text, one cannot help feeling 
that this departure from common practice is deliberate. lt certainly causes 
the melody to stand in an almost gestic relationship to ilie words. Somewhat 
similar, allhough less impressive, are ilie following e.xamples: 

lmroitln nomine [612] 
. .. et irz{ernorum: quia Dominus {actus obediens . .. 

Imroi t In virtute [ 1135] 
... exsullabit vehementer: desiderium animae ejus .. . 

Antiphon Dicebat ]es11s [1097] 
Qui ex Deo est, ve1·ba Dei audit: propterea vos non auditis ..• 

MELODIC PROGR.ESSI0:-157 

If we consider the Roman repertory £rom the point of view of progrcs· 
sions from one note to the next, the basic role of stepwisc motion is self· 
evident. There is no cl1ant in which Lhe number of steps woultl not be, by 
far, greater than LJ1at of all otlter progressions combined. The only exccp· 
tion, if it can be so considered, is the simple recitative with prevailing 
unison repeat. Unison repeats of a special character occur in some of the 
elaborate chants, where we find the same pitch repeated, up to eight time , 
on one syllable; e.g .• three unisons in ilie gradual Haec dies [778) o~~ 
"(Do)mi(nus)," five in the Offenor)' Perfice grcssus [so8] on "gres(sus), 

7 A short study o{ 1his imporlanl aspccl (Lhe only one known lO me) is found in 
\Vaguer's Efcmcrllc, pp. 129£. 
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eight in the Offertory Anima noslm [430) on " (libera)ti.'' Actually, it 
would be misleading to consider iliese formations under the aspect of 
lllelodic progression. As explained previously [p. 107]. they represent an 
ornament, the voca l counterpart o[ ilie violin tremolo. 

Among the disjunct progressions ascending and descending, major or 
lllinor thirds occur very frequent ly. Numerous chants consist of nothing 
but unisons, seconds, and thirds, for instance the just·mentioned Offertory 
Anima nostra. Next in frequency is the ascending or descending fourth, 
examples of which are found, for instance, in the Offertory Perfice gressus 
and in the Communion Introibo ad allare from the same feast. The 
fiJlh is decidedly more rare, particularly descending. Its ascending form, 
however, occurs wiili surprising frequency as an opening interval, impart· 
ing an impressive sweep to the beginning of a chant or one of its phrases. 
Examples are the Jmroit Rorale caeli from ilie Fourlh Sunday of Advent 
[~53] . the intonation of the Invitatory Psalm of Nativity [368], an entire 
group of Antiphons of lhe first mode (e.g., Fonles [884]. Vado [825]), the 
Communion Factus est [882] which also shows a descending fifth, the 
AJleluia Te decet [ton], Llle Offertory Ascendit [849], the Kyl'ie IV [25], 
etc. It is interesting to notice U!at in all these examples ilie fifth is eitller 
d·a or g-d', and that fifths on other degrees are much more difficult to find. 
For instance, one would expect to find examples of ilie fifili £-c' in the 
numerous Graduals of the f~fth mode. This motion is indeed found in 
many of them, particularly at the beginning of the verse, but invariably 
in the form of the triad, f·a·c', as in Anima nostra ( 1167] or in Beat us 
vir [1136]. The fifth c-g occurs in ilie Gradual Dilexisti [1216], the only 
Gradual in the eighth mode; ilie fifili a-e' in the Gloria and Sanctus of 
Mass I (t6ff]. 

lntervals larger U!an the fifth are exceedingly rare, and probably limjted 
to chants of a late date.s A descending sixth, e'·g, occurs in we jubilus of 
the Alleluia Mu.lti[arie [441 ], and an ascending seventh in ilie final melisma 
of yr. 2 of the Offertory Domine Deus meus (Ott, 175]: 

FIGURE 68 

I ., ·a .,,...a 
'the octave occurs only as a dead intel>'al in some very late chams which 
have no connection with we Gregorian repertory, e.g., the fifteenth-cen· 

8 Cuido, in his Micrologus, cap. iv, recognizes six intervals (sex vocum consonantias): 
lonum, stmitonium, ditonum, semiditonurn, dialt:SJaron, and diapt:rtltl, saying that " in no 
tham is Lherc any other way of connecting one lOne with the ncxl, whether ascending or 
~ding" (CS. ll. 6a; cd. Smi1s van Wac.sberghe, p. 105). In several copies of the 
Af_icrologus there are laler insertions slating that tlte diapc111c cum st:mitonio and tl1c 
d•apente cum tono (minor, major sixl.h) are also used, as well as Lhe diapason (octave), 
t.bough rarely. 
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tury C1·edo IV [i'· after "caelis"] or Lbe sevenleenth-century Credo Ill [70, 
after "finis'1, probably also in some late sequences. The complete absence 
of real octave leaps is one of the numerous details setting the chant apart 
from Palestrinian melody which has often been uescribed as being based 
upon the principles of Gregorian mclody.n 

The difference between these two idioms becomes even more apparent 
from a stud y of successive progressions, to which we now turn. Two succes
sive thirds in the same direction (3 + 3) are, needless to say, quite com
mon, upward as well as downward, and probably equally frequent in tl1e 
major- and minor-triad form. Occasionally they ouLi ine a diminished fifLh 
as, for insta nce. the c·g·bb in the Alleluia Surrexit Dominus [790], in tl1e 
melisma on "Surrexit'': the bb-g-e in )!. 3 of tl1e Offertory Domine exaudi. 
on "miserebcris" [Ott 54]: and the f'·d'-b which is folmd in every Gradual 
of mode 2-for instance. Haec dies [778] on "ea"-since it occurs in two 
standard phrases of the Gradual-type ]ust 1ts ut tJalma, to which all the 
Graduals of mode 2 belong [see the phrases A3 and D10 of Fig. 108, p. 
360). 

As to the various combinations of a tl1ird and a fourth, only one of 
them can be said to belong to the lnnguage of Roman chant, that is the 
one outlining a descending sixtll-chord, 4 + 3 downward. Even this is far 
from being frequent, being practically limited to a small number of 
Graduals and Offertories. The most striking example is a sta ndard phrase 
used for the beginning of the verses of about eight Graduals in the fifth 
mode, a phrase in which the formuion d/·a-f occurs three times in rather 
close succession . to A somewhat similar phrase including two statements ol 
d'-a-f opens the verse of Ci\'e other Graduals of the same mocle.t 1 In add ition, 
the Gradual Sacerdotes [ 1 187] (now used for the Common of a Confessor 
Bishop, but originally for the old feasts of St. Simplicius and St. Xystus) 
shows the progressions c'-g·e and bb-I·cl. The presence, among tl1e Grad
uals just alluded to, of Viderunt oumes from the Nativity clearly shows 
tl1at the "descending sixth-chord,"12 rare though it is, belongs to the olcl 
layer of the chant. As for the Offertories. tl1e only example from the Liber 
usualis which I can indicate is the bb·f·d at the end of Erit vobis [8o3] from 
Friday o( Easter ·week. Not a few examples, however, are found in the 
verses of tlle Offertories; e.g., f'-c'-a in Scapulis suis yr. 3 [Ou33]; d'·a'·f in 
Domine in auxilium -yr. 2 (Ott JOi]; c'-g-e in Lauda anima y. 2 [Ou GS]. 

0 Many [onnations that "will be sought in vain in Palcst rina music" (K. Jeppescn. 
The Style of Pnlcstritra nr1d tilt! Disso~~nnr~. tg,,G, p. ;4). e.g .. C'·C'· b·a or a·b·d'·c', ~re. 
needless to say. ubiquitous in the chant. 

tO E.g .. A trima nostrn [1167). on "Laqucus." CC. Lhe standard phrase A10 in Fig. 104, P· 
3~8. 

11 E.g .. Omncs de Snlm [,159)· on "Surge." Cf. the srantlartl phrase M. 
tl!l11is term und similar ones nre used here ou ly for the ~akc of convenience. without 

im!Jiying any "harmonic" COilllOlaliOII. ' I 0 imcrprcl Gregorian chant in terms or h:•r· 
monic an:llysis is. to put it mildly, an incxcusJble anachronism. 
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Oravi Deum yr. 2 [Ott 109], Afferentur Yf. 2 [Ott 156]; and several others. 
They nearly always occur within an extended meUsma, as in the above
mentioned standard phrases of tbe Graduals. T he relative frequency with 
which the "descending sixth-chord" occurs in the Offertory verses is one of 
the various traits which give them a character all their own.ts 

As for the other combinations of a third and a fourth, they are so rare 
that they are scarcely more tl1an curiosities. For the descend ing 3 + 4 ("six
four-chord") I can offer only three examples, none of them "pure," that 
is, tl1e e'-c'-c'·c'·g which occurs twice in the T ract Commovisti [507),l~ the 
e'c'·c'-g in the final "alleLuia"-melisma o£ the last verse of the Offertory 
confitebuntm· caeli [Ou 110], and t11c e'-d-c'-g in the melisma on "gloria" 
in the last verse of tlle OfTenory Perfice gressus (Ott 91 ]. As for the two 
ascending combinations, 3 + .~ upward does not seem to exist; for 4 + 3 
the following examples are all l have found: c-f-a in tlle melisma "Ad
ducentur" in y. 2 of the Offertory Afferentttr [Ott 164; originally Offer
entur]; c-£-f-a in the melisma "meo" in y. 2 of tlle Offertory f!eritas mea 
[Ott 149]; and C-c-d-e at the beginning of Yf. 1 of the Offertory Protege 
Domine [Ott 169] (tllis last example is added here only because "none bet
ter could be had"-as was said of Bach when he was appointed can tor of 
St .. T homas). 

The almost complete absence of such a relatively familia r progression 
as the u pward fourth-plus-third (or tllird-plus-fourth) is all the more note
worthy because the combination 5 + 3 upward, ou tlining a seven th, is 
not at all un common in Roman chant. It forms part of the beginning of 
a fairly numerous group of Antiphons including, among others, V os amici 
[1111], Fontes [884], and Vado [825).10 Other examples occur in the Al
leluias Surrexit [790: d-a-a·a·c'], ]ustus germinabit [1192: d-a-c'], and Virgo 
Dei [1684: d-a-c']; in tl1e Offertory ]ustorum animae [1172: d-a-c']; and in 
the Graduals Liberasti [ •Oi5] and Benedictus Dominus [478], both of 
which employ the same closing formula starting with g-cl'-£1. The descend
ing 3 + 5 I have found only in the "jucltnda"-mclisma o( Yf. 2 of the 
Offer tory Confitebor (Ott 46], and in tl1e Gradual Qui sedes [335], where a 
seventl1, g'-e'-e'-a, is sung to the word "super." 

No less interesting is another combination outlin ing an ascending 
seventh, that is, 4 + 4· It occurs in a standard formula, opening with 
d-g-c-, which is used in a number of Tracts o( the eighth mode; e.g., 
C~mmovisti [507]. Qui confidtmt [561], and Ego atttem [G 566; see begin
rung of p. 568]. Other examples occur in the lntroit Ego clamavi [GR 130: 
~-g-g-<;'] and in the Offertory Benedictus es Dominus [514: d-g·g·c' on 
omn1a"]. Once more, tl1e final verses of the Offertories provide by far 

the best huming ground for tl1ese formations, as in Deus enim, Yl· 2 [Ott 

ta See p, 375· 
14 Sec Fig. 90· p. 325. Also in others, e.g .• Tu gloria (1378]. on "Tota." 
1° Ccvaen's theme g. 4· 5· 
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18, "Domine"]; Tui sunt, y:r. 3 [Ott 20, "dextera"]; Portas caeli, y.r. 2 (Ott 
61, "loquar"]; Benedictus sit, y.r. 2 [On 82, "Cherubim"]; and Pomisti, 
Yf. 2 [Ou •37· "gloria"]. ll wil! be noticed that all the examples of two 
ascending fourths involve the same pitches, d-g<J. Again, the descending 
variety of this formation is much rarer, only two examples having been 
found, one in the Alleluia Scitote [ •296], the other in the Offenory Posuisti, 
y;. 2 [Ott 138, "eius' '], both on c'-g-d. 

The important role which the interval of a seventl1 plays in the melodic 
formations of the chant becomes even more apparent Crom a sllldy of the 
rather frequent cases in which it is outlined through several imermediate 
pitches, as, for instance, d-f·a·cJ or d·g·a<'. Fig. 6g shows a number of 
examples. 

FICURE 69 
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1. Offertory ]ubi/ale Deo omnis [48o, "terra'1: Offertory ]ustorum animne [••72, "et'1: 
Allcluia In conspcctu [ 1276, "Angelorum")IG 

t. Alleluia Cognouerunt (817, "Cognoverunt"]: Offertory Deus em'm "/!· 2 [Ott 18, final 
melisma] 

! · AlleJuia Christus rcsurgens [827, "mors'1 
4· Graduals Viderunt omneJ [409· "omnis']: Tribulationes [547• "Dominc:']: Anima 

noslra [1167, "Laqueus'1 
5· Gradual l.aelatUJ sum [561, "abundantia"] 
6. AllcJuia Post dies octo (8to, "allcJuia" and jubilus] 
7· Graduals Exsurge Domine non (553· "homo"]: Spera in Domino [1352•, "ipse'1 
8. Alleluia AngeiUJ Domini (786, jubi!UJ]: T ract Gaude Moria [1266, "Gaude" (G·f)] 
9· Introit Protec1or (to36, "millia'} Offertory ]ubi/ate [487, "animae"): Graduals £.>:· 

surge Domine non [553· "homo"; likewise at the end of the melisma "fade'1 and 
Tenuisti [592, "cordc'1 

10. Gradual DeUJ vitam [G 128, "tuo" and final melismaJ 

There is little doubt tlut by means of a thorough search the number of 
such examples could at lease be doubled. If, however, this seems like a 
rather insignificant yield, we have only to turn to the Offertory verses 
which have already proved to be a store of interesting formations. H ere 
seventh-formations occur so f'requently tl1at they become a characteristic 
trait of ilie musical style. We can indicate here on ly a small number of 
examples (reference to Ott by page and system): 

A-c-d-d-g [10, g); £-g·b·c'·d'-e' [13, 8]; f'·d'-c'-c'-a·g [33, 8]: (d)-c-d-f-e·f·g·bb 
[40, 2]; f'-dJ-e'·c'<'·b·g (47• 2]; d-g·a<' [So, 8]; f-g-a-c'·d'-e' [g6, 2]; c'-b·a·g· 
f-e-d (n6, 2]; e-g-a·c'-c'-d' (133, 3]. 

Melodic formations encompassing an octave arc noticeably less frequent 
than those moving within the distance of a seventh. An example (unique, 

1811tc Alleluia Venitc [1726, "omnes") has tl1e formation f·a·c'·c', comprising a major 
seventh. 
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as far as I can see) of the succession of a fifth and a fourth occurs in the 
second verse of the Offertory Constitues, where we find c-g·g·c' to the word 
"Speciosus" (Ott 132]. Equally rare are examples of the octave with two 
intermediate pitches, the d-a<'-d' from ilie verse of the Offertory Viri 
Galilei [Ott 1 ; 3, "cuntem"] being the only one that has been found. Octave 
formations with three or more intervening notes occur in greater number 
and variety, as Fig. 70 shows: 

FICUR£ 70 
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t. Gradual Chris/IIJ factus ~si [655, ''ilium"] 
: . Communion U11nm petii [1005, "hanc"] 
~· Communion Ecce virgo [356, "pariet'1 
4-· OIIcnory Angelus Domini [787, "desccndit']: also Gradu:!ls Si ambulem [G t!7• 

"tua'1 a.nd SnJJienlia [G 398, "cjus"] 
5· Offertory Afferentur y. 1 [Otl 164. "meum"] 
6. OITenory Pr~cntus est M oyses "/!· 2 [Ott too, "Accedite'1 
7· Alleluia Multifarie [44•· jubilus] 
8. Alleluia Domine in virtutt' [too4, "vehementer'1 
9· Alleluia Qui docti [1466, "quasi"] 

10. Allc:luia BeatUJ vir [ •747• "Beatus'1 
11 . Alleluia Jlcni Domine [355· fin:!l melisma] 
1.2. Kyric xm [5'] 
15. Kyrie 11 [•9] 

Although this random selection is insufficient to provide a basis for 
definite condusions, one can hardly go wrong in saying tllat octave forma· 
tions are not only considerably less £requent than those encompassing a 
seventh, but also that they belong to a later stage in the development of 
the chant. Aside £rom the Offertory verses, which abound in unusual for
mations of any kind, the most prolific source for octave formations are the 
Alleluias which, on the whole, constitute one of the latest accretions to the 
repertory of Roman chant. Of a yet later date are the majority of the Kyrie 
melodies, and it is probably no mere coincidence that the two examples 
cited from tl1is category are tlte only ones emphasizing the fiftl1 as the most 
important intermediate pitch within the octave, so that the ear receives 
the familiar impression of a 1·5·8 outline. Usually the octave formations 
emphasize the fourth, the sixth, or some other degree between the lowest 
and the highest note. 

Jn order w round off our discussion of the melodic motion in Gregorian 
chant, a few examples represcming the utmost degree of boldness en
countered in its tonal language are given in Fig. 71. These show arduous 
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rises and precipitate falls, utterly unlike the smoothed-out contours of a 
Palestrinian melody, and, as may be expected by now, they are found par
ticularly in the Offertories (many more examples occur in their verses). 
That from ]ubi/ate is one of the most celebrated passages in the entire 

repertory. 

flumi- na 

•• , •• h , r1··· r. . ,... 
Baby- lo- nis 

1. Offertory j1tbilate [487] 2 . Offertory Angelus Domini [787] 
3· Offertory Super (lumina [1065] 

REPETmON OF l\ITLODIC UNITS 

While, on the whole, Gregorian melody is highly variable and unpre
d ictable, exhibiting a tendency toward constant change of design, it is not 
entiTely devoid of the opposite principle o[ melodic construction, that is, 
repetition in one form or another. We are not dealing with repetition as 
applied to entire melodies or sections, a procedure which, as has been 
shown earlier [pp. t8tff], is a basic element of formal structure in Grego
rian chant. Rather are we concerned with small units occurring within a 
melody which are repeated and thus made to stand out within the general 
series of different units. Such repeats may occur in immediate succession 
(a a), after a contrasting unit (a b a), or at separa te places of a chant, either 
at the same or at a different pitch. Immediate repetition takes on the 
character of imitation (as we may call it without danger of confusion with 
polyphonic imitation) if the pitch remains the same, of sequential progres· 
sion if the pitch goes up or d own by degrees. Repetition at separate places 
often takes on the character of a musical rhyme, occasionally one invol ving 
transposition, for instance, at the upper fift.h. As for the extension of Lhe 
repeated unit, this may vary from a short motive of three or four notes to 

longer groups and occasionally even to complete phrases. 
We do not intend to cnLer into a detailed study of th is aspect, but will 

confine ourselves to a brief presentation of the most typica l cases, illust.rat
ing each of these by a few exa mples, the number of which could easi ly be 
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augmented.17 We do not include here the melismas of the Alleluias and 
Offertory verses purposely, because in these melodic repetition is so fre
quently encountered that it becomes a chaTacteristic trait calling for sepa
rate study [see pp. 368ff, 386ff] . 

a 

FIGURE 72 

Repetition of Melodic Units 
a a a 
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vit in no- bis : Gabri- e- lis 
A. Simple Imitation: a a 

am 

1. ln troil In volunlate [1066] ; 2. Offertory Reges Tllars.is [461]: 3· Gradual Denedicite 
(1654]. 

B. Multiple Imitation: a a a, a a b b, etc. 
I. Gradual Misit Dominus [-185]: ::. Gradual Respice Domine (t033]; 3· Gradual 
Clanli1Tienmt [ 1170): 4· Tract C1wde M aria [u66: sec formula D, of fig. 93]. 

C. Sequence 
1. Antiphon Monies et colles [332): ~- Gradual 1\fisil Domi•ws [48:;]: 3· Re.~pon sory 
Verbum caro [390]: 4· Tract Ctwtfc Morin [t::66]. 

11 Sec Fcrrctli, Estlu!tique, pp. ·t9ff; Johncr, New School, pp. Qs~rr: Wagncr. Elemtmtc, 
pp. q8ff. 
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It will be noticed that nearly all these examples come from chants of a 
highly ornate character , such as Graduals. Tracts, Responsories, and Of
fertories. 'While a repeat involving no more than two statements is usually 
exact, the repeated motive is subtly modified if occun-ing for a third or 
fourth time, as in the examples given under Band C. ln example no. 3 of 
group C the tluee sequential statements, although exact as to pitches, 
undergo a most gratifying modification because of the shift of accent re
sulting from the irregular neumatic groups. 

A number of chants employ the same motive at separate places for the 
close of different periods or sections, a phenomenon known as musical 
rhyme. Following are some examples: 

t. Corn. Memento verbi [1065]: "dedisti" = "mea" 
2. OIJ. Scnpulis mis [537]: ''tibi Dominus" = ''(vc)ritas cjus" 
3· lntr. Ego autem cum jus/tiiO lC t:!t): "tuo·· = "tua" 
4· Off. Dominc fac mccum [C ' liS]: "(miseri)cordi:lm tuam" = "(miseri)cordia 

tu a" 
5· lmr. Requiem aeternam ( t807]: "(do)na eis Domine" = "luceat eis" 
6. Ant. Nativitas tua (1627): "(:lnnunti)avit univcrso mundo" = "Uusti)tiae, 

Christus Deus nostcr" = "nobis vitam scmpiternam" 

Occasionally the musical rhyme con·esponds to, and is obviously 
prompted by, a "textual rhyme," as in examples 3 and 4· Usually, however, 
it is a purely musical device of su-uctural organi1.ation and unification. 
Particularly interesting (rom Lhis point of view are chants showing a musi
cal rhyme in u-anspcsition, e.g. (the u-ansposition is indicated by the pitch 
of the final note): 

7· Intr. Populus Sion [327]: "gentes" (g)= "suae" (d') = "vcstri" (g) 
8. lntr. Laudate pueri [C 550]: "Dominum" (d) = "Domini" (f) = "(1ae)tan

tem" (d) 
g. Com. Beali mundo corcl~ [1727): "videbunt" (d)= "vocabuntur" (f)= "jus· 

titiam" (f) = "caclorum" (d). 

It is probably no mere coincidence that examples of musical rhyme oc· 
cur almost exclusively in Lhe less ornate and shorter types of chant, such 
as Introits, Antiphons, and Communions, in which this device is obviously 
much more noticeable and effective than it would be, for instance, in a 
Gradual. 

In addition to the repeat, either immedi:nely or at separate places. of 
short motives, there are inst:mces showing the repeat of fairly extended 
phrases or segments. The best-known examples occur in a number of Offer· 
tories, where Lhey are prcdict~tcd upon a peculiarity to be considered later, 
i.e., the repetition of words or sections of the text [see p. 364]. A somewhat 
similar siLUation exists in the Gradual Hie est qui venit [1533] from the 
Feast of Lhc 1\ losL Prcciou!> Blood of Christ, in which the sections "Tres 
sunt, qui testimonium dant in caelo" and "Tres sunt, qui testimonium 
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dant in terra" are sung to tl1e same melody. That this Gradual does not 
belong to tl1~ medi:va_l rep:nory appears from its non-psalmodic text as 
wel~ as from Hs affiltauon wtth a rather recent feast. In the lntroit Resur

,·ext [778] from the Mass of Easter Sunday the repeat of an entire musical 
phras: could be explained by the textual rhyme of "et adhuc tecum sum 
all:lu1a" and "alleluia, alleluia," but this explanation loses some of i~ 
wetght because o£ the fact that a differem melody is used for "manum 
tuam, alleluia," which occurs between the two other exclamations In 
order to illustrate these and a few other cases of repetition of e~tire 
phrases, t~1e texts (as complete as necessary) with indication (a---) of 
those secuons which are sung to the same melody are reproduced below. 

1. Gradual Ht'c est qui venit, y; [1533): 

Trcs sunt, qui testimonium dant ir~: Pater, Verbwn, et Spiritus Sanctus: 

et hi tres unum sunt. Et tres Sllnt, qtli testimonium dant in terra: Spiritus, 
Aqua, et Sanguis: et hi lres unum sunt. 

2. lntroit Resurmci [778) : 

ReSIIrrcxi, et adltUc tecum sum, alleluia: .ho~• 1'st1' ~·per r "" "" me manum tuam, 

alleluia: mirabilis facta est sci~ntia tua, a/leluia, al/cluia. 

3· Antiphon lnnocentes [432]: 

lnnocentes pro Christo infantes occisi sunt, ab iniquo rege lactentes interfecti 

sunt: ipsum sequuntur Agnum sine macula, et dicunt semper: Gloria tibi 

Domine. 

4- Antiphon Virgo gloriosa [t 757J: 

Virgo gloriosa semper Evangelium Cftristi gerebat in pectore suo, et non die bus 

neque noctibus, a colloquiis ditJinis et oratione cessebat. 

5· Antiphon Cum pervenisset [ 1308): 

Cum pervenisset beat us A ndreas ad locum ubi crux parata erat exclamatJit c; 
---- - --- b I 

dixit: 0 bona crux, diu. desiderata, et jam concupiscenti animo pmef)(Jrata: 
- 3 b ____ _ 

uc~rus et g~u~ens vcnio ad te: ita et tu exsultans suscipins me, discipttlum ejus 
qw p~pendtt m le. 

th ~, the. pre~eding_ expla_nations we have dealt with what may be called 
e obv1ous mantfcstauons of the principle of repetition. Although as-
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suredly not without importance and interest, these are, on the whole, ex
ceptional. Only in certain special categories, such as the melismas oE t~e 
Alleluias and Offertories, or in the hymns and sequences, do they attam 
the status of a characteristic u·a it. J'vfuch more significa nt and, in fact , 
decidecUy typical of numerous chants is a repetition technique o[ a more 
subde and evasive natLue, a certain type o[ melodk design which may be 
described by the term "reiterative style." lt is this style which bestows 
upon a large segmem of Gregorian chan t that special character which, 
rightly or wrongly, has often been called "oriental." 'Whether orienta~ or 
not, it is indeed far removed Erom the basic concepts of the Western mmd, 
as appears Erom the £act that our vocabulary has on ly more or less de· 
roga tOf)' terms to indicate it: pleonasm. prolixity, diffuseness, etc., all in· 
dicative or suggestive of a Jack o( conciseness. It is not easy to describe this 
style in definite terms or to i!Justrate it by specific examples, because it 
involves subtle allusions rather than demonsu·able data. No one, however, 
can help noticing it in rna.ny chants of the responsorial type particularly, 
,vitb their numerous ins tances of redundancy, of insistence on minute 
melodic turns or even single notes. Perhaps the most obvious examples 
are the cadential formulae which occur in nearly a ll the chants except 
those employing a simple syllabic style (Antiphons, hymns). To give one 
example out o( hundreds, a cadential motion descending from a to e may 

appear in the following forms: 

' .. 
• 

c 
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a. lnLroit Cognovi ( 1239) b. Alleluia. Emit.!e Spiritum [879] 
c. Gradual Speciosus forma [434] 

Obviously, such formulae cannot be adequately described by any term 
suggesting a " lack," the absence of a principle. They possess a decidedly 
positive quality, a richness a11d fullness which makes the elementary fo~m 
appear meager and empty by comparison. At any ra te, ~hey are as. tn· 
separable from Gregorian chant as are tautologies and cucumlocuuons 
from ancient Greek, Jew ish, or Hindu litera ture. 

While traces of the reiteraLive style can be (ound on practically every 
page of Gregorian chant, it is panicularly cha racteristic ~(,_ and all-p~r
vasive in, the Graduals. We shall have more to say about tl11s m the spec1al 
section devoted to tile study or these chants. 
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CADENCES 

U one were to describe the evolution of musical style in terms of one 
single e lement, it is difficult to think of one more suitable for such a task 
than the cadence. Not only is it present in all periods of Western music 
history, but it fully participated in the major changes of style, adopting a 
great variety of forms which may well serve as earmarks of the main 
periods o( musical development. 

ln Gregorian chant the cadences are purely melodic formations, lacking 
the harmonic element that was to play a decisive role in their later de
velopment.ln spite of this restriction, the Gregorian cadences a re far Erom 
being uniform or of limited variability, as is usually the case in later strata 
of monophonic music, for instance, in the sequences or in the songs of the 
trouveres. On the contrary, they a re so diversified that a complete study 
of their forms, considered per se as well as in relaLionship to such categories 
as modes or types of chant, would easily require a fairly large book. 

ln a previous chapter [p. 142] we have considered the Gregorian cadences 
briefly from tl1e point of view of tonality, examin ing the closing degrees 
o( tl1e inner cadences in relationship to t.hat of the final cadence. This 
aspect, which provides an insight into the tonal instability of numerous 
Gregorian melodies, will again rece ive our attention in the study o£ the 
Tracts, Graduals, and R esponsories [pp. 324, 336]. The object of the 
present study is the cadential formulae as such, that is, the different ways 
in which the final note is approached and prepared. The first question 
arising in this connection is that o£ the motion leading from the penulti
mate to the final pitch, and it is this quesrion which we propose to in
vestigate, being well aware of the fact that tl1e result will be no more than 
an initial step. 

It can easily be seen that, in the great majority of cases, the final pitch 
is reached in a descending motion. J\lost often this is stepwise, the penulti
mate note being one degree above the final, but examples in which these 
two notes are at tlte disu·tnce o[ a third are not at all infrequent Ascending 
motion is much rarer and practically limited to the ascending second. A 
general impressiOL1 as to the relative frequency of these three types may be 
gaineu from the fact that among th e 13 1 chan ts occuning in the T emporale 
between Advent and the end o( Nativity [3 17 to 4 14] there are ninety 
closing with a descending second, twenty-six with a descending th ird, and 
fifteen with an ascending second.1B The picture changes, however, to a 

IS Throughout the subsequent study of cadential mo1ion we have disregarded what 
could be called a unison cadence, that is, ihc preparatory anlicipalion o[ the llnal pitd1. 
Thus cases like a·g·g or b·g·g arc con~idercd as mere variants of a·g or b·g. Only the final 
cadences arc considered. 

Wagner, in his Elcmtm lc, p. 142. says 1hat the main caden ces of the chant are those 
invol\'ing s1epwise molillll, descending or asccndiug. I cannot underswnd what caused 
Wagncr to 1.nake Lllis st:ucmcnt. The main cadences are, beyond doubt. the descending 
second and the descending lhird. 
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certain extent and receives more significant traits if the various types of 
chant aJ·e considered separately. This appears from the following table in 
which the same chants are listed as to types: 

L'HR. CRAO. ALL. OFF. cor.fllt. RESP. ANT. t1Y!I1N 

Desc. Second 7 3 5 9 9 8 45 4 
Desc. Third 2 11 3 0 0 0 10 0 

Asc. Second 0 0 0 0 9 4 

Naturally, this tabulation is not sufficiently co~prehensive. to give an 
adequate picture of the over-all situati~n in the vano~s c~tegones of chant. 
However, it accurately reflects excepuonal tendenetes m at _le_ast . two o£ 
them, i.e., in the Gracluals and in the h)rrnns. In the former 1t md1cates a 
strong emphasis on the descending third for the c~dential motion, and this 
indication js full y confirmed by a study o[ the enure repertory_of ~raduals, 
althoucrh not to the same de«Tree as in the above table. Followmg lS a tabu-
' 0 0 [" 
lation o( the cadences in all the Graduals found in the Liber us~a zs. 
Since, depending upon the manner of performance (RV or RV R), eaher 
the verse or the respond form the closing section of the Gradual, both of 

them have been included: 

Desc. Second 
Desc. Third 

RESPOND VERSE 

75 
55 

It appears that in the responds of the Graduals th~ descending third is 
almost as frequent in the cadences as is d1e descendm~ second: a~d that 
both intervals are equally frequent in the verses. Ascendmg mouon 1s com-

pletely absent in the cadences o( the Graduals.. . . . 
ln the hymns, on the other hand, our table mdicates a remukably dtf· 

ferent siwation, the descending third being not represented at all, and the 
ascending second being as (requent as the descending. A survey made on a 
larger scalelO gives reason to assume that in the total repertory of the 
hpnns the former cauence is actually about twice as frequent as the la~ter, 
and that the descending third is highly exceptional. An even more deetded 
preference (or the ascending second exists in the field of the sequences, 
where t11is cadential motion is so common as to assume the character of a 

standard traiL 
In connection with the cadence formed by an ascending second tbe 

question arises as to how frequently it takes ~n tl1e modern. form of ~he 
leading tone cadence, cl1aracterized by a se~uonal pro~ess_, on. The :m~ 
swer is, as may almost be expected, that thts hardly extsts m Gregonat 

19 Based o11 the hymns of the Ordinary and Proper of lhc Time up to Palm Sund:t)'• 
as given iu the Alltipho11alc rno11n.!ticum, which has beuer vcr~i ons Cor the hymns Lhnn 
the other ed itions. The final Amen, whid1 invariably closes wiLh an a.~ccndi 11g seconc.l. 

h as been disrcg-Jrdcd. 
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chant. Obviously, within the system of the church modes, a leading-tone 
cadence is possible only on f, that is, in modes 5 and 6. Since, on the 
other hand, the hymns constiwte the most fertile field for cadences with 
an ascending second, we are naturally led to the hymns of the fifth or sixth 
mode for an answer to our question. Actually, hymns on fare so rare that 
there is only one melody in the Liber us1lafis20 and only six in the more 
comprehensive collections, the Antiphonale R omanum and the Antipho
nale Monasticum. Only one of these has a leading-tone cadence, namely, 
Aeterne R ector [A 867], sung at the Feast of the Holy Guardian Angels, 
which was introduced by Pope Paul V in t6o8. It evidently belongs to 
what have been called Baroque or Rococo hymns. Outside the hymns, I 
can indicate only three examples of the leading-tone cadence, the Com
munion De fmctu [1031], the Antiphon Virgo patens [1679], and the 
Antiphon 0 quam gloriosum [A 903]. The only old chant in this group is 
De fructu, but its present cadence is, without doubt, the result of the mani
fold cl1anges it underwent [see p. 168]. 

Since the Graduals belong to the old layer of chants, one is led to the 
conclusion that the descending third is an archaic cadence, no less so than 
the descending second which, from an over-all point of view, appears to 
be the cadence of the Gregorian chant. The ascend ing second, on the other 
hand, is definitely a late cadential formation, probably not in general use 
earlier than the tenth or eleventh centuries. This statement could be 
challenged by pointing to our table on p. 264 which shows a relatively 
high number of ascending seconds in the Antiphons, chants which, on the 
whole, belong to the older repertory of Gregorian chant. Actually, the nine 
examples given there represent only one single case, since they all close 
with the same melodic formula, e.g.: 

a g fg gfd £ fg g g 
lac et mel, al- le- lu- ia [323] 
] e- ru- sa- lem, a[. le- lu- ia [324] 
a Do-mi-no, al- le- lu- ia [339] 

In this connection it is interesting to notice that in the Alleluias, many 
of which are fairly recent chancs, the ascending second is completely ab
sent, while tbe descending third is about half as frequent as the descending 
second. Obviously they were composed at a time when the descending third 
had not yet been generally replaced by d1e ascending second. 

In the Responsories che descending second is practically the only caden
tial motion ever used, a statement whicl1 applies even more unequ ivocally 
to the Tracts. Since tl1ese two types of d1ant, as well as the GraduaJs, make 
extensive use of standaJ'd plu-ases, they provide a safe basis for the investi
gation not only of their final cadences bur also of numerous inner cadences. 

20 The lwelfth·centuTy Stabat mater [1.124]· The same melody in Jlirgo virginum [1414]. 
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A glance at the various tables of standard phrases that are given in the 
later course of this book [see pp. 319, 3261] fully bears out the state-

ments just made. . . 
I t remains for us to comment brieUy upon some cadenual mouons of 

very rare occurrence, that is, the descending fourth,. the ascending four.th, 
and the ascending third. The fir st of tlre e occurs 111 a few chants whrch 
belong to the old, though perhaps not the oldest, layer of the repertory: 
the Responsory Angelus Domini [i74] from Easter Sunday; the. Corn· 
munion Erubcsca nt [Gos] from l\(ooday in Holy Week; the l nvtta.tory 
Antiphon Cllristus natus [368] from the Nativity; ~e Offert?r! Glona et 
ltonorc [ •• 3i ] from the Common of a Martyr not. a Br.sl~op. (on g•n.ally (rom 
the Feast of St. J ohn and others): amlthe Al~ehua Dw te 111 g~nt~bus [Sot] 
from Friday in Easter Week. For the ascencltng fourth I can mdtcate only 
three examples; the last verse o[ the Offertory Gloria et ltonore [Ott 135], 
the Alleluia In multitudine [1513] from tltc Feast of St. I renaeus, and the 
Antiphon Puer Jesus [43i] from the Sunday after Christmas. T h: Jast of 
these is unquestionably old, but we have seen upon a fom1er occasron that 
its cadence is probably the result of a later modification [sec p. 177]. The 
same remark applies to the Antiphon Vobis datum est [510] from Se~a
gesima Sunday, which closes with the same phrase as Puer Jesus, bu~ wtth 
the cademial motion c-( modified into c-<1-f. T his then could be constdered 
as an ascending-tltird cadence, for which only one other example can be 
indicated, the Communion ]acob au.tem.21 As for a more extended use of 
this cadence, one will probably have to turn to sequences, e.g., the Ave 
l\1aria [VP 46], in which a number of sections close with the formula d ·f-f. 
No examples of the fifth, whetlter descending or ascending, have been 

found. 
In concl usion it must be said once more that the preceding study, in 

which we have limited ourselves, somewhat artificially, to the considera· 
tion of the penultimate pitches, is no more than a.beginning or an ~utl!ne 
of a complete investigation, which would have to mclude the exammauon 
of the antepenultimate pitches and of full cadential formulae. Such a study 
cannot be anempted here. lt may be pointed out, however, that fixed 
cadential formulae of considerable extension play a basic role in the forma· 
tion of various chants, particularly the Graduals, Responsories, and T racts. 
We shall have occasion to examine tltese formulae in tlte special chapters 

devoted to these chants. 

MELODY A N D TEXT 

Intimate relationshi p between melody and text is a trai t so fundamental 
in Gregorian chant that it needs no substantiation. Relationship, hO\<J· 

21 L 1442. This is a late adaptation from the Communion Dicit Andreas [C 392}, origi· 

nally !or the Feast o£ St. Andrcw. now !or its Vigil. 

I 
I 
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ever, is not the same as dependency or subjection. While it is true that irt 
certain types of chant, such as the recitation tones or the psalm tones, the 
melody is nothing more than a means to achieve a clear and impressive 
delivery of the text, it is equally undeniable that in many other cases the 
music assumes a degree of autonomy not dissimilar to that which exists in 
an aria by Bach or in a song by Schubert. In a Gradual, Alieluia, or Offer
tory word and song join hands in the rendition of the liturgical prayer, 
one contributing the thought, the other what Thomas Aquinas called the 
"exsultatio mentis, de aeternis habita, prorumpens in vocem"-tbe exulta
tion of the mind, derived from things eternal, bursting forth in sound. 
I t is not without interest to notice that in tlte early centuries of Christian 
worship music occasiona!Jy e-xercised tltis (unction completely independ
ent of a text. St. Augustine (as well as other church fathers) repeatedly 
expressed the idea that the highest rejoicing of the soul calls for music 
without words: "If somebody is full of joyful exultation, . .. he bursts out 
in an exulting song witltout words;" or: "For whom is this jubilation 
more proper than for the nameless God? ... And since you cannot name 
b im and yet may not remain si lent, what else can you do but break out 
in jubilation so that your heart may rejoice withO\ll words, and that the 
immensity of your joy may not know the bounds of syllables."1 Such word
less jubilations of great extension, including up to three hundred notes, 
occur in Ambrosian chant. Although nominally attached to the syllable 
of a word, they actually attain independent status as purely musical forma
tions. No vocalizations of comparable length exist in the Gregoriao reper
tory, but tltere is only a difference of degree, not o£ essence, between the 
endless Ambrosian melodiae and the fairly extended melismas so fre
quently found irt Gregorian chant, particularly in the Graduals and in 
the verses of the Offertories. They are the most obvious indication of the 
fact that the music of the chant stands in the relationship of a peer, not 
of a servant, to the text. In our subsequent studies we shall find this state
ment corroborated in many ways. 

TEXTUAL AND MELODIC PHRASES 

In a previous section [p. 249] tlte phrase structure of Gregorian chant 
has been studied from the purely musical point of view. H ere we are con
cerned with tlte relationship between tlte structure of tlte music and tltat 
of the text; that is, with the question whether the melodic phrases agree 
with th.e syntactical divisions of the text, the lauer as indicated by the 
various signs of punctuation, the former, by tlte vertical strokes indicating 
rests of shorter or longer duration. Jn order to approach this question 
properly, it must first be understood that both the grammatical and the 
musical signs of division are post-medieval additions. Even a source as 

I Explanations of Ps. 99 and 32: Patr. /at . 37, p. 1272, and g6, p. 283. 
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relatively late as ll1e Codex Worcester (13th century) contains no punctua
tion sign (except for Lhe final dot), nor any of the division sLrokes found 
in the Solesmes editions.2 f\o one will seriously question the propriety of 
the punctuation signs, since they are intrinsica lly present in the syntactic 
structure of the sentences. The musical phrase marks, however, present a 
more serious problem, not only because (li ke the bar lines in modern pub
lications of medieval polyphony) they are editOrial additions but because 
(unlike these) they are inserted on the basis of the textual divisions. There
fore, the complete agreement existing in the modern books between the 
d ivisions of the tex t and the divisions of the melody results from definition 
and thus has no evidential force. 

This does not mean to question seriously the propriety of the division 
marks of the Solesmes ed itions. T he longer strokes, particularly the "hal( 
bar" and the "full bar" [see L, p. xxv], are valid signs of musical syntax; 
only the "quarter bar," marking Lhe end of "unimportant phrases," should 
be d isregarded in connection with the present investigation. The melodic 
sections thus marked off usually turn out to be what may well be called 
" phrases," by vinue eiLher of tJ1eir design or o f their cadent ial points, or 
both. In sum, there can be no doubt that agreement between the textual 
and the melodic divisions is a basic principle of Gregorian chant. Examples 
illustrati ng this fact are so frequent that speci fi c references are not neces
sary. 

It is, however, not unimportant to point out that there exist exceptions 
or deviations from this principle. In not a few cases one could argue about 
the validity of the phrasing marks of the Solesmes editions. In our p1evious 
study, in which we have considered the phrase structure from the purely 
musical point of view, we have indicated a few examples in which the 
musical principle of the "Gregorian arch" leads to a different division 
from that suggested by the text. Since, however, this principle in itself 
can not be considered as infallible, it does not provide a solid basis for an 
objective investigation of the rela tionshi p between the musical and textual 
phrases. !\ lore reliable material for such a study is found in tJ1ose fa irly 
numerous chants which employ one and the same melody or melodic 
phrase with different texts. 

Re-employment (or, as it is also called, adaptation) of complete melodies 
is particularly frequent in the Alleluias. For instance, the melody of the 
Alleluia Dies sauctifiealus [409] from the Nativity recurs in each of the 
following Alleluias: Video eaelos [416] from the Feast of St. Stepheo, H ie 
est discipu!us [422] from the Feast of St. John, Vidimus ste llam [460] from 
the Epiphany, H ie est sacerdos [ •tS.t] from the Common of a Confessor 
Bishop, Stmcti tui [ 133G] from the Feast of St. Fabian , M a gnus snncllls 

2 Grammatical punclUations rarely occur in Latin manuscripts before the fi fteen rh 
century. even lben with little consistency. 

I 
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[1346) from the Conversion of St. Paul, Inveni David [1 489] from the Feast 
of St. Basil (originally St. Silvester), Tu puer [1501] from the Nativity 
of St. John, and Tu es Petrus [1520] from the Feast of SS. Peter and Paul. 
The assumption, plausible on liturgical grounds, that the original text 
is that from the Nativity is strengthened by the fact that here melody 
and text are in perfect coordination, both of them being clearly tripartite. 
The foilowing table shows how this as well as the other texts fit into the 
three major divisions of the melody: 

Il III 
Dies sanetifieatus il- venite gentes, et ado- quia hodie descendit lux 

luxit nobis: rate Dominum: magna super tcrram. 
Video caelos aputos, cl j esum stntJtem a dextris virtutis Dei. 
Hie est discipulus ille, qui testimonium per- et scimus quia verum 

hibet de his: est testimonium ejus. 
Vidimus stellam ejus in Oricnte, et venimus cum muneri· 

bus adorare Domi-
mun. 

Hie est sacerdos, quem coronavit Domi-
11US. 

Sancti tui, Domine, benedicent te: gloriam regni tui dieent. 
Magnus sanctus Paulus, vere digne est glori· qui et memit thronum 

vas electionis, fieandus, duodecimum possi-
de re. 

Inveni David seroum meum: oleo saneto meo unxi 
ettm. 

T u, puer, propheta A ltissimi vocaberis: praeibis ante Dominum 
parare vias ejus. 

T u es Petrus, et super 
hane petram 

aedificabo Ecclesiam meam. 

It appears dlat only two of these texts, Hie est discipulus and Magnus 
sanetus, have the same syntactic structure as the original and, therefore, 
show dle same complete agreement between textual and musical phrases. 
A~J th~ other texts are biparti te, and thus do not fall naturally into the 
trtpart1le scheme of the melody. While in Video caelos and Sancti tui a 
satisfactory adaptation has been achieved, tl1is cannol be said of Vidimus 
stellam and even less of lnveni David, both of which are rather too short 
for a melody consisting of three extended phrases. Here the procedure 
adopted in Hie est sacerdos, lhat is, omission of the second phrase, would 
have resulted in a more .. correct" agreement between text and music. 
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Finally, i n Tu. puer and Tu. es Petrus the melodic divisions actually do 
violence to the textua l structure, a fact all the more noteworthy since a t 
least in the latter case a more suic.able division is possible: 

n 111 
et super hanc petram aedi{rcabo Ecclesiam meam. 

Naturally, in problems of this type the chronological facts have to be 
taken into consideration. lf it can be shown that all the exa mples of poor 
adaptation occur in chants of a relatively later date, the situation appears 
in a different light from what it would be if they were fou nd in old chants 
as well, or even exclusively in these. Unequivocal chronological evidence 
is provided by the earliest exta nt manuscripts, such as the eighth-century 
Gradual of ~lonza or the sl ightly later Gradua l of Mont-Biand in.3 Only 
three Alleluias from our group do not occur in the Codex l\tonza, namely, 
Hie est sacerdos, Magnus sanctus, and Tu puer. Our table shows that t he 
adaptation is excellent in the first and second of these chants, and ratl1er 
poor in the third. As for tl1e remaining seven Alleluias, liturgica l consid
erations make it likely that the four occurring between Nativity and 
Epiphany belong to the oldest layer. These arc Dies sanctificatus (Nativity), 
Video caelos (St. Stephen), H ie est discipulu.s (St. J oh n), and Vidimus 
stel/am (Epiphany).• The adaptation is excellent in the first three of these, 
somewhat less good in the fourth, whose text has a bipartite rather than a 
tripartite structure. The other three, Sancti tui, Inveni David, and Tu es 
Petrus, are possibly of a slightly later date, but still belong to what is often 
called the "Golden Age" of Gregorian chant, since they are included in 
the Codex Monza of c. Boo. ln at least one of these, Tu es Petrus, the 
adaptation is extremely poor. In conclusion, it appears that tl1e separation 
of this group of Alleluias a long the lines of "good" and "poor" adaptation 
does not-or, at least, not entirely-<onform with tl1e djvision into "old" 
and " late." 

Instead of studying other groups of Alleluias with identical melodies 
(for instance, the ten or more Alleluias of the type Dominus dixit [see p. 
381]), it seems more profitable LO turn to different types of chant. The 
most compreJ1ensive materiaJ for adaptation exists in the twenty or more 
Graduals of Lhc second mode collectively referred to as the "Gradual-type 
Jus/us ut palma/' all of which employ essentially the same melody. A 
musical analysis of this interesting group will be given later [see p. 357]. 
For the present purpose it will suffice to note that a tripartite d ivision o( 
the respond, musically as well as textually, is clearly indicated in most 

8 Sec Hesbcrt's At~tiphollalc missartml .sexwptrx. 
1 These arc amon~ the relatively few Allcluias that arc both invari :~ble (assigned to 

their feasts iu all the sources) and proper (not assigned to any other feast). Sec pp. 378£. 
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of these Graduals: e.g., in H aec dies [778] from Easter Sunday and in the 
four Graduals from the Sa turday in Ember ' .Veek of Advent, A summo 
caelo [343]. i n _so~e posuit [344], Domine Deus [345], and Excita Domine 
[~4~]. The maJority o( t~e _other Craduals of this group h ave texts of a 
sumlar structure underla td m conformity with the musical phrases. There 
~re, _however, at least four Graduals in which the principle of conformity 
1s vtolated_; ~a1_11e l y, H odie scielis [360] from the Eve o( the Nativity, 
T ecum pnnczp11un [393] from the Midnight Mass of the Nativity, ]tutus 
ut palma [1201] from tl~e Mass of a Confessor (originally from the Feast 
of St. Jo~n the _E;angeJ tst), and Di.fpersil dedit [a6o8] from the Feast of 
St. Joach tm (on gtna ll y from tl1at of St. Lawrence). The following table 
sbo,~s tl1e texts of three of these Graduals (Tecttm principinrn will be 
COtlSJdercd later), together with that of I n sole posuit which may serve 
as a model oC perfect adaptation:!~ 

1 (A1) 
In sole posuit 1 tabema

culum suum: 1 
H odie scietis 1 quia veniet 

Dominus, 1 
]us/us ut pa lma florebit: 

sicut cedms Libani 1 
Dispersit, dedit pauperi· 

bus: I justitia ejus 1 

11 (A2. or f 1) 

t:t ipst tamquam 
spousus 1 

et salvabit nos: 1 et 
mane 1 videbitis 

multiplicabitur 1 

manet in saeculum 

Ill (A3) 

procedens de thalamo 
SltO. 

gloriam ejus. 

in domo Domini. 

sacculi. 

The following distribution would have led to a considerably better 
agreement between the musical and the textual u nits: 

I 
Hodie scietis quia veniet 

Dominus 
]ustus ut palma (lorebit: 

Dispersit, dedit pauperi
bus: 

11 
et salwbit nos: 

sicut cedrus Libani 

justitin ejus 

ill 
et mane videbitis 

gloriam ejus. 
multiplicabitur in domo 

Domini. 
manet in sacculum 

sacculi. 

ln T ecum princi~ium the tripartite scheme is enlarged to one consisting 
of four phrases, ~s as. ~l~o the case in T o/lite port as [ a 26g]. While in the 
latter the syntactic dtvlstons agree with those of the music: 

1 
11 

ln order to facilirare comparison with the musical anal)·sis [p. S6o] the symbols em
~n~ycd there for rh~ various. standard phrases (A,. etc.) have been added. The shorter 

longer .s~rokes msertcd m the le.xu represent the half bars and full bars of the 
Solesm~s c:dJuon_s. 1t may be noticed th;u in Dispersit the Cull bar afrcr ' 'paupcribus" 
res~llS m a mus.cal phrase (ending on g) that does not exist in the Graduals of mode 

1 
Wh•ch employ only d, a, f, and cas their cndenlial points. ' 
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I 
T o/lite portas, prin

cipes vestras: 
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n m 
et elevamini por- et introibit 

tas etcmnlcs, 

the text of the former is divided as follows: 

IV 
Rex gloriae, 

T ecum prinripium in 
die virttttis tuae: 

in splendoribus 
sanctomm, 
ex utero 

ante lttci ferum genui te, 

although the following distribution would have been possible: 

T ecum principium in 
die VITIIIIIS tuae: 

in spleudoribtts 
sanctorum, 

ex utero ante lucife· 
mm 
genui te. 

As for the verses of the Gradual-type j ustus ut palma, they also consist 
o£ a small number of well-defined musical units. The textual divisions are 
nearly always in good agreement with these, except for one case of su·iking 
disregard, that is. in tile verse of Domine re{ugiwn [to67] from the Twenty· 
first Sunday after Pentecost, which includes the following passage: 

FICURE 74 

E ,.. I ,,,.,,, • • .• i 

tes fi. e-rent, aut forma-re-tur ter-

G ~,,,,,~ • .... I 
ra et orbis : a sae- cu-lo 

Musically, the correct division would be, not after "orbis:" but after "~erra" 
(end of phrase A1o). The recitation on "et orbis:" forms the openmg o[ 

the next phrase (F 10). 
What do these analytical [acts mean in term.s of chronology? Nearly al l 

the Craduals of our group, and all those considered above, appear in the 
Codex f\ lonza and therefore existed about 750 at the latest. All attempts 
in the direction of finer chronological distinctions can be based only on 
circumstantial evidence derived from li turgica l considerations, and such 
evidence is necessa rily somewhat inconcl u.sive. There can be no doubt, 
however that t11e Gradua ls for Easter Sunday (Haec dies), for the Eve of 
the Nativity (Hodie scietis) and £or the Midnight Mass ?f the Nativity 
(Tecum principium) belong to the oldest layer of the enme repe_rtor~ ~f 
Craduals. lt is therefore somewhat disconcerting to find both H odte sctetts 
and T ecum principium among those which leave something to be desired 
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as to the coordination of textual and musical phrases. Naturally, this state· 
men t could be challenged by questioning the validity of the musical 
phrases as indicated above and in o_ther modern studies. Although they 
are unmistakably indicated in all the Graduals of the group ]mtus ttt 
palma, an attempt could be made to modify their beginnings and ends so 
that at Jeast such truly vonerable Craduals as those of the Nativity are no 
longer suspect of "poor adaptation of the text," an epithet that has often 
been conferred on chants of the "Silver Age" or of "decadent days." Un· 
fortunately, no solut ion is possible that wou ld lead to a satisfactory result 
in a ll three Craduals, as appears from the following table in which the 
disputable sections of their tex ts are shown as tl1ey occur in connection 
with small portions of the melody:a 

2 3 4 5 
T ecum: .. . in splendoribus sanctorum, e:c utero ante luciferum genui te. 
Hodie: ... et salvabit nos: et mane videbitis . . . . . . . . . . gloriam ejus. 
Haec dies: Haec dies quam fecit Dominus: exsultemus et laetemur 

in ea. 

As can easily be seen, T ecum would require a phrase closing after 2, Hodie 
a differenL one closing after 1, and Haec dies yet another closing after 3· 

Ample material for the stud y of our problem exists in t11e Tracts, in 
which a limited number of standard phrases recur, not only in the various 
Tracts of one and the same mode, but also in the different verses of one 
and the same T ract [see p. 315]. As for the numerous texts connected with 
any of these standard formulae, a detailed investigation would, no doubt, 
confirm the general validity of the principle of conformity between the 
musica l and the textual units. As an illustration we reproduce the text of 
the Tract Confit emini [517] divided according to the succession of the 
standard phrases of the Tracts in the second mode: 7 

Confitemini Domino 1 quoniam borzus: 1 quoniam in saeculum 1 misericor
dia ejus. Yf. Quis loquetur 1 potentias Domini: I auditas faciet 1 omnes laudes 
ejus1 Y/. Beali 1 qui cuslodiunt 1 judicium 1 et faciunt justitiam 1 in omni 
tempore. y;. Memento 1 nostri, Domine, 1 in beneplacito populi tui: 1 visila 
n os 1 in salutari tuo. 1 

I t appears that there is nearly always a satisfactory conformity between 
the musical and the textual units or, at least, no contradiction between 
them. The only exception occurs at the beginning of the last verse, where 

6 The melody for Haec dies has a different beginning. but the same cadences at :r. 
and 3· 

1 The di,·ision marks given here do not necessarily agree wi th those o£ the SolClmes 
editjons. 
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the text is divided ~Memento 1 nostri, Domine, rather than Memento 
nostri, 1 Domine. 

A similar case occurs in the Tract Deus Deus meus [592] for Palm Sun· 
day, at the beginning of the second (actually the third) verse. The Liber 
usua/is divides the text as follows: Deus meus 1 clamabo per· diem, 1 nee 
exauclies: 1 in nocte, et non ad insipiwtiarn mihi. Sensible though this 
division is from the grammatical point o( view, the musical units indicate 
a different one, as follows: Deus meus clamabo 1 per diem, nee exattdies: 1 
in nocte, et non 1 ad insipientia71l mihi. 

All the examples considered so far belong to the old, if not to tl1e oldest 
layer of the Gregori:ln repcnory. Although it is possible and even probable 
tl1at a thorough search would uncover a<.lclitional cases of non-conformity 
between textual and musical phrases. there ca n be no doubt that they 
represent no more than rare exceptions to the general rule. The situation 
changes somewhat if we turn to chants o( a later period, of "decadelll 
days," as they have been called. A case in point is the Responsory Ornatam 
monilibus [LR 253) from the Night Office of Feasts for tl1e Virgin Mary 
(originally for tl1e Feast of the Assumption). This chant contains a passage 
which appears in the Liber responsorialis as follows: 

o, 

I I I .... I I 
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IF, 

I ;. • • !'I 11! .,..., •• I • "' • 
i 

I 
I I r-ltir-,.. rtl 1\ 

be- •· lissim>m p<c-di- C2·Yt- run1. d i<tn·lrs : Ungucn1um cr.ru. 

The melody consists of two standard formulae of the Responsories of the 
eighth mode, the first closing on d (D 1), the second on f (F1) [see p. 338), 
which are indicated in tl1e figure. It appears that the musical units cut 
right across tl1e textual divisions, aod that the Solesmes cdilion, in observ
ing the laner, shows musical phrases which do not exist among the stand
ard formulae of the R esponsot·ies. 

Particularly interesting in this respect is the Mass for Trinity Sunday, a 
feast locally introduced toward the end of the eighth century, and for 
which A1cuin (753·804) wrote the liturgy. His texts were adapted to pre· 
existent melodies (see p. 68) and it is interesting to note that, except for 
the Alleluia, every item o( this l\fass shows an instance of poor adaptation, 
that is, of disagreement between textual and musical phrases. This is shown 
in the subsequen t table. The upper line of each item gives the original 
text and, by jmplication, the correct musical phrases (marked a. and b.), 
while the lower line shows the new text arranged as it appears with the 
same musical phrases: 
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J. Introit Benedicta sit [gogJ; from lnvocabit [532]: 
a. . b. 
lnvoca.btt ~e et ego exaudiam cum: eripiam .. . 
Bened1cta Sit sancta Trinitas nlquc in· divisa .. . 
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2. Gradual Bt:nedictus es [g •oJ; from Constitues [•s•gJ: 
a. b. 

· · · super omnem terram: memores erunt .. . 
·· ·qui intueris abyssos, et sedes . . . 

3· Offertory Benedicta sit [911]; from Constitues [1520]: 
a. b. 

· · · me~lo~~s erunt nominis tui, in omni progenie ... 
· · · De1 F1lrus, Sanctus quoque Spiritus: quia ... 

4· Communion Bcnedicimus (912J; from Feci judidum [ 1224]: 
a. b 

···ad omnia mandata tua dirigebar o~ne · 
1 m VIQ/11 ••• 

· · · confitebimrtr ei: quia fecit nobiscum . .. 

Another la~e·med ieval feast is that of Corpus Christi (twelfth century). 
l ts ~ass recet~ed two new texts, the Offertory Sacerdotes and the Com
munton Quollenscum que, both of which were set to earlier melodies the 
former to Coufirma hoc, the latter to Factus est [seep. 68]: ' 

5· Offertory Sacerdotes (949); (rom Confirma hoc [882]: 
a. b. 

· · · ?uod operatus es in nobis: a templo tuo . .. 
m censum et panes offerunt Deo: et ideo . .. 

6. Communion Quotienscumque [gso]; from Factus est (882]: 
~. ~ 

· · · ubr erant ~edenles, alleluia: et repleti su.nt omnes . . . 
·· ·donee venrat: itaque quicumque manducaverit panem .. . 

The c~nsistency witl1 which the original phrases are disregarded in the 
?e~ se~tmgs of Trinity and Corpus Chrisli is generally considered as an 
~ ::a~ton of approaching decadence. of tl1e change from the "Golden" to 

ls
e Silver'' age of tl1e d1am . We have seen, however that such pract

1
'ce 

a o occw· · d · ' . s m un entably old layers of the repertory, although only as an 
excepuon from the rule. -

THE TEXTUAL ACCENT 

Few aspects of c · eh d' regona n ant have been so often investiga ted and 
tscussed as tl1e proble f I h . to h m o t 1C accent, t at ts, the question as ro how and 

w at extent the . 1 1 L · 1i · accent o Lte aun text is reflected in u1e m · 1 
ne. Several medieval writers speak abou t tltis question or allude tou:;cto 
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more or less clear terms. As early as the sixteenth century the Gregorian 
melodies were scrutinized from this point of view and found wanting-a 
discovery which more than any other consideration led to the abandoning 
of the traditional melodies and to tl1e adoption of the "purified" versions 
of the Editio Medicea. After the restoration of the medieval tradition the 
question was taken up again, naturally from an entirely different point of 
view. Objective investigation took tl1e place of high-handed criticism, and 
efforts were directed toward discovering the principles that govern the 
relationship between the textual accen t and the music. Among the scholars 
working in this field were Dom Pothier in IUs Les Melodies gnfgo1·iennes 
d'apres la tradition (t88 t), Dom Mocquereau in several volumes of the 
Paleographie musicnfe (t8g3-190 1) and in Le Nombre musical gregorien 
(1908), Gastoue in his Cours theorique et pratique de plain-chant romain 
gregorien (1904), Wagner in his Gregorianische Formenlehre (192 1), and 
Ferretti in J1is Esthrtique gregot·ien71e (1938). 

Several of these authors, panicularly l\•Jocquereau, preface and support 
their inveSLigations by detailed explanations o( ilie Latin accent as a 
purely philological phenomenon and problem. Although very little of 
iliis has a direct bearing on tlte question, a few remarks outlining the 
situation may be in place, particularly since the terms involved are fre
quently mentioned without always being correctly understood. 

Each Latin word of more than one syllable has one, and only one accent, 
which falls either on the penultimate or on the antepenultimate syllable, 
that is, the first or tl1e second before the last. This universal law distin
guishes ilie Latin language from most of the others, in which the accen t 
may also fall on tl1e last syllable (e.g., Greek tivr/p [man] • .English command) 
French choisi, German Geshz), or on a syllable fard1er removed from the 
last, as in reactionary, or on tWO syllables, as in representdtion.8 Return
ing to Latin, the choice between ilie two possibilities of placing tbe accent 
depends upon tl1e character of tl1e peuuJtimate syllable. 1f iliis is long, ic 
carries the accent; if shon, ilie accent falls on the antepenultimate. For 
instance, in attdite the i is long, hence a.udite; while in Domino the i is 
shon, hence D6mino. There exist a number of rules which determine 
wheilier a syllable, especially the pemdtimate, is long or short, but this is 
not the place to explain them. Nor is it necessary to do tltis since in every 
case of doubt (i.e., for every word having more than two syllables) the 
accentuation is indicated in the modern books of cl1am. Suffice it to say 
that a syllable is always long if its vowel is followed by two consonants, 
e.g., erect us, secu11dllm, benedictus, etc. 

The previous remarks penain to the posilion of the Latin accen t. Some· 

8 The Solesmes scholars maintain 1hat long Latin words have a ~condary accent, e.g., 
rtpresentdtio, c6ntinb1tur. This is an arbitrary intcrprclation resulting from the ictus 
principle (groups or no more than three notes). 
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what more involved and controversial are tlte questions concerning its 
character. Ge~erally speaking, an accent, i.e., a stress, an emphasis, can 
be pro~uced m_ t!tree ways, which ma}' conveniently be distinguished as 
dynamic, sustammg, and tonic accent. The first of these reSLLits from 
greater loudness, the second from longer duration, and the third from 
higher pitch: 

M M M 

[)6. m•·nu.s 

Accent: dynamic 
06 · m1·nus 

sustaining 

• M M 

06-m•·nus 

tonic 

All ~ese .accents are believed_ to have played a role in the Latin language, 
but m d1fferent degrees dunng the various period of its development. 
Usually four such period arc distinguished: an archaic (prior to the sec· 
ond centul)' _.B.C.), a cla sical (second century B.C. to the fourth century 
of ~e Chn~uan c~a), a post-classica l (fifth and sixth cenwries), and a late 
~nod dunng wh1ch tl1e Romance languages were fom1ed (seventh and 
e1ghth centuries). French Latinists and, as a consequence, some Gregorian 
scholars,9 say that in t11e classical period (nothing definite is known about 
the archaic period) the accent was essentiall y of the sustain ing kind (usually 
calle? accen_t by quantity, or metric), but also tonic; that during the post
classtcal penod (the period in wruch Gregorian chant was formed) a com
p lete transformation took place with t11e result that the accent became 
predominantly tonic and d ynamic, but lost the quantity so that now all 
syllables are short_; and t11at in the late period the accent became pro· 
nouncedl_y dynam 1c but also, under certain circumstances, long, a char
~ct~ whtch ~\'as preserved in some of the Romance languages. The ma
Jonty of Laun scholars (German, English, American) prefer to t11ink that 
the accent of t11e classical period also had the quality of a stress (dynamic 
accent) and that the only change tl1at took place was the loss of quantity. 

Although we are mainly interested in post-classical Latin ity, a few re· 
marks about the classical accent as <~pplied to poetry are in place, because 
a ~u~ber of hymns of the Gregorian repertory are modelled after t11e 
prmc1plcs of classical poetry. We have previously alluded to the distinction 
bet~een long and shore syllables that played an important role iJl this 
penod, resulting in a manner of speech in which certain syllables were 
he!~ almost twice as long as others. Jn the poeu·y of the classical era (Virgi l, 
Ovtd, ~orace) this principle was so rigidly applied that it frequcntJy led 
to a_ sh1f.t of tl1e position o( the accent. An instructive example is the fol· 
lowmg I me from H orace, shown (a) with the normal accentuation (quality, 

8 
Mocquereau, Nombr~. 11, 111ff; Fcrrclli, £stltt tiquc, pp. 6ff. 
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indicated by '), (b) with the poetic accentuation (quantity, scansion, indi

cated by -): 

(a) Partti.riunt m6ntes et ntiscitur ridiwlus mtis10 

(b) Piirturiiint montes et niiscitur ridiculus mus 

The striking difference results, among others, from the fact that the "rule 
of prolongation by two subsequent consonants" was also observed when 
these two consonants appeared in separate words, so that et becomes long 
(by position, as it is called) because there follows an 'n, and -lus of ridiculus 
becomes long because it is followed by an m. 

The influence of this principle of versification is still evident in some 
of the Christian hymns, e.g., in: 

Detis credtor 6mnium (normally Deus) 

or in: 

GlOria lmls et honor, tibi sit R ex Christe R edemptor 
Cui puerile decti.s prompsit hosdmta piti.m 
(normally honor, decus, pium). 

Such examples of a.rtiJicial accentuation are, however, exceptional in 
late Latinity and, as far as the Gregorian repertory is concerned, are prac
tically confined to hymns.u ln the prose texts the position o£ the accent is 
invariably governed by the previously explained rule of the three final 
syllables. It is probably correct to say tha t in this period the syllables were 
all pronounced equally long (or equally short) and that the accent was 

tonic and dynamic. . . 
Transferred from their literary connotations to the field of mus1c, tome 

accent means that an accented syllable is distinguished by higher pitch; 
sustaining accent, that it has longer duration, which may result either from 
the prolongation of a single pitch. (doubled or tripled va!u~~) .or (r~:n th~ 
use of longer groups of notes (meltsma).t- Both these posstbJIJUes of musi
cal accentuation" have played a role in the study of Gregorian chant. In 
fact, they have been the issues of numerous controversies, conducted. with 
arguments derived (rom Latin prosody, medieval treatises, or Onental 

10 The mountains tabor, and bring £orth a ridiculous mouse. 
11 ln the Solesmes editions the poetic accentuation (scansion) is disregarded . f or poetic 

texts outside the hymns. sec p. 97· f or the versilictuion of the hymns, sec pp. 423fT. 
12 Modem writers often employ a somewhat confusing terminology by spcakiug of the 

"quantity of the tonic accent"' (Ferretti, p. 24: ••quantit~ de ra";ent tonique:·· Wa~:u·r .~~: 
497: .. der tonische Akunt •.. nicht als cinc Uinge ~mpfundcn ). Here t~~e tcnu .. tome 
refen only to the text, and could just as well be oml!lcd or replaced by textual. 
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church music, as well as from the musical sources tbemselves.ta No end 
would be served by going into the details of all these disputes. Suffice it to 
say tha t, according to the basic tenet of the Solesmes school, the word 
accent of medieval Church Latin is high and short and that these qualities 
are reflected in the music. Therefore it is maintained that Gregorian chant, 
on the whole, displays a positive attitude toward the tonic accent, a nega
tive attitude toward the sustaining accent. A somewhat different and less 
rigid view is evident in Fcrretti's Esthetique gregorienne. Here the tonic 
accent receives the status of a fundamental law of Gregorian chant while, 
on the other hand, the melodies are said to be indifferent as to the sustain· 
ing accenL 14 Il seems to us that even these statements, though more con
siderate than those found in earlier studies, fail to give a con·ect impres
sion of the actual state of affairs. T hey tend to exaggera te the importance 
of one method at the expense of the other. We would prefer to say that 
both the tonic and the sustaining accent are formative principles of the 
chant, the former more full y than the latter, neilher or them, however, 
attaining the status of a "law." The subsequent explanations are given 
in support of this view. 

THE SUSTAINING (MELISMATIC) ACCENT 

As was sta ted above, the sustaining accent may, a priori, take on two 
different forms, either tha t of a prolonged note or that of a group o( notes. 
In Gregorian chant, the former interpretation is predicated upon the 
mensuralist theory of rhythm according to which the melodies include 
numerous notes of double or even triple the duration or the basic value 
(i.e., quarter- or dotted-quarter·notes, if the basic value is represented by 
an eighth·note), these notes being indicated either by the neumes them
selves (Wagner's theory) or by special symbols such as the episema or the 
Romanus leuers. Since, to the present day, this is the most con troversial 
problem of Gregorian chant, it is plainly impossible to consider the sus
taining accem from this point of view. Consequently, we are concerned 
only with its alternative manifestation, in which it presents itself under 
the form of a group o£ notes, that is, a shorter or longer melisma. In view 
of this limitation it seems advisable to use the term melismatic accent 

18 A. Dechevrcns, Lcs vraies mclotlies grcgorienncs (1902); A. Flcury, Ucbcr Choral· 
rhythm us (1!)07); J. C. Jennnin . £tudcs sur le rythme grt!gorien (1!)26): also the writings 
o£ W:~gner, Castouc. Mocquercau, Fcrrcttl, Gajard. and oLhcrs. T he sustaining accent has 
been repeatedly considered in connection with Lhe problem of Crcgorian rh)'lhm. Prac· 
ticatty no attention has been paid to the possibi lity of a dynamic accent. except by P. Au· 
bry who. in Lt: Rythme toniquc (1903). p. 55· spe"ks of 'Tacccnt d·intcnsitc qui donnc a 
la syllabc acccntuc:'t-. ni plm ct•acuil(! ni plus de durcc, mais plus de [orcc." 

l4 See £stlrctique, pp. 14fT and 333!!. 
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rather than sustaining accent, because the latter suggests primarily that 
aspect with which we are not concerned. 

The views held by scholars regarding the importance and proper role 
of the melismatic accent vary considerably, and a certain fluctuation is 
noticeable even within the work o( one outstanding Gregorianist, Dom 
Mocquereau. In his first study of the problem o[ the accent, contained in 
vol. III of the Pafeographie musicale and devoted primarily to the tonic 
accent, he touches briefly upon the melismatic accent by calling attention 
to an "erreur modeme," that is, of "decharger les syllabes non accentuees 
des notes, pour les amasser sur la syllabe marquee de ]'accent tan ique et 
tres improprement dite syllabe Jongue" (Lhe mouern error of relieving 
the non-accented syllables of notes and piling them up on the accented 
syllable, which very improperly is ca lled long; Pal. m1ts., Ill, 29). The 
"modern error" refers to the Ratisbon (L:nin-French for Regensburg) 
edilion of F. X. HaberJ (187 1-81) which presented the chants in the utterly 
corrupt version of the Editio M edicell o( tG 14. As we shall see later [p. 288]. 
one of the main principles of this edition was the strict observance of the 
melismatic accent, with the result that here indeed the notes were gathered 
on the accented syllables. Mocqucreau justly takes a strong stand against 
this illicit proced uJ"e, pointing out that frequently the fmal syllable, which 
in Latin is invariably weak, is provided with long melismas. Nevertheless, 
on p. 30 of the same volume be says that ''toutes les syllabes des mots Iatins 
sont susceptibles de dilatation musicale, mais la syllabe plus propre, apres 
la derniere, a recevoir cette extension, est encore celle qui porte !'accent" 
(all the syllables of the Latin words are susceptible to musical expansion, 
but the one most proper to receive this extension is, aside from l;he final, 
the one that carries the accent). This statement (rather typical of Mocque
reau in its fairly complete reversal of another made before) seems to indi
cate a positive attitude toward the melismatic accent, since melismas are 
said to fall most properly on the accented syllables. The same attitude is 
evinced in a chapter of vol. IV of the Paliographie musicale, entitled: Les 
Penultiem.es b,-eves non accentuees chargees de notes (pp. 6gft), in which he 
shows that in words with a weak penultimate syllable (Dominus, hodie, 
cong,·egdtio) this syllable is nearly always treated as short, with only one 
or a few notes (see, e.g., the words "Dominus" and "justitiam" in the 
Gradual Videnmt omnes). Vl/e are not concerned here with the question 
whether this thesis is tenable (by dj viding the ,vbole field into truee cate
gories: Prebnineuce du texte, Twmsaction ent1·e le texle et la melodic, and 
Preeminence de la musique, Dom Mocq uereau somehow succeeds in prov
ing it, without proving anything). Suffice it to say that in his final state
roems he recognizes the validity of the roelismatic accent by emphasizing 
its absence on certain weak syllables: 
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"Aussi les maitres ne se permettaieot-ils pas d'adapter, sauf des exceptions 
extremement rares, a un long melisma d 'accent une penul.tieme breve non 
accentuce" (Thus the masters did not permit themselves, aside (rom very 
rare exceptions, to adapt a short, unaccented penultimate syllable to a 
long accent melisma; p. 103), a11d "Le repertoire grcgorien contient quel
ques melismes assez longs, une vingtaine peut-eu·e, sur des pcnultiemes 
non accentuees: mais ces faits rares n"infirment en rien Jes regles ... " (The 
Gregorian repertory contains some rather long rnclismas, perhaps about 
twenty, on non-accented penultimates, but these rare occurrences in no 
way invalidate the rules ... ; p. 108). 

In contrast to these statements wh ich, on the whole, are favorable to 

the principle of the melismatic accent, we find a completely reversed atti
tude in vol. Vll of tlte Pafcographie, in which 1\focquereau proposes an 
entirely di.fferent thesis, tl1at is, that Gregorian chant shows the tendency 
to treat the accented syllable as short, the non-accen ted final syllable as 
long. Thus, an example like the following: 

1 316 1517 
Sci- 0 Ctl · i or con- ti- nen- tw· [ 1344; 1 o66] 

(the figures indicate the numbers of notes per syUab1e) would represent 
the normal or, at least, the ideal treatment in Gregorian chant, in opposi· 
tion to the modern treatment in which the greater number of notes would 
be given to the accented syllable. Numerous examples are given in order 
to demonstrate "la brievete de !'accent et aussi la durce de la derniere 
syllabe" (the shortness of the accent and also the length of the last syllable; 
Pal. mus., VII, 225). Naturally, Mocquereau is not unaware of the fact that 
there exist many examples that do not conform with this principle, but 
these be considers as legitimate exceptions. 

Considered aesthetically, Mocquereau's thesis is, no doubt, very attrac
tive. The method of making the accented syllable short, the weak syllable 
long, results in a fine balance between the force of stress and the force of 
duration, a balance that is perhaps superior to the modern treatment in 
which one force adds its weight to the other. However, in spite of the 
numerous examples which Mocquereau adduces, his thesis cannot be main
tained, because of the equally l.a.rge. if not even larger number of examples 
showing the opposite treatment or indicating an attitude of indifference. 
Gastoue in his Les Q,·igines du chant Romnin (p. 177, fn.) pointed out 
that the axiom proposed by Mocquereau is just as wrong as the opposite 
axiom which had been suggested by others, and that actually the Gregorian 
musicians followed the procedure that seemed best to them, sometimes 
the one, sometimes the othet·. The same view is held by Fcrrctti who em
phasizes the "indifference a la quantite" of the Gregorian accent (Esthe-
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tique, p. 24) and, at the end of the book, devotes an entire chapter to the 
refutation of differing views proffered by Dom Jeannin and others (pp. 

333ff)· . 
It appears that practically every possible theory regarding the mehs-

matic accent has been championed by one scholar or another, some claim
ing it to be a positive force (melismas preferably on accented syllables), 
others emphasizing the negative or balancing role o( the melismas (pre
ferably on non-accented syllables). and yet others maintaining that there 
is complete indifference in this maner. Naturally, it is very easy to support 
each of these views by a great number of examples. Considering the fac t 
that the texts of the Gregorian chan ts conta in perhaps between 40,000 and 
50,000 words with an accent, it is not surprising that a hundred or more 
examples can easily be adduced to support any one of these theories-a 
remark which also applies to other theories to be considered later. Such 
examples, impressive though they often look if gathered together on a 
couple of pages,u prove nothing, since it is just as easy to present an equally 
impressive list of examples supporting the opposite view. Much though 
we personally dislike statistical surveys, they are, in cases like these, the 
only method through which such questions can be decided and an objec· 
tive picture can be obtained. 

The natural basis for such a survey are the five standard chants of the 
Mass, the Antiphons being unsuitable because of their essentially syllabic 
character which practically excludes larger grou ps o( notes, whether on 
accented or on unaccented syllables. ln fact, even in the Mass chants it 
seems advisable to disregard the smallest groups--of two or three notes
because of their omnipresence and because of the almost negligible effect 
they produce. The difference between: 

8 2 1 2 3 1 
Do-mi-ne and Do· mi-ne 

(the figures stand for number of notes per syllable) is so slight that to insist 
on it would be rather too pcdantic.lo The foUowing study, therefore, is 
based on the examination of groups of four or more notes (per syllable), 
the question being what relationship there is between these groups and 
the textual accents in the chants of the above-named categories. As is cus
tomary and necessary in all stud ies dealing with the Latin accent, mono
syllabic words such as et, cum, le, are excluded, because they have no 
accent in the proper sense of the term, and the presence of only one group 
(or one single note) precludes that comparison with neighboring groups 

15 See, e.g .• Nombre, 11 , 21 5ff: Esthetique. p. 3401f. 
lG 1t can, however. be definitely stated that the inclusion of these gTOUpS would In no 

way change the final result. 
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which, of course, is basic in problems involving questions as to "larger or 
smaller" and "higher or lower." In any case, monosyllabic words are too 
raJ·e in Latin to change the outcome one way or another. There remains 
the large number o( words with two or more syllables, and these, consid
ered from the present point of view, will fall into the following categories: 

1. Positive: The accented syllable has four or more notes, and each 
unaccemed syllable has fewer notes than the accented syllable. Ex
amples: 

412 463 6 s 639 .( 
Do· mi- 11e; ex- ati- di; szim- mo; e- ru- bes- cit. 

2 . Negative: An unaccented syllable has four or more notes, and the 
accented syllable has fewer notes than the unaccented syllable. Ex
amples: 

342 6 16 6 9 3711! 
Do-mi-ne; e.Y- a1i- di; stim- mo; e- ru- bes- cit. 

3· Indifferent: The accented syllable has four or more notes, but an 
un accented syllable has the same number of notes. Examples: 

62() 344 6 6 5153 
Do-mi-ne; ex- att· di; stim- mo; e- ru- bcs- cil. 

In the practical application of this system we have considered only those 
words as positive or negative in which the numerical preponderance on 
the accented or unaccented syJlable is sufficiently large to constitute an 
obvious and indisputable case. 'While a four-note group has more weight 
than one or two notes, it would be foolish to insist that a group of twelve 
notes has more weight than one of eleven or ten. Such cases (which are 
not frequent) have been considered as indifferent rather than positive or 
negative. 

Another point that needs to be discussed here briefly concerns the final 
mclismas which almost regular!)' occur over the last syllable of Graduals, 
Alleluias, and Tracts, occasionally also of Offertories. Since words with an 
accent on the last syllable do not exist in Lbe Latin language, these final 
melismas invariably fall on a weak syllable. To include such cases among 
lhe "negative" count would obviously be unfair since we are here in t11e 
presence of a genera l principle deriving its authority from a different 
realm of thought. This statement applies to the final melismas not on ly of 
the complete cham but also of its basic sections, such as the responds of a 
Gradual (immediately before the verse) or the different verses of a Tract. 
ln the latter chants the principle of the final melisma is even more fully 
present, since each verse (ails into smaller units most of which close with 
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a melisma (see pp. 315ff). Therefore, it seems best to exclude the Tracts 
from the study of the melismatic accent. It is also advisable to d isregard 
Hebrew words such as ]oseph, ]acob, Cherubim, Jerusalem, since their 
accentuation is ambiguous. This is particularly true of the word al/eluia, 
whose accent may fall on its second or third syllable. Although the Solesmes 
books always give the word as alleltiia, the melodies often suggest alleluia 
as the intended pronunciation, as, for example, in the Alleluias Repleti 
[1545]. Potestas [171 1], Posttisti [1148], Veni Sancte Spiritus [88o], Amavit 
[119 1], Etivi [831], etc.J7 At any rate, no end is served if this controversial 
point is permitted to enter into the discussion of the .melismatic acc~nt . . 

Turning to an examination of the Mass chants with these prem1ses m 
mind, we shouJd like to start with a concrete example in order to demon
strate the application of the principles outlined above. The first Mass 
chant of the liturgical year, the lntroit Ad te levavi [318] gives the fol
lowing result: 

8 • 8 
Positive: 

4 2 1 4 2 .1 ~ 4 2, I 1 4 1 
me- us; con- fl-do; 111·1· mi- ce; u-ni- ver-si; ex· pec- tant 
24 3 1 17 I 4 3 1 

Negative: e- ru- bes- cam; ne- que; con- fun- den- tur 
1 3 2 3 

Indifferent: ir- ri· de· ant 

Final score: 5 positive; 3 negative; 1 indifferent. 

Proceeding now to investigations on a larger scale, the following table 
shows the result of a count based on twelve successive Mass chants, begin
ning with those of Christmas Eve: 

lotroit.s POS. NEC. 11'0. Alleluias POS. NEC. JNO. 

Hodie scietis 2 2 0 Crastitla die 0 3 0 

Dominus dixit 3 0 Dominus di:dt 3 0 

Lux fulgebit 7 2 0 Dominus regnavit 4 2 

Puer natus 7 0 Dies sanctificatus 3 4 0 

Etc11im sederunt 6 0 Video caelos 4 
Ex ore 2 1 H ie est 3 0 

Dum medium 4 6 0 Laudate pueri 2 2 0 

Gaudeamu.s 4 3 0 Ego swn 6 0 

In nomine 5 0 Multifarie 6 2 0 

Ecce adven it 4 2 0 Laudem Domini 6 2 0 

Exsultet gaudio 4 0 2 Exaltabo te 3 3 
In excelso 5 3 0 Vidimus stellam 3 2 

53 22 4 43 24 4 

11 Sec the table In fcrrcrti, p . 344· 
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Graduals Offertories 
Hodie scielis 3 4 2 T o/lite porlas 
Tewm principium 8 6 2 Larte11tnr 
Benedictus 2 4 Deu.s enim 
Viderunt 7 6 Tui sunt 
Sederunt 3 4 0 Elegcnmt 
Exiit sermo 3 4 0 A nima nostra 
tlnima nostra 3 4 Pomisti 
Speciosus 8 6 4 Confitebor 
Salvos fac 6 9 2 R eges Tharsi.s 
Omnes de Saba 7 2 0 Tulcrunt 
Unam petii 5 3 ]ubilate 
Benedictus 3 5 3 ]ubi/ate 

ss 57 •7 
Communions 

R tvelabitur 3 2 

In splendoribus 
Exsulta {ilia 4 0 0 
1' idenml omnes 2 0 
Video caelos 3 0 
Exiit sermo 3 0 
Vox in Rama 2 0 

Tol/e puerum 2 2 1 
Ego sum 3 1 0 
Omnes gentes 7 2 

Vidimus stellam 0 3 0 

Descendit ]esu.s 2 0 

30 16 6 

7 
4 
5 
8 
8 
3 
7 

11 

9 
3 

12 

13 

go 

0 

1 

2 

8 
4 
0 

0 

3 
0 

6 

3 

28 

3 

2 

0 

3 
0 

0 

14 

Although the basis of this tabulation is too small to give definite results, 
it nevertheless dearly reveals certain tendencies. [t appears that in the 
In troits, Alleluias, Offertories, and Communions the number of melis· 
malically accented words is far greater than that of the opposite category, 
and that i t always exceeds even the number of the negative and indifferent 
cases combined. In the Graduals, howe\'er, we find an essentially different 
State of affairs, the positive and negative cases being equaJJy numerous, 
and the indifferent cases taking a considerably larger share of the total 
than in the other chants. These tendencies are full y confirmed by investi-
gations carried out on a larger sca le, as appears from the following table, 
based on the Mass chants from Advent to the end o( Paschal Time (Whit 
Sunday): IS 

t8 We claim no absolute corrcc~ncss for rhe~c ligure~ (or for those prcscnred in similar 
tabularions). lightly differclll figures will probably be obtained by whoever may wish 
to d1 ec:k them. These will not. howev<'r. affect the result and rhc correctness of our con· 
c.lusions. 
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POS. NEC. lND. 

Introits 146 75 20 

Graduals 158 •6:; 53 
Allcluias 110 59 8 
Offertories 240 108 17 
Communions 9 1 57 9 

Is there a deeper reason for the strikingly similar bchavior of the In
traits, Alleluias, Offertories, and Communions, and, on the other hand, for 
the no less strikingly different situation encountered in the Gradua ls? Per· 
haps it is to be found in the (act tllat the Gradual is tl1e only truly and 
originally responsoria l type of chant in our group. The AJieluia verses are 
of a later date. and this may account for tl1eir greater a ttentiveness to 
melismalic accentuation. The Offertories were originally Antiphons, and 
although they acqu ired a St)'le similar to that of the Responsories, it would 
appear that this change did not destroy the tendency tOward melismatic 
accent which seems to have been a characteristic trait of the antiphonal 
chants; whereas in the responsorial types purely musica l considerations, 
inevitably leading to a greater negligence of textual requirements, were 
permitted to prevail. 

This view is fully confirmed by a study of tlle only other type of tru ly 
responsorial chants, the Responsories of Matins, as appears from the fol· 
lowing tabulation of the eight R esponsories of Nativity: 19 

POS. NEC. JI\D. 

Responsories 
Hodie ... caelorum 8 6 
Hodie ... de caelo 4 1 2 

Quem vidistis 4 5 1 

0 magnum s 3 6 
Beata Dei 4 3 2 

Sancta et immaculata 1 3 3 
Beata viscera 3 8 4 
Jlerbum caro 5 3 

32 32 20 

We may sum up tl1e preceding investigations by saying that Mocque
·eau's tllesis of tl1e "brievete de !'accent" as a governing principle of chant 
is entirely without foundation , and that the more recent theory of "indif· 
ference,'' proposed by Gastoue and Fenetti, is correct for the respon· 
sorial chants (probably also the Tracts), while tlle other chants, considered 
as a whole, show a decided preference for the melismatic accent. 

19 The figures rcCcr to the responds, not to the verses. most of which arc standard 
tones and, moreover, subject to ll1c principle of cursive terminations in which the accent 
is disregarded. 
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¥.:e _cannot leave th is subject without emphasizing once more that the 
stau sucal method employed is nO£ of our own choosing, but has been 
forced upon us as the only means of correcting misleading statements made 
by _others. However, our tabulation of the Mass chants from Nativity to 
~ptphany [PP·. 284f] ~ill be useful for a more important purpose too, that 
IS, to form an unpress10n about individual chants or characteristic groups 
o.C cha_nts. Most_ of t~ese include melismaucally accented words side by 
Side wtth ot?ers m which the melisma falls on unaccented syllables, usually 
the former m a greater number than the latter, except in the Graduals and 
Responsories where they appear with equal frequency. Chants showing a 
near-~r{cct score of meJismatic accents occur primarily (in fact, a lmost 
exdus1vely) among the Offertories and Allel uias. Our list contains three 
paru~ularl )' impressive examples of the first group, that is, the Offertories 
Tol~tte portas [362], Posuist! [438], and Confitebor tibi [448; originally for 
Pass t~n. Sunday, 572], to wh1ch we ma)' add Domine exaudi [620], Angelus 
Donmu [787], In die solemnitatis (798], and otl1ers.2o As for the Alleluias, 
~ose contained in our list do not give a correct impression of the general 
picture. Actu~lly, there ar: a great number of Alleluias in whid1 nearly 
every accent IS adorned wnh a melisma, often of considerable extension; 
e.g., ?s~endc nobis [3~w], Laetatus sum [329]. Video caelos (416], Angelus 
Dom~m [?86J •. Ego mm pastor [818], Exivi [831], Deus qui sedes [tooo], 
Do1.n11~e refugwm [•034) •. Quoniam deus [1042], Cantate Domino [1045], 
Qw. tzment [ •~72], ]ustz e~ulentur [It68], Adorabo [125 1], Benedical 
vobts [I29o], Dtffusa est grat1a [1323], Qui ad justitiam [1467], Candor est 
[ts86], and many others. It is a well-known fact that the Alleluias, even 
those of the T emporale, belong to a later stratum of Gregorian chant than 
the Graduals, Responsories, Introits, and Communions. All the evidence 
~thered in .the p~eceding pages seems to combine into an evolutionary 
ptcture starLing wtth a phase of complete indifference toward the mel is
matic accen~ (Graduals, ~esponsories, Tracts), proceeding to one of prefer
ence. {lntrons, Commun1ons), and leading to one of unmistakable em
phasts (Offertories, Alleluias). 

T he ~egative or indifferent attitude toward the melismatic accent ap· 
parent m many chants of the G regorian repertory was critically noticed 
probably as early as c. goo. In Chapter 19 of his Musica Disciplina AureJia. 
nus of Reome repeatedly makes remarks which, although not too clear 
seem to indicate that he was not satisfied with the manner in which tb~ 
chants were sung by "ignari camores" (unexperienced singers) who did 
not ffi · ' pay su ctent attention to the length or shortness of the syllables. Thus 
~e says that in a dactylic word like sangrtine the middle syllable should be 
correpta" (short), which probably means that it should have only one 

a 
20 ~veraJ of lhcse Offertories close will1 the word "AJicluia," which in every case has 

mehsma on the second syllable, not Lhc l.bird . 
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note.21 The details of his explanatjons are not always clear. H owever, a 
remark like the following can hardly be misunderstood: "It is particularly 
in this tone [Aurelianus speaks about the authentus tet,·a,·dus, i.e., the 
seventh mode], oh wise singer, that so many, not being careful and adopt
ing improper usage, lengthen what is short, and shorten what is long."22 

Indications of a critical attitude toward the treatment of long and short 
syllables have been found in a Franciscan Gradual o£ the late fourteenth 
century.2a Certain i t is that in the sixteenth century this aspect of the 
Gregorian tradition became the center of attention and the point of de
parture for far-reaching reforms. Blasius Rossetti, author of a Libel/us de 
rudimentibus musicae, published in 1529,24 deals at length with this 
problem, saying that very frequently a syllable that should be short is 
made long, which ill agrees with the rules of grammar, and that many 
abuses of this type could or should be eliminated. He adds, however, that 
this should not be done in the R esponsories, Graduals, and lntroits, be
cause in these the grammar is the servant-maid of the music: hie gramma
tica ancilla est musicae. As an e..xample he quotes the Inrroit Gaudeamus 
omnes [437], in which "tl1e syllable mi on Domino is textually short, but 
seems to become long because of the ligature [neume, a-g-a·bb-a-bb] above 
iL" Rossetti makes a distinction between the simple chants, such as Anti
phons, Hymns, and Sequences (often referred to in the sixteenth century 
under the common designation of accentus) and the ornate cl1ants, ln
troits, Graduals, etc. (concentus), insisting that in the former category the 
syllables should be correctly treated according to their length and short· 
ness, but at the same time recognizing in the latter group the superiority of 
purely musical considerations. 

This conservative and sensible attitude did not prevaiL To the musi
cians of a later generation, imbued with the humanistic tradition of classi
cal Latinity, the appalling disregard of quantity, of the length and brevity 
of syllables, appeared as plain "barbarism." They regarded the Gregorian 
treatment as a violation of "nature," a heritage of the dark middle ages 
which could not be tolerated in an enlightened era. The refonn editions 
of Gregorian chant, starting with Guideui's Directorium chori of 1582 
and culminating with the Editio Medicaea of t614, clearly show evidence 
of this line of thought. For curiosity's sake we show in Fig. 77 an excerpt 
(Gradual Haec dies) from the Graduate ... cum cantu Pauli V. Pont. 
Max. jussu reformato of t8g6, which is essentially a reprint of the Editio 
Medicaea. 

21 Rat11cr than two; cf. Wagner Ill, 268£. 

22 CS, I , 58b/5ga: Est hoc in tono, o prudcm cantor, quod pleriqw: non dtvitantcs 
[crrorcm1] usu improbo coruccta11tcs corl'cplioues producuut, et corripiunt productiones. 

2S Cf. Wagm:r 11, 482fT, especially 496. 
24 Cf. R . P . Molitor, Dit> naclt ·trident lnische Choralreform (1!)<11), I , 121ff. 
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FICUR£ 77 

Graduale. ~~ 1111'1 • =~~ 
lfodua 10. -- -· .. • .. ---::=:::::===== 

L<s-..t. H rec di • es, quam fe- cit Do - . 

~ ~ r- I • • ~Mil\ r- I ..---,w- t'JM=i I .. 4 
mi·nus: exsul - te • • • m us, et Ire - te. mur in 

~ .. 9'dl • • "1 • • r-~ ., ,._ I i 
e - a. 1/. Gonfi-te-mi-ni Do • mi -no 

In not a few. cases th~ reformed version, although generall y t~nding to
ward a drasuc reducuon of the Gregorian melismas, has an even longer 
group of notes on a.n accented syllable than the medieval sources, but al
ways .at. the ex~ense of the "unnatural" melismas on the weak syllables. 

It IS m.teresung t~ note that even such a profound Gregorianist as Wag
ner felt_ tll at ease 111 the presence of tl1e "misplaced" melismas. He says 
that th1s proced ure (of emphasizing a secondary, rather than the rnajn 
syllable). "seems to be in contradiction to the congruence of word and 
cone, whJch constitotes the supreme law of all vocal music,' ' and that "the 
modern musician cannot help criticizing the agglomerations of tones on 
a short syllable following ~n accented one" [Formenlelt1·e, p. 29 1 J. Later 
[p. 2_93] he expresses the vtew that this metl10d is understandable in con
n~cti~n with the "early medieval rhythmic system with its various com
bmauons of long and short values," but "lost all its justification when the 
gr~ups of tones were performed in even values." It is difficult tO see how 
this change ?f rhythm (assuming that it took place) could affect the pic
ture:. There Is no other way of dealing with it than to admit frankly that 
the. ~upr:me law o.f voca l music" had no va lidity, certainly no universal 
validiLy, m G~egona~ cha~t; in other words, that here, as in so many 
cases, the medteval mmd Stmply did not function as we would like. Ex
amples of downright mis-accentuation are not rare even in fifteentb-cen
~urr ~?lyphonic music, a striking example being the passages "ange
or~ . (correctly auge/Orum) and "salve radix sancta" (instead of sdlve 
r~d&x ~ancta) in one of Dufa y's settings of Avc regina celo1·um.2~ In cases 
Itke this one cannot help feeling tl1at the seemingly "bac.l" accentuation is 
actually a " d" d · . goo one, •ctated by the Intention to counteract rather than 
over-emphasize. Whether the ''barbaric" melismas in Gregorian chant re
:~;~ from such an intention or from plain indifference, it is impossible to 

Tl{£ TONIC ACCENT 

aecWe sha~I now turn to a cons i~eration of the second method of musical 
entuauon, the so-ca lled tome accent, that is, emphasis ()y means of 

211 
Sec W. Apcl. The Not M ion of l'olyjJitortic M usic, p. 11 8. 
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higher pitch.26 This accent has received even greater attention on t11e part 
of Gregorianists t11an the melismatic accent-undoubtedly with justifica
tion because it is of considerably more fundamental importance. Nearly 
the entire third volume of the Paleographie musicale (published in 18!)2) 
is devoted to a study of the tonic accent, and practically e\·ery book dealing 
with Gregorian chant contains a shorter or longer exposition of its nature 
and function. Thus, Wagner formulates a "very important ltlw of com
position: in t11e syllabic and semi-syllabic chants the melodic line care
fully follows the arses and theses (strong and weak syllables) of the text, 
and particularly t11e accented syllable of an important word is made to 
stand out by a higher tone, a melodic peak" [Wagner Ill, p. 289]. More 
recently, Ferreui devoted a large segment o( his book to a stuuy of t11is 
problem, giving it the form of a strict and universal law, applicable to 
ornate as well as simple cl1ants, though subject to certain exceptions.27 

In view o£ such definite and authoritative statements it is hardly neces
sary to say that we are indeed in t11e presence of a very basic principle, 
verifications of which can be found on any page o( the Liber usualis. We 
cou ld even let t11e matter rest here, were it not for the fact that both 
Wagner and, especially, Ferretti have formulated trus principle in such 
a way as to create an impression which is not in agreement with the 
actual state of affairs. Particula rly the use of the term "law" (Wagner: 
Kompositionsgesetz; Ferretti: la loi de l'accent) is misleailing, because 
there are simply too many cases that do not agree with the "law," even if 
we admjt exceptions resulting (rom the superior force of other laws, such 
as have been formulated by Ferretti. 

First of all we will have to define the exact mearung of tonic accent. T his 
is not as easy as it seems to be at first glance. No doubt it involves a higher 
pitch on the accented syllable, but higher than what? H igher than the 
pitch of the preceding syllable, of the subsequent syllable, or of both? 
What if the preceding or t11e subsequent syllable shows the same pitch as 
the accented syllable? And wruch criterion shall we use if some or all oE t11e 
syllables to be considered carry a group of notes, so that the accented 
syllable is sung to different p itches, some lower and some higher than 
those in the neighboring groups? This last question is so involved that we 
had better exclude it from our investigations or, ra ther, postpone it for 
later consideration [see pp. 296f). Th is means restricting t11e present investi
gation to syllabic cl1ants, especially the Antiphons. Naturally there is no 
reason to exclude examples involving short groups of notes (neumatic 

26 The tenn "tonic accent" i.s employed exclusively with reference to the music. not as 
a tenn o( prosody (e.g., "l'acccnt tonique lalin'). 

27 E.stllttique, pp. 14·58. Panly translated in Rccse. Music i11 the /\'fiddle Ages, pp. 
166ff. Mocquereau deals with tbc tonic accent (acu itd de t'accwl) in Nombre, 11, t6tlf. 
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style), provided that they present a clear-cut situation. Thus, if we con-
• I I I I 

s1der a-f as an example of tonic accent, examples such as ag-f, a-gf, or gag-fe 
obviously fall under the same category. 

Ferreui's explanations as to what constitutes a tonic accent are not en
tirely clear and unambiguous. His initial statement is that "the accemed 
syllable of each word is nearly a lways relati\'ely higher than the weak sylla
ble. that follows, and often even higher than t11e preceding one,"~8 to 
whtch he adus a foowote saying that "strict1y speaking, it is not necessary 
that the acccnte~l syllable should be higher than the preceding one." Later, 
however, refernng to a great number of examples given previously, he 
rem~rks that in t11e great majority of the cases "t11e Latin accent is brought 
out 111 a~ absolute manner, in the sense that the accemecl syllable is nearly 
always h1gher than the syllable or syllables whjcl1 precede or those which 
foUow" (p. 1 7·) Finally, he indjcates three t.ypes of motion in which the 
La~n accen~ ~as "~nly a relative, not an absoluLC value": (.•) ilthe pre
cedin~ note 1s 111 umson and the subsequent note lower; (2) if the preceding 
note 1s lower and the subsequent in uruson; (3) if the preceding note is 
higher and the subsequent note lower (pp. 18£). 

O n the basis of these statements it is not easy to form a clear idea as 
to what constitutes a tonic accent, and in which case t11is is "absolute" or 
"relative." 1£ t11e musical pitch of an accented syllable is considered in 
:elation to the P!tches of both the preceding and the subsequent syllables, 
It appears that mne t.ypes of motion are possible, which can be diagrammed 
as follows: 

FICURE 78 

I , 2, ) , 4, ), 6, 7, 8, 9 
:Ji - + M + - M • + - M , . e c + &M • • * •• • • ...,. . • M M • C W •• ·--· 

As far as I can make out, Ferreui's explanations would mean t11at a tonic 
accent exists: 

according top. 15: in cases 3· 6, 9 } 
according to P- 17: in cases 3· 4· 5· 6, 9 absolute 
according to p. 18: in cases 3· 4• 9 relative 

Naturally no valid investigation or profitable discussion can proceed from 
such uncertain premises. 

. Actually, t11e Latin word-which is t11e very basis of a ll these investiga
uons--provides an entirely accurate and, at the same time the only valid 
d fi .. ' 

e nlUon of the tonic accent. Since, wit11ouc exception, all Latin words 
24 E.stJ~tliqtte, p. '5· Reesc, in his translation (p. 166) says "higher th;m the one that 

precedes tl." Probauly lllis is only due to an oversight, since otherwise he follows ferrctti 
clcncty. 
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(of more than one syllable) have the accent on a syllable followed by one 
or two weak syllables, a tonic accent (in the musical sense of the word) 
exists only i£ the accented syllable is higher in pitch than the subsequent 
weak syllables or, at least, than the first of these. In other words, only cases 
3· 6, and 9 of the above diagram constitute a tonic accent. Cases 4 and 5· 
in which the accented syllable is higher than the preceding one, in no 
way agree with, or reflect the Latin accent. To include them under the 
rubric of tonic accent is no more than wishful thinking. This would be 
different, for instance, in the English language, in which many words end 
on the accented syllable. For a word like "below'' a melodic motion rising 
up to the accented syllable would constitute a tonic accent. In Latin, where 
this kind of accentuation does not exist, melodic motion descending [rom 
the pitch of the accented syllable is the only condition under which a tonic 
accent can be said to exist. Briefly, tonic accent is predicated upon what 
follows, not on what precedes. 

Before we turn to an examination of the tonic accent as just defined, 
we must mention what Ferretti calls the "exceptions a la loi de !'accent" 
(p. 25), that is, formative principles o[ a higher order which prevent the 
tonic accent from functioning. Ferreui's explanations can be summed up 

as follows: 29 

1. Certain types o£ chant are to be disregarded, namely: (a) the psalm 
tones (also introit tones and, of course, the simple recitation tones) be
cause they are based on the principle of monotone recitation; (b) chants of 
a later date, such as hymns, sequences, tropes, because they were written 
at a time when the rules of Latin prosody were carelessly treated; (c) la te 
adaptations of new texts which were underlaid without regard to the origi

nal principles. 
2. Cadences are subject to special laws which often overrule the applica

tion of the tonic accent. This is particularly the case in cadences closing 
I I 

with one or two notes of the same pitch, e.g., e-d·d or f-d·d·d (e.g., "cor 
me-um" (6go], or "dicit D6·mi-nus" (494)).30 

3· Another e-xception results from the "phrase accent" (accent phrase
ologique), that is, an accent formed by the melodic peak of a phrase and 
coinciding with an imponant word. I£, as is often the case, this peak is 

211 See the summary in Reese, p. t67, where, however, cases nos. 2 and 4 of our sum· 

mary are omiued. 
30 A much more Important source of exception~ arc the cursive tenninations of the 

tones for the lntroits and Responsories [sec pp. 23t, 238). in which the five last syllables 
are underlaid without regard to the position of the accent. It is one of the many indica· 
tions o£ Mocqucrcau·s unscholarly methods that he presents even these cursive tcrmina· 
lions in such a manner as to make them appear (at least, for the credulous reader) as 
evidence in favor o£ his theories. See Nombre, 11 . •9:1· where the termination o( the fourth 
responsorial tone is given with eight tcxu, all (except one) of the same textual structure, 

/ .. /. 
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reached in a straight ascending motion, the tonic accent cannot be ob
served in the corresponding worus. An example, cited by Ferretti, is the 
phrase "et c61-les flu-um" £rom the Antiphon In ilia die [323]. sung to the 
melody f-g-a-c'-g, i.e., without tonic accem on "c61·.'' Another example is 
the phrase "et mag-no Rc-gi" from the Antiphon Ste/la ista (464).31 

4· Another exceptional case is presented by the "dedoublement de poda
tus d'accem." This occurs in Antiphons o£ a given melodic type, a podatus 
placed on one syllable being split into two separate notes in order to 
accommodate two syllables in a different text. An example is found in 
the Antiphons Videntes stel/am Mdgi [481] and Dixit Dominus [252), in 

de d d e d 
which Md-gi is transformed into D6-mi-uus, with the result that the tonic 
accent o£ the former disappears in the lauer. 

5· Defective accentuation may be caused by erroneous versions of a 
later date in which there is a tendency to replace certain pitches by higher 
ones, e.g., the e by f, and the b by c1

• As an example Ferretti cites the In· 
troit Dornine ne longe [590], saying that the original version was not 

be' e• be' b 
defensi-o-nem but defensi-o·nem, in conformity with tl1c principle of the 
tonic accent. 

If we examine these exceptions objectively, those given under nos. 1 

and 2 can readily be accepted as legitimate principles of a higher order. 
No. 5 is somewhat suspect, because it involves a surmise which cannot al
ways be proved. However, examples of this type are relatively rare. 

It is more difficult to accept the cases given under nos. 3 and 4 as legiti
mate exceptions. Ferretti's "phrase accent," being predicated upon two 
such rather uncertain factors as "phrase" and "imponant word," is one 
of those modern concepts that are very difficult to grasp with any degree 
of certitude. Nor is it easy to see why the cases falling under this category 
should be admitted as legitimate exceptions of the principle of the tonic 
accent. The "loi superieure" involved here is entirely of Fen·eui 's making. 
In the same way, any case where tl1e tonic accent is disregarded could be 
explained as the result of some superior law, i[ only the ''superior law of 
the composer's freedom to choose what he considers best." The fact that 
accented syllables do occur in a straight ascending motion simply show 
that here, as in many other instances, the tonic accent is disregarded, not 
because of the presence o( a higher law, but simply because it does not 
represent a law of such universal validity as some writers would have us 
believe. 

The same remark applies to the exception no. 4· The very ease and fre-

8~ It will be noticed that, (rom f erreui's point of view, these cases actually need not 
be luted as exceptions. since they aJI represent the motion type no. 5 of our diagram on 
p. tg1. which Ferretti regards as a tonic acccm, even an "absolute" one. They do not, 
however, fall under our definition of the tonic accent. 
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quency with which a tonic-accent formula is transformed into one without 
tonic accent only shows one of two Lhings: either that "poor adaptations 
o£ a new text" occur even in the old repertory of Gregorian chant, or that, 
once more, the principle of the tOnic accent was not considered as vitally 
important. ALter all, the composer of Dixit Dominus was under no com
pulsion to "split the podatus." H e could easily have inserted an extra note 

de d d 
for the additional syl1able, e.g., Do-mi-nus, as is done a thousand times 
in Gregorian chant. li he preferred to split the podatus, we can only 
conclude that the law of the tonic accent was to him of no supreme im
portance. Finally, Ferreui's argument is predicated on the assumption 
that Videntes stcllam is the model, Dixit Dominus the adaptation, an 
assumption for which, of course, there is nei ther proof nor basis. lf a de
cision of priority can be made at aH, h would certainly be in favor o( 
Dixit Dominus, because o( its psalmodic text derived from the Psalm which 
it enframes. 

On the basis of these explanations, we shall now turn to an examination 
of the Gregorian repenory in an auempt to determine the extent to which 
the tonic accent influences the formation of the melodic line.a2 Because 
of the difficulties of definition that arise in the case of melismatic chants 
[seep. 290), the Antiphons represent the natural basis (or such an investi· 
gation. The following study is based on the Proper of the Time from 
Advent to the end o£ the Nativity [3 17·414], undoubtedly one of the earliest 
portions of the Gregorian repertory. This includes fifty-eight Antiphons 
(the Great Amiphons for the week before Christmas [340ff] have been 
omitted because they are all adapted to the same melody) with close to 
five hundred instances of accented words (i.e., words of more than one 
syllable). certainly a sufficiently comprehensive material for a valid in
vestigation. Only two or three of these Antiphons can be said to be perfect 
examples for the use of the tonic accent, for instance the following: 

I ~ I • i 
. ... . FIGUllE 79 

• •• r- • I t·•· . · ~ · , 
Omnes si- ti· ~n-tes, venl-te ad aquas: qua~ri-te D6mi·num, 

e .. . . . ~ , I • •• 11 

dum invenl-ri p6test, alle- lu- ia. 

or the Antiphon Gloria in excelsis [402], the latter with the exception of 
the "alleluia," one of the several Hebrew words whose accentuation (al· 

82 l t is bard.ly necessary to say once more than nothing is proved by merely quoting 
numerous examples selected ad hoc, as is done, e.g., in NomiJre, IJ, 197ff. 
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leltiia or ali~Juia?) is d?ubtful. The great majority contain one or two 
words for whtcb the toruc accent is not present in the melody ancl · £ tl . • m some 
o tern. ~e n~g<lll~e cases actual!)' outnumber the positive ones. Particu-
larly stnking 111 ~~s respect are _the Antiphons Quem vidistis [3gs] from 
Lauds of the NauvHy, and Crastma die [363] from Sext of Christmas Eve 
the second of whid1 is shown in Fig So (plus minus and ze · · d.' . . · · • , ro stgns 1n 1-
cate postuve, negative, and indifferent cases): 

+ 0 

I • I • • • 
Cnistina dl- e 

+ 

nc..:R.£ So 
0 .. : . . .... • ,.. • " 1. " I 

de-lt!bi·tur in-lqui-tas terrae : et re-

0 

! . . 
• • ra • • 

• • 11 

gnabit super nos Salvator mundi. 

In order to clarify the over-all picture, tl1erc follows a tabulation based 
on the e~~ire group of _Antiphons from Advent to the end of the Nativity. 
The legtumate excepuons mentioned previously have been disregarded 
and the remaining ~ses are grouped unc.ler three rubrics: (a) positive, i.e.: 
accented syllable htghcr tl1an the following; (b) nega tive, i.e., accented 
syllable lower than the following; and (c) indifferent, i.e., accented syllable 
on the same pitch as the following: 

POSITIVE NEGATlVE INDIFFERENT 
Number: 259 114 84 
Percentage: 57 25 , 8 

These fi~res throw a clear light upon the question of the importance 
~£ the t~ntc a:c:nt as a formative principle of Gregorian chant. The ex
em of Its valtdny depends, in no small degree, upon the evaluation of 

the ... d"ff " · · 
. tn I erent group. If, as Ferretu does m a tabulation of a similar 

~md,aa these cases are reckoned on the sic.le of the positive ones, the result 
~s favorable to the extent of three-fourths of the total. lf not, tl1e balance 
~s reduced to slightly over one half, and this seems to be the correct attitude 
10 our question. After all, the point at issue is to demonstrate the impor
ta_nce of_ the tonic accent, not the unimportance of the "non-tonic accent" 
(srt venra verbo).3

• In a way, the indillerem cases indicate an "indiffer-

h 
83 

Estlu!tique, p . 26. This tabulation is based on the same premises as ours (Anti · 
~onons from Advc_nt ro Christmas: tonic accent a parte post), but is Umired to proparoxy

es (words havmg the acccnr on the anrcpcnult) . 
8
' T o pur it differently: it is correct to say (as Ferreui does) that only the ne 1· 

CUes constlt t I . r ga tve 
ret • u e a rea exccpuon o the law; but ir is incorrect to say (or impl , as Fer-

u does also) Lhar all the others represent a proof of it. y 
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ence," a disregard of the tonic accent even more clearly than the negat.ive 
cases, because in nearly a ll of them it would have been very easy to bnng 
about a positive result by raising or lowering a single pitch by no more 
than one degree, e.g.: 

In ilia die [323]: 

Ne timeas [326]: 

ggg &'ag &'&'f 
stilltibunt change to slllltibtmt or stzllabunt 
g g gfd a g gfd g f gfd 
fl- li- w11 change to fi-li- um or fl-li- um 

The purpose of this sllldy is not to assign to the tonic accent a statisti· 
ca1 figure, but to present a picture of its rol~ ~n Gregorian ch~nL That 
this role is important, nobody will deny; but Jt 1s equally undemable that 
this role does not amount to a law, however hedged in by exceptions. True 
enough, we have not admitted all Lhe exceptions which Ferr~t~ consid.ers 
legitimate and admissible. It may be noticed, .however, that.lt 1s not ddJi
cult to find, even in our limi ted group of Anttphons, a constderable num
ber of negative examples that are not covered by any of the exceptions 
admitled by Ferretti: 

FlCUR£ 8 1 

c 
• • • I • ~i~. ~~~;• ~~~;.2•~. I • • • • h • r- • • •• 

n6men Domi·ni et adventum Domini. et !pse renov<i-bit Jerusa-lem 

pl<iudent minibus : qu6ni- am vcni· et Do minus collaudantes est gra·ti- a 

e .e • •• ·· IllS • e I • • • •• • I I 

in tc!rris quis apparu. it ? N;\.tum vf-dimus, et cb6ros de tha- lamo su- o. 
See. in Lhis order. L pp. !P 7, !1!9• 3~4. 332, 396, 37!1• !195· !172 • 

If, ftnally, we rry to subject the more elaborate ch ants, such as lntroits, 
Graduals, Alleluias, Offertories, Responsories, to a similar study, a serious 
obstacle arises because of the difficulty of obtaining a clear definition as 
to when a tonic accent is present in the case of groups of notes. If, for in· 
stance, in the following example (Fig. 82; [rom the Gradual C/amaverunt): 

I'ICURE 82 

e • ol ~ 
• 
libern- vit 

the peak notes of the groups arc considered, we have a negative case. If, on 
the other hand, the initial notes of the groups, or (to suggest another ap-
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proach) the motion leading from one group to the next is taken into 
account, it is a positive example. Ferretti does not offer any explanations 
on th is point, but merely reproduces the Offertory ]ubi/ate Deo [486] as 
an impressive example o[ Lhe wnic accent in the "style Ueuri," which, in 
a way, it is.3li ln fact, the difficulty of finding a clear and unequivocal 
definition of the tonic accent in Borid chants makes a systematic study 
comparable to the one we have given for the Anti phons a ll but impos
sible. Since unmi takable and often Yery impressive examples of tonic 
accent can be found on nearly every p:tge, we sha ll limit ourselves to a 
selected list of negative cases, onl y in order to make clear tha t the "law" 
has its limitations in the neumatic and melismatic chan ts as well as in 
Antiphons (reference to L by pages and staves): 

328,5: decoris; 330,,1: misericordiam; 345.5: occursus: 35 1,2: dedttcis; 
356,2: vocabitur; 375• 1: cae/orum; 375,2: dig-natus; 375,5: apf>amit; 
377•4: vidistis; 377,5: af>pamit; 384, t : uirginitas; 384,2: eUel'am; 381,4: 
mulieribus; 384,5: fructus,· 384,5: ventris.no 

I may add, however, that from the study of numerous chants of the florid 
type I have ga ined the impression tha t clearly nega tive cases are, on the 
whole, less frequent here than in the Antiphons. This result (if confirmed 
by a detailed in veSLigation) would contradict the opinion of Wagner who, 
it will be remembered , singled out the syllabic and semi-syllabic chants 
for their attention to the tonic accent. 

THE CURSUS 

The cursus is an oratorical principle of Latin antiquity designed to 
confer upon prose a certain feeling of Lhe harmonious relationships tha t 
govern poetry. This was done by giving careful atten tion to the end of 
sentences, which had to comply with certain ru les of rhythm, rules that 
are fully explained by Cicero (De oralore, 107 B.C.) and Quintilian (l n
stitutiones oratoricae, A.D. 42). Since Latin poetry was based on the prin
ciple of quantity (or meter), tha t is, of long and short syllables [seep. 277), 
this also forms the basis of the cumlS of Latin antiquity or, as it is called, 

8~ Reproduced (lrom Ferreui, pp. 1G£.) in R ccsc, p . 1G6. I am not certain whether the 
asterisks that appear over each accented syllable are also meant to convey the impression 
that each of lhesc syllables has a tonic accent. Even from a very liberal point of view it 
ls difficult to find a tonic accent on "timclis .. and on .. D6minus." 

3
.
8 

The reader's attenrion is caiJed to the tables in Ferrctti. pp. 3<JOf, showin~ numerous 
letungs or the words Dl us, Dominus, Muertire, and others. c.x:unplcs intended to prove 
the indifference of the cham in regard to the mclismalic accent. Actually, they also 
demonstrate (against Ferrell i's intention) llH: indifference in regard to t.he tonic accent. 
F'or instance. the group Ddm iuus includes •G positive, 17 negative, and 19 indiiTcrcnt 
e~plcs of tonic accent. Sec also among the examples pp. 3421I: oblivlsci, contint!ntur, 
l111~ces, sapibrtiae, etc. 
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the metrical cursus. Various combinations of long and short syllables were 
considered as proper, the following in particular: 

1. cursus velox (quick) 

2. cursus planus (even) 

3· cursus tardus (slow) 

- -- 1- ...., _ ...., 
gloriam con gregentur 

- ~ I - - ~ 
membra firmanLUr 
-~ I - - ...,_ 
ira v ic tori ae a1 

When, about A.D. 400, the classical principle of quantity was replaced 
by that of accentuation, a corresponding modification of the cursus LOok 
place, which changed Erom the metrical LO the rhythmical cum~.as The 

corresponding forms are: 

1. curstlS velox 

2. CUrSllS piantLS 

3· cursus tardus 

I • • I . . I • 

g loriam congregentur 
I • I . I • 

m embra fi rmantur 
I • I . I • • 

ir a victoriae 

In an extended study, comprising the major part of vol. IV o( the 
PaUographie musicale

1 
Mocquereau has trie<.l to show that Lhe rhythmical 

wrstlS, particularly the form o[ the cursus planus, plays an important role 
in the formation of the caden tial formulae of Gregorian cham in such a 
way that the accented members of the group are sung to a higher pitch, 
that is, receive a tonic accent. As he is wont to do, he adduces a wealth 
o{ material in support of this theory, material which, however, is often 
irrelevant and even, if properly evaluated, in contradiction with his theory. 
Actually, he proves nothing but the fact that, among the thousands of 
cases there are many hundreds that conform to the principle. As an illus· 
tration of his a1·gumentation, we cite here three examples of what he calls 
cadence pla11a:au 

ot. First Psalm Tone, 
Te.rmination f 

b. Second Introit Tone, 
Termination 

FIGURE 83 
• 6 4 

tal- Jum et .... urn. 

~~~~- am I<· vi- YL 

, ~ 

(r~ · cr.. In 6 • nu m. 

87 It may be noticed that syllables such as -am, con ·, firm·, etc., arc long by position. 
the vowel being followed by two or more consonants. 

ss According to the investigations of the monks or Solesmes. evidence o£ che rhythmi
al cursus exists in the Papal Bulls from c. 450 to 6oo. while the Leonine and Celasian 
Saaamentarics show lhe use o( the metrical cursus. 

ae Nombre, U, 190, ' 9'· '94· 
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To this we remark the following: 
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a. Considered from the purely musical point of view, this could be 
caUed a cadence plana because its peak tones fall on t.he fift.h and on the 
second ~yllable from the end, in conformity with the position of the two 
accents m the cursus planus. It would provide a strong argument in favor 
of the cursus theory if it were used on ly, or mainly, in connection with 
texts closing with a wrsus planus, e.g., pedum tuorwn, (inimt)cdrum 
tu6rum, terra mult6ntm, (Spi)ritlli sdncto, all of which occur in Ps. JOg 
[128].40 However, the same term ination form ula is also used for the other 
v~rses of .the same psalm (as well as many other psalms), all of which close 
With a d1fferenl "cursus," e.g. dextn's mtfis, gbwi le, Stlae reges, exallabit 
caput, not to mention tlle ubiquitous (saecu)l6rum. Amen which, because 
of the Hebrew word, presents an ambivalent case. In all these verses, the 
accentual structure of the text is in disagreement with the tonic-accent 
scheme of the musical formula, and agreement is reached only by modify
ing this scheme, placing the accent on the fourth rather than on the fifth 
note from the end, or inserting a note between the penultimate and the 
final member (for dactylic end ings, as in nomm Domini). In short, it seems 
to us that this cadential formula can only wirh reservation be considered 
as evidence for the ctn·sus theol)'. 

.b. T!lls formula shows a design similar to the previous one, that is, 
w1th h1gher pitches on the fi(th and the second syllable from the end. 
Howevc:r,_ it could also, and, in fact, more properly, be considered as one 
emphaslZing the fifth and the third syllable, because it is the third rather 
than the second member that shows a melodic peak. Apparently, the for· 
mula can be interpreted in two ways, only one of which would make it a 
caden~e plana. Do the texts, with which this formula appears, give a clue 
as to 1ts meaning? Of course not, since, like all the introit terminations 
this is a fixed formula which always receives the five last sy llables of th~ 
text, regardless of their accentual structure. Thus, we have correct tonic 
accents wi~ meam levdvi as well as with lege Domini [1220], but only 
~e former .1s a cursus. plm1~s. Moreover, the first tonic accent completely 
disappears m connecuoo w1th texts such as univb-sa terra [428]. 

c: The remarks just made apply a fortiori to the last example, the termi· 
~auon of the fifth responsorial tone which, like the terminations of the 
lntroit tones, is a fixed formula in wh.kh the textual accents may fall on 
the members 5 and 2, 5 and g, 4 and 2, or 6 and 3· Only in the ftrst case 
do we have a cursus planus. 

One o£ the main weaknesses of Mocquereau's demonstration is that he 
bases it primarily on (onnulae designed to be used with many texts (auto
me/a, to borrow a term from Byzantine nomenclature), formulae which, 

•o Strictly spealting. (SfJi)rc'tui stft~cto i.s not a correct example, since in the true cursus 
Planus a new word should begin after the trochee, as in ptdum tu6rum. 
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whether of the tonic or of the cursive type, are subject to modifications of 
their accentual structure. A different approach to the wrsus problem was 
made by H . Bewerunge and, on a much larger scale, ~y Fer_ret~ .~~ B~th 
of these studies proceed from the metrical cursus of Laun anuqully wh1ch 
is based upon the distinction between long and short syllab_les. Cot~se
quently, the Gregorian melodies are investigated from the pomt of v1ew 
of the melismatic accent, as indicated by longer or shorter groups of notes. 
Bewerunge's material consists of the concluding formulae of Introits (not 
the introit tones), Communions, and Offertories from the First Sunday of 
Advent to the Saturday after Passion Sunday. These are all essentially dif· 
ferent melodies, each with its own text (idiomela), and therefore provide 
a much more reliable basis of investigation than Mocquereau's tone termi
nations. However, instead of Jimjting himself to the few formulae given 
by Cicero and Quintilian, Bewerunge proceeds from the long list of 
metrical-cursus forma tions (twenty-four) which the Solesmcs monks have 
found in the Leonine and Gelasian Sacramentaries. Such variety includes 
practically all the combinations that are arithmetically possible and is 
therefore confusing rather than clarifying. Nevertheless, the most frequent 
combination is the curst~ planus, -" I --...,, and this also takes the first 
place among the "instances resembling forms of metrical cursus" which 

2 1 8 

Bewerunge has found in the melodies. He gives only one example lu-ce·at 

!-i~ from the lnrroit of the Requiem Mass [t8o7]. which, he admits, is not 
too satisfactory, because only the music suggests, by the number o£ notes 
in each of the five members, the scheme long-short long-long-short, while 
the text has the scheme long-short-short long-short. Moreover, the reserva· 
tion implied in the word "resembling" makes for additional di~culty. A 
cursory check of the chants mentioned by Bewerunge brought t~ hght ~nty 
a few clear examples, nowhere close to the number of 112 whtch he mdt· 
cates. A few meet the textual requirement, without, however, meeting the 
musical requirement, while others meet the latter but not tl1e former. 

As for Fcrretti's extended study, it is very djfficult (at least, for me) to 
grasp its implications and to summarize its conclusions. He formulates its 
basic thesis as follows: "The literary cursus that has influenced the formu
lae of the solemn psalmody and the recitatives as well as the cadences of 
the Antiphons and all the other Gregorian chants is the metrical, not the 
t ot~ic [i.e., rhythmic]" [pp. g£]. His aim seems to be not LO demonstra:e a 
relationship between the music and the text but to analyze the m~srca l 
formulae themselves in terms of metrical feet in such a way that a srnglc 
note stands for short, a clivis or podatus for long, a three-note neumc 

~~H. Dewerunge. ""The Metrical Cursus in rhe Antiphon Melodies" (Zeitscltrift rlr: 
Intemotionote11 Musikgesellsclroft, Xlll. [1910· 11), 227); FcrreL,ti, /( cursu metrico e 

11 

ritmo dette melodie gregoriane (1913)· 
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(scandicus) for long-plus-short, a four-note neume for long-plus-long, etc. 
Thus, the Antiphon Rex pacifiws [364] shows the following patterns:t2 

m'OgnTji~;;t~s est 

(vul ) tum i-e;riirat 
- ...... ,....., -
universa terra. 

In the final chapter of his book [pp. 252ff) Ferretti transcribed some melo
dies in a manner similar to (though not based on the same premises as) 
that of some mensuralists (Jcannin), namely in metrical divisions, %. %• 
%• etc. This, of course, brought him into conflict with the School of 
Solesmes. According to Gajard, he later renounced his theories: " ... l'au
teur, micux avise, rcconnut son errcur et se rallia completement a So
Jesmes.''~3 

EXPRESSION, MOOD, WORD·PAINTINC 

Is Gregorian chant "expressive"? Yes and no. The answer depends on 
what is meant by "ex prcssivc." If this term is understood as the opposite 
of "dry," "pedantic," "intellectual," or what others words may be used 
to suggest "absence of artistic inspiration," the answer is. of course, in the 
positive. No one will deny that the d1ants are the product of artistic in
spiration, although it is equally undeniable that whatever spiritual, emo
tional, or even intellectual forces involved in the process of musical creation 
in the eighth and ninth centuries were not the same as they were in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth. While Bach, and even more, Beethoven or 
Schumann bestow upon their compositions expressive values of a markedly 
personal and individual character, values that often have their origin in 
the composer's own experience and arc as variable as these experiences, 
tbe unknown creators of the Gregorian melodies produced works carrying 
the stamp of supra-personal feelings, of spiritual values predicated upon a 
hieratic order which exists by its own-or, rather, divine-authority, and 
which neither needs nor admits justification in terms of personal experi
ence . 
. Usually, however, t:he term "expressive" has a different meaning, par

ticularly as applied to vocal music. It refers, not to an intrinsic quality o£ 
the music as such, hurt to its capacity of "expressing something," namely, 
the general mood of the text or the specific feelings associated with certain 
words of the text. The question is whether this capacity, so amply demon
~trated in the songs o( Schubert, SchtLmano, and Brahms, is also evident 
ll1 Gregorian chant. My answer is an almost unqualified "no:· Deliberate 

t:l P. 202. The metrical signs refer ro Lhe music, noL to the texL. The dotted single 
llotcs (at llle end) are con:sidered as long. 

~3 RG, XXIX, 26. 
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expression of the text. of its general mood or of singl~ words, i~, it seems 
to me, as comrary to the basic premises o( the chant as IS expressiOn of p_er
sonal feelings, if these two categories can be at all clearly separated. Wuh 
this view, however, I find myself decidedly in the minority. Several of tbe 
outstanding Gregorianists as well as many of their "minor brethren" have 
attributed to certain chants specific expressive values derived from the 
text or related to the occasion. Thus, Gevaert finds that in the Antiphon 
Ecce ancilla Domiui: fi~t mihi secundum verbum tuum (Behold the hand
maid of the Lord: be it unto me according to thy word; Luke t :38) "the 
melodic line, sweetly bowing until t11c end of the chant, renders with a 
charming na·ivety the profound re,·erence of the Virgin bef~r: the me~· 
senger of God."H To Frere, the Responsory Angelus Dommt apparwt 
]oseph ... (The angel of the Lord appeared unto .Joseph ... ; Matthew 

1 :2o) "represents the quiet appearance of the angel to Abraham on ~~
Moriah."•r> Gerold sees in the first two melismas of the Tract Commovtsll, 
Domine, terram, et conturbasti eam (Thou hast made the earth to tremble; 
thou hast broken it; Ps. 60:2) "the tendency to express in music the action 
of the Eternal shaking the earth."46 Johner feels that in the Comr:nunion 
Vox in Rama audita est, ploratus et u lulalus: Racltel plorans filws suos 
noluit consolari, quia non sunt (In Rama was there a voice heard, lamenta
tion, and weeping, and great mourning, R acheJ weeping for her children, 
and would not be comforted, because they are not; Matthew !!:18) "the 
inception on the fifth of the mode, the emphasis on the dominant and the 
pressus over ploratus are expressions of gripping sorrow; they almost 
sound like a shrill outcry," while at the end "through this harmony [close 
on d'-b·g] the grief is tempered."47 Ferretti feels that in the Antiphon 
Mantes Gelboe "the melodic line of Quomodo, with its descent £rom the 
dominant to the tonic, is an excellent rendition of David's stupor upon 
bearing the horrible news" [of Saul's and Jonathan's death; II Samuel 
1:21-23], and that in the Communion Video caelos from the Feast of St. 
Stephen "la retombee melodique sur Dei traduit, pour ainsi dire, la vision 
extatique du Premier Martyr chretien, et son tranquille abandon a Dieu."48 

Nobody will question the right, if not the duty, of Catholic writers to 
interpret the chants in such a way as to bring them close to the m~nds an~ 
hearts of the faithful. Descriptive explanations designed to achteve tlm 
goal have, no doubt, a legitimate place in books of a popularizing natu~e 
where, in fact, they are found in great number. H, however, they occur 1fl 

H Melopee, P· ' 53: ··La lignc mcloclique ... " 
t 5 Antiphonale Sarisburiense. Oisserration, p. 59· 
•a Histoire de la musique des origines d la fi n du xive si~cle (•956), p. 213: "Ces deux 

passages ... " 
41 The Chants of the Vatican Gradual ( 1940), p. 6g. 

48 Est/retique, pp. 99· 97· 
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scholarly writings such as the above-quoted works (possibly with the ex
ception of Johner's), they adopt the connotation, not of a modern exegesis, 
but of a historical statement, the im plica tion being that they reflect the 
thinking of the men who wrote Lbe melodies or, at least, the mentality of 
the period in which they were written. Assuming that this is what Gevaert, 
Gerold, Frerc, and Ferretti wanted to ay, 1 can only register my opposi
tion against attempts to explain Gregorian chant as the result of mental 
processes so obviously indicative of nineteenth-century emotionalism, so 
obviously derived from an acquaintance with the art of Wagner and 
Brahms. Nor is it difficult to disprove the validity of such explanations by 
pointing to the basic role whicl1 the methods of adaptation and centoniza
Lion play in so many categories of the chant, tlte Tracts, Antiphons, 
Graduals, Responsories, Alleluias, etc.-all of which show numerous ex
amples of the same melody or the same melodic unit being used for a 
great number of texts of the most diverse contents. Moreover, the reader 
checking the above-mentioned examples will be probably very much dis
appointed in his expectations to find in them a suggestion, to say nothing 
of an unmistakable expression, of "reverence,'' "quiet appearance," "earth
shaking," "shrill outcry," "tempered grief," or "stupor." 

Hardly more convincing are the examples of direct word painting that 
have been found in the chanL Perhaps tl1e best-known of these occurs in 
the Communion Passer invenit [556] where, to the words et turtur (and 
the turtle-dove) "the cooing of the turtle-dove is imitated through the use 
of liquescent neumes." 49 Actually the liquescent neumes are the result, not 
primarily of the imagery of the words, but of their spelling, there being 
aJways two consonants after each vowel. Naturally, this purely external 
fact somewhat lessens the validity of this passage as an example of word 
painting. Another well-known example exists in the AJleluia Angelus 
Domini [786] from Easter :Monday, where the "turning o( the stone" 
(revolvit lapidem) is pictured by a revolving figure. The validity of this 
case is lessened by the fact tl1at the revolving figure is not indicated in the 
neumatic notation of St. Gall359 (pp. 14t-161); obviously it is an innova
tion of the tenth or eleventh century. 

The most likely candidates for word-painting are words suggesting 
"high" or "low," and it is not too difficult to find cases where the music 
shows a corresponding design. One of the most convincing examples exists 
in the Introit Rorate cacli (353]. in whicl1 the melody reaches its highest 
position to the words caeli demper, its lowest to the word terra. Anotl1er 
instance of correspondence occurs in the Alleluia A11gelus Domini [786], 
which has a descending figure on dcscen dit. Whether these conformi ties 
are imentiona l or tl1e mere result of chance, it is difficult to say. Words 
suggesting "high" or "low" are so frequent in Gregorian chant that t11ey 

•9 Reesc, Music in the Middle Ages, p. •69· 
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are bound to appear occasionally with musical figures o£ a corresponding 
character. Certainly it is not difficult to find examples where they occur 
in connection with figures of the opposite character, for instance, the word 
(errae in the Communion Videmnt omnes [410] from the Nativity, or 
terra in the O ffertory ]ubi/ate Deo [48o]. 

We should like to close this chapter with a particularly neat demonstra
tion of the pitfalls besetting the realm o{ expression and word-painting 
in Gregorian chant. Among the Antiphons of the seventh mode there is a 
well-defined group characterized by an initial motive g-b·c'·d'-e'·d'. Among 
the circa 50 Antiphons of this group (Gevaert's Theme •9) there is one 
in which the standard motive is modified to extend up to the high g', 
g-b-c'-d'-e'-g'-d', and this is the Antiphon Ascendo ad Patrem [845] from 
Lauds of the Feast of the Ascension. Certain ly this would seem to be as 
clear an example of deliberate word painting as one might hope to find. 
Unfortunately, exactly rhe same extended motive occurs in the Andphon 
Descendi in hortu.m assigned in the medieval manuscripts (e.g., Codex 
L ucca, p. 458) to the Feast of the Assumption. We leave it Cor the reader 
to draw his own conclusions. 

CHAPTER THREE 

The Free Compositions According to Types 

IN THE present chapter we are concerned with a study somewhat 
similar in design and purpose to that of tht: works of a composer 

such as Pa leSLrina, Bach, or Beethoven. Naturall y, the very quantity o£ 
material available in Gregorian chant excludes the possibility of consider
ing each piece individually, as would be possible or even mandatory in 
the case of the just-mentioned composers. Nor would such a consideration 
be of any value, because it would proceed on a wrong premise, namely, 
that each work of an has individual sign ificance, a premise that uicl not 
attain unquestioned validity until Beethoven. The sona tas of Mot.art, and 
even more so the cantatas of Bach, the moteLS of Palestrina, Jo~quin , or 
Machaut, are primarily representatives of a type and reveal their signifi
cance only if considered as such. The further we retrogress in the history 
of music, the more does artistic production take on the quasi-anon ymous 
character of group-creation, until finally the individuality both of the work 
and of its creator becomes absorbed into the full anonymity of musical 
types. Nowhere in music is this state of affairs so clearly indicated as in 
Gregorian chant, where each single composition belongs to a liturgical 
class from which it receives the general characteristics of musical form and 
style that set it wholly apart from an item belonging to a different class. 
In an earlier part of this book we have seen that even within the fairly 
limited province of the Gregorian recitative there exist a number of dif
ferent types-prayer tones, psalm tones, introit tones, etc.-that show 
~ell-defined distinctive traits. Such traits, common to a group, but differ
mg from one group to another, appear even more clearly in the fie.ld of 
free compositions. 

THE INTROITS 

By way of general characterization, the Introits can be described as 
chants of moderate length and of a moderately ornate style. In both these 

3°5 
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respects they are remarkably uniform, considerably more so, for instance, 
than the Offertories or Communions. It will take some searching tO find 
an l ntroit less than iliree lines long (such as Just us es Domine [ 1047] witll 
only slightly over two lines), and practica lly none occupies more than four 
staves (we consider, of course, only the Imroit proper, not the psalm verse). 
As for their sLyle, which we have just described as moderately ornate, the 
lntroits represent, no doubt, the most consistent use, in the entire repertory, 
of ilie neumatic or group style. In any given 1mroit, the great majority of 
syllables carry a group of notes numbering from two to five. Groups of 
more than fi ve notes occur only exceptionally, mostly in me final cadence; 
and a group of e leven notes, such as occurs in the cadence of Dum c/ama1'em 
[102o] probably represents the m aximum of melismaLic orna teness to be 
found in the lntroits.l 

Interspersed between tllese groups are single notes, perhaps in an aver
age ratio of one to two (e.g., 21 single notes aga inst 32 groups in Ad le 
leuavi [3 18), and 15 single notes against 30 in Popultls Si on [327 ]). O cca
sionally, such single notes occur in succession over three, four, or five 
syllables, but practically a lways on the same pitch, thus introducing a 
snatch of psalmodic recitative into the melodic motion of Lhe neumes. 
Single notes forming a melodic line are so rare in the lntroits (i n contrast 
to the Antiphons, for example) tbat a reader fami liar with the ir style 
definitely feels surprised when he happens upon passages l-ike the follow
ing ones: 

• 
I a ... a I 

• a I 

qui-a Dominus factus 

b 

I ••• • 

i-ter faci- ens e- is, 

a. In nomine Domini [612] b. Deus dum egrederis [892] 

The simplest neumes, that is, those with two or three notes, a re of course 
by far l11e most (requeot. Relatively rare is tl1e climacus with its three 
notes in descending motion, and even more so climacus neumes with four 
notes. On t.he other hand, many Introits, probably the majority o£ tl1em, 
contain a few examples of short strophici, usually in the form of the 
tristroplta with its triple repercussion. Thus, Ad te leuaui [318] has four 
strophici, one with four notes (on "neque"); Veni et oslende [343] has three 
bistropltae; Dominus dixit [392] has five, three of them of the varie ty 

1 The entire cadence: is borrowed from lhe Responsories; sec p. 310. 
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involving an ascending third: d-f-f(-f); Puer natus [4o8) has four tristro
phae, and R esurrexi [nB] as many as ten. 

The combina tion of a ll these elements bestows upon the melodic design 
of the Introits a general character of gentle and moderate motion, undulat
ing rather tl1an striving, and often held stationary by recitative passages 
and repercussive groups. Boldly ascending or descending formations, such 
as are frequently encountered in the Craduals, Al leluias, or Offertories, 
are practica lly absent. FormaLions such as e'-('-c'-a (A udiuit Dominus [G 
9 1], on the second "Dominus") and d-g g-c'-a-g (Ego clamavi [G 130), on 
"clarnavi"), which in a Gradual or O!Tertory would hardly be worth notic
ing, impress one as almost a foreign e lement in the Introits. 

Not a few In troits are s triking (or tlle sta tionary character of their en
tire melodic line, for their continuous insistence on a given pitch by means 
of single notes. slrophici, and neumes emphasizing this pitch. Such Introits 
give tlle overall impression of a slightly ornamcmed recitative. P articu
larly interesting in litis respect are a number of lntroits of the second 
mode, namely, T1eni et ostende 1343), Dominus dixit (392], Ecce advenit 
(459], Sitientes [565], Dominus illuminntio (998], Dominus fortitttdo 
[1oo6), and flenite adoremus [1052). All these a re essentia lly a recitation 
on f (Vcnite is transposed to :.he upper fifLh ), with cl as a final, and occa
sionally touch upon c as a sub-fi na l and g as a flex. Thus their melodic 
line, reduced to its essentials, is strikingly similar to that of the introi t 
tone of the same mode, as used in the subsequent psalm verse and Dox
ology. 

Additional examples of melodic similarity between Introits and introit 
tones occur also in o ther modes: 

Mode 3· recitation on c': lntret 01·atio [54 1); Deus dum egrederis [892]; 
Tibi dixit [G 117]; In uominc Domini [6 12] (= In nomine ]em [416]); 
Omnia qu(le {ecisti [ 1063]: the lastlhree mainly in their first half. 

Mode 5, recitation on c': Circumdedenmt [497); Domine ,·e[ugium [G 
JO 1 ); Loquebm· [ 121 5, originaUy for the Feast of St. Prisca; see also 
1309, 1618). 

Mode 8, recitation on c': Miscrere mihi [1014]; Laetabitrtr justus (1138, 
originally from the Feasts of St. Vincenl and St. Agapitus]; Ad te 
levavi [3 18]; Lux [ulgebit [ 103]; etc. 

Recitalion-Jike Jntroits also occur in other modes, but with the recita
tion taking place on a pitch o l11cr than Lhat of the tenor of the tone. For 
instance, there are several Jnu·oits of mode 4 which show an unmistakable 
emphasis, not on the tenor of the four tJ1 tone (a), but on f or, less fre
quently, on g. One of the most striking examples is tlle Introit R esurrexi 
[778] from Easter Sunda y: 
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FicUR£ s5 

• A • •••,_ 
Resur·reJci, 

I ,.. I • • • lllill 
et adhuc tecum sum, 

..... J .... ~ ••• 
al- Te- lu- ia : po-su- i-sti su-

I 
J'- • • .. J •:. • I ... lii ,. •• ·~ ~ ..... ! 

I I 1 1t 1 t'a 
per me ma- num tu- am, al- le- lu- ia : mi-ra- bi-lis fa- eta est 

e 
) l'll • ... pJ'! • I .I 5 .~ 

sd- en- ti- a tu- a, alle- lu-ia, al- le- lu- ia. 

Other examples are Reminiscere [545]. ]udica Domine (6o3], Misericordia 
(816], In voluntate [1066], and Sicut oculi (G gg], the last with a con
tinuous emphasis on g, which very likely was the original tenor note of 
the fourth tone. 

A very interesting state of affairs exists in mode 6. The normal tenor of 
the various tones (psalm, canticle, etc.) in this mode is a. None o£ the In
traits of the sixth mode shows an unmistakable emphasis on this pitch. 
The sixth tone for the In troits, however, is exceptional in its having two 
tenors, a in the first half and {in the second (sec p. 233), and there are, in 
fact, a considerable number of Introits that clearly suggest a recitation on 
£; for instance, Quasimodo [8og], Cantate Domino [826], Dicit Dominus: 
Ego ( 1074], In medio ecc/esiae [ 11go; originally for the Nativity of St. 
John], and Exsultale [G 368; this is transposed a fifth upward, so that c' 
becomes the tonic). Others, like Hodie scielis [359], Omnes gentes [10og]. 
Os justi [1200; originally for the Feasts of St. Matthew, St. Felix, and 
others], and Sacerdotes Dei [1132; St. Xystus, St. Gregory, and others], show 
the emphasis on the tonic less consistenlly, but still with sufficient clarity. 

As to the lntroits of mode 7, there are several that are suggestive of 
recitation, but in a rather flexible and irregular manner. Two of them, 
Puer natus [408)2 and In virtute [11 35], show a rather consistent emphasis 
on c', that is, the tone below the normal tenor, d'. Viri Galilei [846], 
Respict: [1032], and Ne dt:relinquas [C 118] would seem to indicate the 
presence of two tenors, d' and c', a phenomenon reminiscent of the tonus 
peregrinus and of the authentic responsorial tones (seep. 235), all of which 
employ the fifth as well as the fourth degree of the sca le. Finally, there are 
some lntroits in which the pitch [' appears in a prominent position; for 
example, Aqua sapienliae [789; cf. the passage "potavit ... RectcLUr, 
alleluia"], Deus in adjutorium (1027; ['and c'], and Ne timeas [C 521; £', 
d', c']. 

Turning finally to the lntroits of mode 1 , we find a strikingly different 

2 Memioned by HucbaJd in his De ltarmo11ica institutione among Lhe examples of 
aeqlUI/es voces (i.e., unison); CS, I , •04b. 
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picture be~u~e of the almost co~plete absence of the "recitation type." 
The only md•sputable example •s ]ustus ut palma [• 204 ; originally for 
St. Stepben and St. John the Baptist] with its continuous emphasis on f. 
However, Caudete [334] and Ex.sw·ge [504] could perhaps also be included 
in this group. Botl1 of them include passages suggesting a melodic stress 
on f and on a. 

The rather considerable number of Introits having a melody suggestive 
of a recitative raises several interesting questions. Is it permissible to con
sider them as a well-defined and specia l group not only analytically, but 
also historically? I£ so, can we assume that originally they actually were 
simple recitatives, similar to that of the lntroit verses, which in t11e course 
of time became considerably more florid, without losing their pristine char
acter? If so, can we derive any conclusions regarding the primitive stage 
of psalmody from the fact tl1at, in some modes, they seem to employ a tenor 
different from tl1at of the standard system? Finally, can we assume that 
they represent an earlier type than the lntroits ha\'ing a freely moving 
melody? It would be a rash undertaking indeed to an wer tl1ese questions 
one way or another. That there ex isted a close relationship between the 
Introit and the psalm verse is sufficiently auested by the fact that, in the 
great majority of cases, tltey draw upon the same Psalm for their texts. 
Nearly all of the ImroitS listed above belong to this category, but not all 
of them. The text of Sitientes is from Isaiah 55· of Lux fulgebit from Isaiah 
9• of Omnia quae from Daniel 3, of In voluntate from Esther 13, and a few 
even _draw upon the New Testament, e.g., In nomine (Philippians 2), 
Quaszmodo (I Peter 2), and Viri Ca/ilei (Acts 1: 11 ). 

Although, on the whole, the musical line of the Introits tends toward 
moderation, some of them are famous for the impressive design of the 
opening motion, suggestive of a bold gesture at the very beginning of the 
Mass. Perhaps the most brilliant example is the lntroit R omte caeli [353] 
from the Fourth Sunday of Advent (originall y Wednesday in Ember Week 
of Advent), with its characteristic upward sweep comprising the fifth, d-a, 
as well as the two neighboring tones, c' and b-Oat, a motion which im
pressively underlines the imperative "Rorate," altl10ugh it is entirely out 
of place from the point of view of word-painting.a Several other Introits 
of the first mode, e.g., Caudeamus [137· 1368, •571 ), Factus est Dominus 
[9611, Susccpi_mus [136•]. ] 11stus es Domine [1047), Da pacem [•os6]. and 
lnclma Domme [1040], employ the same initial formula, which is also 
found in other chants of the first mode, Cor instance, in a well-characterized 
group of Office Antiphons, in which the b-fiat is often raised to b-natural 
or to c'.4 Other examples of an impressively designed initial motion occur 

8 Rorare means ""to drop dew." 
• GevaerJ"s themes J. 4. 5· See p. •53· The motive d ·a·b·:l or d ·a·c'·a has often been 

considered as a typical motive of the first mode. IL does. however, occur in 1he fourth 
11lode, as the intonation o£ the lnvilatory tone 4·& (!s68J. 
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in some lntroits of mode 3, e.g., Dispersit [1607), Cognovi Domine [1239], 
and Confessio [1593]. 

While many of the Introits give the impression of having individual, 
freely composed melodies, musical relationships within the field as well 
as between this and other repenories are not emiJ·e ly missing. An example 
in point is the just-mentioned opening formula of the first mode which, 
as we have seen, recurs in severa l l mroits as weJI as in numerous An ti
phons. Even more striking is the musical relationship between the Introits 
and a group of chants of an entirely ui1Icrenr nature, that is, the Respon
sories of Matins. l n not a few cases the cadential formulae ol In troits are 
identical with those of Responsories of tbc same mode. There c.'ln be 
scarcely any doubt that this is a borrowing of the lntroits from the Re
sponsories, not vice versa. Not only are the Responsories probably an 
older type of chant but they also employ the cadential formulae under 
consideration in a much more prominent position, tl1at is, as standard 
formulae that recur in a great number of Responsories, while in the l n
troits they appear only here and there. Finally, their melodic design, some
what in the character of two or three turns on successively lower degrees, 
is as typical of the Responsories as it is out of line with the general style 
of the l ntroits. The following table, Fig. 86, gives a number of examples. 

Inttoits 

.c J , •• ,r,,. ., ... ,.. 
alJe- lu- ia 

a lie- lll· ia. 

I 

al-le- lu- ia 

.... .. . ., ... ,.. 
me- us D omi- ne 

FIGURE 86 
Responsories 

.. Jt\r't' • ., ••• ,.. 
non possi- mus 

a tie

l § I 

~J· ·~ . 1-• ~ 
AI- t issi- mi 

.. ~· 
lu- ia 

I t l t ' i o , •• ! ,. 

ap- pa- ru- it 

humi- li-ta- tern me- am in u- num 

Introiu Cibauil [887) RefJlcalur [897) Miserico,·dia [8 16) Ecce Deu,l (10 1G] 
Dominc (590) 

Responsories EmendemuJ (524) Cum compltrentur [873) Subuenitt (1765] 
HoditJ [575) lfstitcrunt [7!2] 
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The individual character of the introit melodies appears also from the 
fact that tl1e technique of "migrating phrases" (i.e., of phrases transferred 
from one chant to anolher), which plays a basic role in the Graduals, 
Tracts, Responsories, and other chants, is practically absent in the lntroits. 
The onJy example I can indicate is from the lntroits Quasimodo [8og] of 
Low Sunday and Cnr1tate Domino [826] from the Fourth Sunday after 
Easter, which ha\·e the same melody for "alleluia: rationabilis, sine dolo" 
and "alleluia: quia mirabilia fecit Dominus." 

T HE COM MUN IO NS 

The chams sung during tlle closing ceremony of the Mass are essentially 
simi lar to those that accomp:tny its beginning. There is, however, a marked 
djlference of degree between the ln troits and the Communions, the latter 
tending even more LOward moderatcness, not to say modesty, of design 
and style. Perhaps it is also pem1issiblc to say that the Communions, con
sidered as a group, arc somewha t less uniform, less conforming LO a stand
ard type, than is tl1e c.1se with the lntroits. In L11is respect they are similar 
to the Offertories, which also show considerable variation of character. 

In respect of lengL11, the Communions vary not inconsiderably, certainly 
more than the Introits. Probably the shortest is Inclina aurem [1012] with 
just a little over one line, the longest, Polum meum [620] with over five 
lines. Also very short are Tu es Petrus [11226) and L ux aetema [18 t5),l 
in contrast to Domine quinque [1311] and Adversum me [6u], both of 
them longer than any Inrroit. 

Most of the Communions show a simple, neumatic style similar to that 
o£ the Introits, perhaps with an even greater preference for tlle shortest 
neumes with two or Lltree notes. In several of them, however, syllabic style 
prevails to such an extent as to produce a marked simi larity with the 
Office Antiphons. A Communion such as Lux netema [•8 •5), Vos estis 
[1468), Quod dico ( t173), Oporlet [G 122), Lutum fecit [G 146], or Videns 
Dominus [G 148] is practically indistinguishable from an Antiphon for 
Vespers. On Ll1e otl1er hand, fairly extended melismas are occasionally en
countered, e.g., in Communicantes [1436], Ab occullis [G 142], Dominus 

FIGURE 87 
I 

11 • • "' : • • I I .&.. "' 
• • I" • • ,.. • I" 

a 

et quod in aure audl-tis, praedi-ca-te super te- eta. 

b 
•• 

pro sae- CU· Ji Vi• ta. 
a. Communion Quod dico b . Communion Pnnis quem 

1 Disregarding its verse. OriginaU)' • all the Communions had one or more verses. 
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virtutum [G 157), and particu larly Panis quem [1043). A comparison of 
Quod dico and Panis quem clearly indicates the variation of style en
countered in the Communions, which ranges from that of the Office 
Antiphons to that of the Graduals (see Fig. 87). 

The "responsorial" cadences which we observed in the Introits are also 
found, in slightly varied forms, in some of the Communions, e.g.: 

Mode 3: Cum esset [G 624] 
Mode 5: lntellige [549); Non vos 1·elinquam [8gg]; Adversum me [6u ]; 

Tu mandasti [ 1062]; ]ustus Dominus [G 120] 
Mode 6: Honora [1026); Diffusa est [1572] 
Modq: Unam petii [ toos]; Domine quinque [1311] 
Mode 8: Mense septimo [1055]. 

The most remarkable aspect of the Communions is their tonal behavior. 
No other type of chant includes such a Large percentage of melodies show
ing tonal instability and, as a result, ambiguity of modal assignment. T he 
reader is re£errcd to the chapter on the church modes, in which the various 
aspects of Gregorian tonality are explained with particular reference to 
the Communions.2 

THE TRACTS 

The T racts belong mainly to the Masses of the pre-Easter period, from 
Septuagesima to Holy Saturday, and of the four Ember Saturdays [see the 
Table of Exceptional Masses, p. 30]- In the fonner they hold the position 
normally occupied by the Alleluia, i.e., a chant following the Gradual, 
between the Epistle and the Gospel: 

Epistle-Gradual- Tract-Gospel 

In the older type of Mass, which had three readings, the Tract was sepa
rated from the Gradual by the second reading. Thus, the Mass of Wednes-

2 A very interesting but Tather puuling remark concerning the Communions is round 
in a treatise, De musica, by Oddo (or Derno?). After extolling Pope Gregory's achieve· 
menu in various categories of chanc- Rcsponsories. Anciphons, lntroits. Allcluias, Tracts, 
GraduaJs-the author continues: " In t.he Offertories and their verses. and especially 
(maximeque) i.n the Communions did he [Cregory) show what he could accomplish in 
this art. For in Lhcse there arc the most varierl kinds of ascent, descent, repeat (duplicatio), 
delight for the cognoscenti, difficulty for the beginners. and an admirable organization 
[I read here dispositio {or defJositio] that differs wideJy from other chanlS; they arc not 
so mud1 made according to the rules of music (ucundum music:nm), but rather evince 
the authority and validity (aucloritatem et argumenta) of music" (CS, I, 276a). Wbilc these 
remarks are very apt for Lhc Offertories and their verses, they hardly make sense in 
connection with the Communions. Could we :usumc Lh:u there existed in the tenth 
ccmury a repertory of highly clnbor:He Communions which h:1s been completely lost 
except, perhaps. for traces surviving. e.g., in Panis quem? 
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day in Holy Week [613] probably is an example of the early state of 
affairs: 

Lectio Isaiae-Gradual-Lectio lsaiae- Tract-Passio Domini 

The group of medieval Tracts is relatively small. The oldest sou_rces 
(Sextuplex; also St. Gall 359) have Tracts for the following Masses: 

1. The Sundays from Septuagesima to Palm Sunday, except for the Sec-
ond Sunday of Quadragesima, which is of a .later date: 

Septuagesirna: De profundis; Sexagesima: Commovisti; Quinqu
agesima: ]ubilate; Quadragesima I: Qui habitat; Quadragcsima 
Ill: Ad te levavi; Quadragesima lV: Q~ti conficlunt; Passion Sun
day: Saepe expugnaverunt; Palm Sunday: Deus Dett.S meus 

2. Wednesday in Ember Week of Lem: De necessitatibus 
3· Saturday in Ember Week of Advent: Qui regis 
4· Saturday in Ember Week of Lent and of September: Laudate Do-

minum 
5· Wednesday in Holy Week: Domi1te exaucli 
6. Good Friday: Domine audivi; ErijJe me 
7· H oly Saturday: Cantemus; Vinea; Attende; Sicut cervus; Laudate 

Dominum (see no. 4) 
8. St. Gregory (wday Common of a Martyr-Bishop, Mass II): Beatus vi1· 

qui timet 
9· St. Valentine (today Common of a Martyr-Bishop, Mass I): Desi

derium 
10. St. Prisca (today Common of Two Martyrs): Qui seminant 

This small group of tenth-century Tracts was enlarged in subsequent 
centuries by the following additions: 1 

Domine non secundum: for Ash Wednesday and all Mondays, Wednes-
days, and Fridays thereafter u_ntil Monday in Holy Week 

Effudenmt: Holy Innocents 
Nunc dimittis: Purification 
Absolve Domine: Mass for the Dead 
Confitemini: Second Sunday of Lent (Quadr. II) 
Audi {ilia: Common of a Virgin not a Martyr 
Gaude Moria: Feasts of the B.V.M. 
Ave M aria: St. Gabriel (originally for Annunciation?) 
Tu. es Petrus: St. Peter's Chair 
Tu es vas: Conversion of St. Paul 
1 See W. H . Frerc, The Sarum Gradual . _ . (18g5). p. lxxxii. The clcvcnlh·ccmury 

Gradual o£ St. YriciJC (Pnl. mru., :xiii) has all these :tdditions except Absolve .. A udi filia, 
and Gaude Maria. It also has eight TraclS not auoptcd in the ntodern books. 
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Thus we arrive at a group of thirty-one Tracts that can be considered 
as authentic. The number of Tracts found in tl1e modern books is, how
ever, considerably larger, there being forty·seven in the Liber usualis and 
eighty·seven in the Graduate R omanum. They are all for feasts of Saints 
which may fall in the period of Lent (e.g., Spera in Domino for St. John 
Bosco, on January !P) or Cor Votive Masses if celebrated dw'ing this period 
(e.g., Benedicite Dominum for the Votive Mass o£ the Holy Angels). In 
the absence of a critical and musicological edition of Gregorian chant it 
is impossible (at least, for Lhis writer) to say which of t11ese Tracts are 
taken from medieval sources and which are modern compositions that 
originated at Solesmes. At any rate, tlle medieval repertory is large enough 
to provide a solid basis for our investigations. 

Aside from the rather unimportant case of the tonus in directttm [see 
p. 1 79). t11e Tracts are the only surviving e.xamples of direct psalmody, tl1at 
is, of a Psalm sung without the addition of an Antiphon or Respond. Each 
Tract consists of a number of verses, from t>vo to fourteen, taken from 
one and the same Psalm. Exceptions occur only in tlle group of later 
medieval additions, where we find non-psalmotlic texts, e.g., Ave Mm·ia, 
Gaude Maria, Tu es Petrus, as weJI as a textual compilation, Domine, 
non secundum.~ It should be noticed tllat in the liturgical books the in
dication of the verses, by the sign y;, is somewhat misleading, since this 
sign does not appear at the very beginning of me Tract, thus giving the 
impression that the opening portion might be sometl1ing in me nature of 
a respond, followed by a number of verses. Acwally. the initial section of 
the text is also a verse, often the first verse of the Psalm. The number of 
verses, therefore, is always one more than is suggested by the signs y;. The 
longest Tract is Deus Deus meus witll fourteen verses, the shortest, Laudate 
Dominum with only two, which, however, constitute the entire Psalm (Ps. 
u6).3 

The musical style of tlle Tracts is considerably more ornate than that 
of tlle Introits. Every Tract includes a number o( fairly extended melismas, 
and occasionally one comes upon melismas which are among the longest 
to be found in tlle entire repertory of chants, as, for instance, in Com· 
movisti [507) at the close o{ tlte first and o( the last verse. Fairly extended 
passages in monolOne recitation occur in several Tracts, particularly in 
Attende coelum [75 1). Between tllese extremes of syllabic recitation and 
long melismas the melodies move in a richly neumatic style, frequently 
employing groups of four, five, or six notes for one syll able. 

One of tlle various unique aspects of the Tracts is that they are confined 
to two modes, tlte second and the eighth, a restriction for which tllcre exists 

2 ;. 1 from Ps. 102: 10; ;. 2 from Ps. 78:8; y. 3 is non·scriptural. 
8 The Tract Nunc dimittis has lbe entire text o£ the Canticle. 
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no parallel in the Gregorian repertory. In fact, there is some reason to 
assume that originally there existed only one mode for Tracts, the e ighth.4 
Certain it is that the Tracts of the eighth mode prevail among tl1e old 
group of twenty-one Tracts, fifteen of which are in tl1e eighth mode. In 
the later additions, on the other hand, the second mode takes first place, 
with seven out of ten: 

OLD ADDITIONS TOTAL 

Mode 8: 15 3 18 
Mode 2: 6 7 13 

2 1 10 31 

Considered from tl1e point of view of tonal material, the Trac~ .1re even 
much more restricted than is suggested by the limitation to two modes, 
because of t11e extensive use of standard phrases which not only recur 
within me various verses of one and tl1e same Tract, but are also trans
ferred from one Tract to otllers, so tllat, in each mode, the entire group is 
closely bound together by the use of identical thematic material. The 
Tracts are not the only type of chant in which standard phrases (or, as 
they are also called, migrating formulae) occur. Nowhere, however, is this 
technique carried out so systematically as in me Tracts, each of which 
consists almost completely of a succession of standa1·d phrases. 

THE TRACTS OF THE EIGHTH MODE 

To this group belong most o( the old Tracts and, in particular, all the 
6ve Tracts of Holy Saturday. These constitute a core of special interest 
and importance, which will serve as tl1e basis of me analytical study of the 
meloclies. Most of the Tracts of mode 8 have three verses, and several have 
four. Laudate Duminum is the shortest wi th on ly two verses, while 11 ttende 
and Ad le levavi are the most ex tended, with five. Each verse falls into a 
small number of well-defined musica l phrases, normally three, but occa
sionally tWO or four. Common to all these plu·ases is me cadential point, 
which is either the tonic, g. or me subtonic, f. The only exception is a 
phrase closing on c' which occurs twice in Commovisti. The normal ar
rangement of cadential points, to be observed particularly in the central 
~oup of tlle Tracts from Hol y Saturday, is g f g, that is, the verse begins 
Wttll a phrase ending on g. continues with one ending on f, and closes with 
a third ending on g. Verses with four phrases usually close with two phrases 
on g, so tllat tlle arrangement of cadences becomes g f g g. Other schemes, 
such as f g g or g g g also occur. 

These fairly fixed schemes of cadential notes represent the framework 
'See p. 18.1 £or tl1e theory that the Tracts of mode 2 originally were GracJuals. 
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for a melodic structure which consists of a limited number of standard 
phrases. The principle involved is particularly apparent in the cen tral 
group of Holy Saturday, a group which includes five Tracts with sixteen 
verses and fiit)'·One phrases. Actually, there are only e ight different phrases 
which, recurring in various combinations, provide the material for the 
complete melodies. Six o( these standard phrases close on g, and two on f. 
The g-group includes one phrase Ior the beginning of the first verse, one 
for the close of the last verse, one that is normally employed for the be
ginning of verses other than the first, and one that usually appears at the 
end of the verses, including the last in which it precedes the final phrase. 
The following scheme shows, by means of asterisks, how the sixteen verses 
are "composed" out of this basic materiaL The phrases are marked G or F 
(with inferior letters or numbers; a for the ini tial phrase, n for the final), 
depending upon whether they close on g or on £: 

TRACTS OF HOLY SATURDAY 

CantemtLS [745) 

Vinea [748] 

y.r. 1 • 

2 

3 
Y/. I e 

2 

3 
Attende caelum [751] Y/. 1 • 

2 

Sicut cerous [753] 

Laudate [76o)~ 

3 
4 
5 

Yf. I e 

2 

3 
Yf. I e 

2 

• • 
• • • 
• 

• • 
• • • 

• • 
• • 

• • • 
• • 

• • • 
• 

• • 
• • • • 
• • • 

• • • 
• • 

(F1. G2 restated) 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• • 

It appears that t.bis group of T racts is a perfect example of centoniza
tion, a unified aggregate o( eight elements variously selected and com
bined. 

An analytical study similar to the one given above has been made by 
Ferreui, in his Eslhetique gregorienne (pp. 135ff). f errctti gives several 
examples showing how the standard phrases are modified according to the 

G In Laudate some of lhe phrases are modified. See p. 322. 
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exigencies of the text, either by the interpolation of recitation passages or, 
occasionally, by spliuing a neume into two shorter neumes: 

• 

b 

FIGURE 88 

et exal- ta- bo e- urn. 

I I ~ ,_; 1 i I 

et aedi-fi- ea- vit turrim 
• a • ,-. rJ .. ,.,,,, .. 
in mcdi- o e- jus. 

ma- net Do- mi.nus 

a . Phrase c. in Cantemw, 'fl·!! and Vinea, ;2. 
b. Beginning of Phrase G. in Laudate, 'fl· 2 and Cantemus, ;. g. 

Ferrctti also states certain principles governing the succession and func
tion of the standard phrases, but the reader must be warned that most of 
his statements are incorrect. Thus, on p. 136 he says (we translate and 
replace his symbols, A, B, C, by Lhe corresponding symbols of our system, 
that is, F,, C1, w): 

These two initial fonnulae of the verses [F1 and G1] serve also as mediants, but 
in such a way that the formula F1 is never omitted. Thus, if a verse begins with 
the formula ~. this must be immediately followed by F1, except in the case of 
the final verse . 

Actually there is no verse in any of the Tracts under consideration (nor 
in any of those to be studied later) in which Ct serves as a mediant, that 
is, as an inner formula. More than any other formula (except for c. and 
Go) it has an invariable position, at the beginning of verses other than 
the first . 

Later on (pp. 137ff) Ferretti says: 

a) The mediant formula F1 can never be missing, as we have said ... . 
b) The mediant formula G1 is employed i( the text is long. ln this case the 

formulae follow in this order: F1 G1 G2. 
c) IC the text has four divisions, the composers tend to let the formula Ft 

alternate with the final formula [G2] , as follows: F1 G2 Ft G2. 
d) The dosing formula of the enlire piece [G

0
J ... is usually preceded by 

the mcdiant formula G 1, if the text has only two divisions, or by the final 
formula G2. if there are more than two divisions. 
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To these statements we offer the following remarks which should be 
regarded as constructive contributions given in order to obtain a correct 
picture: 

a. The formula Ft (or F2) is missing in the final verses of Cantemus 
and Attende; also repeatedly in ]ubi/ate, Ad te /evavi, etc.; see the tabu
lation on p. 319. 

b. The sequence Ft Gt G!! never occurs. We have already remarked 
that Gt, far £rom being a "Iormule mccliane," is always found at the 
beginning o£ a verse. There are, however, several instances of the se
quence G1 Ft G2 (Cantemus, Yf. 2; Vi71(:a , Yt. 2; Attende, Y!. 2 and 4). 

c. The alternating sequence, Ft G2 F1 G2, occurs on ly once in all the 
Tracts of the eighth mode, that is, in }1. 1 of Cantemus, which actua lly 
has five divisions, G. Ft G2 Ft G2. The verses with four divisions show 
the structure G F G G. 

d. The sequence Gt G0 occurs only once, in CantemttS, Y/. 3· 

As in so many other cases, Ferretti has become a victim of his tendency 
to formulate exact rules and Jaws. Usually the picture is more complex 
than he presents it, and often too complex to be expressed at all in the 
form of concise statements. However, it is not too difficult to formulate a 
few general principles outlining the function and position of the standard 
phrases in the above group of Tracts, such as the following: 

1. The basic structure of each verse is one consisting of three elements: 
an "intonation'' formula closing on g, a "mediation" formula closing on f, 
and a "termination" formula closing on g. Normally, these formulae are 
Gt, Ft, and G2. 

2. Intonation: G1 is invariably replaced by Ga in the first verse. Occa
sionally it is omitted. 

3· Mediation: F1 is occasionally replaced by F2. In two verses it is 
omitted. 

4· Termination: Some verses have a "doubled" tem1ination consisting 
of two G-forrnulae, e.g., Gz Gs. The last verse always closes with G0 • 

We shall now proceed £rom the central group provided by the Tracts of 
Holy Saturday to the other Tracts of the eighth mode. The genera l picture 
presented by them is rather similar, though richer and more varied in 
detail. A few of the additional Tracts employ the same material that make 
up the central group, but in most of them the original phrases are varied 
or new eJements are added to them. Following is a schematic representa
tion of the eighteen medieval Tracts of the eighth mode: 
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Fig. Sg shows the standa:rd phrases used in the first seven Tracts ·of this 
tabulation. Underlining indicates portions that are variable. 

FIGURE 89 
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Tracts VIII: Standard l'hra.scs 

In order to illustrate this method of representation, there is shown below 
the text of the Tract Ca11temus [745] with the symbols for the various 
phrases. 

G. F1 G2 

Cantemus Domino: gloriose enim honorificatus est: equum et ascensorem6 

F1 G2 
projecit in mare: adjutor et protector facttlS est mihi in salutem. 

~ ~ ~ 
Yf. Hie Deus meus, et hono·rabo eum: Deus patris mei, et exaltabo eum. 

Gt Gn 
yr. Dominus conterens bella: Dominus nomen est illi. 

Similarly for Laudate [76o] : 

e The passage honorificatus .. . a.scensorem in 'fl· 1 is another example of disagTecmcnt 
between the textual and the musical phrase (see pp. 2731). with the result that the 
Solesmes full ba.r (after est) appears right in Lhe middle of the nandard phrase G,. NaLU· 
rally. these bars are disregarded in our Tabulation on p. !P9· 
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G. F2 G2 Ga' 
L audate Domintlm omnes gentes et collaudate eum omnes populi. 

10 +gt F1 G• 
Yf. Quoniam confirmata est super nos mise1·ico1·dia ejus: et veritas 

Gn 
Domini manet in aeternum. 

Following are some observations about the "medieval" group of Tracts, 
with occasional remarks about the "late" Tracts included in the Liber 
usualis and Graduale Romanum: 

1. In addition to the basic opening formula, G., there are four others 
employed for the beginning, Gb, Cc, Gd, Gc. The formula Gb of Commo· 
visti does not recur in any other medieval Tract, but is used in some of the 
late (probably modern) Tracts, namely, in Exsurge Domine [G ( 101 ]] and 
Magnifical anima mea [G 50.,.). There are only two Tracts, both late, that 
do not begin with one of the five formulae Gn to Cc. These are Filii homi
num [L Supplemenl, Feast o( the Eucharistic Heart of Jesus, p. 7] and 
Ego diligentes [G 6 t .. ], both of which start, highly irregularly, with an 
F-phrase. 

2. Without exception, all Tracts close with one and the same formula, 
Ga which, moreover, occurs only in this position (in contrast to the Tracts 
of mode 2, in which the final phrase is occasionally used also for the close of 
inner verses). Sometimes the formula is slightly modified, e.g., in Com
movisti (variant at the beginning) and in Laudate (shorter version near 
the end). 

g. The group o( medieval Tracts has nine recurring G-phrases (G1 to 
Gs) other than those for the opening and the close. A few more could be 
added if the analysis is extended to include also the late Tracts. For ex
example, the "free" opening phrase, ... g, of yr. 2 o( Qui seminant recurs 
in yr. 2 of Notus in ]udaea, probably a Solesmes composition for the Mass 
to Beg for Peace [ 1 286]. 

4· The four F-phrases are related to each other by having an identical 
conclusion. They are of special interest because they, or their concluding 
sections, frequently appear at the end of extended free passages, as indi
cated in our tabu la lion by symbols such as I 4 + F z, 14 + r., 10 + f., etc. 
Sometimes these passages are in the character of a monotone recitation, 
~sin Yf. 3 of Qui regis where, however, an exuberant melisma somewhat 
lncongruously interrupts the recitation on c'. More frequently, they move 
Up and down freely in a moderately neumatic style, as in yr. 1 of the same 
Tract. Most of Lhese free passages occur at the beginning o{ a verse, where 
they take care of a considerable portion of the text. 
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5· The medieval Tracts include only one C-phrase, which occurs in 
Commov isti at the beginning of yr. 2 and 3· It has, however, been in
corporated in some o£ the modem Tracts, e.g., in Notus in ]udaea, Yf. 3 
[1286, on "potentias"; Mass to Beg for Peace], Ecce sic, J!. 3 [1290, on "Et 
videas"; Nuptial Mass), and Tugloria, J!. 2 [1378, on "Tota"; Apparition 
of Our Blessed Lady at Lourdes]. 

6. Most of the "inner" G-phrases (G1, etc.) have fairly well-defined 
functions. G1 appears only at the beginning of verses, except .for Yf. 2 of 
Qui regis, which is treated as if it consisted of two verses, "Qui sedes super 
Cherubim, appare coram Ephraim" and "Benjamin et Manasse," each set 
to G

1 
G

3
. G2 is used mainly for the dose of a verse, but is sometimes (ol · 

!owed by G3 (or by Gn in the last verse). G3 is always a terminal formula. 
An F-phrase is included in most of the verses, but not in all of them (see 
Beatus vir qui, ]ubilate, Ad le levavi). The other G·phrases occur only a 
few times, which makes it difficult to say whether they were considered as 
initial, mediant, or terminal formulae. It may be noticed that, e.g., G• ap· 
pears in Laudate, J!. 2, as a penultimate, and in ]ubilate, J!. 3• as an initial 
phrase. 

7· Some formulae, notably G1, G2, and F1, are often used to accommo
date extra syllables in monotone recitation. The pitches are c' for Gt and 
Ft> g for G2 • A good example is Attende caelum, which includes seven such 
passages. 

8. Our schematic representation provides a good insight into the the· 
matic relationship between the Tracts which, in fact, have been arranged 
according to this point of view. NatuTally, the tabulation starts with the 
nucleus of the five tracts o£ Holy Saturday, which appear in their liturgical 
order. I t is perhaps not merely incidental that the first three of tbese are 
the ones most clearly unified, since they employ only the formulae G., G1, 
G

2
, Gn> F

1
, and F2 • The fourtl1 Tract, Sicut cerous, introduces a new for

mula, G3, and the filth, Laudate, not only employs a variant of this 
formula, G3' and a new phrase, G4, but also starts out, in J!. 2, with a free 
section, terminating in g1• Closely related to this central group are the 
Tracts Absolve from the Mass for the Dead and Beat us vir qui timet from 
the feast of St. Gregory (now for the Common of a Martyr), both of which 
employ only the material of the Holy Saturday Tracts. A "modern" Tract 
belonging to the same class is Laudate Domin1tm omnes angeli, from the 
Feast of St. Raphael, Archangel [G 636]. The next two Tracts of our list, 
Qui regis and De pro{undis, include two new F-ph.rases, Fa and £4 as well 
as extended free passages. Decidedly new material appears iu Commovisti, 
singular among the medieval Tracts in its use of Gb and Cl, and perhaps 
the progenitor of three new G-phrases, G5, GO> and G1. The phrase C1, 
shown in Fig. go, includes a triadic progression, e'·c'·g, which, as has been 
previously noted [see p. 255], is extremely rare in Gregorian chant. Only 
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two additional formulae appear in the remaining Tracts, G8 in Ad te 
levavi and G9 in Saepe expugnauenmt. 

Tl:lE TRACTS OF THE SECOND MODE 

The old nucleus of Tracts of the second mode is very small. It consists 
of the following pieces: 

Qui habitat [533] for First Sunday of Lent 
Deus Deus meus [592] for Palm Sunday 
Domine exaudi [614] for Wednesday in Holy Week 
Domine audiui [695] for Good Friday 
Eripe me [697) for Good Friday 
De necessitatibus [G 102] for Wednesday of Ember Week in Lent 

In a way, this small number is compensated for by the exceptional ex
tension of three of these Tracts: Deus Deus meus with fourteen verses, Qu.i 
habitat with thirteen, and Eripe me with eleven. These are by far the 
longest chants in the Gregorian repertory, each covering three pages of 
the Liber usualis. Deus Deus meus alone includes almost as many verses 
as all the five eighth-mode Tracts of Holy Saturday together, so that this 
single Tract could well serve as a point of departure for an analytical 
study. Except for De necessitatibus which, with three verses, is the shortest, 
all the T racts of the old repertory are closely related structurally as well 
as thematically and, w.ith a total of sixty verses, provide a broad basis for 
investigation. Tu addition, we shall consider seven Tracts found in later 
medieval sources, namely, Domine non secundum, Confitemini, Audi filia, 
Gaude Maria, Aue Maria, Tu es Pet,-us, and Tu es vas. 

The emerging picture is very similar to the one presented by the Tracts 
of mode 8. In a way it is even more impressive, because of the great number 
of elements involved, c. eighty verses with almost three hundred phrases, 
which eau be reduced to only twenty different standard formulae. It is 
also structurally clearer, since the great majority of verses, c. sixty out of 
eight)', show an identical organization consisting of four phrases which 
terminate respecti vely on d, c, £, and d. In order to promote clarity and 
facilitate reference we shall designate these segments of a verse by terms 
borrowed from the psalm tones, namely, intonation (d), flex (c), mediation 
(f), and termination (d), reserving the term "opening" for the intonation 
of the first verse, and "closing" for the termination of the last. About a half 
dozen of the verses lack the mediation, and a similar number lack the 
flex, while a few show other deviations £rom the basic scheme. 
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In his Gregorianische Formenlehre (p. 353), P. Wagner characterized 
the Tracts as "psalmodie-ahnJiche Varialionen." Although to a certain ex
tent this designation is applicable to all the Tracts, it is particularly suit· 
able for those of the second mode, which indeed show an interesting re· 
lationship to psalmody as well as to variation technique. The consistency 
with which the cadential scheme, d-c-f-d, is employed is so obvious that 
one is tempted to reconstruct a psalmodic formula which could be con
sidered as the skeleton melody for all the verses: 

FIGURE 91 

lnt. Flex Med. Term. 

-·a 

It is hardly necessary to say that this reconstruction is entirely hypothetical, 
and is given here only for the purpose of demonstration, without implying 
that it represents the "original form" of the tract melodies. Considered 
analytically, however, there can be no doubt that nearly all of the eighty 
verses found in the Tracts of the second mode are highly complex varia
tions of a psalmodic theme such as the one just indicated. The method of 
variation would consist in replacing each of the "recitation pitches" of the 
theme by one or another of a group of standard phrases, all closing on 
the corresponding cadential note. It is not without interest to correlate 
this "Gregorian" variation technique to that employed, in the sixteen th 
and seventeenth centuries. in connection with certain themes of a some
what similar character. We are referring to the descending tetrachord 
which occurs in the Romanesca, the passamezzo antico, the Spanish Guar
dame las vacas, and numerous passacaglias of the seventeenth century. 
Particularly suitable for the comparison are some o[ the sixteenth-century 
passamezzos, in which each tone of the tetrachord serves as the basis of 
four, six, or even eight measures, thus being extended into a passage corn· 
parable in length to those of the Tracts.7 The d ifference in treatment is 
that in these variations the " thematic tone" appears at the beginning of 
the passages, while in the Tracts it appears at the end: 

FIGURE 92 

Pa.ssamczzo '{ract 

• · I= · ...... . -= · 11 

7 For instance, the Pass'e mezzo by Giovanni Picchi, reproduced in HAM, no. 154b. 
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Considering the fact that in the sixteent.b-century variations as well as 
in the Tracts the theme is continuously repeated a number of times, one 
might push the analogy even one step further and designate a Tract, some
what speciously, as a kind of ostinato. An especially good example would 
be Eripe me, in which the theme is restated eleven times without any 
change of its substance.s 

The transition from the "theme" to the "variations" involves the in
troduction, at their proper places, of a limited number of standard formu
lae, most of which recur in different verses of the same or of some other 
Tracts. The repertory of recurring standard phrases consists of: 

two for the opening (D •• Db) 
ten for the imonation (D1 to D

10
) 

three for the flex (C1, C2 , occasionally C3) 

one for the mediant (F1, also in a variant F
1
') 

five for the termination (D11 to D1G) 

one for tlle close (Dn)· 

A tabulation of the Tracts of the second mode is shown on pp. 326£. 

In order to facil ita te the identification of the standard phrases, part of 
the text of Deus Deus meus follows, with the symbols added: 

D. 8 +c1 3 + Du 
Yf. 1. Deus, Deus meus, respice in me: quare me dereliquisti? 

D1 ~ 4 Du 
Yf. 2 . Longe a salute mea verba delictorum meorum. 

C1 F1 D 13 

Yf. 5· In te sperauerunt patres nostri: speraverunt, et liberasti eos. 

~ ~ ~ 
Yf. 7· Ego autem sum vermis, et non homo: opprobrium hominum 

DH 
et abjectio plebis. 

D? 3 +C2 . 3 +d2 F1 D13 Yf. 11. Lzbera me de o1·e leonzs: et a cor-nibus utlicornuorum humilitatem 
mea m. 

• . . d .. . ( D I 

Yf. 14- Populo qui tzascetur, q~em fecit Dominus. 

F· 
.'g. 93 shows some of the standard phrases, mainly those that have a 

~anable beginning (indicated by underlining) or occur in a shortened form 
(tndicated by small leuers). 

8 
Concerning the date of this Tract, see p. 511. 
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(read horizontally to facing page) 

TRACTS n: TABULATION TRACTS U: TABULATION 

Y/. I (6, 11) "/1. 2 (7, 12) y;. 3 (8, 13) Y/. 4 {9, 14) Yf. 5 (10, 15) 

Int. Fl. Mcd. Term. lot. FL Med. Term. Int. Fl. Med. Term. lot. Fl. Med.Tcrm. l ot. Fl. Med. Term. 

Dtu~ Dtu~ mtuS Da S+cs 3 + Du Ds c, fs Ds2 o, 7+cs Fs .. . d Da S+cs ... d c, Fs Dsa 

D, 5+cs F, D,, D3 c, Fs Du D.s c, Fs DH Do S+cs F, DH c, Fs 17+du 

D1 3+C, 3+d2Ft D13 Da Ct Fs D sa Ds Cs F1' Dl2 ... d ... r Da 

.... 
DaDo 7+cs dsa Do S+cs ... d Do Qui habitat Db 9+cs •.. d Ds c, 9+ft D,, 4+ct Ft Du 

D, Ct 13+ct . .. d Do d2 c, 3+da4+cs3+D,, Do 4+cs Fs 2+du DtoDo S+ct 4+dl3 DsoD.s C3 1-'s 4+Do 

D3 c, Fs 3+dsa Dso d, S+cs F, Dta D, Cs3 +Ct Ft' Da 

Erip1 m1 Da 4+cs Ft D u Ds Ct Ft Ds2 D2 4+cs Ft D s3 DsoDo 6+cs Ft Du D3D.s C2 Fs Du 

Dod2 S+cs Ft D,, Ds c, Ft 4 +dta Da c, Ft DH 0 7 4+dt c, Fs D,, Do c, F, Da 

Da c, F/ Do 

Domint audiui Db C,3+ct Fs' Dro DsDo ... 12+ct Ft' Dts 3+Do 4+cs Ft Dn D1 6+c1 Ft' Da' Dto 6+cs Ft' Dn 

Domint exaudi ~ 3+Cs Fs' D to Dt 6+cs Fs 4+ct d15 Ft •.. d 4+daD, Ca Fs Dn' DsoDs G+ct F, Dn' 

DtoD.s C, Fs' D, 

Conjilom'ni Da 3+ct Ft dsa Dt c, F, D ta D;d, c, Ft dss D1d2 Ct F,' Dn 

Domint non Db 6+c1 FtFI 4+dl4 Do d2 c, Ft D ta 9+d2 c, F,' Dn 

~udi /ilia D. ?+c, F, Du C1 4+ct Ft D u D, Ct Ft Du Da Ct Ft' Dn 

Gaude Moria ... d S+c1 Fs Du Dt ••. c Du D1d2 c, F,' G+Du ... f Dn 

Tuts Pttnu D. 4+ct Ft Du D, Ct F, Du Da c, F, Du D7 c, Fs' Dn 

Tu es uas ... d 3+ct F, 7+du 4+d:~ Ca r, .. . 3+dt2 • .. c F, 3+d3 D1d2 F,' Du 

Ave M aria D. 2+c, Fs Du Da 4+c, Ft 4+d" Dod2 C2 Ft Du D2 S+C2 Ft Du D1d2 Ca Fs Da 

DaD.s Ca Fs' DQ 

Dt ntctstitatibus ... d 6+cs ... d ls+ca S+ca Du d2 ... d 3+ca ..• C, IFs' Dn 
..• d c, I Ft' Dn 
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Tracts 11: Standard Phrases 

REMARKS: 

1. The normal scheme for the verse, found in the great majority of 
cases, is a d ivision into four phrases, with fixed formulae for the first and 
third, and fixed formulae or endings for the second and fourth. ln anum· 
ber of cases one of the four e lements, particularly the intonalion, includes 
two phrases in succession, e.g., D3 D5 in Qui habitat, y.r. 3; or a phrase 
followed by the conclusion of another, e.g., D0 d2 in Y. 7 o[ the same 
tract. "f/. 11 of Qui habitat is one o( several verses with a doubled flex 
(2 + c1 13 + c1), while y.r. 1 of Doutine 11011 is a unique example of a 
doubled meruant, F1 F 1• 

2. In Qui habitat, y.r. 7, and in Domine exaudi, y.r. 2, the basic cadentia l 
scheme is amplified by the insertion, between mediam and termination, 
of a fl ex, 4 + c1• l\ lore frequent are reductions, such as omission of the 
mediant (Deus Deus mertS, yr. 1; Qui habitat, y.r. 1, 3· 4, g; Gaude Maria, 
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yr. 2), of the intonation (Audi filia, y;. 2; T u es vas, Yf. 3; Deus Deus meus, 
Yl· 5· to), of the flex (Deus Deus meus, y;. 14), or even of intonation and 
flex (Domine exaudi, Yf. 3; Gaude Moria, y;. 4) . 

3· In the field of the cl-formulae there is a strict separation between 
those for the intonation (D 1 to D 10) and tbose for the termination (Du to 
D 15). Notice, however, two cases in which an in tonation formula is em
ployed as a termination : Qui habitat, Yf. 10, and T u es vas, yr. 3· 

5· The formula for the mecliant, Ft• ex is ts in a slightly more elaborate 
variant, F/ (characterized by a rise up to b-tlat), which is often used in 
the last or in the penuhimate verse. Domine exaudi also has it for yr. 1, 

Domine audivi Cor Yl· 1 and 2. 

6. As in the Tracts of mode 8, there is onl y one closing formula, D 0 • 

'The two Tracts just mentioned, Domine exaudi and Domine audivi, em
ploy this formula also for the nvo verses preceding the last. This is the 
only instance in which the Tracts o( mode 2 are less consistent than those 
of mode 8. 

7· Three complete C·phrases can be distinguished, two of which, C1 

and C2, have the same ending. This ending, designated as c1, occurs fre
quently in conneCLion with free passages (8 + c1, etc.). The stand<u-d phrase 
C1 begins with an interesting passage. essentially a recitation on cl with 
inflections up to f, which often occurs as a repetitive distropha or tri
stropha. A clear example is found in Yf. 3 of Domiue non.o O ccasionally 
recitation passages on d occur within the F 1-formula, e.g., in Con(ttemini 
yr. 1 ("quoniam in") and y.r. 3 ("faciunt"); in Domiue non y.r. 1 ("neque 
secundum iniquitates") and y;. 2 ("anticipent nos misericordia"); etc. A 
very unusual recitative occurs in Qui habitat y;. 2, where six consecutive 
syllables, "-gium meum, Deus," are each sung to a podatus d-e.to 

8. Conspicuously d ifferent [rom the other Tracts is De 11ecessitatibus, 
whiCh, for this reason, we have placed a t the end o( our table, a lthough 
it belongs to the old group. I ts first and second verses consist of at least 
six phrases with a high ly irregular sequence of cadentia l notes. Each of 
its verses includes at least one phrase that does not recur in any other 
Tract. Equally abnormal is the frequent use of the C3-(ormula, which 
?Ccurs five times in De necessitatibus, wbj le it appears only seven times 
1n all the oLher Tracts together. 

After these deta iJed and lengthy explanations of the two groups of 
9 Ferrcttl. p. 141. imcrprers these .ltroph ici as indications of a " tcncur cach~e et sous· 

erllendue" on f, While .reclt:llion on d is not infrequent in 1he Tracts of mode 2 (see 
Confitemini. 'fl· 1, 3·4: Qui lwbitnt. 'fl· 13: £.rifle, y. g, 11 ), there is only one cle:tr example 
o£ a recitation on f. that is. in Dominc non, near the end of '/!· 2, quia paupercs facti 
.rum us. 

10 A recit:llive consisting of reiterated torculi is £ou.nd quite frequently in the Old· 
Rornan chant. CC. p. 49•· Fig. 170. 
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Tracts, one in the eighth, the other in the second mode, a few concluding 
remarks may be in place, mainly regarding the question of similarities and 
dissimilarities in their structural aspect and technique of composition. 
Essentially they employ the same method of "composing" all the verses 
from a limited repertory of standard formulae. The relative amount of 
standard material is about the same, as appears from our two tables of 
Standard Phrases, which show nineteen formulae for d1e sixty verses of 
Tracts VIII and twenty-two for the eighty verses of Tracts IL 

As to differences of treatment, the most striking is the much greater 
regularity of structure displayed by Tracts in mode 2 , in which quadri
partite verses with cadences on d, c, f, and d occur so frequently as to 
constitute a norm. Nothing comparable exists in the Tracts in mode 8. 
Here the closest approximation to a "normal structure" would be a tri
partite verse with cadences on g, f, and g, but a glance at our tabulation 
shows that this occurs only in a relatively small number of verses, even 
if we admit cases with a doubled cadence, such as g f g g.11 

THE GREAT RESPONSORIES 

The Great Responsories (responsoria prolixa) belong to Matins, where 
they have a function similar to that of the Gradual and Alleluia (or 
Tract) in the Mass, th a t is, as musical postludes to the lessons. In the 
Roman rite the liturgy of Matins requires nine Responsories, three for 
each Noctum. While for the weekdays a common fund of ordinary chants 
is drawn upon, the Sundays and feasts have proper chants, varying from 
one occasion to another. As a result a large repertory of Responsories has 
accrued, which has been still further expanded by local usages. Even 
larger is the number of Responsories prescribed for the monastic rite of 
the Benedictines, because here each Noctum has four R esponsories. An 
idea of the total repertory can be formed on the basis of early Antiphonals. 
The eleventh-century Codex Hanker includes over 6oo Responsories, the 
twelfth-century Codex Lucca over 700, and the thirteenth-century Codex 
Worcestet-a monastic Antiphonal-dose to one thousand. Thus, from 
the point of view of quamity, the Responsories are second only to the 
Antiphons. 

A considerable portion of this repertory is available in modern publica
tions. The Liber usualis includes eight services of Matins: Maundy Thurs-

u Once more I find it impossible to agree with Ferretti, who says that the Tracts of 
mode 2 arc "very rich in formulae, and do not have the simplicity" of the Tracts of 
mode 8 (p. 139). Ferrcui considers only the central group of the lauer type, the five 
Tracts from Holy Saturday. passing over the others with a brief remark about " formules 
de rechange" (exchange formulae; p . 138). Natur;tlly, it is unfair to draw a comparison 
between a group of five Tracts with a total of sixteen verses, and a group of more than 
twenty tracts with a total of eighty verSCJ. 
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day, Good Friday, Holy Saturday, and the Office of the Dead, each with 
nine Responsories; the Nativity and Corpus CJJristi, each with eight Re
sponsories, the ninth being repl aced by the Te Deum; 1 and Easter Sunday 
and Pentecost, both of which have only one Noctum, with two Respon
sories and the T e Deum. The Liber respons01·ialis (LR) includes the service 
of Matins for the Nativity, Epiphany, Easter Sunday, Ascension, Pentecost, 
Corpus Christi; for seven Commons of Saints; and for eleven special Feasts 
o( Saints . . Each of these services has twelve R esponsories, in addition to 
which there are given c. 40 Responsories for the Sundays of the year. Yet 
other Responsories are contained in the Processionale monasticum (PM), 
published for use in French Benedictine monasteries, where it is customary 
to sing Responsories during the procession from the place of assembly to 
the church. Finally, the Va.riae p1·eces (VP) contain c. 25 Responsories 
not found in the publications just mentioned. Altogether, these books con
tain close to 500 Responsories, certainly a sufficiently large number to serve 
as a basis for investigation and, in fact, one much larger than can be 
considered in our study. A very complete and detailed investigation of the 
Responsories found in the Antiphonale Sarisburiense and other early 
sources has been made by W. H. Frere.2 

Each Responsory consists o( two different sections, the respond and the 
verse, after which the respond is repeated either complete or, more fre· 
quently, from some point within its course. The verses are normally sung 
to one of eight standard tones, i.e., the responsorial tones which have been 
studied previously.3 The following study deals only with the music for 
the responds and, to a certain extent, with that of verses having individual 
melodies. 

There exist Responsories and, consequently, Tesponds in each of the 
eight modes. Those of the protu,s and tett·m·dus modes are the most fre
quent, and those of the LJ·itus are relatively few in number, as appears 
from the table on p. ' 37· Within each mode there exist standard phrases 
which recur in a number of different melodies, similar to what has been 
observed in the T racts. H owever, the centonization method, which plays 
such a basic role in the Tracts, is considerably less prominem in the re
sponds. Certainly, there is no parallel in the responds to the completely 
unified picture presemed by nearly all the Tracts of the second mode. In 
the Responsories each modal group includes a number of melodies show
ing fairly close thematic relationship, but in addition to these there are 
many others that differ more or less radically from the main type. Even 
in. those that can be grouped together on the basis o( common material, 

1 Sec p. ~2, fn. 5· 
21J.ntipltorwlc Sarisburieme, DissenaLion, pp. 5-61. 
a See pp. 234 rt 
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this is often considerably modified and intermingled with free elements. 
The two most fully unified groups of Responsories are those of the second 
and eighth modes, that is, the same modes to whkh all the Tracts belong. 
We can only speculate whether there is a historical relationship between 
these two phenomena. 

THE RESPONSORIES OF MODE 2 

This mode has an easily recognizable main melody. P. Wagner gives 
the Responsory Dominator Domine as its representative, saying that ··more 
than two-thirds of the Responsories of mode 2 follow this type, whose vari
ants are not numerous and are easily recognized as such."• W. H. Frere 
opens his detailed investigation with Domine Deus (which is musically 
identical with Dominator Domine) and indicates forty specific melodies 
in the Sarum Antiphonal, the Lucca Ms, and the Codex Hanker, which 
belong to this type.5 For our purpose it will suffice to consider the examples 
that are easily accessible in the previously mentioned publications. Re
sponsories associated with recent feasts, such as S. ]oseph, Sponsus B. 
Mariae V. [LR 301], have been excluded. 

RESPONSORIES U, MAIN TYPF.: TA8ULATION6 

PM 113 Dominator Domine 
Domine Deus7 

PM •74 Levita Laurtmtius 
L tg6o Obtulerunt 
LR 143 Constitues 
LR 201 Amavit eum 
L 6gg Judas Mercator 
L 590 lngrediente 
LR 425 Domine mi 
LR gu Domine non aspicias 
LR 395 Emitte agnum 
JlP 262 Tua est potentia 
LR 422 Si bona 
LR 71 In columbae specie 
LR !J2t lnito consilio 
L 524 Emendemu.s 

4 Wagner Ill, 336. 
5Ant. Sarisb., I. 6. 

C1 D1 
C1 n, 
C1 nJ 
cl dl 
C1 DJ 
C1 DJ 
C1 D1 

c. 01 
cl ol 
cl dl 
cl o~ · 
cl ol 
c, dl 
cl nl 
c. o. 
cl ol 

Oz Cz• 10+~ 
Oz Cz• tt+dt 
02 c2• Gl dl 
s+d2 c2• Gl 2+d t 
02 c2• Gt 4+dt 
<4 c2• 11 + d3 

Dz c2· Ft g+d. 
Oz Cz• £1 6+d. 
d2 Cz• (1 d. 
dz c2 . . . d 19+d2• I G+d1 
Oz 4+d. 

Cz• 8 + dl 
.. . d c2• ... fiG1 14+dt 
0 • 2 ... d 6+d3 
0 2 Ft G1 JC2 ••• c• J01 
... a s+dt• Gt s+d1 

o The symbols have the same meaning as in the tabulation of lhe Tracu. For the mean· 
ing of • , see below under (4). 

7 Ant. Sarisb., I, 6. 
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Responsories U: Standard Phrases 

REMARKS: 

333 

1. The melodies show a tripartite structure, normally with two well
defined phrases in each of the three devisions. Levita Lau rentius, Obtu
lerunt, and Conslitues are the best representatives of this full form, which 
also prevails among the other Responsories, regardless of the mode. 

2. Of the three divisions, the first is rigidly fixed. This is, of course, the 
result of our selection which includes only those Responsories that begin 
with C1 D 1• Frere lists about twenty-five additional Responsories with the 
same beginning (0 D 1 in his symbols). Ten of the Responsories of our 
tabulation also have an idemical melody Cor the second division, and 
sixteen others of this type arc indicated by Frcre (0 D1 dt C). Variability 
in this division ranges from the omission of one of the two standard phrases 
(Emitte agnum, Tua est potentia) to a completely new melody, as in 
Emendemus. The third division shows the greatest amount of variability . 
The "normal" form, G1 d1, is found in only four Responsories of our 
tabulation. In others the first phrase is omitted or replaced by a sta ndard 
F1·phrase. Particularly irregular are the closing sections of Domine non 
aspicias and Inito c011si/io, as well as of many examples given by Frere. 

3· In the material that has been available for this study, monotone 
recitation occurs only rarely. The main place for it is at the beginning 
of the formula F1, which, in i.ts complete form, includes a recitation on 
d-as in Judas Mercator and Inito consilio as well as in some Responsories 
of mode 2 that do not belong to the main type, e.g., R epleti suut [875: 
"dabat eloqui"] or Via recto [LR 332: '"cujus esset via quam cernerent, 
inqui-"]. The lauer Responsory also shows a passage, "ab ejus cella in 
caelum usque," in which the recitation takes place on f. that is, on tl1e 
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normal tenor o£ the second mode; bm examples like this are rather ex
ceptional. In this connection it should be noted that the responsorial 
tone used for the verses of the Responsories employs two tenors, f for the 
first half and d for the second hal£.8 Although the melodies for the re
sponds rarely show exact recitation on [, they frequently emphasize this 
pitch, thus making some of the melodies appear as (ree elaborations of a 
psalmodic formula with recitation alternating between £ and d. A good 
example is Ingrediente [590]. 

4· An even clearer indication of a relationship berween respond and 
verse exists in the fact that the formula c2 of the former is identical with 
the termination of the laner.0 This identity is of special interest because 
of its structural significance in the performance of the entire Responsory. 
This performance calls for the repeat, after the verse, of t11e concluding 
section of ilie respond, normally its third division, as is indicated in our 
schematic representation by the asterisk. It will be seen that in nearly all 
the Responsories, invariably in all iliose having the normal structure, this 
repeat SLarts after C2• If we distinguish the two sections of the respond as 
R1 and R2 and designate t11e formula C2 by the lener e (ending), the over
all form becomes: 

R V R' 
,.....-A--., r-A-... 

R 1 + e ~ R2 V + e ~ R2 • 

Thus, the connection between R 1 and R2 (indicated by ilie arrow) is made 
by the same cadential formula as that between V and R'. It appears that 
in all these cases the melody for the respond is wrinen with a view to its 
being repeated, not in full , but only partly. This seemingly minor detail 
has considerable historical significance.to 

IC, on the basis o£ ilie schematic representations, the gencraJ structure 
of the Responsories is compared wilh t11at of ilie Tracts, e.g., those of 
mode 8, the extended use, in either category, of standard phrases seeiru 
to indicate a common principle of composition. Both C.'ln be. and usually 
are, regarded as examples of centonization . Actually, however, the two 
cases are quite different, as appears (rom the fact that in the T racts the 
standard phrases occur in a great variety of combinations, while in the Re
sponsories they occur mostly in an invariable sequence, C1 D 1 D2 C2 .•• 

ilius forming an extended melody wh ich recurs at the beg inning of each 
of the Responsories, each time with a different text. Only in the third 
division are standard phrases employed in various combinations. There
fore the entire group must be regarded as an example primarily of adapta-

SSce p. !!35· 
D See any o£ lhe tables of lhe rC$pOo sorial tones mentioned on p . :!34· 
t O Seep. 513. 
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tion, with centonization being employed only for the closing section of the 
melodies. 

ln view of this state of affairs, the question may be raised whether there 
is any point in considering the four initial formulae of our tabulation as 
individual entities rather than as mere subdivisions of one and the same 
melody. In order to answer this question we must consider not only the 
special group which served as a point of departure but the entire repertory 
of Responsories of mode 2. This includes a number of examples in which 
one or another of the standard phrases occurs singly, in variable positions 
and in connection with ot11er phrases. Some of ilie latter may also be termed 
"standard" because of their recurrence in different melodies. In fact, in 
his detailed analysis, Frere indicates, in addition to the main group (II•), 
several ot11er groups of R esponsories having some material in common 
(lib, ne, 114), but none of these are nearly as well defined as the main 
group. For our purposes it wiil Sllffice to indicate some Responsories in 
which one or another of ilie standard phrases recurs. Short and long strokes, 
representing the half-bar and the full bar, have been added in order to 
facilitate orientation.u 

L 1!3 
LR 138 
L 673 
LR 72 
L 384 
L 875 
LR 11 3 

LR 354 
L 1791 
L 1791 
LR 105 

LR •95 
PM 249 
PM 11 7 

Sepulto Domino 
Fuenmt sine 
Jlelum templi 
R eges Tharsis 
Sancta et immaculata 
R epleti sunt 
Loqttebar~tur 

In 11 ueban.t 
H ei milzi 
Memento mihi 
Ponis nubem 
Ecce vere 
Denedicta 
Homo Dei 

C1 ••• I ... I ... 

cl 1 ... 1 •.• 1 et • .•. 1 •• • 
• • • I D 1 l . . . I • • • I 6 + d3 
... I 2 + dt I ... I D1 

3 + D1 a 6 + C2 1 G 1 1 •• • 

. . . dt 1 ••• 1 F1 1 g + f1 1 2 + d3 

... d3 1 • •. 1 F 1 1 2 + d3 

1 n. 1 6+d2 1 C2 1 5+d1 
... I ... I F 1 I 8 + dl 
• • . I 5 + d. I . . . I d4 

6 + d4 1 • • • 1 c2 1 •• • 

6 + d3 1 2 + d~' 1 • •• 1 C2 • ... 1 ••• 
• • • 1 6 + d2 1 C2 1 cl 1 n 1 

••• 1 5 + d1 I ... I . . . (m1nsposcd to a). 

This tabulation shows tl1at standard phrases do occur in many Respon
sories of the second mode, but that their role is rather limited, most o£ the 
phrases being free. AcLUa lly, the number of free phrases is somewhat less 
than is suggested by the symbols of the table. For instance, Velum templi 
and R eges Tharsis employ the same c-formu la (or the beginning, and 

11 Most of the D·phrases close with the same cnucntial formula, e·f·c·d·e e·d. This 
also occurs frequently at the end of sections which in this 1abulation are represented by 
th.e symbol . • . , that is, as free sections. Thus. all the free scc1ions of Sepulto Domino close 
~·lh this standard cadence. This and other details of a similar nacurc have not been 
Included in lhc tabulations. in order to avoid thei r becoming even more complex as tltcy 
<Urcady arc. 
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another recurs at the beginning of Repleti sunt, Loquebantur, and l nnue· 
bant. Both could well be added to the store of standard phrases, and fuller 
investigations would yield several others, mainly cl-formulae. that recur 
more or less frequently. We can dispense with the consideration o( these 
details, not only because they are fully explored in Frere's study, but also 
because they do not add any new features to the picture. 

It is, however, important to realize that all the afore-mentioned Respon· 
sories as well as many others, although frequently employing free material, 
nevertheless exhibit certain general traits that make them appear as mem· 
hers of one and the same family. What binds them together is, first of all, 
the cadential structure which, in spite of numerous variations and devia
tions, reveals a general principle; that is, emphasis on the tonic and sub· 
tonic, with occasional cadences on the third above, or on the fifth below 
the final, both of which occur, i[ at all, only toward the end of the melody. 
Hand in hand with this goes a certain "family resemblance" of nearly all 
the phrases, whether standard or free, that close on the same note. Corn· 
mon to them is a relatively narrow range, in which they move almost 
exclusively in the smallest .intervals, seconds and thirds. I t would be en· 
tirely possible to reduce all of them to two skeleton melodies, one closing 
on c, the other, on d: 

I'ICUR£ 95 

C-phrase D·phrase 

'}! I I •• I. ~ lt • I • M • 11 

W. H . Frere expresses this idea of family relationship by using the term 
"typical" for all the Responsories showing the same basic design. The 
validity of such a designation appears even more clearly if, in conclusion, 
we turn our attention to what he calls "original"' Responsories, that is, a 
small group of melodies that show essentially different traits. The most 
striking example is Collegerunt pontifices [579], which is sung during the 
Blessing of the Palms on Palm Sunday. The ample melisma on "College· 
runt," with its repeated scale formation rising through a full octave, from 
G to g; the ascending and descending leaps of a fifth on "Quid facimus"; 
the descent from a to A on "veniant," with its quasi-sequential pattern: 
these are traits never encountered in any of the typical Responsories of 
the second mode. Equally exceptional is the verse, which is not sung to the 
responsorial tone but to a free melody that incorporates, on "Ab," the 
melisma on "vcniant" from the respond. 

Another "original" Responsory of mode 2 is Stirps ]esse [PM 186] from 
Nativitas B.M.V., the melody of which recurs almost note for note in the 
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late adaptation, Comedetis [927 ], for Corpus Christi. Its most striking 
feature is the long melisma on "almus" ("vescendum" in Comedetis), simi
lar in its outline and sequential design to the "veniant" melisma of 
Collegemnt. The verse employs the responsorial tone only for the first 
half, closing with a free, melismatic termination. 

It will suffice to indicate one more example, that is, Circumdederunt 
[PM 52] from Passion Sunday. L ike Collegerunt, it has a free melody for 
both respond and verse, with some material common to both: 

FIGURE g6 

Respond 
b a.le I ,_,. 

il1 r · ·· i2'l ~ 1 • 2 ;I'd•. ~ 1 ••• , •• no • 
si· ne au- sa tl.t· gel· lis ~-do-n1nt me 

b ,..;. ; ~ 
Verse ., ; •.• H'-'-~ I • 2 ; I , •• 

Qllo- nl· •ru lli·bu· la· li• o pro-xima est 

THE RESPONSORIES OF MODE 8 

This mode includes more Responsories than aD)' other, almost twice as 
many as mode 2. In spite of thi5, it does not have a central group o( strik
ing preponderance such as is found in the second mode. Instead, there are 
several "main melodies," each of which recurs, with modifications mainly 
in the final division, in a number of Responsories. 

RESPONSORIES Vlll: TABULATION 

CROtJP l 

PM '53 Hie est Micllael Ft Gt G2 F2 6+dt gl 
PM 213 OranteS. Clemente F 1 G1 G2 F2 8+ft Ca 
LR 11 4 Disciplinam F 1 G1 g~ G2 F2 6+g5 
LR 76 Magi venirmt Ft Gt c. F2 7+gt 
PM 30 Stepllanus serous F1 G1 G/ F2 c, Ca 
LR go Tulerunt Dominum F, g+gt C" F2 s+dtl F1 I · .. J6+g6 
L 732 Astiterunt F1 G1 C" o, gt 
L 938 Misit me Fl Cl 4+dt g, 
L 1841 Ecce sacerdos Fl C 1 6+ga gl 

CROUP 11 

L 390 Verbum caro F 1 G6 11 +dt 2+gt 
LR 384 In coTISpectu Ft Ga G2 F!l o, Fl gg 
LR 272 Ostendit milli F, 7 +g3 C2 14+dl 3+g6 
LR 253 Ornatam monilibus F1 4 +g3 c. Dt F, 4+gt 
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CROUP Dl 

LR 81 Hie est dies F1 A~ Gz Fz Dt Ft Gt 

LR 159 Domine praeveni.sti Ft At G2 Fz 2+g5 

LR 199 lste est qui ante Fl AI Gz F2 Dt 7+Ga 

LR 331 Sex to die Fl At G2 Fz Dt gl 

PM 183 Misit H erodes Ft At Gz F2 6+G1 

LR 390 Vidi angelum Ft At G:! F2 D 1 1 F 1 1 ... 1 12 + c1 1 9 + g, 

LR So Venit lumen Ft At Gz 3+ [2 Dt gl 
LR 238 OrantibttS in loco Ft Al G2 2+ f2 Dl gl 

LR 235 Benedic Domine FlAt G2 Dt 3+gt 

LR 257 Beatam me dicent Fl 3+at G4 F2 4-+gt 

GROUP IV 

L 376 Hodie nobis cl Ga ... 1 6+g3 

L sso In monte Oliveti cl Ga 6+g5 1 .. . 1 G4 1 F2 I Ga 

L 630 Tristis est cl Ga ..• I .. • I Ct I 4 + f1 Ga 

L 640 Unus ex di.scipulis cl Ga 3 + f2 f2 I Ct I 2 + gt 

L 675 Vinea mea cl Ga G4 3+£2 I ··· 4+gt 

LR 145 lsti sunt qui cl 6 + f1 1 2 + g3 I · • • I 5 + ga 
LR 401 Caecus sedebat ct3+gt Gs G~ I F2 l S+gs 
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Responsories Vlll: Standard Phrases 

REMARKS: 

1. Group I is remarkably similar in its cademial outline to the main 
type of the Responsories of mode 2, both employing subtonic and tonic 
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in the first division, tonic and subtonic in the second, and in the last a 
somewhat variable cadence point followed by the tonic. 

FIGURE 98 

Mode 2 Mode 8 
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2. Group II differs from group I in the use of G3 at the end of the first 
division. I ts cadential structure is essential1y the same. 

3· Group Ill, the largest and most stable of all, is characterized by the 
phrase AlJ which replaces the G1 of group I. Actually, both these formulae 
are identical except for their final notes. If this difference is disregarded, 
as it may well be, the entire group III would combine with grou p I, re
sulting in a large central theme. In fact, Frere considers both groups as 
identical, employing the same symbols (Oa + G~) for the beginning of 
Magi veniunt (p. 54) and of Hie est Michael (p. 52).12 Wagner points out 
that the use of one variant or the other has a certain structural significance, 
being conditioned by the beginning of the subsequent phrase, G2 or G{. 
Both of these occur either wid1 or without the "intonation" £-a. lf this is 
present, the preceding phrase ends on a (A1), if not, on g (G1) : 

FIGURE 99 
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All our examples follow this rule, except for Disciplinam (group 1), in 
which a short formula separates the two standard phrases in question. 

4· Group IV is represented almost exclusively by Responsories from the 
highest feasts, the Nativity, Palm Sunday, Maundy Thursday, and Good 
Friday. It may well be of more ancient origin than the others. Only its 
first division is fixed, the continuation lacking a definite cadential pattern 
and frequently employing free material. Yet another detail that sets this 
group apart from the others is the complete absence of phrases closing 
on d . 

5· The various g-phrases have well-defined £unctions in the over-aU 
structure. Gv G3, and g5 occur only at tbe end of a division, G2 and G4 

only at the beginning. Similarly, F1 is essentially an opening phrase, F2 a 
closing phrase. In not a few cases, however, F1 recurs as a mediant formula 
in the third division, e.g., in Tulenmt, In conspectu, and Ornatam moni
libus. 

12 See also the musical illustTalion, A71t. Saris b., p. 53· where, in lhe second column, 
the fonnula G1 appears Lwice closing on g. twice on a. 
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The general picture presented by these Responsories is very interesting 
and instructive, because it illustrates the interpenetration of two basic 
principles of Gregorian composition, adaptation and centonization. With
in each group, the various Responsories are related to each otl1er by adap
tation, particularly in their fll'st and second divisions. Centonization pre
vails in the concluding sections of the Responsories, and also relates the 
various groups to each oilier. 

As in the Responsories of mode 2, many more examples of centonization 
occur in the large number of melodies that differ more or less radicaUy 
from the types indicated above. i\Iany of tllese melodies can also be com
bined in groups, on tlle basis of common opening phrases. It will suffice to 
indica te one such group characterized by a new opening phrase, G6 : 1a 

LR 217 
LR 222 

LR 295 
LR 316 
LR 113 
PM 20 

PM 269 
VP 259 

FlCURE lOO 

c Ill 
' "'!tl* I tlr'- r"! 

• I 

Specie tua 
Fallax gratia 
Cumque perfusis 
Descend1t Jesus 
Quid me quaeritis 
Ecce dies 
Ecclesiae sponsum 
Isle est de sttblimibus 

Gol. .. J9 +g, 
G~ "1 + g~ I ... I gl 
G6 1r3+f2 17+g2 1 ... gt1 
Ge·· · l 3+g, 
G6 16+g1 1 .. ·17+f2 13+d1 1g1 

Ge • · ·· I ·· · I · · ·I ·· · 19+go l 5+gll 
GG I 5 + g5 I ... 17 + gCi 
G6 t ••• J . • - I · . . 1 ••• 

The absence of a fixed cadential scheme, and tlle extended use of free 
materia l or o( standard cadences rather t11an complete standard phrases, 
are quite typical for a ll the peripheral groups. Finally, it may be noticed 
that there are practically no Responsories in mode 8 tllat could be termed 
origin a l. The closest approximation to such a melody is tlut of Videntes 
]oseph a longe [LR ,1o8], witll its exceptionally nigh-pitched melisma 
(c' to f') on "longe" and the ascendiJ1g-sevcntll formatio n (d-e-f-g-a-c') on 

"somnia." 

THE OTHER RESPONSORIES 

As to the R esponsories o( the other modes. we shall limit ourselves to 
some general remarks. To trear them in tl1e same detailed manner as those 
of modes 2 and 8 would demand a considerable amou nt o£ space witllout 
adding new traits to the general picture. ln ead1 mode tllere can be found 
a main melody which is used, witll some modifications, for a number o( 

u See IVagm:r Ill, 313· for addi1ionaJ Responsories of tllis group. 
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different texts. These form a central group governed chiefly by the method 
of adaptation. The basic melody consists of a number of phrases, and some 
of these recur in other Responsories where they a re combined witl1 other 
phrases, in a process of centonization. One or the other of these derivative 
melodies may again be used Cor different texts, or some of their constituent 
elements may recur in yet oilier Responsories. On the basis of identical 
material, mainly in the opening phrase, the repertory can be divided into 
a number of groups. Hardly any of these, however, is as well defined and 
as fully represented as are the groups of modes 2 and 8. Considered as a 
whole, all tlle Responsories tllat can be classified under one or another 
of these groups fom1 a family o£ "typical" Responsories which are related 
to each other through some fixed method o( composition, such as adapta
tion, centonization, or free modification of basic formulae. 

Interesting though these processes of "musical synthesis" are, they should 
not be permitted to obscure the quantitative share, much less the artistic 
significance of original creation in the Responsories. It is perhaps no mere 
coincidence that this element is rather inadequately represented in tl1e 
two modes that have been discussed. Both t he second and the eighth mode 
seem to have been so strongly under the influence of formulism that free 
invention could hardly gain a foothold in them. It found an abode m ainly 
in the authentic sister-modes, particularly in the first mode, which is by 
far the most prolific source for Responsories with individual melodies. 

Among tlle free Responsories of tl1e first mode is the Libera me from the 
Burial Service [1767]. one of the most celebrated chants of the Gregorian 
repertory. It employs free melodies, impressive in weir somber solemnity, 
for tl1e respond as well as for ead1 of its three verses, wllich are conspicuous 
for their syllabic style, similar to dur normally founJ in the Antiphons. 
Of much tlle same character is the Libera me ... de viis from Matins of 
tlle Office of tlle D ead [ 1 798], which, however, employs for the verse the 
standard responsorialtone, tlwugh with a special termination. While both 
these Responsories move essentially within the limited range common to 
tlle authentic and plagaJ prolus, much more strikillgly free and unin
hibited melodies arc found in other R esponsories of the first mode, (or 
instance, Filiae Jerusalem [LR 169]. Ecce apparebit [LR 393], Q beata 
T rinitas [PM 91], and Duo Semphim (PM ro7]. T he former two move 
above the autl1entic ambitus up to (', while the latter descend below it 
down to A, so tha t they could a lmost equally weU be assigned to tlle 
plagal mode. Next to tl1e first mode, the seventh is the main source for 
original melodies, such as Aspiciens a /onge [PM 18]. Signum magnum 
[PM 120],H or Crux fide/is [PM 152], or 0 beale ]oharmes [VP :no]. Among 
the Responsories included in the Liber usualis those of Corpus Christi are 

14 For Lhe late Feast of the Immaculate Conception, but in all probability with the new 
text adapted to a medieval melody. 
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noteworthy for their free melodies, particularly Immolabit haedum [926], 
Coenantibus illis [932]. Accepit Jesus [932], and Ego sum panis [933].15 

·we have previouslv pointed out that nearly all of these Responsories em
ploy free melodies also for their verses [p .. 240].. 

A particularly interesting trait of many Responsories is an extended 
melisma that occurs near the end of the respond, much longer and more 
exuberant than the "standard" or normal roelismas, and therefore con
stituting a strikingly extraneous element within the over·all course of the 
melody .. Two examples found in the Liber usualis occur among the Re
sponsories [rom Corpus Christi, in Comedetis [927] on "vescendum" and 
in Coenantibus [93 1] on "corpus .. " Others are: 

Mode 1: Urws panis [LR 129]: "participamus" 
T erribilis est [LR 235]: ''Vere" 
l ntempestae noctis [LR 328]: "Omnem" 
Hodie i\faria [LR 379]: "regnat" 
Civitas Jerusa lem [PM 24]: "feret" 
Sint lumbi [PM 22B]: "a nuptiis" 

Mode 3: Qttis Deus [LR 342]: "mirabilia" 
Mode 4: Ego pro te [LR 365]: "fratres" 

Judaea et Jemsalem [PM 25]: "erit" 
Mode 6: Ilomo qui dam [LR 4t9): "omnia" 
Mode 7: J\loram faciente [LR 297]: "volabo"I8 

Not a few of these melismas or, as they are called, responsorial neumata, 

FIGURE 101 

l . 
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& vo-la- bo 

1. lntempestate noctu [LR 3!!8] 2. Moram faciente [LR 297] 

1G The melodies for the Responsories of Corpus Christi were all borrowed, as were 
those for the chants of the Mass [seep. 68]. For example, Tmmolabit is [rom T e sanctum 

[PM 1og; St. Michael], Comcdctis from Stirps ]esse [PM 186; Annunciation], Re.spexit 
Elias from Jlidete miraculum [PM l5t; Purification]. They were selected according to 

successive modes [see p. 140). 
18 According to IVagner Ill, 345· these melismas occur only sparingly in the tenth· 

century Codex Hanker .. but much more (rcquenrly in the eleventll·CCntury Codex Lucca 
where. howe\"eT, they are restricted to the first and the eighlh modes. They were used 
primarily for the last Responsory of the second and third Noctu.rn o£ feasts of Saints. 
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sho': a repeat structure, a ab, which we shall encounter again in numerous 
mehsmas of the Offertories and Alleluias .. n 
~he most fam~us of the responsorial neumata is the neuma triplex 

which, so Amalanus tells us, was sung, "con trary to the custom of other 
Responsories," in the "novissimo responsorio" In medio ecclesiae for the 
Feast of ~t. J ohn the Evangelist, and was introduced by the moderni 
cant.ore.s mto the. Responsory Descendit de caelis from the Nativity.ts 
Wh1le It largely disappeared in the former, it was preserved in the latter, 
where it occurs on the penultimate word, "fabricae," in the form of three 
me~smas, one for each of the three repeats of the respond (Descen.dit de 
caelts has the form RV R' D R' R; see PM 27). The first of these is com
parable in extension and ornateness to the longest melismas found in the 
previously mentioned Responsories. The second is of about the same 
character, but the third is a vocalization of truly staggering dimensions, 
such as one expects to find in Ambrosian chant. Fig. 102 shows these three 
neumata, together with the corresponding passage in the initial respond. 

FIGURE I02 
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fl. bri .. "• mun·cH. 
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bri- c.e mun-dl. 

! J!t}a.,,j!t I J~t}•,,,jn. I / "/it., ... I :·!'ti,,;·n; I ··n; r-,'*"1 ,_,r.n; 
Ca· 

I I A . 
bri- cz mun-dl. 

O~ly the first of these three neumata survived in the Responsory In 
medco ecclesiae (in Paschal Time; PM 227), where it appears at the end of 
the Respond, to the word "AIIeluia." 

t 7 Sec pp. 368f. 3861£. 
t& Liber de ordine antiphonarii, cap. xviii (ed. Hanssens, lll, 54·56; Patr. lat .. t05, 

pp. 1275·5). F. llandschin poinu out that "the words 'in novissimo responsorio' do 
not · · · · . mean that 1t was a recent Rcsponsol)· but that it was the last in the cycle o£ Respon-
IOrtes belonging to the Noctums of St. John·• (New Oxf. Hist. of Mus .. U, 142). 
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These responsorial neumnta play an interesting role in the problem of 
the tropes. We shall return to them in the chapter dealing with this aspect 
of the chant [see p. 441]. 

THE GRA DUALS 

The Graduals are sung at Mass after the first lesson. Like the Respon
sories they consist of two sections, the choral respond and the solo verse, 
with the respond repeated, always in full, after the verse. Differing from 
the verses of the Responsories, those of the Graduals are sung, not to 
standard mnes, but to individual melodies which, however, a.re closely 
interrelated by an extended use of standard phrases, as will be shown 
later. 

Stylistically the Graduals are the most fully roelismatic chants of the 
Gregorian repertory. Every Gradual contains a number of extended me· 
lismas, with from ten to thirty and more notes. These occur not only at 
t11e beginning or the end but often also in the middle of a phrase, some
times emphasizing an imponant word, but mostly as a purely musical 
adornment, a sudden outburst o( unrestrained vocality. Not infrequently 
the verses are even more melismatic tban the responds, obviously because 
they were entrus ted to the soloist. An extreme case is the Gradua l Clama
venmt [t t?O] from the Common of Two Martyrs (originally for the Feast 
of SS. Cosma and Damian), the verse of which comains some of the longest 
melismas found in the Graduals and, for that matter, in the entire reper
tory of chants-one with fifty-six and one witl1 sixty-six notes. 

A tendency to set the verse off from the respond is noticeable in Lhe 
difference of range or, at least, of tessiwra that often exis ts between the 
two sections, tl1e verse being slightly higher t11an the respond [see p. 150]. 
On the whole, however, tbe responds and the verses are rather similar in 
style, cenainly much more so tha n in the Responsories in which there is 
a pronounced di[erence between the "free" melod ies o( me responds and 
the standard tones used for the verses. ~foreovcr, there are not a few 
Graduals which employ the same material both in the respond and in the 
verse, panicularlr for their closi11g ections [see p. 355). 

t~Iore than any other type of chant, the Graduals make use of tlte "re· 
iterative style," which has been described previously [see p. 262]. This 
manifests itself most clearly in the freq uent use of repercussive neumes. 
sud1 as tl1e bistropha and tristroj1ha, wh ich are often combined into 
tremolos of five, six, or seven note , or the pressus, mostly on c'·c'-c'-a, which 
may be immediately rcpeateu Lltrce or four Limcs. 1 The most striking ex
ample is the following passage from the Gradual Misit D ominus [485]: 

I Sec tl1c fonnula Fu o£ Fig. 104, p . 34!1· 
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Nearly every Gradual includes melismas of this kind, or other formations 
indi_cative of the reiterative style. Thus, Universi [320] shows repercussive 
melismas on "expectant," "Domine," and "mihi"; Ex Sion [328] on "Con
gregate" (notice also the repeated use of motives such as e'-d'-c', d'-e'-d'-c' 
and b-c'-b-a, b-c'·a·g); Qui sedes [335) is remarkable for its several ex
amples of freely sequential formations, e.g., on "regis" (essentially e'-c' 
d'·b c'·a b·g a-f g) and on "Joseph" (d'-b f'-d' f'-d' e'·c' d'-b d'-b c'-a a-£ g); 
etc. Many of Lhe standard phrases to be discussed later show a reiterative 
design, and since these phrases recur in numerous Graduals of the same 
mode, the entire repertory becomes permeated by such fonnations. 

The most interesting aspect of the Graduals as a group is their use 
of standard phrases. These play an important role particularly in the 
verse sections, where centonization occasionally approximates the extent 
~o which it occurs in Lhe Tracts. However, this technique is also evident 
m the responds. The study of tll is aspect involves, of course, a separate 
investigation of the various modes. We have seen that the Gratluals are 
almost entirely limited to the four authentic modes, with those of the fifth 
mode outnumbering all the others togetber.2 If only because of their 
qu~tity, Lhe Graduals of mode 5 afford by far the best insight into Lhe 
vartous problems of structure and style that arise. They are therefore 
placed at Lhe beginning of our study. 

THE GRADUALS OF MODE 5 

The Libe1· usua lis contains about fifty Graduals of the fifth mode, me 
G-raduale romanum c. sixty. Like the Tracts, a number of these are recent 
compositions or adaptations made at Solesmes; e.g., Co11{iteor tibi [t668] 
for the Feast of St. Teresa of the Child J esus, Flores apparuenmt [ 1376] for 
the Feast of the Apparition of Our Blessed Lad y at Lourdes, or Not;a bclla 
(Supplement] for the Feast of St. J oan of Arc. The medieval repertory, as 
~epresentecl by tlle manuscripts from tlte centh to the twelfth centuries, 
tncludes about 45 Graduals in tl1e fifth mode; these form the basis of Lhe 
subs:quent analysis.8 Following is a schematic tabulation, arranged ac
cording to the initial formulae of the verses. 

2 
SeeP· ' 37· As Cor the seemingly large number of Craduals in mode 2, sec t11c remark 

on p. •,58. 
3 

See also the studies in Wagncr Ill, ~Sglf. and in f errctti, pp. •• ; IT. the latter limited 
to the vc:rscs. 
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RESPOND VERSE 

CROUP 1 

L 1037 Bonum est confidere F., 1 ... £4 Ato I AtG 1 F1o 
L 1517 ]ustorum animae Fc i G .J ... A1o I A1G 1 FIO 
Gg2 Unam J'ctii, y.r. Ut v ideam F. I .. · I · .. £6 Ato I Atn I Fto 
L 171 Unam petii, Yf. Beati S.101C ato I A111 I Fto 
L 11 39 ] ustus cum ccciderit ... I FJig+fto alo I Au; I Flo 
G 311 Ego dixi ... c1 1 ... I ... et I ··· fu a 10 1 A111 c12 1 f 17 J ••• (a) 

L 1167 Atlima nostra C11 A1 1 ... a2+/11 Ato I Atn c12 l 11 +ctn • 7+fn 
L 1602 Propter vcritatem .. . Gl l "· Ato I Ctz i 6+F12 • Ftn 

CROUP 11 

L 655 Christus factus Fbtf11F2 il +An I cl2 I F10 
L122 Exiit scnno Fb1F11 F2 it +An l F12 l F,o 
L t 183 Ecce saurrlos Fb l f tJ F2 i1 + A 11 1 A15 1 f 10 

00 
L 990 Propitius esto F8 I .. · I · •. f0 i2+Au l A 15 1 F10 .... 

01 
L 1251 Locus isle .. · I · .. c. i3 +A 11 1 fu 1 F 10 

L 10.11 Donum est con{itt:ri C11A1 1··· • Fu i3 +A 11 1A15 c12 1 F17 1F10 
c 613 Jl indica Domine cl • ... fa··· I ··· er i3 +An 1At5ct:d 6+ £ts l 5+fu 
L 1025 In Deo speravit .•. I Ct l · .. ia+Au I c12 1· .. I flo 

CROUP Ill 

L 1007 Convert ere Fa 1 ··· I ··· fto A12 I FH I Fto 
L 1519 Constitues .. · I ... r. A1z1Ft4 1a+£1o 
L 910 Benedictus es = Constitues Atz l Ft4 16+ £10 
L 1010 Tlcnite filii ... 1 ... f. A 12 I ... 111 + C1 

CROUP IV 

L 1362 Suscepimtu Deus Fa l. .. l ··· t F2 Au I C12 l Fto 
c 1!)8 Discerne ca1uam Fb 1 ... C5 Ata l C1cz l · ·· I F1o 
L 1017 Domine Dominus Fd I · .. fa Ata l · · ·I Fto 
c 161 Pacifice loquebantur Fb I ••. at I · .. fs Ats l · ··I Flo 
c !)22 Fuitltomo cl I .•. I .. . I ... fto Ata I FI2 I aJo I fu 

CROUP V 

L 354 Prope est Dominus C1 1 ... £3 J ... r ••• fu A14 J C12 l it+ato I 5+fu 
L 489 Timebunt gentes Fb t F1' 1· .. £a t ... fr il +Au I au t Fta l Fto 
c 162 To/lite hostia.s · .. J. · · r1o i1 +C14 1 ... 1··· 1F 10 
L 485 Misit Dominus Fb i F JI ... I ... ···Cu I F15 I A1o J6+cta • Fu 

CROUP VI 

L IJ16 Sederunt principes . .. 1 .. · I · . . £4 CJO I C12 1 Fto 
L 1003 Protector 110ster C 1 1 . . . 1 ... C1o l fu l fJo 
L 404 Be11edictus qui venit . .. I ... C10 1 F 12 1 . .• 1 F11 

CROUP V II 

L 1226 Specie tua C1 1 ... 1 ... S I. .. az+fu I Cn 1 FHs 1 Cto I C12' • 3+c1s • F11 
L 516 Tribulationes ... 1 ... I. • . Cu ... J Alo I cl!! I Fu 

CROUP VIII 

c 369 Quis sicut Fb t. .. 1 ... f1o M+ So I .. • 11 +a 10 1 F to 

t.o 
L 1315 Qui operatus est •. · I ·. · I · .. f:s M+ c10 1 ... 1 ... 1 F 10 

""' -.J L 159 Omnes de Saba •. · I · .. £,. M+so I ••• J al7 I 3+Fto 
L 409 Videru.n t omnes .. . I ... il +M+a17 l. · · 15+at7 I f12 Fta 

OnlER.S 

L 1033 Respice Domine • •• I A1 1· ·· fa I ··· Flls I So I 1 +A Is' 17+ rl7 I Flo 
L 1136 Beat us vir qui ... f ... ··· I ·· .FlO 
L g6s ddDomimtm C11 .. ·I · .. f5 · · · ' A1o+c1s l · · . 1 fu 
L 1221 ddjuvabit .. · I · . . J ... frs ... I ... I 5 + £18 I F 10 
L 1013 Esto mihi • .. C1 I • • • cl I · · · az + f u ... J Al5 I Fto 
L 328 Ex Sion ··· I ··· .. . I ... 14+At6 I ••• 

L 1500 Priusquam F. J ... 8+c;z l · · · I F1o 
L 1594 Proba.sti Ft 1G 1 I ·· · . .. J ... fu 
L 1133 Cloria et honore = Probasti = Proba.sti 
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REMARKS: 

A. The Verses 

1. The standard phrases are rather strictly divided into initial, final, 
and inteJ-mediate formulae. To the ftrst c:Hegory belong A 10 , Au, A12, A111, 

A 14(C 14), C10, Cll., and M. Exceptionally, A10 appears as an intermediate 
phrase in Tribulationes (group VII). Nearly all the verses close with either 
F10 or F11 • Notable exceptions are Vider-unt (VIII) and Propter veritatem 
(1), which close on F13; Ex Sion (final group) with a singular ending; and 
Ego dixi (I), which closes on a. 

2 . The phrases of the verses employ only three cadential notes, that is, 
f, a, and r!. 

3· The sections which, in our analysis, are marked as "free" ( ... ) oc
casionally include short recunent motives such as c'd'c' c' aba [Venite 
filii on "(i!Juminami)ni" and T ollite hostias on "(conden)sa"] or fgagf g gf 
[Domine Dominus on "tua" and Discerne causam on "(deduxe)runt"'] that 
belong to the common language of our Graduals. These and several others 
of an even more "commonplace" nature are indicated in Ferretti's analysis 
(Esthetique) p. 117; formulae 34a, 34g, etc.) which, it seems to us, goes a 
bit too far in breaking down musical entities into small particles. 

B. The Responds 

4· The analysis shows that the responds, although much freer than the 
verses, nevertheless make considerable use of standard phrases or of their 
endings, particularly at the beginning and at the end. It should be noticed 
that most of the formulae of the responds are somewhat variable, as is indi
cated by underlining in the table of standard phrases. Among the very 
few responds tl1at are entirely idiomelic is Viderunt omnes from Nativity, 
which, for liturgical reasons, one is inclined to regard as one of the earliest. 

5· A number of Graduals employ the two main verse endings, Fto (fto) 
and F11 (fli) also [or the close o[ the respond, In most, though not all, of 
these the formula of the respond is the same as that of the verse, resulting 
in a musical rhyme between the two sections, as in ]ustus cum ceciclerit 
(flo• F 10) or in Prope est (fw [ 11). Actually, the number of Graduals widt a 
short rhyme is even greater tha n appears from the tabulation, since the 
respond formula f4 is very similar to the verse formula £10 and could well 
be considered as a variam thereof. 

TilE GRADUALS OF l\fODE 1 

The medieval repertory of Graduals includes fifteen of the first mode. 
The modern books contain in addition about ten adaptations-e.g., Omnes 
gentes [G 78 .. ] from Sciant gentes or Dttlcis et 1·ectus [97 1] from Con
cupivit) J¥ and Ecce quam, Y- not considered in the following study. 

f. 1130 
L 1163 
C. u87 
L 526 
G 105 
L 1071 
L 1230 
L 1726 
L 1048 
L 1021 
L 1191 
L 320 
L 506 
G 137 
G 115 
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GRADUALS 1: TABULATION 

lnveni David 
Gloriosus Deus 
Sacerdotes 
M iserere mei 
Salvum fac servum 
Ecce quam 
Concupivit 
Timete 
Beata gens 
Custodi me 
Os justi 
Universi 
Sciant gentes 
Si ambulem 
Adjutor meus 

11\ • • ' 

Ja, 
abA;, I,,JI,,I a 

: .... "" • ~ •~t 

Du 

~. ... 1\.,"' b., .••.. 

RESPOND 

· ·· 17+ds l · · . J. ·· 
free 

At t .. · I · .. 
. .. J .. . J7+ctf Dt 

free 
A1' . . . 1 A2 1 D2 

Al . . ·I A2D2 
··· 1··· 15+dt2 
. .. I g+c1 18+d2 
.. . 14+da J ... IDt 
.. · 14 +c1 16+d, 

free 
.. · 17+ctJ . .. 
... l s+c1 1g+d• 
· ·· I ·· .15+d._ 

FICtrRE 105 

Jdl 

VERSE 

Ato 1 Fto 1· · · 14+Dts l G10 D10 
A1o 16+D1a 13+Dta l Gto Dlo 
A1o I · · · d13 I Gto Dto 
A to I .. . I D13 t 2 + gto dt 
AIO 1 glO I Dto 
Au 1 F1o J. · · ID12 
Au l Fto I gto Dto 
All I .. . I . .. I D12 
A1 Fto I. · ·1 7+ct i 2+Dlo 
At' Fto' 1 • • • I Dta l G to ' Dto 
F1o l s+£10 16+ct l Du 
· · ·1 4+fto 16+Du 
··· I ·· · l 2+gtoDto 
. .. A1 1 .. · I ·. -d• 
. .. d,' J .•• d{ 

ti ~~:I i'llill ,, 11 
,.., ·~ -'-1 G +, •;, au A 

••• • 

• 
aah Aa 

I 

Du 

G 
~· r. Jlll ~~·., A • 
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Craduals 1: Standard Phrases 

REMARKS: 

1. The general picture is about the same as for the Graduals of mode 
5: rather extended use of standard phrases in the verses, and in the re
sponds occasional employment primarily of short standard terminations. 

2. Several formulae are common to both respond and verse; namely, c1 

(Miserere :ijr; Beata gens :ijr, Yf; Os justi :ijr. Yf; Sciant gentes :ijr; Si ambu· 
/em :ijr), A1 (Sacerdotes :ijr; Ecce quam :ijr; Concupivit :ijr; Beata gens y;; 
Si ambulem Yf), d4 (Os justi :ijr; Si ambulem ):},, Yf; Adjutor meus :ijf, Y/). 
and, on a smaller scale, D1 (Miserere :ijr, Yf; Custodi :ij) and D 12 (Timete 
:ijr, Yl). In the verse o( Beata gens the formulae A1 and F10 are combined 
imo a single phrase (for "Verbo Domini") in such a way as to constitute 
another example of non-conformity between text and music: A1 is sung to 
"Verbo Domi-," while F10 becomes the melisma over the syllable "-ni." 

3· Some of the Graduals have responds that, more or less clearly, belong 
to the second mode. They are included here because their verses clearly 
belong to the first mode regarding their range as well as their standard 
phrases. Moreover, they differ essentially from the typical Graduals of the 
second mode which form a closely unified group. Thus the question as to 
the "correct" mode of Universi may be decided in favor of mode 1.• 

THE CRADUALS OF MODES 3 AND 4 

The Graduals of mode 3 belong mostly to the pre-Easter period, from 
Septuagesima Sunday (Adjutor) to Tuesday in Holy Week (Ego autem). 
Outside this period fall Speciosus Cor the First Sunday after Christmas, 
Benedicite Cor the Dedication of the Church, and ]uravil for St. Clement, 
St. Felix, and St. Gregory. The last of these is found in all the early sources 
(e.g., in the Sextuplex Mss) and was given in the earlier Solesmes editions 
for the feast of St. Cregory (e.g .• Liber usualis, edition o( 1938, p. 1399), but 
has recently been replaced by the Gradual Exaltent eum, which is prob
ably a modem composition. 

• See p. 150. ln the same category are Gloriosu.s Deus (assigned in L to mode 1, but 
considered In Wagner Ill, 579, under mode 2) a.nd Adjutor meus (see pp. 138, 167). 
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Craduals ll l. IV: SLandard Ph rases 

1. The Graduals of mode 3 are, on the whole, considerably Jonger than 
is normally the case. Some of their standanl phrases arc among the most 
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extended and most highly melismatic to be found in the en tire repertory 
of cemonized chants. They are also noteworthy for their almost excessively 
reitentive design, such as in E11 E10, D 1, D10, and G 10• 

2. In distinction (rom the other Graduals (excepting the special group 
]ustus ut palma), their responds make as full use of standard phrases as do 
the verses. 

3· Yet another unique trait is the high degree of unification between 
the responds and the verses. Not only is the main closing formula, E1, com
mon to both, but also other formulae occur in either section, e.g., G 1 (ijl. 
Eripe, Benedicite, ]uravit; yr. Benedicite, Exaltabo), E3 (ijl. Exsurge .. . 
et, Ego autem, Tibi Domine; Yf. Tu es Deus), and g2 (!¥- Adjutor; Yf. Tibi 
Domine). 

4 The first eight Graduals of our list form a main group of the third 
mode, unified by common material and with cadences on the tonic (e), 
subtonic (d), and mediant (g), occasionally also on the dominant (b). 

5· A separate group is formed by the next three Graduals, Exsurge ... 
et from Monday in H oly ·week, Ego autern from the Tuesday, and Tenuisti 
manum from Palm Sunday. They are the only ones to employ cadences on 
c, nvo degrees below the final. Considering this as well as their ambitus, 
they could all be classified as mode 4-Exsurge for its respond, the two 
others for both respond and verse. Actually, Tenuisti is the only one as
signed to mode 4, but Wagner considers Ego autem also as being in the 
fourth mode,G no doubt with justificat ion. Aside from these, the fourth 
mode is represented among the medieval Graduals by only one other mel
ody, Domine praevenisti from the Common of Abbots (originally from the 
Eve of St. John the Evangelist). This is a unique case of a Gradual em
p loying a different tonality in the respond and in the verse. While the 
former is in mode 4, th e latter shows a ll the characteristics of mode 1 and, 
in fact, closes with the standard phrase D 12 of this group. The melody of 
Tenuisti, the longest of all the Graduals, reappears (with some omissions) 
in Memor fui [asSo) and Mihi autem [G 48 1], both modern compositions; 
that of Domine praevenisli in Benedicta el ve11erabilis [ 126.1] and Dolorosa 
et lacrimosa [1 633"], the former (for Feasts of the Virgin Mary)~ possibly 
late-medieval, the latter (for the Feast of Seven Dolours) a modern com
position. 

6. The last two Graduals of our list employ one and the same melody, 
Which has nothing in common with those of the other Graduals. The 
melody is remarkable for the amot!nt of its material common eo respond 
and verse, e.g., in Speciosus: I¥· " (homi)num: diffusa est gratia in labiis 
tuis" = yr. "(Re)gi: lingua mea calamus scribae velociter scribentis." No
tice also in the verse: "verbum bonum"= "mea Regi." 

e Wag11er 111, 382. 
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THE CRADUALS OF MOD.ES 7 A.'lD 8 

L ~35 
L 478 
L 56o 
L 944 
L 982 
L 1028 
L 106o 
L 1075 
L 1170 
L 1755 
G u9 
G 1~3 

GRADUALS VU: TABULATION 

RESPOND 

Qui sedes ... I · · · 
Benedictus Dominus .. . f1t + F1 f ••• g1 

Laetatus sum ... d 1 I ... 
Oculi omnium •. . d1 I· . . Gs 
]acta cogitatum .. . I 3 + F1 I ••• 

Benedicam 4 + G2 I ••• I ... (a) 
Dirigatur oratio 
Liberasti nos 
Clamaverunt 
Audi filia 
Salvurn fac 
Miserere mihi 

... I ... g,. 1. •. 

... g41· .. 

. . . Bd 14+ F1 1. •. 

7+ Bt l g + b1 1 3+Fd . . -• 3+G1 
••. Bt l !! + f1 15+ G1 

free 
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CraduaJs Vll: Standard Phrases 

VERSE 

Dto+ 6 1 ... I Gto 
5 + B1o l ··· l· ·· l ... g12 
2 + d 1 1 .. -ls+d1 •6+gn 
.. · I · .. Ga 
5 + d\1 I ... g4 I 4 + GlO 

G2 I 8 + f 1 I 6 + F 1 I G 11 

.. · I · . . gll 
Dto I 7+b1 l 5+g• 1 9 + gtz 
••• 1 ••• 1 6 + B10 I ... 
... 16 + du i 8+ F1 I Gll 

. ·· I · . . Jit + Gu 
Dto' I 6+bt l ·i+g.• Gto 
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This group of Graduals is similar to that of mode 3 in various respects: 
in their length, their highly florid style, the almost equal amount of cen
tonization in respond as well as verse, and the unification of both sections 
by the use of common formulae (F1, d1, G21 g3, and b1). The Bwphrase, 
in Benedictus Dominus and Clamaverunt, includes what probably is the 
longest melisma in the present-day repenory of chant, equalled and sur
passed only by some melismas in the verses of the Offertories or the neuma 
triplex of the Responsory Descendit de caelis [seep. 343]. T he free sections 
of the Graduals also contain many extended melismas of individual design. 
A specially remarkable one is that at the beginning of the verse of Clama
verunt ("Dominus"), because it shows a repeat structure (a a b b) which, 
ahhough frequent .in the melismas of Offertories and Alleluias, is quite 
unusual in a Gradual. Benedicam is noteworthy because its respond does 
not close on the final of the mode. Thus it forms a counterpart to Ego 
dixi [p. 346] and Domine praevenisti [p. 355), in both of which the verse 
fails to close on the tonic. Repeat of the respond is as clearly required in 
these as it is out of place in Benedicam. 

The eighth mode is represented by only two melodies, Dilexisti justitiam 
[1216; originally for St. Lucia], and Deus vitam meam [G 128] for Mon· 
day after Third Sunday of Quadragesima, which recurs, virtually un
changed, in Deus exaudi orationem [G 156] for Monday after Passion 
Sunday. The former melody is as remarkable for its initial phrase, which 
shows the outline c·g·c·e·g-c'·g. Very likely, such a triadic design is indica· 
tive of a relatively late date. 

THE GRADUAL·TYPE j ustus Ut palma 

It remains for us to consider a group of Graduals which, for various 
reasons, stand apan from all the others, representing an isolated class gov· 
erned by its own rules. This group consists of nineteen medieval Graduals 
all of which belong, or originally belonged, to very ancient feasts, mostly 
from the Proper of the Time. Listed in the order of the liturgical year, 
these are: 

PROPER OF THE TIME 

1. To/lite portas: Wednesday in Ember Week of Advent [G gJ; now used for 
Masses of the B. V. M. on Saturdays [ 1269] 

11. Ostendc nobis: Friday in Ember Week o£ Advent [G 11] 

g. A .summo caelo: Saturday in Ember W eek o£ Advent [34~] 
4· In sole posuit: Saturday in Ember Week of Advent [341] 
5· Domine Deus virtutum: Saturday in Ember Week o£ Advent [345] 
6. Excita Domine: Saturday in Ember Week of Advent [!147] 
7· Hodie scietis: Christmas Eve [g6o) 
8. Tecum principiwn: The Nativity, Midnight Mus [~9~] 
9· Angelis suiJ: First Sunday of Lent (533} 
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10. Ab occultis: T uesday after the Third Sunday of Lent [G •so] 
11. Ne avertas: Wednesday in Holy Week [613] 
12. Haec dies: Easter Sunday [77S] and, with different verses, during Easter 

Week [7S6, 790, 793· 797· 8o1]7 
•3· Domine refugium: Twenty·first Sunday after Pentecost [1o67] 

PROPER OF SAINTS 

14. ]usttts ut polma: St. John the Evangelist. now for Common of a Confessor 
not a Bishop f 1201] 

15. Tn omnem terram: Apostles Peter and Paul, now for St. Barnabas [1486] 
16. Exsultobtmt: St. Primus and Felicianus, now for the Vigils of All Sajnts (G 

646] 
•7· Dispersit: Vigil of St. Lawrence, now for St. Joacbim [•6oS] 
18. Nimis honorati: Apostles Simon and Judc, now for St. Thomas [1326] 
19. R equiem at:ternam: Mass for the Dead (•8oS] 

The melodies for these Craduals form the most closely unified group in 
Lhe entire repertory of chant. They all appear in what is generally regarded 
as a transposition, with a as a final for both the respond and the verse. 
The transposition is usually considered as being at the interval of the fifth, 
tht: "original" final being d. Thus they are assigned to the second mode. 
However, some of the earliest writers, Aurelianus and the author of the 
Alia musica, assign them to the fourth mode, on e,s in which case the trans· 
position would be at the interval of a fourth . The authenticity of the b·flat 
at the very beginning of H aec dies has been questioned and is indeed 
doubtful, this being the only b-flat in the entire Gradual. If it is disre· 
garded, the version on d would appear with an e·natural, while tha t on e 
wou ld caJI (or an f·sharp. However, it is possible, perhaps even probable, 
that the melody was origina!Jy on a, and that no transposition is involved. 

The group under consideration is usually called the Gradual·type ]ustus 
ut palma, with reference to one of its representatives. The designation 
"gradua l-type" is very appropriate, beca use all the melod ies employ cen
tonization and adaptation to such an extent that they lose a ll individuality 
and become nothing but different manifestations of a basic type. There is, 
however, no compelling reason to name the group after the Gradual }tutus 
ut palma which belongs to tl1e Proper of Saints (St. J ohn). Musically, 
nearly every one of its representatives has an equally good cla im to be the 
model, and from the liturgical point of view a selection from the Proper 
o£ the Time would certain ly be preferable. Actually, no single Grad ual 
contains all the material that occurs in the group. A musically correct 
designation would be "gradual type A summo caelo-Excita Domine-

7 See the remarks on p. 183. 
8 Aurelianus mentions Exsultabunt saucti, L1 sw nmo caelo, To/file port as nnd Hnec 

dies in his chapter on the J>lagis Deulcri (CS, 1.171). The gradate respor~sori1m1 flocc dies 
is mentioned in the chapter De Quarto To110 o{ lhe ~lia i\'l1tsica (CS, 1, 135a). 
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Haec dies," because all the melodies of the entire group can be almost 
completely derived from the standard ph1·ases provided by these three 
Graduals. Since, however, the name Gradual-type]ustus ut palma has been 
uni,rersally accepted, we do not insist on replacing i t by another name 
which, although more proper and correct, is, at the same time, a good 
deal more cumbersome.o 

As (or rigidity of centonization technique, there is only one parallel 
i~ the entire Gregorian repertory, tha t is, the Tracts of Holy Saturday. 
Like these, the Graduals of the type j ustus ut palma consist exclusively 
of a number of standard phrases, so that their structure could be indicated 
by the same mechanical system of designation used for the Tracts: 

RESPOND VERSE 

A summo caclo 
At A2 A+c1 F1 A a Dlo Du A to Au C1o F1o • • • • • • T ecum principium • • • • • ' • Haec dies • • • • • ] ustus ut palma • • • • • • 

A tabulation of the entire group in a more readable form follows on p. 
g6o:IO 

REMARKS: 

1. Each o£ the standard phrases recurs almost identica lly, asjde from 
the adjustments required by tl1e varying number of syllables and the vary
ing positions of the accents. Variants o( a more essential nature ru·e indi
cated by the symbols A 1' (In omnem ter·ram, Ne avertas, Tecum princi
pium), A1

11 (Exstt llabuut sancti), F1' (Ostende nobis), and A to' (Ne avertas). 
A,' results from A1 by an enlargement of the middle section, while At'' is 
a shortened version o( A1

1• 

2. In Hodie scietis, T ollite po,-tas, and T ecum principiurn the a·phrase 
~2 is changed into a C·phrase by the addition of closing formula, c1, which, 
tn Haec dies, serves as the termination for a unique a-phrase, A~. 

g. The Gradual Haec dies differs from the others not only in its individ
ual opening phrase, but also in the phrase A 11 employed for some of its 
verses, a phrase which, however, has the same ending as the normal phrase 
Alo· The verse imonation D11 is also employed in T o/lite portas. 

0 Two entire volumes of the Paliographie, 11 and U I, arc devoted to a swdy of "Le 
t~pons·graducl }ustu.s ut palma." Fcrrctti, Esthetiquc, pp. 164ff. gives a number of lllus· 
tration.s showing the adaptation of differcnl texts for the various standard phrases. A 
large table, "Analyse mCiodique par Fonnules des R~pons Graduels (trc part.) du lie 
lnOde" is given in G. Sllliol,/utroduction d la pa/CograJ>hic musicole gregoriem1e, Planchc 
F (appendix). 

10 Modem adaplations arc, e.g .. Dcrivtmtur [1562], Uxor tua [128g). Nihil itlquitlatum 
[G of8 .. ], and Qui ambulat [C so• "]. 

Ft A12 
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GRADUAL-TYPE justus ut pnlma: TABULATION 

RESPOND VERSE 

1. L 343 A summo caelo A1. A2 A a DlO AlO Fto Al2 

2. L M·l Tn sole At A2 A a DIO A to Fto A12 

3· L 345 Domine Deus At A2 A a DJO A to At2 

4· L t 6o8 Dispcrsit At A2 As DIO A to Fto A12 

5· L 1486 In omnem terram At' A2 A a Dto A1o FlO At2 

6. L 3·17 Excila Domine At F A a D-to A to Cto Ft A12 I 

7· L 533 A ngelis suis At Ft Aa DlO A to Al2 

8. L 1201 ]uslu.s ut palma A1 Ft A a Dto A to FlO A12 

L 1067 Domine refugium At F A a Dlo A to F1o A,2 
9· 1 

10. L 1326 /l.'imis honorati At Ft Aa D,o A to A12 

11. L 18o8 Requiem aeternam At Ft As D,o A1o FlO A12 

12. G 130 Ab occult is At F-1 A3 Dto A to Fto A 12 

' 3· L 61 3 Ne avertas A ' Ft A a 010 AIO' Cto A12 
1 

14. G 646 Exsulta bunl sancti At" Ft A a Dto A to Fto Al2 

15· G 11 Ostende nobis F1' A3 Dto A to FlO A12 

16. L 360 Hodie scietis At A2 + ct A a Dto A to clO Ft A12 

'7· L 1269 T o/lite pot·tas AI A2 +c1 F1 A a Du A to F1o A12 

18. L 393 T ecum principium A/ A2+c1 F1 A a DIO A to C1o Ft A12 

Jg. L n s Haec dies, y.r. Confitemini A4 + ct Fl A a Du Al.t Ft A12 

.20. L 786 Haec dies, 1f. Dicat nunc same Du Au FJ A,2 

21. L 790 Haec dies, 'f!. Dica nt nttnc same Du A to F1o A12 

22. L 793 Haec dies, y.r . Dextera same Dto AlO F1o A12 

23· L 797 Haec dies, y.r. Lapidern same Du I . ·. I 3+ato c1o I A12 

24· L Sot Haec dies, y.r. Benedictus same D1o A to F to A.tz 
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Gradual-type ]ustus ut palma: Standard Phrases 

4· On the whole, the standard material for the responds is different from 
that of the vel'Ses. An exception is the mediant phrase F1, which is used, in 
the same position, in the verses of Excita, Hodie scietis, T ecum principium, 
and in Haec dies J!11. Confitemini and Dicat nunc. 

5· The Graduals of this group frequently employ a complete standard 
melody rather than standard phrases variously combined. Disregarding 
variants, the nineteen responds and twenty-four verses can be grouped as 
follows: 

ll.ESPOND: 

At F1 As 
At A2 As 
At A2 Ft As 
A4+c1 F1 As 
. .. F1 Aa 

VERa: 

9 examples 
6 
2 

1 

1 

(nos. 6 to 14.) 
(nos. 1 to 5, 16) 
(nos. 17, 18) 
(no. tg) 
(no. 15) 

D1o Ato F10 A12 13 examples (nos. 1, 2, 4• 5· 8, g, 11, u, 14, 15, 17, 
22, 24) 

Dlo Ato C10 F 1 A12 8 (nos. 6, 16, 18) 
Dto Alo A12 3 (nos. 3· 7, 10) 

D11 Au F1 A12 2 (nos. ag, 20) 
D1o Alo C10 A12 1 (no. 13) 
Du Alo F10 A12 1 (no. 21) 

Du ato c1o A12 l (no. 23) 

be 6· Attention may be called to our previous discussion of the relationship 
ab tween musical and textual phrases in the Graduals of our group. It was 

own that in four Graduals, Hodie scietis, T ecum principium, Dispersit, 
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and ]ustus ut palma, the textual phrases are underlaid with a certain dis· 
regard of the musical phrases.u 

7· Considering liturgical, musical, and textual evidence, one may come 
to the conclusion Lhat our graduai·Lype originated in the Mass of Saturday 
in Ember Week of Advem. All the four Graduals o[ this Mass belong to 
our group (nos. 1, 2, 3· and 6), and thus form a liturgico·musical nucleus 
comparable to that of the five Tracts o[ H oly Saturday. The first and 
fourth o( these Gradu::ds, A summo caelo and Excita Domine, contain near· 
ly aU the material of the entire group. Naturally, (rom the liturgica l point 
of view the Easter Gradual Haec dies has an equally valid claim to be con
sidered as the mother chan t. However, its specific formulae (Dw Aw 
A.) were not used elsewhere in the group. 

At the end of his study devoted to the Graduals,12 Peter vVagner makes 
some general observations which, like so many other of his ideas, deserve 
to be incorporated in this book. H e first raises the question as to whether 
the mere conglomeration of melodic units, as revealed by his "anatomical" 
method, can possibly result in a satisfactory work of art: "It is possible to 
gather gems which, considered individually, delight us by their cut, bril· 
liance, and rareness; if, however, Lhey are to form a precious piece o( 
jt:wclry, they must receive a splendid mounting. an ingenious connection, 
and a tastefu l arrangement. Are the old melismas combined in this man
ner?" \Vagner's answer is, o( course, in the positive, and no one will hesi
tate to concur with him to the fullest exLent. These melodies, fascinaling 
in their analylical detail, are eq ually admirable for their synthetic quality, 
for their cohesion and union. In fact, the perception of their strucwral 
properties greatly enhances their significance as unified works of <Ut, no 
less so than in the case of a sonata by Beethoven. True enough, there is 
tl1c diiTerence that in Beethoven the analytical details occur within one 
indivitluaJ work, whereas in Gregorian chant they appear only upon com· 
parison of a sufficient number of different pieces. To state tl1is is only to 
emphasize once more. and demonstrate with special clarity, th at a Grego
rian melody is not an individual a ·eation but a representative of a type. 

\ .Yagner then raises the question as to the origin of the centonization 
technique of the Graduals, a technique so diametric~llly opposed to the 
prevailing concept of musical composition. "Only one answer is possible: 
the technique of migrating mel ismas fu nctioning as punctuations is a hcrit· 
age (rom tl1e psalmody of the Synagogue." Cenainly there is a striking 
similarity between the Gregorian cemoniz;uion technique and the Jewish 
method of singing a text to a number of short ornamenting figures indi · 

11 See p. 271. The racl that just us ut palma is in this group is another reason aga.insL 
considering it as the prototype. 

12 Wagner Ill, 895· 
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cated stenographically by signs, the ta'amim.ts Wagner observes that it 
w?uld be entirely possible to sing a Gradual (or, for that matter, a Tract) 
wxth. the men~ help of figures or some other signs that would indicate to 
the ~mger wluch fo~ulae to select from a memorized repertory. His con
tenuon tha~ we are m the presence of a "heritage from the Synagogue" is 
perhaps a little t~ strongly worded to be accepted without reservation. 
After all, the earliest preserved manuscripts showing the Jewish ta'amim 
date from the nin~ century. 1~ On the other hand, there is scarcely any 
doubt that tb~ p~acnc~ as such IS much older, possibly synagogal. Wherever 
encoun~ered, 1t ~s obv~ously roo~ed in, or, at least, strongly influenced by 
a pra~ucal cons1derauon, that IS, to facilitate the task of the singer by 
reducmg the melodies to a limited fund of formulae that can be memorized 
and applied according to the requirements of the texts. 

THE OFFERTORIES 

From the litu~gical point of view, the Offertories belong in the same 
class as the Introns and Communions, i.e., chants accompanying an action, 
as opposed to the purely contemplative lesson chants, the Graduals, AI
lelw~s, Tracts, and Responsories. The earliest mention of a chant accom
r,anymg the ~ffering of gifts is found in St. Augustine who speaks about 
the cust?ro, Just started at Carthage, of singing hymns from the Book of 

Psalms, either before the offering or during the distribution of what has 
been .. offered." !h~s remark leaves hardly any doubt that at this early time 
the . Offertory (If we may use this term in connection with such an 
ano~t pracuce) was a complete Psalm, possibly with an Antiphon. It is 
certam that at some later time the Offertory adopted an entirely different 
ch~acter from that of the Imroi ts and Communions. It acquired a rich 
mel~matic style similar to that of tl1e Graduals, Responsories, and A). 

lelu~as, and was entrusted to a soloist, thus becoming a responsorial chant. 
Until th.e twelfth ~entury it retained a number of verses, usually two or 
three, With the anuphon (or respond) repeated after each verse.t 
~he change from an antiphonal to a responsorial type is not the only 

trait that gives the Offertories a unique position in the Gregorian reper
tory. I~ our previous discussions we have repeatedly pointed out other 
~cep~10nal traits of the OIIeno~es, especially of their verses. It may not 

tb 
~~ss !o .resta te them here bnefly, as a preliminary to a fuller study of 

eJr stylistiC characteristics: 
18 See the example in HAM, 1, 8. 

~A. Z. ldelsohn, Jewish Music in its Historical Development, p. 68. 

ing
1 ~the chapter on Methods and Fo:ms of Psalmody, p. ,79. In lhis discussion, deal · 

p problems of fom1, the Otrerton es were considered as antiphonal chants. ln th 
~~~t chapter, where the emphasis is on style, we prefer to designate the Olferto; 
qu~~ on as a resp?nd-not t~1at this makes .any difference. The verses are found in, and 

after C. Ott s OOcrtonalc. Cf. L . Dav1d, "Les verscts d'Offertoire" (RCC, XXXrx). 
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1. Extraordinarily large range of the combined respond and verse, in 
one case (Tollite portas) two octaves [p. 151]. 

2. The unique case of the low F in Tollite portas, Yf. 2, on "et" [p. 

•51]· 
3· The unique case o£ a leap o£ a seventh in Domine Deus metJ.S, Yf. 2 

[p. 253J.2 
4· The unique (?) example of a fiflh-plus-fourth progression (cg gc') in 

Constitues eos, Yf. 2 [p. 257]. 
5· The only examples of an ascending fourth-plus-third progression (p . 

255]. 
6. The unique case o£ an e-Bat in In virtute, Jl. 2 [p. 165, fn. 29]. 
7· T he relatively frequent occurrence, in the fina l verses, of fourth-plus

fourth progressions, which are very rare in other chants [pp. 255£]. 
8. The exceptionally great frequency of other progressions outlining a 

seventh [p. 256] and of unusually bold formations in general [p. 258]. 

Perhaps the most striking peculiarity of the Offertories is the fact that 
in not a few of them single words, groups of words, or entire phrases of 
the text are repeated, once or several times. Outside the Offertories there 
exists only one example of this procedure, that is, in the Gradual Ecce 
quam b011Um [1071), the verse of wh ich reads: Sicut unguentum in capite, 
quod descendit in barbam, barbam A aron (like the ointment on the head, 
that ran down upon the beard, the beard of Aaron). Since, however, this 
is the original text of Scripture (Ps. 132), it cannot be considered on the 
same level with the repeats in the Offertories (italics indicate that the 
melody a lso is repeated): 

A. 
1. Benedictus es . .. in labiis [514; Ott 28) 

w. Benedictu.s es Domi11e, doce me justificationes tuas: benedictus es 
Domine, doce me justificationes tuas: in Jabiis meis pronuntiavi 
omnia judicia oris tui. 

2. ]ubi/ate Deo omnis [480; Ott 23] 
~- ]ubi/ate Deo omnis terra: jubilate Deo omnis terra, servitc Domino 

. .. quia Dominus ipse est Deus. 
g. ]ubi/ate Deo universa [486; Ott 6g] 

~- ]ubilate Deo un iversa terra: jubilate Dco universa terra: psalmum 
dicite nomini cjus: ... quanta fecit Dominus animae meae, alleluia. 

Y/. 1 Rcddam tibi vota mea, rcddam tibi vota mea, quae distinxerunt 
labia mea. 

Y/. 2 Locutum est os meum in tribulatione mea: locutum est os meum 
in tribulatione mea: holocausta medullata offeram tibi. 

2 This Offertory does not occur in the oldest M ss (e.g .• in the Sextuplex) nor in the 
modem edirions. Ou reproduces it frorn an unspecified source with the remark: "Oiim 
paen ultima et ultima Dominica post Pcn tccosren." 

B. 

c. 
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4· Precatus est [ 1 030; Ott 97) 

~. Precatus est Moyses in conspectu Domini Dei sui, et dixit. Precatus 
est Moyses in conspectu Domini Dei sui, et dixit: Quare, Domine, 
irasceris in populo tuo? ... quam dixit facere populo suo. 

Y/. 2 Dixit Moyses et Aaron, dixit Moyses et Aaron ad omnem synagogam 
... et exaudivit murmurationem vcstram in tempore. 

5· Domine exaudi [6zo; Ou 511) 
Yf. J Ne avertas faciem tuam, ne avertas faciem tuam a me. 

6. Exsultabunt sancli [ 1 169; Ott 143] 
Y/. 1 Cantate Domino camicum novum, cantate Domino canticum novum: 

laus eius in ecclesia .. . exsultent in Rege suo. 
7· Afferentur (originally: Offerentur) regi [ 1219; Ott ' SS]. 

Y/. J Eructavit cor meum verbum bonum, eructavit cor meum verbum 
bonum: dico ego ... velociter scribentis. 

Y/. 2 Diffusa est gratia in labiis tuis, diffusa est gratia in labiis tuis: prop
terea benedixit te Deus in aeternum. 

8. De profundis [1076: Ott 126] 

~. De profrmdis clamavi ad te, Domine: Domine exaudi orationem 
meam: de profundis clamavi ad te, Domine. 

g. Domine in auxilium [1046; Ott 106] 
ijr. Domine, in a~xilium meum respice: confundantur et revereantur qui 

quaerum antmam meam, ut auferam cam: Domine, in auxilium 
meum respice. 

10. J!ir erat [to6g; Ott 122] 

Y/. 1 Utinam _app~nderentur peccata mea: utinam appenderentur peccata 
mea, qwbus rram merui, quibus iram merui, et calamitas et calamitas 
et calamita.s, quam patior, et gravior appareret. 

Y/. 2 Quae est enim, quae est enim, quae est cnim fortitudo mea, ut susti
nca_m? Aut quis finis meus, ut patienter agam1 Aut finis meus, ut 
patrenter agam1 

Y/. g Numquid fonitudo lapidum est fortitudo mea? Aut caro mea aenea 
est1 Aut caro mea aenea est. 

Y/. 4 Quoniam, quoniam, quoniam non rcvertetur oculus meus, ut videat 
bona, ut v ideat bona, ut videat bona, ut videat bona, ut videat bona, 
ut videat bona, ut videat bona. 

REMARKS; 

1
• Group A comprises the cases representing what may be considered 

the normal procedure, that is, the immedia te repeal of the initial portion 
o£ the text. Counting responds and verses separately, our list includes eleven 
~xamples of this method. In six of these the repeated portion of the text 
15 sung to the same melody, resulting in the musical form a a b which 
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was destined to play such a prominent role in the later development of 
music: in the hymns [see p. 426], in the music of the troubadours and 
trouveres,a in the polyphonic music of the fourteenth century (ballades 
of Machaut), in the music of the minnesingers and mastersingers (bar· 
form), in the Lutheran chorales, and in the sonata·form of the Viennese 
classics. In most cases the second statement is considerably expanded by 
the insertion of long melismas, ei ther at the end (e.g., Benedictus, ]ubi/ate 
Deo universa, y;. 2) or at the beginning (both ]ubilate on "jubilate"). 

2. In group B the initial portion of the text is repeated at the end, in 
both cases with the same melody, thus resulting in the form ab a. 

3· Entirely unique ar e the repeats in Vir erat. Whatever the ultimate 
cause of the textual repealS in the Offertories and their verses may have 
been-possibly nothing more than the necessity of prolonging the cha.nt 
in conformity with the duration of the service-it is apparent that the aun 
was usually pursued in a well-ordered and aesthetically comprehensib_le 
manner, by repeating the initial portion of the text (and often also Hs 
music) either immediately or at the end. No such organizing principle is 
at work in Vir erat, except for its third verse which, textually as well as 
musically, has the form ab b, a Eonn no less admissible and comprehensible 
than a a b or a b a. T he same form occurs in y;. 2, but this also shows, at 
its beginn ing, a triple statement of the exclamation Quae est enim. Even 
more numerous are the repealS in y;. 1, in which three successive fragments 
of the text, Utinam appenderentur peccata mea, quibtt.s iram merui, and 
et calamitas, appear in double or triple statements. The ultimate of this 
method-iC it can thus be called-is reached in y;. 4 [Fig. tog], which starts 

FIGURE 109 

Quo-nl· am, quo-nl· am, quo-nl· am oon re- vet· lt· tur o- • CU· Jus me- us, 

c .. :. 
!! c •. ,oA •• • :<~·.· r. I ·ao~ • a a I p • ; , • • p • ; ,.. • 
ut vf. de- at bo- na, ut vl·de- at bo-na, ut vi-de· at bo-n:J, ut vi· do- at 

I I I ~.,. :tL . ~ 
bo- na, ut vl<le· at bo-n:J, ut vloile- at bo-114, ut vl-ile- at 

I uua; f··· ~··· J 11: 
bo- na. 

From Offertory Vir erat, "!· 4 

Song" a Sec w. Apel, "Rondeaux, Virelais, and Ballades in French •sth·Century 
Uournal of tire American Musicological Association, VD [1954], 121). 
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with a threefold Quoniam, and closes with seven statements of ut videat 
bona.• No doubt the reason for this highly reiterative treatment is found 
in the text, whicl1 deals with the illness and grief of Job. The numerous 
repeats are a graphic description of a man tormented by pain and anguish, 
and crying out again and again to "see the good things" of his earlier days.5 
The dramatic character of the text is paralleled and even surpassed by the 
music which transforms these outcries into a most stirring crescendo of ex
pressiveness. Certainly, we are here in the presence of a composition which, 
for its subjective anu dramatic cl1aracter, is without parallel in the Gre
gorian repertory. 

T he Offertory responds vary considerably in length, being similar in 
this respect to the Communions. One of the shortest and simplest is Laeten
tur cae/i [394] from the Midnight Mass of the Nativity, with hardly more 
than two lines. T he other extreme is represented by Precatus est Moyses 
[1ogo] from the T welfth Sunday after Pentecost, which occupies over ten 
lines of music. In medieval practice, when the respond was followed by 
two or more verses and repea ted after each of them, chants of exorbitant 
dimensions, hardly second to the longest Tracts, resulted. Not a few of the 
(ull Offertories, as reproduced in Ott's publication, occupy dose to three 
pages, and would cover four pages if the repeats were written out in full. 

T he style of the Offertories is neumatic-melismatic; in fact, more con· 
sistently so than that of the Graduals or Alleluias, because of the almost 
complete absence of short syllabic passages su ch as are usually found in 
these. Accordjng to Wagner, no Offertory contains a syllabic passage of 
more than five syllables, and the entire repertory includes on ly eight cases 
of syllabic passages of four or five syllables.6 In most of the Offertories 
moderate groups of from two to ten notes are spread rather evenly over 
the entire text. Many of them, however, include a few extended melismas, 
occasionally in the respond, but more frequently in the verses. One of the 
most celebrated Offertory melismas is found in ]ubi/ate Deo universa 
[487], upon the repeat of the initial word [see Fig. 71, p. 258]. Qukkly 

4 Certain Mss have "!· 4 in an even longer form, with nine statements of ut videat 
bonum; d. the version, from a twei£Lh·century Gradual o£ Reims, in Cevaert's Mllopee, 
P· 429 and in Ott, p. 195. Yet other versions are given in Wagner Ill, 431; Ferretti's 
Esthetique, p. 202; and Castoue's Origines, p. 155 (final melisma, with {'·sharp). The 
above figure is from Ott, pp. 124f. 

11 Amalariw, commenting upon the fueL that the repeats occur only in the verses, aptly 
rc:rnarkl Lhat the Olfenory itseiC contains the words of the historian, while tbc verses 
COntain those of the sick and complaining j ob, adding that a sick man, whose breath is 
Weak, is wont to repeat "verba imperfecta" (Liber officio/is [De officio], lii , 39; ed. 
Hanssens, Jl , 573; Patr. /at. 105, p. 1157). 

8 Wagner Ill, 418, fn . 2 . Monotone recita tions of some extension occur only in later 
adaptations, e.g •. Exsultabunt sancti, 'fl·· on "Laetetur lsrael in eo, qui fecit, .. " [Ott 144; 
from AQerentur, 'fl· 1 , "lingua mea," Ott 155]. 
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descending through an octave, and slowly rising from the low c to the 
high f', it is universally admired as one of the most impressive embodi
ments of what has been called the classical-Roman style in Gregorian chant. 
I t is interesting to notice, however, that the verses of ]ubi late include two 
melismas which are not only mud1 longer than that of the respond, but 
also of an entirely different character, static-reiterative rather than kinetic, 
and strikingly similar to the melismas of the Graduals [see pp. 344£). 
One of them, a profuse elaboration of the triad £-a-c', is shown in Fig. 110. 

FIGURE 110 

"l'a"l'o ·~ Is ...... ~ • ........ . ···;··~ 

c § ~ .. ~. := ......... 1-..... ,, .. ~. r-~ r ...... ~ ~ .,,..,.. 3 .. • 
re- ram 

From Offertory ]ubi/ate, 11· 2 

Extended melismas, say of thirty or more notes, are not too frequent 
in the Offertory responds. In addition to that of ]ubi/ate there are perhaps 
ten olhers, (or instance in ]ubi late Deo omnis [48o), Super flumina [1065), 
]ustorum animae [t172], De profundis [to76), and Erit vobis [802). ln the 
verses, on the other band, they occur almost regularly, particularly near 
the end of the last verse, and often they are of much the same length as that 
from the last verse of ]t~bilate, on "offeram." Some show a similar, vaguely 
reiterative design, for instance the final melisma of Deus enim [Ott 18), 
which could be described as a profuse elaboration of the fow·th-chord, 

d-g-c': 

FJGURE 111 

""!t • • ., · ~ 

dl· e-

rum. 
l .. ~·N~t ·~ .. ,. "M.,. II 

From Ofkrtory Dcus enim, p. 2 

Many of them, however, have a different physiognomy, that is, of a 
clearly defined repeat structure. Particularly frequent is the form a a b, 
which may be illustrated by two examples:7 

1 See also: Super {lumina, llT· on "Sion" [1065; Ott uo]; Tollite portas, y. ll. "eum" 
[Ott as]: Bcnt:dictus es, 11· 3· on "cor fllCUm" (Ott so); Domine exaudi, 11· I on "me" 
[Ott !HJ; Angelus Domini, y,. 2 o.n "stctit '' [Ott sB]; Precatus est, 11· 2 on "tempore" [Ott 
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FIGURE 112 

• c t ~: 
, •• j!._•• • 

• • )(. E-ri·pe me 

b 

c ... ~ ••. ,..~ ~·~ 
I I I t-li J-= .... I • • 

depre-ca-ti· o- nem me- am 

a. Custodi me, 11· 1 [Olt 52] b. Domine in auxilium, p. 2 (Ott 107] 

Other melismas show multiple repeats of one type or another, e.g.:s 

FIGURE 113 

• 
c .. ~ • 

'• 
De-

a '• 
b; .. ·~ 

us 

b 

I 11•, ,.=· .. 
fi- nem. 

I 3• ~.,;, : • • • 

c 

'• .... , ... : 
a. Sperent in te, "/f· 2 (Ott 87} b. Benedicam Dominum, '/1· 2 [Ott Sg] 

c. Expectans expectavi, fl· 2 [Ott 1o6] 

us 

Melismas with such clear-cut repeat structures are totally absent in the 
R · T esponsones, racts, or Graduals. They occur, however, with even greater 
frequency and clearer formal definition in the Alleluias. There can be 
hardly any doubt that such formations are the product of a relatively late 

lOO]; S~n~tificavit, 11· 2 on "terra" [Ott 117); Posuisti, 'fl· 2 on "gloria" [Ott 137); 
Laetanum, "'l· 1. on "Bcati" [Ott 140]; ]ustorum animae, fl· 1 on "coram" [On 145); 

S}ust~s ut palma, 'jl. 3 on "ftorcbit" (Ott 15 1]; Domine D.:us, "'· 1 on "Dominus" [Ott t6o]· 
telJI angelus Yl " " [0 ] · " ' T , I" t on conspectu tt 171 ; Erue Donune, 11· 1 on "Deus" [Ott 178); 

.. 11 es Pe~~us, 'fl· 1 on "Beatus cs," "Libi," and "qui est" (Ott 187r]; Felix namque '11· 1 on 
venerabths" (Ott 18g]. ' 

11 See also Ott: p. 46, line 4/5: a b a c a•; p . 88, 3/4: a a a b b; p. 94· s/6: a a b c c d; 
p. Ill, 8/g: ab a ; p . 1~6. 617: a ab b c; p. 148, 5/6: ab b; p. a6gf: a a. 
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period, and that they appeared first and tentatively in the Offertory verses, 
whence they were adopted for the Alleluias. 

We finally turn to a consideration of the Offertories and their verses as 
musical entities. Essentially, each of the constituent parts of a complete 
Offertory is a free melody. The technique o£ transferable standard ~hrases, 
which plays such a conspicuous role in the Tra~ts, Responsones, ~nd 
Graduals, is practically non-existent in the Offertones. Wha~ever relanon
ship there exists between one Offertory and another (exceptmg, of co_urse, 
the cases of complete adaptation; see p. 6g) is limjted to the occaswnal 
recurrence of some shorter or longer melisma, for example: 

FIGURE 114 

• 
I a!!-i"i .~. !\' = G ;r...., le• ro 

am tu· am nem me· am 

b 

e ·a : .... , ·= 
. : .... 

• • •• c ·~: .. 
gcn• ti•bUS do 

a. Miserere milli IV· "(misericordi)am tuam" [Oll 35] = Exaudi Deus IV· " (deprecatio)nem 

meam [Ott 36) 
b. Eripe me IV· "(insur)gentibus" [Ott 46] = £"<audi De us it· 2 " (retribu)endo" [Ott 37] 

There exist, on the other hand, not a few cases of musical relation
ship and references within a given Offertory, particularly bet~een its re· 
spond and its verses, in fact, a sufficient numb~r to make ~1s a rather 
typical trait of these chants. They serve to a certam e.xtent to m~egrate ~he 
different portions of an Offertory into a unified _whole. Thus, m ~urrung 
from the Tracts or the Graduals to the Offenones, we seem to w1tness a 
shift of allegiance, the emphasis on group characteristics giving way to 

concern with individual organisms. 
The most interesting of these unifying devices is the employment of 

the same cadence for the verses and for the first half of the respond (R')· 
This is a principle of structural organization, by means of which .tb: sec· 
ond half of the respond (Rn), which is repeated after each verse, IS mtro· 
duced and announced by the same formula each time it is sung: 

R'+e~R!'; V1 + e~R"; V2+e~R" 

This method has been mentioned earlier in our discussion of the forms 
of responsorial and antiphonal psalmody [seep. 194]. It occur~ in. the fol· 
}owing Offertories [inclication by numbers refers to Ott's pubhcauon; the 
length of the identical ending is indicated either by number of notes or, 
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if they are of considerable extension, by quotation of the portions o£ the 
text with which they appear]:9 

DetlS tu convertens (no. 2): six notes 
Confortamini (no. 4): "·et judicium" = "lingua mutorum" = "Emmanuel" [see 

Fig. 35· P· 194] 
Lactentur (no. 8): here the common ending consists of the entire R': 

"Laetentur ... terra"= "cantate ... terra"= "de die ... eius" 
Tui sunt caeli (no. 10, three verses): six notes 
Eripe me Domine (no. 30): the common ending of R', Y1, and Y/2 comprises five 

or six notes; however, Y 1 and Y 2 have a longer ending in common: "(ser)vo 
tuo Doruine" = "spiritus meus' 'to 

]ubi/ate Deo universa (no. 42): nine notes 
Viri Galilei (no. 102): "tn caelum" = "dixerunt" 
Ascendit Deus (no. 45): nine notes (modified) 
De profundis (no. 73): the common ending, comprising eleven notes, occurs in 

the respond at the end of the melisma on "meam," but there is no asterisk after 
"meam," nor is there an indication for the repeat of the respond (or its second 
half) after either of the two verses. Nevertheless, the occurrence of the verse 
ending in the middle of the respond leaves no doubt that the second part of 
the respond, "de profunclis . .. Domine," is to be used as a refrain [see Fig. 36]. 
Since this portion of the text (and melody) occurs also at the beginning of the 
respond [see p. 365]. the entire Offertory shows strict rondo form: 

r a r b 
}Jl: De ... Domine: Domine .. . meam: de .. . Domine. y. 1: Fiant ... 

r c r 
tui.ll!': de . .. Domine. -r. 2: Si . .. sustinebit7 Ill': de . .. Domine. 

In a number of Offertories only some of the verses employ the inteJ aal 
ending of the respond (before the asterisk): 

Domine vivifica (no. 16). Yf. 1: eight or nine notes 
Domine fac mecum (no. 21 ), y. 2 : "propter .. . " = "ego ... " 
Eripe me . .. Deus (no. 27), y;. 1: the common ending begins ten notes bet ore 

" (insurgen)tibus in me" and "(for)tes in me" 
Benedictw es . . . non tradas (no. 28), y, 2: six notes 
lntonuit (no. 35), y;. 1: "vocem sua.m" = "meus" 
Si ambulavcro (no. 69), y. 2: eleven notes 
Super /lu mina (no. 70). Y. t: the ten-note ending occurs in the middle of the 

respond, at "fievimus" (no asterisk). Seep. •95· 
9 ln tl1e respond lhc common ending appears, of cours.e, immediately before t11e 

il$terisk. 1L will be recalled that a similar practice occurs in the Responsories [seep. 334). 
lOTh ' rr . ts 0 . ertory, as shown in L 6o5, has the unusual feature in that its respond closes 

on b, a fifth above the final. J.n its full form, with two verses. this ending is employed 
befo,re 'fl· 1 and before p. 2, while for the concluding repeat, after it· 2, a secottda voila 
endmg is indicated which correctly closes on the final, e. 
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Desiderium (no. go), Yf. 1: "ei, Domine" = "ei, Domine" (notice the identity of 
both text and music) 

Dornine Deus meus (no. 103), }!. 2: seven notes 
Repleti sum us (no. 104), }!. 1: cight notes 

1n all these Offertories the verses borrow their endings from the internal 
cadence of t..he respond, a phenomenon resulting from (or indicative of) 
the refrain structure. In a number of Offertories it is the final cadence of 
the respond that. recurs in some or all o{ the verses, resulting in a "musical 
rhyme" similar to that found in some of the Graduals, e.g., those of the 
fifth mode [see p. 350]. Thus, in Protege Domine (no. too) the cadence of 

the respond recurs in f. 1 and 2: 

JY.: 
y;. 1: 

y;. 2: 

Protege . . . 
Te sancta .. . 
Qui pro mundi . 

d-e-d-e-£ e-d 
alle-luia 

in te 
se· curus, 

while y;. 3 has a different endjng. Other examples are: 

T erra tremuit (no. 33): the respond and the three verses each close with an "al
lcluia" sung to the same melody in ijl. and y;, 3· to a modified melody in Y/. 1 

and Y/. 2. 

Immrtt etangelus (no. 6t): same ending for ijl. and "'fl. 1, 2, 3· 
Milri autern (no. 74): both ijl. and 'f/. 1 close with the words "prindpatus eorum" 

sung to the same melody. 
Confitcbuntur cacti (no. So),}!. 1, 2: the respond closes with "alleluia, alleluia." 

The second "alleluia'' recurs at the close of Yf. 1, and both "alleluia, alleluia" 
at the close of y:. 2. For another melodic repeat, between respond and "/!. 1, see 

P· 374· 
A nima nostra (no. Ss): the respond and "fl. 1 both close with the words "et n?s 

libcrati sumus" sung to the same melody, but transposed to the upper fifth m 

the verse. 
]ustus ut palma (no. SS): the entire second hall of the respond, "Sicut cedrus, 

quae in Libano est, multiplicabitur," recurs with the same text and with the 
same melody (aside from an enJarged meJjsma) at the end o£ Y/. 3· Y/. 1 and 
2 have a common ending o£ eleven notes. 

0 pie Dcus (no. 107): Both respond and verse have the same ending of seven 
notes. 

Fina lly, there are a considerable number o{ Offertories in which two or 
more of the verses bave a common ending which, however, does not occur 
in the respond. Considered per se, t..his phenomenon is not unusual; in (act, 
it occurs in nearly all the chants employing several verses-in the ordinary 
Psalms, in the Jntroits (verse and Doxology), and in the Tracts. The d iffer· 
ence is that in all these chants the various verses are sung to the same 
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melody (psalm tone, introit tone, etc.), a method which necessarily and 
automatically implies the use of the same closing formula (termination, 
etc.). In the Offercories, however, each verse is sung to a free and individual 
melody. The cases in which these different melodies have a common end
ing are Lherefore noteworthy as additional evidence of the use of unifying 
devices in the Offertories. Since the common ending does not occur in the 
respond, it cannot be explained as resulting from the refrain structure. 
It is a purely musical phenomenon, a "musical rhyme," such as also occurs 
in many later strata, e.g., in the sequences, the est.ampie, etc. A good ex· 
ample is the Offertory Perfice gressus (no. 54): 

y;. 1: Exaudi, .. . 
2: Custodi .. . 
3: Ego autem .. . 

g g·b·a·b-a-a-a 
orationem me· am 

ab im- pi- o 
gloria tu- a 

Following is a list of the Offertories showing musical rhyme: 

(a) of all the verses: 

Exsulta (no. 5); Ju.bilate . .. omnis (no. 12); Porlas cacli (no. 36); Bene· 
dicite gentes (no. 43); Confitebor (no. 44); Emitte spiritum (no. 46); 
Confirma hoc (no. 47); Benedictus sit (no. 48); Sperent (no. 51); lllumina 
(no. 52); Benedicam Dominum (no. 53); Perfice gressu.s (no. 54); Sancti
ficavit Moyses (no. 68); Mirabilis Deus (no. 82); Afjerentur (no. g6); 
Confessio et pulchritudo (no. g8); 

(b) of some of the verses: 

Reges Tharsis (no. 11; y;. 2 and 3); Bonum est confiteri (no. 14; yr. 2 

and g); lmproperium (no. 29; yr. 1 and 2); Custodi me (no. 3 1; y. 2 and 
g); Constitues eos (no. 76; y;. 2 and 3). 

The length of the common ending varies from as few as five notes, as in 
Sperent, to the extreme case presented by Emitte Spi,.ilum in which the 
common ending extends, with some variants, over tht: entire second half 
of each of the t..hree verses. 

While the tendency toward motival unification expresses itself most 
clearly in the closing formulae of the responds, the verses, or both, it also 
lllani(ests itself in ot..her details: 

Confitebor tibi, Domine (no. 26): tbree short passages, "corde meo," "(ver)bum 
~uum, Domine," and "in lege Domini," the first two in the respond, the third 
1.n Y/. 1, employ the same melodic fonnula. 

Eripe me ... Domine (no. so) has the same short melisma on "tuam" and "es tu," 
both in the respond [see L 605). 
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Custodi me (no. 31): the respond employs the same melody for the penultimate 
and the final phrase, ''Et ab hominibus iniquis'' and ''eripe me, Dominc," re
sulting in t11e form a b b. Moreover, }1. 2 and 3 have not only a common ending 
[see above], but also the same melody [or their initial phrases, "Qui cogita
verunt" and "DL·-d Domino." 

Domine exaudi (no. 32): two subsequent phrases in me middle of the respond, 
"orationem mean" and "et clamor meus," employ the same melody, so that the 
form becomes a b b c (620]. 

Benedictus qui venit (no. 39) has the same musical phrase for the two subsequent 
words "Domini" and "Deus" [8o6]. 1/. 1 shows me form a b b c, the extended 
melisma of •·exsultemus" being immed iately restated on "et laetcmur." 

Lauda animo (no. 41): The same melodic formula occurs at two separate places 
of Y/. 2, "(extermi)nabit" and "(Si)on." 

]ubilate Deo universa (no. 42): tllc melody of the beginning of the respond, 
"Jubilate Deo universa terra," recurs, with minor variants, at the beginning of 
1/. 2, "Locutum est os meum in tribulatione mea." in addition, botlt the re
spond and the second verse repeat the initial phrase of tlleir texts, witll nearly 
tlle same melody [see above, p. 364]. 

Ascendit Dcus (no. 45): a short motif, d-a-b-a, occurs seven times: ~- "in," 
"Do (minus"; Y/. 1. "Om (nes)," "in"; Y/. 2, "Rex," ''su (per)"; Yf. 3• "sub." 

Confirma hoc (no. 47): a short moti f, d-g-a-c'-a-g·f, occurs repeatedly (with vari
ants) in Y/. 2, "Domi (no)," and in y;. 3· "cantate," "psal (lite)," and "ascendit." 

Domine in auxilium (no. 63): YJ. t employs me same melisma on "(re)trorsum" 
and " (eru)bescam." 

Si ambulavero (no. 6g): a short motif, g-a-b·c'-d'-c'-b-a, recurs live times in Y/. 2, 

as a part of the melismas on "tuum," "(conli)te (bor)," "Do (mine)," "tu (a)," 
and ·· (vcri)ta (te)." 

Confitebuntur caeli (no. So): tlte melody for "in ecclesia sanctorum" in tlte re
spond recurs in "f!. 1 witll a similar text, "in consilio sanctorum." In addition, 
tllis Offertory has common endings (or the closing "alleluia" of the respond 
and both verses [sec above, p. 372]. 

lr1 virtute lua (no. Sg): tlte second half of tlte melisma on ''ci" (close of the re
spond) recurs in [our mclismas of Y/. 1, on "pe (tiit)," "ei," "(di)e (rum)," and 
"sac (culi)." 

Domine Deus meus (no. 103): The respond and y;. 1 begin witlt the same text, 
"Domine, Dcus meus," and the two melodies accompanying this text have the 
same beginning as well as the same closing formula. A short motif, g·a-c'-c'· 
a-g-g-f, forms not only tllc common ending of lJl' and Y/. 2 [see above, p. 372), 
but recurs, altogetller, nine times in the course of the entire chant. Nolice also 
the identity (or near idemity) of the three mclismas on "meus," "me fac," and 
"(pcrsequentibus) me" in tlte respond. Here, as in numerous other cases, it is 
obviously the recurrence of the same word which suggested the employment 
of tlle same melodic phra.se. 

R epleti sumus (no. 104): Most of the melodic material o( "ff. 2 is derived from 
that of "/1. 1. Aside from me four opening notes, whlch reiterate tllc opening 
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of Y/. 1, tlle entire beginning of y;. 2, "Priusquam fierent montes," is sung to 
tlle melody of the section "refugium (actus est nobis" of YJ. 1, and" (sae)culo et 
in saecuJum" of 1/. 2 has the same melody as "(generati)one et progeni (e)" of 
y; . . 1. 

Misit rex (no. 105): T his Offertory, which is probably of a more recent date (it 
is not contained in tlte Sextuplex Mss.), is remarkable for its repeated use 
of a "dominant-seventh" motif, g-d'-f'-d' (twice in the respond) or g-b-d'-f'-d' 
(twice in ilie verse). Notice also tlle four recurrences of the motif d'-('-e'-f'
g'-f'-e'-d' in tlle two verse melismas on "aliud" and "caput." 

These lengthy explanations, although perhaps tiring in all their details, 
were necessary in order to establish clearly the peculiar character of the 
Offertories and their verses. Unique and exceptionally bold melodic pro
gressions, repetition of entire portions of the text, profuse melismas of the 
reiterative type as well as mclismas showing a clear-cut repeat structure, 
unifying devices such as common endings or recurrent phrases and motifs: 
all these traits combine to put these chants in a class entirely their own. 
Nor is the interest of the Offertories limited to the field of analytical in
vestigation. They are equa lly remarkable and extraordinary if regarded 
from the aesthetic point of view, from which they appear indeed as out
standing embodiments of medieval art. We are, of course, speaking of the 
Offertories in their complete form, with their verses which, in fact, reveal 
the specific character of these chants much more clearly than the responds. 
It is a great pity that these verses are so little known. In the preface of his 
publication, Ott aptly extols them for their magnificent flow, the harmony 
of their parts, the elegance of their lines, the originality of their formulae, 
the ever-varying forms of their melismas, adding that "nobody will deny 
their being superior to the verses of the Graduals.'' Certainly they represent 
a dramatic climax in the development of the chant which stands in marked 
comrast to the quiet greau1ess of the earlier melodies, a contrast not dis
similar to that between Beethoven and Bach. 

THE ALLELUIAS 

. The Alleluia is the third chant o( the Proper of the Mass, and is sung 
tmmediately after the Gradual. It is omitted during the pre-Easter period 
beginning with Septuagesima Sunday but, as if in recompense for the 
?mission, doubled during Paschal Time-more correctly, from Satu~day 
111 Easter Week to Friday after Pentecost (Ember Friday), when two Alle
luias are sung instead of the normal Gradual-plus-AIIeluia. The Saturday 
afLer Pemccost (Ember Saturday) has five Alleluias, instead of the normal 
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sequence of fou r Graduals and H ymn (Benedictus es Domine) for the 
Saturdays of Ember Weeks [see p. 29]. . 

Taken over clirectly [rom the Jewish rites (alleluia = hallelu fah, pra1se 
ye Jehova), the Alleluia was widely used as an expression~£ joyful p~ais~ of 
the Lord, not only in the liturgy but also at many occasiOns of dally h£e. 
St. J erome gives a vivid description of this practice, ~ayi~g that "":herever 
you turn, the ploughman with the plough-han~Ie m h1s hand smgs _the 
Allcluia, the perspiring reaper relieves h imself ·w1th a Psalm, and the vme
yardist, cutting the vin e with a curved knife, sings something from David.''1 

H e also tells us Lhat the Alleluia was sung at festive meals, and that a 
young girl, barely able to speak, sang it to the joy of her gran~[a~er. 
Siclonius Apollinaris (born c. 430) speaks in a poem of the Allelllla bemg 
sung by the boatmen and resounding [rom the banks of the river (Loire); 
while Bede tells us Lhat in a battle of 448 the priests of the Britons intoned 
three times the Alleluia, to which the soldiers responded as with a single 
voice, thus discomfiting the army of the Saxons and Picts. 

As for the liturgical Alleluia, this occurs not only in its specific con
notation as a Mass chant but also, and possibly much earlier, as an addition 
to other chants. St. Jerome strong!)' recommended to Pope Damasus that 
he add the Alleluia to aJl the Psalms of Matins, and St. Bened ict prescribed 
it for all the Psalms and Responsories during Paschal Time, as well as for 
the last six Psalms of Matins and Lhe Canticles of Sundays outside of Lent.2 

The later and present-day practice is to add it at the end o£ every chant 

sung during PascbaJ Time. . . 
At present, we are concerned only with the Allelu1a of the Mass. It ts 

usually stated that this was introduced in Rome by Pope Damasus, on the 
advice of St. Jerome and for Easter Sunday on ly. Recent investigations, 
however, have revealed an entirely differen t picture.3 It seems that before 

1 See for this and subsequent quotations: I. Clibotic, "De can tu 'Alleluia' in patribus 
saeculo VII anlerioribus" (£phemerides /iturgicac, L [•936), 99); J. Froger, " L'Alleluia 
dans !'usage romain" (ibid., DUI [•918). 6); and tl1e article "Alleluja" (Stliblcin) in MCC. 

:! Sec, for St. Jeromc. Potr. lnt. t:JO. p . 659: Alleluia semper cum omnibus fJ salmis of!i· 
gatur .. . : for St. Benediet. Pair. /at. 66, pp. 451 f£. or The Floly Rule of ..• Saint Bene· 
diet (St. Mcinrad's Abbey. 1937). p. 32. 

3 See the articles by Clibotic and frogcr (fn . a) . The change results £rom a correction 
in a famous leucr by Cregory including 1hc words Nam ut alleluill /tic dicerctur (The 
custom to sing the Alleluia here. i.e .. in Roanc). which actually should read Nam ut all~ · 
/uia /tic non dicertlrlr ( rhe custom not to sing the AJieluia here). The whole passage tS 

;u follows: "Somebody came w me from ici ly and told me that some of his friends · • · 
grumbled about my dispositions, saying: although he wanu to suppress the Ch urch . of 
Constanlinople, he nc,·cnJlclcss follm••s all its customs. When I asked him: whtch 
cns1oms do •~e folio,~? he said: that the Allcluia should be sung a1 Masses outside of 
Paschal Time ... . 1 answered him: In none of these roancrs have we followed another 
Church. Tradition has it that our custom not to sing the Alleluia was adopted, tluougb 
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Damasus the Alleluia was used in Rome as widely as in the Churches of 
the Orient, although we cannot be certain whether or to what extent it was 
used as a chant of the Mass. Exactly what happened under Damasus is not 
entirely dear. If we are to believe tl1e famous passage in one o£ Gregory's 
letters (in its correct form; see (o. 3), we must conclude that Damasus 
actually abolished it. Strange though this conclusion may be, it is con
finned in a way by the statement o[ the Greek church historian Sozomenos, 
according to which the AJleluia was sung in Rome, about 450, only once 
during the year, on the first day of Easter [see List of Data, no. 37]. There 
can hardly be any doubt that this single Alleluia was the Alleluia of the 
Easter Mass. In the ensuing 150 years the use of the Alleluia was extended 
over the entire Easter period, a process that was completed by the time 
of Gregory, as appears from his above-mentioned letter written in 598 to 
the Bishop Johannes of Syracuse in answer to a complain t about several 
innovations he had introduced, among them the "singing of the Alleluia 
at Masses outside of Paschal Time." From this letter we learn two facts: 
first, that before Gregory the Mass Alleluia was sung only during the 
period from Easter to Pen tecost; second, that he extended its use beyond 
this period. The latter is usually interpreted to mean that he ordered the 
use of the Alleluia for the entire year, excepting, of course, the pre-Easter 
period [see List of Data, no. 47]. Actually, there is reason to assume that 
he introduced it only for the first season of the year, from the first Sunday 
of Advent to the last Sunday after Epiphany [see pp. 380£]. 

It is usually said that during the pre-Easter period and on other occa
sions of penitence or mourning, "the Alleluia is replaced by the T ract.''• 
Although this is a convenient way of describing the present-day state of 
affairs, it is not correct in the historical sense for the simple reason that an 
Alleluia never existed on those days. Perhaps a case cou ld be made for 
the reverse statement, namely, tl1at the Tracts were replaced by the Alle
luia on all days except tl10se o f a penitential character. If we recall the 
early form of the Mass with three readings and two PsaJms between them 
[see pp. 24£], it is certainly a plausible assumption that the first Psalm was 

St. jerome, from the Church of Jerusalem at the time of Pope Damasus of blessed 
memory ... " (Pair. /at. 77· p. 956; the complete letter is reproduced in Castou~ 
Origines, p. 283). 

After the completion of my manuscript an article appeared, by E. Wcllesz, "Cregory 
lhe Great's Leucr on lhe Alleluia" (Amtalcs musicologiques, 11 [t95•J]. 7), in which the 
0.lder reading without the word non is defended with an array of evidence no less impres· 
l tve than that brough fomard by Clibolic and Frogcr in support of lhe version wh.h t.he 
word non. l am not in a position to t:l.ke sides on this issue. 

• Wagner 1, 86: "On days or mourning . .. the AJieluia is replaced by lhe Tract." 
Ferrctti, Estll~tiqut, pp. tggf: •• ... le Trait ••. remplacc le chant de l'Allcluia . •. . " 
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a psalmus responsorius, that is, a Gradual, the second a psalmus direc
taneus, that is, a Tract. Indeed, more than any other l\Iass chant the Tract 
has a valid claim to be considered as a Psalm.5 

The Alleluia, on the oilier hand, is not a psalmodic chant in the proper 
sense of the word, in spite of the fact that in its fin :tl form it consists of the 
word Alleluia followed by a verse usually taken from a Psalm. Although 
this structure is similar to that o( the Gradual, Responsory, lntroit, etc., 
in which the respond (or amiphon) is followed by a verse, it probably 
resulted (rom a process of addition, ra ther than red uction (rom a com
plete Psalm as was the case in the truly psalmodic chants. None of the 
early writers make any a llusion to a Psa lm in connection with the Alle
luia, but describe it as being noth ing but the word A lleluia itself, sung 
in a more or less melismatic manner. St. Augustine (c. 400) compares it to 
the celeusma, the far-sounding cry of the Roman sailors, and Cassiodorus 
(c. 550) describes it in some detail but without any reference to a Cull text, 
saying only that it is "an ornament for the tongue of the singers" and that, 
"like an inexhaustible treasure, it is renewed in ever-varying melod ies.6 

lt is not known at what time the verses were added w the Alleluia. Since 
the earliest sources for the Mass formularies show the Alleluia invariably 
connected with a verse (e.g., the Codex Monla of the eighth century), it 
appears that this step must have been taken some time between c. 550 and 
c. 750. Wagner surmises that this was done by Gregory, but there is no 
proof for this assumption. In fact it seems rather unlikely, because of the 
considerable variability that exists in the assignment of the verses to the 
various feasts of the liturgical year. If, in addition to extending the use 
of the Alleluia over the entire year, Gregory had also provided individual 
verses, the combined resu lt of the two steps would have been similar to 
that in the other Mass chants, that is, a definite and invariable assignment 
of a given verse to a given feast would exist. Actually, this is far from being 
the case. In no other class of chant is there so much varia bility and lack 
of conformity as in the Alleluias. We cannot possibly en ter imo a deta iled 
description of this extremely complex picwre, nor would this serve any 
useful purpose from our point of view.7 It will suffice to describe brie(ly 
the state of affairs as it exists in the earliest sources, the six manuscripts of 
H esbert"s Se.'(trtple:o: publication. In the T emporale, the following feasts 
are the only ones having an invariable Alleluia verse: 

GAs has been mentioned previously [p. •84], there is good reason to assume t.hat at 
least some o£ the Tracts originally were Craduals. 

o St. Augustine: '"Our cclcusmn, that we sing, i$ the miraculous Allcluia'" (Patr. /at . 
40, p . 68o). Cassiodorus. sec Pntr. lnt. 70, p. 7-12. 

7 T he Alleluia is the only chant of the Mass J>ropcr for which new texts and melodies 
were wJ"iucn as late a.s the fifteenth century. Sec d1e article ··Allcluja'· in MGG. 
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SLXT. FEAST VERSE L 
Dom. I. Adv. Ostende nobis 320 

2 Dom. II. Adv. Laetalus rum 329 
4 Dom. HI. Adv. Excita Domine 336 
7bll Dom. IV. Adv. Veni Domine8 354 
9 Nat., Nocte Dominus dixit 394 

10 Nat., Mane Dominus re~navit decore(m) 405 
11 Nat., Die Dies sanctificatus 409 
'7 Dom. I . p. Nat. Dominus regnavit decore(m) 435 
18 Epiphania Vidimus stellam 460 
19 Dom. I . p. Ep. ]rtbilate Deo 479 
21 Dom. 11. p. Ep. Laudate Deum 486 
26 Dom. Ill. p. Ep. Dominus regnavit e:cultet9 490 
79 Sabb. Sancto Confitemini Domino 759 
8o Dom. Paschae Pasclra nostrum 779 
81 Fer. 11. p. P. Dominus regnavit decore(m) 
86 Sabb. p. P. L audale pueriiO 8os 
94 Lctaniae Confitemini Domino 841 

102 Ascensa Ascendit Deus; Dominus in Sina 848 
105 Vig. Pent. Confitemini Domino 86o 
100 Pcm ecosten Emitte Spiritum; Veni Sancte Spiritus 879f 

This list covers the complete Temporale from Advent up to Easter (nos. 
1 to So), disregarding, of course, the pre-Easter period in which there is no 
Alleluia. After Easter, however, the picture changes, only five Masses exist
ing with an invariable Alleluia; i.e., for Saturday in Easter Week, Litany 
Days, Ascension, Vigil of Pentecost, and Pentecost. For Monday in Easter 
Week the Sextuplex Mss are still in agreement among themselves (no. 81), 
but in the earliest musical sources, such as St. Gall359 and 339, the original 
Dominus regnavit decorem, adopted (rom the Nativity, is replaced by 
Surrexit Dominus vere, which eventually gave way to AngelttS Domini 
descendit. For the subsequent days of Easter Week even the Graduals of 
the Sextuplex are in disagreement. A typical example is the Wednesday in 
Easter Week (Sextuplex no. 83): 

8 Only in Compi~e and Scnlis. In Monza, Mom-Blandin, and Corbie this Sunday, 
Which is a later addi tion. is not rcprescm cd. Codex R11cin au has a Mass for it, but omiu 
lhe Allcluia, as it does in a number of other Masses. 

11 Mont·Blandin has Alleluia: Deatus vir. 
10 The other Allcluia of t11is day, 'j!. Haec dies, is clearly indicated only in Corble. 

The other M ss prescr-ibe the Gradual Haec dies. Mouta has the rather puzzling indication: 
Resp. Grad. All. Hec dies. 



Code.x Monza: 
Codex Rhcinau: 
Codex Mont·Biandin: 
Codex Compiegne: 
Code.x Corbie: 
Code."{ Scnlis: 
L iber usualis: 
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All. Quoniam Deus magr~us 
All. R edemptionem misit 
All. quale volueris (whichever you wish) 
All. Domimts regnavit 
All. ]ubi/ate Deo 
All. ] ubi/ate Deo 
AlJ. Surrexit Dominus. 

Similarly for the Second Sunday after Easter (Sextuplex no. 88): 

Code.x Monza: 
Code.x Rhein:IU: 

Codex Mont·Blandin: 
Codex Compiegne: 
Codex Corbie: 
Codex Senlis: 
Liber usual is: 

A 11 cluias Il 
All. Confitemini Dom ino et invocate; All. Confitemini 

Domino quoniam 
All. II quale volueris 
All. Surrcxit A ltissimus; All. Domiruts regnavit decore 
nothing indicated 
All. Qui posuit; All. Quoniam Deus magnus 
All. Cognoverunt discipuli; All. Ego sum. 

For the Sundays after Pentecost, the early sources (including most of 
the musical manuscripts of the tenth, eleventh, and twelith cemuries) 
usuaUy omit the Alleluia Erom the Masses, and give a separate list under 
such ti tles as A lleluiae de cir·C1llo mmi or A lleluiae per singulas Dominicas. 
From this list the singer would be free to choose an "alleluia quale vo
lueris," whichever Alleluia he prefeiTed, for that day. 

The Sm1ctorale shows an even more striking lack of fixity. Properly 
speaking, there arc only two feasts of Saints which have an unquestionably 
invariable Alleluia, namely, St. Stephen (Video caelos; Sext . 12) and St. 
J ohn (H ie est discipulus; Sext. 14). In addition there are a few feasts 
which may be regarded as having an invariable Alleluia, although some 
of the Sextuplex Mss (usually Rheinau or Mont·Blandin) (ail to indicate 
an Alieluia. These are: St. Silvester (lnveni David, today for St. Basil; 
Sext. 16); St. P risca (Diffusa est, today for St. Lucy; Sext. 23); St. Fabian 
(Sancti tui; Scxt. 24); St. Vincent (Beatus vir qui timet, today for the 
Common of a Confessor not a Bishop; Sext. 27); and Ded ica tion (Adorabo; 
Scxt. 100).11 

It will be noticed that, except for the Dedication, all t.hese feasts fall 
with in the Advent·Epiphany season, the same period wh ich also shows 
invariable Alleluias for the T emporale. Obviously the Alleluias of this 
period had an authoritative character absent in the other periods, even 
in Paschal Time, which was the earliest period to acquire an Alleluia. 
Perhaps we have here an indication of Gregory's activity. The striking 

ll For n table showing the variation of the AUeJuias in the Sanctorale, see Sextup lex, 
p.cxi. 
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contrast between the fixi ty of the Alleluias in the Advent-Epiphany seasons 
and their variability during the others could be explained by assuming 
that h e extended the use of the Alleluia-or, possibly, of an Alleluia with 
a specific verse~nly to the first part of the liturgical year. As for the 
variability in Paschal Time, a plausible explanation would be that, in 
deference to the older tradition, he did not introduce any changes in this 
period. This would mean that in Paschal Time the Alleluia continued to 
be SUJlg as a pure melisma and did not acquire a verse until a later time. 
Naturally, all these considerations refer only to the textual aspect of the 
Alleluias. We shall sec, however, that musical considerations lead to similar 
conclusions [see pp. 39 1 CJ. 

About half a dozen Alleluias occur in t.he older sources more or less 
regularly with two verses. This is particularly true of the Easter Alleluia, 
which nearly always has the verses Pascha nostrum and Epulemur in 
azymis.12 Other Alleluias with two verses are: 

Alleluia Yf. L aetatus Stnn; 1f. Stantes erant (Second Sunday of Advent) 
AlleJuia Yf. Angelus Domini; y;. R espondens autcm (Easter Monday) 
A!Jeluia y;. Penile exsu/temus; Yf. Preoccupemus (Sundays after Pente· 

cost) 
Alleluia 1f. T u es Pctrus; yr. Beat uses Simon (Peter and Paul). 

A concomitant of the extraordinary variability of liturgical assignment 
in the Alleluias is the extensive use of adaptation, that is, of the same 
melody Cor different texts. True enough, examples of this method are not 
missing in other categories, for example, in the Tracts, the Graduals, the 
Offertories. What distingu ishes the Alleluias is not only that adaptations 
are much more numerous but especiaUy that they occur within the earliest 
segment of the liturgical year, while in the other chants they are found 
only for feasts of a later date. 13 The largest group of adaptations is the 
one that incl udes the Alleluia Dominus dixit from the Midnight Mass of 
the Nativity: 

A. Temporale 
Ostende nobis [820] 
Domintts dixit [394) 
Dominus regnavit, exsttllet, [490) 
Haec dies [805) 
Domintts in Sina [848] 
Confitean tur [G 4 1 1] 

First Sunday of Advent 
The Nativity, Midnight Mass 
Third Sunday after Epiphany 
Saturday in Holy Week 
Ascension 
First Sunday after Pentecost 

(now S1. Peter's Chair, Votive Mass) 

12 See the facsimiles following p . 12!!. The (non·musical) Gradtlal of Compi~gne adds 
a third ' 'ersc, Non in fermcnto. 

13 Trinity i~ the earliest; sec p. 6g. 
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B. Old Sanctorale 
Specie tu a [ 1218] 

Di0usa est gratia [1323] 
Nimis honorati [ 1720] 

C. Modern Feasls 
Dominus salvavit [G 464] 
M it tat vobis [ 1 289] 

St. Agncs and others; now l\'(ass (or a Vir

gin r-. t an yr 
St. Lucy 
SS. Simon and Jude 

St. J ohn Damascene 
Nuptial Mass 

H ardly less popular was the melody of the Alleluia Dies sanctificatus 
from the T hird Mass of the Nativity: 

A. Temporale 
Dies sanctificalus (409] 
Vidimus stellam (460] 

B. Old Sancto rale 
Jlideo caelos [1Jt6] 
Hie est di.scipulus [422] 
lrzveni David ( 1489] 
Sancti iui [1336] 
Tu es Petru.s (1520] 

C. Late-Medieval Sanctorale 
Tu pucr [1501] 
M a gnus sanctu.s ( I !Jtj6] 

Hie est sacerdos (t184] 

The Nativity, Mass of the Day 
Epiphany 

St. Stephen 
St. J ohn, Apostle 
St. Silvester (now St. Basil) 
SS. Fabian and Sebastian 
SS. Peter and Paul 

St. John lhe Baptist 
Conversion of St. Paul 
J'I'Iass of a Confessor Bishop 

Yet another example of multiple adaptation is the following: 

Excita Domine [336] 
Ascendit Dtus (848] 
Emitte Spiritwn [879] 
Laudate Deum [486] 
Qui posuit fines [1286] 

Benedicite Domino [1664) 

Third Sunday of Advent 
Ascension 
Pentecost 
Second Sunday after Epiphany 
Mass to Beg [or Peace; originally Vigil of 

Ascension etc. 
Mass for the Guardian Angels; originally? 

In most cases the adaptation of the original melody to a new verse is 
rather strict, the difference being mainly in the omission or addition of 
notes caused by the varying number o( syll ables. Occasionally variations 
of the textual structure necessitated the omission of complete passages, an 
example in point being Hie est sacerdos [tt84). which is a considerably 
shortened adaptation or Dies sancti{icntus [409). There are also some Allc
luias which combine a borrowed Alleluia with a new melody for the verse, 
e.g.: 
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Virgo Dei genitri.~ [ 1684] 
R edemptionem [822) 
Ostende mihi [1377) 

and Surrexit Dominus de sepulcro [790) 
and Dies sanctificatus [409] 
and In te Domine [ 1 oo8) 

A long, t110ugh not complete list of contrafacta is given in Wagner's 
vol. Ill, pp. 400ff. It shows that more than seventy of the Alleluias in pres· 
ent-day use, that is, about one-third of the total number, are adaptations. 
Many more cases can undoubtedly be found in the late-medieval sources, 
which contain numerous Alleluias that bad only local or temporary signifi
cance and were not adopted by the modem collections. 

1I adaptation plays a prominent role in the Alleluias, centonization is 
conspicuously absent. Like the Offertories, perhaps even more so, the Alie
luia melodies are individual compositions rather than representatives of a 
type. H ere the change of emphasis-adumbrated in the Offertories- from 
the group to the inclividual, from bondage to liberty, is fully completed. 
This is not to say that common trailS indicative o( a unified style are en
tirely absent, but these enter into the picture to about the same degree as 
they do in the sonatas of Beethoven. What binds the Alleluias together are 
mainly aspectS of form and structural detail, the same aspects that also 
provide the common ground for the works of the nineteenth-century 
master. 

As to itS form, the Alleluia consistS essentially of two sections: the first 
formed by the word A lleluia (A) and a subsequent melisma called jubilus 
G); the second, by the verse (V). Except for a few special occasions, e.g., 
on Holy Saturday, the Alleluia is repeated after the verse, so that a ternary 
form resultS: 

A + j V A+ jH 

Although the verses, with their full texts, present a strong contrast to 
the Alleluia sections, both sections are unified to a degree not encountered 
in any other chant of the respond-plus-verse (or antiphon-plus-verse) type 
by the use of common material. With the exception of perhaps no more 
than ten melodies,15 aJI the verses close with a restatement of the jubilus, 
so that the normal form of an Alleluia is: 

A+j V+j A+ j 

Actually the musical relationships between the verse and the A l/eluia 
are considerably more diversified and extensive than this general scheme 
suggestS. In the great majority of the cases i t is not only the jttbilus, but 
the complete Alleluia section (A+ j), that recurs at t11e end of the verse. 

H For more details concerning the actual performance, see p. •97· 
lG In aU the subsequent explanatiom duplications arising from adaptation are dis· 

regarded, ao tlaat ••ten Allelulas" means .. ten differenl melodie.s," which may occur wilh 
any number of different texts. 
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Moreover, there are a certain number of Allcluias in which the A lleluia 
(sometimes the A lleluia with Lhe jubilus) is quOLed not only at the end but 
also at the beginning of tl1e verse. Finally, in a few cases the bonowing 
goes so far tl1at tl1e entire verse consists almost entirely of material taken 
from the A/leluia. Jn the following tabulation Lhe various "repeat types" 
are scbematically indicated by an equation show ing ilie relationship be
tween ilie verse and the Allcluia. The total number of examples (dif
ferent melodies) Cor each type is also give11 and, for the purpose of fuller 
illustration, ilie individual examples found in the Alleluias of mode 7.10 

1. V= .. . A+ j: 
Total number c. 6o. 
Mode 7: Domine exaudi [1049]: In die remrrectionis [Bog]; Levita 

Lau1·entius [1595]; Post dies octo [810] 
2. V = ... j: 

Total number c. 25. 
Mode 7: Adorabo [1251); Domine refugium [1034]; Magnus Dominus 

[1014): Pascha nostrum [779]; Te decet [1022] 
3· V= A ... A+j: 

Total number c. 15. 
Mode 7: Deus qui ( tooo]; Exsultate Deo [1026]; ]ubilate Deo [1294]; 

Multifarie [441 ]; Quinque prudentes [ 1339] 
4· V= A ... j: 

Total number c. 6. 
Mode 7: Confitebuntur [1147]; De profundis [1076]. 

The subsequent repeat structures occur only rarely. Therefore each of 
them is illustrated by all the examples that occur in any mode. 

5· V = A + j ... A + j: 
Christus resurgens [827]; Dispersit [1480]; Loquebantur [888]; Lo· 

quebar [1369); Exivi a patre [831]; Haec est vera [tsoS] 
6. V= ... A + j A+ j : 

Ego sum [818]; Angelus Domini [786] 
7· V= A+j A+j: 

Surrexit Dominus vere [794); 0 quam pulchra [1223]; Spiritus ejus 
[902] 

Remarks concerning the various types: 

1. This form, characterized by the restatement of the enure first sec· 
Lion at the end of the verse, is by Ear the most frequent o( all. It is 
relatively rare in the Alleluias of mode 7, but occurs very frequently 
in those of tl1e first mode. 

10 Sec Wogncr Ill, 413£. Also lhc study in F. Gennrich, Formenlchrc des mitle/alter· 
lichct1 Liedes ( 1952). pp. •o; IT: "'Die versus a/fc/uiotici." 
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2 . In some of the examples of this fonn, in which only the jubilus is re
peated at the end o( the verse, the melisma is slightly shortened; e.g., 
in Adorabo and Pasclw nostrum; whereas in Te decet the verse closes 
with an e.xpanded melisma. ln some cases ilie melodic motion im· 
mediately preceding is similar to, and evidently bonowed from, the 
Alleluia without, however, amounting to a full restatement of it. Ex
amples in point are Surrexit Christus (83 •], Sapientia hujus [1428]. 
and Timebunt gentes [1057), all in the first mode. These could also 
be included under no. 1. 

3· In this group, as well as in the subsequent ones, the verse opens as 
well as closes with the illleluia melody or a section thereof. The 
quotation at the beginning of the verse is often subject to modifica
tion, while that at the end is usually more exact. 

4· In these Alleluias the verse is inserted between the A lleluia and the 
jubilus, a procedure strikingly similar to the motels enUs ("grafted" 
motelS) of the thirteenth century. The verse of the Alleluia Quonia.rn 
Deus [1042] starts with the Alleluia melody without, however, em
ploying it at the end (V= A ... ). As far as I know, there is no other 
example of this kind. 

5·-'1· All these Alleluias have verses in which the entire Al/eluia section 
(A+ j) recurs twice, eitller at the beginning and at the end (no. 5); or 
twice in succession at the end (no. 6); or, finally, in such a way that 
the entire verse melody consists of nothing but two statements of the 
A lleluia section (no. 7).H 

To sum up: in more than ninety per cent (c. 115 out of 125) of the 
Alleluias the verse contains material borrowed from the Alleluia section. 
Nowhere in the entire repertory of chant is there a parallel to such a de
gree of thematic unification between the verse and the eniraming section, 
whether anLiphon or respond. The closest approximation to the repeat 
structure of the Alleluias exists in the Offertories. However, the AUeluias 
go much farther in this direction, not only numerically, but also in the 
establishment of a number of well-defined repeat structures. 

There are hardly more than ten Alleluias in which the verse has no 
musical relationship to the A/leluia section. Small though this group is, it 
is of no little importance because it includes the Alleluias of all three 
Masses for the Nativity (Dominus dixit [394), Dominus 1·egnavit [405], and 
Dies sanctificattls (409)). Four otllers belong to a later layer of the Tempo
role; namely, Veni Domine [354] (rom tl1e Fourth Sunday of Advent; 
Jlen ite exsu/temus (to38] from the Fourteenth Sunday after Pentecost; 

17 In group 5 the initial A and; or j is usually modified by amplification, contraction, 
or variuion. ln tbe Allcluias Haec est vera and Exivi the scetions marked ... contain 
additional quot:uions from A or j. Particularly the lauer is noteworthy for its extended 
USe of motives. 111 Magt~us Dominus [101,1] the ;ubilt•s occurs twice in the verse, in Haec 
est Virgo [ttuJ, three Limes. 
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and Qttoniam Deus [1042] from the Fifteenth; and Beatus vir [1205] from 
the T hird Sunday after Epiphany (now used for the Mass of a Confessor 
not a Bishop [1205]). Finally there are a few of doubtful authenticity, 
such as Ostende mihi [ 1377] from the Feast of the Apparition of Our Lady 
at Lourdes, Qui ad justitiam [1466] from the Feast for S. R obert S ellar
mine, and Quasi rosa [166g] £rom Lhe Feast of S. Teresa of the Infant 
J esus. 

The presence, in this group, of such unquestionably old Allelu ias as 
those fo r Christmas brings up the problem of chronology. One is tempted 
to specu late that these melodies represent an early tradiLion in which the 
Alleluias were composed in a style not too dissimilar from that of other 
chan ts, such as R esponsories or Graduals, and that the various repeat 
types are the result of later tendencies in the direc1.ion of clear organiza
tion, contemporary or perhaps even posterior to those which produced 
similar results in the Offertories. It will be better to postpone the d iscus
sion of this question until we have sLUdied other important aspects o[ the 
Alleluias, that is, the form of their melismas and the general characteristics 
of their style. 

The repetitivel& character of the Alleluias is evident not only in 1.heir 
over-all Corms but also in their melismas, the jubilus as well as the inner 
melismas that appear in many Alleluias somewhere near the middle of the 
verse. For the sake of greater clarity it is advisable to treat these two 
categories separately, although both of them show the same character
istics.10 

By far the most frequent form found in the jubili is a a b, that is, the 
same "bar-form" which also occurs in many melismas of the O ffertory 
verses (pp. 368f). Occasionally the repeat of the initial formula is slightly 
modified, either at the beginning (a 'a b) or at the end (a a' b). In some 
cases the repeat structure starts shortly before the jttbilus, with the last 
two or three syllables o( the preceding Alleluia. T hese cases are indicated 
below by a remark such as "-luia + j."' Following is a typical example and 
a fairly complete list (Crom L). 

FICUR'E 115 

From Allcluia Tu es sacerdos 

18 Notice the difference between the meaning of "repetitive" :md "rcitcralive" (sec 
p. 262]. 

ID Much of the subsequent material has been taken from the delai lecl sllldy in 
Wagner Ill, 4o8f£. 
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a ab: Non vos re/in quam [856]; Timebunt gentes ( 1056]; Amavit eum 
[ 1 191 ]; Sancti . .. florebunl [ • 1 50]; Tu es sneer dos ( 1183]; De[ecit 
cm·o [ 1479; "-luia + j'']; Hnec est vera [1508]; Corpora sanctorum 
[ 11 64; "-luia + j"] 

a 'ab: In die resurrection is [Sog]; Sun·exit Christ us et [831 ]; In exitu 
[ 1 o68]; ]ubi/ate Deo [ 1294] 

a a' b: Ve11i Domine [354]; Postpartum [1265]; ]usti epulentur [1168] 

Less frequent is the simple repeat form a a. It occurs mostly with a vari
ant for the repeat, a a'. Sometimes the variant consists of the addition of 
four or five notes,_ and such cases could a lso be considered as examples of 
the a a b form, wuh a very short b. An example in point is Dulce lignum 
[1456] whicll, in fact, is given by Wagner as an example of t11e bar-form 
type: 

a a': Laudate _puer_i (428]; Dicite in gentibus [8o 1]; Spiritus est [9o 1]; 

Beatus v1r qw suffert [1202]; Quinque prudenles [1339; "-leluia + 
j"]; Dulce lignum [1456] 

0£ pa~ticular interest are a few examples having the form a a b b c, be
caus~ thts shows a cenain similarity to the Corm o( the sequence, and may 
posstbly have something to do with its development: 

a ab b c: o_po1·tebat [~22]; Magnus Dominus [1014; a a b b '?]; Beatus 
vzr ... Martmu.s (1747; "Alleluia + j"] 

FIC UR'E 116 

. ~ .i • • 

From Alleluia Oporlebal 

Fina lly, there are some jubili showing yet other repeat forms, e.g.: 

Post dies octo [810; "-luia + j"J: a a a' 
E.'(ivi a. Patre [83 1; "-leluia + j," starting with d-c-f-g]: ab a c 
De profundis [ 1076]: a a b cc' 
Venite ad me [973]: a a' b cc' 
T ota pulchra (t.sp8]: abaca 
Verumtamen existimo [1428]: ab a' 

Turning now to the inner melisrnas that occur in many verses, we find 
the same or similar repeat forms, e.g.: 
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a ab: Pascha nostrum [779] on "(immo)la(tus)"; Christus resu1·gens 
[827] on "mors"; In die resurrectionis [8og] on "praece(dam)"; 
]umvit Dominus [u87] on "(se)cundtlffi ordinem" (a a'?); Con.
fitebuntur [••47] on ''eten im" (a a'?); Adorabo [1251] on "et con
fttebot·"; Loqueb01· [1369] on "in conspectu regum' '; Levita Lau

rentius [1595] on "operatus" 

l11GURE 11'/ 

c b .... A I h·~· I; I§, •••• ~ I J. ' .;ill ,. ~p..A ._ •• 

mors 
From Alleluia Christus resurge11s 

a a: Eripe me (to tS) on "et ab insurgen(tibus)";2° Concussum est 
[1656] on "terra" (reduced from the "operatus" melisma of 
Levita Laurentius) 

a ab b': ]ustus ut palma [1207] on "sicut cedrus"; V os estis [1548] on 
"sedeatis" 

Other forms: 

Veni Domine [354) on "facinora": a a' a' b b' 
Venite ad me [973] on "qui laboratis": ab b a 
]ustus germinabit [1 192] on "et florebit": ab a c 

We reproduce here the melisma from ]ustus ut palma, one of the longest 
to be found in the Alleluias. 

FIGURE 118 

~ •• • , •• r--1\ ,. ,r.rll Q n • , •• r-Pi , •• ,..r~; , 11\o~t, ~ ar.r., ~ ,.. 
sicut ce· drus 

From Alleluia ju.stus ttt palma 

From the above explanations it appears that by far the most frequent 
repeat form is a a b. Our list includes over twenty examples of it. It will 
be remembered that this form occurs with equal frequency in the Offer

tories [see pp. 368~. 

After having examined the numerous and varied realizations of the prin· 
ciple of repetition, we shall turn to a general consideration of the style of 
the Alleluias. Although more than any other chant the Alleluias have a. 

20 Here, as elsewhere, it may be more proper to consider Lhe mclisma as extending 
over the final syllables ("-tibus"), in which case it would adopt t.hc form a a b. 
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definite emotional association, that is, an expression of joy, their music 
is not always as exuberant as such a character would seem to warrant. Not 
a few of them are conspicuous because of their small range, a fact to which 
we have called attention in our discussion of the chants with a limited 
ambitus [see p. 146]. Thus, Dies sanctificatus [409], an Alleluia of the 
second mode, moves within the range between the subtonium and the 
upper fifth (d:c-a), except for the passage "venite" in which the A is 
touched once. The same range is employed in R egnavit Dominus [855] 
of the first mode, except for the single c' in the melisma on "Deus." Even 
more limited is the range of Repleti frucltL [1545] and Eripe me (JOt8], 
both of which move essentially within the range of a fifth, from the sub· 
tonium to the upper fourth (d:c·g), except for a single a in the former 
and a single A in the latter. Equally limited are some Alleluias of the 
eighth mode; e.g., Confitemini Domino (759] (g:f-d', except for a single 
e at the very beginning; the sttbtonium f occurs only twice), Crastina die 
[361] (g:g-d'), and Ego dilecto [1691) (g:g-c', except for a single d' on 
"Alleluia" and a single d on "conversio''). 

In contrast to such cautiously moving melodies there are a number of 
Alleluias whkh not only employ the full range of their modes but are con
spicuous for the occurrence of fairly extended scale formations, usually in 
descending motion. A number of examples are shown in Fig. 11g.21 Such 
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a. Lt:r~ita Laurentius [1595] b. Assumpta est Maria [16o3) 
c. Quinque prudtmtes [1339] d. Beatus vir sanctus Marti11us [1747] 

e. f!erumtarnen [1428) 

sweeping scalar patterns, consisting of one or more extended climacus 
neumes (vh·ga sub-tripttnctis, sub-quadripu1~ctis) are as characteristic of 
the Alleluias as are the reiterative bistropha and tristropha of the Grad
~als. They are, without doubt, indicative of a rather late period, and it 
18 no mere coincidence that they occur exclusively in Alleluias for the 
Sanctorale. In fact, only one of the Alleluias of St. Gall 359, Deus judex 
[98~] ~bows a somewhat similar pattern, which probably means that the 
styhstxc peculiarity under consideration represents an innovation not 

S 21 See ~lso H aec est virgo [1222]; Beat us quem [1479]; Staba1 sancta M aria [1633T]; 
ancte Machae / [1655); Jlos estis [•5•!8]. 
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earlier than the tenth century. In this connection it is interesting to notice 
that in the twelid1 and thirteenth centuries descending-scale formations 
became even more extended, often embracing an octave or more. T hey 
occur in late monophonic compositions, e.g., Perotinus' B eata viscera (c. 
1200), as well as in the tLpper parts of twel£th-century organa, e.g., the 
Viderunt H emanuel from the School of St. Martial or a Benedicamus 
Domino from the SchooL of Notre Dame, and appear in thirteenth-century 
theory under the name of conjtmcturae or currentes.22 

As for the earlier Alleluias-mainly those that are assigned to the oLd 
T emporale and, in consequence, included in the Sextuplex Mss-Wagner 
has suggested a chronological distinction on d1e basis of their structural 
features.23 According to him, the earliest Alleluia melodies are those lack
ing the repeat of the jubilus at the end of the verse, while those showing 
this repeat or other traits indicative of a feeling (or symmetry (melismas 
of the a a b- type) are products of a later period. In support of iliis dteory 
he points out that the small group of Alleluias without restatement of the 
jubil!tS includes all three Alleluias from the Nativi ty, Dominus dixit, 
Dominus regnavil, and Dies sanctificatus,24 and that most of the Alleluias 
of this type are in the second or in the eighth mode, that is, dte same modes 
that are exclusively used in the Tracts. There can hardly be any question 
that Wagner's view is essentially correct. Systematic repeat of musical 
phrases in one and the same chant is a method entirely unknown in the 
old repertory, a fact aH ilie more remarkable since transfer of musical 
phrases from one chant to anomer is a basic principle of the older types 
of chant, the Tracts, Responsories, and Graduals. Si nce ilie overwhelming 
majority of Alleluias show repeat structures of one kind or another, we 
are forced to conclude mat these melodies are of a fairly late date, probably 
not earlier man the eighdl or ninth century-a conclusion which, of course, 
is in agreement with otJ1er evidence, such as the great variability o£ assign
ment that sets the Alleluias apart from practically all other types of chant. 
The only defect of this theory is that the Alleluia Pascha nostrum o£ Easter 
Sunday, the earliest feast on which the Alleluia was sung, does not belong 
to the early group, for it repeats me fubilus at the end o{ the verse, includes 
an a a b melisma on "immolatus," and is in the sevent11 mode. The 
conclusion is inevitable that its melody is not only far (rom being the 
original one sung when me Easter Alleluia was introduced but also quite 
different from the one that was used when, presumably under Gregory, it 

22 See HAM, oo. 17 (B~ata viscera); Apel, Notation of Polyphonic Afusic pp. 211 
(Viderunt), 247 (JJcncdicauws), 241 (conju ncrurne). See also the late Sanctus melodies in 
the LhinecnLh ·cemury Codex WolfenbilueJ 677 ( W J; facsimile ediuon by j . l:i. Daxtcr, 
An Old St. Andrews Music Book (19!p), pp. 16gff. 

2a IVagner Ill, ,gs. 
24 Sec above, p. 385. 
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was provided wi dl a verse. In odler words, dte Alleluia Pascha nostrum 
presents almost incon testable proof refuting the long-cherished idea that 
chronological data of liturgical or literary provenance are also valid for 
tl1e melodies. 

The same reasoning also invalidates or, at least, weakens the theory, 
~dvanced by Wagner and adopted by Stiiblein,zs that dle new style made 
Jts appearance s~or~ly after 6oo, in tl1e Alleluia Adorabo [125t] from dle 
Feast of the Dedtcauon of a Church (originally Dedicalio S. Man'ae, intro
duced by Pope Boniface IV in 6oS). This Alleluia may indeed be regarded 
~s representing the transition between the old and me new style, because 
tt lacks the repeat of the jubilus at the end of the verse but, on t11e other 
band, shows a beautifully designed a a b melisma on me words "et con
fitebo~··" H owever, to maintai n that the transition took pl ace at about 
6oo, ~tmply because the feast was introduced at this time, is a conclusion 
that mvolves a highl y questionable surmise. 

Be this as it may, there can be no doubt that the Alleluias include a 
small number of melodies dlat show unmistaka ble indications of having 
been composed at an earlier lime than the rest. It seems to me that such 
stylis.tic charactcristi~ as small range and absence of repetitive mel ismas 
provtde a better baSIS for a chronological distinction tl1an the structural 
aspect involved in d1e repetition of the jubilus at the end of the verse. 
This view is confirmed in a most significant manner by a consideration of 
that small group o( "invariable" Alleluias to which we have called atten
tion a~ the b~ginning of iliis chapter, and whicl1 consists essentialiy of the 
AllelUJas ass1gned to dle first season of the liturgical year, from Advent 
to~~ last _Sunday after Epiphany. The following table shows dle cbarac
tensttc traits of the eleven different melodies used for the Alleluias shown 
on P· 379 (lubilltS I refers to the dose of the Alleluia, ]ubi/us II to that of 
the verse): 

RANGE JUBlLUS I J UBILUS 11 REPEAT 
MELISM-A 

Ostende nobis [320] sixth short long. cliff. no 
LAetatus sum [329] octave long same no 
Excita Domi11e [336) sixth moderate same no 
Tleni Domine [354] eleventh long long, diff. yes 
D~miTius regnavit [IJ05) sixth short shon, dilf. no 
D,es sanctificatus [.J09] sixth short short, d irF. no 
]llbilate Deo r479] octave moderate same ending no 
Confitemini r759] fiftll short same no 
Pascha 110strum [779) tenLh long same ending yes 
Laudate puen· (8os] seventh moderate same no 
Jleni Sancte Spiritus (88o] seventh long same yes 

25 See Wagrur Ill, 401; MCC, I , !14!1· 
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It appears that there is no uniform practice as far as the treatment of 
the two jubili is concerned. There is, however, a very remarkable uni
fonnicy in the two other traits: nearly all the melodies move in a small 
range and have no repetitive melismas. The most striking exception is 
Veni Domine, but actually this confirms the rule since it belongs to the 
Fourth Sunday of Advent, which is a later addition to the Temporale. As 
for Pascha nostrum from Easter Sunday, we have already commented upon 
its relatively late scyle, and it is not surprising to find a similarly late style 
in an Alleluia (Veni Sancte Spiritus) for Pemecost, a feast which is known 
to have been modelled alter Easter. Aside from these special cases, the 
invariable Alleluias are noteworthy for their close adherence to a musical 
style which bears the unmistakable earmarks of an earlier period than 
that to which the majority of the Alleluia melodies belong. As we have 
seen, there is good reason to assume that liturgically and textually the 
Alleluias in question go back to the time o£ Gregory. We would not sub
scribe to the conclusion that their melodies are equally old, but there can 
be no doubt that they were composed at an earlier lime than the others. I 
would be inclined to assign them to the eighth cen tury. Sometime later, 
perhaps in the early ninth century, the old melody for Pascha. nostrum 
may have been replaced by (or remodelled into) one of a more exuberant 
character, and this melody-perhaps together with those of Veni Domine 
and Adorabo-becamc the point of departure for the numerous late Al
leluias. 

THE ANTI PH ONS 

The general meaning of the term "Antiphon·• is that of a short text 
sung at the Office Hours before and after a Psalm or a Canticle, originally 
also between the verses, as a refrain. It represen ts an addition to the anti
phonal (i.e., double·chorus) metl10d o( singing, from which it derived its 
name. Properly speaking, the term includes also the Antiphons of the 
Mass-that is, the lntroit, the Communion, and possibly the Offertory
but each of these constitutes a separate category and has been previously 
considered, so that we are here concerned only with the Antiphons of the 
Office. 

The Office Antiphons differ strikingly from the chants considered in 
the preceding chapters by their shortness and simplicity. Essentially, often 
completely, syllabic and nmging in length from haH a line to an average 
of two or tltree lines, t11ey form a stylistic group all their own. As if in 
recompense for their moderate appearance, they far exceed any other 
type of chant in their great number. T he medieval books contain several 
thousands of Antiphons, and even today there are more than 1300 in 
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general use. Reflecting the elementary principles of Gregorian art in a 
thousand different ways, they form a microcosm which, with its multitude 
of organisms, is. almost unlimited in aspects and problems. It is entirely 
out of the quesuon to study them here with the same degree of "complete
ness" that has at least been auempted in our investigation of the other 
types of chant- all the more so since, with one exception,t they have never 
been made the subject of a comprehensive investigation. 
Nu~erous Ant~phons, perhaps the majority o£ them, consist of nothing 

but smgle notes mterspersed with two-note neumes, clivis and podatus. 
This style characterizes not only the Antiphons for weekdays [280·316), but 
also those for Sunday [224-271] and for many high feasts, e.g., for the 
Nativity [364], Ascension [850], etc. It is only in the Antiphons for the 
Canticles, the Magnijical o£ Vespers and the Benedictus of Lauds, that a 
tendency toward a slightly more elaborate style, as well as to greater length 
~s noticeable. ~ere podatus and clivis groups appear more frequently, 
mterspersed w1th three- and four-note neumes, as, for instance, in Ct£m 
ortus fuerit from the Nativity [367). Occasionally one finds short melismas, 
as it1 Tribus miraculis (466] from the Epiphany, Magnum haereditatis 
[444] from the Feast o£ Circumcision, or Nativitas tua [•627] from the 
Nativity of the Virgin Mary, tl1e laLLer two obviously of a later date. An 
unusually long melisma occurs in the Benedictus-Antiphon Ardens est 
from Lauds of the Thursday after Low Sunday [A 466):2 

FIGURE 120 
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Another subspecies of a more elaborate character are the Invitatory 
Antiphons (luvitatoria), used in conneCLion with the lnvitatory Psalm 
J1enite exultemus of Matins. An example is Clu·istus natus [368], com
posed throughout in groups of four, five and si:x notes. A considerable 
number of lnvita.toria arc ava ilable in LR (see the Index, p. 46 1 ). 
~ext to the question o£ style the phrase structure of the Antiphons is 

of tnterest. AJthough the difficulties and uncertainties inherent in the 
tenn "Gregorian phrase·· are no less here than elsewhere in the chant [see 
P· 251), it is nevertheless poss.ible to distinguish several types according to 
the number of phrases contaiJled in the text, ranging from a short type 

1 Cevaerl"s La Melopee antique, to which we shall often refer. 
2 The complete series of Btnedictus Antiphons is found in .4. and AM. A limited 

number is iivcu in L 108o· •••o ("At Lauds·). 
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with a single phrase to a fu ll type with four phrases.3 Following are four 
rath er unequivocal e.xamples for each type: 

ONE PHRASE: 

Inclinavit Dominus [280]; De proftmdis [29 1]; Caro mea [7 14]; Omnis 

spiritus [ 1803] 
1\VO PHRASES: 

Dixit Dominus [252]; Crastina die [363]; L aetentur caeli [387]; Si vere 

fratres [sog] 
THREE PHRASES: 

Tu. es qui venturus [ to83]; Magnificat [286]; Accipite Spiritum [877]; 
Simeon fustus [ 1366] 

FOUR PHRASES: 

Ego sum past01· [82o]; Prudentes virgir~es [262D]; R esponsum accepit 
[1366]; Ego sum resurrectio [ t 8o,~]. 

In many cases the phrase strucwre as well as other details of style, e.g., 
cadentia l pointS or recitation passages. are more clearly discernible on the 
basis of a comparative study, to which we now turn . 

A very important step in the inve rigalion of the copious materia l under 
consideraLion was made by F. A. Gevaert, in his La Melopee antique dans 
le chant de l'eglise latine (t8gs). the major part of which, from p. 83 to 
p. 38 1, is devoted to a study of the Antiphons.4 He showed that from the 
musical point of view the several thousands of Ant iphons can be reduced 
to a small group of themes melodiques, sta ndard melodies each of which 
is employed, with some variations, in a great number of Antiphons. His 
Catalogue thematique des antiennes de !'Office Romain (pp. 225ff) consists 
of 47 themes, each o£ which includes a varying number of Antiphons, from 
as few as five (theme 32) to as many as seventy-five (thhne 29). 

The "thematic" character of the Antiphons was well-known in the Mid
dle Ages. lL is clearly indicated in the Tonaries (R egino, Oddo and others), 
which group the Anti phons not on ly as to modes but, withi n each mode, 
in subdivisions.r. Ostensibly, these subdivisions are made according to the 

a There are not a few Antiphons with more than four phrases, but these do not 
crystallize into a recognizable type of phrase structure. f or more details concerning this 
and other aspects see H. Hucke, "Mu1ikalische Formen der Offici umsantiphonen" (Kj, 

XXXI'fl, 7). 
4 The title. reflecting I he author's preoccupation with the Crcek·inlluence idea, is 

rather misleading. H is attempts to identify the church mot.lcs wi th the Creek scales lc:~<l 
to a r:uher arbitrary arrangement as well as to unwarranted "rccon~Lructions" of some 
melodies. Cevacrt also made an attempt to establish a chronology o£ the Antiphons 
on the basis of their texts, whether psahnodic ( 1rt tpoqut:), scriptlllal but uon·psalmodic 

(2r lpoqut:). or non-scriptural ue epoqut:); see pp. !i09(. 

6 Sec pp. 223fT. 
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terminations (differentiae) of the tones used for the Psalms, but because 
of the in~ate relationship between Lhe termination and the beginning 
of the Anuph~n they also, and primarily, represent groups of AnLiphons 
tha t are melodically related, a t least in their beginnings. In fac t, Gevaert's 
ca ta logue is based on the Tonary of R egino, and its groups sometimes 
coinci?e witb R~~~o·s divisions; ~or. instance, theme I is practically identi
cal Wtth the dlVISIO scctmda pnmt loni o( R egino.o Usually, however, 
Gevaert separates R egino's divisions into a number o( themes which, more
over, of~e~ _cut across_LJ~e medieval arrangement. This is particularly true 
o( the d tvtsJons contatntng a great number of Antiphons, such as the main 
division of t.he first mode [CS, Il, pp. 4ff, with c. 250 Antiphons]. Consider
ably closer agreement exists between Geva ert's themes and the divisions 
in lhe T onMius of Oddo [CS, Il, p. 117], who goes much further than 
~egino i~ subw\'iding each mode into t.hematically unified groups. For 
mst.ance, tn the second mode Regino lists all the Antiphons u nder one 
group. since the second psalm tone has only one termination. Oddo, on 
the other hand, although sta ting that the secu ndus tonus "is confined to 
one diffel'entia," distinguishes a fJrim1ts, secundus, tertius, and quartus 
mod.us,1 eacl1 cl1aracterized by a different Am i ph on incipit. His three last 
modi correspond respectively to Gevaen's themes 46, 45, and 9, while t11e 
primus modus includes mainly Antiphons from themes 10 and 11. 

Gevaert's classification, while nor entirely satisfactory, is no doubt valid 
in itS main outlines and useful as a basis of further investigations and im
provemenLS.8 ·without making any such ambitious a ttempts, we shall con
fine ourselves to an examination of the Antiphons of the seventh mode, 
mai nly in order to obtain an insight into t.he "thematic structure" of the 
various grou~s. T his _is t11e s~e mode that has been considered previously 
from the pomt of vtew of tts psalm-tone terminations as well as of the 
Antiphon groups r~ la~ed to these terminaLions by a common incipit.9 It 
may be helpful to mdtcate here once more Gevaert's themes in the order 
in which they appear in his catalogue, and with references to t11e Tonaries 
of R egino and Oddo (M stands for Regino's main, initial group; I, II, etc. 
for his divisio prima, secunda, etc.) 

8 CS, n, 14/ 15 and 16/ 17. Regino opens each mode wiLh an unnamed main division 
10 ~at his divisio prima, u_currrla. etc._. arc actually the second, third, etc .• division. ' 

CS, 11, 125b reads Tt:rtws modus mstcad of Terti11.1 tonus. 
8 AC:Wrding to a remark by 1-Tandschin (Acta musicologica, XXTV, 25, (n.) Ccvaert's 

analys1s has been " reprise cl pn':cis(:" in a thesis by H. H.ucke (University of Freiburg, 
1952). Mr. lluckc infonns me tJ1at the main contents of his tl isscrt.ation. Untt:rsuclwngerl 
1~m ~cgriOt: 'Antiphon' 1111rl :ur Melodik dt:r Offi:iwnsontiphonl'n (typescript). are 
g.ve~ tn an article "Die Entwicklung des christlichen Kultgesangs" (Riimischt: Quarlal· 
~chnft fur ClrriJtliche AltcrtumsJwudt:, XLVU [1955]. 147). and in the article mentioned 
tn fn. !I· 

e See Fig. r:;2, p. 224. 
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FICURE 121 

Cevaert Oddo Rcgino Jncipit 

M,I ~ • • • • 19 IV • • 
8 

19 var . IV M, I 

' • • • .-;x. • 

VI IV ~ • • • • 20 • 
il 

lli IV, V, I ~ • • • • • 21 • 
/J 

IV M,l ~ • • • • 21 var. • 

$ • ••• • • • • 22 II n • 
8 

' 
• • • • 23 u ll . 

23 var.tO I I trt • • • • 
11 

~ - • • • • 24 u 11 • 
11 

25 IV I , m ' 8 
• • • • 

26 V m 4 I • • • • • • 

27 IV 1\f,V l • • • • 
11 

Following is a Lable showing a number of examples £or each of the twelve 

thi:m es. 

Th~me 19: Magnificat Dominus f286]: Erce npparrbit [332]: Lnpides torrentes 
[414]: Videntcs stdlam [181]: !11 die trib11/ationis (6.r.!]; In pace factus est [729]: 
Ascendo ad Patrem [8.15: see p. 304] 

Theme 19 var.: Ecce aJ)parebit [332): Tunc invocabis (530]: Tliri Galilei [85o]: 
Dum pracliaretur [1659]: Valcrianm in cubicu/o [1756]: Tunc acccptabis [A 396] 

10 Cevaert reproduces the Antiphons of t/ttlme 2j var. with the i11ci!lil g·d' b d', i.nstcad 
of b·d'·b·d' which they ha,·e in all (?) the manuscripts. He bases h1s reconstrucuon on 
the fact that they are included in Regino's "division principale" '''hich. a~parcntl! .. ~e 
assumes wa• characteri7ecl bv the beginning g·d'. Actually. the)' all occur m the diVISIO 

prima. Whether this or, for ·that matter. tJlc main division invariably started with g. is 

difficult to say. 
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Thtme 20: Dixit Dominus Domino [2~]: A/leluia (256]; Stella ista [464]; Cum 
angelis [588]: Dives ille (to87]: Quid me queritis [•094] 

Theme 21: Loquebantur variis [884]: Confortatus est [11 15]; Domine ostendc 
[1450]; Denedicta filia [ t6o6] 

Theme 21 var.: Alle/uia confitemini (228]; Dixit paterfamilias (503]: Accipite 
Spiritum [877]: Exaudisti Domi11e [988]; In caelestibtu regnis [ 1120]; A bsterget 
[1156]: Benedicta es tu [•38•] 

TMme 22: Sit nomen Domini (254): Dixi iniquis [64o]: Angelus Domini (467]: 
Angeli archangeli [166o]: Sancti omnes [A 53]; Fecit Deus [A 162); Laetabitur [A 
t88] 

Theme 23: Omnes sitie11tes [324]: Si vere fratres [sog]; Et ecce terraemotus 
[782); etc. [sec pp. 40of) 

TMme 23 vnr.: Clamavi [281]; Exorltlm est [412): Attendite [736): Tulenmt 
Dominum [Boo]; Misereor [toog]: Orante Sancta Lucia (1324] 

Theme 24: Voce mea [307]: Liberavit Domin11s [633]: Proprio Filio [689); Caro 
mea [714); Me suscepit [1802) • 

Theme 25: Redemptionem [4 12]; R esponsum accepit [tg66]: Quomodo fiet 
[1415): Philippc qui videt (•15•]: Qttis es iste [•536]; Custodi me [•888] 

Theme 26: A11gelus ad pastores [397]: Facta est cum a1tgelo [398]; Pastores 
venerunt [468]; Hosanna filio [578]; Simile est [ t109]; Et venemnt [1'145): Puer 
qui natus [ 1505). Also to Lhis group belongs Urbs fortitudinis [332) which, how· 
ever, bcetuse of its b-ftat, presents a problem of modal ambiguity [see pp. •77fJ 

Theme 27: Suscepit Deus [313]: Veni Domine visitare [327]; Sapientia aedificavit 
[g8g]; Puer Samuel [g6o]; Dirupisti Domine [1114]; Domum tuam [1246); Te 
gloriosus [ 1724). 

As we have stated, Gevaen's classification is very similar to Lhat of Oddo . 
In fact, they are identical if we disregard the subdivisions wh ich Gevaert 
makes in Oddo's group ll (theme 22, 23, 24) and group IV (theme rg, 19 
var., 2I var., 25, 27). T hese subdivisions reflect the different poi nt of view 
involved in Lhe modern sysLem. Oddo's main concern is, of course, ·with 
the psalm-tone terminalions, and his six groups are enLirely sufficient for 
this purpose [see Fig. 52, p. 224). Gevaen's concern is wilh the Antiphons 
as such, especially wiLh their thematic relationship established by a com
mon incipit. This approach calls not only for subdivisions in Lhe most 
numerous groups-particularly group IV which, Logether with V, includes 
all the Antiphons beginning on g. the final of the mode-but a lso jusLifies 
his view that an incipit such as b·d'-b·d'-e'·d' is on ly a prothelic variant 
(theme 23 vm·.) of d'·b·d'-e'-d' (theme 23), while in Oddo's catalogue they 
belong to differem groups, the former to I. Lhe latter to II. 

If we turn from Oddo's (or, for that ma u cr, Cevaert's) classificaLion to 
the earlier one of Regino, a considerable amount of discrepancy appears. 
Although both divide the Antiphons of the seventh mode into six groups. 
only one of these is identical in the two Tonaries, that is, R egino's divisio 
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Brief mention may be made here of another standard melody, similar 
to the one just considered in its irregular tonality, but represented only by 
a smaU number of examples, namely, the Antiphons for which the special 
psalm tone, tonus peregrinus, was devised [see pp. 212£]. In early treatises 
and manuscripts the melody (Gevae.rt's theme 28) is variously assigned to 
mode 7 or 4• occasionally even to J or 2, sufficient evidence of its tonal ir
regularity. It is characterized by an initial formula c-d-f-fg-g and a closing 
formula ga-g-g or ga-a-g. It occurs in i ts fullest form in DetLS autem, and in 
shortened versions in Martyres Domini and Nos qui vivimus: 

FIGURE 123 
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The melody of Martyres Domini recurs identically in Angeli Domini [t66o] 
and Sancti Domini [AM 1122), that of Nos qui vivimtLS in an Antiphon In 
templo Domini reproduced (from which source?) by Ferretti in his Esthe
tique [p. 326), where the tonus peregrinus and its Antiphons are fully dis
cussed. 

Very obvious examples of complete adaptation are the so-called Great 
Antiphons, which are used for the Magnificat during the week preceding 
the Nativity [340ff). They all begin with the exclamation "0" (hence the 
name 0-Antiphons) and are sung to the same melody of the second mode, 
the first half of which consists of a lengthy recitation on d, but closes, 
rather unexpectedly, with an ascending motion and a six-note melisma, 
g-a-g a-bb·a. 

After the examination of these special cases we shall return to the An· 
tiphons of the seventh mode, in order to obtain a more balanced view of 
the extent to which thematic unification prevails in the various groups. 
The seventh group of our list [p. 397], Gevaert's theme 2), incl udes circa 
thirty Antiphons, seventeen of which employ an entire melody in a process 
of multiple adaptation similar to the one just observed in the Antiphons 
of the type Apud Dominum. We may eaU it the group Si vere fratres, after 
its member that belongs to the T emporale, the Antiphon from None of 
Sexagesima Sunday. Most of the other representatives belong to the Sancto
rale, not a few of them originally to leasts of Virgins, St. Agatha, St. Agnes, 
and the Virgin Mary. Among these is Gratias tibi ago from the Second 
Vespers of the Feast of St. Agatha, an Antiphon somewhat exceptional 
because of its fairly extended employment of recitation: 

A 
C I I I I i 
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Tbe melody consists of four phrases, " • B, c, and n, closing respectively 
on d', g, b, and g. In Si vere fratres it is shortened into a three-phrase 
melody by fusing the two last phrases into a single one, and a similar fusion 
?ccurs in No~ autem_ [1460]. The complete four-phrase form is employed 
m the followmg Anuphons (the final cadence, c' ·b·g, may be modified into 
b-a-g): 

Ecce Sacerdos [I 176] 
Non est inventus [1176] 
Veni sponsa [1214] 
Salve Cmx [1307] 
Annulo suo [1340] 
Ingressa Agnes [1340] 
Quis es tu [1370] 

Gratias tibi ( 1371 J 
Domine si adhuc [1749] 
Vidi su.pra montem [1760] 
N on meis meritis [1 760] 
Si culmen [A 352) 
De sub cuius [A 928] 

In addition to this nucleus of strict contrafacta, Gevaert's theme :z; in
cludes about a dozen Antiphons which utilize only a part of the standard 
melody or introduce variants of some sort. The main outlines are schemati
cally indicated in the following table: 

Mecum enim [1340] A B o 
0 magnum pietatis [I459] A B c x+o 
Tu es Petrus [1515] A n c' n 
Dirige Domine [I 782 J A s c" o 
Tanto pondere [1325] " n E F16 

Starzs Jesus [977) A B E F 

Et ecce terraemottLS [782] ) 
Tu es qui [ 1083) 
Omnes sitientes [324] Only the incipit (d'-b·d'-e'-d') 
Omne quod [1776] 
Mittite in de:'<teram [A 450] 

The interesting aspect of the entire group is that it represents various 
10 

Nore the cadence of a de.scending fourth; seep. 266. 
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degrees of thematic relationship, utilization of the complete melody, short
ened and expanded versions, introduction of variants, employment of the 
first half (A n) witb a different continuation, and finally employment of 
tbe incipit only,17 

On tbe whole, cases of multiple adaptation such as are represented by 
the group Si ve1·e fmtres let alone the unique case of Gevaen's theme 29, 
seem to be rare. In most of the groups the various melodies take their cue 
from t..be fixed incipit, but continue more or less freely, not, of course, to 
the complete exclusion of a n occasional borrowing from a common fund. 
Thus, the Antiphons of theme 23 var. [see Fig. 52, I] have, on the whole 
nothing more in common than the incipit; but two of them, Omnle sancta 
Lucia [ 1324) and Arge11tum et aurum [ 1515] are identical in their com
plete first phrase and show similarities in their funher course: Si~n!larly, 
the numerous Antiphons of theme 19, related by a common mc1p1t, are 
othenvise rather independent of ead1 other, although a close exam ination 
may reveal occasional references or reminiscences. It must be borne in 
mind t11at the limited idiom and stylistic simplicity of the Antiphons arc 
not [avorabJe to the occurrence of material comparable to the standard 
phrases of the Tracts, Responsories, etc., but, on Lhe other hand, arc 
naturally conducive to the emergence, here and there, of formulae show
ing a more or less similar de ign. Whether these cases are the result of 
premeditation or of inevitable coincidence, is often difficult to decide. 

Ferretti has made an attempt to approach the problem of thematic uni
fication in the Antiphons from a different point of view by considering 
them as m elodies-ccntons, as centonized chants. He says that "parmi les 
chants de !'Office, Jcs plus centonises sont les Antiennes," 18 a statement 
which seems to be somewhat risky in view of the rather extended amount 
of cemonization encountered in the Responsories. In support of his view, 
Ferretti gives a table of sevem een formulae for the Antiphons of the first 
mode, as well as a list o( thirty-two melodies composed from these formulae. 
Though at first glance this analysis looks quite impressive, it is, upon closer 
consideration, hard ly substantial enough to serve as convincing evidence. 
First, it should be noticed tlmt the material is not taken from a specia l 
incipit-group (theme), but is selected from all the Antiphons o[ the first 
mode, more man 330 in number. Of this number, Ferretti's list represents 
less than onc-tcntlt, although his remark about "un grand nombre" of 
Antiphons consisting of tbesc formulae leads us to expect that there are 
more. Moreover, severa l of the melodies are examples, not of centonization, 
but of complete adaptation, e.g.: 

1'1' A great amount of material cor • .:erning Lhis question is contained in W. H. Frerc's 
swdy of Lhe Antiphons, in Antipho1wle Sarisburi~nse, Dissertation, pp. 64ff. 

18 £stllttique, p. 112. 
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8. Subiit ergo f564) = 10. Mulieres sedentes [138] 
5· Omne.~ qui habebnnt [ •ogt] = 6. Qui non colligit [556] = 2. Quod 

uni (A 3i3)UI 

3· T 1·adetur enim [1oS7l = 4· De quinqt1e panibt1s [559] = 9· Clarifica 
me[t •o•J = 13. Beatipacifici[ t t12] = 15. Quiministrnt (t125] = 
16. Euge serve bone [ 1 195) 

14. In patientia vestra [1112] = 22. Lex per Moysen [A 239) = 23. [)eus 
a Libano [A 243). 

These cases of identity or near-identity of entire melodies reduce the num
ber of centonized Antiphons to twenty-two, a number which, depending 
upon the poim of view, might be lessened yet further. For instance, 
5· Omnes qui [109 1] is only a shortened version o( •9· Qui me misit [toSs] 
resulting from the omission of the mird phrase, and the same relationship 
exists between 24. Multiplicabitur [A 244] and 11. Hoc genus [A 517] (sec
ond phrase omitted). Nevertheless, these reservations do not invalidate 
Ferrerti's analysis. There sti ll remain a number of Antiphons showing 
true centonization, that is, various combinations o£ fixed phrases; e.g. (the 
figures refer to Ferretti's table of formulae): 

3· Tradetur enim [ 10S7] 6 7 15 
I. Tu autem [11 36 1) lOb 7 15 

25. Qui verbum [5o4] lOa 8 14 
2S. Corpora sancton~m (1 153] lOa s 17 
30. Quaerite primum [1040] 2 9 t2a 8 17 
21. Levabit Dominus [A 230] 3 11 b 7 15 
1 J. Hoc genus [A 547) 3 Ita 13 14 
17. Visionem [550] 4 llb 123 14 
12. Dixit Dominus paralytica [A 569] 4 llb 13 14 
19. Qui me misit [toSs] 5 ua ua 15 

It remains for us to consider briefly certain special Antiphons, of a 
later date generally, which differ from the normal type in their liturgical 
position as weU as in their stylistic characteristics. Most of these are in
dependent chants of considerable extension, and are not (or no longer) 
connected with a Psalm. T o this class belong the Antiphons sung during 
1\he Procession of Palm Sunday, some of which (for instance, Cum appro
pinquaret Dominus [5S4]) are second in length only to the Tracts. The 
Procession for me Blessing of the Candles on the Feast of the Purification 

l9 Jn Fcrreui's analysis Q11od urri differs from the two other Antiphons by its dosing 
(ormula, 14 instead of 15. AcwaU)'. tbc difference between these (also r6) is so slight as 
to be negligible. It i! certainly no greater than the v:uinnts that often occur in some of 
hi$ other formulae. 
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includes an Antiphon, Adorna thalamum [1359], the text of which is the 
translation of a Byzantine kontakion, Katakosmeson ton thalamon. Ob
viously it was adopted from the Byzantine rit~s under the <?reek Pope 
Sergius I (687-'jot), who introduced this Process1on ceremony mto Ro~e. 
The melody shows certa in traits that have been interpreted as Byzanune, 
namely, the successive repetition at the beginning (~a bb c_ dd .. . ) and 
the recurring use of a cadential formula.20 Another mterestmg group of 
"ceremonial Antiphons" are those sung during the Washing of the Feet 
on Maundy Thursday [66o]. The first of these, Mandatum novum, has 
given the name to the entire rite (Mandatum, Anglicized. Mau~dy) an? 
ultimately to the liturgical day. The present-day use prescnbes rune Ant~
phons, but the medieval books contain many more; among them one, Vemt 
ad Petrum, has recently been recognized as the source for the Caput 
Masses by Dufay, Ockeghem, and Obrecht.21 Differing from the Antiphons 
of Palm Sunday, which are entirely self-contained, those of Maundy Thurs
day are connected with one or two verses, some of them taken from a Psalm 
(Ps.). Another processional Antiphon, Exsurge Domine [835), sung at t~e 
Procession o£ Rogation Days, is followed by a psalm verse and the Glona 
Patri, exactly like an lntroit of the Mass. The same form occurs i_n the 
Antiphons Asperges me [1 1) and Vidi aquam [12] sung at the Aspemon of 
the Water. 

Among the most beautiful creations of the late Middl: Ages ~re the 
Antiphons in praise of the Virgin Mary, known as Manan Anuphons 
(antiphonae BM.V., that is, Beatae Mariae Virginis) . A great number of 
such chants were composed during the eleventh, twelfth, and later cen
turies, but only four of them have survived in present-day usage: Alma 
redemptoris mater, Ave regina caelorum, Regina caeli laetare, and Salve 
regina, the first and possibly the last composed by Hermannus Contractus 
(1013-54), the other two dating from the twelfth or thirteenth cent~~
ln spite of their considerable extension and elaborateness, they were ~ngt· 
nally used as real Antiphons, with a number of psalm v~rses and ~ss1gned 
to specific Office Hours; for instance, Alma redemptorzs was asstgned to 

Sext of the Feast of the Assumption. Beginning with the thirteenth cen
tury, they lost their psalmodic connection and received a much more im· 
portant liturgical position, which they have retained to the prese~t day. 
Each of them is assigned to one of the four seasons of the year and ts sung, 
d uring that season, at the end of Office Hours, particularly Lauds and 
Compline.22 

20 See the article "Antiphon" (by Stablein) in MCC, I. 542. 
21 M. F. Bukouer, SIUdies in Medieval and Renaissance Music (1950), PP· 2178'. 
22 See L 275·276. The "Simple Tones" given subsequenLiy p robably dale (rom the 

aevent.eenth century or later. 

The Free Compositions According to Types 

THE CHANTS OF THE MASS ORDINARY 

The general aspects of the Ordinnrium missae have been explained in a 
prev ious chapter dealing with the structure of the Mass.t We may briefly 
recaU that generally the chants of the Ordinary are relatively late accre
tions to the Gregorian repertory, that they never acquired the authority 
and fixity of the chants of the Proper, and that the formation of cyclic 
Mass Ordinaries, each consisting of a Kyrie, Glorin, Snnctus, and Agnus 
Dei, with the Credos listed separately, is largely a nineteenth-century pro
cess of organization. 

The development of the chants of the Ordinary of the Mass began, to 
the best of our knowledge, in the tenth century;~ it reached its full flores
cence in the eleventh and twelfth centuries and continued through the 
fifteenth. During this period a vast body of melodies accrued, of which 
those reproduced in lhe modern books represent only a minute fraction. 
In order to give an idea of the total repertory it may be stated that, accord· 
ing to recent investigations, more than two hundred melodies exist for the 
Kyrie, and about three hundred for the Agnus as well as for the Credo.8 

Only will1in the past few years have scholars begun to explore this vast 
field. The subsequent study, which is based almost exclusively upon the 
selection given in the Liber usualis, is therefore necessarily tentative and 
incomplete. 

THE KYRIE 

The Kyrie consists of th.ree acclamations, Kyrie eleison, Christe eleison, 
and Kyrie eleison, each of which is sung three times, so that the entire 
melody consists of n ine distinct phrases. Invariably these are organized 
into a distinct formal structure by the employment of certain principles 
of repetition. The simplest form consists of only one phrase that is re· 
peated for every acclamation except the last, which may have a varied or 
even an emirely different melody. Another type has the same melody for 
the six Kyrie eleison, but a different one for the three Christe eleison that 
stand in the middle. Yet other Kyries employ three melodies, one for each 
of the three main groups. Finally, there is a type in which each of the 
three main groups shows a ternary fonu, the same melody being used for 
the first and the third acclamaLion oE the group, a different one for the 
second. Nearly always the last phrase is varied, usually by the addition of 

1 See pp. 2 51I. 
2 The earliest source is a St. Martial Troper (Paris, B. N. fat. 887) written in lhe late 

tent11 centu ry. 
8 For the Agnus and Credo see the anicles In MCG; (or the Kyrie, tlH~ publication 

lllentioned in fu. 5· 
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a final melisma. The following table shows the distribution of the present
day Kyries according to these four structural types (ad lib. refers to the 
Chants "ad libitum" [74ff]): 

1. aaa aaa aab 
2. aaa bbb aaa' 

3· aaa bbb ccc' 

4· aba cdc efe' 

Requiem Mass [18o7) 
V, XI (= ad lib. X), XII, XVI, XVIII 
I, II, IV, VII, VIII, XIII, XIV, XVlla, XVI1b;4 ad lib. 
VII, Vlll, IX, XI 
111, VI, IX, X, XV; ad lib. I, II, Ill, IV, V, VI. 

The recent publicalion of a special study based on the enrire repertory 
of more than two hundred K)•rie melodiesG enables us to give a clearer 
picture of the relative importance of these forms. The first, second, and 
fourth turn out to be of almost equal frequency, each being represented 
by about one-fifth of the total, while the third form is twice as frequent 
than any of the others. No essenlially new forms appear in the complete 
repertory, but modificalions or transilional forms of one kind or anot11er 
are occasionally encountered, for instance, aaa aaa bbb, aaa bcb ded, or 
aba cdc aca; and two melodies introduce the structural principle of the 
bar-form, aab ccd efg.o 

No less interesting is the stylislic aspect of the K yrie melodies. A few 
of them are written in an extremely simple style whid1 is particularly suit
able for congregational singing. Since originally the Kyrie was indeed 
sung by the congregation, we are perhaps justified in assuming that these 
melodies are chants of great antiquity. The most primitive of these em
ploy a recitation melody of only two pitches (no. 84: g g g a g; no. 85: 
g g g g a) which is repeated for all the acclamations except the last. While 
both of these occur only in a few manuscripts, another of a slightly more 
developed design (no. 7) was widely disseminated. It employs a short, 
tetrachordal formula for all the acclamations except the last, which has a 
rather strikingly different melody with an unexpected termination. Wag
ner, who first called attention to this archaic Kyrie, proposed the theory 
that this termination is designed as a transition to the oldest Gloria melody 
(Gloria X V; see Fig. 127), wh ich begins on the same tone on which the 
Kyrie closes:? 

l This Kyrie, given as an alternate for Mass XVII, could also be considered as falling 
under the previous (orm, since c is a variant of a. 

GM. Melnicki. Dos t:irutimmigt: K)trit: des /atciuischetJ Mittelnllcrs (Diss. Erlangcn, 
•954). Identifications by arabic numbers (e.g., no. 84) rc£cr to the List in th is publication 
(pp. 87fT). 

e Sec Melnicki. pp. 6s. 66. 67. 
1 Wag11er Ill, •HO. Wagncr remarks that this melody is very similar to that of the 

Kyrit: from lhe Litany or Holy Saturday [756). 
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Three Kyrieso f the Liber usualis show a style of similar simplicity, namely, 
t.bose of Masses XVI , X:', and XVUI. The last two of these are closely 
related to each other, bemg not only in the same mode (the fourth, trans
posed to ilie u~per fifth) but aJso employing the same cadential formula, 
a-a-b (or, occas1onaJly, d'·d'-b) for all ilie phrases. They may well be vari
a.nts of one and the same original melody, very much in u1e dlaracter of a 
litany. 

While these Kyries stay well within the framework of Gregorian style 
and m~y eve~ reven t? a very old layer, the majority of t11e others present 
an enurely d1~erent p1cture. Not onl y do they include extended melismas, 
but these meltsmas, as well as the melodies in general, show traits not en
countered in. the Gregorian repertory, but which are similar to those we 
have found m tl1e late Allcluias: extended range (frequently an octave 
~nd more~, large leaps, descending·scale formations of four, five, and occa
SIOnally SIX notes, and often an emphasis on the 1·5·8 degrees of the scale. 
Natura.lly, some of these details can also be found here and there in the 
Cregonan reperto?, bu~ in the Kyries their role changes from incidental 
oc~rrence t? a bas1c tralt. In their strikingly "Gothic" contours, sweeping 
mo~ons, qutc~ as~ents and descents they indicate a tendency toward as
~ertJve exp.resswn 111 clear terms, quite different from the subtly allusive, 
if not ev~s1~e, langu~ge of the true Gregorian style. Fig. 126 shows some 
charactensttc formauons which, however, will reveal their full significance 
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?nly if they are considered within the con text of lhe entire melodies A 
10rm · lik . . · atlon e that of Kyne VII, 1n which the interva l of the fifth is tra-
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Ill stra1g t ascen mg and descending motion, may safely be said 
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to be non-existent in " Gregorian" chant. The closest approximation to 
this style occurs in such late Alleluias as Asswnpta est M aria [ t6o3] or 
Bealus vir sanctus Martinus [t747]; there is practically no doubt that most 
Kyries are equally late, if not even la ter.8 

Originally, the Kyrie was not a part of the Mass. I n Etheria's report from 
c. 390 [see List of Data, p. 40, no. 27) it is mentioned in connection with 
a litany sung a t Vespers, in which a large group of children answers each 
supplication with Kyrie eleison. Later, the Greek words were placed at the 
beginn ing of the supplications as an introduction, and this form of the 
litany survives to the present day in the Procession of Rogation Days (835] 
and in the archaic Mass of Holy Saturday [756].In both of these the Greek 
acclamations are sung to a very simple formula, essentially the same that 
occurs at the beginning of the old Mass Kyrie reproduced on p. 407. 

J udging from a leuer of Gregory, it would seem that in his day the Kyrie 
of the Mass was still very much like that described by Etheria, consisting 
of numerous supplications sung by the clerics to wh ich the people re
sponded Kyrie e/eison, and an equal number of supplications which they 
answered with Christe e/eison. On ordinary days, however, the solemn 
supplications were omitted, and only the Kyrie and Christe remained, each 
apparenlly sung many times.o An ad-libitum practice still existed in the 
late eighth century, as appears from a description in the Ordo Roma11us I : 
"After the Antiphon (i.e., the lntroit) the schola begins the Kyrie eleison. 
The leader of the schola watches for the pope to give him a sign if he 
wishes to change the number of the litany."10 H owever, only a few decades 
later, the Ordo of St. Amand clearly prescribes the finite, tripartite form 
that eventually prevailed: "The pope gives a sign to sing the Kyrie eleison. 
... After they have repeated it three times, h e gives another nod to say 
the Christe eleison . ... And after they have completed it nine times in 
alternation, he makes a sign to stop."u 

Bin the Liber u.sualis most of the Ordinary chants are dated: x. c. (tenth century). 
xi. c., etc. Many of these dates arc inconclusive, since the chants may well occur in 
earlier Mss than those that were consulted at Solesmes. More correct dates for the Kyries 
are given in Me.lnicki's publication. Thus, Kyrie Jl/11 should be dated: xii. c., instead o(: 
XV·XVi. C. 

D Pair. lot. 77• p . 956. This is the same lcuer in which he refutes the complaints about 
having introduced the Alleluia outside of Paschal Time [p. 376, Cn. 3). As for the Kyric 
he says: "The Kyrie eleison we have never sung, nor do we sing it, as is uone by the 
Greeks. They sing it all together. while here it is sung by the clerics, and the people 
respond. And in just as many ahcmations do we sing the Chrisle eleison, which is never 
sung by the Greeks. In the Masses of ordinarr days we omit other things tha t are usually 
sung, and sing only Kyrie eleisou and Christc ehtiso" , in order to continue even longer 
in lbesc words of entreaty." 

10 Pair. /at. 78, p. !}Lj 2. 

11 Duchcsne, Origiues, p . 458. See also Jungmann. 1\tis.sarum Solemnia, l , 412 fT; F roger, 
w Chants de la messe. pp. 14f. 
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THE GLORlA 

The Gloria in excelsis Deo, also known as the hynmus angelicus or, in 
distinction from the Glo1·ia Pa lri, as the Greater Doxology, is Lhe second 
i tem of the O rdinary of the i\Lass. I ts text, which is of great antiquity (it 
was used in the Greek Church perhaps as early as the second century) has 
a structure entire ly different from tha t of the Kyrie, consisting of an ex
tended series of short and ever varying semences. I t is very similar to th e 
slightly later text of the Te Deum [1832], and both of them are among 
the few remnants of a once flourishing literary production known as psalmi 
idiotici, that is, new texts fa shioned after the genera l literary style of the 
Psalms. It begins with the verse "Glory Lo Cod in the highest, and on earth 
peace to men of good will," which, according to Luke (2: 14) the angels 
sang on the night of the birth of Christ- hence the name hymnus angelicus 
-and continues with short expressions of praise to the Lord (Adoramus 
te, etc.), petitions for mercy (three Limes miserere nobis) addressed to the 
mystic Lamb of God, and a final praise of Christ (Quoniam trt solrts sa net us, 
e tc.). Like the Kj'rie, it was originally not a part of the Mass, but was prob
ably sung during one of the Office Hours, perhaps in place of a Psalm. 

The psalmodic cl1aracter of the text is clearly reflected in tl1e music of 
what may well be the oldest Cloria melody that has come clown to us, tha t 
is, the Cloria of Mass XV (56]. The entire melody is nothing but a re
iterated psalm Lone, skillfuUy adapted to the phrases of the text which 
vary considerably as to the number of syllables: 

c l•tullliO!f 

: • • I 
Glo • ri • a 
Et in • 

UU• 
lk-oe • 
Ad • 0• 
Glo· 

Gu • ci· 

• • I I 
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ll:r •U pu bo·IIII• Di•bus bo •IUC Y6·luo•tl• ci1. 
di ·mill cL 
dl • d·mlll ~. 
ri . m111 cl. 

ri· ·fi · d · mus et. 
., • · Ji·mus d ·bl prop·IU mas ·nuosf6 . ,; ·am Ill· 11111. 

It is not without interest to notice that in this very archaic psalmody 
the accent of the mediant is always observed (the high note b falls on the 
accented syllable of ltominibus, tibi, and la ter unigeniti, Dei, mtindi, 
Pdtris, Splritu), while the termination is treated as a cursive, rather than 
a strictly tonic formula, as appears from the variable placemen t of the 
accents. Also noteworthy is the an-hemitonic d1aractcr of the psalmoclic 
formula. 

Even more rudimentary, although not necessarily older, is a melody of 
~c. Ambrosian repertory which has been included among tl1e cantus a.d 
libitum o£ the Solesmes Graduate [G 8g• ; AMM 604]. Similar to the Gre-
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gorian lesson tones, it consists almost entirely of a recitation on a with 
the final note on g: 

a - g 
Gloria in exce/sis De- o, 

g-< ~a-.- ~ 
Et in terra pax ho-rrH-1llbtts bonae volunta- t1s, etc. 

Five syllables of the text-(tz)bi, (Chris)te, (mtm)di, (mtm)di, and (Chris)te 
-are emphasized by an identical melisma of thirteen notes, which presents 
a strong and somewhat forced comrast to the prevailing style. 

None of the other Gloria melodies show psalmotlic structure as clearly 
as G/oria X V. A fairly close approximation exists in Gloria V I, which 
makes extended use of two basic formulae, one with the outline g-a-b-a·g, 
the other w.ith the inverted design a·g-f-e-C·g, both sometimes freely modi
fied (sections employing different melodies are indicated by ... ): 

g·a-b-a-g 
in excelsis Deo 
Laudamus te. 
Benedicimus te. 
Adoramus te . ... 
Gratias agimus tibi •. . 

Domine Deus 
Agnus Dei 
Filius Pa11·is ... 
Quoniam tu so/us sanctus. 
Tu so/us Domi11us 
Tu solus A ltissimus ... 

a-g·f-e-f-g 
bonae voltmtatis. 

glo1·iam tuam. 
omnipotens. 

. . . ]esu Christe. 

miserere nobis. . •. 

in gloria Dei Patris. 

Other Gloria melodies are essentially (rec and continuously varying in 
design. Often, however, parallel portions or verses of the text receive simi
lar or identical melodic material. Particularly susceptible of such a repeti
tion technique are the following sections or the text: 

(a) Laudamus te. Benedicimus te. Adoramus te. Clorificamus te. For 
these four acclamations we find the schemes ab a b (Gloria Ill , XIV), 
a b a' c (XJ), a a' b a" (IX), and a a a b (VI). 

(b) Domine ... om11ipotens. Domine ... Chrisli. Domine ... Pa.tris. 
Disregarding variants, we find two forms for this tripartite section, 
a a a (IV, XI, Jll) or a a b (VI, Xll, XllJ). 

(c) The two Qui to/lis peccata mttndi have the same melody in the 
Glorias 11, UJ, IV, X, XI, Xlll, XIV, XV, and ad libitum I, II, Ill. 

Tlze Free Compositions According to T ypes 

Occasionally the two continuations, ... miserere 11obis and ... suscipe 
deprecationem noslram, also have an identical melody, e.g., in Gloria XI; 
but the preferred treatment is to employ different endings for the two 
verses in question, a prima and second a voila. 

While the three passages just mentioned are particularly suitable and 
most frequently selected for melodic unification, other examples of the 
same or a similar character arc to be found in nearly every one of the 
Gloria melodies. Gloria I makes repeated use of a standard cademial 
formula, a-g-a-b-a-g (bonae voluntatis, Adoramus te, etc.), tlws imparting 
to the essentially free melody an clement of constraint and unification. In 
Gloria 11 the same effect is achieved by a rectnTent motive, a-bb-e' c'-bb·a, 
not to memion other unifying details. Numerous musical relationships, 
often of a rather evasive o:nurc, characterize Gloria VII. In contrast to 
such manifestations of a subtle rnotival technique, Gloria XI is interesti ng 
for its clearly indicated repeats of five entire phrases, resu lt ing in a form, 
a a b b c cc d d a a e e f, strikingly simi lar to, and perhaps suggested by 
that of the sequence: 

a: Gloria ... Deo I b: Adoramus te. Glori{icamus le. I 
a: Et in ... volrm/tllis. b: Gratias agimus ... gloriam tuam. 
c (= a+x): Domine ... omnipotens. d: Qui tollis •.. nobis 
c: Domirre ... Christi d: Qui to/lis ... n ostram. 
c: Domine .. . Patris. 

a: Qui sedes . .. Patris I e: Tu so/us DominllS I f: Jesu . .. Amen. 
a: Quoniam ... sane/us. e: Trt so/us A ltissimus. 

The only sections standing outside this scheme are Laudamus te, Bene
dicimus te, and the miserere uobis after Qui sedes. A somewhat similar 
structure occms in Gloria XIII, particularly (rom Gmtias agimus on. 

A rather strange application of the repeat form is found in Cloria V. 
Practically the entire melody consists of nothing but a single phrase whicl1 
is reiterated eleven times, but with a complete disregard of the textual 
structure. The phrase itself can be divided into three motives (a, b, c) 
which can best be seen in con nection with the verse Gratias (a) agimus 
tibi (b) propter magnam glodam luam (c). Only in tl1is and three other 
verses of similar length (Domiue ... omnipotens, the second Qtti tollis, 
and Qui sedes) does the musical phrase coincide with a textual one. Usu
ally the repetition of music cuts right across tJ1e textual divisions, so that 
some verses start with motive b, otJ1ers consist only of a+ b, yet others 
of c+a. FoiJowing is a schematic representation showing the d istribution 
of the melody and its three motives (bracketed sections of the text employ 
different music): 
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a b 
1. (Gloria) in excelsis Deo 
11· Laudamus te. 4· Benedicimus te. 
7· Gratias agimus tibi 
8. Dominc Deus Rex caelestis, 
9· Domine Fili . •. Christe. 
Filius patris 1 1. Qui . .. mundi, 
u. Qui to/lis peccata mundi, 
11J. Qui sedes ad dexteram Patri.s, 
14. Quoniam tu solus sanctus. 

]esu Christe. 
18. A· 

15. Tu solus Dominus. 
17. Cum Sancto Spiritu, 
(men.) 

c 
2. Et ... hominibus (bonae voluntati.s). 
5· Adoramus le. 6. Glorificamus te. 
propter magnam gloriam tuam. 
Dcus Pater omnifJOtens. 
10. Domine Deus Agnus Dei, 
miscrere nobis. 
suscipc deprecalionem nostram. 
mi.serere nobis. 

16. Tu solus Altis.simus, 
in gloria Dei Patris. 

Only the initial Gloria, the words bo11ac voluntatis, and the dosing -men 
stand outside this rigid repeat scheme which , for its flagrant violation of 
the tcxlUal structure, is unique in Grcgorian chant. No question, this 
Gloria melody belongs to a late period (the Liber usualis assigns it, prob
ably correctly, to the twelfth century). 

The only Gloria melody which can be said to have an entirely [ree mel· 
ody is the ad libitum I (St]. This is also unique in its musical design, with 
a range of a twelfth, numerous d ifficult intervals, and cadential motions 
normally not encountered in Gregorian chant, that is, the ascending sec· 
ond or the descending fifth (on "caelestis" and "Patris"). Like the above
described Gloria V it dates from what is often called the "decadent pc· 
riod;"12 but such a disapproving adjective, while correct for Gloria V, 
cannot properly be applied to a melody that clearly reveals the impact of 
novel musical forces, however different they may be from those of the 
Gregorian tradition. • 

THE CREDO 

Although the text of the Credo dates from the fourth century (it was 
approved by the Council of Nicaea, 325, hence the name Nicean Creed), 
not until seven centuries later was it introduced into the Roman Mass. 
Originally an individual confession o( faith for those about to be bap· 
tized,18 its use within the Mass is documented for the first time in Con· 

12Ascribed to Pope Leo IX (1048·54); see A. Schubiger, Die Sangersclwte St. Ca/lens 
( 1858). no. 59· 

• For further details sec D. Bosse, U11tersurlnmg ei11.11immiger J\'fc/odiw :u111 "Cioria 
in excdsis Deo" (1955?) and the anide "Cioria in cxcclsis Oeo" in MCC. Both studies 
readtcd me after the completion of the manuscript. Acon.ling 10 Bossc's swdy there exist 
s6 melodies. 

13 This function appears clearly from 1he use of the singular fonn Credo (I believe) 
i.nstead of the plural form Credimw (we beHeve). which would have been proper in the 
Mass. 
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stantinople in the early sixth century,14 and not long thereafter in Spain 
(Council of T oledo, 589; see List of Data, no. 46). T wo hundred years 
later we find it in France, but when the German emperor Henry lJ came 
to Rome in 1014, he was astonished to find the C1·cdo missing in the Mass. 
I t was at his insistence that Pope Benedict Vlll finally ordered its introduc
tion, at least for Sundays and on h igh feasts.•o To the present clay, it is 
not included in Feria! Masses. 

As a result of its late arrival, the Credo is not included in the earliest 
manuscripts contain ing chants for the Mass Ordinary. Even in the modern 
publications it is Lreated as a late-comer and outsider, its melodies being 
listed separately [64ff] rather than within the Ordinary cycle. Of the numer
ous melodies that were composed during the late Middle Ages and up to 
the eighteenth and nineteemh centuries, only four and two ad libitum 
[goff] have been adopted for present-day use. The oldest of these is the 
Credo I, which occurs in eleventh-century sources but is believed to be 
derived from much older melodies, possibly of Greek origin.16 The ex· 
tended text, similar in its structure to that of the Gloria, is set to music 
in a manner not dissimilar, it seems to me, to that found in the Tracts, 
there being essential ly four standard .formulae wh.ich recur, in different 
selections and combinations, with each "verse" of the text. Since the 
formulae are o{ a very simple design and, moreover, quite variable, they 
are not always readily iden tifiable except through their cadential pitches, 
which are of the same structural importance here as in the T racts. Follow
ing are the four standard formulae in their essential outline which, as has 
just been noted, is often modified: 

A 8 

I • • • • 
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Formula D, closing on g, is the best-defined of ail. It is the main formula 
for the close of the verses. Only once does it appear in the middle of a 

H Theodorus Lector, a sixth·ccntury Greek writer. mentions the Patriarch of Con· 
5lantinoplc. Timotheus (5 11 ·517), as lhe one who first ordered the use of the Credo in the 
Mus. Cf. Pt1lr. gr. 86, p. 201. 

to We owe this infonnation to ncrno, abbot of Rcidlcnau, who was in the train of 
the emperor. Sec his De quibusdam rebus ad mis.sae o{!icium Jfu~ctantibus (Patr. fat . 142, 
pp. lo6of). 

1G Commonly referred to as the "authentic Credo,'' it has often been studied: see M. 
Huglo. "Originc de la melodic du Credo 'authcntique' de la Valicanc" (RC, XXX, 68). 
See also the article "Credo" in MCC. 
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verse, namely, at the very beginning, right after the initial Credo in unum 
Deum, on Patrem omnijJOtentem. A plausible explanation for this excep
tional case is that origina!Jy the first verse closed with omnipotentem, and 
that a second verse began with Factorem caeli. ln the subseyuent repre
senta tion of the text we have proceeded on this assumption. Formula A, 
which also doses on g. has a variable function. In some verses it occurs 
at the beginning, in others at the end, as a substitute for D. Formula C, 
dosing on a, is always employed in a penultimate position, preceding D. 
B, which doses on e but also may descend to d, usually precedes C and 
often stands at the beginning of the verse. Outside of this basic material 
stands the melody for the last verse, Et vitam venluri saeculi. Amen as 
well as that for the opening Credo in unum Deum. The latter is famous 
for having been used by Bach as the theme for the Credo-Fugue in his 
B-minor Mass: 

FIGURE 129 
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Following is a schematic representation of the entire C1·edo melody:11 

1. Credo ... omnipotentem: X D 
2. Factorem ... invisibilium: A B D 

3· Et in unum . .. unigenitum: B c D 
4 Et ex Patre ... saecula: c D 

5· Deum de Deo ... vero: A B A 
6. Genitum ... facta sunt: B c D 

7· Qui propter . . . de caelis: B A 
8. Et incamatus . .. factus est: B c D D 

g. Crucifixus ... sepultus est: c D D 

10. Et resurrexit ... Scripturas: c D 
11. Et ascendit ... Patris: c D 
12. Et itemm . .. erit finis: A c D A 
13. Et in Spiritum ... procedit: B D A 
14. Qui cum Patre . .. Prophetas: B c D A 
15. Et unam ... Ecclesiam: B D 
16. Confiteor . .. peccatorwn: B A 
17. Et expecto . .. mortuorum: B A 
t8. Et vitam . . . Amen. free 

17 We feel that our analysis, resulting in a sr.ructure similar to that of a Tract, provides 
a better insight into the formative principles of tbis imercsting melody than the inte.rpre· 
tations of Mocquereau (Pal. mus., X. t!!O) and Wagner (111, 458). who consider it as a 
psaJmodic recitation fonnula repeated, with numerous variants, !or each verse. The very 
presence, in '/!· 8 and g. o.f a "doubled ccnnination" is absolUtely impossible in a psalm
odic recitation, while it is not at all infrequent in the Tracts or other chants (Response· 
ries) of the centoni7.ation type. 
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Credo ll is nothing but a simplified version o( the "authentic" Credo I. 
C1·edos Ill and IV are hardly worth our attention, dating, as they do, re
spectively from the sevemeentb and fifteenth centuries. The ad libitum 
Credos V and VI are both medieval (twelfth, e leventh century) and have 
a strUcture similar to that of a psalmodic recitation repeated for each 
verse.18 

THE SANCTUS 

The text of the Sanctus consists of two sections. The first of these, 
Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus Dominus Deus Sabaoth. Pleni sunt caeli et terra 
gloria tua, is taken from the vision of Isaiah who saw the angels crying 
unto each other: " Holy, holy, hol y is the Lord o( hosts: the whole earth 
is full of his glory'' (Is. 6:3). The second, Benedictus qui venit in nomine 
Domini. H osanna in excelsis, occurs in the Gospel according to St. Mat· 
thew (21:g): "Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord: Hosanna 
in the highest.'' J n the version of the Roman Church the Hosanna in 
excelsis occurs also a t the end of the first section . 

The Sanctus is the only item of the Mass Ordinary whose text is derived 
from the Old T estament. l saial1's Sanctus survives in the Jewish liturgy in 
its original language, as the kadusha, rhe threefold "kadosh, kadosh, ka
dosh." Its Greek counterpart is the trishagion, "hagios, hagios, hagios," 
which was retained in the bilingual Sanctus sung during the lmproperia 
of Good Friday [705]. The introduction of the Sanctus into the Roman 
Mass is ascribed, not too credibly, to Pope Sixtus I (c. 120). The earliest 
reliable documentation comes from Gaul, where the Council of Vaison 
(529) ordered the singing of the Sanctus in all the Masses, whi1e previously 
it had been excluded from the "missae matutinales seu quadragesimales," 
from the morning Masses and those of Lem. 19 Nothing certain is known 
about its introduction imo the Roman liturgy. 

The Sanctus is sung direclly after the Preface, which introduces it with 
the words: Cum quibus et nostra. voces, ut admitti jubeas, deprecamur, 
supplici confessione dicentes: Sanctu.s, Sa11ctus, Sanctus ... (With humble 
confession we beg you to command that our voices be admitted together 
with those [of the angels], saying: Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus ... 2o Origi
nally, and at least as late as the eighth century, the Sanctus was sung by 
the entire congregation, not by the choir, as became the custom thereafter. 

The earliest extant melody for the Sanclus is that of Mass XVII1.2 l This 

18 For Credo Jll sec Nombrt:, Jl, 204; also Cajard and Dcsroqucttcs "Le Credo VI" 
(RC, 1X, 172). 

19 Sec List of Data, p . 41, no. 44· 
20 See Libt:r, p. 4· 
21ln L 63 this is assigned to the thirteenth century, obviously an entirely misleading 

dating. 
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appears not only from its purely syllabic style, th~ only. on~ su!tabl~ for 
congregational singing, but also from the fact that ItS begmnmg 1s a dtrect 
continuation of the closing formula of the Preface; 22 in other words, here 
the liturgical connection between the Preface and the Sancl~s is reflected i_o 
the music. Moreover, this is the only Sanclus melody show•ng a psalmodtc 
structure. Except for a short introduction, Sanctus, Sanctus, and a conclu
sion, H osanna in excelsis, the melody consists of four statements of a 
psalmodic recitation (onnula, with two diffe~ent endings in alter~ation. 
Fig. 130 shows the structure o( this very archatc melody, LOgether wtth the 
close of the Preface: 

FlCURE 1 ~0 
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None of the other melodies show any reminiscence of the psalmodic 
structure which characterizes Sanctus X VIII, with the possible exception 
of Sat1ctus XV (note the identical cadences for Dominus Deus Sabaoth , 
gloria tua~ and in nomine Domini). A few melodies are tluough-composed, 
mainly nos. VI, IX, XIII, and VIII, the last of which is noteworthy for its 
repeated use of a short melisma at the end of several phrases, in the man
ner of a musical rhyme. The great majority of the Sanctus melodies em
ploy the tripartite beginning, Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus or the tripartite 
close, H osam1a ... Benedictus ... H osanna ... , as the logical place for a 
musical repeat, usually in the form AB A. Ternary form at the end of the 
melody actually occurs in all Sanctus melodies except the few that are 
entirely through-composed. In addition, the beginning is ternary in six 
melodies; that is, II, Ill, IV, V, XIV, and XVII. Two otJ1ers, I and 
VII, employ an identical short formula for the first and second (not the 
first and third) Sanctus, with a slight modification (A A' B). In Sanctus 
XIV the two ternary groups, at the beginning and at the end, are musically 
related, the formula for the first and third Sanctus being the same as that 
for the first and third excelsis. Moreover, the formula for the second Sar1ctus 
is a transposition of that for the first (and third). Sanctus XV I1 is note· 
worthy for itS clear-cut F-major tonality, with constant emphasis on ~he 
tonic a.nd dominant, and for a triadic formula for the first and th1rd 
Sanctus, which recurs, in a free invenion, on the second Sanctus as well 

22 CL Lhe Feria! Tone (1og). on Do111ino Deo nostro. 
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as on Domine Deus. Moreover, the identicaJ phrase is employed for 
gloria tua, Benedictus qui venit, and itt nomine Domini. These repeats, 
together with the ternary form of tl1e Hosanna-Be11edictus-Hosanna 
make this Sanctus melody the most fuUy organized of all those in present
day use. According to the indication of the Liber usualis it dates from 
the eleventh century. The following table shows the distribution of the 
Sanctus melodies according to the four structural types we have discussed. 

1. Psalmodic 
2. Through-composed 
3· Ternary close 
4· Ternary beginning and close 

XVIII 
VI, Vlll, IX, XIII; ad lib. I 
X, XI, Xll, XV, XVI; ad lib. Il, ill 
I, 11. Ill, IV, V, Vll, XIV, XVTJ 

In our discussion of the Kyrie melodies we have seen that the four struc
tural types encoumered in tl1e small collection of the modern books are 
sufficient to provide a basis for the formal classification of the entire reper
tory. Whether the four categories of Sanctus melodies have an equaUy 
general validity cannot be said at this moment. Nor is it possible to say 
whether they have any chronologica l or evolutionary significa nce, although 
one cannot help looking at them (rom such a point of view. It may be 
noted tha t there is no Sanctus melody having ternary form at the begin
ning without having it at the end. Assuming that this statement is valid 
for the entire repertory, one could probably conclude that the former ele
ment of structural organization made its appearance after the latter had 
been established. 

Stylistic considerations would seem to support this surmise. Like the 
Kyries, the Sanctus melodies can be divided in to a small group showing a 
simple, syllabic style, and a majority wriuen in a fairly elaborate neumatic 
style which reflects the transition from congregational to professional per
fonnance. All the Sauctus of our structural category (4) have melodies 
which suggest a relatively late date; while in those of category (3) we find 
elaborate as weU as simple melodies, the latter in nos. X, XV, and XVI. 
The through-composed Sanctus melodies also include examples of both 
styles, nos. XIII and nd lib. I being syllabic, the others more ornate. At 
least one of these, Sanctus IX, is definitely of a very late date (the Liber 
usualis indicates the fourteenth century), as appears from its modernistic 
f•major tonality with a surprisingly clear emphasis on the degrees of the 
triad. Such melodies are of great interest because they may provide the 
clue for one o£ the most important phenomena in the development of 
polyphonic music, that is, the appearance about 1400 of triadic melodies 
in the compositions of MatJ1eus de Perusio, Ciconia, and, particularly, 
Dunstable.:!s 

23 Sec, e.g .• Matheus de Pcrusio's Pour ditm vous pri in my publication, French Secular 
Music of the Late Fourlet:11lh Century (•950), no. 18. 
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THE AGNUS DEI 

The last chant of the Mass Ordinary is an acclamation addressed to the 
mystic "Lamb of God." I ts text is derived from the Gospel according to 
St. John who, seeing Jesus coming unto him, said: "Behold the L amb of 
God, which taketh away the sin of the world" Qohn 1: 29). In several re
spects the Agnus Dei resembles the Kyrie . .Both were used in the .Eastern 
Churches long before they appeared in Rome; both originally formed a 
part of the litany, the Kyrie at its opening and the Agnus at its close; and 
both survived in this archaic function in the li tanies of Holy Sawrday, 
Rogation Days and others modelled after these.2~ According to a credible 
report, the Agnus Dei was introduced into the Roman Mass by the Greek 
Pope Sergius I, who ruled from 687 to 701 [see List of Data, no. 59]. Here 
it was sung during the ceremony o( the breaking of the bread, originally 
by the entire congregation and the clergy. As early as c. 775, however, we 
find it entrusted to the schola, the professional singers.2fi 

T he Agnus Dei resembles the Kyrie in the tripartite structure of its 
text: 

A gnus Dei, qui tollis peccnta mundi: miserere nobis. 
AgntLS Dei, qui tollis peccata mundi: miserere nobis. 
A gnus Dei, qui tollis peccata mttndi: dona nobis pacem. 

A "correct" musical setting of this text would call for the use of the 
same melody three times, except for a different termination to accompany 
the final words, do,ta eis pacem. This form, a + x, a+ x, a+ y, however, 
does not occur among the melodies reproduced in the present-day publica
tions and very likely was never used at all. Not a few Agnus employ the 
same melody for each of the three acclamations (a a a), while others have 
a different melody for the second or Cor the third acclamation (a b a; a a b). 
In some melodies the different conclusions, miserere nobis and dona eis 
pacem, are sung to an identical refrain (r). The following table shows 
the melodies arranged according to structural types: 

l. a 
2. a 

a 
b 

a 
a 

I, IIJ, V, VI, XVII, XVIII; ad lib. I, II 
X, Xll, XV, XVI 

3· a a b VU (with identical cadence Cor a and b) 
4· a+r b+r a+r II, IV, Vlll, IX, XIII, XIV 
5· a+r b +r c+r XI 

24 E.g .• in the Litany of Loreto [aSs?]· 
2GThe Liber pontificalis (ed. Dudlesne, I, 376). whidl ascribes lhe A gnus to Pope 

Sergius. says: "a dero et populo decmtetur.'' while the Ordo Romanus prinms (Pair. /al. 
78. p. 946) has the remark: "archidiacon us ... respicit in sch olam, et nnnuit cis ut dicant 
Agnu$ Dei" (the archdeacon looks toward the schola and gives them a sign to sing the 
Agrms Der). 
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In two of these Agnus melodies there exist melodic rela tionships beyond 
those indicated in the table. ln Agnus IX the three phrases have not only 
an !dentical rer:ain but also an identical beginning, to the words Agnus 
Det, the only difference being in the music for qui tollis peccata mtmdi, 
so that the formal scheme becomes a+m+r; a+n+r; a+m+ r. In 
AgntLS X the first two phrases, although different in the main, have the 
same melody for qui to/lis peccnta muncli, which thus recurs in each of 
the three phrases: a+m+r; b+m+s; a+m+r. Finally, Agnus XVII, 
listed above under the simple repeat form (a a a) actually has a different 
beginning, to the words Agnus Dei, for the middle phrase, and one that, 
in its ascending motion, provides an artistic contrast to the descending 
formula employed for the first and the third Agnus Dei. There is also a 
slight d ifference in the beginn ing of the middle phrase of Agnus lll. 

Stylistically, the Agnus melodies, like those Cor the Kyrie, faU into a 
small group showing an archaic style and a majority wrilten in a later 
s~yle which, however, is not as "advanced" as that of t.he late Kyries. The 
s1mplest, and probably oldest, melody is that of A gnus X Vlll, which also 
employs the simple repeat fonn. l t recurs in the Litany [758. 838] as well 
~s m the Mass for the Dead [1815]. for which the final domz eis pacem 
JS changed into clona eis requiem nelernam. Equally simple in style and 
form is Agnus II of the ad libitum chauts [88), which h owever, is not an 
origi~al Agnus melody.:?o Tendencies of a later da te are evident particu
larly~~ Agmu VI, noteworthy for its ''c-major sixth-chord" (g-c' c'-g-e) on 
mundz. 

THE MASS ORDINARY AS A CYCLE 

At the beginning of this section we have said that the formation of 
fixed cycles o( the Mass Orclinary is largely a modem organization. They 
a_ppear for the first time in Dom Pothier's Liber gradualis, which contains 
SIXteen cycles and four Credo melodies.27 Dom Mocquereau (in the Editio 
Vatican~, Liber usualis, etc.) adopted some of PotlLier's cycles, changed 
o.tb.ers, mcreased the number to eighteen, and added the collection of ad 
lrbr.tum chants. The principles that guided Poth ier and Mocquereau re
mamed unknown, and it is only recently that the problem of the Mass 
~cle has been investigated from the historical point of view. The most 
~P?rtant study is an article, "Aux origines du Kyriale,'' by Dom Do
DllnJque Catta, which appeared in the R evue grego1·ienne of 1955 (no. 34· 
P· 175). The results of this highly iiiumina ting investigation are incor
porated in the subsequent survey. 

28 Mr. Stiiblein has kindly infonned me Lhal it is a composition by Pothier, modelled 
a.~er a. Kyrie trope from St. Call 5-16. We should like to call anemion to the interesting 
discuSSions, based on a large body of material, in his article "Agnus Dei" in MGC. 

27. Editio altt:ra, 1895· pp. g•rr (1 have been unable to consult the first edition of a883). 
Poth1cr also includes n Missa re~:ia by t.bc scventeenth-cclllury composer Henry du Mont. 
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The earliest sources for the chants of the Mass Ordinary arrange them 
in separate groups. first all the K·yries, then all the G/orias, etc. Beginning 
with Lhe twelft.h century, we find occasionally a Gloria right after a K yrie 
or, more frequently, after two or three Kyries. Simultaneously there ap
pears the combination of a Sanctus and an Agnus. However, even these 
rudimentary groupings are far from being identical in the various manu
scripts. Some of these twin groups have been incorporated in the Vatican 
edition. Thus, the Kyrie-Gloria of Masses I, V, IX, and XV occur in one 
or several manuscripts of tl1e twelfth or later centur ies. 

Complete cycles of Kyrie-Gloria.Sancttts-Agnus occur for the first time 
in manuscripts of the thirteenth century, for instance, in a Dominican 
Gradual o£ 1254.28 This contains one of the few present-day cycles that 
have medieval (albeit late medieval) authori ty, that is, Mass IV. T wo 
others of this kind are Masses IX and XI, which occur in manuscripts from 
the fifteenth or sixteenth cenwry. Naturally, the possibility exists that 
continued search will show their presence in earlier sources. 

Other cycles of the early manuscripts have been partly changed in the 
Vatican edition. Thus, the above-mentioned Dominican Gradual con
tains Mass XV, but with ilie present-day Kyrie X VI, and Mass IX with 
Sancttts ll. We have just seen that tllis Mass appears in its present-day form 
in a fifteenth century manuscript. 

The most important result of these discoveries is that they invalidate 
the theory, generally held until recently, that the idea of a Mass Ordinary 
cycle had its origin in polyphonic Masses, such as the Mass of Tournai 
(c. 1300), the Mass of Machaut (c. 1350), or the Mass of Toulouse, also 
from the fourteenth cenrury.:w Actually this principle was fully established 
within the province of monophonic chant at least half a century before 
it found its first realization in the field of polyphonic music. 

In conclusion a few remarks may be added concerning the closing saluta· 
tion o£ the Mass, the lte missa est.30 This is sung to a melody which, in 
nearly all the Masses, is taken from the Kyrie (the only exceptions are the 
Masses XV, XVI, and XVIII), thus bestowing upon the cycle a noteworthy 
trait of musical unity. Naturally, tlte question arises whether tltis is a 
medieval or a modem usage. The manuscripts which form the basis of 

28 From the monastery o£ St.-J acques in Paris (now in Rome, St. Sabine). Dom Catta 
remarks that the Dominican, Franciscan , and Premonstratensian Orders played a leading 
role in the formation of the Mass C)'clcs. 

29 Sec. e.g .. L. Schrade, "The Mass of Toulouse" (Revue Befge de Musicologie, Vfll 
[1954), 8.4): aJso Sdtr:~dc, "" News on the Chant Cycle of the Ordinarium Missae" ljournal 
of the American Musicological Society, VTn [1955]. 66). 

ao Meaning: ··eo. this is Lhe dismissal." Jt is a strange fact th:1t the most important 
liturgical service of the Roman Church w:IS named after the words Indicating its conclu
sion (missa, Mass). For Masses in which the Gloria is omitted (e.g., during Lent) the /le, 
mi!la est is replaced by Benedicamus Domino. 
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Dom Catta's study do not include the Ite missa est. According to our pres
ent state of knowledge this occurs for the first time in a (ouneemh century 
source, Ms. 94 of the Bibliotheque municipale of Tou louse, the same 
manuscript that contains the recently discovered polyphonic Mass of T ou
louse. Its last fascicle contains nine complete cycles of t11e Ordinary, each 
for a specific liturgical usage (in festis duplicibus, semi-rltcplicibus, etc.), 
and each closing with the l te missa est or (in cycles 8 and g, which lack the 
Gloria) with the Benedicamus Domino. In two of these cycles (nos. 2 and 
5) the Ite missa est is musically iden tkal with the Kyrie, and in one (no. 7) 
the two melodies are similar. In all the others they are different. Six com
plete cycles contained in Ms. ].//.9 of the Biblioteca Nazionale in Torino 
(early fiftecnt.h cemury) show no melodic relationship between the open
ing and tlte closing melody.31 But (unher search may well reveal additional 
examples tltat would justify the modern practice. 

THE HYMNS 

In their description of the Last Supper, both Matthew and Mark say: 
"And when they had su ng a hymn, they went out into the mount of Olives" 
(Matt. 26:30; Mark 14:26). Very likely, the "hymn" memioned here was 
not a hymn in the d istinctive sense o£ the word, but a Psalm. In fact, at 
least as late as c. soo we find the term hyrrmus used in tl1is meaning, while 
hymns proper, that is, new literary texts in poetic form, were often desig
nated as carmen. 

We are exceptionally wen informed about the early history of hymnody. 
It seems as though attempts to introduce hymns, whenever they occurred, 
were considered to be unusual and extraordinary; therefore they were 
noted by chroniclers who paid little attention to other developments that 
actually were of much greater importance but which went unnoticed be
cause they followed tlte normal course of evolution. Remarks by T ertullian 
and Origen would seem to indicate that hymns existed as early as tlle first 
two centuries. The movement received a strong impulse about A.D. 200 
among the Gnostics, a Christian-Hellenistic sect in Syria, when Bardesanes 
(d. 223) and his son Harmonios wrote a Gnostic Psalter, which consisted 
of versified paraphrases of the PsaJms. No doubt this enterprise had a 
popularizing tendency, similar to that of the French and Dutch Psalters 
of the sixteenth century. Of particular interest is the fac t that the Council 
of Antioch, held in 269, reproached Bishop Paul of Samosata for having 
forbidden the singing o£ hymns. The report shows tl1at at this time not 
only had hymns gained a foothold among the orthodox Christians but also 
that they had become a highl y controversial mauer, subject to approval, 

3 1 Soe the second article mentioned in fn . 29. I am indebted to Prof. Schradc for addi
tlonaJ information concerning the question at hnnd. 
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disapproval and re-approval, as was to be the case for many centuries 

thereafter. 
Apparently the Gnostic hymns of Bardesanes were_ v_ery successful; so 

much so that the Syrian SL Ephraim (306-73), recogmzmg tl1e beauty o[ 
their words and melodies but insisting that they were "poison offered to 
healthy people," resolved to combat their heretic tendencies by_ writing 
hymns expounding the orthodox doctrine.~ E~luaim's hy~ns, _wlttch have 
been preserved both in Syrian and Greek, md.tcate the b~gmnmg _of docu
mented Christian hymnody. They also are unportant m the htstory oE 
poetry because in them the principle of quantity, wbkh_ governs the p~etry 
of Greek and Latin antiquity, is largely abandoned, as Jt was at a consider
ably later time in medieval Latin poetry.:= 

According to l sidore of Seville, the first writer of Latin hymns was Hilary 
of Poiliers (d. 367), who, having been banished to the Orient, came to 
know the Syrian and Greek hymns and upon his return to France wrote a 
number o( Latin hymns, three of which survive. Written in a ra ther in
volvetl and obscure style, they did not become popular and probably were 
not intended to become so.s It fell to Ambrose (d. 397) to take the de
cisive step by whld1 Lati n hymnody left t.he stage of infancy to enter that of 
early maturity as well as artist.ic culminat. ion. Among his successors were 
Aurelius Prudenlius (died after 405). Caelius Sedulius (m id-fifth century), 
Venantius Fortunatus (died after 6oo), Paulus Diaconus (d. 799), Theo
dulphus (d. 82 1), Hrabanus Maurus (d. 856), and many poets of later cen

turies. 
T he Church, however, continued to take a hostile attitude toward this 

flourishing production. At the very time when Arobrose laid the fou nda
tion of Lalin hymnody, the Council of Laodicea, which took place from 
c. g6o to 38 1, interdicted the singing of hymns. This ed ict was effective; 
for many cen turies the l1ymns did not attain a liturgical status in the West-

1 "Ephraim, seeing lhal the Syrians were charmed by lhe beauty of the words and the 
rhythm of the melodies (of Bardesanes and H armonios) and were thus induced ~o [ollo;' 
his belief, ... endeavored to adopt lhc meters of Harmonios. And 10 the mcloches of Ius 
(Harmonios) words. he added other texts which agreed wilh lhe ecclesiastic~! do~na:· 
(Sotomenos, Historia ecc/esirutica, Ill. xvi: see Pair. gr. 6i , p. togo). E_phraun h•ms_elf 
wrote in one of his poems: '·He (Bardes:mes) created hymns and combmed them wnh 
music. He composed songs and introduced in them meters, measuring and weighing the 
words. He offered to healthy people poison dissimulated by beauty ... He wanted lO 

imitate David ... and, like Oavid, composed one hundred and fifty songs" (cf. Dom 
Jeannin, Melodies /iturgiques $Yriwnes et cllaldeennes [1924], pp. 66, •44). . 

2 See pp. 277C. However. t11e widely·held opinion that in Ephraim's hymns quantity ~s 
replaced by quality (natural word ac:ccnt) is not c:orrecL The prevailing principle of has 
venific:uion is isoS)•llabism (same number of syllables in each line). This principle. ho,~· 
C\'er. is older than Ephraim and may even antedate ChristiaJllty. I am Indebted for thiS 
information lo Prof. Eric Werner of Hebrew nion College. Cincinnati. 

3 See also Cevaert, Melopee, pp. 62ft, wilh excerpLS from Hilary (p. 6-f)· 
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ern Church-in contrast to the Byzantine liturgy where they soon received 
and always retained a prominent position. Chmchmen of conservative 
lean ings continued to comb:n the h}mn movement, rai ing more or less 
the same objections as were voiced in tl1e sixteenth ccntut-y when the 
Calvinists condemned the Lutheran h} mns as "man-made·· and "non-in
spired." Others favored them, and through many centu ries l11e battle went 
on. Thus, in 563 the Council of Braga (Portugal) prosct ibed them with 
the words: extra psalmos .. . 71ihilfJOeticc cornpositrnn iu ccclesia fJsa llatu·r 
(aside from tlle Psalms, no poetry should be su ng in the Church), while in 
633 the Council of Toledo (Spain) threatened with excommunication 
tho e who dared to reject hymns. As far as we know, hrmns first ga ined a 
secure foothold in some French monasteries of the episcopal see or Aries. 
Two bi hops of Aries, Caesarius (470·54:?) and Aurelian (51G·s5 t), wrote 
monast ic Rules whose ordo psallendi includes specific h) mns for the Office 
hours. The decisive im petus leading to the eventual adoption of hymns 
came from St. Benedict (480-547), founder of the Benedictine order and 
or the first Benedictine monasteries, in Subiaco and Monte Cassino. It was 
the Benedictine hymnal tha t was finall y, in the tenth or eleventh century, 
adopted by the Church of Rome, owing largely to the Benedictine abbey 
of Cluny which then exercised a great influence. 

According to the testimony of Augustine, four hymns can definitely be 
ascribed to Ambrose, namely, Aeterne rerum conditor, Deus creator om
niwn, ]am surgit hora tertia, and Veni redemptor gentium} T hey are all 
written in a very simple meter, that is, in stanzas of four lines, and with 
four iambic feet to each line, e.g.: 

Veni redernptor gentitim 
Ostende pch·tum virginis 
Miretur omne seculum 
Tails decet partus Derim. 

A great number of hymns, written according to this metrical scheme, are 
often collectively referred to as "Ambrosian hymns," but modern scholars 
have shown that hardly more than a dozen of them can credibly be ascribed 
t~ St. Ambrose. Prudent ius wrote, among others, the hymns Ales diei nun
llus, Lux ergo surgit aurea, and Quicumque Cltristum quaeritis, all in the 
Ambrosian versification, while Sedulius contributed A so/us ortus cardine 
and Cmdelis Herodes Deum (originally Hostis Herodes impie). 

As simple as the Ambrosian scl1eme, but of a later date, arc the trochaic 
ve~ses. One of the earliest instt~nces is the Pange lingua [709] for Good 
Fnday, written i n six trochaic teLrameters: 

• Two olhen, 1/luxir orbi and Bis temru ltoras, are mentioned by Cassiodorus; ICC 
AUiople, p. 66. 
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Pdnge lingua gloriosi 
Lduredm certdminis. 
Et super crucis trophaeo 
Die triumphum nobiUm: 
Qudliter Redemptor orbis 
lmmoldtus vicerit. 

In this type o[ meter the even·numbered lines are catalectic, i.e., lacking 
the final weak syllable. A much later example of trochaic verse is the 
Stabat mater, which provides the text for a hymn [1424] as well as for a 
celebrated sequence [1634'"). It is written in stanzas of three trochaic tetra
meters, the third catalectic: 

Stdbat mdter dolorosa 
juxta crucem ldcrimosa 
Dum pendebat Filiti.s. 

Although both the Pange lingua and the Stabat mater employ the same 
verse, they differ in one interesting aspect, that is, their attitude toward 
the principle of quantity. The Pange lingua is still essentially quantitative, 
as appears from the third line, which in normal (qualitative) accentuation 
would be partly iambic: "Et super crucis trophaeo." In the Stabat mater, 
however, the last remnants of this method of versification have disap
peared.5 The principle of quantity prevails also in the genuine Ambrosian 
hymns, although an effort is made to make the accents quantitative and 
qualitative at the same time. Thus, in Veni redemptor all the accents are 
quantitative, and most of them are also qualitative, the only exceptions 
being the initial "Veni" (normally, "Veni") and the last line which, in 
normal accentuation would be a trochaic, not an iambic tetrameter: "Talis 
decet partus Deum," in obvious violation of the metrical scheme. 

T oward the eighth century, at the time of the "Carolingian renaissance," 
the elaborate and diversified meters of classical antiquity were discovered 
and employed by hymn writers. A well-known example, ascribed to Paulus 
Diaconus (d. 799) is Ut queant /axis [1504], the hymn to St. John from 
which Guido derived his solmization syllables, ut, re, mi, etc. It is written 
in the s<><alled Sapphic meter: 

Ot quednt laxis resonti.re flbris 
Mira gestorum famull tuorum 
Solve pollutl labil redtum 

Sdncte ]ohdnnes. 

Other hymns in the same meter are Iste confessor [1177], Caelitum ]oseph 
[1438], and Ecce jam noctis [A 8]. 

A meter well-known from the odes of Horace (e.g., Maecenas atavfs; 
11 It ahould ~ noticed thal in lhe Llber t:he accenu are always placed In their normal 

p<llition, therefore often in disreg;ud of the veni6cation. 
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a~clepiadean verse) recurs in Hrabanus Maurus' hymn Sancto,rum meri
tts [1 1 5.~], Festivis resonent [1537"], and, somewhat modified, in Sacris 
solemnus [PM 94]. 

Sdnctortim meritis inclyta gdudid 
PdngamtisJ socii, gestaq ue fortiti.: 
Gllscens fert animtis promere cdntibti.s 

Victonim genus optimum. 

T~e distich, consisting of two dactylic hexameters, is represented by the 
Glona laus [588] of Palm Sunday: 

GIOria ldus et ltonor tibi sit Rex Chrlste R edt!mptor 
Cui puerfle dectis prompsit H osanna pium. 

Turning DO\~ from the literary aspect o( the hymns to their music, we 
find ourselves m a much less fonunate position. The reluctance of the 
Roman Church to. adopt the hymns is reflected in the fact that they are 
complelely absent m the early A ntiphonaries, e.g .. in the Codex Hanker 
and the Codex Lucca. The first hymns to find official status were a few 
t?at are s.ung during. or in conne~tion with the Mass, mainly the Pange 
l~ngua (w1th the refratn Crux fidehs) [709] which is sung during the Adora
~on of the Cross on Good Friday, and the Gloria la us [588] from the Proces
Sion on Palm Sunday. One or both of them occur in such early manuscripts 
as ;te Graduals of Compiegoe, St. Gall 359, St. Gall JJgJ Einsiedeln 121, 

an . the Codex Montpe!Jier.6 The Office hymns appear in separate col
lectto~s, the so-called Hymnaries, first without and later with musical 
notauon, the e~liest example of the latter type being the tenth-century 
H ymnary o~ M01ssac. Such early sources are, of course, notated in staffless 
ne~es. As1de from a single case to be mentioned later [p. 428], it is not 
unul the twelfth or thirteenth centuries that we find hymn melodies which 
can be read. 

On the whole, this situation parallels that encountered in the main 
r~pertory of Gregorian chant, with its early, staffiess Graduals and An
ttphonals which can only be deciphered with the aid of sources from the 
eleve.nth or twelfth centuries. Actually, however, the situation differs in 
one tmponant respect. While a comparative study of the Graduals and 
Antiphonals, whether from the tenth or from the fourteenth century re
ve~s an :ssentially fixed repertory of texts and melodies, this is far (~om 
hem~ so m tlte H ymnaries. Not only do they fail to assign the hymns to 
spectfic feasts, they also include different selections o! hymns and, more 
often than not, give different melodies for one and the same hymn text. 

. e Also included among lhe "hymns·· are ilems such as lhe Benedictus es (hym nus 
lrwm puerorum actuall C · I •) 1 Cl · · · . . • ' Y a anuc c , lle orra m excelsrs (llymrws angdicus, actually 
a #lltdm~ rdrotrcw), etc. 
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Certain hymns of frequent occurrence appear in the Liber usualis with 
ten or more dilferent melodies, and yet other melodies for the same hymn 
are found in the Antiplwnale romanum or in the Antiphonale monasticum 
o£ the Benedictines. Thus, the Liber usual is gives thirteen different melo· 
dies for the hymn of Compline, Te lucis ante terminum, assigning each 
melody for a different occasion, one for Paschal Time, one for Advent, etc., 
in a manner similar to that applied to the Ordinary o£ the Mass. The 
Antiphonale monasticum has seventeen melodies for the same hymn. 

No less frequent is tl1e opposite procedure, that is, the use of the same 
melody for different hymn texts, in other words, adaptation. This method 
was, of course, greatly facilitated by the fixed poetic structure of the 
hymns, particularly all tl1ose of the "Ambrosian" type, a fact which made 
it easy to employ a given melody for otl1er hymns written in tl1e same 
metrical scheme. To give one example (or many, the hymns ]esu redemp
tor (365], Deus tuonun [419]. Exsultet orbis [425], and Salvete flores (43 1) 
all have the same melody. 

Easily the most interesting aspect of the hymn melodies is their form. 
Since the great majority of d1e hymns have stanzas o( (our lines, witl1 eight 
syllables to each line, the melody usually consists of four well-defined 
phrases of equal length. In most cases these four phrases are different and 
unrelated, resu lting in the form a b c d. There are, however, a number of 
hymn melodies in which some of the phrases are repeated. The various 
repetition forms resulting from this procedure are interesting not only in 
themselves but also because they may well have played a role in the devel
opment of the forms of secular monophony of tl1e twelfth and thirteentl1 
centuries, such as the Latin conductus or the songs of the troubadours 
and rrouveres. 

The most frequent repetition form encountered in the repertory of tlle 
h ymns is a b c a. Among the hymns included in the Liber u.sualis tllere 
are at least eight melodies showing this form. Of particular interest are 
the forms a a b c and a a b a, characterized by a repetition at tlle begin· 
ning, because they embody a structural principle which can be traced 
almost through the entire history of music.7 It jg interesting to notice that 
nearly all the hymns of this group use a somewhat higher range in the 
third phrase, thus showing an awareness of an aesthetic principle similar 
in nature to the one realized i n the development section of sonata·form. 
Especially close to sonata-form is the structure a a b a (rounded bar-form), 
with its "recapitulation" in the final phrase. 

The following table shows a number of examples for tl1ese and other 
repetitive {orms.s An asterisk indicates that tl1e repeated phrase has an 
essential variant at the end, so that the form would be more correctly 
represented by a scheme such as ab c a'. 

7 Cf. the article ··narfonn .. in HD/If. 
8 Cf. Parisot, .. Les Hymncs de: !"Office: Romain .. (TG, V. 167). The: Anti phonate of the 
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t. ab c a: Deus tuorum [4~9]; ]am lucis [224]; Nunc Satzcte [3 18]; Nunc 
Sancte [569J; Te luczs (844]; ]esu co1·ona [121 1]; Salvete Christi 
[1529]; Clmste redemptor [AM 238]; ]am Christe [AM 338]; ]esu 
nostra [AM 288] 

2. a a b c: • Nunc Sancte [235); Isle Confessor [ tt ?8]; Aeterne rerum 
condztor [Wagner ll, edition 1905, p. 239] 

3· a a b a: ]am sol [312]; •Lucis creator [257]; •sanctorum meritis 
[1157); •Afesdiei [A 109] 

4· ab c b: •Te splendor [t66tJ; •Ad regias [814]; •jesu dulcis [452) ; 
Nunc Sancte [ 1256] 

5· ab a b: •Immense caeli [517); Lucis c1·eator [256]; Fortem virili [u3
4
] 

6. a bba: •A solisortus[4oo] 
7· ab c b ab: Urbs Jerusalem [AM 694) 
8. a b c d c d (=AB B): Pange lingua [709] 

In some of tllese hy~ns we fin.d a slight variant at the beginning of the 
repeated phrase, e.g., m Te luczs [844] and in Nunc Sancte [ 1256). This 
pheno.menon leads to another group of hymn melodies, characterized by 
a must~! rhyme. In these there are two or even tl1ree phrases which differ 
for tbetr m~JOr part, but close with an identical cadential formula. On the 
whole, mustcal rhyme seems to be less frequent tllan outright repeat of a 
complete phrase. Following are a few examples: 

I. a+r b c d+r: Te lucis [367]; Hostis Herodes [AM 288] 
2. a b+r c d+r: Creator alme [324]; Beata nobis [876]; Te lucis [4

5
5] 

3· a+r b c+r d+r: Te lucis (540] 

Fin~lly, so.me hymns were written and composed in tlle form of a refrain 
song, I.e., wtth an identical text and melody (R) sung before and after 
each st:mza: R S .R S .. .. R. They were usually sung during processions. 
The Lt.ber usualts contams two such hymns: Gloria taus [588] from the 
Proc~~10n of Palm Sunday, and Pange lingua, with the refrain Crux 
fid.dts [7og] from the ceremony of the Adoration of Lhe Cross on Good 
Fnday. The te~c of Pange lingua is by Venantius Fortunatus, who also 
wrote the refram hymn Salve festa dies, for the procession of Easter Sun
?aY [PM 62]. As stated before, these processional hymns were incorporated 
~ the R~man liturgy long before the Office hymns were admitted. The 
a.ter ~edJeval books contain several other such hymns, especially for the 

Lttames.to 

Vatican editio ( ) h . . . . 
addi . 0 19 12 u an appendix, Hymm anttqw, wblch may be consulted for 
auth110~31 ex~mples. The Antiphona/e monasticum presc.nt.s the hymns often in more 

enuc verstons than lhc: books of the Roman use. 

fi 
8 

Somewhat inconsiSLent.ly, the former is named after the refrain the Iauer after the 
nt stanza. • • 

10 CL Wagner Ill, 479ft 
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Stylistically the hymns can be divided into three categories: 
a. A small number of melodies approach the character of a recitation 

tone by using Lhe same pitch for the major portion of their phrases. Such 
simple melodies are used for the Day Hours of ordinary week days and 
therefore are not included in the Liber usua/is. An example is the hymn 
Nunc sancte as sung at Terce of Monday in the Benedictine rites [AM 93]. 
The same melody occurs in the H ymni-antiqui collection of the Vatican 
Antiphonale employed for the texts Rector potens and Rerum Deus (Ap
pendix, pp. 4, 5), the former for Sext, the latter for None of week days 
and simple feasts. Recitation style is also found in the hymn of Prime, 
]am lucis, as sung on weekdays and simple feasts according to the Bene
dictine rites [AM 1 ]. 

b. Quite a number of hymn melodies combine syllabic style with melodic 
motion in each of the phrases, ascending, descending, or in the contour of 
a curve. To this category belongs the hymn of Prime, jam lucis orto sidere 
[224] and that of Compline, Te lucis ante terminwn [266], as sung on ordi
nary Sundays. Most of these include a few groups of two or three notes, 
thus forming a transition to the next category. 

c. Here we find melodies of a relatively ornate style, with two- or three
note neumes on a number of syllables, and occasionally with a somewhat 
more extended "melisma" on the last syllable of a phrase. Hymns of this 
kind are usually employed on higher feasts, an example in point being the 
Tone for Solemn Feasts of ]am lucis orto sidere [224]. 

The earliest source for a hymn melody is the Musica enchiriadis o£ the 
ninth century. It contains, in daseian notation, a melody for Aeterna 
Christi munera which is reproduced in Fig. 131 together with what some 
scholars believe to be its original form, that is, strictly syllabic and in 
triple meter:u 

FIGURE lJp 

~k·~·UC>ri•oi -·M •n n =···-"'·•·• ........ ··-·~ ..... ~ 0.· 

~ ~ G •U•OO- '• ·~ 
11 See Cevaert, Melopee, p. 70: also. e.g., C. Reese, Mwic in tlte Middle Ages, p. to!j 

(after Dreves, Aurelianw Ambrosius (•Sgs]. p. 11 1); H. Besseler, Musilt des Mittelalters 
und der Renaissance, p. 47; etc. 
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This reconstruction is based, first, on the assumption that in the days o£ 
Ambrose the hymns were sung in a very simple style, essentially with one 
note to each syllable; and second, on Augustine's description of an iambic 
foot as consisting of "a short and a long, of three beats.'"t2 Both of these 
premises are of rather doubtful validity, particularly the latter. In spite of 
its title, Augustine's De musica is a treatise, not on musir- in the proper 
sense of the word, but on poetic versification according to the classical 
principle of quantity. In the same table which contains the description of 
the iambic foot (with the example parens; normal accentuation pdrens), 
there are examples such as niiti'lra for long-long-short, clllritas for short
short·s.hort:lo~g, and siicerdotes for short-long-long-long. J f we were to ap
ply tbts pnnople to the text Aeterna Christi m.unera, its rhythmic struc
ture would have to be as shown in Fig. 132: 

FIGURE 132 

J IJ JIJ JIJ JIJ JIJ JIJ JIJ JIJ 
& · ~ • .;; ch;i · sti ,;u • ~~~ · ;; Ec ~ . ;y • ~ ;ic . ; . ri • ae 

entirely different from the rhythmic scheme shown in Fig. 131, which is 
based on the accentual interpretation of the text. It is true that in the 
genuine Ambrosian hymns the versification is essentially quantitative, but 
?ot ent!rely so. The initial syllables of the lines are often long, for instance, 
m Vent redempt01·: 

Veni . .. Ostende ... Miretur ... Tiilis, 

not s?ort as would be required in iambic verses. Also inner syllables are 
occasiOnally long where they should be short, or vice versa, e.g.: 

FIGURE l!J!I 

JIJ JIJ JIJ JIJ ... JIJ JIJ JIJ JIJ 
Ve • til ~ -~p • ;;;, g-;, • I; . .;;D • • • T. . fu ck • c;, Pu . ;, ~ . um 

It is not impossible that, in spite of these deviations from classical versi
fica~i~n, th_e Ambrosian hymns were originally sung in accordance with 
thetr 1ambtc structure, but it is hardly possible to invoke for this surmise 
the testimony of Augustine, who rigidly adheres to the classical principles 
of quantity. 

THE TROPES 

With thi ·s and the next section we enter into the consideration of a 
late efflorescence of the chant, a final and not at all unsuccessful attempt 

12 De MUJica, Jl, viii (Patr. /at. 52, p . 11o8): brtvis et longa, iria temporum. 
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to rejuvenate it and to prolong its creative life for another four or five 
centuries. It is a testimony to the force of the Gregorian tradition that 
this activity took the form, not of independent creation, bu t rather of 
amplification. In fact, the various phenomena to be considered h ave one 
thing in common, they are accretions to chants of the old repertory, accre
tions that may be compared to fresh branches grafted upon old trees. No 
doubt, the underlying motivation, far from being that of weariness or dis
satisfaction, was, on the comrary, a desire to re-affirm the tradition in a 
new testimony of faith, to re-interpret it in comemporary ~boug~t an? 
expression, to add one's own voice to that of a distant past. V1ewed m thts 
light, the development, which may have started in the ninth century if 
not earlier, represents a wholly valid contribution to the repertory of the 
chant, in fact one that is closer to the "Gregorian'' tradition than, for in
stance, the hymns or the Marian Antiphons. Eventually, however, it began 
to overstep its boundaries, and to assume undue liberties and excesses 
which finally led to its downfall. As is well known, all the tropes and nearly 
all the sequences were abolished by the Council of Trent _abo~t 1?6o .. 

A standard definition of a rrope is that given by L. Gauuer, m h1s bas1c 
study, Les Tropes (1886): "The trope is the interpolation of a liturgical 
text." In fact, the addition of a text is the most conspicuous aspect of 
troping and the one bound to attract the main, if not excl usive, atte~tion 
of a philologist, such as Gautier. It is, however, not the only nor, m all 
probability, the original connotation o( a trope. Musicologists such as 
Gastoue, Mocquereau, and Handschin have pointed o~t that the ear!..ie~t 
examples of interpolation or accretion are purely musical, and th~t thts 
meaning is indicated in the term tropos (turn, figure).1 Although 1t may 
be difficult to establish an indisputable proof of priority, there can hardly 
be any question that not only textual, but also musical interpolations ~e 
involved. The entire field of tropes can be divided into three categones: 
first, the purely musical tropes, which take on the form of a melisma added 
to a chant; second, the purely textual tropes, characterized by the addition 
of a text without addition of music, the new words being sung to an al
ready existing melisma; a third category is formed by what may be call7d 
the musical-textual tropes, in which a new text appears with new mus1c. 

Tropes of one kind or another were affixed to nearly all the types of 
chant, particularly Introits, Alleluias, Offertories, Responsories, and the 
various items of the Mass Ordinary, though rarely to the Credo. Most of 
the Alleluia tropes belong to a special type known as sequence, which wiiJ 

1 See Gastou~, Cours, p. 75: "La sequ~nc~, la prose et le I rope ••. ne consistajent 
d'abord qu'en Jongucs vocalises;" Mocquereau, Pal. mru., XIII, Texte , p. 21: "On eo~ · 

men91, semble·t·il. par des neumes sans paroles;" and panicularly. Handschin, i~ Ius 
chapter on "Trope, Sequence, Conductus" in the .New Oxfor~ fJJStory of .. J:1rmc, ll 
(t9•4). 128ff. The Roman term for these inrerpolat1ons was festrvae laudes: mterserta 
can!)tica, quae Romani fcstivas laudcs. Franci tropos appeU:mt" (Paris, D. N. lat. :3400, a 
report ;ucrlbcd to Adbemar de Chavannes; see Castou<:, Origitlt:s, p. 1 19, [n, 4). 
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be considered separately in the next chapter. As for the tropes proper, we 
shall begin with those involving the add ition of a text, because lhey are 
more clearly indicated and more readily discernible than the purely musi
cal tropes. 

A. THE TEXTUAL TROPES 

The best-known, and possibly the oldest, examples of this kind are the 
troped Kyries, in which the traditional text Ky1·ie eleison is amplified by 
words that are a laudatory commentary on the word Kyrie, e.g., Cunctipo
tens domi1wtor coeli et angelorwn, terrae, maris, et morla/ium (Alm ighty 
ruler of the heavens and the angels, the eanh, the sea, and the mortals). A 
trope of this kind is lhe Kyrie {ons bonitatis, ascribed to Tuotilo, a monk 
of St. Gall who died in 913.2 Here each of Lhe nine acdamations receives 
a commentary which is inserted between Kyrie (or Cln·iste) and eleison. 
The additional text is underlaid to the meJisma of the Kyrie (Kyrie ll) 
which is thereby dissolved into a strictly syllabic melody: 

FICUR£ 134 

-c I I I I • I • I 
I • I • • I • • I - • I I I 

• I 8 8 • I i 
K;·n·t Foru bo·nl·ta·tit Pa•t<t in·ge-oi •te a quo bo·n•cunc-ta pro-ce-dunr,t .ftr•JM. 
1<J•n·t Qui p•·r! •na-~mun-dl pes cri -mi-ne ip·sum ne W·••·r« mJ • .;.,tJ, t·l'l· /411. 
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A somewhat different practice is exemplified by the trope Kyrie Cuncti
potens dominator (sung to the Kyt·ie XIV), which has been frequently re
produced.3 Here both the troped and the un-troped forms are used; each 
line is sung twice, first with the troped text in syllabic style, then without 
it in melismatic style: 

Cunctipotens dominator .... maris et mortalium. Kyrie-----leison. 
Qui de limo formaveras ..... paradi~o posueras. Kyrie-----leison. 
Humano semper generi . .... corde desideranti. Kyrie---- - leison. 
Tu Christe Do mine .. . ..... miss us prodiisti. Clu·iste----leison. 
Et crucis patulae .. .. ...... . vulnere detersisti. Chn'ste-- --leison. 
Nunc preces populi . ....... cJemens audi. Christe---- leison. 
Spiritus alme .............. J ordanero transisti. Kyrie-----leison. 
Et discipulorum ......... . . ut ignis apparens. Kyrie - --- -leison. 
Te corde precamur .. .. .. ... implere tui amoris. Kyrie - - --- leison. 

It may be noticed that lhc medieval sources invariably treat the acclamation as consisting 
of five syllables: Ky -ri-t:-lt:i-son (with the melisma on tl1c middle e---. not of seven 
(Ky-ri-e t:·l~·i·son), as is the modem practice. 

2 
Accordjng to Ekkchard IV of St. Gall (c. !)8o·Jo6o). The Lrope is transcribed from the 

St. Mani:~l Troper, Bib!. nat. /at. JH9· f . r6t. 
.''1 Wagner Ill, 504; Reesc, 1.-truic in the Middle Ages, p. r86; 0 . Ursprung, Katlrolische 

Klrc~cnmJuik, P· 68; Th. C~rold, La Musique DU TnO)I~Il dge, p. ss; id., Histoire de lo 
muSJque, p. 219, 
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The Beneventan Ms Vl.J4, reproduced in Pal. mus., XV, contains four
teen Kyrie tropes showing the opposite arrangement of the two forms: each 
line is sung first without, then with d1e trope. Fig. 135 shows an example, 
the Kyrie Deu.s genitor alme (Kyrie XVIII): 

"' • rw •r-
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T he Kyrie Ctmctipotens (Omnipotens) genitor (Kyrie IJI) found in the 
same manuscript has a yet fuller form, since each line of troped text closes 
with the word eleyson: 

Kyrie ---- leyson. Cunctipotens genilor ... creator: e- - --leyson. 
Kyrie-- - - leyson. Fons et origo . .. ... . .. perennis: e---- leyson. 
Kyrie-- - -leyson. Salvificet pi etas .. ....... rector: e--- - leyson. 

etc.• 

Most of the Kyrie melodies date from the same period (tenth century 
and later) which saw the rise of the tropes. Moreover, many of them oc· 
cur in the earliest manuscripts in a troped form, and only later without 
the trope. T hese two factors combine to obliterate to a certain extent the 
process involved, which is usually described as the "underlaying of the new 
text to a pre-existing melisma." Possibly the Kyrie melodies, conspicuous 
for their consistent use of melismas such as are not elsewhere encountered 
in the Mass Ordinary, were originally wrinen for the troped texts and 
received their later form after the elimination of the trope. Whatever the 
process may have been, the remembrance of the tropes persisted in the 
names given to the Kyries and, eventually, to the complete Mass Ordi· 
naries, e.g., Kyrie Cunctipotens genitor or Missa Cunctipotens genitor [see 
L 25, etc.]. 

Incontrovertible examples of textual troping are found in certain re
sponsorial chants, such as Offertories, Alleluias, and Responsories. A most 
interesting source for troped Offertories and Alleluias is the eleventh·cen· 

• This trope is given in RAM, no. 15b (after Schubiger) without the initial acclama· 
tions. 
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tury Gradual o£ St. Yrieix, published in vol. XIII of the Paliographie musi
cale. Here the Offertories appear in their full form, with two or three verses, 
as in all the sources of the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth centuries. Twenty· 
five of the Offertories, however, are further amplified by the addition of a 
prosula (indicated in the original Prosl. or Psl.), that is, a new text ap· 
pended to the end of a verse, usually the last. In nearly all the cases the 
new text represents a commentary on the verse, since it starts with the 
closing words of d1e verse. For instance, the Offertory Beuedixisti from 
the Third Sunday of Advent appears in Sl. Yrieix (p. 7) as follows: 

Off. Benedixisti Domine ... y;. Operuisti omnia ... 
y;. Ostende nobis ... salutare tuum da nobis. Remisisti.G 
Psi. Da nobis potemis in celis in terris imperanti virtute tui quod olim 

nostri refulsit in tenebris. 

The music for the prosula or, as we would say, for the trope, is identica l 
with the closing passage of the verse, the final melisma being employed for 
the additional words of the trope. Fig. 136 shows, under (a), the close of 
the verse Ostende and, under (b), the trope: 
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Practkally all the troped Offertories of St. Yrieix show the same method, 
that is, the addition of a new text starring with (or closely related to) 
the final words of a verse (usually the last), wiili the music taken from the 
final melisma of the verse.s 

A similar treatment is found in about a dozen Alleluias. Most of these 
have two tropes, one for the "Alleluia" and one Cor the verse. A typical 
example is the AlJeluia justus ut palma [1207], which occurs .in St. Yrieix 
(p. 198) in the following form:' 

Alleluia. Psl. Oramus te beate baptista J ohannes, mundi lucerna ut 
exores pro hac Domini caterva hie congregata in natale tua devota 
plebs ut mereamur aula scanderc regna. 

II "Remisisti" is the indication for the repeat of the second half of tlte respond. 
tsSome Offertories have two prosulne, e.g.: Off. Super Oumina Babilonis. -;. 1. In 

salicibus. -;. t . Si oblitus fu ero. Pr. Angelico adorando. y,. 3· Memento Domine. Pr. 
Hierusalem civitatis magne. 

7 As is cwtomary in modern publications, the original text is given in italics, the trope 
in roman. 
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y. ]ustus ut palma florebit et sicut cedrus multiplicabitur. 
ProsuJa. Et sicut liliorum candor in gloria manebis coram Christo, beate, 

et sicut pulchritudo rosarum rutilabis magna decore. Quasi arbor in 
tellure quae vocitatur nomine cedrus, multi fiorebunt sancti. Sicut sol 
ante Dominum refulgentibus in cdo . .Exultant cum Christo astra si
dera terraque et maria conlaudantes Deum qui in sede celesti regnant 
cum Deo. 

As is often the case in tropes, the second prosula is skill£ully interspersed 
between the original text, incorporating some of its words: Et sicut ... 
cedrus multi- . .. As for the music, this is taken en tirely from the original 
chant. The first trope, Oramus te, is set to the melody of the "Alleluia" and 
the subsequent jubilus, while the second, Et sicut, employs the melody of 
the second half of the verse, from "et sicut" to the dose, with the long i.nner 
melisma on "cedrus" and the equally long jubilus at the end. Since the 
inner melisma has a repeat form, a a b b c,s the same form occurs in the 
prosula Et sicut: 

I 
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T here results a double-verside structure which is of interest because il 
represents the formative principle of a particularly important and well
known type of Alleluia trope, that is, the sequence.o 

The method of troping employed in the Gradual o£ St. Yrieix is by no 
means the only one. Since, from the musical point of view, the vast reper
tory of tropes has barely been tapped, it is impossible to make generaliza
tions as to what was done in the different periods or localities. In order to 
illustrate the variety of possibilities, a few more examples of Alleluia trop
ing may be given, examples all the more interesting because they show 

8See p. 388. 
11 Aside from its shormess, Lhis prosula diffen from Lhe real sequences by its being 

derived from a (repetitive) mdisma of an Allduia. The sequences show, on the whole, no 
musical relaLionship to the Alleluia melody except for a short quotation of the firsl four 
or five notes. See p. a2 [Plate V] for the Alleluia Pascha nostrum with two tropes. 
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that the sequence was by no means the only kind of Alleluia trope. One of 
these, from a twelfth·century codex,1o shows the A11e1uia Confitemini of 
Holy Saturday combined with a trope, jam Domnus optatas, in a manner 
similar to that illustrated by the Kyrie Cunctipotens dominator [see p. 
431]: the trope is placed at the very beginning and is set to the music of 
the "Alleluia" [759], which therefore is sung twice in succession, first with 
the uoped text in syllabic style, then without i t in melismatic style: 

I I • • I ~ I 4 4 e • • • • • 
pm Oom·nus o • pa • w m! - dir bu · des p• · .Kbs C'llm Clui • sto ad • nr h • .., . 11: qoi 

£ • 11 I 11 • 11 ~ u r- uP lfffil 
CS•MD•II:J AJ. le· lu· ia. 

Apparently, this arrangement, troped-plus-untroped-melody, was widely 
used. Wagner gives an example in which the final melisma "dierum" of the 
OfferLOry Deus enim firmavit, Yf. 2 [Ott, 18] is divided into six parts, each 
pan being sung first to a troping text, then as a melisma. In all these 
cases we are probably justified in assuming that a responsorial performance 
was involved, the troped pan being sung by a soloist, the melismatic repeti
tion as a choral answer. 

Yet another method o£ troping, possibly of a late date, is exemplified 
by a troped Alleluia ]ustus germinabit given by Pothier.n In this trope 
the textual accretion does not form a self-contained entity added at the 
beginning or the end of the chant, but consists of small fragments interpo
lated between the words o£ the verse. Each interpolation has j ust the right 
n umber of syllables to take care of the melismas. Referring the reader to 

the original melody [ 11 92], we confine ourselves to an indication o( the 
correlation between tlle texts of the verse and the trope, an indication 
which, in fact, makes it easy to reconstruct the melody for the trope: 

Verse: ]ustus germi- na-
Trope: justus Johannes et dilectus, germen odoris palmam pudoris 

V.: bit sicut lili- um etc. 
T.: semper tene-bit sicut /ili-um candore dealbawm etc. 

The preceding explanations may suffice to illustrate the purely textual 
type of troping. Evidently, tbis method, characterized by the transforma
tion of a melisma into a syllabic passage, is resu·icted to ornate chants, 

10 Wagner Ill, 505, from a Ms of Graz (Austria). 
11 "'AJieluia just us germinabit avec Tropes"' (RCG, V, t(ig). See also PoLhier. "'OIIertoire 

Felix nnmque ts" (RCG IX, 17) for Lhe :1pplicmion of the same melhod to :~n Offertory. 
Furthermore, M.·A. Latil, "'Les tropes de la semaine sainte"' (RCG, Xl, 7!l)· 
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because these are the only ones containing melismas. Thus we find it in 
Alleluias, Offertories, Responsories, and Kyrie melodies.l2 T he normal 
procedure seems to have been, not so much to replace the melisma by the 
trope, but to add the trope to it, so that the same melody occurs twice, 
first as a trope and then as a melisma, or the other way around. 

B. THE TEXTUAL-MUSICAL TROPES 

For the troping of chants lacking sufficiently extended melismas it be
came necessary to introduce new music togetl1er with the new text. This 
method was used primarily for the Introits and for the simpler chants 
of the Mass Ordinary, the Gloria, Sanctus, and Agnus Dei.1a Before lUrn
ing to these, we should like to call attention to an interesting procedure 
forming me transition between categories A and B. lt is exemplified by 
a number of Responsories in the twelft.h-cenlUry Antiphoual of St. Maur
des·Fosses (Paris, Bibl. nat. /at. 12041)· Here we find troped texts of con· 
siderable extension added at the end of Responsories with a modest final 
melisma, far too short to take care of the entire trope. T he solution of this 
little problem was, as may be expected, to utilize the melisma for the 
beginning of the trope, and to provide new music for the continuation. 
An example is the Responsory Cm1cede nobis [PM 202) which appears in 
St. Maur-<ies·Fosscs (p. 2oov) in the following form (the strokes in the prosa 
are added in order eo clarify the details of its structure; seep. 448, fn. 10). 

Jy. Concede nobis Domine, ... ut ad eorum pervenire mereamur so
cietatem. 

Yf. Adjuvent n08 eorum merita ... nobis veniam non deneges peccati. 
Gloria Patri et Filio et Spiritui Sancta. 

P.rosa: Perpetuajmereamur gaudia/paradysi in aula 
Quam superna ma jestasjclaritate illustrat; 

In qua phalanxjangelicajcum turma gaudet apostolica 
Laureatajet miliajmartirum datur palma rosa. 

Veneranda emicatjconfessorum caterva 
Candidata viridatjvirginalis chorea. 

Salve sanctajtibi prodamat/trinitas 
Quae et votajnosrra sic reddatjplacita, 

Illorum ut per merita 
Optatam ad ipiscemur societatem. 

12 Very rarely in Craduals. 
lll Though Introit uopes are very common, I am not aware of any instance of a tropcd 

Communjon. Its absence (or rarity) is probably explained by liturgical considerations, as 
il abo the case with the Credo. As a curiosity, mention may be made of a troped Credo 
in an Office of the thirteenth century; see H. Villetard. L'O[fice de Pierre de Corbeil 
(1907). p. 172. 
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The prosa is an extended poem in the form of a commentary on the two 
last words of Lhe respond, mereamur societatem, the first of which appears 
at the beginning, the second at the end of the trope. The music starts with 
the final melisma of the respond, on "mereamur," which is just long 
enough to cover the first line of the poem, and is repeated for Lhe second 
line. For the remaining part of the poem the music is freely invented in 
such a manner tl1at two successive lines are sung to the same melody. The 
result is a musical form exactly like a sequence, all the more since the 
frrst word, "Perpetua," and the last, "societatem," stand outside of the re
peat scheme, obviously in imitation of the single versicle at the beginning 
as well as at the end of a sequence. Fig. 139 shows portions of the respond 
and of the trope: 
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There are at least five otl1er tropes of the same type in the Antiphonal 
of St. Maur-<ies-Fosses: 

p. 145v: 1.9'· I nter nalos, melisma "preparavit in heremo" 
Prosa: Prepara ]ohannes 

p. 148v: J.9'. Sanctus Domini confessor, melisma "ante Dominum" 
Prosa: Angelica condona nobis 

p. 162v: J.9'. Conseroa famulos, melisma "redde beatos" 
Prosa: Benigne Deus 

p. 163r: 1.9'· Beatus martyr Domini, melisma "promeruit" 
Prosa: Pro meritis 

p. 214v: J.9'. Clementis Christi gratiam, melisma "antistitis" 
Prosa: Adesto Domine 

T hey illustrate a method of troping which, however limited in time and 
locale it may have been, shows two traits of special interest: first, the trans
fer of the sequence f01m from the Alleluia to the Responsory; and second, 
a method of borrowing that forms the transition from t.l1e textual tropes 
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(which take their entire music from the mother chant) to the textual
musical tropes (which provide new music for the additional text).l4 

As has been pointed out, these occur in the less ornate chants of the 
Mass Proper and Mass Ordinary, that is, in the IntroilS, Gloria, Sanctus, 
and Agnus Dei. As for the lntroits, those of Advent and Nativity in par
ticular were frequently adorned with tropes, none more frequently than 
Puer natus est nobis from the third Mass of the Nativity. The preferred (if 
not exclusive) method was to interpolate fragments of new text between 
the original words and, at tbe same time, new passages of music between 
those of the traditional chant. Fig. 140 shows the beginning of two l ntroit 
tropes from the afore-mentioned Beneventan Codex VI. 34 (Pal. m us., X V). 
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a. lntroit Puer t~atus (Nativity) b. introit Ecce advenit (Epiphany) 

A comparison of the new and the old sections clearly indicates a ten
dency toward assimilation and integration. Tile new music employs the 
same style (neumatic), the same range and tonality as the traditional chant, 
and occasionally even borrows a short motive from it. The same intention 
is evident in other tropes of Italian derivation, for instance three lntroit 
tropes published by A. Latil from an eleventh-century Ms of Montecas-

14 For olher "Responsory sequences" see Y. Delaporte, "Un tropo inedito del rcspon· 
sorio Felix namque" (Rass. Creg., Xll. 225) and the tropc Coruors merito, from the 
Responsory 0 beati viri, shown in Wagner Ill, 509· The latter, found in tiJc Antiphonal 
o£ St. Maur·dcs-Fosses, has the form a bb cc dd c. rn distinction to tJ1c previously men· 
tioned examples £rom this source its music is taken entirely from the long linal mcJisma of 
the Responsory, which has the same repetition form as the fJtosa. 
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sino.15 There are, however, tropes indicative of the opposite tendency, 
that is, to create a contrast of tonaljty between the u·oped and the original 
passage.s. An interesting example is a Puer natus trope from a French Ms 
(Bibl. nat., rwuv. acquis. 1235, f. 184'), portions of which are shown in 
Fig. 141.10 Wagner comments on tbis trope by saying that "without doubt, 
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the contrast between the A-tonality of the trope and the G-tonality of the 
lntroit is intentional.·· Possibly this contrast was enhanced by some sort 
of alternatim performance, with different singers for the trope and for the 
lncroit proper. 

The interca la tion method of the lntroit tropes was also employed for 
the G/orias, Sane/us, and Agnus. It will suffice to quote the beginning of 
a Gloria trope (also called Laucles) from Benevent VI. 34 (Pal. mus., XV, 
238): 

Gloria in excelsis Deo. Et in term pax hominibus bonae voluntatis. Laus 
tua Deus resonet coram te Rex. Laudamus te. Qui venisti propter nos 
R ex angelorum Deus. Benedicimus te.ln sede majestatis tuae. Adoramus 
te. Veneranda Trinitas. Glorificamus te. (etc.). 

The cultivation of tropes reached a climax in the tweULh century, at the 
monastery o( St. Martial in Limoges. Here the tropes often adopt features 
of poetry, as in the foUowing SancttiS trope jn whjch Lhe inserted passages 
o£ text are rhymed: 11 

15 Sec A. Latil, " I tropi di Natalc, di S. Stdano e di S. Giovanni" (Rnss. Creg., IJ, 5). 
For another lntroit trope sec: Y. D., "Le Tropc Arbiter neternus" (RC, XXIV, 140). 
Tuotilo's famous lntroit trope for Christmas, Hodie c1mW11dttS (Waguer 111, 511: also in 
Schcring. Ceschichie du Musik in lJeispielcn, 110. 2) is a fairly extended text. somewhat 
in the nature of a dialogue. which serves as an introduction to the lntroit: ''Hod.ic 
cantandus est nobis puer .. .. Hie enim est quem pracsagus ... pracnotavit sicque 
pracdixit: Puer natus est . . . " 

16See Wagrter Ill, 5 11 . 

11 Paris, .8. N. /at. ))49, l. 163r. 
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Sanctus Fons vivus vitae Qua vivunt lsrahelitae 
Sanctus Panis adultorum Fidei mel, lac puerorum 
Sanctus Dominus Deus Sabbaoth 

Solamen mentis Mundum calcare volentis. 
Pleni sunt celi et terrae gloria tua. 
Osanna, Vires enerves Hostiles et tuas serves, 
In excelsis. 

The music of this trope (as well as o( many others of the School of St. 
Martial) is interesting because of its rather ornate and melismatic style. 
The original purpose of the textual accretions was to transfom1 the long 
melismas of the chant into purely syllabic passages. In fact, the purely 
textual tropes (i.e., those which do not introduce new music) are all es
sentially syllabic, although not to the complete exclusion o£ occasional 
groups of two or three notes, as for instance in the St. Yrieix trope Et sicut 
liliorum [see p. 434]. In the free tropes (i.e., those which have new text as 
well as music) restriction to syllabic style was not necessary. Most of these 
show the tendency to assimi late the musical style of the trope to that of 
the mother chant. Th us, the I ntroit tropes are written in the neumatic 
style characteristic of the lmroits, while the tropes of Gloria and Sanctus 
melodies imitate the quasi-syllabic style that prevails in the Ordinary of 
the Mass. These sensible restrictions and artistic considerations were no 
longer observed in the twelfth-century tropes of St. Martial, many of which 
are almost as melismatic as an untroped Gradual or Responsory. Following 
is the beginning of the above-mentioned Sanctus trope: 
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The melodies for the first and second "Sanctus" are identical with those 
of Sanctus XII, transposed from d to g. However, the subsequen t passages 
of the Sanclus text seem to be as freely composed as the troped sections. 

Many of the St. Martial tropes are complete poems inserted in a tradi
tional chant, as, for instance, the trope to the Christmas Gradual Jlidemnt 
omtles: 

Jlidertmt Hemanuel 
In ruinam Israel 
Hominem in tempore 
Urbis quam fundaverat 

Patris un igenitum 
Et salutem posilum 
Verbum in principio 
Natum in palacio 

omnes fines terrae •• . 
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This trope, as well as others of a similar kind, occurs in the Se. Martial 
sources as the tenor of a two-voice organum.1s No less interesting are the 
numerous Benedicamus Domino tropes, extended poems which reveal 
their ancestry in concluding lines such as Benedicnt chorus celorum Do
mino or Benedicamus socii Domino.19 These poetic tropes indicate the 
increasing emancipation of the tropes from their liturgical bond, and 
point in the direction o{ other repertories, particularly tlut of the con
ductus. 

C. THE MUSICAL TROPES 

We finally turn to an examination of the purel y musical tropes, that is, 
of melismas insened in traditional chants. As was mentioned at the be
ginning of iliis chapter, modern musicologists are inclined to consider these 
as the earliest examples of troping and as indicative of the original mean
ing of tl1e term; unfortunately, incontrovertible examples of this kind of 
trope are not too plentiful and not too easy to discover. To prove their 
existence, we would have to find chants whicl1 occur in some sources, pref· 
erably the older ones, withou t a mclisma that they show in a later source. 
Probably examples of this kind exist, but at present the phenomenon of 
the purely musical tropes has not yet been as fully investiga ted and as 
clearly demonstrated as that of the tropes involving a textual accretion. 

The most fertile soil for the melismatic tropes seems to have been the 
Responsories of Matins. In our study of these chants mention has been 
made of the neuma triplex of the R esponsory Descendit de cae/is from the 
Nativity, three extended melismas that occur at the end of the respond, 
to the words "fabricae mundi," when the respond is repeated after the 
verse and the Doxology [seep. 343]. One has only to compare these neumata 
with the corresponding place of the original melody, that is, of the respond 
as sung at the beginning, in order to realize that we are here in the pres
ence of melismatic insertions tllat bear all the characteristics of a purely 
musical trope. Amalarius informs us that originally this triple neuma be
longed to tlle Responsory In medio ecclesiae for tl1e feast of St. John the 
Evangelist (now for the Common of a Doctor, PM. 227; also, with a differ
ent verse, LR 203), and that "modern" singers transferred it to the Respon· 
sory Descendit/10 Nor are these the only Responsories giving evidence of a 
musical trope: an equally clear example is Ecce jam coram te from the 
Feast o£ St. Stephen, in whicl1 the word "intercedere" has a very modest 

• 18 See Ape!, NotatioTJ of PolyfJIIoTJic i\'f usic, p. 211 (fodcsimilc); HAM, no. 27a (transcrip· 
uon). 

10 Sec H . Spanke and H. Angles, " Die Londoner St. Martial-Conductushandsch.rift" 
(Butlleli de la Biblioteca de Cntaltmya, VIII [1928·32). ~So). 

20 For more details, see New Oxford History of Music, ll, 142. 
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melisma in the initial respond, and one enormously enlarged in the final 
repeat of this respond [PM 31£]: 
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In our discussion of the Responsories we have called attention to the vari
ous examples of "free creation" within melodies that otherwise conform 
more or less to the standard type. Very likely, all these rather extraneous 
mclismas are tropes, although in most cases the melodies have not been 
preserved in their "original" form. However, the striking contrast of style 
that existS between the melismas and the main part of the music marks 
them rather clearly as later interpolations, in other words, as musical 
tropes. 

THE SEQUENCES 

The sequence is usually described as the trope connected with the Al
leluia. Although this is a serviceable explanation. it should not be in
terpreted too rigidly in the sense of a definition. As we have seen in the 
preceding section, Alleluia tropes exist which are not sequences at all. 
The sequences are distinguished from these by their speci:U form, and 
this, therefore, must also be included in the definition. Moreover, to con
sider the sequence as a subspecies of the trope is a view that, although 
permissible from the methodological point of view, can hardly be main
tained on historical grounds. We have no evidence that the tropes, as a 
general type. existed before the sequences and that the latter branched 
off from the former. Certainly, the term sequentia (or its early equivalent, 
prosa) is documented at a much earlier time tl1an the term tropus. Con
sidering all these facts, we should like to define the sequence as an addition 
to the Alleluia characterized by a certain repeat structure.1 

Probably the earliest writer to men tion the term "sequence" is Amalarius 

I Concerning a few sequences which have no repeals sec pp. 454£. 
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who, in his De ecclesiasticis officiis, speaks, in connectim1 with the versus 
alleluia, about "haec jubilatio quam ea mores sequemiam vocant. ''2 Here 
the term sequence clearly has the meaning of a melisma without text, and 
this indeed was probably the original form of the sequence, as we shall 
see. Unfortunately, it is not clear whether Amalarius' jubilatio-sequentia 
is the relatively short jubiltlS traditionally attached to the end of the Alle
luia and its verse, or the much more extended melismas that are the source 
of Lhe sequence. The latter interpretation could perhaps be defended on 
the ground that the jubilus forms an integral part of the Alleluia struelure, 
while the term sequentia (things that follow) suggestS something in Lhe 
nature of an extraneous addition. At any rate, there is little doubt that in 
the earlier pan of the ninth century the practice of amplifying the Alle
luias by the addition of long melismas existed. Obviously it is to these 
melismas that the monk of St. Gall, No1.ker Balbulus (c. 840-9 t 2) refers in 
the famous prooemium to the collection of his sequences." H e says that, 
when he was a young man, he had to sing longissimae mclodiae, which 
he found difficult to remember. A monk Crom a monastery of Gimedia 
Qumicges, near Rouen) came to St. Gall with an Antiphonary in which 
some verses were adapLed (?) to the sequences ("aliqui versus ad sequentias 
erant modulati"). H e found them, however, not too satisfactory, and there
fore started to write some of his own. Fina!Jy, his teacher Iso advised him 
that it would be best to have only one tone to each syllable of the text. 

It is difficult to understand how, on the basis of this report, Notker 
could have been made to appear as the "inventor of the sequence," as is 
frequently the case in books on music history. Fully acknowledging the 
work that was done before him, he described himself as the one who raised 
the sequence to a higher level of artistic perfection, a claim fully borne 
out by the great beauty of his poems as well as by the skill with which 
he adapted them to melodies that probably were not h is own. 

Notker called his poems "hymns" (the title of his collection is Liber 
hymnowm), but tl1is name was soon superseded, in Sl. Gall and in Ger
many generally, by the term sequentia, which thus was transferred from 
the melismatic to the full -text type. In France the !alter was called prosa, 
a name whicl1, as we have seen, was hner also applied to the textual 
tropes of Offertories, Responsories, etc. Occasionally we find in French 
sources the designation sequentia cum pro~m, a rather unequivocal in-

2 D~ Officiis, book iii . eh. 16 (Patr. lat . 1or,. p. 11 23; ed. Hnnsscns, 11 .. 3n4). 
3 Full)' reprinted, e.g .• in H. Husm:mn, "Die St. Caller Sequcmtral(jrion bei Notkcr und 

Ekkchard'' (Acta musicologica, XX VI. 6; with commcnrary). Notker's fJroormium, which 
Wagner :md particularly ll:mnister (A nal. llynm. 53· p. xiii) regarded :u of doubrful 
authentici ty and trustworthiness. is now gcner:11ly acccp1ed as a genuine and highly 
informative document; sec. e.g .. Handschin in New O:cford Nistory. 11 , ' ·17(. The question 
is also Lhorougbly discussed In W. von den Stcincn, Notk.:r dcr Diclllt:r ( 19.t8). 
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dication that we are dealing with roelismas (sequentia) to which was added 
a text (prosa) .• In order to simplify the distinction between the forms 
without and with text, the term sequela has been introduced and generally 
accepted ior the melismacic type, with the term sequence being reserved 
for those with a full text.s We shall see later that an intermediate type 
existed in which only portions of the melisma. were provided with a text. 

The place for the sequence (or sequela) was at the end of the AHeluia, 
following its repetition after the verse: A V A S. The overaH structure is 
therefore the same which we have found in the Offertory tropes from St. 
Yrieix (p. 433) or in tl1e Responsory u·opes from SL Maur-des-Fosses (p. 
436) particularly, which are obviously modelled after the sequence. Not a 
few sequence melodies are named after the verse of the Alleluia to which 
they were attached, as, Domi11us regnavit, Dominus in Syna, Adducenltlr, 
Benedicta sit, etc. Otl1ers, however, carry strange names such as Puella 
turbata (disturbed girl), Cignea (swan-like, swan-song?), Cithara (either, 
lyre), Duo tres (two three), or names suggestive of places of origin, such as 
Metensis (Metz), Bavverisca (Bavaria?), R omana, Gmeca, and Occidentana. 
As in the hymns, a given melody was very frequently used for a number 
of texts, and occasionally the same text occurs witJ1 different melodies.o 

As is well known, the fundamental principle of the sequence is what has 
been called "progressive repetition," that is, a structure consisting of a 
succession of paired lines (double-versic:les) both of which are sung to the 
same melody, usually with a single line at the beginning and at the end: 

a bb cc dd ee ff g 

In order to provide a firm basis for the subsequent discussions, a typical 
example is reproduced in Fig. l44, the sequence Psnllat ecclesia, one of 
the few unquestionably authentic sequences of Notker.7 

4 The term prosa, a late-La tin 'vord derived from prorsus, straight, may not have had 
the same meaning as the modern word prose. At any rate, the prosa is defmitely a poetic 
tyJX of Latin literature. 

11 See A. Hughes, Anglo·French Sequelae (1934), p. 4· Much better terms for the two 
typC$ would be prosa (with text) and sequence (wilhout text): sec H . Husmann, ··scqucnz 
und Prosa'" (ll nna/es musicologiqucs, 11 [1 954]. 61 ff, csp. p. 63). 

6 An extreme case is the melody ] U$tus u t palma, with at least twenty· six different 
texts; see Hughcs, p. 49· See also the list in C.A. Mobcrg. Ueber die schwedisclum Sequen
u n (1927), I, 151fT which, although not intended to be all·inclusive, provides an insight 
in tO the general State of affairs. 

7 According to Notker"s own report, it was the first sequence representing the perfection 
of his attempts: Hocqu~ modo instructus sectmda mox vice dictavi Psallat ecclesia mater 
illibata (thus instructed (by his tcad1er lso] l wrote soon, as my second [work], Psa //at 
ccclesia .. • ). For the music sec Mobcrg (Cn. 6), It, no. 5;; for the full text (Moberg gives 
on ly the 6rst Jinc of the double·vcrsides), Ana./. hymn. 53· p . 398. 
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REMARKS; 

1. This sequence consists of eight sections, all of which are repeated 
except for the first and the last. The sections vary greatly in length. Thus, 
sections d, e, f, and g consist respectively of eight, nineteen, thirteen, and 
nine notes. 

2. In the double-versicles the corresponding lines of text offer many 
points of interest. Naturally, they agree in number of syllables, a number 
identical with that of the notes in the section. However, there is much 
more involved than a mere counti11g of syllables. There is also a close 
correspondence between the smaller textual units that occur in the longer 
lines, (or instance, in section e. Usually the correspondence extends even 
to the individual words, so tl1at a word of three syllables, e.g., "gratia" is 
matched by anotner word oi three syllables, "visitant," or, at least, by two 
words together having duee syllables, as in "parturit" and "hie suos." In 
the present sequence there is only one deviation [Tom this principle, that 
is, at the end of b, where two words of three syllables each, "probatur 
particeps" have their counterpart in "et ceremoniis." Finally, there is also 
in many cases a correspondence of accentuation, as at the end of versicle e: 

fe-cun-da Spi-Ti-tu Sane-to 
et cor-pus su-mi-tur jt}su. 
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This principle, however, is not too strictly observed, as appears from such 
correspondence as "Hie n6vam- Angeli" and "p;lrturit- hic suos" in the 
same section, or "univcrsa- pecdtricis" in section f. In fact, the present 
sequence is perhaps somewhat exceptiona l in its fairly com plete observance 
of identical accentuation in corresponding lines. However, there can hardly 
be a question that the numerous instances of identical accentuation in two 
corresponding lines, in this and in other sequences, are not merely the 
result of coincidence. 

3· A comparison of our sequence with its purely vocal form, the sequela, 
shows that Nolker, in writing his text, followed the melody not onl y in its 
structure-at-large and general outlines, but also in such details as the 
grouping of neumes. Quire frequently, a word of three syllables appears 
under a neume of three notes, and a four-syllable word is allocated to a 
four-note neume. Fig. 145 shows the melodic form of our sequence as given 
in A. Hughes' Anglo-Frenclt Sequelae.s Although the sequela diffen in 
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8 P. 51. The sequela is named after the Alleluia Laetotw sum from the second Sunday 
of Advent, from which it is derived. The leucr x (Go1hic Cor s, scmd, once) denotes the 
sections that are sung once. whiled (duplex, dwuo) indicates repetition of the section. 
The sequela (without ICXt) occurs, among others. in the twclflh·ccntury Tropcr of 
Moissac (Paris. B. N. 11ouv. acq. /at. 1871), on Col. 76•, a facsimile reproduction o£ which 
is given in F. Gcnnrich's Grundriss einer Formmlcllrt: des mittclalterlichcn Licd~s (1932). 
Here the melody has the tiLI.e n egnantem, after a French sequence, Jlegntmtcm semjJi
tt:rna written 10 the same melody. In both sequelae the music corresponding to section b 
of the seq ucncc is missing. 
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some detail from the melody of the sequence, the agreement between 
neu~atic groups and words can be noticed in a number of places, e.g., in 
secuon e: 

. ,.. .. 
Hie novam prolem gratia parturir fecundo Spiritu Sancto 

These explanations show that in the writing of sequence texts such as 
Notker's Psallat ecclesia there is much more involved than a mere counting 
of syllables, much more than a mere transforma tion of the melisma into 
a strictly syllabic declamation. There are also involved numerous con
siderations of detail which actually amount to versification, a versification 
all tl1e more interesting because it is so much more subtle than that of the 
hymns.9 

With m is specific sequence-sequela as a point of departure, we may now 
turn to a consideration of the general aspects of the field. The type of 
sequence exemplified by Psallat ecclesia, usually referred to as the "oldest 
sequence," prevailed throughout the ninth, tenth, and eleventh centuries. 
After a transitional stage, designated as the "intermediate sequence," t11ere 
developed, in the twelfth century, a new type--the "late sequence" of 
Adam de St. Victor (d. 1192). In strong contrast to the old type, the se
quences of Adarn and his successors are in a strictly poetic versification. 
Consisting of a number of stanzas, all in the same meter, their texts are 
practically indistinguishable from those of hymns; only the musical treat
ment characterizes them as sequences [pp. 46off]. The "intermediate" 
sequences show traits foreshadowing the su·ict versification of the late se
quences. 

The old sequences, which deserve our main attention, were cultivated 
in Germany (St. Gall) as well as in France, not so much perhaps in its 
northern part where they may have originated Uumieges), as in mon· 
asteries of southern France, at Moissac and particularly at Limoges (St. 
Martial). Close relationsh ips existed bet,veen France and England, and, 
to a lesser extent, between Germany and Ital y. resulting in two ralher 
clearly distinguished repertories, an Anglo-French (perhaps, more prop
erly, Franco-English) and a Germano-h alian. 

A distinctive trait of lhe French and English sequences is that their 
lines usually close on -a (or -am, -at, etc.), in assonance wim the last syllable 
of allelui-a. A number of them also begin with the word Allelttia, thus 

9 Sec G. Reichert, "Strukwrprobleme der !iltcren Scqucn1 .. (Deutsclu: Vierlt:liahrs· 
schrift filr Lilt:raturwisst:nschaft, XXJLI (•9-19]. 227). 
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revealing a particularly close relationship to the mother chant, for in
stance:10 

1. Alleluia 
2. a. Laus beata 

vita paxque perfecta, 
3· a. V isitare nostra. 

Salus aeterna, 
exattdi fidelia 

etc. 
6. Jn patriam 

b. Qui ab alta 
descendistis ad ima 

b. Dignatus nos tram 
moderare camoenam 
pietatis gratia. 

qtlO nos introducas beatam, 
qua nobis cuncta sint serena 
et pacatissima 
adfatim per saecla. 

Thls is one of the many sequences sung to the melody Adducentur, so 
called because it is derived from Llle Alleluia Adducentu,- [1217] from the 
Common of a Virgin Manyr (originally probably from the Feast of St. 
Agnes). The melody could also be, and, in fact, is sometimes designated 
as Veni Domine, with reference to the Alleluia Veni Domine [354] from 
the Fourth Sunday o{ Advent, which is practically identical with the Alle
luia Adducentur, particularly in the Alleluia-plus-jubilus section. Follow
ing is the beginning of the Alleluia and that of the sequence: 11 
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a. Alleluia Adducer1tur b. Sequence Alleluia, /aus beata 

This Allelwa and the derivative sequence may also serve as a point of 
departure [or a question which is of particular interest from the musical 

10 Anal. hymn. 53, p. 11. Tl1is standard collection of Sequcntiae aetatis antiquissimtle 
(sequences of the earliest epoch) includes twenty-seven sequences beginning with Alleluia. 
AlJ of them show the assonance on -a. This is also ful ly observed in tl1e "Responsory· 
sequence" Perpetua mereamur gaudia, p. 436, in which the assonant subc:livisions arc 
inc:licated by suokes. 

u For the sequela, see Hughcs, p. 21, also the detailed d.iscussion on pp. 77· l 'P] 
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point of view, that is, the relationship between the two melodies involved. 
In the present example t.his relationship is confined to the initial "Alle
luia," but possibly extends to t.hc fint phrase of the jubilus (sequence: 
"Laus beata ... perfecta''). After Litis, however, the sequence melody 
continues entirely independently from the jubilus as well as from the 
melody for dte verse. This is the normal state of affajrs. In practically all 
cases the agreement between t.he sequence melody and the parent Alleluia 
(if this can be idemified, which is [requenlly Llle case) is confined to their 
beginnings, often not even to the full "Alleluia" but only to its incipit of 
the first five or six notes. Of course, there may be occasional similarities in 
the further course, but these are hardly ever clear enough to give the im
pression of deliberate imitation .t2 

Of special interest in the French-English repertory is the existence of 
a number of examples indicatjve of an intennedi;He stage between the 
sequela and the sequence, the so-called sequelae with verba (words).13 In 
these a text is underlaid, not to the entire melody, but only to some of its 
sections. A famous example is the sequela Fulgens praeclam, a melody con
sisting of sixteen sections (a ll repeated except for the first and the last), but 
with a text, R ex in aetemttm, underlaid to only three sections, Llle fifth, 
the runll1, and Ll1e thirteenth [Hughes, p. 41]. Plate VIII represents 
this melody as it appears in the manuscript Paris, B. N. 17436.14 Hughes' 
publication contains {our other sequelae with verba, Adest una with Ecce 

12 Besscler, in Musik des Mittelalters und der Rwaissance, p . 84, gives a rather uncon
vincing reconstruction designed to show that Lhe entire melody of Notkcr's Psa/lat ecclesia 
is derived from the Alleluia Laetatus sum. Equally unconvincing is a similar reconstruc
tion by Gennrich (Eormenlehre, p. 97), in which Lhe Alleluia Levita Laurentius is literally 
torn to pieces in order to make it fit the sequence Alleluia Co•1celebremus. A clear case of 
more extended borrowing is the sequence Grates rwr1c omnes. which not only begins with 
the incipit of the Alleluia Dominus dixit (melisma for "AIIelu·," reduced to f·g·a a·g 
a·C'c') but also closes with the last three neumes of the jubilus g·c'a b ·a a·g): see Wagner 
In, 485. Probably the most extensive borrowing occurs in the sequela Dulce lignum 

(sequences Salve crux and others for the Feast of the Holy Cross) which makes uses of 
the entire "Alleluia" section (including the jubilus) of the Alleluia Dulce lignum; see 
Bughes, p. 37· 

lS They are also called versus ad sequentias (Bannister. in Anal. hymn. 53· p. 37), a term 
taken from Notker's report, according to which the visiting ll)onk from J umicges brought 
witll him an antiphonarium , .. , in quo aliqui versus ad sequentias erant modt1lati. 
Bannister and his collaborator, Cl. Blume, interpreted the term versus ad sequentias 
to refer to the part·t~xt form, for which, conscqucmly, they claimed historical priority 
over the full-text sequence. This interpretation has been dlallcngcd [see Husman.o's 
article (fn. 5), p. 8g]. At any rate, our designation " intermed.iate stage" should be under
~tood as a technical and not neccssari.ly as a chronological designation. 

H This is the Gradual and Antiphonary of Compiegne [see Ust of Sources, p. 53· no. 
10) in which an elevemh·century scribe entered melod.ies on some empty pages. The 
page shown also cont.ains two purely melismatic sequelae, Cloriosa and Eia recolnmus. 
The Fulgens prncclara with Rex in acternum occurs also on a page from the tenth-century 
Winchester Troper (Oxford. Bodl. Ubr. 775) '~hich is reproduced in W. H. Frere, The 
Winchester Troper (1894) and in Sunol's Paldograpltic grdgorienne, p. 289. 
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puerpera (p. 22), Adorabo major with Suscipe laus (p. 23), Via lux with 
Via lux veritas (p. 73), and Pretiosa with ]am nunc intonant (p. 65). The 
last-named is exceptional in having only one line of text for each of the 
verba sections; this, however, is always preceded by a section having the 
same music without text. The double-versicle structure is therefore pre
served, as shown in the following diagram, where the sections with texts 
are represented by i talic letters: 

a bb cc dd ee £f gg hh ii kk 11 m 

c: ]am nunc intonant praeconia 
d: Christum Dominum laudantia per saecula 
f: CujtlS clara rutilant dona, 

quis aeternae vitae consequimttr magna praemia. 
h: Quam beata sanctorum sunt agmina, 
k: Trinitatem sanctam cernentia 

in gloria aetema. 

It should be noticed that all these sequelae with verba were, at a later 
time, provided with a full text, in the manner of a normal sequence. The 
interesting fact is that these texts are not entirely new, but contain the 
original verba exactly at the place where they occur in tl1e original form. 
Thus, the melody Pretiosa is found with a sequence Alleluia Resultet tellus 
which begins as follows:ts 

b. Resultet tellus et alta 
caelorum machina 

c. Cui angelorum chori 
concordes canunt odas 
in poli regia. 

a. Alleluia 
b. In laudem patris superi 

regentis aethera, 
c. Ipsi etiam et nostra 

jam nunc intonant praeconia 
voce sonora. 

etc. 

In fact, a number of sequences exist to this melody (as well as to the others 
mentioned above); all of them incorporate the same verba at the same 
places. Obviously we have here examples of successive troping: first the 
addition, to the sequela, of words at separate places; then the filling in of 
the "empty" spaces by a continuous text, the full sequence. 

Turning now to the purely musical aspects of the -French sequences (or, 
for that matter, sequelae), we may first consider their form. The great 
majority of them adhere strictly to the basic scheme of a series of double
versicles, preceded and concluded by a single versicle: a bb cc ... gg h . In 
a few cases the repeat i s varied, either by an inner amplification, as in 
Addu.centur, or by a final extension as in Benedicta sit : 

II>Anal. hymn. 53. p. tgS. 
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Adducentur (Hughes, p. 2 1): a bb cc' dd' del' ee' £ 
Benedicta (Hughes, p. 28): a bb cc dd ee' ££ g 
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Slightly greater deviations from the nonn occur in ]ustus u.t palma (p. 48), 
which doses with a double-versicle; Hie est sonus (p. 44) with the form 
a bb cc' dd e ff; Pum Deum (p. 67), which has two single versicles be
tween the double-versicles; and Cignea (p. 31 ), unique because of its re
peated use of a short refrain after some of the double-versicles. Three 
melodies, Exc£ta Domine (p. 40), Exsultnle Deo (p. •P ), and Os ten de minor 
(p. 61) stand apartfrom the rest because they completely lack double-versi
cles. On the other hand, there are a few melodies which restate the music 
of one section in another. One of t.hese is the above-mentioned Addttcentur, 
which employs identical music (dd') for two consecutive sections, so that 
the same phrase is sung four times in succession. In others we find identical 
music at separate places, e.g.: 

Pu.ra Deum (p. 67): a bb cc' d ee' d ee' ££ g 
ChonlS (p. 29): a bb cc dd ee cc (f gg hh i 

Finally, it may be noticed that a number of phrases are repetitive in them
selves, employing the forms pp q or pp q q r which are known to us from 
the melismas of the Alleluias and o( the Offertory verses. The former 
scheme occurs in phrase d of Pura Deum and in phrases d and£ of Chorus, 
the latter in the fifth and sixth sections of L )ITG (p. 53). 

In order to provide an insight into the rather complex structure and 
multiple melodic relationships encountered in some of the more "devel
oped" sequences, tl1ere is reproduced in Fig. 148 the sequence Ad celebres 
for the Feast of St. Michael. It originated .in France, probably in the tenth 
century, but was widely used also in England, Italy, Germany, and Swe
den.10 Textually this consists of ten versicles, all paired except for the fint, 
and varying greatly in length. The assonance on ·a is observed for the full 
versicles as well as for their major subdivisions (indicated by a small stroke 
on tl1e staff). The text does not start with A lleluia (which, however, ap
pears at the end), but possibly this is symbolically represented by the suc
cession of the vowels of the first verse: Ad celebres ... cuncta = a e u a. 
Turning to tlle music, we find interesting relationships between the vari
ous sections. Sections 3 and 4 employ exactly the same melody, as do also 
5 and 6, except for an extension at t11e beginning of 6. Moreover, the 
melody for 3 (and 4) is nothing but an expanded version of that for 2, so 
that essentially the same melody appears six times in succession. Verse 8 

16 R eproduced from Mobcrg, 11. no. 31. Some minor differences in the repeated sections 
have been disregarded, a procedure all the more justifiable (or c..xcusablc) in view of the 
numerous variants in the different sources. For the complete text see Arwl. hymn. :;g, 
P· go6, for the melody, Mater sequeutiarum, Rughcs, p. 56. 
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is very long, and is sung to a bar-form melody. The same form is employed 
for the next verse, g, which borrows its conclusion from the preced ing 
melody. T he last verse is shown wiili a continuous melody, but this also 
consists of two closely related halves. These various relationships and 
structural details are indicated in the following schematic represen tation 
of Ad celebres: 

£2 
e = ppqr f = ssr 

~ . I • ,.. 
• • 11\ • 11'. ! • • • • • ·n: 

:: I I I I I I I .ft-I I a 
t.Ad ce- le- bra,,rcx at ·ll - ce, bu-d~ cu.o - aa 2a. Pill· SI< nunc ea- no -r• ea •l<r-va sym·pho-nl • a 

b.O -du &l·quesol-nr con-d-o u-bi no-sua, 

ell: •··· · ·'·· · · · · I I l I • I • I I • • 

Ja. Cum iam re- no. nn·Nt Mi -ch>- c -lis in-.di • ta v..l- d< fe1- u, ,._ In· 1c:r pti-mJe-va 
b. Pet quaolae-rs • bun·da pc:r -or· na ·Nt ma<hi- na mua ·di 10• ••· b. The· o • lo • gi ·ea 

... No-ti-es dil- tin<·<• pneu-ma-rumsun1ag·mi -na per re (ac-ra; 6>-Pl<bson-gc •ll ·c• pb•-lanx <latch
b.Scd,cwn.U, &·cis b.occfl.&.mmupe:r an -go- li-eu o!·O·d·nu. b. Oo-ati·n•n·rl· a nu-ml-na dl-

c I I 
I I I 

a a ' I ' • I • 

11111rh>Koam=- a . ea N • a, 
ea -cc- go. ri-unt sym·bo ·la 
LQ. se- li • a;--' prin- ci-pans 
vi- na-que $ub"' ~<I · li ·a, 

c 11: i I I I j a I I 

• • • • 
cum si-mus oos ul· rJ ·nu 

no· bis hate ttt cri -pu- ci ·ea 
nu •m&, vir. NS u • n • ni ·a 

Che·N·bim a.e-the-re ·a 

• • • • I • & r- • 

• • • • • • , . • J e 
(a-cru-n,oed i-ma-go cu-a. 

per pri-va - 11 ~ fi - ci -a: 
ac j>o·tes-ru 1!-mi-pho-na, 
ac Se - n ·phim I • gai- co · ma. 

• • I 

7a. Vos, o Mi ·cha·d. at ·li so-tn -pa, Ga- bri. d-qae ve. n chnsvu- bi 1\W).•U- a,SL Pl:t oos pHris 
b. Ar-qae!U·pba•d, vi·acftt·IW•Ia,tru~t-ftt•te nos ia-tc:r pa• ta ·dl·si•co-W. e - iUS<!muo-

b. Vi • ces per biJ 
c.n • te• narnil· 

c! li8 I 
i • • ,. Si I 

1 :11 1 1 §I 1 §1 1 I 
1 

• I • • 
CIIDt•ta com-pi<O·Nt msn-cla • a, qtu< dat 
pbi-a, com-puquo-que pn<~~·ma, u • na pc:r-ma·ne<U io u • si- a; cu • i <•stis td·ml-ois-uao· 
qui·a.u bis ar- que quia-get~ -a & - ~ 
le . oa u- si -sruat ill w - la, ad quam ra o -vcm ctn ·cc - si-num vc:r-bi -se· oa cltodun.unque de-

; . . . . 
ti l I ! e • • 

9a. Vos pet a.e-rbu,nos pet N - ,. t<t- rt • a 
ci -1 De - o ml·ll· a mi·ll·um so-aa. pon c-lec -n bu-rno·ru-" vo· u & -rnua 

b. Quo post bel- b Mi·ch> - e -lis in· ciJ • u 
O·CIWD~·SID dU•zit Sll•pc:t &•&aJ•ftU•CL DO•SUS De-0 sinriC•C<p•U IU•te•ltll SU •pc:t 

h a • • • -~~ §8 • I 
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hy-pc:r-ly - ri - ea ci • rha- a, IO.Quo io eo • ac • n 
a-nmq~~< mJ·ml • a . ma- a, 

• • §po • • h • • §pa 11 
I I • .. i 

iamglo-ri- aCoo .dc-Qn•te-rnus AI ·le ·lu -la. 

The German repertory of sequences, preserved in various manuscripts 
mainly from St. Gall and Einsiedeln, has received much attention on the 
part of philologists. The JiLerary work of Notker in particular has been 
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repeatedly studied, most recently in the definitive work of W. von den 
Steinen, Notker der Dichter (1948). The music of the German sequences, 
on the other hand, is not very well known. To the present day, musicol
ogists must draw upon one of the earliest publications in the field of music 
history, that is, A. Schubiger's Die Siingerschule St. Ga/lens (t8s8), which 
contains the melodies for c. fiity sequences. Two more recent publications, 
the Variae preces (Solesmes, tgot) and C. A. Moberg's Ueber die schwedis
chen Sequeuzen (2 vols., 1927) contain a few additional examples from 
the early German repertory or, particularly in Moberg, better versions of 
those published by Schubiger. 

Several characteristic traits of the French sequences are conspicuously 
absent in the German repertory. We have seen that the French sequences 
retain a close relationship to their parent chant by the consistent use of 
the assonance on -a (-am, -at, etc.) and also, in not a few cases, by starting 
out with tl1e word A 1/e/uia. Neither of these characteristics is found in the 
German sequences which, it seems, from the beginning acquired a greater 
independence tllan was the case in France. Another difference between tlle 
French and the German repenories is the absence, in the latter, of the 
sequela with verba, that form which represents the transition between the 
purely melismatic and the fully textual type. Some German collections of 
the pure sequela type exist, and the earliest of tllese, found in St Gall 484, 
has been considered as representing or including the longissimae melodiae 
which Notker mentions in his report. 17 However, recent investigations have 
shown rather conclusively that this collection was made at a later time with 
reference to the fully textual sequences, the texts being omitted for practi
cal considerations.ta 

As for the music, it is important to notice that here the division French 
versus German is not as strict as it is in the literary field. Not a few melodies 
have come down to us with a "French" as well as with a "German" text, 
e.g., Cithara with the following: to 

FRENCH: 

1. R ex omnipotens die hodierna 
2. a. M undo triumpltali redempto potentia 

b. J1ictor asctmdit caelos, unde descendemt. 
3· a. Nam quadraginta, postquam surrexerat, 

b. Die bus sacris confirmans pectora 
etc. 

17 See, e.g., Wagner 1, 223. 

l8 Bannister, in Anal. hymn. 53· p. xx.jj, poinls out that the melodies show liquescent 
neumes at places where they would be required by the text. Husmano (see fn. 3] support.! 
this view with olher argumenu. 

111 See Rughes, p. !J2- Sancti Spiritus is given in Jlariae Preces, p. t6o; the text for 
Rex omnipotens and Sancti Spiritus in Anal. hymn. 53, pp. 11 1 and 118. 
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GERMAN: 
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1. Sancti spiritus assit nobis gratia, 
2. a. Quae corda nostra sibi faciat habitaculum 

b. Expulsis in de cunctis vitiis spiritalibus. 
3· a. Spiritus alme, illustrator hominum, 

b. Horridas nostrae mentis purga tenebras. 
etc. 

If we consider tl1e sequences of Schubiger's collection from the point of 
view of form, we find a picture similar to mat observed in the Anglo· 
French repenory, that is, the nonnal form along with deviations and modi
fications, but with a considerably greater emphasis on the latter. The nor· 
mal form, characterized by a succession of musically different versicles, all 
double except for the first and the last, is found in hardly more than ten 
sequences. One of these is Psallat ecclesia (no. 31) which has been used as 
our introductory example [p. 444]. Others are Laude digrmm (no. 1), Laus 
tibi Christe (no. 6), Cantemus cuncti (no. g), Haec est sancta (no. 15), etc. 
This form can be represented by the scheme a b2 c2 ... k, where symbols 
such as b2 stand for double-versicles. 

The most obvious deviations £rom this form are represented by tile se· 
quences lacking tl1e single verse at the beginning, at the end, or at both: 

a2 b2 c2 ••• k: Laus tibi Christe (no. 38) 
a b.2 c2 ••• k2: Sacerdotem Christi (no. 33); Grates honos (no. 46); Re" 

regum (no. 47); Veni Spiritus aeternorum (no. 48); Victimae paschali 
laudes (no. 6o) 

a2 b2 c2 ••• k2: Natu.s ante saecula (no. 5); A urea virga (no. 4g). 

It should be noticed that nos. 43ff of Schubiger's Exempla are composi· 
tions of a later period, having been written, among others, by Ekkehard I 
(d. g78), Hennannus Contractus (d. 1054), Godeschalc (6. c. 1050), and 
Wipo (d. c. 1050). Grates honos and R ex regum, born by Hermannus, also 
reveal their late date by the enormous extension of their versicles, some oE 
which have as many as ninety syllables, e.g., the section "0 6os virgineae-
0 consanguineae" in R ex regum. 

Several of the earliest sequences have no double-versicles (a b c .. . k): 
Laus tibi sit (no. 17); En regnator (no. t8); Laeta m.ente (no. •g); 0 quam 
mira (no. 22); 0 decu.s mundi (no. 51), and Grates nunc omnes (no. 54). 
We have already encountered this type among the Anglo-French sequelae. 
In fact, Laeta mente employs the melody of Exsultate Deo (Hughes, no. 
41), and 0 decus mundi as well as Grates ntmc omnes are modelled after 
Ostende minor (Hughes, no. 42). Altogether tl1ere are perhaps twenty se· 
quences of the non-repetitive type, and the number of distinctly different 
melodies is, no doubt, even smaller. Although these form only a minute 
fraction of the total repertory, they have attracted considerable attention 
because of the possibility that they may represem an earlier stage of de· 
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velopment than the repetitive type.:!O Perhaps they were also repetitive, 
each section being sung first as a melisma, then with the text (or vice 
versa ?), similar to the manner observed iJl the seq uela Pretiosa with the 
fragmentary text }am nunc intonant [p. 450]. All the e.xamples of this type 
are conspicuous for their shortness, especially 0 rlecus mundi and Grates 
nunc omnes. By repeating each section they would more readily fall in line 
with the normal sequences. 

Among the latter we find not a few examples showing multi ple repeti
tion, either in immed iate succession or at different places, similar to the 
practice noted in some examples of the Anglo-French group. Some ex
amples follow: 

]ohannes j esu Christo (no. 2): 
Carmen suo dilecti (no. g): 

(b starts with "ecclesia") 
Agni fJascha/es (no. 12): 

(c st.arts with "sacrosancta") 
Benedicta semper (no. 24): 
Virginis venerandae (no. 35): 

(b stans with "de numero") 

a b2 c:l d.f. d':! d:l c (-a b2 c2 dB e) 
a b2 b':! c:! d e:! £ (-a b• c2 d e2 f) 

a b• c2 d2 c2 e:! f2 gz 112 i 
a b3 c2 b'2 b112 c'3 (- a b3 c2 b4 c3) 

Carmen suo has a single versiclc in the middle (d). No other clear example 
o£ tl1is occurs in Schubiger's collection. 

The most highly repetitive sequence is Laudes Salvatori (no. 11). Its 
complex structure, involving numerous relationships of one kind or an
other, can be indicated approximately as follows: 

1. 2. 3· 4· 5· 6. 7· 8. g. 10. 11 . 

a b2 (cc'dc)2 e2 (cc"c)2 (lf')2 g2 h2 (iij')2 (kk'k)2 m2 

1. Laudes Salvatori •.. 
2. Et devotis • .. 
3· Carne gloriam ..• 
1· Servi .subiit .. . 
5· Sed tamen . . . 
6. Putres suscitat ..• 

7· Post haec mira .• • 
8. Et se crucifigi .•• 
g. Tlluxil dies ... 

10. Fnvent igitur ..• 
1 L Ergo die ista .. . 

20 Wagner distinguishes the two types as A (repetitive) and 13 (non-repetitive): cf. 
Wagner I, 225ff. Moberg says. with reference to Wagncr's two types: "Die Forschcr sind 
darin eioig, die tweite Gattung als alter anzusehen"' (Schwcdische Sequcnu11, 1, 223). Cer
tainly, Ibis is an overstatement. Scholars disagree on this point as on so many otheu 
conceming the early developments of the sequence (sec, e.g .• A11al. hymn. 53· p . xix, fn. t). 
H . Spankc has shown that there exists a Byzantine hymn, H)•nlr!Oit aineton, which may 
well be lbe model of Cralt~s nunc omnn (sec '"A us dcr Vorgeschichte nnd Frlihgcschichtc 
der Seque:nz," in Zeitschrift fllr dcutschcs A ltcrtum 1md deutsche Utcratur, LXXI 
( 1954]. 1·39· esp. p. 23). 13o th pOCill$ have a very similar content and identical versification , 
!ou_r lines with respectively 13, 13, ' 5· nnd to syllables. cxc<'pl Cor the closing nccl;mwt.ion 
~htch has nine syllables in the Greek version (Doxn thco to en hypsistois) and only seven 
tn the Latin (Cioria in excelsis; perhaps originally C/oria in excelsis Deo, witlt nine 
syllables?). 
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Such extremely involved structures clearly anticipate the even more com· 
plex forms encountered in the French lais o£ the thirteenth century. As we 
have remarked, the above schematic representa tion gives only an approxi
mately correct picture of the thematic relationship between the various 
passages. In order to provide a more concrete impression, two complete 
sections, the third and the sixth, are reproduced in Fig. 149. The reader 
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will notice readily how perfectly in both versicles the principles of versi· 
ncation are observed, that is, parallelism not only of entire verses but also 
of individual words, and often of accentuation. 

The repeat structure exemplified by the sixth versicle, (rr')2 or r r' r r'
in other words, the alternation of a melody and its variant-occurs quite a 
few times in the German sequences, e.g., in: 

r r' r r' 
Christe hunc diem (no. 2 1 ): 

Christe ]esu . . . T erras, Deus. • • Officiis... Sedqui mirum . •. 

Congaudent angdorum (no. 27): 
Qua gloria . . . Quae Domino . . . Quam splendidi ... Quae omnium ... 

Stirpe M aria (no. 28): 
Patris tui. . . Et Ezeclliae . . . Patris ]osiae. . . Summi etiam ... 

Lau.s tibi (no. 37; same melody as Christe hunc diem): 
Qui hodie... Quos impiu.s... Mater gemit . .. Mucro furit .•• 

Sancti Spiritus (no. 23): 
Tu qui omnium ... Tui numinis . . . Ipse hodie . • . Donans munere ••. 

Sancti Baptist'ae (no. 25): 
Tu qui praeparas ... Ne quid devium ... Te deposcimu.s . .. Et facinora ... 

In Congaudent angelorum the variant results from an inner extension, in 
Sancti Spiritus and Sancti Baptistae from an extension at the end. 
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Finally, a number of verses show bar-form, so that the entire double
versicle has the structure ppq ppq, which we have already encountered in 
several of the Anglo-French sequelae. Examples occur in Festa Christi (no. 
8) on "Hinc ira-0 Christe" and "Anno hominis-Ecce spiritus;" in Bene
dicta semper (no. 24) on "Non tres-Trinus in;" and in Patre summe (no. 
26) on "Postremo victis-Ibi Neronis." 

Multiple repeats of one k.ind or another are not the only structural 
peculiarity of the German sequences. Not a few of them show instances 
of what may be considered the opposite procedure, that is, deviations from 
exact repetition, caused by the fact that the second of two parallel verses 
is slightly longer (sometimes shorter) than the first. One of the methods em
ployed in such a case is what may be called "extension by anticipation," 
which may be illustrated by the two examples in Fig. 150, (a) from Summi 
triumphum (no. 20), (b) from Christus lmnc diem (no. 21): 
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In other cases the extension is made at the end, either by the addition of 
a closing passage or by providing a short prima volta and a longer seconda 
volta. Fig. 151 shows an example of each kind, the first from Sancti Bap
tistae (no. 25), the second from Laudes Deo concinat (no. 14). The former 
procedure leads to a versicle in strict bar-form, which, however, differs 
hom the previously mentioned cases in that it is not restated. 
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Lattdes Deo concinat, from which the last example is taken, is the very 
first sequence Notker wrote, as he tells us in his Prooemium, and the one 
for which his teacher Jso suggested corrections. The somewhat irregular 
versicle just quoted occurs at the very beginning, right after the introduc
tory versicle Laudes Deo. The lauer is unusual for its shortness and for 
having a short me !ism a, ac'd'c'bg, on "De(o)," which is practically the 
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only melisma in the entire repertory of early German sequences. The versi
cle after "Concinat ... veterano," "Misit hue ... patriae," is also highly 
unusual, if not unique because of the ternary form, c d c, of its melody: 

c: !11isit hue natwn stwm in terras 
d: ut sua dextra jacentes caeno levaret polo 
c: restitueretque patriae. 

After this the sequence continues in normal double-versicles, but with 
some restatement of earlier material and with an unusually short final 
versicle, "Canamus" : 

a b1 b2 c d c e2 f2 g2 (d' e')2 f2 g. 

Certainly it is interesting and perhaps relevant to compare the rather ir
regular form of Notker's first attempt with the entirely regular sequence 
Psallat ecc/esia, given at the beginning of our study, which represents the 
perfection of his method. 

Before turning to the sequences of the intermediate and o£ the late pe
riod, we may say a word about the attempts made by many scholars tO 

trace the "pre-history" of the sequence. Where did this Corm, so un ique in 
its literary as well as its musical aspect, originate? A number of scholars 
have come out in Cavor of a theory of Byzamine origin. Perhaps the first 
to suggest such a connection was 'Vilhelm Christ, who interpreted the term 
"sequence" as the Latin cranslation of Greek akoluthia, a designation used 
by some Greek writers of the twelfth (?) century, though apparently with 
a different meaning.21 More promising is the attempt made by Wilhelm 
Meyer to trace the sequence back to the kontakion, the most important 
form of Byzantine hymnody in the sixth century.22 Considered as a whole, 
a kontakion is something entirely different (rom a sequence, since it con
sists of a great number of stanzas (troparion), from eighteen to thirty, 
of identical structure and melody, preceded by an introductory stanza 
(prooemium) in different versification and with different music, so that, 
aside from the pmoemium, the over-all form is that of a strophic hymn 
rather than of a sequence. There exist, however, lwntallia in which the 
individual stanza (i.e., the troparion) shows a versification in paired lines 
similar to that o£ the sequence. The best-known example is the famous 
Akathistos hymn, Angelos protostates, written by the patriarch Sergius 
about 626, the first troparion o[ which can be diagrammed as follows:211 

21 Sec Wagner 1, 223. The normal lllcnning of a/wlutlria seems to be sequence in Lhe 
general sense of "order:· specificall )' the order of che Office Flours as opposed to chat of 
tl1c Mass. which was called /eiturgia (sec HDM, s.v. "Akoluthia"]. 

:!!! W. Mcycr, Cesammeltc Ab1tandlrmJ!C11, 11. 7Gif. Later he withdrew his theory: sec 
ibid., p. 99· 

:!3 Sec the detailed description in E. Wellesz. By:.antine i\lruic mrd Hymnograplry, 

pp. t6~ff. 
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a b b c c d d e e I £ g g h. 

The parallel lines, b b, etc., correspond to each other not only in the 
number of syllables-to for b, 13 for c, 16 ford, etc.-but also often in 
the length of the words and the placement of the accent, e.g.: 

or: 

d: Chaire, h)•psos dysan;\baton anthropinois logismofs 
d: Chaire, bathos dysthe6reton kai angelon ophthalmofs, 

f: ChaLre, aster emphafnou ton heljon 
£: Chafre, gaster entl1eou sark6seos, 

exactly in the same manner as they do in the sequences. Such similarity, 
or rather, identity o( principles of versification cannot possibly be the re
sult o( coincidence. True enough, the progressive repeat is by no means a 
characteristic trait of the lw11takia in general, neither in the prooemium 
nor in the tropada. It has been found, up to now, only in five or six of 
the Byzantine hymns.2~ ll would therefore be wrong to say that the se
quence is derived from the ltontoldon as such. Obviously the impetus came 
from one specific hontakion of the type just described, possibly £rom tlle 
Akathislos hymn which enjoyed special fame and which shows the progres
sive repeat more fully than the others.25 

In turning from the textual to the musical aspect, we face a more diffi
cult problem. The transfer of the poetic form from tl1e East to the West 
does not necessarily imply a transfer o£ the music. The Akathistos hymn 
or some other o£ the same type may have reached the West through Byzan
tine singers, or in written form as a purely literary document. Even the 
former assumption would account only for one melody, not for the entire 
repenory of melodies which, no doubt, is a Western creation. The main 
difficulty is to account for the associaLion of the Byzantine literary form 
and the longissimae m e/odine of Notker's report. Did these have a repeat 
form, similar to that of so man y Alleluia melismas, and did Notker-or 
somebody before him-notice the structural similarity between the form 
of the music and the form of the Byzantine poetry? Or was t11e musical 
repeat a modification caused by the parallelism of the text? Here we come 
close to the field o{ pure speculation. We prefer to stop at its border and 
to turn our attention to the later development of the setjuence. 

In the eleventh cenwry the principles of versification that characterize 
the early sequence underwent a modification jn the direction of greater 

24 See the arlicle hy Spankc (fn. 20). p. go. 
2G Was :-\otkcr the cencral figure in this transfer? As an amusing aside we quote: 

"Notker kanntc nidtl griechisch" (H:md<chin. in 'l.eilscilrift fiir Musill wissenschnft, XVII 
[t9S4)· 250): "Notker ... 53\':lit ccnaincmcnt le grec" (Hujtlo. in RC:. XXVIII . ttg, {n. 2). 
We wish 10 refer Lhc reader to A. Husrnann's intercsling study, "Scqucnz und Prosa" 
(sec fn. 5). which appeared after our roanuscripl had been completed. 
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regularity. One of the first, and certainly the most famous example indi
cative of this change, is Wipo's Easter sequence, Victimae pasclzali laudes 
which betrays new tendencies in the occasional use of regular alternation 
of accented and unaccented syllables, in the more nearly equal length of 
the lines, and in the use of rhyme. For example: 

g. a. Die nobis M aria b. Angelicos testes 
quid vidisti in via suddrium et vestes 

4· a. SepUlcrum Chrlsti viventis b. Surrexit Christ us, spes mea 
et gMriam vldi resurgentis praecedat ruos in Galileam. 

Another transitional sequence is the Christmas sequence Laetabundus 
exsultet [VP 70], which enjoyed a unique popularity in the later Middle 
Ages. Here not only the single versicle at the end, but also that at the be
ginning is lost, so that the entire text consists of double-versides of nearly 
equal length and often in regular versification and rhyme; e.g.: 

g. a. Sicut sr'dus rddium 
profert virgo {ilium 
pdri forma 

5· a.lsa-{-as cecinit 
S)magoga meminit 
numquam tdmen desinit 
esse caeca. 

b. N t!que sidus radio 
nt!que mdter filio 
flt cornipta 

b. Sl non stiis vdtibus 
credat vel gentilibus 
Sibyllinis versibus 
haec praedicta. 

In contrast to Victimae, Laetabundus also indicates a change of musical 
style in its strict £-major tonality, in the cadential emphasis on the triadic 
pitches, f, a, and c', and in the melody which, by comparison with the 
older ones, sounds flat and commonplace. A more positive trait is the ex-
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ploitation o£ different ranges in the various versicles, such as from f to d' 
in the first, from c to b-Oat in the third, and from e to f' in the fifth. Al
though such contrasts are not entirely absent in tbe old sequences, par
ticularly the French, they assume much greater importance in the later 
ones. 

The final stage of the development was reached in the twelfth century, 
under Adam de St Victor (d. 1 192).2e An extremely skillful, fluent, and 
elegant poet, he wrote over fifty sequences, in which the trend toward regu-

26 Complete edition of his sequences in E. Missct and P. Aubry, Les Proses d'Adam 
de Sajnt Jlictor (tgoo). References arc to Lhis edition. A number of late sequences are 
:reproduced in JIP and in Lhe Appendix of AR (e.g .. pp. 176• , 187• , ago• , 200• ). 
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larity is carried to a point where it borders on schematization. Each of his 
sequences consists of a number of strictly versified and rhymed stanzas; for 
these he employs a limited number oE poetic forms, of which the following 
is by far the most frequent: 

A. In natale Salvatoris 
angelorwn nostra choris 

succinat conditio; 
Armonia diversorum 
sed in uno redactorurn 

duJcis est connexio. 

8 (syllables in trochees) 
8 
7 
8 
8 

7 

Occasionally this scheme is enlarged to a similar one of eight lines: 

B. Conscquenter es m utatus 8 
presulatu sublimatus, 8 
novus homo repara tus 8 

felici comrnet·cio; 7 
Ex adverso ascendisti 8 
et te murum objecisti, 8 
caput tuum obtulisti 8 

Christi sacrificio. 7 

A fairly frequent modification of A is the following: 

C. Quid de monte lapis cesus 8 
sine manu~ nisi Jesus 8 

qui, de regum linea 7 
sine carnis opere, 7 
de came puerpere 7 
processit virginea? 7 

Several other schemes are employed, but these need not concern us. Some 
of Adam's sequences consist entirely of stanzas of type A, e.g., ]ubi/emus 
Salvatori qui spem dedit (Misset-Aubry, no. 10; see p. 181), Postquam 
hostem (no. tg), or Q1~i procedis (no. 21). Virgo mater Salvatoris (no. g) 
consists entirely of sta nzas of type B, and Salve dies (no. 14) or Sexta passus 
feria (no. 15) show the consistent use o£ other poetic meters. Considered 
from the texLUal poim o( view, such sequences are indistinguishable from 
strophic hymns. Usually, however, two, three, or more different meters are 
employed in a sequence, particularly the above-mentioned types A, B, and 
C. Thus, Gaude Syo11 et laeta re (no. 4) has six stanzas A, followed by two 
stanzas B, and by a final A; Gaude Roma (no. 26) has six A, one C, two B 
and two final stanzas in yet other meters; in ln natale Salvatoris (no. l) 
all the stanzas are A except for the ninth; in Heri mundus exultavit (no. 2) 
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we find the types A and B together with several other metrical schemes, 
etc. 

As for the musical treatment, the nonnal procedure is to provide a 
melody for the first half of a stanza and to repeat it for the second half. 
Thus the melody will cover two lines in a four-line stanza, three in a six
line stanza, etc. A perfectly regular example is ]ubilemus Salvatori qui 
spem dedit (no. 10; see p. 246). Even the non-symmetrical scheme C is 
usually treated as a repeat structure by combining two separate notes of 
an eight-syllable line into a two-note neume for the coiTesponding seven
syllable Hne, as in the foJJowing example from Splendor Patris (no. 5): 
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In not a few cases, however, the double-versicle structure resu lts, not 
from the division of one stanza but from the combination of two, a melody 
being provided for an entire stanza and repeated with the next which, in 
tl1is case, will necessarily be in the same meter. Examples of this procedure 
occur in many sequences: for instance, in In natale Salvatoris (no. 1 ) , 

stanzas 3-4, 5-6, 7-8; in Heri mundttS (no. 2), stanzas 3-4; in Splertdor Patris 
(no. 5), stanzas Jo-11 ; etc.27 

Nearly all the sequences of Adam consist exclusively of double-versicles. 
Thus, the first two can be represented as follows: 

In natale: a2 b2 c2 d2 e2 £2 g2 h2 i2 
Heri mundus: a2 b2 c2 d2 e2 (2 g2 h2 i2 k2 12 

The older form with a single verse at the beginning and/or the end occurs 
only in a few sequences. Ecce dies (no. 12) has a single verse at the begin
ning; L aus erumpat (no. 37), at the end; and Lux jownda (no. 20), in both 
places (the first double-versicle starts with "Letis cedam"). In Salve matCI' 
(no. 36) the third versicle, "Porta dausa," is single, but is paired by the 
sixth versicle, "Palmam prefers": 

a2 b2 c d2 e2 c f2 g2 h2 i2 

As for the individual melodies, a, b, c, etc., the reader is referred to the 
detailed analysis g iven by Aubry on pp. 115[ of his edition . .Beca use of the 
strict versification of the text, each melody (Aubry: timbre) falls into a 
number of short periods (Aubry: membre), each of which corresponds to 

27 Occasionally Lhe situation is ambivalent, as appears from the fact that Aubry's 
numbering o£ sraru.as repeatedly dHfers from Missct's. Cf. In nalafe: LX (Misscr) = !)· 10 

(Aubry); Heri mundus: Xl, Xll (Mi.sset) = 1 1- 12, •S- •4 (Aubry); etc. 
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a line of the stanza. Thus a melody will consist of rwo to six periods, occa
sionally even more. Usually the periods are all d ifferent, but a few ex
amples of repea t forms occur, for instance, pp q (no. 2 1, 6), pp q r (no. g, 
3), o r p q p r (no. 25, 7). 

Under the beading "Les Timbres," Aubry gives an extended catalogue 
of the phrases found in Adam's sequences. Of particular interest are those 
that recur in several compositions, as, for instance, the timbres IJ, 12, and 
I;, each of which are found in the same four sequences, Spleudor Patris 
(no. 5), Genofeve sollempnitas (no. 8), Laudernus om11es (no. 35), and 
Supeme matris (no. 44). ln fact, all these start out idemically, but con
tinue later with more or less different material. A particularly large group 
of tl1ematically related sequences is the following:!!s 

2. H eri mtmdus a b c de f g h i k 
18. Laudes crucis a b c de £ g ph i' k 
19. Postquam hostem a b c de k 
20. Lux jocunda a c1 c2 d e f b i' k 
23. Profitenles a b c d e f g k' q 
27. Corde, voce a c de {+ g h i k 
30. Letabundi a b c d e £ g phi i' k" k 
37· Laus erompat a b c s d e t f g k u 

As may be seen from this table, three sequences, H eri mundus, Laudes cru
cis, and Letabundi, are aJmost identical. Taking the first of these as the 
starting point, Laudes crucis is enlarged by one phrase (p), and Letabundi 
by tllis as well as by a final phrase (k, not repeated). The other sequences 
are reductions of Heri mundus, some of them with introduction of new 
material, especiaLly in Laus erumjJat (s, t, u). Naturally, in every case the 
recurrent use of a melody is predicated upon identical, or nearly identical 
verse schemes in the text. One might compare Adam's method with the 
centonization practice of the Tracts, R esponsories, etc., were it not for the 
fundamental difference of material, technique, and underlying menta lity. 

Adam's sequences became the (oumain-head of an enormous production 
which lasted throughout tl1e thineentl1, fourteenth, and fiftee nth centuries 
and resulted in a repertory of well over three thousand sequences, all 
fashioned after the same p<~ttern. The Council of Trent (1515-63) abol
ished all sequences except four: Victimne paschafi laudes (by Wipo) for 
Easter; Veni sancte Spiritus (variously ascribed to Pope Innocent lll, d. 
1216, and to Stephen Langton, archbishop of Canterbury, d. 1228) for Pen-

28 The indicaLions for repeat arc ornined; all phrases arc repeated except Lhosc 
represented b)• italics (k, u). In Lux jocuuda the long phrase c (nonnally used for an 
entire stanza and repeated for the next) is divided into halves. c, and c,. each o£ which 
is used (will! repeat) for a single stanL3. In Corde uota the phrases f and g are combined 
into one, f+g. which is used for one stanza and repeated for the next. 
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tecost; Lauda Si on (by SL Thomas Aquinas, d. 1 274) for Corpus Christi, and 
Dies irae (attributed to Thomas a Celano, d. c. 1250) for the Mass for the 
Dead. In 1727 a fiflh sequence was adopted for liturgical use, Stabat Mater 
for the Feast of the Seven Dolours (the text variously ascribed to Jacopone 
da Toru, d. 1306; St. Bonaventura, d. 1274; and others). Of these, Victimae 
pascha/i laudes (78o) is the only remnant of the older type. Lauda Sion 
(945) employs the same melody as Adam's Laudes crucis, except for the 
versicle 17-18, "Sumunt boni- Mors est malis" (corresponding to the sec
tion p of our schematic representation), which has a melody related to 
the timbres 65, 66 o£ Aubry's catalogue. Dies irae [18ao), equally famous 
for its dramatic text and its somber melody, is composed in a form which 
may be designated as a tripled sequence or sequence with a triple cursus. 
It consists of eighteen three-line stanzas-each with its own rhyme- and 
a conclusion in a somewhat different verse scheme. The first six stanzas 
are composed as a sequence, a ab b cc, and this entire melody is employed 
again for the two subsequent groups of six stanzas. The over-all form is as 
follows: 

Stanzas 1 to 6 (Dies irae . . . ): 
Stanzas 7 to 12 (Quid sum miser . .. ): 
Stanzas 13 to 18 (Qui Mariam •• . ): 
Conclusion (Lacrimosa . . . ): 

aabbcc 
aabbcc 
aabbcc 
free 

CHAPTER FOUR 

Ambrosian Chant 

by ROY J ESSON 

A MBROSIAN CHANT derives its name from Ambrose, who was Bishop 
of Milan from 374 until his death in 397· It is a complete reper

tory of music for the Mass and Canonical Hours of the Milanese liturgy, 
the texts and forms of which differ in many respects from the Gregorian 
and represent an independt!nt though related liturgical development. Un
like other regional uses, such as the Gallican and Mozarabic, the Ambrosian 
was never successfully suppressed in favor of the Grcgorian, but has con
tinued in use in the diocese of Milan until the present day. 

The prestige conferred upon Milan and its diocese by Ambrose, the 
spiritual father and teacher of Augustine, no doubt contributed much to 
the ability of the Milanese liturgy to maintain its independence. But de
riving from the late date (twelfth century) of the earliest musical manu
script is the obvious fact that Ambrose·s connection with the liturgical 
melorues found there is likely to be entirely nominal. Apart from the writ
ing of hymns and the introduction of antiphonal psalm-singing we know 
nothing of Ambrose's activities in the field of liturgical music. Medieval 
sources, however, credit him with the liturgical organization of the Mass, 
the introduction of the Vigils, and the arrangement of the Offices in Milan,1 

and various references to liturgical matters in his writings bear this out. 
It is not to be supposed that the survival of the Ambrosian forms went 

unchallenged. Many attempts were made to enforce conformity with Gre
gorian practice, especia!Jy by Charlemagne soon after Soo, and by Popes 
Nicholas 11 and Gregory Vll in the eleventh century.2 By the twelfth cen-

a Sei: the article '"Ambr0$ius·• (Stiiblein) in l'tfGG. 
2 The Milanese chronicler Landolphus (c. 1000) records an interesting legend of 

Charlemagne·s attempt. A trial was arranged to ascertain the will of God by seeing which 
of the two Sacramentaries, Ambrosian or Gregorian, would open first of its own accord 
on the altar. Both opened simulcancously. See A. Kienle, .. Ueber ambrosianische Liturgic 
und ambrosianischen Gesang•• (Studien und Mittheilungen aus dem Benedictiner-und 
dem Cistercienser-Orden, V (t884J,J147)· 
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tury, however, papal recognition was secured in the bulls of Eugenius 111 
(t 145) and Anastasius IV (1153), approving the Ambrosian rite.3 As late 
as 1440 the papal legate attempted unsuccessfully to introduce Roman 
forms;4 support for the J\Iilanese use came once again in 1497 in a Papal 
bull of Alexander VJ.5 During the sixteenth cemury St. Charles Borromeo 
defended the Ambrosian rite against the Spanish occupiers of the city; his 
fame and honor are second only to that of Ambrose in the Milanese luer
archy. 

Ambrosian chant, like Gregorian, underwent much alteration and "im
provement" during the Renaissance period, when many of the melodies 
were pruned and otherwise mutilated. St. Charles Borromeo carried out a 
number of Liturgical refonns intended to restore the a uthentic use, and 
a Missal (containing no music) was published in 1594. A short handbook, 
La regola del canto Ambrosiano, written by C. Perego at this time and 
publ ished in 1622, contains only explanations of the solmisation system 
and of the traditional church modes and psalm tones, proving that at this 
time the Ambrosian style was much infiltrated by Grcgorian ideas and 
methods, at least in 1.he simpler daily tOnes and psalm-singing. 

While tJ1e mdi1.iona l commaLic melodies seem to have continued in 
regular use, the full restoration of the med ieval tradition has been the 
achievement of nineteenth- and twentieth-century scholars, outstand ing 
among whom were Dom Cagin of Solesmes, and Dom P. Gregory Suiiol, 
working in Milan. 

The extant sources of Ambrosian liturgy and chant date only from the 
later Middle Ages. A comprehensive list of the liturgical manuscripts is 
given by Leclerq.o For the music i tsel£ 1.here is no parallel to the quantity 
and variety of manuscripts that resulted from the wide d issemination of 
Gregorian chant. The most important sources are the following: 

1. London, Brit. i\Ius., add. 34209 (12th cemury) 
2. Oxford, Bodleian .• tat. liturg. a 1 (14ili century) 
3· Muggiasca (Milan), another copy of 2 (14th century) 

The London manuscript has been published in Pal. mus .• V (facsimile) 
and VI (transcription). It contains only the pars hiemalis (winter half of 
the year). Fortunately, the pars aestivalis (summer) is preserved in the two 
other sources.; 

3Messale Ambrosiano, L:uin· l wli:m edi tion, 1!)36, p. [ •71-
• E. Soull icr. "Causcrics sur le Plain-chan t: St. Antbrosc" (£tudes ncligieuses, Philoso· 

phiques, Historiques et Lilleraires, XLIX [• Sgo], 273). 
li Kicnlc (fn. 2), p. 348. 
0 Aniclc "Milan" in Dictlonnaire d'Archeologie Chretienne et de liturgic, cd. Cabrol, 

XI, 1o82ff. 
i For a complete list of sources see M. H uglo, Fonti e poleografia del canto ambrosinno 

<•gs6). 
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All of the Ambrosian manuscrip ts include both Mass and Office, in an 
arrangement similar to that o( the Liber usualis. In 1935 and 1939 their 
main contents were published in two separate volumes, the Antiphonale 
missamm juxta ritum Sanctae Ecc/esiae Mediolanensis [AMMJ and the 
L iber vesperalis juxta ... Mediolauensis [LVM] , the former containing 
the music for the Mass, the latter that of Vespers. The chants for the other 
Offices (Matins, etc.) have not been published. 

TH E L ITURGI CAL YEAR 

The Ambrosian manuscripts reflect tbe division of the Milanese liturgi
cal year into two parts, winter and summer. The pars hiemalis is associated 
with tJ1e Cathedral itself (ecclesia hiemalis, or basilica major), and begins 
on the tJtird Sunday of October (the Feast of the Dedication of the Church). 
T he pars aesliva, which is associated with the second church nearby (eccle
sia aestiva, or basilica minor), begins at Easter (Vespers of H oly Saturday). 
Ceremonial processions accompany the change-over from one church to the 
other; the baptistery provides a third focal point for tbe processions and 
stations which are a characteristic feature of the Ambrosian rite. The 
rubrics in choro, itz baptisterio, in aliud, and others are found throughout 
the manuscripts indicating such stations and processions; they are fre
quently included in the Office of Vespers. 

The chief points in which the Ambrosian T emporale differs from the 
Roman may be listed here. 

1 . There are six Sundays in Advent instead of four (Advent thus corre
sponds more closely to Lent in duration). 

2. The week days after the Sixth Sunday of Advent are called De excep
tato [sic]. This is a feast of the Blessed Virgin; its name is variously 
interpreted as a corruption of expectato (expectation, of the birth of 
Christ), of exceptum (excepted from the rule), or acceptato (received, 
in the womb of the Virgin). 

3· The Sunday after Epiphany is called Christophoria, or Reditus 
Chrisli ex Aegypto. 

4· Milan has no Ash Wednesday; Lent begins on the Sunday after 
Quinquagesima (In Capite Quadragesimae). Before St. Charles Borro
meo it began a day later, on the Monday. 

5· The Saturday before PaJm Sunday is Sabbato in Traditione Symboli; 
on that day the ca.techumens are instructed in the Creed (Symbolum). 

6. The days of Holy Week are called Feriae in Authentica up to Good 
Friday, which is known as Feria VI in Parasceve. 

7· During Easter Week there are two Masses daily (a usage found also 
in the Gallican liturgy). The first (Pro Baptizatis) is in the ecclesia 
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hiemalis and the second (De Solemnitate) is in the ecclesia aestiva. 
The days after Easter are called Feriae in Albis, afrer the white robes 
of the newly baptized; these are put off on the following Sunday 
(Dominica in A Ibis depositis). 

8. Pentecost is preceded by three Rogation Days (In Litaniis Minoribus) 
and like Easter has two Masses (Pro Baptizatis and De Solemnitate 
Pentecostes). 

9· The Sundays afler Pentecost are named as follows: 
Dominicae 1-X V post Pentecostem 
Dominicae I-V post Decollationem (Beheading of St. John Baptist, 

August 29) 
Dominicae 1-1 I Octobris 
Dominica Ill Octobris, In Dedicatione Ecclesiae Majoris 
Dominicae 1-111 post Dedicationem 

Only a small number of chants are provided for the Sundays after Pente
cost. The Masses draw on a Commttne Dominicale [llMM 277] according 
to a rotating schedule [AMM 324]. This practice, similar to that of the 
Roman Mass Ordinary, may conserve something iJ1 the nature o£ the earlier 
Christian liturgy before the practice of proper items for each day had 
developed. The chants for Vespers are nearly all borrowed from the earlier 
part of the year [LV M 383, g89fE]. 

The Ambrosian Sanctorale naturally honors many local saints, and 
omits a number of those included in the Roman use. 

THE LITURGICAL DAY 

Elaborate tables showing the complex and variable structure of the 
Ambrosian Offices are given by Dom Cagin;s in many of their details there 
are similari ties to other early Western liturgies, notably the Gallican. Ma
tins and Lauds appear together in the manuscr ipts under Ad Matutinam. 
The chief musical items of these Offices are Psalms, Antiphons, Respon
sories, Canticles, and Hymns. The Psalms of Matins are Psa lms 1 to 108. 

Divided into three Noctums, each comaining from three to 6ve psalms, 
tl1ey are sung through once every two weeks (excluding Sundays). In the 
Gregorian Matins the cycle of Psalms is completed each week. After the 
Lesser Hours, which do not contain any important musical items, the rest 
of tl1e psalter (Psalms t09- 150 with some omissions) is sung through each 
week at Vespers. Five Vesper Psalms with Antiphons are assigned to each 
day of the week, though proper Psalms are sometimes substituted on the 
greater feasts. I n addition to the Magnificat, Vespers also includes an 
Atltiphona in choro, a R espor1sorium in choro, a R esponsorium in bap-

s Pal. mu.s., Vl, Introduction. 
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tisterio, and four verses of a proper Psalm, with Gloria. Two other chants 
serve invariably to open and close the Office: the Lucernarium9 and the 
Completorium. The simpler forms of Vespers end with one or two Com
pletoria; the most elaborate forms include four. The Liber Vesperalis 
contains only twelve L ucemm·ia and five Completoria (some also in a sim
ple version), which are repeated as required. An interesting feature of the 
Vespers of Sundays and feast-days is the provision of two Psallendae, each 
consisting of a short verse with Gloria. Such Psallendae occur in the Am
brosian use wherever a procession is intended: in this case, to and from 
the baptistery. Another peculiarity is the employment at various points 
throughout tl1e Offices of a threefold (occasionally twelvefold) Kyrie elei
son, for which simple syllabic tones are provided. The use of the Greek 
prayer in the Offices is of Eastern origin, but was widespread in the West 
long before tbe Kyrie became part o{ the Gregorian Mass. 

The following table shows the strucwre of Vespers on Sundays and high 
feasts, a structure hardly less elaborate than that of the Mass: 

Cl-fin' M USICAL ITEMS OF VESPERS OF SUNDAYS 

ORDINARY 

Lucernarium 

Hymn us 

5 Psalms with Antiphons (Kyrie) 

Completorium I 
Completorium ll (Kyrie) 

Completorium I 
Completorium ll 

PROPER 

Antiphona in choro 

Responsorium in cboro 

Magnificat wilh Antiphon (Kyrie) 
PsaUenda I 
Rcsponsorium in baptisterio 
4 Psalm verses with Antiphon and Gloria 

Psallenda I1 

The Ambrosian Mass differs in a number of respects from the Gregorian. 
It includes no Kyrie as a separate chant and no Agnus Dei, so that the 
Ordinary is reduced to three items. The Proper, on the other hand, in
dudes seven chants. It starts with the h 1gressa, the counterpart of the 
Roman Introit. The early use of three read ings or lessons [see pp. 24fj is 

9 The Lucernarium is a respond. the text of which has invariably some reference to 
the creation and giving of light. In the Callican and Mozarabic rites the Lucernarium 
became almost an independent brief Office before Vespers, which itself has bee.n called 
Lucernalis grat iarum actio. In Callican manuscrip ts the whole of Vespers was called 
Lucernarium. See Kicnle (fn. 2). p. 359· 
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retained, and each o( these is followed by a lesson chant: the Prophecy by 
the Psalmellus, which is Lhe equivalent of the Roman Gradual; Lhe EpisLie 
by the Halleflljah (called Post Epistolam); and the Go~pel ?Y the Post Evan
gelium. In Lent and on some other feasts of a pennenual character the 
Hallelujah is replaced by the Canlus, which corresponds tO the Tract of the 
Roman Mass. The OUertorium and Ll1e Confractorium (lmngere, to break) 
follow, the laucr sung during the breaking of the bread and having no 
counterpart in the Roman use. The Mass closes with the . Transit~1·iwn, 
su ng at the Communion. The Gloria is also called Lau.s .M.mae, whlle the 
Credo is known as Symbolum [AlviM 611]. The followmg table shows .the 
musical items o{ the Ambrosian Mass in relation to those of the Gregonan. 

CHIEF M.USICAL ITEMS OF AMBROSlAN AND CRECORIAN MASS 

AMDROSIAN GRECOR.IAN 

ORDiNARY PROPER ORDINARY PROPER 

lngressa Introit 
Kyrie 

Gloria (Laus) Gloria 
Psalmcllus Gradual 
Post Epistolam 

Hallelujah, Cantus Alleluia, Tract 

Post Evangelium 
Symbol urn Credo 

Offertorium Offertory 

Sanctus Sa net us 
Agnus Dei 

Confractorium 
T ransitorium Communion 

Ite missa est 

THE P SALM TO NES 

For the Office Psalms the Ambrosian use retains its own characteristic 
psalm tones. The Roman forms appear to have been used in Mi.lan for a 
time.'o but medieval theorists refer to the fact that the Ambrostan tones 
included no med iation at the middle o( each verse; 11 this usage has been 
restored together with Lhe rest of the medieval system, as far as possible, in 
the Liber Vesperalis. T he Ambrosian psalm tones thus consist of an intona
tion, a recitation-note or tenor, and a final inflection, or termination. There 

10 Sec Pcrego's La regola . .. (1622). where the psalm tones in use at Milan in the 
sixtcemh century arc shown. In this fonu they arc quoted by Ni ard under "Ambrosien 
(Chant)" in Dict ionnaire /iwrgique et theoriqtJe du plaincllant, cd. Ortigue, 1854• on 
the assumption that they rcpre~nt the authentic Ambrosian use. 

11 M. Cerben. De Cantu etmuJica Jacra. 1, 251· quoting Radulph de Rivo (of Tongers). 
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is a great deal of difference in detail between the Gregorian and Ambrosian 
tones, especially in the general system of the wnes and Lheir assignment; in 
this the Ambrosian use permits considerably more flexibility. 

Briefly, the selection of an appropriate psalm tone begins with the con
sideration of Lhe final note of the Antiphon which "en(rames" the Psalm. 
T his note determines the family (familia) or series of tones which may be 
drawn upon. There are four series, one each for Antiphons ending on 
d, e, f, and g (or a, b c', and d' in transposition). Next must be chosen the 
tenor, or reciting-tone, which must correspond to the note which "domi
nates" in the Antiphon; 12 (or this purpose each series has several possible 
tenors. Finally a choice of termjnations called clausulae is provided for 
each tenor, in order to achieve a smooth link with the beginning of the 
Antiphon when it is repe::ned.t3 As an example we may take the first series 
of tones, which is used with all Antiphons ending on d (or a in transposi
tion). In this series there are four possible tenors: a, g, f, e (e', d', c', b in 
transposition). Each has its own intonaLion, sometimes with one or two 
variants. Thus, [or the tenor g the intonations are c-e-g, d-e-g, or e-{-g. With 
each of these Lenors a wide selection of clattsulae ending on various notes 
is associated. T heir num ber is far in excess of that of Lhe Roman psalm 
tones, as appears £rom the fact that 46 clausulae exist for Series I alone 
[LVM 825]. Their distribution may be seen £rom the following table: 

CLAUSULAE OF PSALM TONE SERIES I 

Clausulae ending on: a g f e d c Total 

Tenor on a 4 6 2 3 15 
g 3 5 1 4 13 
f 2 1 3 7 1 14 
e 2 1 4 

Each of Lhe remaining three series has likewise several possible tenors, 
each wilh one or two intonations and with a great number of alternative 
clausulae. 

The various points mentioned may be illustrated by the three exam
ples shown in Fig. '54 · Each of the three Antiphons ends on d (Series I), 
but the psalm tones have different tenors, which correspond to the domi
nant pitch of each Antiphon. As can be seen £rom the second example, 
the choice of the "dominant" note of the Antiphon seems at times rather 
arbitrary. Nevertheless, the underlying principle is of great interest, repre
senting as it does, an auempt to weld Antiphon and psalm tone into even 
closer "tonal unity" than is the case in the Roman system. 

12 '" llla eniro \·elutl tenor suroitur nota quae in Antiphona quasi centrum fult 
mclodias et magis dominata est ac pracvaluit."" [LVM 8tgJ. 

13 LVM 82s·Sg8. 
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for instance, Paravi lucernam for the Nativity, Apud te Domine for 
Epiphany, and In lumine Cor Holy Innocents. All these consist of a main 
section (antiphon?) and a verse, sung according to the scheme A V N A. 
Exceptional is Dirigatur orntio mea [LVM 208], not only because it is the 
only one with two verses but also because it is prescribed for a week day, 
the first Friday in Lent. The style of the Lucernm·ia varies from the most 
elaborate (In lumine) to a simple recitation (Dominus illuminatio Cor 
week days). 

Even more limited in number are the Completoria. The four for Sun
day, R egnum tuum, Benedictus es (both sung to essentially the same mel
ody), Quoniam tu illmninns, and Benedictus es (simplex) [LVM 10, 11 ] , 

are used throughout the year, except for three occasions, Se Stephen, Feria 
IV in A Ibis, and Natnle tmius Aposto/i, when the first is replaced by Sancti 
ttti. As so often in Ambrosian chant, one is struck by the absence of a logi
cal principle underlying this organization. T he two Benedictus es are fol
lowed by a triple Kyrie eleison. 
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THE ORDINARY CHANTS OF THE MASS 

Only a small number of chants exist for the three items of the Ordinary, 
and they are not grouped in any way which wou ld correspond to tl1e Ordi
nary cycles of the Roman use. There are four settings o( the Gloria (Fes
tivus, Simplex, Solemnior, and Dominicalis), one melody for the Credo, 
and (our settings of the Sanctus (Feslivus, Fe,-ialis, Ad libitum, In Solem
nioribus ad libitum). 

The simplest of the Ordinary chants is the Credo [AMM 6u]. It consists 
of little more than an inflected recitation, wbkh is repeated for all the 
"verses" of the text (except the beginning and the close) exactly as in a 
Psa lm. The redtation consists of :m intonation (f), a tenor (g) and two 
tenninations, the econd employed occasionall y to mark oiT some of the 
main divisions of the text. Only tlte beginning, Credo in wuun Dewn, and 
the close, Et vitam venturi saeculi. Amen, stand outside this scheme: 

Credo ;, rmum Deum. 

f g---------- --------- { g :l g (g) a bb gag 
Patrem om- nipotcntem, 

fa- ctorcm cac- li et terrae, 
VI· sibilium omnium et in- visibilium. 

ClC. 

De- um de Deo ... Deum verwn de Deo vero. 
Ge- nitum, ... per quem om- nia facta sunt. 

etc. 
g a f g-- -------- ---

Et expecto reSttrrectionem mortuorum. 
Et vitam ven/uri scculi. Amen. 

As for the Gloria melodies [AMM 6oijff), Lhe t071tiS simplex is in a very 
rudimentary style, similar to that of the Credo. The tonus festivus is an 
elaboration of the tonus simplex, differing mainly by the use of short 
melismas at the end of certain phrases. It is also transposed down a fourth, 
to allow for the wider range. The tonus domh1icnlis is a "(ree" melody, in 
a mixed syllabic-neumaLic style, moving in a small range (c to g). There 
are a few in ternal repeats of musical phrases, but the over-all form is ir
regular.10 This is also true of t11e tonus solemnior, which however is in an 
eJaborate melismatic style. 

It comes as a surprise to find a three-fold Kyrie attached to the Glol'ia, 
sung immediateJy after tlte Amen as a conclusion of the same chant. It is 
seL invariably to the same music, which is shown in F ig. 157. 

16 This melody is simi lar to Lhc Crcgorian Gloria Domir1icalis (Mass XI; L 46]. The 
two versions arc compared by Pothicr (Lts Melodies grt!goriennes, pp. 253ft) and Ott 
(RtUs. Crcg., Vl .ggS). For the 1o1uu simplex, sec p. 409· 
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FIC URE 157 

e I I I a a I a I I I 

Ky·ri· e ~le- i-son. Ky·rl· c c· le- i·son. Ky-rl· e c- le· l·$00. 

This is the only music provided for the Kyrie text in the main body of 
the Mass, though even simpler tones are provided for its use as a respond 
after prayers [AMM 618], during processions before Mass [AMM 62g], and 
as part of the Litany of the Sa ints [AMi\1 633, 635]. The Kyrie is used 
throughout the Ambrosian Office as a brief respond, in the manner of the 
words A lleluia or Amen, being repea ted sometimes as many as twelve times 
together. The form Christe eleison apparently is not used. 

Of the two chief Sanctus melodies, the tonus festivus [AMM 614] is a 
transposed neumatic elaboration of the tonus feria/is, as can be seen in 
Fig. 158 (both melodies are shown at tl1e same pitch for the sake of com
parison). The meiliod of ornamentation found here is very typical of the 
Ambrosian style. 
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a. tomLSfestivus b. tonus feria/is 

The two "ad libitum" melodies for the Sanctus are adaptations of other 
chants; one of tl1em (super Ecce apertum) is taken from part o£ the Offer
toriwn for the tltiJ·d Mass of the Nativi ty [AMM 44] in which the words 
Sanctus, Sanctus, Sauctus occur, though in a different context (the text is 
from various chapters of the Apocalypse). 

THE PROPER CHANTS OF THE MASS 

The eight items of the Ambrosian Mass Proper can be conveniently ar· 
ranged in two groups of four each: (a) Ingressa, Post Evangelium, Con· 
fractorittm, TrarlSitorium; (b) Psalme/lus, Hnlleluiah, Crmtus, and Offer· 
tot·ium. The chants of the first gronp all consist of one section only, which 
may be considered as an Amiplton, although the dichoLOmy ant.ipbonal
responsorial is hardly more than a conven ient terminology in Ambrosian 
cltant. Those of the second group consist uorrnaUy o( two or more sections, 
a respond and a verse or, in the case of the Cantus (Tract), a number of 
verses. 
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The lngressa is the coumerpart of the Roman Introit. However, it lacks 
the psalm verse and the Gloria Patri which make the Introit the most com
plete example of antiphonal psalmody in the Grcgorian Mass; only an 
Antiphon of moderate length remains. The difference corresponds to a 
change in liturgical function; the lngressa is sung during the censing of 
the altar at the beginning of the l\Iass rather than during the processional 
entry of the celebrant. The only l ngressa with a verse is Requiem aeternam 
[AMM 589], but this is adapted from the Roman use. 

The Ambrosian Mass Antiphons are remarkable for their lack of adher
ence to a norm. In ead1 category there are examples of all styles, from the 
simplest syllabic cl1ants to highly ornate melodies, though neumatic chants 
outnumber the rest. Similarly, were are many variations in the matter of 
length and range, the latter varying from a fourth to a twelfili. Although 
the majority of ilie Mass Antiphons are through-composed, among them 
are not a few examples of repeat forms, sometimes of considerable com
plexity. Some examples from me various categories will illustrate these 
points. 

An example o£ the simplest style is me Post Evangelium Bene annun· 
ciavi [AMM 461] shown in Fig. 159. It has the form aa'b. 

FIGURE 159 

I 
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Be' ac aJIDund· a· vi justl·tl· am tu· am, [)o. mi-ne, in Ea:le· si- a magna. Hat-le· tu-jab. 

Slightly more developed is the Transitorium Maria Virgo [AMM 56]. 
It consists of two identical phrases. This chant, from the Dominica post 
Nativitatem Domini, also occurs as a processional Antiphon for the Feast 
of Purification [AMM 86], an interesting case of borrowing (which way?) 
from anomer Ururgica l category. 

I I i • • 
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cae·li et terrae Cre- a.lo· n:m de tu- o u-te-ro ge-rn:-rJ· re. 

As an exam ple of wider range and more interesting intervallic move
ment a passage from the Post Evangelium Ipse tamquam [AMM 23] from 
the Sixth Sunday of Advent may be quoted (Fig. 161). 
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FICUR£ 161 
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Among the most elabonne Antiphons is the Ingrcssa Vos qui lransitu-ri 
from the Feast of Deoication [AM.\1 33•lh is noteworthy for its extremely 
high range, from g to c" (final on d'), the like of which occurs only once 
tbe Gregorian repertory [see Fig. 62. p. 249]- Its finalmelisma is shown in 
Fig. 162. 

FICUR£ 162 

De- o ''e•stro. 

Finally, one of the most unusua l ~ rass Antiphons (possibly of Greek 
origin) should be quoted: the Transitorium T e laudam tls [AMM 81]. re
markable for the similarity of its text to the Te Deum, and its music to a 
psa lmody (m stands for a ten-note melisma, c'·d' d'-c'·b·a g-a·g-1): 

g-b d' d' b c' d' d' c• d' c' c' m a c• c' b c• d' a b a g (f-g) g 
Tc lartdamus Domine omuipo· tens qui serltJs super Chentbim et Se· ra · fJitim 

Quem benedicunl Angeli Arclraugc- li et laudaut Prophetae et A-po-sto- li 
Tc /audamus Domim: oran· do qui venisti peccata solven· do 

Te deprecamur magnum Rtdempto· rem quem Pater misil ovium pas to- rem 
Tu es ChristuJ Dominus Salva- tor qui de M aria Virgine es na- tus 

Hunc sacrosanct urn Calicem sumcn· tt:s ab omni culpa libera tros sern· per. 

It is clearly impossible to reduce the variety of these chants to any kind 
of system. Their texts also come from widely different sources, and liturgi
cal scholars have commented on many surprising features.H 

The responsorial chantS have survived in varying degrees of complete· 
ness. The subsequent table shows the various forms which are found an1oog 
the Psalmelli and Offertol'ia as a result of the supression of most (in many 
cases all) of the psalm verses, and the mod ification (or omission) of the 
repeat of the respond. 

FORMS OF RESPONSORIAL MASS CHANTS 

Psalmellus18 

Offertorium 

R 
2 

RV 

75 
7 

RVR' RV1R'V::R' 
13 
30 3 

In the chants of the second type (RV) the omission of the repeat of the 

17 Sec especially Cagin, in Pal. rnus., VI, Preface; also the a.rticlcs "Milan" aud "Am· 
brosienne (Lirurgie)" in Dictiontwirt ti'Arrlrt!ologie .. . 

18 The J>salmellus /Jcncdiclru Do111i1111.f [AMM GG} ha.~ two vcr,~. anll Fnrlt'Trmt [•77]• 
from the ~lass o£ Cood Friday. h:u six: no repeat of Lhc respond is indicated. 
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respond often causes a lack o{ tonal balance, since the fmals of the verses, 
and sometimes tlJeir general tonality and range, are frequently different 
from rhose of rhe respond. 

A special feature of d1e Offertoria is the survival, in many cases, of the 
verse; three examples e.xist witl1 two verses: Haec dicit Dominus [AMM 
143] for the Fiftb. Sunday in Lent; Angelus Domini [210) for Easter Sun
day; and Ex audita est [51 2 J {or the Feast o{ St. Lawrence. These are com
parable in their melodic richness to the Gregorian Offertory verses pub
lished by Ou, though there are few traces of material common to both 
repertories. T he Offertoria also contain several examples of the repetition 
of phrases, text as well as music, as do the Gregorian Offertories. 

A striking di1ference exists between the CantttS and their liturgical 
counterpartS in the Roman Mass, the Tracts. Most o{ them have only one 
verse, none more than three. Nor is their use limited to the period of Lent. 
They replace the Hallelujah also during the week. de Exceptato before the 
Nativity. They show little, if any traces of the centonization technique 
which is of such basic importance in tl1e Tracts. 

The Ambrosian Hallelujahs arc particularly interesting. Similar to the 
Gregorian Alleluia, they consist of t.hree sections, hallelujah, verse, and 
hallelujah, t.he hallelujah including a long jubilus called melodiae in the 
Ambrosian manuscripts. In difference from the Gregorian type, however, 
the final hallelujah is never an exact repeat of that at the beginning. It is 
either considerably modified and extended or practically a new melody. 
H ence the two sections are distinguished as primae melodiae and secundae 
melodiae. 

T he Ambrosian Mass repertory includes seventy-two Hallelujahs, but 
these have only ten different melodiae (more properly, pairs of melodiae). 
Six of these occur only once, each in connection with an individual verse. 
The remaining four, however, are employed as a kind of "Ordinary," be
ing used in combination with a number of d ifferent verses. One of them 
(I; AMM 38) recurs in forty-two Hallelujahs, the second (Il) in fifteen, the 
third (ill) in five, and the fourth (IV) in (our. 

As for the verses and their melodies, it must first be noted that ~dapta
tion plays an even more prominent role here than in the Gregorian Alle
luias. Thus, in the Cony-two Hallelujalts o£ tl1e melodiae group I we find 
that twenty-two employ one and the same melody (or their verses, while 
two other melodies are used each for six verses, etc. In group 11 all the 
fifteen Hallelujahs have not only the same melodiae, but also the same 
melody for the verses. Likewise the Hallelujahs of groups 111 and IV have 
their verses sung to only one melody, which however, undergoes some 
variation.10 

10 For more details, also concerning the ccnronization practice in the Arnbrosian Alle
luias, see R. jesson, Ambrosiau Chant: The Mwic of the Mass (Disscrtatjon, lndiana 
L'ni\•ersity, 1955). pp. niJ. 
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MODALITY 

The system of the eight church modes is not applicable to the Ambrosian 
melodies. ln fact, neither the medieval sources nor the present-day books 
classify the melodies in any way. The only attempt in this d irection is 
made in connection with the psalm tones and their Antiphons, which are 
grouped into four series according to the finals d, e, f, and g or their trans
posed equivalents, a, b, c' and d' [seep. 471]. The addition of four upper 
finals is very significant because it indicates a most characteristic trait of 
Ambrosian chant, that is, the exploitation of a much higher range than 
that in which the Gregorian melodies move. 

As for the over·all repertory of chants, no valid distinction can be made 
between plagal and authentic forms. I t is, however, possible to classify 
the melodies according to their finals with some validity. A representative 
number of chants (some four hundred) are classified in the following table. 

Finals: d e f g a b c' 

lngressae .24 16 11 33 7 1 5 
Transitoria 19 13 6 47 2 2 4 
Psalmelli 20 7 16 35 23 3 
Offertoria 23 15 3 46 8 1 7 

86 51 36 161 40 4 19 

It is interesting to note that the chants on d or a (protus) and on g 
(tetrardus) easily outnumber the rest; in general this is true of the whole 
repertory. Possibly the protus and tetmrdus were favored because they 
avoid the tritonal ambiguity of the deuterus and tritus and the concomi
tant problem of the b-flat. Certainly this problem cannot be answered from 
the Ambros.ian manuscripts. The unequivocal fact is that the British 
Museum Codex does not contain a single authentic indication of b-flat on 
any of its pages (the other manuscripts are too late to be of value regarding 
early traditions). Yet it is hardly possible to believe that the Milanese 
singers of the twelfth century were not expected to introduce the flat as a 
matter of course to modify the e..xposed tritonal progressions and tritone 
leaps which otherwise occur very frequent ly. We shall probably never fully 
resolve this problem, but it may be pertinent to recall that Guido himself 
was clearly familiar with Ambrosian music, and would have been most 
likely to comment on "hard" progressions if they characterized its style, 
instead of making his flattering reference "more perdulcis Ambrosii."20 

20 Sec p. 48~. 
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CO NC L U DING REMAR KS 

A ge~er~ conspectu_s of the Amhrosian melodies suggests the following 
generahzauons regarding their style. 

a. !he Ambrosian repertory is equally as varied as the Gregorian, and 
mcludes psalmodic and commaric, highly organized and free chants. 

b. Syllabic, neumatic, and melismatic styles are about equally repre
sented, but there is very li ttle uniformity of style within each category 
of chant. In general, however, the most ornate style is found in the 
responsorial chants with solo verses. 

c. Ambrosi~n melodi~s sh~w a marked preference for progression by 
step. Thts results pnmanly from the extended use of climacus neumes 
~hich _are much more [requent than in Gregorian chant, particular!; 
m thetr extended form with four or five descending p.itcbes. Very 
often several such neumes occur in succession, forming sequential 
patterns. Also noteworthy is the relatively frequent occurrence of the 
"iovert.ed clim~cus," with four or five pitches in ascending order, 
formauons whtch are extremely rare in Gregorian chant. Fig. 163 
shows some characteristic formations, all from pp. 230-233 of AMM.21 

FIGURE 163 

o nr.ootlt •.... , ••••• 

Examples of progressions outlining a seventh or a triad are not miss
ing, as a glance at the same four pages (which were chosen at random) 
will show. 

d. Selective quotation has done much to spread the false idea tltat Am
brosian chant is d1aracteristically prolix and rather shapeless or im
provisatory in character. This is quickly disproved by a study of the 
repertory. Shorter melodies easily outnumber the longer ones, and of 
the l~tte~ only a few can be critized for their apparent lack of shape 
or d trectJon. Many of the longer melismatic chants employ various 

• 2l Thls difference was recognized in t.be clevemh cenwry, as appears from lbe foUow
mg passage in Aribo's De Musica (c. '1070): "All leaps are praiseworthy, but they appear 
~ore ~xce~ l~nt to us lh~ to the Lombards. These prefer the "closer" (conjunct) we the 
~pen (diSJUnct) melodies (Omnes sallatrices laudabiles, sed l.amen nobis generosiores 

111den~ur quam longobardis. lllt: enim spissiori, nos rariori can tu delectamur; GS, ll, lU2b; 

J. Smtts van Wacsberghe, Aribonis De mu.tica [1951), p. 55). 
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devices to achieve some degree of unity. Internal repetition of com
plete phrases or melismas is frequently found, as is also musical 
rhyme between the ends of phrases and sections. Panicularly char
acteristic of the most elaborate chants is the repetition of short mo
tives within the mdismas, as in the following: 

F IGURE 164 

b c 

I ,_...;~· .. ,..t•. M(,···; .. l"l•. " /\)•;. ,.J ... c M'l.\r-a~-"1.\;· """ 

a. PsalmeJlus Cor rnundum b. Psalmellus Domine audivi 
c. OfTertoriurn Erit ltic vobis 

The main feature which distinguishes the Ambrosian repertory as a 
whole is clearly freedom from strict rule and system. The chant has never 
been obl iged to codify its procedures in conformity with Roman dictates. 
As for the relationship between the Milanese and the Roman repertory, 
Karl Ott was one of the first to point out that they have a number of chants 
in common and that invariably the Ambrosian version is much more 
elaborate than the R oman.!!2 He assumed that the Ambrosian versions are 
the earlier ones, and that the Gregorian melodies were derived from them 
by a process of simplification and methodical organization. On the whole, 
this view prevails to the present day.2a However, recent theories of the 
evolution of Gregorian chant itsel£ may well lead to a complete reconsider
ation of the problem. Where parallels are found, it is not necessarily ac
curate to regard the Ambrosian melodies as "primitive" versions of their 
Gregorian counteJ·parts. They may well represent a later stage character
ized by a tendency toward amplification and ornamentation, and parallel
ing the period of tropi_ng in Gregorian chant. 

In view of the general tendency of modem scholars to regard the Am· 
brosian melodies as deficien t in form, order, balance, etc., it is interesting 
to note that the opposite opinion was held by an eminent medieval au
thority, Guido of Areu.o. In a paragraph of Chapter XV of his Micrologus 

he says that the composer of melodies should employ diverse neumes, much 
in the same way as the poet combines various feet. However, such variety 
should not be lacking in correspondence, symmetry, and "dissimilar siroi
Jarity"-and for such an ideal style of composition he refers to Ambrosian 
melodies as models; 

22 Carl Ott. "L·amiphona ambrosiann in rapporto al canto gregoriano," etc., in Rass. 
Creg .• v.rx ( tgo6 to tgog). 

!!3 See, e.g .• H . Angles in The New Oxford Hi1tory of Music, ll, 61 (quoting from 
Well en). 
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Rationabilis vero discretio est, si ita fit neumarum et distinctionum moderata 
varietas, ut tamen oeumae neumis et dislinctiones clistinctionibus quadam semper 
similitudini sibi consonanter respondeant, id est, ut sit similitudo dissimilis, more 
perdulcis Ambrosii.24 

(Diversity is reasonable if tl1e variety of neumes and members is moderated in 
such a way that neumes correspond to neumes, and members to members, in a 
certain similarity, in other words, so that there is a dissimilar similarity, in the 
manner of the "most sweet" Ambrosius.) 

Whetl1er the Ambrosian melodies to which Guido referred were the 
same as those that are preserved in manuscripts written at least a hundred 
years later, we cannot say. Possibly tbey were less overgrown and exuberant. 
But it cannot be denied that even in its ultimate, and perhaps partly de
generate, form Ambrosian chant is anything but formless or chaotic. In 
fact, it is especially in its most luxuriant products that it reveals a remark
able feel ing for form and order. 

24 GS, 11, t6b; J. Smits van Waesbel'ghc, Guidonis Aretini Micrologtu (1 955), p. 172. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

The Old-Roman Chant 

by ROBERT J. SNOW 

RECENT studies in Greg~r!an chant .and the consequent re-eva~u
ation of the role tratluaonally assagned to St. Gregory have m

tensi6ed the interest of scholars in the unusual chant repertory of a small 
number of manuscripts of Roman origin. These date from 1071 to before 
1250 and are the only musical manuscripts known to have been written 
and notated at Rome before the mid-thineent.h century. Ahhough they 
are liturgically similar to t.he Gregorian, they differ from them radically 
in regard to their musical content. U nfortunately, none of these manu
scripts has as yet been published, and they have been studied by only a 
few specialists whose opinions as to the origin and date of this tradition 
and its reluion to the Gregorian repertory are in disagreement. As has 
been outlined in a previous chapter of this book [pp. 77ff), the Old-Roman 
repertory has been considered as post-Gregorian (tenth to eleventh cen
turies: Mocquereau, also Fcrretti, Brou, H andschin?). as pre-Gregorian 
(sixth century: Andover, also Bannister, Frere, Besseler, Ursprung, Gas
toue), and as properly Gregorian (Stablein). Dom M. Huglo has approached 
the problem from the liturgico-historical aspect, and has been able to 
identify some fifteen non-mu.sical manuscripts which testify to the exist
ence of the Old-Roman tradition between the eigh th and the thirteenth 
centuries. They indicate that during this period it \vas the official chant 
of all Rome, and that it was also used in parts of Central Italy and per
haps even in the British Isles before the Norman invasion. 

Nothing more specific can be stated on the basis of documentary evi
dence. Onl.y by a detailed analysis and comparative study of both tradi tions 
can we bope to obtain further information concerning tl1eir relationship. 
The presem study-which is nothing more t11an an introductory survey
was undertaken as a first step in thjs direction. It is hoped that it will 
stimulate a greater interest in the whole problem and lead to further 
studies. 
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THE SOURCES FOR THE MASS CHANTS 

Three of the five preserved 01d-Roman chant manuscripts are Graduals. 
The earliest of these, usually cited as Phillipps 16069, was written in 1071 

for use at the church of St. Cecilia in Trasteverc. 1n the eighteenth cen
tury, when its text was published by Domenico Giorgi in Vol. IV of his 
De liturgia Romani Pontificis, it was owned by Antonio Cardinal Gentili. 
It was acquired by Sir Thomas Phillipps in 1861 and t'ben by William H. 
Robinson, a London antiquarian, in 1946; at presenL it is in the possession 
of l\Iartin Bodmer of Le Grand Cologny, Cologny-Geneve, Switzerland. 
Unfortunately, it has not been available for this swdy.l 

Original ly this Gradual contained all the chants or the liturgical year 
according to the Old-Roma n u·adition, but approximately the last thirty 
folios, containing the sanctoral cycle for July through November and the 
Sundays after Pentecost, have now been lost. Because of the small number 
of Alleluias proper to the Old-Roman tradition, some thirty Gregorian 
Alleluias have been added throughout the manuscript in order to provide 
a greater variety. Many of tl1e principal feasrs are provided with a troped 
Kyrie and Gloria and a sequence, most of which occur in a number of 
Gregorian sources, particularly t11ose from Southern ltaly. 

The second oldest Ctadual, Rome, Vaticanum latinum 5319, was writ
ten c. 1100. It was intended for use at one of the basilicas, perhaps the 
Lateran, since the chants for the Easter Week Vespers proper to the basili· 
can liturgy and the feast of the Dedication o{ the Lateran (Dedicatio S. 
Salvatoris, Nov. g) were included in it. At the end of the manuscript there 
are several votive Masses, about thirty processional Antiphons for various 
occasions and some troped Kyries, sequences and Gregorian Alleluias. The 
notation and decoration of the manuscript are very similar to t110se o( the 
first.2 

The third Gradual, Rome, Vaticanttm Basilicanum F. 22, dates from 
the first half o( the thirteenth century. Here the temporal and sanctoral 
cycles are separated, and the Offe1·tory verses have all disappeared. lt has 
no Gregorian AUeluias nor any sequences or tropes. 

LiLUrgically, these manuscripts are essentially tl1e same as those of the 
Gregorian tradition. They are characterized by a cenain conservatism in 

I For a complete pnleographic and liturgical description of this manuscript see j. 
Hourlier and M. Huglo, " Un important tc!moin du chant vicux·romain: Le C raducl de 
Saimc Cc!cilc du Transt~vcrc" (RC, XXX I, 2li·37). Three facsimiles from r.hc manuscript 
occur in Catalogue No. 8; of Rare Books aud Manuscripts oUered for Sale by William 
Robinson, Ltd. (London, 1953). pp. 59·62. 

2 Plate Vll oi Lhis book shows a page Crom this manuscript. Cf. H . M. Bannister, 
Monumertti J'aticani .. ., p. 156, no. !197· and Tavola 8ta. Also Pal. m us., n, 4, Cn. 1, and 
Plate 28. 
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both their temporal and sancwra l cycles and conform more closely to the 
eighth and ninth century Gregorian manuscripts than they do to the Gre
gorian souJ·ces contemporary with them. Two feasts of the tempor~l cycle 
which are conspicuous by their absence are the Vigil of the AscensiOn and 
what uJ the Gregorian tradition is the Seventh Sunday after Pentecost, with 
the lnrroit Omnes gentes. This Introit is completely foreign to the Old
Roman tradition, which thus has but twenty-two formularies for the Sun
days after Pemecost [see pp. 7of]. 

There are also considerable differences in the way in which the two 
tradi tions deal with the originally aliwrgical Sundays following the Ember 
Days o[ Advent, Lent and Pentecost ·week. The Sunday following the 
Ember Days of Advent apparently remai11ed aJiturgical, even into the 
thirteenth century at Rome. At least, neither 5]19 nor F. 22 provide any 
indka tion for a ~Iass formulary for this Sunday. Both manuscripts give a 
formu lary for the Sunday after the Lenten Ember Da ys, and 5319 also 
gives one for that after the Ember Days o( Pentecost Week, but all of these 
differ from the various ones found in the Gregorian sources. Neither manu
script includes the Feast of the Most H oly Trinity, which is found in 
nearly all the Gregorian sources dating later than the midcUe o( the ninth 
century. 

The only feast which seems to have been added to the sanctoral cycle 
after c. Boo is that of All Saints . .Both manuscripts provide formularies 
for the Feast and its Vigil, but are not in agreement as to choice of bor
rowed material, exce pt for the lntroit GaiLdeamus and the Offertory Laeta· 
mini, both [or the Feast itself. 

GeneraUy the two traditions have the same Mass formularies, but anum
ber of deviations occur. Thus the Feast of St. Lucia has the Communion 
Diffusa. est in the Gregorian sources, while the Old-Roman manuscripts 
give Simile est; on Ember Friday o( Advent the Gregorian Offer tory Deus 
tu convertens is replaced by Ad te Domine; and the Gregorian assignment 
of the Introits In excelso throno and Omnis terra to the F irst and Second 
Sundays after Epiphany is reversed m the Old-Roman. AlLogetber about 
for ty such divergencies occur (disregarding the Alleluias). 

In a mtmber o£ cases the texts show minor variations. Usually these 
result from the presence of an additional phrase in the Old-Roman, some
Lilnes from a different 'word order in an otherwise identical text. It is such 
differences of text and of assignment that make it possible to identify Old· 
Roma n manuscripts without musical notation. 

Melodica lly, the Old·Roman chant differs decidecUy from the Gregorian 
and constitutes a distinctive corpus of liturgical music. Nevertheless it has 
many features of a general nature in common with Gregorian chant. The 
forms of the various types (lntroits, etc.) arc essentially identical with the 
Gregorian. The melodies are composed in (or perhaps more correctly, were 
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at some time subjected to) the same modal system as is used in the Grego
r ian u·adition, and more often than not there is modal agreement between 
textuaUy identical chants. The psalmodicformulae (psa lm tones, tones for 
the Responsories, In troits, etc.) are practica ll y idcnr:ica l. The free melodies, 
although usually different, nevertheless o(ten have similar contours or 
identica l melotlic skeletons. 

The differences between the two traditions resul t from the specific stylis
tic characteristics proper to ead1, from the specific forms assumed by the 
freely composed meJodies (Tntroits, Communions, etc.) or the standard for
mulae (Tracts, Grad uals, etc.), and from the differem manner in which 
centonization is practiced. All of this can be seen from the subseq uent 
discussion and examples o( the various classes o( the Old-Roman chant. 

TH E I N TROITS 

The lntroits of the Old-Roman trad ition, 149 in number, are identical 
in form with the Gregorian and do not significantly differ fi·om them in 
regard to text. In performance they retained the early practice involving 
the use of the versus ad repetendum, which appears in even the latest of the 
sources, the thirteenth-century Gradual, F. 22. T his is another indication 
o( the conservative natu re of the tradition since the versus had, in general, 
disappeared £rom the Gregorian manuscripts by the late eleventh century. 
The antiphons are more ornate than the Gregorian in their neuma tic pas
sages and more barren m their syllabic sections. Many of them have all 
the characteristics of freely-composed music, but a considerab1e number 
have features which indicate that they were derived from psalmodic for
mulae. In such antiphons as these the various phrases open with a short 
intonation, continue with simple recitation, and close with a rather ex
tended cadence. This type of design occurs most often in melodies of the 
thi1·d and fourth modes, many of which employ plu-ases similar to those 
which open Timete Dominum and R eminiscere: 

FICUR.E 165 

JJ/9, fol.! 20 v. 

£ = • ll • • • • · ~· ]"rr--1--. i.. I 

11 · me· ~ Do·mi·num om·n•s S•n· cri e• jus ttr. 
$J/9, foL 4 h 

I • • • • • J• ~· =-----==' • • • "" Jap; ., ""' . , • • I 8 j • • 

Re • mi · ni·S«· re llll· se ·11 · ti • o • oum N - a • 111111 Do ·mi • ne ttr. 

I t is interesting to notice that modes 3 and 4, which make extensive use 
of psalmodic phrases, are also the ones most frequently used in the entire 
group, as appears from the following chart: 
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OLD-ROlll AN GREG. OLD-ROMAN GREG. 

Mode 1: 19 28 Modes: 12 10 

2: 14- 19 6: 14 11 

s: 29 29 7: 6 18 

4: 43 19 a: 12 14 

As for the specific melodic relationship of the Old-Ron:an Introit an
tiphons 10 [he Gregorian, a comparison o( t~e two reperto:1es reveals that 
modal agreement exists in ninety instances, 111 most o£ wh1ch _so~Jole ?e~:ee 
of melodic similarity is also present. The degree of melod1c slffillauty, 
however of such modally identical chants varies considerably. In a few 
cases it is ve1·y great, as in Dominus dixit from the Midnight Mass of the 

Nativity [cf. L 392]: 

FIGURE 166 

JJ/9, rot. n r. 

~~ ,,. ,if .,.. I rei\~ .. ~ • • I" ,,, . ·"'i,n ~·. 
Do- mi· nus dJ. xjc ad me: fi· li· U$ me· U$ 

:' l~ JIW•. 
t 

/!~• 
• A 

=·· i • ~ I, 1\ r-'ifll 
E· so bo· di· .. gc ·nu· tc. 

H ere the melodic outline, general musical structure and three of the 
four cadence notes are the same in both versions. ln addition to this there 
is exact identity at the beginning and only a slight _difference at "e(go)," 
which, in [act, disappears if the reading of F. 22, which replaces the c-f-g-f 

of 5319 with d-f-g-E, is used. . . . . 
In the majority o£ cases, however, the slffillanty ~not so great and con-

sists of only a general melodic resemblance, such as ts to be found between 
the two ve1·sions of Resurrexi (Easter Sunday; cf. L 778): 

FIGURE 167 

JJ/9, fol. 83 •· 

I I o I , ••• rsi":t• iJ\1 il\te! .... I I I ,., ,., ~ 

Re· su.r· re • xi tt ad·huc re ·cum sum. al· lt· lu· ia: tit. 

H ere the basic melodic outline is preserved in each phrase, but the melo
dies themselves sometimes differ, as do the cadential notes. Instances of 
complete absence of melodic similari ty, however, a~·e r~re .3 • 

The tones to which the Introic verses are sung are md1cated m the manu
scripts by the notation of the proper intonation and termination at the 

3 Rcst~rrcxi has been published in Pol. m us., II, 8, and in Urspmng, Die Knt~olischc 
Kirc:ltcnmusik (•g!p), p. 20. Sec also Ad tc levnvi in _Andoycr, "Le .~hant ~~mam ante!· 
grcgoricn" (RCC. XX, 6g); Pucr nows and Rorotc tn MCC, art. Choral (col. 127!1)· 
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conclusion of the antiphons. The mediant and re-intonation formulae can 
be found only in very rare instances when, for one reason or another , an 
entire psalm-verse was notated. Consequently, it is impossible to recon
struct some of the fom1lllae completely; others can be reconsu·ucted only 
tentatively, since often it is the exceptional verses which have been fully 
notated and these are of bm limi ted value in determining the general 
practice. The evidence available, however, indicates that the O!it-Roman 
tones were basica lly the same as tlte Gregorian but more simple melodically, 
particularly in their mediant and re-intOnation formulae. The termina
tions seem to have been adapted to ll1c texts according to the ton ic rather 
than the cursive principle. Following are the intonations, tenors, and 
terminations of modes 1 and 2 [cf. L 14]: 

FICURE 168 

l ntMatiCif Rtrit. Ttrmin;zr;enJ 
o. 
I • • I • 

I. • 

11 • 
e . ·~F • • 

Euouo e. £u u o u a e. e. E 0 u • 
D. 

I• I •• r---~1 
E u o u • e . 

It may be noticed that 5JI9 and F. 22 frequently indicate different termi· 
nations when more than one is available. 

THE COMMUNIONS 

The Communion antiphons of the Old-Roman tradition, of which there 
are also 149, are, for the most part, textually identical with tl1ose of the 
Gregorian tradi.tion. Somerimes, however, there are slight differences which 
usually result from the presence of an additional phrase in the Old-Roman 
or from the use of a different word order in an otherwise identical text. 
Their original manner of performance was retained and tl1e Psalm to be 
used is indicated in the majority of cases. Stylistically they are similar to 
the lntroits but have a tendency to use the extremes of the lntroit style: 
if syllabic, tl1ey are often excessively so; if neumatic, they sometimes ap
proach the melismatic style, just as do ll1e Gregorian Communions. 

Modally they are much more evenly distributed than the 1mroits, the 
favored modes being those on G, in which about thirty per cent of tl1em 
are written. In almost a dozen instances 5JI9 ancl F. 22 disagree as to the 
mode. In such cases the two manuscripts will usually nota te the larger 
portion of the antiphon at the same pitch level but will disagree as to the 
level of the closing phrase, with the result that an antiphon will perhaps 
seem to be in the sixth mode in one source and in the eighth in the other. 
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This is a particulady interesting situation since exactly the same kind 
of confusion is also found in the early Gregorian sources. 

There is approximately the same degree of modal correspondence be
tween the Communions of the two repertories as between their lntroits, 
and melodic similarity is also present in about the same degree. Fig. 169 
shows the beginning of Confundantw· [cC. L 1220] : 

FIGUJU: 169 

-G 'J/9, (of. I J4 •· 

~ I 1 ···~-=ra l"a 1 l-tfl•t 1 

I 1 ,~1 1 •• ra or=t= 
Coo·fWJ·dlll · nu su· J'Cf• bi, qui • • io • JU • Ste o • ru·qui • u. tero f<· C<· ruot io 

~ l li\ ,,, I ="' if! I ,..1 .... ,.. •. ,~ .. I ; ,..,~'I?FTTJ 
me: tf'i •· 80 ou • tero u · er • «· b.u in mao·da· tU tu. is: nt. 

This Communion antiphon differs textually from its Gregorian coun
terpart not only because of the presence of an additional phrase ("fiat cor 
meum immaculatum,'' after "m:tndatis LUis"), but also in the word order 
of the second phrase: "ego autem exercebor in mandatis tuis," as against 
the Gregorian "ego autem in mandatis ruis excrcebor." Nevertheless, the 
individual words have the same (or closely related) musical lines, which 
simply change their position together with the reversed order of "in man
datis tuis" and "exercebor." 

The situation of the Communion tones is a rather confused one. As in 
the Gregorian tradition, the same tones are used for both the Imroits and 
Communions, but more terminations are added and in several cases the 
use of certain Gregorian formulae is even indicated. The reasons for the 
use of the additional terminations are not clear and, as in the case of 
the lntroits, 5)19 and F. 22 often disagree in their assignment of termina
tions when more than one is available, making it impossible to ascertain 
specifically what, if anything, prompted the use of one rather than another. 

THE OFFERTORIES 

The ninety-five Old-Roman Offertories exJ1ibit a greater degree of text
ual divergency from their Gregorian counterparts than is to be found in 
the other classes of ?\Iass chants. The verses, in particular, often differ 
eit11er in their arrangement or in the manner in whicl1 portions of the text 
are repeated. Additional phrases and slight variations in word order can 
also be found, but not too frequently. 

A striking trait of the Offertories is their use of two widely different types 
of musical material. One o( tl1cse is a psalmoclic formula noteworthy for 
its employment of a reiterated torculus instead of a single recitation note. 
It can be found in both the antiphons and tl1e verses, and is often used 
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in conjunction with freely composed material. In some cases, however, it 
alone serves for a whole verse, being repeated as many times as the text 
might demand. An instance of this occurs in Confitebu.ntur caeli, where 
verse 1 consists entirely of repetitions of this formula, while tl1e antiphon 
and verse 2 use it for all but three of their phrases: 

FIGURE 170 

JJ/9, fol. 100 v. 

-c~-t ... i!\7C~"" *\ . ... ,., I I"" P~,@s: .. I ~·t'2!'# 
I. M•· I<· ri ·cot· d1 • as N • as, Do-mi · n<, 
2. in at· rtr•num un. tt· bo: 
} , in 8<· O<· 11 • ti • 0• O< « prO• at· oJ, tt 
4 pro· nun· rJ. •· bo •·e· ri· u. tem io O•rt me • o. 

The other type of unusual material consists of long melismas, some in
cluding over 150 notes, which occur mostly in the verses. In their use of a 
wide range and of intemal repeats they show general characteristics simi lar 
to those of their Gregorian counterparts. One of the longest occurs at lhe 
close of Deus enim {irmavit, sections of which are shown in Fig. 171. 

FIGURE 171 

~ 3 1 JJJ9, fol. 12 •· 
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A comparison whh the Gregorian [orm [Ott 16) shows that melod ic simi
lari ty is present in the amiphon Crom "orbem" on, the point at which the 
Old-Roman version abandons itS peculiar psalmodic-type material. The 
verses are also melodically similar (perhaps a little more so than is the 
average) except at melismas, where great divergency occurs. Thus, the Old
Roman melisma at t11e opening of verse 1 has the general outline c'-f·c', 
while the corresponding Gregorian melisma rises from cl to c'. While the 
Gregorian version abounds in typically bold formations, the Old·Roman 
has much smootl1er contours, panicularly at the end of verse 1 ("et prae
cinxit se vin u tem") and in the final melisma. 
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In general the Old-Roman and the Gregorian Offe_rto~ie~ s~ow_ a hig~ 
degree of modal identity as well as considerable melod1c stmtlanty m thetr 
antiphons. ln t.be verses, however, similarity is much less frequent. They 
pose some very interesting questions, regarding their structu1·e as well_ as 
their relationship to the Gregorian tradition, and deserve to be studted 
in the greatest detail.4 

THE GRADUALS
5 

The Old-Roman GraduaJs exhibit tbe same type of textual and formal 
rela tionship with t.beir Gregorian counterparts as do the other ~lasse~ o.£ 
previously d iscussed chantS. T hey also sh?w the same close. rnus1cal slmt· 
laricy and are confined, as are the Gregon an, almost exdus1vely to modes 
1, 2, g, 5 and 7· Likewise, they are based almost entirely on standard formu
lae or, in t.be case of mode 2, are adapted to a si ngle standard melody. Since 
the various formulae and the standard melody are themselves very similar 
to those used in the Gregorian Graduals, the Old-Roman Graduals, as a 
group, are closely related to the Gregorian. The Old-Roman formulae, 
however, are more limi ted in number; from this fact and the fact that cen· 
tonization is sometimes practiced differently a number of variations be
tween specific chams resul t. 

The (avored mode, by Car, is the fif th, which contains 44 of the 11 2 

Graduals of the Old-Roman repertory. An examination of the final formu
lae of their verses immediately reveals the more limited nature of the Old· 
Roman material. While the Gregorian Graduals of mode 5 have at least 
two standard formulae for the close of the verse [F 10 and F11 in the tabu
lation, pp. 346£], the Old-Roman tradition has only one (with one e~cep· 
tion), perhaps an indication that earlier the verses were all sung to a smgle 
psalmodic formula such as is used in the corresponding Offi~e chants, the 
Responsories. The responds of the Graduals use a greater vanety. of caden
tial formulae (one of which is that of the verse), but here, too, thetr number 
is sma ller than in the Gregoria:n repertory. 

In order to illustrate the divergency of the centonization method it may 
suffice to say that in t.he Gregorian tradition Misit Dominus opens w~t!l 
the same fonuula as T imebunt gentes (F0), while the Old-Roman Mwt 
Dominus shares its initial fonuula-a variant o[ Fc-with ]ustorum animae 
and Probasti. Other dive.rgencies arise from. the fact that sections, which in 
the Gregorian form are freely composed, sometimes employ standard for· 
mulae in the Old-Roman version. 

Fig. 172 shows the verse of T imebunt gentes. A comparison with the 

• Other published Offertories include: Ad te Domine /evaui (respond only) _in St~bl~n, 
"Ambrosi:misch·Grcgorianisdl" (Ko,gress-Bcriclll, Bascl, •949· p. 188); RejJlel r (begmmng 
of '/1·!! only) in Stabtcin, "Zur FriihgcschichLc des romischcn Chorals" (~Cl, P· ~72~. 

G for a general smvcy of Lllc Old-Roman Graduals sec H . Huckc. · Grcgonamschcr 
Gcsang in alrromischcr und frllnkischcr Ucberlicfcrung" (A/M IV, Xll, 74·87). 
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Gregorian version [L 489] shows that the numerous pressus formations, 
so typical of the Gregorian GraduaJs, are all replaced by smoothly moving 
climaws groups. 

FIGURE 172 
}319, fol. 25 Y. 

-G 1 • • f'i! • • • • Fus•,, ,..,..,, ·~1'- "r- • l--far-l"i'.,,,;q 
V.Quo· ni·1!Il oc·cU·fi·a·vitDo· mi· nus Si · on, 

c ••• ,.., •• ~!\! ......... •. •l\lv.~·. •·. r- ..... ,.11 
et vi · de • bi • tur in m~· jc. 1ta • tt su ~ a. 

A situation similar to that existing in the fifth mode Graduals occurs 
also in the Graduals of the other authentic modes. In mode 3, for example, 
centonization is also practiced, and on ly one cadential formula is used for 
both the responds and verses of all eleven of the Graduals occurring in 
this mode. An unusual feature of the third mode Gregorian Graduals, the 
use of the same non-cademial formulae in both respond and verse, appears 
also in the Old-Roman, but the exact choice of formulae for any specific 
chant does not always correspond in t.be two traditions. 

The so-called ]t1Stus ut palma type of Gregorian Graduals have their 
counterpart in twenty-eight Old-Roman Graduals which are all likewise 
adapted to a second mode standard melody closely approximating the 
Gregorian. The Gregorian appellation, however, cannot be used here since 
the Gradual ]ustus ut palma does not occur in the Old-Roman tradition. 
This standard melody is treated in the same manner as in the Gregorian 
and differs from it only in its specific melodic outline. It has several pos
sible opening phrases and is expanded or contracted to fit a text just as in 
the Gregorian, its most frequent form being that which is used for ln 
omnem te·!'ram, shown in Fig. 173 [see L 1486 for the Gregorian version]. 

FIG URE 173 
jJ/9, fol. 117 r. 

c - Ulii:l , •••• ,.., ... ~ lltj ·~ ... ~ I ~ 
• •1'. I t 11 1 rll 1 1 iltl -"I 1 ...., 11< tt tl tl _ • 1 • • ... • • ra~ ~ _ . _ 
l.n o_m·or-m ttt · run ex· j. vi' SO· nus c • o · rum: cc 

' ra •• ~~ St, 11\,.~~ ,.., • , ... ,.. • ~ -t•. .j . .... 

V.Cae • 11 en· ni r • ram glo· ri ·&rll 

o.. i: ec o ·pe· r• ma·n'&m c · juJ 

c ••••• ~·.a • t~a• ~ ..... , •• , .,..rara .. ~ ... , •.••. 11 

&0 • DUD• d • &nl fU'• au· mto • rum_. 
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The only Old-Roman Gradual which has the characteristics of free com
position is the single fourth mode Gradual Domine praeue11isti. More in 
the syJlabic-neumatic style of an Introit or Communion, it lacks the final 
melismas in both respond and verse and seems to date from an entirely 
different period than do the other G raduals. Perhaps it originally belonged 
to another class of chants and only later was pressed into service as a 
Gradual.6 

THE TRACTS 

The Old-Roman manuscripts com:~in twen ty of the twenty-one Tracts 
found in Lhe ea rliest Gregorian sources [sec p. 313], consistently omiuing 
E1·ipe me of Good Friday and u ing instead Qui habitat from the first 
Sunday of Lent. Only sixteen of these, however, are proper to the Old
Roman trad ition, the o ther four being borrowed from the Gregorian reper
tory. These a re the four Tracts from H oly SaLUrday, Allende cnclum, 
Cantemus Domino, Sirut cerous, and Vinea facta est, which probably re
placed the original Old-Roman items in the tenth century.7 

As for modal assignment, the Old-Roman Tracts correspond exactly and 
individually to the Grcgorian: eleven are in the eighth mode, and fi ve in 
the second (the former group lacks the Tracts of Holy Saturday, the latter 
£ripe me). ln each group extensive use is made of a limited number of 
standard formulae very similar to those o( the Gregorian ve.rsions, and 
combined in much the same way to construct a verse. 

The characteristic verse form of the Tracts of mode 8 consists of four 
phrases (designated h ere I , IT, Ill, IV), rather than the three usually found 
in the Gregorian versions [see the tabu lation, p. 319]. Their cadential 
structure is very similar to the Gregorian, g f g g. Pb.rase I is the least stable 
of all. I t is often constructed out of a number of shorter melodic germs 
which serve as a sort of building material, together with free material. 
For phrase 11 four different bul closely rela ted formulae are avai lable. 
All have the same caden tial phrase (closing on f), but differ somewhat in 
the preceding pan. Only one formu la exists for phrase Jll, while in phrase 

6 Other published Old-Roman Graduals include: A summo caclo in Pal. m us., !I, 6, 
and in Ursprung (En. 3). p . 20; Ex ion sptcies in Andoyer (fn. g), p. 107; T o/lite porlas, 
)uravit, Exattabo tc, £xsurgc Domi11e, Exiit senno and Eccc Saccrdos (reponds onl)'; 
also t11e vcnes of several others) in H ucke (fn. 5), pp. 761f. 

7 Fortun ately. tl1e tex ts of two o l these items have been preserved in a non·notatcd 
Old-Roman Missal of the clcvem h century, and for one of these, Vi11 ca cni111 Domiui, 
1he melody has been found in two Grcgori:tn ;\fss of 1hc 1wclfth cent Ill")' . where it occurs 
in addi1ion 10 the usua l Grcgorian Tracts. ln contrast to these (as well as to Lhe Old· 
Roman Tracts) it has a rcsponsorial fonn. each verse clo~ing with the (choral) refrain: 
domus Israel. Sec 1\L H uglo, "l'otcs historiqucs ;\ propos du sccoucl Dtlcret sur la Vigi le 
Pascale" (RC, XXXI, •sofi), and ' 'Le Chant 'vicux-romain'" (Sacris erudiri, Vl, 100 and 
!n. 4). 
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nr there i a choice between four formulae, one o£ \\·hicb is restricted to 
tlte fina l verse. 

Nine teen of the Lhirty-seven Yerses of tl1c eighth-mode Tracts employ 
the full four-phrase strucwre. Sixteen have a reduced form such as 1-11-IV 
or J-l V, and two have an amplified fonn i1wolving the repetition of pit rases. 

Following is a schematic repre en taLion of Lhe Tract fubilalc Deo, which 
consists of a three verses of the full folll··phrase constntcLion (the figures 1, 

2, etc. indica te tbe shorter motives employed in tl1e initia l ph.rase): 

I !! lla Jll I\fa 
)1. 1: ]ubi/ate Dco, omnis tcrrn : servile Domi110 in laelitia. 

3 4 lla lll 
}1. 2: In /rate in conspectu cius in exsultationc: scitote quod Dominus 

JVa 
ipse est Deus. 

free Ilc m 
Y- g; Ipse fecit nos, et non ipsi nos: nos autem populus ejus, 

I V final 
et ovcs pascune cjus. 

In the corresponding Gregorian Tract, }ttbilate Domino [5 •3] the sec
ond of these verses is divided into two verses, whid1 therefore consist only 
of two phrases each [sec the tabulation, p. 319]. Fig. 174 shows th e first 
verse of the Old-Roman version, which may be compared with the Gre
gorian. 

FICUR£ 174 
m9. rot. 38 r. 

I . 2. lh. 

c A ~ .~·. >J! = ... ,b ..... . ~·~ I,,, I • "l'!r- •• , •• 
Ill. 

ro=., •·· -=· .. , •. ,_ I. 
Ju· bi·l•· ~ (X. o, om . ni$ cer · u : ser • 

IV• . 

4-f;~...oc~J;, .. ,.. I .. ...: .. · , .. , ... , .. ~ 1• ,.:., •·mr- =\ ,. ~bdl 
vi • t< Do-m.i· DO in U. .,; • ti· L 

The five second-mode Tracts exhibit closer structura l relationship with 
their Gregorian coumerparts than do the e ightl1-mode T racts. In both 
traditions the verse consi ts normally of four sections which cadence on d, 
c, C, and d. This structure is used in twenty-six of the forty-one verses of 
the second-mode Tracts, while most of the remaining verses, characterized 
by exrremely long texts, repeat the music of sections I, 1!, or Ill. For ex
ample, tbe most frequently used structure for verses requiring six phrases 
is I-ll-1-li· Ill-IV. 

As for the musica l material ava ilabl e for each section, much the same 
situation exists here as in the e ighth mode. Section 1 uses smaller melodic 
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units and a limited amount of free materia l, while for section 11 three com
plete standard phrases are a,·ailaulc. Only one formula is u cd in section 
ill, but there is a choice o( four in section lV .. As in the case of the Grego
rian standard phrases, the various formul ae arc fixed, panicularly at their 
end, and may occasionally vary con iderably in the preceding portion. 

An unu ual feature is w be noticed in the use of the formulae for section 
IV. One of these (designated here as IVa) serves invariably for the dose of 
the final verse; bu t in tlu-ee Tracts, De necessilatibus, Domiue atulivi, and 
Domi11e exawli, it a lso occurs at the close of all the other verses. lt is cer
tainly no mere coincidence t.ha t thee Tracts are the ones wh ich the earliest 
sources, both Cregorian and Old-Rom:1n, consistenUy designate as Gratl
uals [ ee p. 181]. 

Fig. 175 hows the fir t verse of Domine exaudi. Section I consists o£ two 
melodic units ( 1, 2), the first of which opens all five Tracts of the second 
mode. A comparison with the Gregorian \'ersion [L 6 14] reveals consider-

FlCURE 175 

}JI9. (of. 78 r. I . 2. I llb. 

~;;oii<SJ. icih•.,•. l a • 1 4~'. • I'* • .,.. • , ., ~...,nrb 
Do-mi· ne ex· au. di o. 12 .. ti .. o • nem me ·am, 

Ill. IV•. 

-Ill • 1 .~'lffio;• Jll! I ~~ ..._,+r-<tr-ll • . r- ==P ~ ' ... • •ift=;h • ,.. ~ • ....,..~ 
n d a·mot me· u.s ad tc per- ve · ru· .,. 

able melodic similarity, particularly at the beginning. T he counterpart of 
IVa, the closing fornmla of all the Old-Roman verses, is D 0 , which in the 
Gregorian Tract is used only for the three last verses. Here we have another 
example showing the d ifferent manner in wh ich centonization is prac
ticed. On the whole, the Old-Roman method is considerably more sys
tematic and uniform than is the Gregorian. 

THE ALLELUIAS
8 

T he Alleluias of the Old-Roman tradition are the most intriguing group 
of this repertory, both in themselves and in their relationsh ip wilh the 
Gregorian tradit ion. They have essentially Lhe same form as the Gregorian, 
but in a number of cases they employ an alleluia sewndus, that is an ex
tended version of the opening jubilus to be used after the verse, a practice 
wh ich is of basic impon ance in the Ambrosian trad ition. Of special inter
est is the fact that they are also sung in the Vespers of Easter Week and that 
a number of them have verses in Greek. 

Close agreement of li wrgica l assignment exists in those instances in 
which the Gregorian sources show agreement among themselves, that is 
for the feasts shown on p. 379· The main exception are the three Sundays 

8 C£. MCC, :1r1. "AIIcluia" (S tablein) Cor another discussion of the Old-Roman 
Allc:luias, the findings of which arc: somewhat differen t from those presented here. 
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after Epiphany. For Feria ll post Pasclza, the Old-Roman has the Greek 
version of Dominus regnavit, '0 K vpws {{3auU .. rnu£V. No agreement exists in 
the remainder of the Temporale, and only a (ew instances of it occur in the 
Sanctorale. 

The Old-Roman repertory has fifty-four Mass Alleluias, seven of which 
have two \'erses. Eight Alleluias have proper melodies used only once. T he 
others faU into seven groups each of which is characterized by an identical 
AllcJuja section (hereafter referred to as jubilus) and often also by musical 
relationship between thei r verse melodies. Particularly frequem are tlu·ee 
jubili, one on D, one on E, ancl on one G, wh icl1 are used respectively for 
th irteen, thirteen, and ten Alleluias.u As for the verses associated with a 
given jubilus, some of them have identical melodies, and thus represent 
cases of complete adaptation. In others the melody is divided into phrases, 
some of which may be restated or omitted, depending upon the require
ments of the text. The following two tables provide an insight into the 
"centonit.ation" techn ique o( the Old-Roman AJieluia verses. 

D-jubilus (used for th irteen Alleluias with fourteen verses): 
Phrases: 1 - 2 - 3 - 4· five verses 

1 - 2 - 4 one verse 
1-2-3 - 1 - 2 -4 
essemially free 

six verses 
two verses 

E-jubilus (used for thirteen Allel uias with sixteen verses): 
Phrases: 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 eight verses 

1' (shortened)- 2- 3-4 two verses 
t " (variant) - 2- 3 - 4 three verses 
1 - 2 - 4 two verses 
1 - 2 - free - 4 one verse 

Fig. 176 shows the AIJeluia Excita Domine of th e latter grou p [see L 336 
for tl1e Gregorian version]. The melody starts with the standard jubilus 

FIC UR£ 176 
I I t. JJI9, fol. I r. 

--c::.LJI ,.... ..,.. .. ,.,cJil .. ,.. 11 • ~ .... ,., • •• • r- ,.a .. I 
AI· lt· lu• ia. V.&. ci- u, Do-mi· no, 

l .. , h ~ ~ A I I ... 4. --e . .. r.. .~ ... ,s=t:... .., .. iSittj!~ I • • I ,A 

am cu. am. nl, uc uJ • voi (a· 

AI· ft· lu• 

~ ~· • • .......... ~ · ..... ,. ¥31 . .,.. . . 
9 The Crcgori:m equi\•alcnrs £or r.J1esc three Old-Roman jubili arc those of Dies 

sanctificalus, £xdta, and Ostc11dt:. 
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on E, and closes with an A lle/uin sewudus, ao internally expanded version 
o{ the opening section. The verse consists of {our phrases ending on g, c, £, 
and e. 

As was mentioned previously, the Alleluia occurs also in Lhe Old-Roman 
Vespers of £aster 'Veek, a most interesting serYice mentioned in severaJ 
of the early Ordincs Roma11i.IO Like the i\Iass Alleluias they employ a 
limited number of jubilus melodies for many more verses. The jubili 
(seven in number) are adopted from the ~!ass Alleluias, while most of the 
verses are proper to Vespers. With a single exception, all the nineteen 
Vesper Alleluias have two or three verses, with a total o[ forty-five verses. 
Twelve of these are bonowed from the Mass liturgy. The remaining thirty· 
three ver cs occur only in Ve pers, and Lhese show a radicnlly different 
music.1 l style. They are all ba ed on the same material consisting of two 
psalmod ic fonnulac, one ending on a, the other on g. The C-formula is 
wed for the final phrase. the A-fonnul:t for aJl the preceding phrases, as 
in the following example: 

FIGURE 177 

JJ/9, (ol. 89 v. 
PnmirtniiJ 

~-=---=-.-A~ .. ~~J;:::t I ...-:•--l9t•,,•~t;F§3 
V.t.P:a· ro· cwn coc me· :;111 De· " ' · 

s.w.. 
=~· t\1 ~ ... ., ~ •• ••• • ,... 

wn: Can· 1.1· bo. p1• ra· cum cor mt ~ 

""'"' . • ,. 11 .• ,., ~\ ·r-
Can. 1.1· bo tt pul·m= di. am Do· m• . no. 

H ere, as in many other verses of the Vespers Alleluias, a prirnicerius (prin· 
cipal cantor)-in other words, a soloist-sings the A-phrases and an in
tonation for the final G-phrase, which is then sung, in a responsorial 
manner, by the scl10la. Some verses, on the other hand, employ the normal 
performance practice in which the verse is sung straight through, probably 
by a soloist. I n these the final phrase begins with the same intonation and 
recitation as the A-phrases, but always closes with the elaborate termina
tion of the G-phrase (beginning at dicam in Lhe above example). 

Another interesting feature of the Old-Roman Alleluias is the fact that 
they include seven with verses in Creek (written in an extremely corrupt 
fonn with L atin letters).u The most interesting question raised by their 
presence is, of course, whether their music might have been derived from 
Eastern chants. A negative answer can be given in regard to four of them 

10 The sections which describe tJ1csc sc1 vices h~vc been published, with commcnwry, 
~y Gastou~ in Lc.s Origi11cs du chant romai11, pp. 28GIT. These Vespers were o£ a complex 
starion:tl d1aracter and were usually celebrated in three different places of the church, 
wi1h processions [rom one to 1hc ncx1. 

11 They have been srudied by Dom Ugo Gaisscr, in ""Brani grcci nella liturgia latina" 
(Rass. Crcg., J, 126). Un[ortun:ucly, the article is not entirely reliable. 
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which occur only in the Paschal Vespers and which use th::: psalmodic 
material common to nearly aJJ the Vesper Alleluias. The remaining three, 
however, are freely composed and have distinctive musical characteristics 
which set them apart from all the other AlleJuja chants. Two o( them, 
'&rt uo(, Kuptt, 1j> .. r.trra (In te, Domine, speravi) and 'On 0to~ p.eya~ (Quoniam 
Deus magnus), employ unique material for both Lheir jubili and their 
verses. The third, ·o KupLo~ l{3aut>..wutv (Dominus ,-egnavit), uses the stand
ard D-mode jttbilus of the Latin Alleluias, but has entirely different music 
for its verse.12 The possibility that these three Allelu ias might be based on 
Greek models, therefore, exists. ' .Yhether they actually are or not, I cannot 
say at the present.Ia 

THE SOURCES OF T HE OFFI CE CHANTS 

Two notated Old-Roman Antiphonaries have been preserved. The older 
of these is to be found in London, at the British Museum, where it bears 
the number Mus. L1dd. 2g,g88. DaLing from c. 1150, its notation indicates 
that it was written in the area lying between Central Italy and Bene
vemum. The manuscript lacks the series of Gospel Antiphons for the 
Benedictus and Magnificat for the Sundays after Pentecost which are to 
be found in the Cregorian Antiphonaries, this absence being a feature 
which Amalarius mentioned as characteristic of the usage in Rome.14 I t 
includes such specifically Roman elements as the Paschal Vespers, which 
are also to be found in the Gradual 5319, and the double office of Matins 
on Christmas. At the end is added a series of Invitatories and the Office 
for the Dead.16 

The other Antiph011ary, dating from c. 1175• is the manuscript Rome, 
Vat. Basilic. B. 79· Also characterized by all the li turgical features of the 
above, this source was written for use at St. Peter's and is particularly im
portant from the liturgical point of view since it contains copious rubrics 
wbid1 reveaJ many interesting details concerning the celebration of the 
Old-Roman Office.t6 

Although the Old-Roman Office is essentially the same in i ts general 

12 Published in Gaisscr (fn. 11), p. 127, and E. Wellesz, Eastern Elements in Western 
Chant, p. 55· In bolh publications it is compared with the wrong Crcgorian counterpan. 

IS Other published Old-Roman AllcJuias include: Magnus Sanctus PaultLS in Andoyer 
(fn . s). p. 108; Dies sancti{icatus and Pasclra IIOSITUI/l (beginning) in MCC, art. '"AUeluia;" 
Dies sanctificatus also in Dom L Brou, "'L'Aileluia grcco-lalin Dies sanctificatus de la 
messe du jour de Noel"' (RC, XXIV. 86). 

u De ordine antifJhonarii, cap. LXVIII (ed. Hansscn, ill, gg). 
15 CC. The M u.sical N()tation of the Middle Ages (•Sgo), Plate no. 12. (The author 

considered 1his manuscript to be of Spanish origin.) 
10 C£. Pal. mtLS., U, p. 4, rn. 1. The liwrgical lcxlS and rubrics of this manuscript have 

been published by Tommasi, under 1hc Lille of Responsorialia IlL antipl10naria Romanae 
Ecc/esiae ( •686). pp. i · ·CCXV (reprimed in his Opera omnia, IV, pp. 1-170). 
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outline as the non-monastic Office of the Gregorian tradition (i.e. it is com
posed of the usual eight Office Hours using the same classes o£ chant, etc.), 
a comparative study of the liturgical aspects of the Old-Roman and Gre
gorian Antiphonm·ies is a much more difficult task than is such a study of 
the Graduals of the two traditions. The reason for this is that in ninth
and tentl1-century Gaul the Gregorian Antiphonary was subjected to such 
a number of revisions and received so many additions that it is nearly 
impossible to determine its primjtive format. Nevertheless, a comparative 
study of ilie music of the two traditions reveals ilie presence of the same 
son of musical relationship here as is to be found in tlle Mass cllants. 

THE RESPONSO RIES 

One of the first th ings that is noticed in an examination of the Old
Roman Antiphonaries is the poverty of their repertory in comparison with 
that of contemporary Gregorian manuscripts. B. 79 contains only 5iO Re
sponsories and 29,988 has even less, just 534, while Gregorian Antipho
naries of about the same elate, such as that of Worcester, usually contain 
approximately 1,ooo. The actual number of different Responsories to be 
found in the two Old-Roman sources, however, is 636 since each manu
script contains a considerable number of them which are not to be found 
in the other. 0 £ this total twelve are borrowings ttom the Gregorian reper
tory, while two more exhibit stylistic features which differ greatly from 
the general Old-Roman style and suggest that they, too, may have been 
borrowed ttom some other tradition or that perhaps they date from a 
much later period than the remaining 622 responsories, all of which are 
in the characteristic Old-Roman style.l7 

The form of the Old-Roman Responsories is, in most cases, the same as 
that of the Gregorian. That is, they usually consist of a respond, a verse 
(occasionally two or even three), and a repetition of a closing portion of 
the respond, the point at which this repeat begins being indicated in the 
sources either by a rubric at the conclusion of Lhe verse or in the respond 
itself. On certain greater feasts, however, such as Christmas, Easter, Ascen
sion and Pentecost, B. 79 indicates (not only by giving the first words of 
the beginning of tl1e respond at the end of the verse but also by tlle special 
rubric R esponsoria rei11cipiuntu1·) that the entire respond is to be repeated 
after the verse. This was the usual method o( performance in Rome in the 

17 The actual number of c.J1e Old-Roman Rcsponsorie.s is further reduced owing to 
the fact that nearly forty of them are noc.J1ing more than Mass chanLS (usually Com· 
munion antiphons), which have heen transfom1ed into Responsories Lhrough the addition 
o£ verses sung to one of the eight Old-Roman Responsory tone.s. The possibility that the 
borrowing was the olher way around cannot be entirely excluded, but is much le» 
proba"le. 
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eighth century and earlier while the custom of repeating but a part of the 
respond was first introduced into the Gregorian tradition in the early 
ninth century.1s T he use of the partial repeat was apparently introduced 
into Rome as a result of Ll1e influence of the Gregorian practice, probably 
in the tenth century, and imposed upon responds wh ich were not originally 
written for this type of performance. This can be seen &-om the fact that 
their musical structure frequently fails to lend itself easily to a partial 
repeat and that consequemly tlle two Old-Roman A1ltiphonaries are often 
in disagreement as to how much of the respond is to be repeated after the 
verse. These [-acts suggest that the majority of tlle Old-Roman Respon
sories must tl1en date from before the introduction of the partial-repeat 
practice. Had they been composed after the in troduction of this practice, 
t11ey undoubtedly would have been designed so as to permit a musically 
logical partial repeat and tll!! great disagreement between the sources as 
to where the repeats are to begin would not exist. 

The Old-Roman Responsories heavily favor the modes on G, wi th almost 
halC of the total being written in the seventh or eighth modes, as can be 
seen {rom the following chart: 

Mode t : 6s Mode 2: 86 

3= 33 4: 82 
s: 31 6: 28 

7= 122 8: 175 

Neumatic in their general style, they exhibit many similarities with the 
Old-Roman lntroits and Communions, with which they actually share a 
number of short melodic fom10lae, particularly cadence patterns. As in the 
Gregorian Responsories, centonization is practiced extensively and {ree 
composition plays but a small role. The formulae are often very similar 
to their Gregorian counterparts. The beginning of H odie nobis, shown 
in Fig. 178, may be compared with the Gregorian version [L 376]. 

-c, I,.,. B. 19, fol 26 r • 

• I "".,.. I I I ~· ., • ......... ~ ~·. 1 t-a • • f-!! -1 t alf! t 

Ho· cli • <: DO• biJ ck cat• lo pun- n de· ICCQ• die: lit.. 

The verses of the Responsories are sung to a set of eight standard tones, 
one for each mode. Freely composed verses, such as are found in the later 
srrata of the Gregorian tradition, do oot occur in the Old-Roman. The 
tones are adapted to the verse texts according to both the cursive and the 

18 See p. 513 Cor a di.5cussion of Lbe Roman versus the Frank.isb practice of repeating 
t.be respond which, according Lo Amalarius, constituted one of tl1e main differences 
~tween the two Lraditions. 
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tonic principle, but the former prevails. In the Gregorian tradition the 
cursive principle is used exdusively.'o 

THE ANTIPHO NS 

The musical material used by the Antiphons of the Old-Roman tradi
tion is closely related to that used by the Gregorian Amiphons, and most 
of the forty-seven themes catalogued by Gevaen have Old-Roman counter
pans. T he two traditions (requently disagree, however, in their choice of 
themes for specific texts, the same texts being set to eq uivalem themes in 
both traditions only about sixty per cent of the time. Free composition 
plays an even sm:dlcr role here than in the Grcgorian. 

T he following Antiphons, whiclt are characteristic Old-Roman versions 
of Gevaen's themes 1 1, .tJ5• and 23, illusu·ate the genera l Old-Roman An
tiphon style and the degree of relationship to be found between equiva len t 
themes of the two traditions. (Sec L 33 1, 357• and 1176, respectively, for 
tl1e Gregorian versions.) 

FICURI: 179 

... ~ 
£c-<~ 1n nu· b•·bus =· li Oo·mi·nusve-oi- eccumpo·te·sto·tem•g·n•. ill ·le -lu-i•. 

B. 79, (ol.lOv. 

• • • • • • • ~ 11 

Om-ni·po · cc:nswNn.O cu· us, Do-rnr ·ne. 

• ~ • ,., • r'- • 
I 1e • 8• • U ·bus se • dl -bus •c • ni • er, a! • le • lu • ia. 

t-li • I I • . . ,. 
qui con·su· ••- ret le·p Ex·cd - si. 

• ra 
si -mi· liJ il-lt, Non es< iO•VCil•Ci.l.\ 

The psalm tones used with the Antiphons are, in many cases, identical 
with the Gregorian f01mulae in their intonations and tetminations. Dif
ferences do e.xist, but they are of no great importance.20 

The A11tipltonaries also conta in a number o( Invitatory Antiphons and 
several tones for tl1eir Psalm. In B. 79 these tones were originally all in
cluded in an appendix at ilie end of the manuscript but un fortunately this 
is now incomplete; ir is thus impossible to reconstruct ilie entire group of 
Invitatory tones. As nearly as can be determined, however, n ine tones were 
used, and these exhibited the same general simi larity to t11eir Gregorian 
counterparts as have all ilie otlter classes of psalm tones. 

19 0Lhcr published R esponsories incluc.lc: /11 moute 0/ivcti in Andoycr [fn. 3]. p . 6g; 
Lavi pcdn in Pal . lllltS., xiv, 28g. 

::o OtJ1cr published Amiphons include le/us clomus tu11e, Eccc sacerdos magrws and 
Similabo cum, in AndO)"Cr (fn. !1). p. 70. 

The Old-Roman Chant 

H ymns are almost completely lacking in the Old-Roman Antiphonaries, 
as is to be expected, since they did not form a part of the traditional Old
Roman Office and were only gradually introduced as a result of the influ
ence of the Bened ictine Office. Only one occurs in the main body of B. 79, 
Te lucis anle lerminurn, for Compline, an Office Hour of Benedictine ori
gin, while one more, Nunc Sancte nobis Spiritus, for Terce, is to be found, 
along witJ1 several items from the Ordinary of the Mass, on a folio added 
at tl1e end of the manuscript. 

THE PROBLEM OF C HRONOLOGY 

From this survey of ilie Old-Roman chant and from the comparisons of 
the given examples with their Gregorian counterparts, tl1e close musical 
relationship existing between the two tradi tions is immediately evident. 
This relationship could be e.xplained by tl1e supposition that both reper
tories were based on a third, common source, but the large number of 
similarities and parallel situations existing in regard to small details sug
gest that a more probable explanation would be that one was directly in
spired by the otl1er. ·whether or not tl1e latter supposition ultimately proves 
to be the correct one, there arises the question as to the rela tive dates of 
origin of the two traditions. As was stated earlier, this can be determined 
only from purely musical evidence since all extrinsic testimony as to the 
relative dates of origin of the two traditions is inconclusive and demon
strates no more than that the Old-Roman tradition can be traced as far 
back in time as can the Gregorian. 

When compared with the Gregorian, nearly every aspect of the Old
Roman chant suggests that it is the earlier of the two. The more limited 
number of formulae used in centonized chants, tl1e greater use of standard 
melodies and the very limited number of Alleluia jubili all indicate that 
the Old-Roman repertory is musically less developed than the Gregorian 
and must date from a period in which free composition and variety played 
an even smaller role than d1ey did at the time of tlle formation of tlle 
original nucleus o( the Franco-Roman repertory. It is hardly conceivable 
that the much more high ly diversified Gregorian repertory could have been 
followed by the thematically more limited Old-Roman unless a practical 
consideration, such as a notational one, made such diversity impractical 
and a simplification necessary. This is not the case, however, since a fairly 
adequate notationa l system was developed at the very time such a sim
plification would have taken place, thus obviating any practical reasons 
for a simplific:uion. (It is, in fact, very possible that the development of 
neumatic notation shortly after the appearance of the Cregoria n repertory 
was no mere coincidence but rather the result of a pressing need for a 
means by which to preserve a newer and more varied body of chan t, such 
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a need not having been so great when a less diversified repertory was in 
use.) 

Another aspect of the Old-Roman chant which indicates that it must 
date from a period earlier than that of the Gregoriao is the manner and 
frequency of its use of a psalmodic-type phrase structure, particularly in 
the Inrroit and Communion antiphons. Here, long and excessively syllabic 
phrases with but very little melodic movement often terminate in florid 
cadences which suddenly seem to interrupt what was hardly more than a 
declamation of the text with extraneous and unexplained musical ma
terial. Such passages as these are nothing other than examples of the first 
stage of the evolutionary development leading from a psalm-tOne to free 
composition. Here only the termination of the formula is freely developed 
and elaborated and tile resulting musical phrases are unbalanced. In the 
Gregorian counterparts of such passages, however, all the elements of 
the formula- intonation and recitation tone, as well as termination-are 
musically developed and well balanced in relationship to one another and 
the resulling phrase is an example of free composition which, nevertheless, 
preserves the ouLiine of a psalm-tone. All of this can be clearly seen in 
Timete Dominwn (Fig. 165] and in its Gregorian counterpart. 

The almost complete absence of tl1e repetitive type of melodic structure 
so typical of the Gregorian Alleluias of the ninili and tentll centuries also 
suggests that the Old-Roman chant dates from a period preceding the use 
of this principle. Such a principle of melodic construction would undoubt
edly have played a large role in ilie Old-Roman chant if it had been codi
fied at a time when ilie principle was in use. (Its presence in the Offertory 
verses, consequently. suggests that these date from a much later period 
than the remainder of the repertory and that perhaps they were even in
ftuenced by the Gregorian Offertory verses.) 

Finally, many features of a general nature indicate that the Old-Roman 
chant is of an earlier date than the Gregorian. I ts formulae are less well 
balanced than those of the Gregorian and are often monotonous as a result 
of the use of an almost continual stepwise motion, the various members of 
a chant are sometimes awkwardly connected, and cademial patterns, espe
cially in the Inrroits, Offertories, Communions and Responsories are more 
verbose, as it were, and frequently lack the precise and definitive character 
o£ those of the Grcgorian trad ition. In comparison with Gregorian chant, 
the Old-Roman clearly gives the impression of being an earlier, tentative 
version of Lhe same body of traditional liturgical chant. 

From t11ese several facts it can be safely concluded tllat the Old-Roman 
chant is definitely of an earlier date man the Gregorian tradition. This is 
not to say that the eleventh-century form in which it has come clown to 
us is exactly the same form which it had in tl1e eightl1 century or earlier. 
Undoubtedly it undcnvcnt certain minor changes and developments but 

The Old-Roman Chant 

in essence it remained the same, as can be seen £rom its retention of its 
archaic features. Conscqucmly, tl1e Old-Roman chant must be considered 
as the earliest of the preserved repertories o( accidental liturgical music 
and the probable immediate source for much o( the original nucleus of 
the Franco-Roman or "Gregorian" repertory of the late eighth century. 



Conclusion: Prolegomena to a History 

of Gregorian Sty le 

IN CONCLUSION, and as a summary of our studies we propose to re· 
turn once more to the "central" problem of the chant, that is, the 

question concerning its origin and development. In an earlier chapter we 
have outlined a theory according to which the fina l format ion o£ the chant 
repertory took place in the Frankish empire during the time of the Caro
li ngian rulers, Pepin, Charlemagne, and Louis, between c. 750 and 850. 
' Vhether this theory will turn out to prove valid, remains to be seen. We 
believe it will, and in the present chapter we shall try to give a more de
tailed picture of the development as it appears to us from the point of 
view of stylistic analysis. In the course o( our study we have repeatedly 
mentioned cenain details o{ style or fonn that have chronological signifi
cance; it is these t.raits that we shaU try to combine into a coherent picture. 

Before turning to this task it is importam to poim out certain notions 
which until now have been more or less generally accepted, but which, in 
our opinion, must be discarded. One of these is the attempt to establish a 
chronology of musical evolution on the basis of liturgical or other non
musical data. T he fallacy of this approach has been discussed at an earlier 
occasion [see pp. 56£). Anotl1er notion of highly questionable validity is the 
idea that some of the most ornate d1ants, such as Graduals or Tracts, pos
sibly even Alleluias, may well be of an earlier date than many of the simple 
syllabic or neumatic chants. Wagner, in particular, has repeatedly empha
sized that possibly ''the ornate, and more or less highly developed type of 
cham is older than tl1e simple chant," although witl1 the reservation that 
"in the fourth and fifth centuries the degree of richness may not have been 
the sa me as that of Ll1c Gregorian [meaning: sixth-century] solo chants."l 
In contrast to thjs opinion (which was also held by Gastoue, Morin, and 
others), Gevaert made the categorical statement that: "Le chant syllabique 
est antcrieur au chant mcHsmatique."2 In weighing the pt·o and con of this 
controversy it is important to distinguish between two entirely different 
issues involved, one concerning the sta te of afEairs in the third or fourth 
century, the other concerned wilh the preserved repertory of the melod ies. 
I t is en tirely possible that fa irly orna te chants were used at a very remote 

1 Wag11cr 1, !11· 
!! Melopte, p. xxvii. 
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time, simultaneously with, or even earlier thaJl simple chants. It would, 
however, be mere wishful t11inking to assume that any of these ornate 
chants could have survived in even approximately Lhe same form for six or 
seven centuries, and thus become incorporated in t11e collection of the 
earliest notated manuscripts. lf we consider the extant repertory from the 
evolutionary point of view, we can only say that, generaiJy speaking, its 
oldest nucleus is represented by the most rudimentary types, and that the 
ornate chants are of a much more recent date. 

In this connection we must commenr brieHy upon another fallacy con
cerning the early hisLOry of Christian music, that is, the relationship be
tween t11e standard repertory of "Gregorian" chant and that of the Mila
nese or "Ambrosian" chant. Probably because Ambrose lived two hundred 
years before Gregory, one often finds statements to the effect Lhat the Am
brosian melodies are even earlier man the Gregorian.s Since many of the 
Ambrosian melodies are extremely ornate and meLismatic, they have fre
quently been considered as evidence o[ the notion that the d1ant of t.hc 
earLiest Middle Ages was of a highly embellished character. Needless to 
say, the idea that the Ambrosian melodies (as we have them) go back to the 
period of c. 400 is even more fallacious than the assumption that the Gre
gorian melotlics (as we have them) date from c. 6oo. Once more, we do 
not mean to den y the possibility that highly ornate melodies may have 
existed at the time of St. Ambrose, for instance, those "seemingly endless" 
Alleluia jubilations which are mentioned by Augustine. We only profess 
our complete ignorance as Lo what these melodies were like and whether 
they had any relationship to those Lhat we find either in the Ambrosian 
or Gregorian repertory. Probably they were forgotten fifty years later. Or 
are we seriously to believe that dudng two centuries of the most cruel 
devastation that Italy ever suffered-under the Huns, Goths, Vandals
music, the most intangible and evasive medium o( artistic expression, re· 
mained miraculously unaffected? The true relationship between Gregorian 
and Ambrosian d1ant can be established only on the basis of stylistic cri
teria. In the chapter on "Ambrosian Chant" which Mr. J esson has con-

s See, e.g., New Oxford llislory of t\f tuir, 11 ( 1954). p. 61, where Angl~s mentions 
Wellesz, Wagner. Thibaut, and the editors of the Pa lt!ogrnpll ic mu,Sicnle in connection 
with the theory "that the Ambrosian melodies rcprc.~nt t.bc oldest form of Plaindlant." 
Ibid., p . tgt, Handsdtin speaks. somewhat more c:tutiously. of Arnbrosian chant as "prob· 
ably Llte oldest type o£ ecclcsi:mic:tl chant preserved iu the West." 6. St;iblcin, in his 
variouj artic les in MCG ("Ailcluia," "Choral," ctr.) always takes the greater antiquity 
of the Ambrosian melodies for gr:1ntcd. In the arridc on "Frilhchristliche Musik" Striblein 
(following a suggc.1tion by flnnd~chin) rcprmlurc:. n Milanc~e Responsory. DI'IIS virt11tmn 
cottvertc 110s, as an example of rnusic from the time of Augustine (.l ie), because Augustiue 
tells us that his fricncl Licentius was so ch~t1mcd by a new tttclody for Deus virtutum 
cOntltrtc nos that he sang it the ,,•hole day. I doubt whether Liccnti us' melody hnd even 
tbe remotest resemblance to the r.lilanesc Responsot y. whidt clearly shows the ear· marks 
of the ninth or tcnlh century. 
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tributed to this book be pointed out that "it is not necessarily accurate to 
regard t11e Ambrosian meloclies as 'primitive' versions of their Gregorian 
counte1·parts: they may well represent a later stage d1aracterized by a ten· 
dency toward amplification and ornamentation, and paralleling the period 
of rroping in Gregorian chant" [seep. 482). 1 wholly concur with this view, 
and would not hesitate to assign to t11c Ambrosian repertory an even later 
date than the Gregorian, perhaps of the tenth or eleventh century-natu
rally once more with the e:xception of certain elementary types of chant.4 

Comparative studies of Gregorian and Ambrosian melodies therefore lose 
some of the importance that was formerly attached to them. On the other 
hand, a detailed comparison of the Gregorian and the Old-Roman reper
tories may well turn out to be one of t11e most valuable LOols of research 
in our field. 

vVim tllese general premises in our mind, we can now turn to our proper 
task, mat is, to reconstruct a picwre of the formative processes which led 
to the final scage of Gregorian chant, as it appc~trs in the earliest manu
scripts. That this picture can be expected to be on ly approximately correct 
hardly needs to be stated. Without guestion it will be modified by later 
research. Nevertheless 1 hope that it will provide at least a basis for such 
modifications and corrections. 

The earliest layer of the Gregorian repertory is represented by the psalm· 
odic recitations. That the general principle of psalm singing-recitation 
tenor with initial, medial and final inncctions-is of J ewish origin, has 
become evident through Idelsohn's studies of t11e chants of Jewish tribes 
in Yemen and Babylonia [see p. 34]· More recently, however, E. Werner 
has shown that also for each of the eiglu psalm tones there exists a close 
parallel in the repertory of synagogal chams.5 The lesson tones and the 
tonus peregrinus are likewise a heritage from pre·Christian days. The 
archaic Gloria XV, noteworthy for its psalmodic structure [see p. 409], and 
the Te Deum employ a melodic formula which recurs almost literally in a 
Yemenite Sh'ma (the oldest chant of Hebrew liturgy) and in a Yemenite 
cantillation of the Thora. All these melodies consist essentially of simple 
recitation formulae that could easily be memorized and which were indeed 
orally preserved with but minor modifications. 

Next in simplicjty to the various recitation tones are the Antiphons. 
Liturgically they are documented as far back as the fourth century [see p. 
187]. Gevaerl, in his La Melopt!e antique, outlined a chronology of the 
Antiphons on t11e basis of their texts (pp. 15!)ff). Those su ng to the word 
Alleluia and to psalm texts he assigned to a period anterior to c. 500, those 
with other scriptura l tex ts to the period from c. 530 to 6oo, those with 

~ I have recently been informed by tl!onsignor H. Angles that liturgists working in 
Rome have come to t.he same conclusion. 

G Sec "The Common Cronnc.l in the Chant of Church and Synagogue" [ACT, 134]. 
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texts taken from the Acts of the 1\fartyrs or from the life of R oman Saints 
to the seventh century. H e supported this textual division by a considera
tion of the musical m:ueri~d (pp. q :df), pointing OUt tha t th e majority of 
his themes (3•1 out of ·17) occur with te.xts from each of th e three ca.tcgories 
and that tho c with psalmodic texts arc usual!)· d1arac tcritcd by greater 
conciseness and simplicity of comour. ~fore rccentl}' the problem was re
sumed by W. Lipphardt in an article entitled "Gregm· der Grosse und sein 
Anteil am romischen Antiphonar" [AC/, 2.18], in which he assigned cer
ta in groups of Amiphons to Grcgory, primaril y those with tex ts from the 
Prophecies and the Gospels. According to Cev:ten these da te from the 
period Crom 530 to 6oo, th:tt is. shortly before Cregory. From the point of 
view of genera l chronology the difference is, of conrse, very slight and 
practically negligible. If we accepc Lipph:mlt's Llteory, we would come 
to the conclusion that some thiny melodic themes are pre·C regorian, ant! 
tha t perhaps a do1cn were added under Gregory. Apparently no additions 
were made thereafter, bec.1 u c Cc'"aen poin ts out tha t the Antiphons of 
his third period (tha t is, tl1ose with uou·scriptural text) arc a ll adapted 
to melodies tha t occur a lready arnong the two earlier groups. Need less to 
say, th is is only a very rough ske tch , but the rcsuiLing picture is plausible 
enough to <lppear accepwble. lt would rnean tha t d uring the fifth and 
sixt11 centuries there were added to the old repertory of psa lmod ic formula 
some fony melodies of a disdnctl)' new type, e~1d1 of which could be, and 
was adapted to a great number of different texts. I would not subscribe 
to the idea tha t each Antiphon was sung a t the time of Cregory exaclly 
as it appears in tl1e earliest mmical manuscripts, bm the general contours 
may very \\·ell have been the same as those that were fina ll y recorded in 
the Codex Han ker and the later Anlipltonnrics. 

Turning now to the ornate types of chant we come to that part of the 
Cregorian repenory whjch, if our theory proves tenable, received its fina l 
form a t a da rable Lime, between r. 750 and 850. The tcnn "fina l form" is, 
of course, of great importance in tl1is sentence. ' obody in his righ t mind 
would sugge t that a ll the hundreds of elaborate d1ants- Tracts, Respon
sories, Craduals, Offertories, Alle luias, etc.- were newly created during 
these one hund red years. Most of tl1em prob:~bl y existed iu a much simpler 
fonn before they were transfom1cd into their fina l, orna te form. Perhaps 
Cevaert was the first to point ou t that many of the more complex d1ants a re 
nothing bu l ornamented versions of si m pie Antiphons or p~a !m recita tions. o 
Wagner has pointed. out tha t the melody for the verses of the Cr~rdua l s of 
the ]11stus ut pal111a t ype is "nicht s a ls die gliinzcmlc, melismatische Um
hi.ill ung eincr ganz alten Psa lmformel," which i simila r to the second
mode formula of tl1e Commemoratio b1·evis. A Lhorough study of the 

11 Sec his Lt:s Origiurl du clumt lit111gique de l'tiglisr 111ti11r, l ll!JO (C:ciiiHin transl. by 
Riemann, Dcr Ur.'f''""ll des li(llui~cltm Kirrhcmgcsollgcs. p. 11). 
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chants from the point o( view o( "decoloration" may well shed much light 
upon the question concerning their more primitive forms, particularly if 
it is extended to include the Old·Roman versions.7 

More than in any other type of chant such a primitive form is d iscernible 
in the Tracts. Their ex tensive use o( standard formulae and of largely 
fi'<ed cadential points suggests tha t originally they consisted of much sim
pler psa lrnodic recita tions, probably one and tl1e same Cor all t11c Tracts 
of a given mode. Although the skeleton melody shown in Fig. gt [p. 324] 
is probably too simple to be considered as the "original form" of the Tracts 
(in tl1is case o( mode 2), it is not impossible tl1at the application of the 
method of dccolor:nion just mentioned may lead to what may reasonably 
be considered as the prototype of the Tracts. As for their final form, we 
may assume tha t thil> was the result of an embellishing process to which 
they were subjected in Frt~ nco·Gcnnanic lands during the eighth century. 
OC some interest in this connection is the designation, found in a treatise, 
Liber de divinis officiis, of the Tract £ripe me as "nuperrime compilatum" 
-quite recently put together [Patr. 1nl. tot, uwg]. Since the text o£ this 
Tract is taken entirel y from one and the same Psalm (Ps. 139, without Yf. 
11-13), this remark ca n only refer to the "musical compilation," in other 
words, to t11e putting together of standard phrases. Since this Tract is ex
ceptional for its almost fonnali tic ad herence to the basic sd1eme of caden
tial poiJlts [see p. 325], it may well be the latest of the entire group of 
medieval Tracts of the second mode. Unfortunately, the date o( the LilJCr 
de divin is officiis is somewhat uncertain. Formerly ascribed to Amalarius 
or even to Alcuin, it is now believed to have been written later, perhaps 
about goo. But even if we assume that some of its contents go back to an 
earHer period, it is safe to assume that the "nuperrima compilatio"-i.e., 
the composition of the Tract Eripe me-cannot have taken place before 

8oo. 
Among the Graduals those o{ the type ]ustus ut palma have repeatedly 

been acknowledged as representing the oldest recognizable layer in tl1is 
field, if only for the reason that they include the four Craduals for the 
Saturday in Ember Week of Advent, that for the Midnight Mass of the 
Nativity, and those for Easter and E:tstcr Week [sec pp. 35711· They closely 
resem ble the T racts in their rigid employment of standard formulae, for-

; r had originally included in this book a chapter on "Tile Skeleton Melodies," but 
discarded it because it threa tened to become the size of a liule book. Sec, however, 

P· 324· 
8 Cf. Hanssens' edition of Amalnrius, l, pp. sziT. ln Patr. lot . 101, 11731£ the l.ibcr is 

publ ished :unong the doubtful works of ,\Ienin, while later on it was ascribed to 
Amalarius [sec. e.g .• C:mou<!. Origincs. p. 2~8. fn . 3]. As was mentioned previously (p. 
494). the 1 racl £ripe nu does not occur in the Old-Roman sources, which have retained 
the two original TractS for Good Friday, Dominc audivi and Q11i habitat [cC. Sextuplcx, 

P· llxl. 
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mulae which, no doubt, were much simpler originally than they were ulti
mately to become. The fact that the melodies for both respond and verse 
employ a as the tonic and final is probably another indication of an early 
stage, prior to the establishment of the eight-modes system for which AJ. 
cuin's Musica (c. Boo) provides the earliest evidence. Considered as a whole, 
the Graduals are remarkable for their extensive use of a reiterative style, 
which is evident particularly in those of the third and of the fifth mode, 
and which ma1·ks them as a product of a relatively early period. Particularly 
interesting is the fact tha t this reiterative style, with its numerous pressus 
formations, is not found in the O ld-Roman counterparts of the Gregorian 
Gradu<'t ls [seep. 493]. It may well be a remainder of the old Gallican chant, 
which the Frankish singers were so reluctant to abandon. On the other 
hand, a Gradual such as Di/cxisti justitinm [L 12 16], striking for the triadic 
outline (c·g·c-e·g·c'·g) of its initial phrase, clearly belongs to a much later 
stratum, contemporary with the Offertories and Alleluias.o 

In our discussion of tl1e Offertories we have noticed that their verses 
especially form a veritable mine of bold formations not encountered any
where else in the reper tory of the chan t [seep. 364]. We are very fortunate 
in possessing in forma tion that permits us to date these verses with a fa ir 
degree of accuracy. It is found in Aurelianus' Musica disciplina, eh. XVUI, 
entitled Deu terologium torzomm, in which he enumenttes "quat varie
tates unusquisque contineat tonus,"- how many varieties each tonus con
tains.10 From the context it becomes perfectly dear that he enumerates 
what we would call t11e "various tones of each mode," that is, the different 
recitation formulae (with their differentiae) for the verses of the Introits, 
Responsories, Antiphons (psalm tones), etc. The important point is that 
each modal category includes one tone for the Offertories, for instance: 

De authentu proto. Sane authemus protus septemdecim in sese continet varie
tates, videlicet imroituum tres, offenoriarum unam, communiorum duas, respon
soriorum se.'(, antiphonarum quinque, quae simul iunctae septcmdecim faciunt. 

·we must conclude that at the time of the Musica disciplina, that is 
about 850, the verses of the Offertories were still sung to a set of eight 
standard Offertory tones similnr in character to those for the Introits and 
R esponsories. lf, on the other hand, we turn to R egino's T onary written 
about fifty years later, we find that the Offertories are completely absen t, 
as they are also in t11e later tonaries (all o( which, it will be remembered, 
are cata logues of chan ts whose verses ~t re sung to a standard melody). Ob· 
viously about goo the Offertory tones had already been replaced by free 

O In a rcccn1 aniclc, "Die gregorionisclte Cradualcwcisc des :1. Tons und ihrc ambro· 
sianischen Parallelcn" (AMW, XIII [1956j, 28.5) H. Hucke discussed the chronology of 
the Craduals from a different point of view and wiLh different results. 

10 CS, I. S!lff. 
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melodies similar to, or perhaps identical with t110se that occur in the musi
cal manuscripts of the tenth and subsequent centuries. T hus the Offertory 
verses, which represem what we have called t11e "Beethoven-period" in the 
evolution of the chant [see p. 375], can safely be assigned to t11e second 
half of tlle ninth century, perhaps, in their final (onn, even to the early 
tenth century. They give the impression of having been created at a defi
nite place (Metz?) a t the instigation of a monk whose musical daring may 
well be com pared with that o! Beethoven. 

A very intriguing problem is presented by t11e Responsories. Evolution
ary processes are clearly noticeable in them, perhaps more so than in the 
other types of chant. but it is not easy to combine them into a convincing 
general picture. Of particular interest is the information we have concern
ing the d ifference between the Roman and the Frankish metllOd of per
forming the Responsories. In his Prologus antiphonarii Amalarius says: 
" ... we sing our Responsories differently from t11e Romans. These start 
the respond from t11e beginni ng after the verse, while we, having finished 
the verse, rejoin tltc respond in the middle (a lntere eius), as if combining 
two bodjes into a single one."ll In our study of the Responsories we have 
seen that a considerable number of them show musical evidence of the 
partial repeat, by employing the tem1ination formula of the responsorial 
tone not only at the end of the verse, but also within the respond, immedi
ately before the beginning of the repeated section.12 On the basis of Ama
larius' remark one may be tempted to consider these R esponsories as repre
senting an old repertory of Gallican chant, the others as later importations 
from Rome. Only a thorough study of t11e entire body of "Gregorian" and 
Old-Roman Responsories can show whether this surmise has any claim to 
validity. 

The verses of the Responsories are remarkabl~and unique in the Gre· 
gorian tradition-for tlleir highly variable treatment: while many of them 
are sung to a standard set of eight tones, many otllers are sung to partly or 
entirely free melodies [see pp. 23g£]. Perhaps this state of affairs indicates 
a trend simi lar to t11e one which we found in the verses of the Offertories. 

11 Ed. Hansscns, I, 3G2. In his Libcr de ordinc antiphonarii (Hanssens, lU, 55) Amala· 
rius gives a full dcscriplion of the Roman method of performance, and from this it appears 
that a partial repeat was also used in Rome, 1hongh at a different place, namely, after 
the Doxology. The Roman method, as described by Amalarius, can be indicated as 
follows (pr. = pracccntor, i.e., soloist: su = succwtores, a small group of singers): 

R (Pr.)-R (su.)-V (pr.)-R (su.)-D (Jir.)-R' (m.)-R (pr.)-R (su.) 

Whether sucl1 an extremely repetitious scheme was normally used in Rome, or perhaps 
only Cor certain h igh fcaSLs (Amalalius describes it in conncc1ion with the feast of SI. J ohn 
and its Responsory /n media ecc/~siac), is uncertain. Nor arc maucrs much helped by 
Amalarius' remark that the use of the Doxology in the Responsories was a relatively novel 
practice, introduced by ·•modern popes" (ed. llansscns, 111 , 21). 

12 Seep. !1~4· 
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but carried out only on a relativel y smaJI scale. That the responsorial tones 
-along with the lntroit tones, etc.~xisted about 8oo (il not earlier) 
can hardly be doubted. As for the free verses, it is obvious Lhat the ma
jority of tllem date from "decadent days" (as Frere put it), in other words, 
from the tenlh, eleventh, or later centuries. However, the possibility that 
at least some of the free verse melodies arc of a considerably earlier date 
cannot be excluded. This appears from an imeresting passage in Aure
lianus· Musica discifJiina of c. 850, in which he speaks about "tl1e custom 
of old singers, particularly those living in France, who did not follow 
omnem toni autltoritatem but, modifying the sonoritas tononun-because 
of the difficulty presented by t11e mullitudo syllnbarum-changcd the 
verses of UJC Responsorie into something quite different.'' As an example 
he cites Lhe :ij.. Gaude Moria , Yf. Gabriclem Arcltangelum, which indeed 
has a verse with a great number of syl lables, set to a free melody noteworthy 
for its exceptionally high range, including the c'' on "erubescat."lB 

Jn our study of the lntroits we have noticed Ulat not a few of them show 
a design in the character of a recitative, in difference to others which em
ploy a free ly moving melody. Possibly the former represent an early stage 
of antiphonal psalmody, in which both the psa lm verses and the amiphon 
were sung to a recit<llion tone [sec pp. 30i~· 

The chants of the !\lass Ordinary are generally of a very late date. A few 
o[ them, however, may well revert to the earliest period of Clu·istian wor
ship or even to the chant of the Synagogue. To this group belong particu
larly the archaic Kyrie mentioned on p. 406, Lhe Gloria X V [p. 409], the 
Credo I [p. 413), and ilie Sanctus XV Ill [pp. 4 15~· 

Finally we come to t11e Alleluias. That the great majority of these arc 
late in comparison wit11 ilie Tracts, Responsories, and Graduals, becomes 
abundantly clear on the basis of stylistic criteria such as repeat melismas 
[see Fig. 115ff; pp. 386ff), extended scale formations [Fig. ug, p. 389), 
thematic relationships between the A /lcluia and the verse [pp. 383ff), etc. 
As has Leen pointed out in our study of t11e Alleluias, t11erc is reason to 
assume that the extended use of climacus formations (descending scale 
patterns) is an innovation not earlier than the teulh century [see p. 389). 
We have also pointed out that there exists a relatively small group of 
AUeluias, characterized by small range, absence of repeat melismas, and 
assignment to the first season o( the liwrgical year. which obviously is of 
an earlier date, perhaps the cigln century [see p. 39 1 J. Since in Lbe chapter 

13 CS, ! , 50a . Aurclianus adds (wilh 1hc rcscrvariou: "1 have learned from a report"'
sicu /i relatu clirlie~)that the ~w•hor of lllis Rcsponsor)' was a IJiind singer o£ Rome. named 
Victor, whose siglu was miraculous!)' res10red after he had sung it before the altar of 
S. Mariti Rotrmda (the old Roman Plllr/lrcon), to melodies which he had learned from 
singers and memoriwd. Had 1hcsc melodies :mything in common wiLh 1hose that have 
been recorded? As W<U poiutcd out previously [p. 501 ]. no (rce verses exist in the Old
Roman repertory. 
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on the AJleluias we have dealt in detail with the aspect of their evolution 
and chronology, we eau refrain (rom further comments. 

Our late dating of many of the Alleluias brings up tl1e question of the 
sequences. Sequences are mentioned for the first Lime by Amalarius in his 
De ecc/esiasticis officiis of the early ninth century [sec p. 442]. Their main 
development started in tl1e late ninth century with Notker Balbulus (c. 
84o-912). Since the sequences are troped additions to ilie Alleluias, one 
would come to the conclusion iliat the laller arc necessarily of an earlier 
date, in contradiction to what has been suggested above. However, a closer 
cxaminalion shows that this contradiction is apparem ratl1er than real. In 
ilie first place, no conflict exists in Lhe c:1se of sequences related to such 
"early" Alleluias as t11ose of the Nativity and of .Easter, which, we may 
well assume, e.xisted before c. Soo in approximately the same form as we 
have Lhem today. As for the others, a real difficu lty would arise only if an 
early seq uence (for instance, one by Notker) made extended use of an 
Allcluia melody which, because of ils stylistic u·aits, would have to be 
assigned to the tenth century or an even later period. J am not aware of 
any such case. The great majority of sequences, if at all rel:uec.l to an AI· 
leluia, employ only its beginuing. l t is entirely conceivable that this begin
ning was taken over from an older form, and we may even speculate t11at 
in some cases the entire sequence may have been derived f1·om such an 
o1der form to which it was more fully related tb~tn to the fmal form in 
which the Alleluia has survived. 14 

H Anenlion may be called to a number of stylistic details which have been mentioned 
in the course of OLII explanations and which may have a bearing upon the problems o£ 
chronology: introduction of the low C ::tnd F [p. 2.18]; iruervals larger tl1an a fifth [p. 
!!5~]; octave formations [p. ~57]; ascending cadences [p. !!G5]; extended climacus forma
tions [pp. gSg£]; repeat ~Lructurcs [pp. s6gf. ~go]; perfect score of melismatic accent 

lJ>. 287J. 
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a (Ro.manus letter) 117 T 
Absolutions 2o6 
absonia 164 
accent: original ncumes 1o8£; textual, ton

ic, e tc. 275·97 
accentu.s: acu.tus 76; ncurne 1o8f; type of 

chant 288 
action·d1ants 2S. 18g 
act1tw 76, 1og F 
Ad celebm (scqu.) 45~ F 
A dam de St. Victor ·14 7, 46o 
adaptation Gg. 26S; in Rcsp. 3341: Crad. 

345• 350; All. 3S df: Ant. 399· 400; hymns 
426 

Adducentur (All . with sequ.) 448 F 
Adhemar de Chavannes 116 n. 430 n 
Adjutor mew (Grad.) 138, 167, 352 n 
Adoration of the Cross 31 
Adorna thalamum (Ant.) 404 
Advent 7; Ember Days 2Sf; Short Resp. 

245; Ambr. 467 
Aeterna Cltristi munera (hymn) 42S F 
affinalis: sec eo-final 
Agathon (pope) 46 n, 49 
Agnw Dei 25 T, 42 (no. 59), 41S·19 
Akathistos (hymn) 45S 
akoluthia 45S 
akrotelcutia 1S7 n 
Albinus: see Alcuin 
A Ibis, Dom. in 11 n 
Alcuin: Mwica 54; Liber de officiis 511 n; 

Trinity S n, 274; on modes •34-
Aiexandcr VI (pope) 466 
Alia m wica 55· 221, 35S 
AJI Saints 4S6 
Alleluia 25, 40f (nos. 30, 37· 45· 47), 375·92; 

omitted. doubled 2S; variable 65: texts 
go: in St. Gall JJ9 g2: modal distrib. 1!!7 
T; range 146; two -;. 1S5; octave forma
tions 257; cadences 265: adaptations 26Sf; 
melism. accent 2S~ T: with tropes 4331£: 
source of sequ. 44:tlf; Old·Rom. 4961£. In· 
dividual All. arc listed under their verses 

Allcluia Laus beata (sequ.) 448 F 
Allcluia Resultet tellus (sequ.) 450 
Alma rcdemptoris mater (Ant.) 23, 404 
Amalarius: his works 54; on Crcgory 4S: 

Corbie, Mcu 79; Roman. Frankish So; 
Domi11c exaudi 184; neuma trip/ex !!411· 
441 : Vir crat 367 n; sequ. (42f: Liber de 
officiis 511 n: R esp. 513 

ambitus 133. 135 T: sec range 
Ambrose, St. 40 (no. 2S); t86 
Ambrosian chant 5,465-83; chron. 508f 
Ambrosian hymns 423 
Ambrosian modes 134 
Anasrasius IV (pope) 466 
artetiS 104 f 
Andoycr, f. 77 
Andrews, F. S. 141 n 
Andrieu, F. 46 n, 52 n 
Angelus Domini (All.) 303 
Angclw Domi11i (Off.) 258 F 
AngUs, H. 441 n 
armnlis ca11tu.s 41f (no. 35, etc.), 47• 74• 77 
Annunciation Go. 73 T 
AriOrtymw de la Fnge 152 
anticircumflexus tog F 
Antiocl1 40 (no. 21), 48· 1S6; Council of, 39 

(no. 14), 421 
Antiphon 19, 20, 40 (no. 27), 392·404: men

tioned by Etheria 45; B. V. M. 1S, ~3. 40.1: 
texts g6 T; modal dimib. 137 T: for 
tonus peregri11us 213; conn. with Ps. 
2171£; tonic accent 294ff; Ambr. 472; Old
Ram. 502: clnon. 509f 

Antiphonal, Antipltonnry 15, 54· 56 T; Old
Ra m. 499· Sec also Manuscripts 

antiphonal: data 38fT: psalmody 185-96: 
perform. 196-gB 

AntifJhortale missawm 54; A . m. il1111diola
neruis 106, 467 

Antiphonale mis.sarum scxtuplcx: see Bib
liography 

antiphouariw certto: sec cento antiphona· 
rirJS 
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A11tiphonarius S. Gn:gorii 54 
Antipho11ary of Charles the Bald 53 
antipllortos 186 
apO$/T0/1/ia IOj, 116 
Aquitanian ncumcs 119 F 
arch 249f£. 268 
Aribo I!JZ.481 n 
Aries •123 
arsis 128 
Asce11do ad Pat rem (Ant.) 304 
Ascension 8; 11: Vigil of. :,8. 67 T 
asclep i :Hie an 4 2 5 
Ash-Wednesday 8. t O, !P 
Aspergrs mt> 25 
Asjliritns a longe (Resp.) 184, 473 
Assumpcion 6o. 73 T 
Alhanasius 39 (no. 15). 181 
Aubry. 1'. 279 n, ~Go n, 462£ 
auctoralis t 33 n 
Augustine, Sl. (bishop) 41 (no. 33); on Of!. 

363; celt:usma 378; meter 429; jubilation 
267,508 

Augustine, St. (mission:try) 48 
Aurelinn (bishop) 423 
Aurelianus (theorist) Musira disciplina 51: 

on notation 76; tristropha 107 n; modal 
ascriptions 1G6: mode of i\nl. IJ.!, 176; 
nt:of!llyt r/s tonus 213: Clori11 melody 234 
n ; melism. acccm 28;; mode of Haec dies 
358 n: Off. y. 512: Resp. 5'3 

Aurelius Prudentius 422 
a u lhemic 133 
A ve .\1aria 22 
Ave regina coelonm1 (Ant.) 23. 404 
Avenary, H . tBo n 

b 152 (b durum): not used as tenor 211, 235 
b-Oat 152·57· 480 
B. M . 1'., n. V. :\f. 20 
Bach •114 (Credo-Fugue) 
Bach Grsellscllaft 1 :!4 
Bannister. H. M. 44911.453 n 
Bardesancs 39 (no. 13). 18G. 421 
bar-form 386. 4::6. ·15i 
Basil, St. 40 (no. 24), 181, 186 
Batifrol. P. 95 n, 188 n 
Bt:ata geriS (Crad.) 352 
Bede 376 
Bene amrunciavi (P011t Evang.) 477 F 
Dencrlicam us Domino: in Office 22; in Mass 

4::0 n: tropes 411 
lJenerlirit<' omnia opera (Cam.) 21, 29 
Benedie1, Sl. 14.41 (nos. 4 r, 42): 423 
Dcnedict VIII (pope) 27.413 
Bc:nediCI X V (pope) 59 
Bcnedic1nu rites 16, sso 

Denedictus .Dominus (Cant.) 20; tones 226; 
Ant. 393 

Bencdictus es (All.) 16g 
Bcncrlictus es Domi11c Dws Israel (Cant.) 

BerrcdicliiS es Dominc Deus patrum (Cant.) 
21. zg 

Derrt:dixist i (Off. with tropes) 433 F 
Dcne\'cJHan: Graclurlis 56, 178 n; ncumes 

119 F. 123 
Bcnc\'Cnto, Cod. VI.)-/ 56 
J3ernanl, St. 135 n , 238n 
Demo 54; on p laga l chants •4·1; on tr;msp. 

16 1f, 175· 399 
8 cssclcr, 11. ,,zs n. •H9 n 
llcwcrungc, H. 300 
bilingual: Cod. 1\fontpellicr 122: Sanc!IIS 

•115 
bistrophn, distroplw 106 f, 128; in lntr. 

!lo6; in Crad. 3-1'1: IJ . flexa 11 3, 116 
bivirga 107 
lllessings 31, 2o6, 430£ 
lJock.ttrillcr 108 
13oethian lcucrs 222 n 
JJomm, U. 167, 170 
lloniJacius (pope) 41 (no. 39) 
Uorremnns. J . 161 n 
florromco. SL. Charles .t66 
borrowing 65ff T 
Draga, Council o£ 423 
Breviary 15 
JJyzantinc, Creek Church 27, 37f, 134f, 404, 

409· 413,423·455 n,458 

c: Romanus letter 117, 128, 129; in Passion 
207 

c-sharp 157. 172 
cadences 263·66; of ln tr., Resp. 310 F; 

T racts 3 r 5 · 32~ F: Rcsp. 336. 338£ F; Grad. 
350·355 

Cacti us cdulius 97· 422 
Cacsarius (bishop) 423 
Cagin, Dom 19· 468 
Canon (oC the Mass) 2.1. 26 T 
Canonic I tours ' 3· Sec Office Hours 
cntllatorium 54· 61 
carrttiS 470, 479: c. r~eutu.~, planus 5 n: c. 

tractus 25; c. amwlis see mmalis can/us; 
c. rrothi sec notlws 

Canticle. canticum 2ofT, 29; tones 226-28: 
An1. 393 

capitulum 22 

CfiTII)CII ~21 

Cnrth:tge 39 rr (nos. I o, ) I, 33) 
Cassian 10 (no. 32) 
Cassiodorus 4 1 {no. 45). 185, ~178. 423 n 
Catolcnus (al>bot} -12 (no. :;G), 77 

Index 

Catta, D. •119 
Celestine I (pope) 41 (no. 34) 
uleusma 378 
ccnto antiphouarius -J2 (no. 51}, 246 n 
cemonization t 39· 246 n; in Tracts 3 r 6; 

Resp. 3•10: Crad. 345; Ant. 402: sequ. 
463: Ambr. 4 ;g n: Old-Rom. 4!Hff; absent 
in All . 383 

cephalicrLJ 104 F, 110 F, 122 n 
Chapter 22 
Charlcmajtllc 79· 81, 465 
Chartres, Cod. 47 55· 121 (PI. Lll), 166 
Chavassc, A. 70, 92 n 
cheironomic: ncumcs 1 r8: drawings 128 
cl1evroument 108 
Christ (in Passion) 207 
Christ, W . .J58 
Christe eleyson 42 (no. 48). Sec Kyrie 
Chrodegang 79 
chromatic tones r 10, 153. 157. 163£ (Scholia 

E.ncl1.). Sec also c-sharp, e-flat, £-sharp 
Chronista 207 

chronology: sec dc\'clopmcnt 
Chrysoston1, St. 19, 186 
eh urclJ modes: sec modes 
Cicero :!97· goo 
Ciconia 417 
ciuciniiUIIl 116 
Circuibo (Corom.) 163 F, 171£ F, 192 
Circumcision 7• 59f. 68 
Circumdederunt (Resp.) 337 F 
circumflexus 76, 109 f 
Cistcrcians 16, 161 n 
Cit)•· Roman: see Old-Roman 
Clamauerunt (Crad.) 223, 229 
clausula 471 T 
clef-letters 119 
Clement I (pope) 38 (no. 2) 
Clement XIII (pope) 59 
Clement of Alexandria g6. 39 (no. g) 
climacus 100 F; liquescent 10-1 F; various 

Corms 11gf F: in lotr. 3o6; All. gSg: Ambr. 
,181; Old·Rom. Crad. 493: indica tive of 
late date 514 

clivis 100 F, 109 F; various forms 120 F; spc· 
cial form 122 

Codex: see Manuscripts 
eo-final, affinalis 157. 161, 165, 178 
Collect 13 n, 24 
CollegeruntfJontifires (Resp.) 336 
Comes of Wilrtburg 52 
comma 124 
Commemoratio brevis 55; on Ex Aegypto 

176; psalm tones 2og. 211, 216 n: tomtS 
ptregr. 213: Communion tone$ 228 

Common of Saints, Commune Sauctorum 
nf. 72 

Communion 25, 31 1·12; mentioned by 
Augustine 41 (no. 33); in Lent 64 T : texts 
!)t T: modal distrib. 137 T; modal char· 
actcrislic.~ 1-11 T, ~<t sf T, ' 55 T, 167£: 
form r Sg, 1 !) If: tones 228: melism. accent 
285fT: Old-Rom. 489-90 

Compii-gne. Grad. and Anti ph. 22 n, 52, 53· 
95· 123 (1'1. VIII), 183 n, '149 n 

Complinc, com fJietorium 13, zg. 41 (no. 41): 
short Rcsp. r 85 

Completorium (Ambr.) 46g, 4i4 
Conacle 11obi.( (Rcsp. with Lrope) 436£ F, 

4•18 n 
COIICt:IIIUS !!88 
conci mw 1 16 
coll(/rrctrrs 426, 441 
Con(itcbrmt1n· (Old-Rom. Off.) 491 F 
Confitemini (All. with trope) 435 F 
Con{itemini ( frac1) 273 
Confortamitli (01£.) 19.1 I' 
Confmctorium •170, •176 
Confundantur (Old-Rom. Comm.) 490 F 
COIIjUIICIIITQC 390 
coni m fact w11 401: sec also adap1ation 
Corbic: Cr(ldtral of 53· 166; invention of 

s1aff lines 1 rg; Consuetudines 184 
Corpus Christi 8, 12, 59; full service 14: 

Mass chants 68, 275; Psalms of Matins 
88 T ; Ant. Sg: Rcsp . !!.to. !Hz: sequ. 464 

Cotto, Johannes 175, 211 
Councils: see the individual places 
Credo 25, 27. 4 1 (no. 46), 412-15; omitted 

31: Arnbr.475 
Credo-Fugue (Bach} 414 F 
currer1tes 390 
cursive 231, 238, 292 n 
cursus 297·301 

d (Roman us letter) 117 T 
dactylic 216, 230. 1132, 237 
Damasus I (pope) 40 (nos. 29, 30), 46f 
daseian signs 55· 164, 212 
David, L. U7 n 
Day f-l ours 14 
De cxceptato 467, 479 
De fructu (Comm.) 162, 168. 265 
De nccessitatibus (Tract) 329 
De prandio monachorum 46 n 
De /JTofundiJ (Off.) t94f F, 371 
Dcch cvrens, i\. 127, 129, 131 F 
dccolorntion 511 
Dedicalion, Feast of 42, 59£, 72 
Delalande. D. 165 n 
Delaporte, Y. 438 n 
Descendi in hortum (Ant.) 30•! 
Desce11dit de caelis (Rcsp.) 240 F, 343 F, 441 
Deus autem (Ant.) 213, 400 F 
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Deu.s Deu.s meu.s (OIL) 151 
Deu.s Deu.s meu.s (Tract) 274, 325 
De us enim (OIL) s68 F, 4S5; Old-Rom. 

491F 
Deus in adjutoritlm 22, 206£ 
deuterus •ss; "urcluistlich" •s9; tonal in

stability 142; with b-ftat 156 
deveJopment, chronology: to c. 6oo, ss-so; 

after 6oo. 51·Ss; St)•listic 507•15; Old
Ram. 503-05 

Dialogu.s de musica 152 
diapente 135· 253 n 
diastematic 75• ttSf 
diatessaron •35• 253 n 
Dies irae (sequ.) Jp, 464 
Dies sanctificatus (All .) 268£ T. 3S2 T, sSg 
differentiae 188, lll9• 2221I; in lntr. 2St; 

in Resp. 239 
Diodorus 40 (no. 21) 
direct psalmody, psalmus in directum 4 1 

(no. 42), 179·8o, 186; tonus in directum 
2oSfF, 227 

Directorium clwri: sec Guidetti 
distich 425 
Distribution of Palms 31 
distroplaa: sec bistropila 
dominant •ss£ 
Domine Deu.s meus (Off.) 253 F 
Domine exaudi (Tract) 184; Old-Rom. 

496F 
Domitae ]esu Cllri.ste (Off.) 19S 
Domitae praevmisti (Grad.) 355 
Domitae refugium (Grad.) 272 F 
Dominica 9f; vacat 57; sec Sundays 
Dominicans 16, 420 n 
Dominus dixit (AJl.) g81 T 
Dominus dixit (Old-Rom. lntr.) 4S8 F 
Donatus 239 
Dorian •ss 
dot 125 
Doxology, Gloria Patri 1S2; mentioned by 

Cassian 40 (no. 32); in Psalms 188, 214, 
218, 220; in Intr. 1S9f. 228£; in Comm. 
191£; in Rcsp. 1S2, 234 n, 51s n ; in Short 
Resp. 245 

Dufay 28g 
du Mont, Henry 4190 
Dunstable '1'7 
Durandus 25 n 
dynamic accent 277 F, 279 n 

e (Romanus letter) 117 
e-fla t 153. ' 57· 164, 165 n 
Easter Sunday 7, 4of (nos. 27, 37); Ps. of 

Matins SS T; Mass chanu 12otl (PI. I
VU); direCt psalmody 209, 227; scqu. 46o 

Easter Week S, 57; direct psalmody 209, 
227; All. 37g£T 

Ecce completa (Ambr. Resp.) 472f F 
Ecce i11 nubibus (Old-Rom. Ant.) 502 F 
Ecce jam (Resp. with trope) 441£ F 
Ecce quam bonum (Grad.) aSs£. S64 
echoi 136 
Eckhart, Georg von 49 n 
Editio Medicea 203. 276, 28o, 288f F 
Editio J!aticataa: see Vatican Edition 
editorial acddentals 153 
Egbert (bishop) 4S, 74 
Egeria: see Etheria 
Ego clamavi (Comm.) 170 F 
Einsicdcln, Cod. u1 55• 117, 166 
Ekkehard I 454 
Ekkchard TV 117,431 n 
Ekkchard V 78 n, 2S8 n 
ekphonetic 76 
elata 128 
Ellinwood, L. 175 n 
Ember Days, Weeks 7, gff T; omitted in L 

15; exceptional Ma.sscs 28fT; Saturdays 
soT,6g T 

Emmnnuel, M. 12S n 
emmeles 121 n 
Ephraim, St. 40 (no. 20), 4U 
Epiphany 7 
epipllonus 104 T , 110 T 
episema, horizontal us; 115, 117, 124· 129 
episerna, vertical 125; •7· 110, 124, 128 
Epistle 25, 26 T 
cqualist 127, 12S 
equaliter 117 
Eripe me (Off.) 159 
Eripe me (fract) 325, 494• 51 1 
Ethcria (Peregrinatio) 40 (no. 27). 4Sff, 47• 

.s •. 187.40S 
Eucharist. eucharistia 14 
Eucharistic Prayer 24 
Eugcnius lii (pope) 466 
E u o u a e: see seculorum. Amen 
Eusebius (bishop) 40 (nos. 17, 18), 186 
Evangeliaries 52 
Evangelist (in Passion) 207 
Evangelium 24 
Ex Atg)'pto (Ant.) 162, 175f 
Ex Sion (Grad.) 345 
Exaltation of the Cross 12n, 42, 6o, 72 T 
excessive range 148-52 
Excita Domine (Old-Rom. All .) 497 F 
Expression 301-04 
E~esultet 207 

f : lowest tone 151. 248, 515 n; Romanus 
Jeuer 121 

£-sharp 15!1· 157, 164 

Index 

Factus sum (Ant.) 162£ F, 176 T, 399 F 
fuia 9 
Ferreui. P.: on Haec dies 165; direct 

psalmody •79 n; lnvitatory 188 n; early 
psalm tone 212; accent 276, 279. 2goff; 
cursus goo; expression 302; Tracts gt6ff; 
Graduals V 350; lotaus pcrcgr. 400; Ant. 
402£ 

festivae laudes 430 n 
fifth 253; diminished 254; not used in 

cadence 266 
Finding of the Cross 6o. 72 T 
fixity 62, 6g 
Flavianus 40 
Fleury, A. 127, 129 
Oex: in lesson tones 204ff F; psalm tones 

2o81I F; 216: Tracts 323£ F 
flexa : sec clivis and Oex; f. res11pina, sec 

porrectus; f . strophica 1o6 F; liquescent 
f., see cephalicus 

fonns: of p almody 179·9S; of hymns 4261I; 
oC scqu. 4541£; of Ambr. Mass chants 
. 178T 

fourth 253ff; in cadences 266 
''fourth-chord" 255f, 368 
Francisetns 420 n 
Franco-Roman, Frankish 79ff, 5031I; see also 

Gamcan 
franculus 11 S 
Freistedt, H. 105f 
Frere, W. 49· 62,33 1 
Froger, J. 46 n. 376 n 
Fulgens fJraec/ara (scqu.) 123 (PI. VIII), 

449 
full bar 124, 320 n, 26S 
fu 11 stop 204 

G (lowest tone) 248. 515 n 
Gaisscr, H. 213 n. 498 n 
Gajard, J. 153 
Gallican 5· 27, 79· 46g n, 5 '3 
gamma-ut 248 
Gasrouc, A.: on Grc~orian question 49; 

prcssus aog; salicus 111; quilisma 114 F; 
Mocquereau 128 n; Grad. Tenuisti t8g 
n; accent 276, 281; trope 430 

Gaude Maria (Rcsp.) 240. 249 F, 5'4 
Gclasius (pope) 4' (no. 38) 
Gennrich , F. gS,J n, •!46 n, 449 n 
Gerbcrt, M. g8 n 
German chorale dialect 165 n 
Ceroid, Th. 302 
Ge\•aert, f . A.: on Grcgorian question 49; 

expression 302; eh ron. 507; see also 
thb nes 

Gindele, C. •9i n 
Glibotic, I. 376 n 

Gloria (ita excelsis) 25, 41 (no. 40), 409-12; 
omitted gt; performance 198; Gloria XV 
36, 82, -109· 509; tropes 439; Ambr. 475 

Gloria laus (hymn) 425, 427 
Gloria Patri: see Doxology 
Gmclch, J. 123 n 
Gnostic Psalte r 39 (no. as), 421 
God save the King 37 
Godescltalc 454 
Gontier 127 n 
Good Friday 8, 11; Mass go T , ga; Psalms 

of Matins S8 T; Lament. 205; Passion 
207; direct psalmody 209; Resp. 237; 
hymn •123 

Gospel 24, 26 T; Ant. So, 97 T 
Cothic ncumes 123 
gradate 24 n 
Gradual, Cradualc (book) 15, 17, 52, 485. 

See also Manuscripts 
Gradual (chant) 2'lf T , 344·63; in except. 

Masses soT; mentioned by Augustine 41 
(no. 33); texts 91 T; modal distrib. 137 T; 
range 150 T; cadences 264 T; mclism . 
accent 285 T; O ld-Rom. 492-94 

Cradual-typc }rtstus ut palma 138, 357-62; 
mode 165; adaptation 27of; Old·Rom. 
493; originally a psalm formula s•o: 
chron. 511 £ 

gravis (accent) 109 F 
Great Antiphons 400 
Great Scrutiny 28 
Greater Doxology 1S2 n; see Gloria (in 

excelsis) 
Greek (classical): music sGf F; language 39 

(no. S). Sec Byzantine 
Gregorian modes 134 
Gregorian problem 48ff, 74-83 
Grcgory I (pope) 4, 41 £ (nos. 47-51); his 

antiph. ce,to sq6 n; his letter 47, 376 n, 
•JOB n; Alleluia 37S, 3Sof. 392 

Grcgory 11 (pope) 42 (no. 6o), 49· 5S 
Grcgory Jll (pope) 49 
Grcgory VII (pope) 465 
Gucranger, P. 123 
Guidcui. C. D. 203. 2SS 
Guido of Arezzo: on planus, acutus 5 n; 

liqu. neumes 104 n; intervals 253 n; staff 
119; determination of mode 112; Ambr. 
cl1ant 480, 4S2f; Tonarius ascribed to 
him 54, 223 n 

Guido of Chcrlieux 135 n 
Gussanville, P. 49 n 

h (pitch letter) 123 
H aberl, F. X. 28o 
HacJrinn I (pope) •J8, 53 
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Haec dies (Grad.) 75fT (PI. I·~· 125: ~- ftaL 
t6s: full form 183: in Ed1tro Medrcaea 
288f F. See also Gradual-type just us ut 
palma 

Hakertneumen tog 
half bar 124 
Hallelujalt (Ambr.) 470, 479 
H andschin, J .: on Old·Rom. Sg n; old 

neumcs 109 n; trOpcs 430; Notker 45911; 

Ambr. 4730 
Hannonios 39 (no. •ll)• 421 
Hartker, Codex (St. Gall ;90·9r) _56, . 6•: 

rhythmic Ms. 129£; modal indtcauons 
167; Invit. Ant. 242: Resp. 330 

H ebrew: see J ewish 
Hcc dies: sec Haec dies 
Henry Il (emperor) 413 
Hermannus Contractus 404, 454 
H esbert, R .·J .: on Ember Saturdays 30 n : 

Mass Omnes gwtts 67 n, 92 n: Craduals 
in Cod. Rhcinau 92 n ; equalitcr 117 n 

Hilarius 40 (no. 22l), 422 
hirrtiOS 25 n 
Historiac 96 
H odie cant and us (tropc) 439 n 
Hodie nobis (R esp .) 237: Old-Rom. 501 F 
H odic scietis (Crad.) 8g 
H oly family 10, 59 
Holy Innocents 13, 28, 30 T 
H oly Name 10, 59· 69£ T 
H oly Saturday S. 11 : Mass 30 T , 31; P~. 

of Matins 88 T ; Lamentations 205£; dt · 
reel psalmody 2og: Nunc dimitlis 227; 
Rcsp. 237: Tracts 315f T ; Li tany 4oS, 
41 S; All. wilh trope 435 F; Old· Rom. 
Tracts 494 

H oly Week S. 40 (no. 2;). 57 
hook ncumes 109 
Hosartna fil io David (Ant.) 37 
H oudard, G.: on oriscw 112; rhylhm 127, 

1!!9, 130, 131 F 
H rabanus Maurus 422,125 
H ucbald 54 C. 30S n 
H ucke. A. 81 n, 394 n, 512 n 
H ufnagelsclt rift 123 
H ughes, A. 4-14 n 
H usmann. H . 444 n, 459 n 
Huglo, M. 54 11, 78, 459 n. 466 n, 4S5 n, 

494 n 
hymn 1S, :22£ T, 39£ (no. 13, etc.), 421 ·29; 

modal distrib. 137 T: pe rform . 198; 
cadences 26~; absent in Old-Rom. 503 

H )lnn 10 the Sun 36 F 
H ymnarics ~25 
h)'lltntls trium puerorum 29 
H ypodorian (·phrygilln, etc.) 154 

(i): Romanus letter 117; for b (b-llat) 

123, •ss 
ictus 17,108, 1!!Sf,217D, 276 n 
Idelsohn. A. Z. 34· 363 n, 509 
idiomclic 350 
imitation 258£ F 
l mproperitq iS 
in campo aperto 118 
in dirccwm: sec direct psalmody 
In exitu Israel (Ps.) 36, 213 
In medio ccclesin.: (Rcsp.) 343· 44'• 513 n 
In Olllltem terram (Oid- Rom. Grad.) 493 F 
incipit (of Ant.) 223£ F, 255 F 
indirect um '79 
inRections 204, 236 
lngressa 469, 476£ 
initiru11: sec intonation 
l nstit1W1 fJfllrum 238 . . 
interrogation, punctus interrogat1oms 204 f 

F, 208 
intervallic {11cumes) 11S 
intervals: in melodic progr. 2521£; from 

Ps. to t\nt. 221 T 
intonarion , iuitiwn: in Ps. tones 210: 

Canticles 226£ F; Intr. 228ff: Rcsp. 237£; 
Jnvit . 1!,13: Tracts 31S, 323; Old· Rom. 

lnLr. 48g F 
l ntret oratio (IntT.) 252 F 
Jntroi t 17. 25 T, 4.1 (no. 84). 505-11; texts 

91 T; modal distrib. •37 T; form 189. 
tgof; perform. 198; tones 228·34: mel· 
ism . accent 284 T; Old-Rom. 487·89 

lnventio Cmcis 6o 
lnvitatory Psalm (Jfeuile exsultemus) 20, 

88, 24h14; in Jewish rites 34; form tS8; 
Ant. 393: Old-Rorn. 502 

Ipse tamqttam (Post .Evang.) 477 F 
Isidore of Seville 42 (nos. 53· 54), 1S1 

Iso 443 
isosrllabism 422 n 
Isle est ]olrannes (Rcsp.) 24 1 
I ta/a 39f (nos. 8, 31), 62. 242 
/ te missa est 14, 25, 420f 

Jacobsthnl. C. 161 n, 168, 177 
J acopone da Todi ' 39· 464 
Jammcrs, E. 127, 130 F 
Jcannin, J . 127. 130 F, •53• 422 n 
Jcppescn. K. 254 n 
J cromc, St. 40 (nos. 29, 31 ), 376 
Je rusalem 40 (no. 27), 43lf 
j esson, R. o~651T, 479 n. 508 
J ewish, Hebrew: Book of Ps. 19; roots of 

chant 34fT F. 509: resp. psalmody tSo; 
ant . psalmod)' 186; All. 376; Sanctus 4'5· 
Sec ta'amim 

Joh anues (pope) 4 1 (no. 39) 

Index 

Johannes, J ohn (archkantor) 46 n, 77· 78 
Johannes de Grochco 2oS 
Johanncs Diaconus, John lhe Deacon 48, 

8 1 n, 246n 
J ohner. D. 159 n, 302 
]ubi/ate Deo (Oid·Rom. Tract) 495 F 
]ubi late Deo uniuersa (OII.) 258 F, 367f F 
jubilw 41 (no. 45). 185, 383fT, 386£ F, 496 
J ugct 103 
Julian the Apostate 1S7 
jumi~gcs -143 
J ungmann, J. A. 52 n, So 
Justin ~4. 39 (no. 7) 
}ustus germinabit (All . with trope) 435 
] wtw ut palma: various chants 202 n; All. 

with tropc 435f F; sequela 4·14 n. See 
Gradual-type ]ustw ut paJma 

k (pitdt letter) 125 
Kadosh, Kedusl1a 34, 415 
Kicnle. A. 465 n 
ltontakion 404· -158 
ltylisma 1 "I F 
K)'rie J 7, 25 T, 41 f (nos. 43· 4S), 405·08; 

mentioned by Ethcria 44: pcrfom1. 19S: 
variation of style 202: octave formations 
257 F; tropes 431f F; Ambr. 46g, 475; Old· 
Rom. 485 

1: Romanus lcuer 117; pitch lcner 123 
Laetabundus (scqu.) 460 F 
Laelatw sum (All.) 17 1£ F 
lai 456 
Lambillotte, L . 3 
Lamentations 35· 205f F 
Landolphus 465 n 
Langton (archbishop) 163 
Laodicea, Council of 40 (nos. 25, 26), 422 
Laon, Cod. :ZJ9 55· 191 n 
Latil. A. 439 n 
Latin: language 39f (nos. 8, 12, 31); accent 

:~;6ft 
Lauda Si on (scqu.) S 1, 464 
Laudate Dominum (Tract) 321 
Laudes 439 
Laudes Deo concinat (scqu.) 457f 
Laudes Salvatori (sequ.) 455 F 
Lauds •S· 23. 59£ (nos. 11, 23); hymns 18; 

Cant. 2ofT 
Law Missae 470 
leading tone 264f 
lectio 22 

Lectionaries 7 n, 52 
Lent 8, I Of, <fO (no. :!7) 
Leo I (pope) 4 1 (no. 35) 
Leo n (pope) 49 
Leo IX (pope) 412 n 

Lesser Doxology 182 n; sec Doxology 
Lesser H ours: sec Little H ours 
lesson-chants 2S, 29£ T, 189 
Lessons 22 
Jeu crs: Oddonic 55: Romanus 117; in Cod. 

Montpellier 122£; various systems 152 T; 
Bocthian 222 n 

Liber antiphonarius {Cregory) 4S, 75 
Liber pontifical is 4 7• 418 n 
Liber usualis 15 
Libera me (Rcsp.) r81, 240, 3<1 1 

limited range '4·J·<jS 
Limoges: see St. Martial 
Lipphardt. W. 127, 130 F, 510 
liquescent 104·06, 110 F 
List o£ Data 38·42 
L.ist of Sources 53· 56 
Litanies: sec R ogarion Days 
litany 58 n, 4oS. 4 •8 
Liulc (Lesser) H ours 14, 43: Short Resp. 

•Ss. 245 
liturgical books 15· 17; see also Manuscripts 
liturgical day 13· 14 
liwrgical year 6 ·13 
loca 222 T 
London, Brit. Mus.: Egerton 857 122 (PI. 

IV); add. )4209 .J66; add. 29988 499 
/ongissimae melodiae 443, 459 
Low Sunday S, 11 
Lucca, Cod. 6or 56, 61; modal assignments 

167; R esp. 330 
Lucernarium 14; Ambr. 46g, 473 
Lux aelema (Comm.) 192, 228 
Lydian 133 

m: Romanus letter 117; pitch letter 123 
Magnificat 20; tones 226f; Ant. 97· 393· 400 
Mamertus (bishop) 5S n 
maneria 135, 144. 151; ambiguity of 166, 

t6S. 172f 
Manuscripts: see l istings under specific 

names (H artker , Corbie, etc.) or , in lhc 
absence of such names, under locations 
(London, St. Gall, etc.). See a lso List of 
Sources. pp. 53ft 

maqam 136 
Marbach, C. 62 n 
M aria Virgo (Transit.) 477 F 
Marian Antiphons 23, 404 
Martinus (pope) 42 (no. 55). 77 
Mass •s. 23·32: earliest 39£ (nos. 7· 33); 

formularies 6 1·74: texts goiT T ; Ordinary 
405·21; Cycles •P91I. 432; Ambr. 46gf T , 
475"79 

Mass for the Dead, Requiem Mass 28, 
18g, 464 

M atheus de Perusio 41 7 n 
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Matins I!J, 16, 23; Psalms 88 T; see also 
Invitatory, Responsories 

Maundy Thursday 8, 11: Ps. of Matins 
88 T ; Lamentations 205£: diiect psalmody 
209; Resp. 237: Washing of Lhe Feel 404 

Maurianus (abbot) 42, 77 
media m, mediation: in psalm tones 210 F. 

t!J8: Cant. 226£ F: lntr. 227 F, 22gf: 
Resp. 238: lnvit. 24!li Tracts 318, !J2!Jf F 

Mediccan Edition: see Editio Medicea 
melisma: on weak syllables 289; in Tracts 

314; Resp. 342 T: Grad. !J44i Off. 367ff F: 
All . !J86fl F; Kyrie 407 F; tro pes 441: 
sequentia 444: Ambr. 472ffF; Old·Rom. 
491 

melismatic accent 279·89 
melismatic style !!o1fT 
Mclnicki. M . 4o6 n 
mefodiae primae, secundae 473£ F, 479 
melodic progTessions 252·58 
melody type 136 
mensuralists 127, 129ff F 
Messine neumcs 11gf F, 123 u 
metrum 20.jiTF, 208 F 
Melt 79· 81, 119 
Meyer, W. 458 
Micrologru: see Guido of Areno 
Micrologus de eccl. observ. 8 o 
MiJanese Chant: see Ambrosian Chant 
M isit Dominus (Grad.) !144 F 
Missa 14; see Mass 
Missal, Missale 15 
Misset, E. 46o n 
Mixolydian •!l!l 
MobCig. C. A. 444 n, 453 
Mocquereau, A.: Solesmes editions 17, 124£, 

127ff: on Old·Rom. Mss. 77: pressus IO!J. 
rrd; saliws 110; oriscus 111; quilisma 
114; ictus 125: accent 276, 28of; cursus 
298; Mass C)•cles 419: tropes 430 

modal: classi£. and distrib. 1 !J7·140i charact. 
o( melodjcs 140·6s: ambiguity •66·78 

modes, church modes 1!J!J·78; in Ambr. 
chant 48o 

Molitor, R . P. 288 n 
Monachus Sangalliensis 81 n 
Monk o( Angoull:me 116 n 
Mont· Bl:mdin, G-radual o£ 53. r8!J 
Montcvcrdi 208 
Monza, Gradual of 52, 5!1· 58 T, 6t 
Morin, G. 49 
motels entb 385 
Mozarabic 5· 41 (no. 46). 46g n 
Muggiasca, Codex o£ 466 
M usica disciplina: see AureJianus 
Mu.sica (Scholia) enchiriadis 54• 1~ n, 165, 

428 

musica fie/a 15!1 

n (pitch letter) 1211 
Natale S. Mariae 6o 
1'\ativit)' 7• 10, 51 n; mentioned by Etheria 

40 (no. 2;) : Ps. of Matins 88 T : Ps. of 
Vespers 220; Resp. 237; AU. 385: sequ. 
400 

Nativity B. V. M. 6o, 73fT 
rt eop!tyt us tonus 2111 
tlcuma trip/ex 240£, 34!1 F, 441 
ncumatic style 201f T: in lntr. !JoG: Off. 

367; Sanctus 417; hymns 428 
neumes 75• ggff 
New·Roman 78 
Nicaea (Council o£. Creed) 412 
Nicho las 11 (pope) 465 
Night Office: Sec Vigils 
Noctums 14. 23 
Non rst inventus (Oid·Rom. Ant.) 502 F 
Nonantola 119 
None I!J, 23. ggft (nos. 11, 41) 
non· psalmodic texts 95·98·11'4 
notation 99· •82 
notltu5 •75· 177, 399 
Notker Balbulus 117, 443· 452f, 457, 459 
Novara 119 
Nunc dimtttis (Cant.) 20, r88, 2og, 227 

o (pitch letter) 123 
O·Antiphons 400 
octave (intervaJ) 253£, 256f F 
Octave (LiturgicaJ) 7 n 
octoechos 135. 136 
Oddo: his works 54f (nos. 14, 25); on planus 

5o; letter notation 152; mode of Ant . 
174f; terminations 223f F; classif. of Ant. 
394ff'f; gamma-ut 248 

Oddonic leucrs 55 
Offertory 25 T, 363-75: mentioned by Au

gustine 41 (no. 33): texts gof T; ambitus 
150fT: style 18g; full form 1920'; un· 
usual (ormatioos 254ft; melism. accent 
285£ T; tropes 432£ F; Ambr. 470, 478; 
Old·Rom. 4goff: chron. 512£ 

Office, Office Hours 13£. 19·2!1, 39ff (nos. 11 , 
2;. 41): texts of 0 . chan ts 95££; 0 . Psalms 
18Bf 

Office for the Dead BB T, 240 
O(Jicium ..• T1·idui •51• •6g. 207 n 
Old·Roman daant 5· 78, So. 123 (PI. VII), 

484•505 
Omni'S gentes (lntr., Mass) 67 n, 70£, 486 
Omnipotens senno (Oid·Rom. Ant.) 502 F 
oratio 211 

Ordinary 17· 19; o£ the Mass 25ff, 405·21; 
Ambr. 473 

Index 

Ordo Roman us 46 n, 52, 53 (nos. 4·6): on 
forms of psalmody 18gf; Kyrie 408; 
Agnus 418 

organum 196 n 
oriscus 107, 111£ F 
Omatam monilibus (Resp.) 274 F 
ostinato 325 
Ou. C. 16, 3i5· 482 
ouvtrt·clos 243 
Oxford, Bodl. Libr. /at. lit. a 1 466 
Oxyrhynchos Hymn 37 F 

p (pitch letter) 123 
Paldograp!tie musicale 55 
PaJcstrina 254 
Palm Sunday 8. 11; special ceremonies gr; 

mentioned by Elheria 40 (no. 27): Pas· 
sion 2o;: process. Ant. 403 

Pange lingua (hymn) 423£, 42!i• 127 
pnralldismu.s membrorum 210 
paraplto11os 186 
Parntum cor (Old-Rom. All.) 498 F 
Paris, Bibl. nat.: /at. 776 122 (PI. V): noriV. 

acq. /at. 1871 416 n: see also Manuscripts 
Parlsot 426 n 
pars aestivnlis, hiemalis 466 
Pascha nostrmn (All.) 120ft (PI. J. V): two 

"ft· 185, 381: late style ggo, 392 
Pasclta nostrum (Comm.) 121 (PI. 11-V); 

six y. 192 
Paschal Time 8, 28; shon Resp. 245; All. 

!181 
passamezzo 324 F 
Passer invenit (Comm.) 303 
Passion Sunday 8, 11 
Passions 2o7f F 
Passover 34 
Pater nos/er 22 
patet 156 
Patrologia latina 61 
Paul I (pope) 79 
Paul of Samosata (bishop) 39 (no. 14}, 421 
Paulus Diaconus 4-22 
pausationes 204 
pentatonic 36 
Pentecost, Whit Sunday 8, 11; mentioned 

by Etheria 40 (no. 27): Ps. of Matins 
88 T; sequ. 463f 

Pcpin 79 
Pcrego, C. 466, 470n 
Peregriuntio Ethuiae: sec Ethcria 
peregrinus: see 10 11us peregritws 
performance •96·98 
Pero tinus 390 
Perpetua mereamur gaudia (trope) 448 n 
pes: sec fJodatus; p. flextu, sec torculus; p. 

quassus 120; p. subbipunctis 120 F 

Phillipps 16o69 (Ms.) 485 
Philo 38 (no. 1), 186 
phrase: structure 249·52; textual and musi · 

caJ 267·75. 320 n , 352: in Ant. 393fT. 
See standard phrases 

Phrygian 133 
Picchi, G. 324 n 
pirmosa 104 F , 110 F 
Pius IX (pope) 59 
Pi us X (pope) 27 
Pi us XI (pope) 59 
plagal 133· '44 
plain song 5 
plnin·cltnnt 5 
Pliny !19 (no. 5) 
podatu.s, pes 100 F, 109 F, 118, 120 F; li-

qucsc. 104 F 
poetic leXLS 97f 
porrectus rooF, 120 F; liqucsc. 104 F 
positurae 20,l 
Post Epistolam 470 
Post Et~angclium 470.476 
Post quam resurrcxit (Ant.) r6g F 
Pothier, j .: his editions 17, 124; on rhythm 

127, 130; pressus rog; accent 276: Mass 
cycles 4 19: tropcs 435 

Praeconiwn pascltnle: sec Exsultet 
Prayer tones 25. 204 C F 
Preface 24. 25, 415f F 
Premonstratensians 16, 161 n, 420 n 
Presanctilied, Mass of the 31 
pressus 103 F, 110 F, 112£; in Graduals 344, 

493 
Pretiosa (sequela) 450 
prima, seconda voila 243, 371 n 
Prime 13, 23, 41 (no. 41) 
primicerir.tS 498 
Principes (Comm.) 170 F 
Priscius 239 
processional: An c. 403£: hymns 427 
Processions 31f, 42 (no. 57). 403, 427 
Proper 17·19: of the Mass 25fT: of the 

Time (Proprium de Tempore) 6 (see 
Temporale); of Saints (Proprium Sane· 
torum) 12£ 

Prophecy 25 
prosa, prosula 4!l!Jf, 436f F, 443f 
prottu 133; with b·flat 156 
Prudentius. Aurclius 422 

Psallat ecclesia (scqu.) 444f F, 458 
Psallcndae 469, 4 72 
Psalmellus 470, 476, 478 T 
psalm tones 208-26; J ewish 55£ F; Ambr. 

470·;2 
psalmody 179·96 
Psalms r8ff, 22fT, 87·95: in Ambr. 468fT 
psalm us idioticus 207 n, 409 
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psalmus indirectus: see direct psalmody 
Psalterium gallicum, romanum 62 n 
Puer Jesus (Ant.) tj6C F, 266 
Puer natus est (lntr. with tropes) 438fF 
puncruation 204£ f 
punctum (neumc) tooff, •09 F, 120F; p. 

planum 118 
punclllm·mora 125, 128 
punctus (elevaws, circumfl., etc.) 204 
Purification a•. 6o, 73 T 

Quadragesima 7• 10 
quantity 277, 422, 429 
quaner bar 124, 268 
quaner-tones: in early neumcs 110. 111, 

Jt!j; in Cod. Montpcllier 122£ (PI. VI) 
Qui sedes (Crad.) 345 
quilisma 11 0 F. •• si£ 
Quinquagcsima 7• 10 
Quintilian 297. 300 
Quomodo (treatise) 144, 146 

R (for b-Oat) 152, •6•1 
Rabanus: see Hrabanus 
Radulph de Rivo 78 11, .170 n 
raga 136 
range 144·52. 248£; AU. aBg. Sec ambitus 
Ratisbon edition 28o 
Ratold (abbot) 119 
readings 24; tones for 2oa·o8 
Reese, G. 128 n 
refrain 18o, •87, •94· 372, 427 
Regina caeli (Ant.) 23, 404 
Regino s-1£ (nos. '!!· 24). 174: classiL of 

Ant. 394ft; on oa. 512 
Reichert, C. 447 n 
reiterative St)'le 262. 34-1f F, 368 F, 51 2 
Reminiscere (Old-Rom. Intr.) 487 F 
repercussivc neumes 1o6·o8 
repetenda: see versus ad rcpettmdum 
repetition, repeat 258·62; in Rcsp. 3!!4· 

soof (Oid·Rom.), 5 13: Off. tnofTT: All. 
384fT: Cloria 410fT; hymns 426fT: of 
text3641TT 

repeat mellsmas: in Rcsp. 343: Crad. 357; 
Off. 368£ F; All. 386£ F; Ambr. 473 F, 
482 F 

repos 128 
Requiem aelernam (Intr.) 233f 
Requiem Mass: sec Ma.ss for the Dead 
Respice me (Crad .) 2!)1 F 
respond t8tff; of Rcsp. 33•ff: Crad. 344ff; 

Oft. 36311' 
responsoriaJ: psalmody 39 (nos. 10, etc.), 

•8o·85: perform. tgGU, 435 

Responsories 16, 22, 330·44: texts g:;f; mo· 
dal distrib. 137 T; Corm t8 tf, 184£: tones 
234·41; cadences 264 T; melism. accent 
286 T; tropes 436ff: neumala 441 f; Ambr. 
472f: Old-Rom. 500·02; chron. 513£. Sec 
Short Responsories 

responsorium: prolixum, breve 18; gradu· 
ale (gradate) 24 

Resurrexi (ln tr.) u oli (PI. I·Vl), go7fF; 
Old·Rom. 488 F 

Rhcinau, Gradual of 5!1· 92£ T 
rhyme (musical) 258. 26o; in 011'. 194. 372; 

Crad. 350; hymns 427 
rhythm 126·32 
rhythmic: le tters 117 T; signs (of Solesmcs) 

•7· 127; manuscripts 128 
Rieman. H. 127, 129, 131 F 
risqolo 136 
Rogation Days. Litanies 8, 11, 58, 408, 418; 

Mass chants 68 
R omanus 117 
Roman us letters 115, 1 17 T 
Rome 40£ (nos. 29, 30, 36, !17• 49), 46ff; 

Council of, 47: introd. of Credo 413; 
introd. o[ hymns 423. See Old-Roman 
chant 

rondo form 175, 181 
Rorate coeli (lntr.) 305, 309 
Rosseui, Blasius 288 
round neumes, Rundneumen tog 

s: Romanus letter 11 7; in Passion 207 
Sabbato g; in Xll lectionibus go 
Sachs, C. 131 n 
Sacramentarics 7 n , 51, 53 T , 70 
Sacred Heart 8, 12, 59 
St. Augustine, etc.: sec individual names 
St. Gall, M ss.: Cod. JJ9 55 (no. 28). 12 t 

(PI. 11); additional feasts 58£ T ; All. per 
circulum anni 92; - Cod. J59 53· 55 (no. 
26), 120 (PI. I); intricate notation 76; 
quilisma 115: let ters J 17; rhythmic Ms. 
126; All. with two 'fl· 185; Tracts 315; 
-Cod. ;Br •g•:- Cod. J90·91, see Hart· 
ker; -Cod. -184 453 

St. Martial: neurncs 119; Troper 405 n, 
4!P n; tropes 439; sequ. 447 

St. Maur·des·Fosses, Arttipllonary 234 n, 
2!19·486 

St. Yricix, Gradual 55 (no. !P): Comm. 
Jliderunt 192 n: Tracts 313 n; Off. with 
'?· 433· 

Salisbury, Antiphoual and Gradual 56 (nos. 
36, 40), !IS • 

Salve Regitltl (Ant.) 23. 404 
Sanctoralc 12f, g8f; Mass formularies 71ff; 

All 38o; Ambr. 468 

Index 527 
Sanctorum m~ritis (h)'llln) 425 
Sancltu 24, 25 T. •!15· •;: Jewish origin 34: 

data 381I (nos. 2, 6. ·H): o[ Good Friday 
tg8; tropcs 139fF; Ambr. 476 F 

Sa nctus Fom vittus (tropc) 439£ 
Sapphic meter ·J!!4 
scaudicus 100 F, 120 F; liCJUCSC. 104 F, 110 F 
Schlecht, R . 161 n 
schola cantorum 4of (nos. 26. 36, •19), 193. 

418,498 
Scholia enchiriadis 163 
Sdtrade, L. 420 n 
Schubiger, A. 453 
Schuster, I. 3-l n 
second (in cadences) 26gf T 
seculorum. Amert, £ u o 11 a e 167,218,220, 

23!) 
Sedulius, Caelius 97• 422 
cikilos song 3Gf 

scmivocales tO.J 

Senlis. Gradual of 53· 59 
Scptuagesima 7• 10 
sequel~ 123 (PI. VUI), .( 14· 446 F 
sequence (liturg.) 3 1, 387, 4!1-1• ,H2·6-t: per· 

form. tg8; chrou. 515 
Sequeutia (re:.dings) 21 n 
sequential progression 258f F. 345 
Scrgius l (pope) 27, <J2 (nos. 57·59). 49. 

·10-f, 4•8 
seventh 253 F, 255fF 
Sexagesima 7. 10 
Sext •3· 23 T, ggf (nos. 11, 41) 
Sextuplex: sec Bibliography 
Short Responsories 18, 22, 185, 244·45 
Sidonius Apollinaris 376 
Silva· Tarouca 46 n, 78 
Silvia: sec Etheria 
sirenimpha 116 
"six-four chord" 255 
sixth 253 
"sixth-chord" 254.419 
Sixtus l (pope) 26, 59 (no. 6), 415 
Smits van Waesberghe, J. ••9 n, 175 n. 

238n 
Snow, R. J. 184fT 
Solesmes 3; editions 17; notation 123 ·26: 

S)"Stem 127: b-Oat 153; terminatious 
217n: secondary accent 276n: scansion 
disreg. 278 n; cursus 298 n; new Crad· 
uals 545 

soloist tg61T 
sonata-form 426 
Soullicr, E. 466 n 
Sowa, R. 130. 178 
Sozomenos 41 (no. 37). 187, 377 
Spanke, H . 455 n 
Speciosus (Crad.) !155 

Splcndor Patri$ (sequ.) 462 F 
square neurne.~ 119 F, 122 
Stallat mater: te.xt 424: b)•mn •39· 265 n; 

sequ. 3•· 464 
Stiiblcin, B.: on A gnus 419 n; list of popes 

46 n; Old·Rom. chant 7if; Ambr. chant 
5o8 n 

staff a aS£ 
standard phrases: in Tracts •39· 315li; 

Rcsp. 33•1T: Crad. 315fT: Old· Rom. Crad. 
4!)2 

Statio ad S. Mariam 6o. 73 T 
Station, Stational Church 44· 6o n 

tepheu 11 (pope) 79 
Stepben of Litgc (hishop) 8 n 
StirjJS ] em: (Rcsp .) 33Gf 
stroJ•hicu.r to6 F, 1ao; in lntr. go6; in 

T racts 329 n 
sub{i ualis 135 
sul•jugnlis 133 n 
subwnal, subscmitonal 204 
SllfJIOIIilltfl 135. t.j6 
Sundays 6f. g!I T: later additions 57; 

Fourth of Adv. 69; after Pentecost 65 T, 
45IfT, gtJTT, gSo; Old·Rom. 486. See 
a.lso Easter. Trinity, etc. 

Sllliol, C. 466 
Super flumitta (OfT.) 195, 258 F 
syl labic style 201 f T: in Ant. 39~: Sanctus 

XVIII 416; hymns 428; abs. in Off. 367 
Sylvia: see Etheria 
Symbolum 470 
Symmachus (pope) 26,41 (nos. 39· 40) 
symphonos 186 
Synagoga 207 
S}nCopation 103 
Syrian 39f (nos. 13, 21), t86 

t: Rom.anus letter • •7: in Passion 207 
ta'amim 36 n, 139. 363 
Talmud t8o 
Te Deum 22 n, 182 n, 36, 409, 509 
Te laudamus (Transit.) 178 
Te lucis (hymn) -126 
T emporult' 6, 91£ T; Crcgorian 57; post

Crcg. :;Sf T; Arnbr. 467fT 
tenor •3G. ~04: of psalm 1oncs 2rof T; lntr. 

tones 22!), 233: Resp. tones 235 T; lnvit. 
tones 2.13 T: Ambr. ,17of; Olt!-Rom. 48g 

T enuisti (Gra.d.) 183 
Tel'ce •s. ~3 T , 39f (nos. 11, 41) 
termination: of psalm tones 210, 217, 219, 

223fT. 225 T, 395; lntr. tones 231f; 
Rc:sp. tones 238£; Tracts !Jt8, 323; Ambr, 
471; Old-Rom. 489 F 

Terra lremuil (Off.) 121£ (PI. II·V) 
Tcrtullian 39 (no. to), 181,421 
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te.ssitura 142, 151 , 344 
tetrardus 133, 139, 148• 146, 33• 
texLs 87·98. 266·304 
tMmes 223, 224£, 255IT T. 502; th . :~; 

4oofT; th. 28 213n, 400; tit. ::9 16on, 
162 n, 399 F 

Theodon" Lector 4 13 n 
Theodulphus 422 
theoretical writings 54fT 
Therapeutae 38 (no. 1), t86 
thesis 128 
th ird 253: in cadences 263£ T 
Thomas a Ccl:mo 46.1 
Thomas Aquina.s 26;, 464 
Thursdays 57!; of Lent 42 (no. 6o). 44• 

66fT 
timbre 462 
Tim ebunt gentes (Oid·Rom. Cr~d .) ·1!J2f F 
Time/e Domiuum (Oid·Rom. I tilT.) 487 F 
Toledo. Council of 4 1 (no. 46), 4'3· 423 
To/lite portas (OIT.) 15 1 
Tommasi, J. M. 25 n, 499 n 
tonal stability, unstaiJility 142(. 173 
tonal unification: within a service 139f; in 

Ps. plus Anl. •73· 218 
tona/e missarttm 122 
tonality 133·78 
tonaries 54 T , 166, 21 8 
tones: Cor Readings and Prayers 203·08; Ps. 

2o8·26; Cant. 226·28; lnlr. 228·34; Resp. 
234·4-1; lfl\'it. 241·45; Old·Rom. 489, 490· 
soaf; Off. 512 

tonic accem 232, 277 F, 278. 289-97 
tonus: directaneus (iu directum) see direct 

psalmody; mixtus, commixtus, plus· 
quamperfectus 151 

tonus peregrinus 212£ F; Ant. for 400 f; 
origin 35£. 213 n , 509 

lorcu/us 100 F, 120 F, 329 n, 490£ F; liquesc. 
l. 104 F; t. strophicus to6 F; t. resupinus 
100 F, 111 

Tract 25, 26 T, 312-30; replaces All. 28; 
texLs Sg; modal distrib. 137 T. 139; origi· 
nally Grad. 184; perform. 198; cadences 
265; textual and musical phrases 273f; 
Old·Rom. 494·96; chron. 511 

lransformatio 178 
Transitorium 470, 478 
transpositio 1 ;8 
t ransposi r ion •57·65; indivld. examples 

t68ff 
tremolo 107. 255 
tremu{a 116 
Trent, Council of 31, 430,463 
triadic outline 254f, 322, 857• 4'7 
triduum 237 
trigon 110 F, lt (if, 121 

trillo 108 
Trinity Sunday 8, 12, 71 n; post-Grcg. 58£; 

included in Mss of St. Call, etc., 82; ab· 
sem in Old-Rom. -186: Ma:.s d1ants 68 f, 
274£ T; tonal organil.. 140 

T rishngiou 34, 38 (no. 2), 4 15 
tristroplto to6 f , 128; in Intr. 3o6; in Grad. 

!144 
trirone •sz. 211, 254 (diminished fifth) 
triltls '33· 1 15£ 
troch:tic 216, 230 
troflariou •1.58 
cropcs 28. 341· 429·42 
tropos spoudcia/:os 36 
troubadours, trouveres 426 
Trullo. Council of 42 (no. 57) 
Tu maudasli (Comm.) t68f 
tuba 20.1 
Tuotilo -13 1.439 n 
turbo ] IJda eorum 207 

Uuivcrsi (Grad.) 62 n, 150, 352 
Urban IV (pope) 59 
Urbs fortitudinis (Ant.) 157, 177f 
Ue queaut {axis (hymn) 424 

Vaison, Council of 41 (nos. 48· 44) 
van Dijk, S. A. 258 n 
van Doren, R. 79 n 
variation technique 324£ 
Vatican Edition, Edit io rraticana 17, 27 
Venantius Fortunatus 4-22 
Jlcni Rcdem1Jlor (hymn) 423, 429 F 
Veni Sancle Spiritus (sequ .) 31,463 
Venit ad Petrum (Ant.) 404. 
Jlcnitc exsultemus: see Jnvitatory Psalm 
Jlenite post me (Comm.) t6g 
verse Sg-gs. 173f. 18off, 187ff; sec Psalms, 

psalm tones, Tracts, Graduals, etc. 
vcrsicle 22, 2o6 
versus ad rcpetendum tgoff. 487 
Vesper Psalms 18 T, 20, 8;f T 
Vespers 13, 23; Ambr. 468f; Old-Rom. 498 
Victimae pascllali (sequ.) 3'· 46o, 463 
Victor 51~ n 
Viderunt H emorwel {trope) 390, 440 
Jlideru11t omnes (Grad.) 350. 440 
Vigils, Night Office 14, 39f (nos. t t, 27), 43 
virmula 116 
Vir era/ (Off.) g66 f 
Virbonus (abboL) 42, 77 
virga too F, tog F, 120 F; v. jacens 1og n , 

118; v. sub-triptmctis g8g 
Visigothic: see Mozarabic 
Vitalian (pope) 78 
Vivell, C. 34 n; on qui/isma 114; tonus 

peregr. 213 n 

Index 

voces trcmulae 116 
von den Steincn, W. 443 n, 45!1 
T'os qui tramituri (lngressa) 478 F 
Voti1·e Mass ' 5· 314 
Vulgare, Vulgata 4of (nos. ~l'· 54), 62, 242 

Wagncr. P. 33: on various ncumes 107, 
togff; rhythm 129f F, 131f; Easter Grad. 
183 n: early psalm 10ne 212; Short Resp. 
245; Grcg. arch 251; melodic progycssions 
252 n: cadences 263 n; accent 276, .28g; 
Tracts 324; Grad. 362; Off. 367; All. 242 
n , sgof: Kyrie 4o6; tropes 439; chron. 507, 
510 

Wala (abbot) 79 
Walafrid Strabo 48 

Washing of the Feet •104 
'Vcllesl, E. 37£. 377 n 
Wcnaer, ·E. 35f, 509 
Whit Sunday: see Pentecost 
Wh irsun Eve 11, 30 
Whitsun Week 8, 57 
\\'ia,cltesaer Tropcr 449 n 
Wipo 15 1· 46o 
Wolfenbilttel, Cod. 677 390 n 
Worcester, AntiJ>honal of 56; b-Oat 154; 

l nl'it . Ant. 242; Rcsp. 330 
word-painting 303£ 

x (Romanus lcllcr) 117 

Ycmenite 35 F 
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lntexest in Gregorian chant has always been_.alive among musicolo

gists and those devoted lO preserving early church ]Jlusic· in ail its 

haunting simplicity. Willi Apel's extensive survey of the chant de

scribes the evolutionary processes of its long hjstory as well as its defi

nition and terminology; d1e su·ucture of the liturgy, the texts~ the no

ration, t:he ·hythtn, the tonaliry. and the methods and forms of 

psalmody. Under the hearung "Stylistic Analysis" i.r offers chapters on 

liturgical recitative, the free compositions accordjng to types, Ambro

sian cham (by Roy Jesson), and Old-Roman chant (by Robert J. Snow). 
A short conclusion, tided "Prolegomena to a Hjstory of Gregorian 

Style1" completes this impTessive volume. 
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